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ABSTRACT

Anywaa is a Western Nilotic language spoken in the Republics of Ethiopia and South Sudan. Under Western Nilotic, Anywaa belongs to the Northern branch of Lwoo. The present study was conducted in Gambella, Ethiopia. Traditionally, metaphor has been concerned with literary devices like poem, fiction, novel, style and short story. Hence, metaphor is understood as the use of figurative language only. Standing in an opposition to traditional approach, Conceptual Metaphor Theory, which was started by Lakoff and Johnson (1980), views metaphor to be used by ordinary people in their daily lives and thinking. Thus, language is considered a surface manifestation of conceptual metaphor. Because our conceptual system is metaphorically structured, the emotion concepts used in people’s daily lives are metaphorically structured. Since emotion is complex, understanding it requires simple, basic and concrete concepts and experiences linked with it. Yet, little is understood about the reality of emotion metaphors in Anywaa. Therefore, to carry out the present study and gain detailed understanding of emotion in daily lives of the Anywaa, this study used Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) to investigate the metaphorical conceptualization of anger, fear, happiness, love and jealousy, which are basic emotions in Anywaa.

In this study, various approaches were applied to identify and interpret emotion metaphors in Anywaa. To understand the discoursal metaphors, Steen’s Five Step Procedures of Metaphor Identification were used. To determine conceptual and linguistic metaphors, the researcher used Top Down and Bottom Up Approaches. Since metaphor and metonymy interface, Source-domain-oriented Approach was used to understand emotion metaphors based on lexical extension. The data for the present study were collected by using elicitation, recording and listening to daily utterances. Hence, the study was designed as qualitative.

Different linguistic metaphors of emotion are used in the daily lives of Anywaa. The linguistic metaphor tʃwijnà ătimò nà màåtf’ ‘My liver has become fire’ is used to realize anger as FIRE and jià bòogò ‘My stomach is a leaf’ is used to realize happiness as A PLANT LEAF. The present study has indicated that there are constraints imposed on emotion metaphors of Anywaa. For example, WHITE COLOUR is used as a source domain of HAPPINESS but RED and BLACK COLOURS are used as source domains of ANGER. In Anywaa, emotion degree is marked by using degree adverb, tone, object size and space between the earth and sky. The source domains of emotions analyzed in the present study have the scopes outside emotion target domains.

Keywords: Anywaa, Domain, Emotion, Conceptual Metaphor Theory, Mapping, Image Schema
### ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>Ablative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADRE</td>
<td>Addressee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGO</td>
<td>Agonist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASS</td>
<td>Associative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATR</td>
<td>Advanced Tongue Root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>Auxiliary Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>Benefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRV</td>
<td>Breathy Voice Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Co-event, Cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>Second Consonant (left to right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPL</td>
<td>Complement(izer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLT</td>
<td>Complet(izer) Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Connective, Conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>Definite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFINE</td>
<td>Defining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEG</td>
<td>Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEO</td>
<td>Deontic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM</td>
<td>Diminutive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>Direction (al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIS</td>
<td>Distal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIST</td>
<td>Distributive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUB</td>
<td>Dubitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVM</td>
<td>Derivational Morpheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. C</td>
<td>Ethiopian Calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMT</td>
<td>Extended Conceptual Metaphor Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMOT</td>
<td>Emotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPH</td>
<td>Emphatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCL</td>
<td>Exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Figure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>Feminine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FQ</td>
<td>Frequentative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>Future Tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>Genitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>High Tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>Habitual Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>High Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICM</td>
<td>Idealized Cognitive Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFT</td>
<td>Infinite Complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCL</td>
<td>Inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>Infinitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCOH</td>
<td>Inchoative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERO</td>
<td>Interrogative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>Instrumental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>International Phonetic Alphabet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITV</td>
<td>Itive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUSS</td>
<td>Jussive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGC</td>
<td>Leipzig Glossing Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Link Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mid Tone, Motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN</td>
<td>Manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASC</td>
<td>Masculine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIP</td>
<td>Metaphor Identification Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>Middle Voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITV</td>
<td>Monovalent Itive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVEN</td>
<td>Monovalent Ventive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>Nominalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBL</td>
<td>Oblique Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Offensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERF</td>
<td>Perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERM</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>Present Tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROG</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROSP</td>
<td>Prospective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROX</td>
<td>Proximal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST</td>
<td>Past Tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURP</td>
<td>Purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUOT</td>
<td>Quotative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Relativizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Source Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>Target Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEN</td>
<td>Ventive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOC</td>
<td>Vocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>Versus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Assumed, Unknown Experiencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>First Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Second Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Third Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..</td>
<td>Breathy Vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>Vowel, Consonant Extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>Plus, Presence of Feature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Minus, Absence of Feature

( ) Or, Optional Use

/ Or

= The same as, Results in

, High Tone

\ Low Tone

- Mid Tone

\ Rising Tone

^ Falling Tone

> Greater Than, Grammaticalized to

/ / Underlying Representation

{} Morpheme Representation

[] Surface Representation
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Chapter One: Introduction

1.1 Background of the Study

1.1.1 Traditional and Modern Views on Emotions

In Western culture, reason was believed to be superior to all human faculties (Evans and Green, 2006:44). This belief in the superiority of reason to other aspects of human mind was very strong so that it led to many wrong assumptions. One wrong assumption was that only reason is important for finding truth and human behaviour. There was also a wrong belief that no emotion is involved in human reasoning. Thus, emotion was considered to be an obstacle to reasoning. Briefly, in Western culture, it was believed that emotion could be separated from reason. Many modern scholars state that this wrong belief in the separation of emotion from cognition comes from the French philosopher René Descartes' Cartesian philosophy of seventeenth century, which considers human mind to be separate from body and emotions. This philosophy which believed in the study of mind without body was called dualism or Cartesian philosophy (Evans and Green, 2006:44-45). However, this fallacious assumption has been disproved based on recent findings in neurological studies. For example, in his work Descartes' Error: Emotion, Reason and Human Brain, Damasio (1994) provides evidences which contrast with the separation between emotion and reason by convincingly demonstrating that there is a close link between emotion and reason, because it is difficult to make logical reasoning without emotion. For example, the frontal lobe of human brain regulates motor activity, mood and the making of decision. Furthermore, Lakoff (1993) argues that real reason is connected with emotion: nobody can be rational without being emotional (Esenova, 2011:1-2 and Lakoff and Johnson, 1999:5).

Although traditional account considers reason to be disembodied, in modern thought, reason is embodied, but many people still believe that emotion is simply feeling without conceptual structure and content. This makes many people ignore research on emotion metaphors as emotions are understood to be meaningless. However, abstract concepts like emotions, which are not directly grounded in experience, can be understood by using metaphor, metonymy and mental imagery (imagination). The use of experience and imagination makes emotion clearly embodied and meaningful (Lakoff, 1987:xiv).
1.2 Cognitive Linguistics and Metaphor

Cognitive linguistics is a contemporary branch of linguistics concerned with human language, mind and socio-physical experience. It mainly investigates language and conceptualization (meaning construction). Cognitive Linguistics first appeared in 1970s due to contributions of Fillmore (1975) and Lakoff and Thomson (1975), but it was later greatly developed and elaborated by Langacker (1987, 2000), Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and Lakoff (1987). See Debela (2011:12-13). Cognitive linguistics combines knowledge from other sciences like cognitive psychology, neuroscience, artificial intelligence, philosophy, literature and sociology. The central tenet of cognitive linguistics is that language is an integral part of human mind and its therefore important to study language based on what is generally known about human cognition whether the study is based on experiment, observation or common sense. Thus, the knowledge of language comes from usage and experience. Cognitive linguists' view that language is part of our cognition contradicts with generativists' view that language has faculty, i.e. a child is born with grammar (universal grammar), which later develops as an adult's grammar (Taylor, 2002:8). Lakoff and Johnson (1999:11) state that all aspects of thought and language like phonology, grammar, conceptual system, mental imagery, emotion, storage of information and the conception of motor operations are cognitive.

Some modern programs under cognitive linguistics include cognitive grammar, cognitive semantics and Conceptual Metaphor Theory. Cognitive grammar deals with mental grammar, with fundamental claim that the basic unit of grammar is symbolic pairing (linguistic unit). Evans, Bergen and Zinken (2007:21) classify symbolic units of language into semantic pole (meaning) and phonological pole (sound). Cognitive semantics captures meaning as mental construction (conceptualization), which is further viewed to be based on experience and convention. Conceptual Metaphor Theory is one of the most important and effective theories to use cognitive semantics approach to metaphor and meaning (Evans, Bergen and Zinken, 2007:16-18).

In Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT), metaphor involves both language and knowledge structure. Thus, thought itself is metaphorical. According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and Gibbs (2005), conceptual structures and conceptual metaphors are organized by mappings stored in one's long term memory (see also Evans, Bergen and Zinken, 2007:16 and Kövecses,
The study of emotion metaphors of Anywaa is therefore very important to understand the Anywaa's world view, which is in turn important for the study of cognitive metaphor in general.

1.3 The People and the Language

1.3.1 The People

The Anywaa are Nilotic people who belong to the Luo\(^1\) group of Eastern Africa. This sub-classification coincides with what Crazzolara (1930: V) broadly mentions and states that as opposed to Bantu people, the Nuer (Naath), Dinka (dʒúŋ) and the Lwoo people are collectively grouped under the dʒí (dʒò) people. The word dʒí 'people of certain origin or home' with little modifications is actually common to the three groups of people. For example, in Nuer, the word for rebels is the compound noun dʒí dààr (Lit. forest people) and in Anywaa the word for rebels is dʒí (dʒò) pàáp (Lit. forest people). Similarly, in Dinka, the English word rebels is compounded as ããdʒáj dòdr (SG.ããdʒáj dòdr) 'forest people'. See also Perner, 2003:235).

The tribal name ápwáá (PL.ápwááe) was derived from the root ñwàá 'share, sharing'. This terminology is further elaborated by Okello (2014) that in their daily life, the Anywaa share tfám 'food', ábiíé 'clothes' and ótò 'shelter' and fighting against enemy. Among the Anywaa, places for gathering are gender specific: men share things at wí mààtf 'fireplace', where fish and prey stews are cooked and women share things around kééñno 'hearth', where porridge is cooked. The Anywaa often settle along Openo (Baro\(^3\)), Gilo, Alwor, Oboth and Akobo rivers\(^3\). Hence, cultivation of maize and durra and fishing support the life of the Anywaa. In addition, gold

\(^1\)The word Luo means clean person. Thus, the Anywaa and other Luo people hate bad things like theft, greed, promiscuity, and evil eye. In Anywaa, the synonym for this word is tũŋ 'clean' or wááŋ 'clear'. This is based on my personal communication with Alfred Okuch. The Nuer datum was provided by John Koang, a native speaker of Nuer, who is doing his Ph.D in linguistics in Addis Ababa University. The Dinka datum was provided by Deng Okello, a native speaker of Anywaa and the native speaker of Dinka called Makuei Majok Lem. Both of the informants currently live in northern Bahr al Ghazal, South Sudan.

\(^2\)Although some researchers like Reh (1996) use the name Sobat as a single river, this is of no agreement. For example, Kurimoto (1996:32) asserts that Openo (Baro), Gilo, Akobo and Oboth merge as one tributary called Sobat, which joins the White Nile. This was also confirmed with my personal communication with Omod Itangi, a friend of mine who was in Juba, South Sudan in 2013.

\(^3\)This must be the reason why Kurimoto (1996:29) describes the Anywaa as riverine people relying on rivers for subsistence economy. Openo is an Anywaa name for Baro River; the river was named after Chief Openo who ruled the area called Irwaanye in the upper part of Baro river. This area is currently called Bonga (See, Perner, 1994).
mining (panning), which takes place in Dambala in Dimma district and Lungnga, hunting and preparation of local drinks are also used by the people as their livelihood to assist their lives and economy.

Although the cattle rearing is not so common nowadays among the Anywaa, according to Evans-Pritschard (1940) and (Reh 1996), in earlier times like 18th and 17th centuries, the Anywaa were good at cattle domestication; one of the strong evidences comes from the fact that Anywaa has cattle names like ágíirá 'dark brown cow', ògíira 'dark brown bull' dilááró 'red cow', ōlāl 'red bull' ádóóló 'a cow with white tail', ōdóóló 'a bull with white tail', kwátʃ 'black bull with white spots all over' and ákwáťʃ 'a black cow with spots all over'. Another very related evidence comes from terms related to tjáak 'milk' and its products such as tjébé 'sour milk', bwòbò 'butter', ádòógá 'the first very solid milk while milking the cow'. Yet, currently, in Anywaa areas like Joor, Gilo, Omiila, and Otalo, the people still have better cattle rearing. This must be the reason why cattle are still used as dowries among the Anywaa who live in these areas.

There are different reasons for the decline of the degree of cattle rearing among the Anywaa. Evans-Prtichard (1940) states that many years back, the Anywaa cattle were raided by Murle and Nuer; yet the Anywaa themselves provide mythical reason that in the beginning God gave cows to Anywaa, Shilluk, Nuer and Dinka, but the Anywaa killed their cows. Another reason is provided by Perner (1994) that ecological factors of tsetse fly resulted in the death of more Anywaa cattle leading to the decline of cattle herding interest.

According to Okello (2014:4), more often, the Anywaa identify themselves based on the river along which they settle. To illustrate, the Anywaa who live along Baro or Sobat river are identified as dʒò òpéénó 'Openo Anywaaks' and those who live along Gilo river are called dʒò ẹjíló 'Gilo Anywaaks'. And those Anywaaks who settle along Akobo river are referred to as dʒò ẹkọóbó 'Akobo Anywaaks'. However, the Anywaa who use shifting cultivation are called dʒò lùl 'Lul Anywaaks' as they cut forest for cultivation in the farm locally called áŋótta (PL, áŋótštë).

---

4 Dambala is located in the upper Akobo, near Gurafarda in the former Kaffa region and Lungnga is located in the upper part of Alworo River near south-eastern Abwobo. Compared to all gold mining places in Anywaa regions, the largest gold business is found in Dambala. This is because the most abundant gold is found in Dambala and it was the place in which gold was found for the first time. When they find gold, the Anywaa say wàrkì  ámbák 'Gold has been found, caught.' See Kurimoto (1996: 49).

5 The Anywaa word ñét means 'cut' in English and lùl means forest.
The word lül means forest. Broadly, the clear geographical classification of the Anywaa regions is provided by Perner (1994). Accordingly, Openo, Lul, Chiro, Adongo, Ojwaa, Thim, Gilo, Joor and Rwaanye make up what he calls pá ánwáá 'Anywaa country'. In earlier times, village settlement among the Anywaa was based on clan relation. For example, the village called Inyuany, which is found along Openo river, was inhabited by the dʒɔ wɔłt dʒɔλŋɔ' the Anywaa whose ancestor was dʒɔlŋ Dinka'. Similarly, the Anywaa in Pochala, South Sudan, belong to dʒɔ wɔłt tʃwááá⁶, the Anywaa who claim themselves as original Anywaaks and born to be kwɔlri 'chiefs' to rule the rest of the Anywaaks.

1.3.2 The Language

Anywaa is a Western Nilotic language which is spoken in the Republic of South Sudan and Ethiopia. In Ethiopia, the language is spoken in the Regional State of Gambella whereas in South Sudan, Anywaa is spoken in the Greater Pibor Administrative Area (GPAA). The language is locally called dάá ánwáá which literally means mouth of Anywaa. However, different tribes give different names to this language. For example, in Arabic, Anywaa is called aɲwaakawi and in Amharic the language is called aɲwaakijna; in Dinka, Anywaa is called ɭʊŋ ɭpwάák and afan Anywaa in Oromo (See also Okello, 2014).

Varied spellings such as Anyuak, Anywa, Anuak, Agnuak and Anywaak which refer to both the language name and the people's name are used by expatriates. One reason for using the voiceless velar consonant is that the root of the word is ɲwàak 'to share' and there are some Anywaaks who pluralize the tribal name as Anywaaki, in which <A> is the derivational morpheme and <i> is the plural number marker which is equivalent to the English plural number marker {-s}. Nevertheless, these different spellings do not express negative connotations to the native users. Currently, many Anywaa claim that the correct spelling of the tribal name is Anywaa⁸ and this study adheres to the use of Anywaa. The claim by some natives that Anywaa should contain <ng> and be spelled as Anywaanga is not acknowledged by the present study because those natives are confused by nasalization in which ny spreads its feature to <aa>. Hence, <aa>

---

⁶The Anywaa word tʃwááj means 'God, creator'; thus, these Anywaa believe that they were originally created by God unlike the other clans of Anywaa.
⁷The language name is formed out of ɗɔk 'language (Lit. mouth)' + the tribal name ápwáá resulting in the underlying form ɗɔk áɲuáá, which is uttered as ɗá áɲwáá, which is amalgamed as dάáɲwáá in fast speech.
⁸This implies and suggests that the correct spelling for the language name is dha Anywaa 'Anywaa language', which is used almost in all textbooks and teachers' guides written in the current Latin based Anywaa orthography.
becomes <\textipa{a\textbar a}> after the nasal consonant <ny> but unlike voice quality, nasalization should not be marked in the current Latin based Anywa orthography as it is predictable. For the detail of the current Latin based Anywa orthography, see Okello and Mekonnen (2017) and Reh (1999).

According to Bender (1975:5) and Kurimoto (1996:30), Anywa belongs to Western group of Nilotic languages which are in turn part of the Eastern Sudanic sub-group of Chari-Nile group of the Nilo-Saharan language phylum; within Western Nilotic Group (WN), the language belongs to northern branch of Lwoo languages. The following figure shows the detail of the genetic position of Anywa.

![The Nilo-Saharan Super-family](image)

**Figure 1: The Genetic Position of Anywa adapted from Reh (1996) and Andersen (2017)**

Lusted (1976:495), classifications Anywa dialects into the following four dialects: Openo, Lul, Chiro and Adongo. This classification of the dialects is regional or geographical because Openo and Lul dialects are spoken in Gambella, Ethiopia whereas Chiro and Adongo dialects are spoken in South Sudan particularly in the villages of Otalo, Ajwaara, Apaarawanga and Alaalli of South Sudan. Though the aforementioned regions show clear dialectal variation
geographically, the classification cannot be regarded to be adequate in the present study. For example, areas like Akobo need further investigation for detailed classification of Anywaa dialects, because there are some variations despite the fact that speakers from these areas of Anywaa understand each other. For example, the word ṭàllo ‘wander’ is an Akobo dialect which is ṭàlijo in Openo, Lul, Chiro and Adongo dialects.

1.4 Status

According to National Census of Ethiopia (2007) Anywaa has 88,000 speakers and the UNMSS (2010) puts the total number of Anywaa in South Sudan as 52,000. Therefore, in this two countries there are 140,000 native speakers of Anywaa (See also Okello, 2014). Unlike in South Sudan, in Ethiopia, Anywaa has a better pedagogical development. Since 1991, Ethiopia has entered into a new chapter of linguistic development in which different linguistic communities in different regional states were given opportunities to use their mother tongues for schooling by first creating their alphabets. Following this golden opportunity provided by the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) in 1994 (1986 E.C), the Latin based Anywaa script was devised by revising the Latin based script of Anywaa created in 1948 for bible translation in Akobo, Sudan (currently part of the Republic of South Sudan). The bible translated into Anywaa was published in 1962. Since 1995, in Gambella, Ethiopia, Anywaa has been used as a medium of instruction from grades 1-4 and as a subject from grades 8-10. Since 2014, the language has started to be used as a subject in grades 11 and 12. Currently, Anywaa has a department in Gambella Teachers' Education and Health Science College (GTEHSC). Yet, in South Sudan, Anywaa is not used for schooling (See Baye, 2005, Okello and Mekonnen, 2017).
1.5 Statement of the Problem

Kövecses (2010:198) states that speakers of all different languages apply several various metaphors when communicating about the world (see also Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). But a closer look behind linguistic metaphor can tell us that many different languages use conceptual metaphors in different situations in unique ways. There are also universal conceptual metaphors of emotion. For example, Yu (1995) found out that the English conceptual metaphor HAPPY IS UP is also used in Chinese.

Kövecses (2014:15) mentions that many studies in 1980s and 90s attempted detailed descriptions of emotion concepts like anger and fear. Yet, he was not convinced regarding the way emotion concepts were handled in the literatures, especially with regard to the function of metaphor and metonymy in emotion expression. The importance of emotion research is implied and strengthened by Kövecses (2010:xiv) and Swan (2009:460) that human body is the source of
language and other concepts like emotion. Because of this, the cultural understanding of thought and abstract things embodied in the body need careful study for adequate understanding. From this, we can conclude that the study of emotion is linked with human being and researching human emotion is vital to understand ourselves and other creatures thoroughly.

Despite the fact that emotion is embodied, studying its conceptualization is not as easy as one may expect. This is broadly strengthened by Essenova (2011:3-4) as follows:

Cognitive linguists argue that abstract concepts are understood in terms of more basic (concrete) ones. Emotion is a very subtle and complex concept. Therefore, it is systematically conceptualized in terms of concrete concepts. Studies like those of Barcelona (1986) and Lakoff (1987) confirmed that our conceptual system of emotion is organized metaphorically. However, behind this strong achievement, much remains unknown about emotion. To mention one area, it is fact that emotion emanates from bodily experience but we do not clearly know the role of fundamental physiological experience like child containment, voice production, smell and taste perception of metaphorical conceptualization of emotion.

With the above gaps clarified by Barcelona (1986), Lakoff (1987) and Essenova (2011), we can infer that further studies on emotion based on conceptual metaphor are needed to fill the gaps by including many languages of which Anywaa is one. There are no studies about conceptualization of emotions in Anywaa. For example, in Okello (2017:115), there are metaphors like ḋụ́ òdʒù́lù gable ọjulu's wife is a big dog', used to express the greed of Ojulu's wife by giving the attributes of dog to Ojulu's wife. This example therefore did not contain conceptual mappings but was given based on traditional approach. Ekman (2003) emphasizes that the findings from emotion expressions help to guide and improve our life. The present study therefore dealt with metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa in detail.

1.6 Basic Research Questions

The present study had the general research question How do the Anywaa use emotion metaphors? Under this main research question, the followings were the basic research questions of the present study:

- What are the linguistic metaphors used to express emotions in Anywaa?
- What are the mapping constraints imposed on the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa?
• What are the techniques and resources used to mark and express emotion intensity in the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa?
• What is the scope of source domain chosen for the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa?

1.7 Objectives of the Present Study

The general objective of the present study was to describe the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa in terms of Conceptual Metaphor Theory. In addition to this general objective, the present study had the following specific objectives:

• to identify the linguistic metaphors used to express emotions in Anywaa.
• to find out the mapping constraints imposed on emotion metaphors of Anywaa.
• to find out the techniques and resources used to mark and express emotion intensity in the emotion metaphors of Anywaa.
• to find out and describe the scope of source domains used for the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa.

1.8 Significance of the Present Study

The present study has an enormous contribution in different ways and areas. The study contributes to the description and documentation of Anywaa language and culture. The present study also contributes to the future study of the cognitive and functional grammar of Anywaa. The study further fills in the linguistic and cultural gaps left by previous researchers. Lastly, the present study helps researchers working on Nilotic languages in general and/or Anywaa in particular.

1.9 Scope and Limitations of the Study

The present study focused on the metaphorical conceptualization of five human emotions namely anger, fear, happiness, love, and jealousy. The reason for choosing these five emotion categories is that they are hypothesized in this study to be basic emotions in Anywaa. Furthermore, there is no fixed classification of emotions (See Soloshenko, 2016). Therefore, non-linguistic emotions like advertisement, cultural symbols like tattoo, drawing, sculptures, films and others were not dealt with although they can underlie love metaphor like LOVE IS BOND. In addition, the analyses and interpretations were not linked with psychotherapy, medical or laboratory
experimentation. Generally, the description was synchronic. Hence, the diachronic development of the source domains for metaphorical conceptualization of emotions was not reconstructed and the analyses and descriptions were not accompanied by pictures. The limitation of this study is that it draws examples only from Anywaa spoken in Ethiopia. Due to financial constraint, the data of Anywaa spoken in South Sudan was not used for this study. Furthermore, because some of very important informants like singers and proverb interpreters were not met, interpretations of some poems and proverbs became difficult.

1.10 Organization of the Study

The present study is divided into ten chapters. The first chapter deals with the introduction of the background of the study, people and their language, basic research questions, objectives, significance of the study, scope of the study and statement of the problem. Chapter two addresses methodology and chapter three discusses theoretical literature which includes the discussion of framework, previous studies, tone, vowel length, and theoretical explanation of concepts pertaining to metaphorical conceptualization of emotion. In chapter four, data presentation, analysis and interpretations of the general conception of emotion and metaphors of anger in Anywaa is made. Chapter five, discusses emotion metaphors of fear, and chapter six deals with emotion metaphors of happiness. In chapter seven, love metaphors in Anywaa are analyzed and described. In chapter eight, jealousy metaphors are presented. Chapter nine discussess the scope of emotion source domains in Anywaa and finally, chapter ten deals with results and discussion, summary and conclusions.
Chapter Two: Paradigm and Methodology

This study was generally conducted based on the research paradigm of *interpretivism*, which assumes that reality is created based on our five senses and perception. Thus, our interaction with people and environment results in the creation of background knowledge, concepts, names and meaning of different phenomena (Flick, 2004:89).

Therefore, in the present study, listening to daily utterances and recording daily utterances were mainly used by sitting in different places where different natives used Anywaa for different purposes. In doing so, when necessary, the purpose of recording would be explained to the language users and the recordings were made based on the informants' consent. Introspection was also used to collect data as the researcher is the native speaker of Anywaa. In addition to listening, recording and introspection, non-translational elicitation was used in this study by first eliciting various emotional metaphor expressions pertaining to the selected emotion types. Next, the source and target domains were also identified by the researcher. Finally, the elicited data for emotion expressions were checked and validated with 3 old men and 2 old women from two villages of Pinyngiew and Ilea and Okuuna and Wangkaak of Openo and Lul dialect regions.

The dialects were chosen because they are spoken in Gambella, Ethiopia, where the researcher

---

9 According to Prince Othoo Ojulu and Omod Itangi, the name *Gambella* was composed of two Anywaa words: gám ‘catch’ and béél’a ‘big male leopard’. The place was named by ōdžulú wá ābāārō (kwālāró wór ōbůlů) who suggested the place for the British people who came from the Sudan and rested at Itang but asked kwালারó wór ōbůlů to give them a better residence. So, kwালারó wór ōbůlů told his team to clear the place which is currently where The Commercial Bank of Ethiopia exists in Gambella town so that the British would live in. Since the place was covered by forest, while clearing the place, the team found a big male leopard and killed it with big sticks. Then, the team handed over the leopard to kwালারó wór ōbůlů and the chief said that the place would be named as gamɓéél’a which literally means *the group who killed the big male leopard*. The team was therefore recognized as a clever team by the chief after they had killed the leopard. So, based on this activity of the team and where the leopard was killed, Gambeella, which is pronounced by the Anywaa as gamɓéél’a, literally means, the chief's team who killed the big male leopard. Therefore, the place where Gambella started as a town is where The Commerical Bank of Ethiopia exists today, the place in front of Arenguade Hotel. However, Omod Itangi and others argued that the word *Gambella*, is composed of the two Anywaa words: gám ‘receive, catch’ and béél’a ‘my sorghum head’. That time Baro River was narrow and could be crossed easily. There was no bridge built over Baro River. While chief tfwάlaj and bάάqá, the chief of Gambella land, were about to cross Baro River, bάάqá crossed the river before the chief. bάάqá reached the other side which is currently the island near dʒinini while tfwάlaj remained in the other side which is currently the harbour of dʒinini, where Anywaa males bathe. Because chief tfwάlaj was carrying a head of sorghum, he decided to throw it to Baatha so that he would cross the river easily. So, the chief ordered Baatha as: gám bέél’a ‘Catch, receive my sorghum head (2SG)’. Then, the sorghum was caught by him and the chief crossed the river and joined Baatha. Based on this, the morphological analysis of Gambella can be done as gám ‘receive’ + bέél’a ‘sorghum of’ + ə ‘1SG’. The history of the origin of Gambella town name can be historically approximated to have started before 1900’s, i.e before the establishment of Gambella town. The Anywaa word for town or city (urban area) is ɹάɹ (PL. ɹάɹɄ). A big town or capital city is called in Anywaa ɹάɹ màná ɹόɹɄ/ɹάɹ ɹόɹɄ. Nowadays, Gambella refers to both the town and the whole region. Before Gambella town was used as port, Itang was used as a port for transport between the Sudan and Gambella.
resides and are both understood by the researcher. The two dialects were also used because the some data like kingship issues, which could not be easily found in Openo dialect, were found in Lul dialect. Metaphors related to fishing experience were easily discussed with Openo informants as the Openo Anywaa live a long Openo area where the largest river in Gambella being Openo/Baro and many lakes, streams and ponds, which are used for fishing are found.

The elicited data were validated through dialogues, discussions and structured interview from March 10-22/2020. Old men and women having bloodline with kings and chiefs were involved in the validation. Some emotional metaphors were validated with 3 college teachers, 2 native bible translators and 2 native speakers working on Anywaa in Educational Bureau of the region. Furthermore, 2 singers from both Openo and Lul sides were involved in the validation of the data through group discussions. To the least extent, the researcher used textual analysis to obtain additional written data for the present study. In doing so, very few documents like text books, bibles and dictionaries were used as secondary sources of data. The texts used mainly consisted of those written in Lul and Openo dialects. See appendix V for the detail of key informants and the interview questions.

2.1 Tools, Transcription and Glossing

For the collection of data like songs and conversation/utterances which required recording, tape recorder or mobile phone was used by the researcher to collect these data. The recordings were made in the villages of Ilea, Pingngiew (Opaanya), Okuuna and Wangkaak. In all of the villages, five recordings of emotion metaphors songs and some emotion metaphor utterances were made with five singers and groups of native speakers conversing/talking for different reasons. The recordings were carried out from December-February 2020. In doing so, the researcher recorded the data by being together with the informants. However, after completing the recordings, the researcher listened to the data and transcribed them while he was away from informants or any other person. The use of tape recorder or mobile phone could further assist the tonal analysis of different tone types in Anywaa as the investigator listened to the tape or mobile several times until he understands the actual tone type.
In the present study, the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) was used to transcribe the words by using phonemic transcriptions so that underlying representations of utterances became clear. While transcribing the data, morpheme boundaries were marked clearly by using morpheme-by-morpheme correspondence rule of Leipzig Glossing Convention (LGC). The translations mainly consisted of both literal and free translations. Literal translations were mostly used in order to understand the metaphorical extension of meaning, experiences or source domains of the emotion metaphors. Through out this paper, examples, tables and figures are numbered consecutively.

The present study was designed as qualitative, because identification of source and target domains, mappings, identification and analysis of emotional expressions which were under the investigation in the present study did not pertain to numbers. The descriptions and analyses were therefore not done numerically. Using purposive and snowball sampling techniques, 12 informants were selected. Purposive and snowball samplings were used because native informants whom the investigator knew to have better intuitive knowledge about emotion expressions in Anywaa were chosen first and these informants and other assistants were asked to include other informants whom they trusted to have better tacit knowledge of metaphorical use of Anywaa.

2.2 Approaches and Procedures of Metaphor Identification

To identify metaphors and state the metaphorical entailments, the present study used the guidelines developed in the Steen's five-step procedures (e.g Steen, 2002a&b) for metaphor identification procedures (MIP) as follows:

1. Identification of metaphor focus
2. Identification of metaphor idea
3. Identification of metaphor comparison
4. Identification of incomplete propositions
5. Identification of metaphorical mapping (see also Pragglejaz Group, 2007 and Yin, 2013)

In the first step, focus means the metaphorically used word standing outside the background of literal frame (Steen, 2002a&b:394,1999:61). Example, in “This journey, we continue today” (Brack Obama’s Inaugural Address Jan. 20th, 2009, in Yin, 2013). The metaphorical focus is journey, which means National life is like a journey as there are obstacles and progress with the
people involved. In the second step, metaphor idea identification is a matter of concepts, propositions and reference used to fill the gap between discourse and conceptualization (Steen, 1999: 64-65). For example, in the expression *And we’ll get our economy going again and our best days are ahead of us*, the words *going* and *ahead* tell us that economy progress is like journey and economic prosperity is the intention as the word *ahead* shows. Step three has to do with comparing words in an implicit non-literal mapping. Example, in the metaphorical expression “Our economy has grown”, *growth* and *economy* are similar in that they both share the concept of development. In step four, implied ideas are inferred to fill the empty slots. For example, in the sentence, *But I know how to get America working again, restore our economy and take care of working Americans*, the incomplete proposition is *building*, leading to the metaphor *ECONOMY IS BUILDING*. In step five, as Steen (1999:71-72) states, complete non-literal mapping is done by clearly showing the source and target domains (see table 3 and Yin, 2013: 1118-1121, Steen, 1994, Steen, 2007 for the detail).

### 2.3 Top Down and Bottom Up Approaches

In order to distinguish between conceptual and linguistic metaphors easily and organize the data, *Top-Down* and *Bottom Up* approaches were applied in the present study. According to Kövecses, 2008), In top-down approach, based on small number of decontextualized examples, conceptual metaphors are formed and then mappings, entailments and others are analyzed and interpreted. Since the approach goes from conceptual to linguistic metaphors, more attention is given to generating and analyzing conceptual metaphors. But in bottom-up approach, many linguistic expressions are studied and their metaphorical expressions are identified and these expressions are analyzed to understand their semantic, structural, pragmatic or esthetic structures in concrete context and finally conceptual metaphors are generated (see also Pragglejazz Group, 2007).

Therefore, in the present study, when the linguistic metaphors of Anywaa are given first, the conceptual metaphor which they reflect is given after them and when the conceptual metaphor of Anywaa is given first, its linguistic metaphors are given under it.

### 2.4 Source-Domain-Oriented Approach

In order to analyze and interpret the interaction between metonymy and metaphor in emotions, the present study also used the *Source-Domain Oriented Approach*. Regarding the concept
and use of source-domain-oriented approach, Esenova (2011:6) explains that metaphorical and metonymic expressions always contain lexical items from their source domains; in this approach, the researcher first selects words associated with the source domains that he/she wants to investigate. Then, the researcher searches for the selected lexical items in a chosen data source (dictionary and/corpora). In the next step, the researcher retrieves the metaphorical expressions from the data source and groups them under their conceptual metaphors. The major advantage in this approach is that all metaphorical expressions contain words from their source domains. Therefore, by searching for dictionary entries for the words related to certain source domains, a researcher finds the metaphorical expressions associated with the source domain (See also Deignan, 1999 and Stefanowitsch, 2006.)

According to Hanks (2004), Deignan 1999a&b, 2003 cited in Stefanowitsch (2006:2), the choice of lexical items to be used in Source-domain-oriented approach can be based on a prior knowledge, based on existing exhaustive lists, or it can be based on a preceding keyword analysis of texts dealing with target-domain topics. The search for the lexical items can then be exhaustive. Furthermore, Cserép (2014:265) states that intuition can be combined with other data sources to make the study of metaphor very effective. Regarding Anywaa in the present study, the source domain-oriented-approach was vital mainly for metonymic-metaphorical use of drum dance and body parts like tʃwijn 'liver', wɛɲ 'heart', tʃiin 'intestines' and others, which can be used as source domains from which related linguistic metaphors and metonymies could be derived.
Chapter Three: Review of Related Literature

3.1 Vowel Length and Tone
This section of the study briefly deals with vowel length and tone, which are important in emotional expression and measuring emotional intensity metaphorically. In Anywaa, vowel length is distinctive. For example, the non-causative verb tål 'be dry' has its causative form by lengthening the vowel /a/ as tāał 'make dry'. Similarly, the contrast between būl 'roast(ing)' and būlūl 'drum(dance)' is used to distinguish lexical meaning by lengthening /u/. An unlimited extension of a long vowel can express grammatical meaning. For example, while bēër means good/beautiful, bē...r means remarkably good/extremely/most beautiful (see also Reh, 1996, Reh, 1999 & Okello, 2014). Therefore, in the present study, vowel length is the same as vowel extension (see also Davenport, 2005 and Roach, 2000).

3.2 Tone
Anywaa is a register tone language, whose tone can express emotional meaning and emotional intensity (see also Gussenhoven, 2004, Fromkin, Hyams and Rodman, 2007:348; Okello, 2014). In Anywaa, tone has both grammatical and lexical functions. Lexically, there is a contrast between mōr 'another' and mōr 'warm', which metaphorically means a better condition which gives slight happiness. In Anywaa, grammatical tone expresses tense, aspect and voice (see Yip, 2002 and Fox, 2000). Grammatical tone which expresses tense and aspect is clear from the tonal variation on the prefix {ο-} assigned to the verbal root. The use of tone to mark tense and aspect in Anywaa is illustrated in examples (1a-c) below.

(1a) ɲīflāāl ē ŭ-fjāmō kī tfër ɛ̃
child PERF eat with hand of 3SG
'The child has eaten with his/her hand.'

In (1a), the low tone on the verb ŭ-fjāmō 'has eaten' marks perfective aspect whose evidences come from pieces of porridge and flesh in the hands of the child, who has eaten with his/her hand. Thus, the low tone on {ο-} marks perfective aspect.

(b) ɲīflāāl o ŭ-fjāmō kī tfër ɛ̃
child FUT eat with hand of 3sG
'The child will eat with his/her hand.'

In (b), the mid tone on the verb ŭ-fjāmō 'will eat' marks future tense as all the spoons have been taken by the adults and have started eating before the child. So, the child is going to eat with his/her hand.
The high tone on the verb ōtʃámó 'eats' marks habitual aspect. The aspect therefore implies that it is the habit of a child to eat with his/her hand. The examples of grammatical tones given in examples (1a-c), do not illustrate tonal emotion based on voice. Below in (2a&b), are examples of emotional tones used to express separation of lovers.

(2a) 3pl PERF -pʌʌ separate -ô COMPLT
'They have been separated.'

(2b) 3pl PERF -pʌʌ separate -ô COMPLT
'They separated.'

In (2a), the low tone on the verbal stem -pʌʌ-'separate' implies that the lovers/the couple separated due to the pressure from other people like their parents, but in (2b), high tone of the verbal stem -pʌʌ-'separate' implies that the lovers or the couple separated by themselves due to their disagreement. Hence, while the low tone of the verb in (2a) has passive voice, that in (2b) has middle voice.

### 3.3 Previous Studies

This section is devoted to critical review of the related previous studies conducted on emotion and metaphor by identifying the findings and gaps which the present study has attempted to fill. In order to show how much Conceptual Metaphor Theory is being updated and applied in different languages, I revised the studies chronologically. For example, Lakoff's book *Women Fire and Dangerous Things: What categories Reveal about the Mind* (1987) generally deals with the relation between cognition, knowledge, experience, metaphor and language. Based on experientialism, he argues that embodiment links cognition and experience non-arbitrarily. The findings of this work indicate that physical reality constrains language use and conception (P.154). Although Lakoff (1987) is not mainly devoted to emotion metaphors, he clearly follows CMT and discusses metaphor, metonymy and emotion concepts like ANGER IS FIRE (He was breathing fire).

Kövecses (1995) surveyed Language and Emotion Concepts by using English data. In doing so, he surveyed emotion words like anger, fright, sadness and others. The major findings of this study indicate that descriptive emotion terms can express particular emotion. To illustrate, in the sentence *I love you*, the descriptive emotion word *love* is used both to describe and express the
emotion of love. The study also indicates that basic emotions are common in all languages due to embodiment. However, Kövecses (1995) does not clearly follow Conceptual Metaphor Theory.

Derib (2010) entitled *LOVE IS OUR ENEMY: Opponent Metaphors of Love in Amharic* is an analysis of the conceptualization of love as enemy in Amharic by using conceptual metaphor theory mainly based on Lakoff and Johnson (1980). Based on the findings of linguistic metaphors, Derib found out that love in Amharic can be conceptualized using three major metaphors: opponent metaphor, dangerous animal metaphor and fire metaphor. The study also found out that all languages may not categorize a concept in a similar way. Yet, the study did not capture the metaphorical conceptualization of many emotions in Amharic as it was confined to love and it did not show detailed mappings and explication of Invariance Principle.

Esenova (2011) is a Ph.D dissertation which was done on metaphors of three emotions of English: anger, fear and sadness. Esenova clearly and thoroughly followed conceptual metaphor theory but he also linked his analysis with other related sciences like neuro-science. In doing so, she described different types of metaphors of the three emotions of English in detail by including the choice and scope of source domains and discussion of detailed mappings. The results of this study reveal that English uses various degrees of emotion intensity based on different source domains like snake, supernatural force, fluid in a container, etc. However, Esenova (2011) does not discuss mapping constraints, degree of metaphoricity and embodiment thoroughly.

Ansah (2011) is a Ph.D dissertation done on Metaphor and Bilingual Cognition: The case of Akan and English in Ghana. As the title suggests, this study applied the Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT), which is a part of Cognitive Linguistics Approach. The study focused only on analyzing the metaphorical and metonymic expressions commonly used among Akan-English bilinguals in Ghana to talk about different aspects of ANGER and FEAR when the bilinguals speak in English. The results of the study show that Akan-English bilinguals are likely to have access to high degree of conventionalized metaphorical expressions of anger and fear in both Akan and English. This implies that bilingualism and cognition do not violate the use of metaphorical language. In fact, this finding was confirmed by Martinez (2003) cited in Ansah.

---

10 According to Ansah (2011: 121) Akan is a tonal language belonging to Kwa group of languages of Proto-Tano, Volta-Congo languages; although the language is spoken by the Akan in Ghana, it is also spoken in Coted d’Ivore. In Ghana, Akan has three dialects: Fanti/Fante, Twi and Bono (See also, Dolphyne, 1988).
(2011:53) that both monolinguals and bilinguals have similar activation of metaphorical language.

Abbasvandi (2013) describes the analysis of anger metaphor in English and Persian. Using conceptual metaphor theory, the investigator discovered that despite the fact that many emotion metaphors are universal, there are many emotion expression differences between English and Persian. To illustrate, the English emotion *He was red faced* is in Persian *He was red with anger*. The reason for conceptualizing anger as *RED* in the face and the whole body in the two languages had to be explicated though.

Liu and Zhao (2013) conducted a comparative study of emotion metaphors between English and Chinese. The major objective of this study was to find out the similarities and differences of emotion metaphors of Chinese and English. Accordingly, the findings indicated that Chinese and English share many emotion metaphors. For instance, the conceptual metaphor *HAPPINESS IS UP* can be illustrated in English as *I'm feeling up* and the Chinese equivalent for this is *Ta de yi yang yang* 'I'm feeling up'. Nevertheless, there are differences between the two languages while expressing emotions. Example, in English happiness is being off the ground but in Chinese it is the flower in the heart. The major challenge of this study was that it did not state the reasons for variation and universality of emotion metaphors between English and Chinese in detail.

Also Kövecses (2014) conducted a study on emotion, which is entitled as *Conceptualizing Emotions: A Revised Cognitive Linguistic Perspective*. This study has three major findings: (a) emotion concepts are largely metaphorical and metonymic in nature, (b) conceptual metaphors and metonymies are highly connected and (c) many of our emotion concepts have bodily basis, i.e they are embodied. Yet, Kövecses (2014) does not provide strong reason for the relation between metaphor and metonymy.

Anudo and Kodak (2017) treated the conceptual analysis of metaphor in selected Dholuo popular musics based on romantic love songs. By applying conceptual metaphor theory, the findings of the study demonstrated that Dholuo conceptualizes love in different ways like MADNESS, FIGHTING, JOURNEY, BUSINESS, UNITY, DEATH, NARRATIVE and

---

11Based on Greenberg (1996: 85) cited in Anudo and Kodak (2017:168), Dholuo belongs to the Western Nilotic sub-branch of the Nilotic branch, which in turn belongs to Eastern Sudanic.
TORTURE. The study clearly discusses linguistic and conceptual metaphors, but the poetic devices and mappings are not discussed explicitly.

Grigorjana and Matytciana (2018) analyzed the conceptualization of envy by comparing Russian, Slovak and English based on conceptual metaphor theory. The findings revealed that envy metaphors in Slavic languages (Russian, Slovak) and the non-slavic language, English, have common and different conceptions. A clear evidence is that, in all the three languages, envy is conceptualized as BLACK and PALE. While envy is WHITE in Russian, in English it is GREEN and in Slovak envy is GRAY. This paper therefore, indicates universality and culture specificity of jealousy metaphors. However, despite these strong findings, Grigorjana and Matytciana (2018) do not explain the cultural beliefs of the natives for conceptualizing jealousy based on these colors, reasons for similarity and differences and conceptual metaphors in detail.

Kövecses' (2020) review of Conceptual Metaphor Theory as Extended Conceptual Metaphor Theory (ECMT) deals with metaphor to exist in four levels: image schema, domain, frame and mental space. Yet, since this theory levels metaphor, it can be used as a model of conceptual metaphor theory in general.

In sum, all the above previous studies on emotion and metaphor applied Conceptual Metaphor Theory directly or indirectly in different times to describe the languages investigated and they all used English as the medium of their description. Some studies focus on culture specific metaphors but some deal with both universal and culture specific metaphors. The studies are all related in that their findings all deal with conception of complex concepts like cognition, emotion and metaphors, which this study also attempts by analyzing emotion concepts in Anywaa. However, these studies did not deal with Anywaa at all. Hence, it is worth conducting study on the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa in light of conceptual metaphor theory. Regarding the grammar of Anywaa in particular, there were studies conducted. For example, Lusted (1976), which was the most detailed study on Anywaa prior to publication of Reh (1996), treated the grammar of Anywaa in terms of phonology, morphology and syntax.

Reh (1996) which is the most comprehensive description of Anywaa, describes the language panchronically. The study covers phonology, morphology, syntax and discourse. In Reh (1996: 275) body parts like ɲim 'face', làk 'teeth' and tiɛr 'leg of' are analyzed as the localizer prepositions before, beside, and under but the mappings between body parts and prepositions are
not explained metaphorically. Broadly, this study does not capture the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa though the examples here show conceptualization of space. This gaps further gave the researcher an opportunity to carry out the present study in detail.

3.4 Theoretical Framework

The present study was based on the theoretical framework of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT). This framework was first proposed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) in their book entitled *Metaphors We Live By*. According to Evans and Green (2006:286), Conceptual Metaphor Theory was proposed due to the wrong premise in the traditional approach that metaphor is the stylistic use of language by talented people like singers. Based on Lakoff (1980:3-7, Kövecses (2010:x) and Evans and Green (2006:286-87), in conceptual metaphor theory, metaphor is argued to be used based on the following aspects:

- Metaphor is mainly a property of concepts but not words and its major function is understanding but not the decoration or beauty of language.
- Metaphor is mainly used by ordinary people rather than talented people and therefore a matter of thought and reason; it is not mainly based on similarity but it is based on conceptual mapping and experience.
- Novel metaphors can emerge from conventional mappings or metaphors.
- Our concepts structure our perception, interaction with the external world and our connection with other people.
- Since everyday activities of people are metaphorical, our conceptual system is metaphorical but we are not very conscious of our conceptual system. Because communication is used in thinking and acting, language provides adequate evidences for the nature of our conceptual system (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999:11).

Perception and getting around the world as mentioned by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and Kövecses (2010) imply that the existence of our conceptual system is evidenced by preconceptual system consisting of BODY, ENVIRONMENT, CONTAINER, PATH, GOAL, GROUND and the way we manipulate objects leading to interrelatedness of concepts. But why aren't we conscious of our conceptual system? One answer is that metaphorical use is unconscious because it is automated as the neurons, sensory and the motor areas of the brain are involved unconsciously and automatically. This makes our mappings fast and our metaphorical use immediate (Seiz, 2005 and Jandaush, 2012).
In his book *The Interpretation of Dreams*, Freud (1962) defines the word **unconscious** as the thoughts that were repressed, but could be brought to consciousness. However, in cognitive linguistics unconscious does not mean repressed but having no conscious access and control over what we can see in grammatical and phonological rules over which we have no control. For instance, one may think in terms of **TIME IS SPACE** and uses some of its linguistic metaphors but there is no way to have conscious control over unconscious metaphors in the conceptual system. Similarly, we may discuss principles of grammar or phonology consciously, without being able to control all the rules of grammar and phonology in every sentence spoken (Lakoff, 1992:9).

The claim that metaphor is not mainly based on similarity and is a matter of thought and understanding is supported by Lakoff and Johnson (1999:116) that metaphor is not a matter of words, because if it had been a matter of words, each linguistic expression could have been a different metaphor without anything in common. Example the utterances, *Our relation is dead-end street* and *Our relation is at cross roads* have common conceptual metaphor **LOVE IS JOURNEY**. Hence, metaphorical language is the reflection of conceptual metaphor. Also metaphor is not a deviation from normal language. For instance, the expression, *We are at cross roads* is an ordinary language. Metaphor also does not express similarity because there is no preexisting similarity between for example **love** and **journey** (Gibbs, 2005:90).

According to Ibanez and Hernandez (2011: 162), as a new theory, conceptual metaphor theory was first developed by Lakoff and Johnson in 1980 in their very book *The Metaphor we Live By*. But later the theory was further developed by Lakoff (1986, 1987,2011), Lakoff and Turner (1989), Lakoff and Johnson (1999), Gibbs (1994), Gibbs, Bogdanovich, Syke and Barr (1997) and Kövecses (1990,2000,2002). The development of Conceptual Metaphor Theory by these scholars/researchers led to the modification of the name of the theory as *Contemporary Metaphor Theory* although the claim or the tenet is similar.

### 3.5 Metaphor and Emotion

#### 3.5.1 Metaphor and its History

This section deals with the historical development of metaphor to see the position of cognitive/conceptual theory of metaphor. Lakoff and Johnson (1999:382-383) put that historically, the concept of metaphor goes back to era of Aristotle in which it was treated as a
rhetoric, ornamental or stylistic device used by specific people like poets and singers who are
talented to use language in an unusual or mind-free way. This traditional view limits metaphor to
be used only in the language of rhetoric, literature or art as it is dangerous to clear thinking
(Goatly, 1997:1, Lakoff and Johnson, 1999:119&123). However, there are still challenges in
defining metaphor and distinguishing it from for example, metonymy. The difficulty of defining
metaphor arises from the complex relation between language and thought (Dalalu, 2010 and
Steen (2011).

According to Aristotle (1982) metaphor originates from the Greek word *metapherin* 'transfer,
carry over'. The word was composed of two Greek morphemes:*meta* 'after, with, across' and
*pheró* 'to bear, carry'. Here metaphor is understood to be the transfer of attributes from one entity
to another (see also Esenova, 2011:9). Therefore, an example like *Ojulu is a lion* can support this
etymological definition as the lion's aggressiveness and courage has been transferred to Ojulu.
The etymological definition is broadly provided by Aristotle (1982:1447b) cited in Imre (2010:
71) as: Metaphor is the application of a strange (alien, allotros) term either transferred from the
genus and applied to species or from the species to the genus, or from the species to species or
else by analogy. According to Esenova (2011:10) the definition provided by Aristotle (1982)
can be elaborated as follows:

- “From genus to species as in 'There lie my ship', where lying at anchor is the
  species of the generic gerund lying.
- From species to genus as Verly ten thousand noble deeds hath Odysseus wrought.
  Where ten thousand is the species of the genus (large) number.

In sum, Aristotle's definition of metaphor, which is simply a linguistic extension of meaning, is
based on his substitution theory, which is based on resemblance or similarity as he sees metaphor
to be an elliptical simile as in the Anywaa example *ōmōd tfjálá ǵáá̲ngó* 'Omod is like a female'
reduced as *ōmōd (á) ǵáá̲ngó* 'Omod is a female'. Thus, to Aristotle, metaphor is a simplified
simile (See Esenova, 2011). According to Lakoff (1992:2), the traditional approach to metaphor,
which views metaphor to be used only in language, has the following wrong assumptions:

- Any conventional language is literal and non is metaphorical.
- Every subject matter can be understood literally without using metaphor.
- Only literal language can be judged to be true or false.
- All definitions given in the lexicon of the language are literal, but not metaphorical.
The concepts we use in the grammar of a language are all literal but non are metaphorical.

The traditional approach to metaphor is based on Literal Theory of Meaning, which claims that all the concepts expressed by words, phrases and sentences are semantically autonomous. This theory claims that meanings of all concepts are understood by referring to an objective mind-free reality, i.e., direct reality in the external world. This is an objectivist’s claim. However, the grounding hypothesis argues that concepts are not semantically autonomous but they are grounded in our bodily and social experience resulting in metaphorical concepts in our minds. If the autonomy claim of meaning is true, a conceptual metaphor like LIFE IS JOURNEY and its linguistic metaphors will be false (Lakoff and Turner, 1989: 116&119).

In his The Speech Act Theory (1993), Searle mainly focuses on speaker’s utterance meaning or the speaker’s intention. Yet, this view was criticized by cognitive view of metaphor (see, Lakoff, 1993 and Esenova, 2011) that pragmatics alone is not adequate for metaphorical understanding. Example, the sentence Sally is a block of ice, is based on experience of the domain of temperature. Therefore, the experience of cold temperature leads us to the interpretation that Sally is unaffectionate because she is cold.

Another approach to metaphor was Black (1962)'s approach called The Interaction Theory of Metaphor, which claims metaphor to take place at sentence level but not merely at word level. The metaphorical word in the sentence is called focus and the literal word is called frame. In the sentence The chairman ploughed through the discussion, the focus is ploughed and the rest parts of the sentence are frame. In addition, metaphor has two subjects: primary and subsidiary (secondary) subject. In the sentence Man is a wolf, the primary subject is man and the secondary one is wolf.

The central tenet of Max's theory is that metaphor is a system of beliefs rather than isolated words. Here, the inclusion of conventional beliefs is important giving highlights to cognitive view of metaphor as metaphors are not based on factual knowledge but ideas held to be true (Vespoor, 1993:9). However, how the source and target domains interact is not clearly elaborated in the interaction approach and the relation between linguistic and conceptual levels of metaphor are not elaborated. Linguistic metaphor is tied to concepts (See Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). The discussion of Aristotelian, Maxian and Searlian approaches to metaphor is vital in that they
show us how cognitive metaphor has become predominant because the previous approaches do not discuss cognitive function of metaphor in detail.

3.5.2 Conceptual Metaphor

According to Lakoff (1992:3), in conceptual metaphor theory, the traditional assumptions have now been disproved, because metaphor is a part of our ordinary system of thought and language and our everyday conceptual system including abstract concepts like causation and purpose is metaphorical. Evidences come from generalizations of polysemy, inference pattern, and novel metaphorical language. Polysemy generalization is the generalization over related senses of linguistic expressions like dead-end street, cross roads, stuck, spinning wheel and not going anywhere. Inference patterns refers to inference generalization over different conceptual domains. Briefly, the existence of word mappings and inference pattern provides evidence for the existence of mappings. Lakoff (1992:5) states that words for journey can be used for life based on progress inference; novel metaphorical language is the extension of metaphorically common language as new and imaginative language (Lakoff, 1992:5).

In conceptual metaphor theory, metaphor is defined as understanding one conceptual domain in terms of another. The two domains that take part in metaphor understanding have technical names: the conceptual domain used as a source of experience and understanding is termed as source domain (SD) and the conceptual domain understood based on source domain is called target domain (TD). A conceptual domain is any coherent organization of human experience. Example, we understand argument in terms of war; we also understand theory in terms of building (Kövecses, 2010:4).

Kövecses (2020:5) explains the difference between source and target domains as “A source domain is more/directly accessible, less complex or concrete but target domain is very complex or abstract”. This makes people use source domain to understand the target domain betterly (See also Gibbs, 2005: 90-94). In brief, Lakoff and Johnson (2003:9) sum up the concept of metaphor as “The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another.” This implies that we understand different ideas in terms of different things and experiences. To make this definition clearer, the following examples in (3a)-(7b) were taken from Lakoff and Johnson (1980:5) and Evans and Green (2006:305&6) to illustrate different target domains based on different source domains and experiences.
(3a) **PHYSICAL FORCE EXPERIENCE**: (b) I was magnetically drawn to her.

(4a) **HUNGER EXPERIENCE**: (b) We are hungry for a victory.

(5a) **A MACHINE EXPERIENCE**
(b) I think my computer hates me: it keeps deleting my data.

(6a) **MAGIC EXPERIENCE**: (b) She is bewitching.

(7a) **RED COLOUR EXPERIENCE**: (b) He was red with anger.

Based on examples (3a-7b), it can be inferred that different experiences have been used to understand different concepts. In (3b), love has been understood based on the experience of magnetic force. In (4b), desire of being a winner has been understood based on the experience of hunger, but in (5b), the computer operation has been understood based on human attributes of hating another person. In example (6b), love has been conceptualized based on bewitching and in (7b), anger has been conceptualized based on the experience of red colour like blood to imply high intensity of anger with red eyes of angry look.

### 3.5.3 Conceptual Metaphor as a Set of Mappings

Kövecses (2010:7) states that in cognitive view, metaphor is represented as conceptual domain A (target domain) is conceptual domain B (source domain). The correspondence between source domain and target domain is called **mapping**. Based on Kövecses (2010:10), the following linguistic metaphors in (8a)-(8d) underlie the conceptual metaphor **SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS ARE PLANTS**:

(8a) Our company is growing.
(b) His business blossomed.
(c) He works for the local branch of the bank.
(d) The organization was rooted in the church.

Based on linguistic metaphors in (8a)-(8d), the following mappings in table 1 can be provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Domain: ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>SOCIAL Mappings</th>
<th>Source Domain: PLANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the entire organization</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>the whole plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parts of an organization</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>parts of a plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizational development</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>plant growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removing parts of organization</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>reducing a plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origin of organization</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>plant root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best stage of success</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>flowering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beneficial consequences of an organization</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>fruits/crops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Illustrating Mappings with SOCIAL ORGANIZATION as A PLANT (Kövecses, 2010)
In table 1, it can be seen that each element of plant is mapped onto that of organization. In addition to the above mentioned correspondence elements, other elements like the drying of plant or falling down of plant which can be mapped to the demolishing of the organization can also be considered. The words root, branch, blossom and grow evoke the metaphorical extension of plant (part) to an organization, which is more complicated to understand than a plant (See also Kövecses, 2010:9).

### 3.6 Working Mechanisms of Metaphor

The definition of metaphor alone cannot provide adequate knowledge for metaphorical comprehension. The claim by Lakoff and Johnson (2003:44) that metaphor is the result of mapping across different domains forms the center for the working mechanisms of metaphor. According to Yu, (2013:1471), metaphor works based on the following mechanisms (sections 3.6.1-3.8).

#### 3.6.1 Unidirectionality and Asymmetricity

Metaphorical mapping is unidirectional and asymmetrical, that is from more concrete to more abstract one. Kövecses (2010) and Saeed (2003) mention that unidirectionality or asymmetricity refers to the fact that the mapping of metaphor is used by establishing points of similarity from source to target but not the other way round. Hence, one direction. Examples of unidirectionality and asymmetricity can be provided in English whose examples were taken from Yu (2013). The conceptual metaphor given for illustration is **INTERNET IS A HIGHWAY**, whose mappings are given in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE DOMAIN: HIGHWAY</th>
<th>TARGET DOMAIN: INTERNET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highway</td>
<td>Transmission pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>cyberspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>Computers, telephones, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods transported</td>
<td>Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers</td>
<td>Internet users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destinations</td>
<td>Information supply sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey</td>
<td>Downloading or uploading information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketplace</td>
<td>Commercial information sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impediments to motion (roadblocks, etc)</td>
<td>Technological difficulties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Illustrating Unidirectionality and Assymetricity based on Yu (2013: 1472)*
From the metaphor **INTERNET IS HIGHWAY** in table 2, it can be clearly seen that the mapping is from the concrete concept **HIGHWAY** to abstract one **INTERNET**. So, **HIGHWAY IS INTERNET** cannot be used for mappings. Yet, Saeed (2000) argues that this is not the necessary feature of metaphor; though the mapping is from source to target, both the source and target domains can be equally concrete or abstract as in the Anywaa tɔɔr á tɔɔ 'Absence is death' in which both the source tɔɔ 'death' and the target tɔɔr 'absence' are both abstract, but this helps us to understand ABSENCE in terms of DEATH. One may ask why metaphorical mapping is not bi-directional. A good answer is that the conceptual source is based on our bodily experience and it is more accessible than the target domain, which is abstract or more complex (see Lakoff and Johnson, 2003).

### 3.6.2 Partial Mapping of Metaphor

Metaphorical mapping is partial, not total. To be more precise here, Kövecses (2010) puts that when there is mapping between A and B, the mappings based on A IS B is partial because only some parts of the source B are extended to the target A and only some aspects of the target are brought into focus. When only some aspects of the target are brought into focus this is called **highlighting**, which is accompanied by **hiding** in which some aspects of the concept are not used in metaphorization. Accordingly, the followings are examples in (9a-d) taken from Kövecses (2010:91).

**9a) THE MIND IS A BRITTLE OBJECT**
(b) Her ego is very fragile.
(c) You have to handle him with care since his wife is dead.
(d) She is easily crushed.

As it can be seen from the examples (9a)-(9d) above, what is highlighted for the target MIND is the softeness of the mind or lack of strength. Therefore, other issues like mental broadness and thinking are not given into focus. Hence, hiding. Another aspect of metaphorical mapping is metaphorical **utilization** in which speakers use limited or some aspects of the source domain (Kövecses, 2010). For detailed understanding of metaphorical utilization, the following examples in (10)-(13) have been taken from Kövecses (2010:93). See also Lakoff and Johnson (1980).

(10) You have got the framework of the argument.
(11) If you don't support your argument with solid fact, the whole thing will collapse.
(12) You should try to buttress your argument with more facts.
(13) With the groundwork you have got, you can build your argument.
Accordingly, the above metaphors in (10)-(13) represent the conceptual metaphor **ARGUMENT IS A BUILDING**. The source domain here is BUILDING, which is evoked by the words like solid, framework, buttress, strong, support, construct and build utilized to express strength. Yet, there are aspects of building not used in these metaphors. Example rooms, corridors, offices, roofs, and locations of buildings like street, near river, etc, have not been used because they do not contribute to the intended meaning as they have no correspondence to the ARGUMENT, the target domain.

### 3.6.3 The Grounding of Metaphor

Metaphorical mapping is not random and arbitrary, but grounded in the body and everyday experience in the physical and cultural world. Lakoff and Johnson (1980:19) generally stress that in reality, we feel and understand that no metaphor can ever be understood or even adequately represented without its experiential basis. For example, **MORE IS UP** has a different kind of experiential basis than **RATIONAL IS UP**, because the former metaphor shows amount in terms of direction but the latter shows rational way of thinking to be successful in a community or society without container. Though the concept of UP is the same in both of the metaphors, the experience on which these UP metaphors are based are very different. It is not that there are many ups; rather, verticality enters our experience in many different ways giving rise to many different metaphors (Callis and Zimmermann,2002:12).

What Lakoff and Johnson (1980) state is broadly supported by Antunanno-Ibaretxe (2013:316) that meaning, which is grounded in experience, conceptualization and social context, which consists of social and cultural background plays a giant role in cognitive metaphor. This must be the reason for which Lakoff and Johnson (1980:5) link meaning and conceptual metaphors as “Conceptual metaphors are meaning mechanisms.” This implies that mappings and experience result in meaning formation. However, understanding the meaning of conceptual metaphors requires wider cultural and environmental understanding. Lakoff and Johnson (1980:57) mention that direct physical experience is not simply a matter of having a body of certain sort; rather, every experience happens within wider background of cultural interpretation and background.

What Lakoff and Johnson (1980) state above imply that experience is a part of culture and culture exists in experience, which presupposes and implies different understandings. In line with
this, Antunanno-Ibarrettexe (2013:318&320) elaborates culture in relation to metaphor as a system of collective beliefs, customs, traditions, values and norms shared by members of the community who can sometimes equate culture with language. Cultural models play a giant role to community members to understand the world and their behaviours in it.

### 3.7 Image-schema and Metaphor

Image-schema is very important for understanding metaphor. Image schemas are defined by Johnson (1987) cited in Velasco (2011:48) as a preconceptual abstract knowledge structures formed based on sensorimotor experience. Esenova (2011:18) puts that in metaphor, image schemas are mental and provide structured understanding of various experiences like manipulating objects and are available for metaphorical use in source domain to provide understanding of abstract concepts like emotion. To understand the cognitive meanings of image and schema, Grady (1997) and Soloshenko (2016) put that schema is the organization of experience in mind and image can relate to MERGING, SPLITTING, PATH, NEAR-FAR, UP-DOWN, IN-OUT, VISION, TASTE, FEELING, SMELLING and HEARING which are image schematic structures used for perception. Image schema mainly contains two things: its relation with perceptual system and embodied experience (See Vukovic, 2016:12). Evans and Green (2006:179) state that the word schema means specific but not detailed. This implies that image schema is a specific concept like IN unlike A CAT.

The fact that image schema plays a giant role for understanding metaphor is supported by Lakoff (1987), Lakoff and Johnson (1999) and Kövecses (2010) who emphasize that image-schemas are at the centre of many metaphorical constructions (See also Veslasco, 2010). In broader sense, the grounding of metaphor is briefly put by Kövecses (2010:79) that cognitive linguistics view holds that conceptual metaphor is based on variety of human experience like non-objective similarity, cultural roots and others providing motivation for the choice of source domains like path, container and body parts, but the major ways in which conceptual metaphors are grounded in experience are either perceptual, biological or cultural. Such a grounding of metaphor is called experiential basis or motivation of metaphor. Metaphors can be grounded in correlations of experience but the two concepts are not similar. For example, if the event of adding more fluid to container is accompanied by the level of rising in the container, we can say that adding fluid to container and rising of the level are not similar to each other but they correlate each other.
However, Lakoff and Johnson (1980:154-155) hold their position that the only kind of similarity relevant to metaphor is experiential but not object similarity. The general view is that conceptual metaphors are grounded in correlations with our experience. These experiential correlations are of two types: experiential co-occurrence and experiential similarity. An example of experiential co-occurrence is MORE IS UP metaphor. Here, there are two types of co-occurrence experience: adding more substance and seeing the level of rising substance. An example of experiential similarity is LIFE IS GAMBLING, in which one experiences life as he gambles. The metaphor is grounded in similarity experience in that there is losing and winning. This use of grounding of metaphor and the image-schema of winning and losing is supported by Vukovic (2016) as “image-schema has evolutionary significance for our daily tasks, because it represents the basis for organizing knowledge and reasoning about the world.”

3.7.1 Invariance Principle

The use of image schema in metaphor is supported by the principle called Invariance Principle which states that metaphorical mappings are consistent, that is, the image-schema structure of source domain (SD) is mapped onto target domain (TD) in a way consistent with the structure and experience of target domain (Lakoff, 1993: 215).

Invariance principle implies that the mapping from source cannot violate the image schematic structure of the target. For example, if one says He is a sneaky snake, people of the western culture are more likely to extend the 'psychological' characteristics of the snake to the person with the former being very sly and evil in spiteful way rather than describing the person based on the way the snake moves, hisses or releases its venom. This is because in christian culture, snake is known for being evil. Although a snake has no pysche, it has become an archetypal characteristics of devil, which is cheating and the extension of this archetype leading to personality traits which we currently recognize in human being nearly in all cultures (Vukovic, 2016: 11).

Briefly, Invariance Principle means the image schema characterizing the source domain is mapped onto target domain. Put precisely and coherently, the source domain interiors will be mapped on to the target domain interiors and the source domain exteriors will be mapped onto the target domain exteriors. However, there will be no case in which source domain interior is mapped onto target domain exterior or the source domain exterior is mapped on to the target
domain interior (Lakoff, 1993, See also Esenova, 2011). This gives conclusion that Invariance Principle is based on metaphorical coherence. Therefore, any mapping that is not coherent is blocked. This is illustrated by Kövecses (2010:130-132) in the following two examples in (14a)-(14c).

(14a) She gave him a headache.
(b) She gave him a kiss.
(c) She gave him a book.

Both (14a) and (14b) are based on the conceptual metaphor CAUSATION IS TRANSFER. In (14c) the giving of book takes place from the giver to the reciever. This sentence is not metaphorical but serves as a basis for metaphorical mappings and experience in (14a) and (14b). In (14a) the giver is she and the receiver is he who has headache and in (14b) the receiver is he who has a kiss. However, the reciever in (14a) can still have headache unlike that in (14b) because headache is a state and kiss is an event; states last longer than events. Therefore, if the target experience is state, we can infer that there is an entailment of the source that what was given is still with the reciever, but if the target is temporary event, the entailment will be that the receiver no longer possesses what he received. Hence, we talk about chronic headache but not about chronic kiss (Kövecses, 2010).

3.8 Systematicity

Metaphorical mapping is systematic across different conceptual domains. According to Saeed (2000), systematicity here refers to the way that metaphor does not set only one point of comparison: the features of source and target are combined resulting in the extension of metaphor with several points of comparison or the metaphor possesses its own internal logic. To elucidate this concept, the following example was taken from Vukovic (2016:10) as Being sick, he was afraid that death would come for the harvest. This metaphor means DEATH IS A (GRIM) REAPER. The metaphor evokes the experience with the physical world; when a plant dies, it losses its vigor and roops as it were being reaped. Furthermore, when a man reaps a plant, he knows that it is matured enough and that its developmental period has ended. Similarly, when a man grows up, he reaches the end of the cycle of physical, mental, intellectual and spiritual growth leading to death. Therefore, this is the period in which we are harvested and stored as we do to crops. In addition, in the metaphor LIFE IS JOURNEY, the systematicity illustrates the pervading of our ordinary talking. Birth is usually described as arrival and death is viewed as
departure. Generally, in LIFE IS JOURNEY, we extend different stages of journey to different stages of life (Saeed 2003:348).

3.9 Types of Metaphors

Based on various criteria, there are different types of conceptual metaphors. In broader sense, Ibanez and Hernandez (2011) put that there is no fixed classification of metaphors and it can therefore be argued that the classifications of metaphors has complex taxonomies which remain as one area where Conceptual Metaphor Theory still needs further research. For example, based on the degree of conventionality, Kövecses (2010:33-34) divides conceptual metaphors as conventional and unconventional metaphors. Accordingly, conventional metaphor is the one which is well established and commonly used in the community based on frequent image of the source domain while unconventional metaphor is contrary to this: it is not conventionalized by the speakers of the language or natives of the culture but modified by the user who creates new meaning and imagination based on everyday thinking (Lakoff and Turner, 1989:xi-1). Based on Lakoff and Johnson (2003:15), the followings are examples of conventional metaphors in (15a-c).

(15a) Get up.
   (b) I’m up already.
   (c) He fell asleep.

Examples (15a-c) are based on the conceptual metaphors CONSCIOUS IS UP; UNCONSCIOUS IS DOWN. The physical basis of examples (15a-c) is that humans and other animals sleep by lying down and stand up when awaken. To elucidate the concept of unconventional metaphor, the following poem in (16a-f) was taken from Shakespeare’s, As you like it, 2.7 cited in Lakoff and Johnson (1989:22) and Yin (2013:1123):

(16a) All the world's stage,
   (b) And all the men and women merely players.
   (c) They have their exits and their entrances;
   (d) And one man in his life plays many parts.
   (e) His acts being seven ages.
   (f) At first the infant: See also Bloom (2004:132)

Based on the above poem in (16), we can form the conceptual metaphor LIFE IS PLAY, in which PLAY is the source and LIFE is target. It is known that a play consists of many elements like players, costume, stage, audience, directors, roles, exits and entrances of players. In narrow sense, life held by an individual is conceptualized as PLAY. The elements or events of
life domain such as the involved person, birth, death, activities and others are conceptualized based on play, as the actors' beginning and ending of the play. To be more precise here, the play corresponds to life, the actor (actress), to a person leading life and his/her performance is mapped onto life quality. In addition, the beginning of play corresponds to birth of a person and the climax of play is the satisfying stage of life but the falling of curtain corresponds to death. Entering and exiting can also correspond to birth and death. In one stage, an actor can have many roles which correspond to different responsibilities by a person leading life. Husband and wife may lead happy life with good satisfaction. At this time, Comedy is mapped onto such positive life but if they face more challenges, failures, or frustrations, tragedy is mapped onto their tragic life. As a literary bent, Shakespeare is known as a playwright and this poem is based on his literary conceptualization of life. This implies that the metaphor type he used is not entrenched in Anglo culture. The poem therefore illustrates unconventional (poetic) metaphor (ibid). However, Lakoff and Turner (1989:20) illustrate that a linguistic metaphor like It's curtains for him is good example for conventional metaphor of LIFE IS PLAY in everyday English.

3.10 Structural, Ontological and Orientational Metaphors

Based on cognitive function, Lakoff and Johnson (1980:15&25) and Kövecses (2010:37) classify metaphors into three types: structural, ontological and orientational metaphors. Accordingly, in structural metaphor, the source domain provides rich knowledge structure for the target domain. Briefly, in such a metaphor, one concept is structured and understood in terms of the other through mapping. Therefore, target A is understood in terms of source B. Based on Lakoff (1993:223&226) examples of structural metaphors have been provided in (17a)-(18c).

(17a) PURPOSEFUL LIFE IS JOURNEY
   (b) He is without direction in life.
   (c) I'm where I want to be in life.
(18a) ACHIEVING PURPOSE IS GETTING FOOD TO EAT
   (b) All the good jobs have been gobbled up.
   (c) He is hungry for success.

As examples (17) and (18) imply, structural metaphors evoke the formation of more mappings. For example, in (17), a traveler is mapped onto a person leading life and obstacles to journey are mapped onto life impediments. In (18), a person needing success is mapped onto hungry person needing food to eat.
Ontological metaphor on the other hand provides less cognitive structuring; it gives new ontological status to abstract object by making it very concrete. Ontology is a branch of philosophy dealing with existence. Generally, based on our experience, we understand abstract things in terms of tangible ones. Objects, containers and substances are the basis of our experiences used mainly at generic level due to the limited knowledge we have about them (Miller, 1984:282-283). The following examples of ontological metaphors in (19a)-(22b) with different purposes were taken from Lakoff and Johnson (1980:26 & 27):

(19) **Referring**
(a) Inflation is lowering our standard of living.
(b) That was a beautiful catch.

(20) **Quantifying**
(a) We will take a lot of patience to finish this book.
(b) There is so much hatred in the world.

(21) **Identifying Aspects**
(a) The ugly side of his personality comes out under pressure.
(b) The brutality of war dehumanizes us all.

(22) **Identifying Causes**
(a) The pressure of his responsibilities caused his breakdown.
(b) Our influence in the world declined because of our lack of moral fiber.

Ontological metaphors have different sub-categories. One subcategory is entity and substance metaphor. According to Lakoff and Johnson (2003:23), spatial orientations like up-down, front-back, on-off, center-pheriphery, and near-far provide an extraordinary rich background for concepts in orientation terms. One can do only so much with orientation. Our experience of physical objects and substances provides additional basis for understanding abstract concept beyond mere orientation. Understanding our experience in terms of objects and substances allows us to pick out parts of our experience and analyze them as discrete entities or substances of uniform kind. Once we can identify our experience as entities or substances, we can refer to them, categorize, and group, quantify them and overall reason about them. Sandstrom (2006) makes distinction between entity and substance metaphor although the two concepts appear alike. Accordingly, in an entity metaphor, abstraction is represented as a machine or brittle, but in substance metaphor, abstract thing like love, event, or activity is conceptualized as material. See the examples below in (23)-(26) for clarification of entity and substance metaphors.

(23) There is a lot of running in the game. (Kövecses, 2010:39)
(24) Inflation has reached 80% in Zimbabwe (Adapted from Derib, 2007:2)
(25) I have little time to complete the proposal. (My own example)
(26) Her ego is fragile (Sandstrom, 2006:10).
Generally, examples (23)-(25) illustrate substance metaphor and example (26) instantiates entity metaphor, because in (23)-(25) concrete amount of an object like a lot of water is clearly used for an abstract concept like running but the word fragile in (26) implies understanding mind like brittle material such as glass.

Another type ontological metaphor is container metaphor in which events, actions, states and activities are metaphorically conceptualized as containers. When you get into water and tub for example, both the tub and water are viewed as containers of different kinds. Water is a container substance, and tub is a container object. We also conceptualize our visual field as a container with things inside it. The metaphor is natural one that emerges from the fact that when you look at some territory like land, floor or space, your field of vision defines a boundary, which is the part you can clearly see and our field of vision correlates with the metaphorical concept VISUAL FIELDS ARE CONTAINERS (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980:30). For better understanding of container metaphors, the following examples in (27)-(32) were taken from Lakoff and Johnson (1980:30-32).

(27) The ship is coming into view.
(28) He is out of sight.
(29) Are you in race on Saturday?
(30) I put a lot of energy into washing windows.
(31) He is in love.
(32) He is coming out of coma.

Metaphorical expressions like those in (27)-(32) above have experimental and experiential bases that they exist for different functions. They are ontological metaphors based on the image schema of container based on INTO, OUT, ON and IN. An increasingly large body of experimental evidence in psychology attests to these and other cross-domain associations undiscovered by cognitive linguists, and to their influence on perception and reasoning why conceptual metaphor scholars claim that expressions like to fall in/out of love are not mere accidents in language, but manifestations of conventional conceptual associations activated in thought. This activation happens in various ways. First, novel or colourful metaphorical expressions often reflect the same associations as standard expressions (e.g. exile oneself from love), because novel metaphors are modified from the conventional one based on experience and culture. Second, patterns in polysemy and semantic evolution can be successfully explained through conceptual patterns. Third, large metaphorical systems seem to govern our discourse in
politics, advertising, religion and science works and images. Finally, gestures, behaviours and the images we create for everyday use also show these conceptual patterns (Soriano, 2015:207).

Personification metaphor is also a subcategory of ontological metaphor. In personification, non-human entities are given human attributes so that they are understood as/like humans (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003:28). Accordingly, the followings are examples of personification metaphors in (33)-(38).

(33) His theory explained to me the behaviour of chickens raised in factory.
(34) Life has cheated me.
(35) Inflation is eating up all our profits.
(36) His reason tells him that he cannot drink fine French wine.
(37) Inflation has robbed me of my savings.
(38) Right now, our biggest enemy is inflation.

All the example given in (33-38) exemplify human attributes although the entities associated with these attributes are non-human. In (33) the theory gives an explanation like an expert so that readers or participants will gain knowledge. In (34) life cheats the person as if it were a wise human being. This implies confusion in life. In (35) inflation is eating like human being to imply the finishing of all the profits of the speakers due inflation. In (36) reason is telling/advising the person that he should not drink French wine. Example (37) implies that like a robber, inflation robs the speaker taking his/her savings used to show the financial problem faced by the speaker. In (38) compared to other enemies making life difficult, inflation is the the worst enemy of the speaker and other counterparts. Here, inflation is conceptualized as an enemy person waging war and claiming the lives of many people and destroying properties.

Orientational metaphor does not structure one concept in terms of another but oragnizes the whole system of concepts with respect to another. Most of orientational metaphors have to do with spatial orientations like up-down, front-back, on-off, deep-shallow, etc (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). The following examples of orientational metaphors in (39a&b) were taken from Esenova (2011:16) and Lakoff and Johnson (2003:15-17).

(39a) He had to keep the prices up.
    (b) Prices have been going down steadily.

3.10.1 Conceptual and Linguistic Metaphors

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argue that if anything is central to cognitive science, it is the nature of human conceptual system, which contains both the complex and rich metaphorical and non-
metaphorical concepts. Non-metaphorical concepts emerge directly from our experience and are defined in their own terms (literally). Examples, here include down, out, in-out, near-far, entity, substance, container and person (e.g The ball went up). Metaphorical concepts are those structured in terms of other concepts. An example here is *He is without direction in life*, in which LIFE is understood in terms of JOURNEY by mapping good direction onto good life.

According to Lakoff (1986a) unlike literal (non-metaphorical) language, metaphorical language is indirect and understood in terms of something else, but distinction between metaphorical and non-metaphorical language is very difficult. For example, *He left us* can be literal language/meaning if he moves away from us, but it can be metaphorical to mean *He died* as we understand death in terms of GOING AWAY. Similarly, the following Anywaa expressions in (40a&amp;b) illustrate the relation between metaphorical language, literal language and context.

(40a) tʃʃiŋ ɗ t thirsty dɑtfɛ kirɛ
liver of 1SG white DEG really
Lit. 'My liver is really very white.'
     'I'm really very happy.'

Example (40a) is very metaphorical regardless of context because it implies that the speaker is clearly very happy as the Anywaa understand happiness in terms of tɔr 'white colour' attached to human liver.

(b) ɗbi ɗ t thirsty dɑtfɛ kirɛ
clothe GEN 1SG white DEG really
Lit. 'My clothe is really very white.'
     'My clothe is really very clean.'

Example (40b) can be literal if the clothe can be directly seen to have white colour but the expression can be metaphorical in another context as the expression can imply that the clothe is clean, because the Anywaa understand CLEAN in terms of WHITE COLOUR. So tɔr 'white' is the synonym of tɔŋ 'clean'. In Anywaa, when a dirty clothe with any colour type or any other object is washed and becomes clean, it is said ɐtɔlrɔ 'It has become white'. Furthermore, any unclean object has the metaphorical colour tʃɔl 'black'. Therefore, language is usually metaphorical (Lakoff, 1986b and Lakoff, 1993).

The verb *conceptualize* means to form an idea about what something is like or how it should work. Conceptualization means any part of mental experience/understanding consisting of novel and established conceptions; not just intellectual notions but sensory, motor, and emotive experiences. It also includes understanding physical, linguistic, social or cultural contexts and
conceptions that develop and unfold through processing time. Hence, concepts are static but conceptualization is not (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, Macmillan Dictionary, 2007 and Kövecses, 2010, Langacker, 2008).

According to Kövecses (2010:4) linguistic metaphors consist of words or other expressions that are the realizations or more concrete form of conceptual metaphor, which is a part of thinking, experience and concept. Thus, linguistic metaphors are usually uttered. Based on the convention among cognitive linguists, small capital letters are used to represent conceptual metaphors, but formal writing and small letters are used to represent linguistic metaphors (Adams, 2017, Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Kövecses, 2010). Thus, the claim by cognitive linguists like Evans and Green (2006:314) that metaphor is at the heart of human thinking and experience can be emphasized by capital letters. To illustrate linguistic and conceptual metaphors, the following examples of linguistic and conceptual metaphors in (41a)-(43c) were taken from Lakoff and Johnson (1980:196-197).

(41a) MORE IS UP
  (b) I have control over here.
  (c) I am on top of the situation.
(42a) GOOD IS UP; BAD IS DOWN
  (b) Things are looking up.
  (c) The quality of life is high these days.
(43a) IDEAS ARE ENTITIES; WORDS ARE CONTAINERS
  (b) It is difficult to put my ideas into words.
Examples (41a)-(43b) imply that the division of metaphor into linguistic and conceptual metaphors is based on the relation between language, conceptual system and sensorimotor experiences. According to Bhatia (2015:20), when linguistic or conceptual metaphor is used in a particular context between an addressee and addressee, it is called discoursal metaphor.

3.10.2 Primary and Complex Metaphors

Primary and complex metaphor are conceptual metaphors with big positions in the conceptual metaphor theory. Lakoff and Johnson (1999) and Holesten and Pfeifer (2002) found out that in children’s minds, primary concepts like emotion and heat are very linked to each other like one concept. Children therefore, feel emotion and sensorimotor experience at the same time without differentiating the two. For example, affection is mostly correlated with sensory experience of warmth of being held. But after some time, children separate domains with still persisting
associations leading the child to speak of conceptual metaphors like warm smile, big problem and close friend (see Evans and Green, 2006:306-7).

According to Grady (1997) and Lakoff and Johnson (1999), each primary metaphor is simple and atomic part of molecular structure of complex metaphor. Complex metaphors are therefore formed through conventional blending, which is the joining together of small pieces of concepts (metaphors) into larger wholes (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999, Narayanan, 1997a and 1997b, and Grady, 1997). These conceptual blends can be conventional and entirely original (Fauconnier and Turner, 2002). Regarding the experiential basis of primary metaphors, Holestein and pfeifer (2002:4), Grady (1997:101) and Kövecses (2014:19) put as primary metaphors are directly related to primary scenes and are therefore highly embodied, directly depend on our direct interaction with our environment, the shapes of our body and locally defined experience. The following examples of primary metaphors in (44)-(46) were taken from (Grady, 1997 cited in Lakoff and Johnson (1999:54):

(44a) **AFFECTION IS WARMTH**
   (b) Subjective Judgement: affection
   (c) Sensorimotor domain: temperature
   (d) Example: They greeted me warmly.
   (e) Primary experience: feeling warm while being held affectionately.

Literally, subjective means indeterminate/the product of opinion but in the sense of emotion metaphor, the concept refers to real but internal experience of a particular person (see Grady, 1997:29).

(45a) **IMPORTANT IS BIG**
   (b) Subjective judgement: Importance
   (c) Sensorimotor domain: size
   (d) Example: Tomorrow is a big day.
   (d) Primary experience: As a child, finding that big things e.g parents are important can exert major forces on you and dominate your visual experience.

(46a) **INTIMACY IS CLOSENESS**
   (b) Primary experience: Intimacy
   (c) Sensorimotor domain: being physically close
   (d) Example: We have been close friends for years but we're beginning to drift apart.
   (e) Primary Experience: Being physically close with the people you are intimate with.

All the examples provided above in (44)-(46) clearly illustrate primary metaphors. One can infer that subjective judgement is nearly the same as target domain and sensorimotor domain is the same as source domain. Thus, in the conceptual metaphor **IMPORTANT IS BIG**, the source domain is **BIG**, being concrete and the target domain is **IMPORTANT**. To clarify complex
metaphors, the following example in (47) was taken from Lakoff and Turner (1989:3) and Pfeifer and Holenstein (2002:5).

(47a) PURPOSEFUL LIFE IS A JOURNEY
   (b) A person living life is a traveler (e.g I don't know which path to take.)
   (c) Life purposes (goals) are destinations

Metaphorical mappings in (47a-c) allow us to reason and talk about life in terms of travelling and these mappings make the concept of LIFE, easier to understand. A journey needs itinerary and for life to be purposeful, it should be planned carefully. So, there are obstacles which should be tackled and a person should know his or her life standard. The above complex metaphor in (47a) is compounded out of LIFE IS JOURNEY and LIFE IS PURPOSEFUL (Vukovic, 2016).

3.11 Universality and Culture Specificity of Metaphor

3.11.1 Universality of Metaphors

All people share common metaphors. For example, based on Kövecses (2010:197-198), there are metaphors which are found in all languages. For example, the English conceptual metaphor HAPPY IS UP, also exists in Chinese as Ta xing conconde 'His spirits are rising and rising' and in Hungarian as Majd elszáll a boldogsagtól 'He/She is on cloud nine.' However, a difficult question here is how is it possible for these different languages with different cultures to share similar conceptual metaphors? Kövecses (2009:11) provides answers as follows: first, the universality has happened accidentally. Second, one language borrowed metaphor from the other and third there is some universal motivation for the metaphors to exist in these diverse cultures.

By looking not at linguistic metaphors but at conceptual metaphors in different languages, we can find that they share common metaphors but the reason for the occurrence of universal metaphors is a difficult question to answer and to study. One major cause of universal metaphors is that bodily experience led to the occurrence of (near-)universal metaphors (Kövecses, 2009). Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argue that English has the metaphor HAPPY IS UP, because we tend to be physically up, moving around, be active, jump up and down, smile, etc. These are universal experiences associated with joy (Kövecses, 2010:200).

Furthermore, conceptual metonymies contain universal bodily experience linked with certain domains like the emotion concepts happiness, anger, pride, etc. The metonymies correspond to different physiological, behavioural, and expressive reactions and these reactions supply the
people with bodily basis of emotion domains. So, metonymies give as the embodied nature of concepts which may be overlapping or universal (Kövecses, 1999).

In addition, Heine, Hunemeyer, and Claudi, (1991), Heine and Kuteva (2002) and Heine (1995) reveal that other large scale metaphorical processes provide universal metaphors. For example spatial relations are mostly conceptualized as human body parts like head with meaning of up and the feet with the meaning of down. These conceptual metaphors and processes underlied by these body parts are common properties of the brain/minds of modern people. They stand for global metaphoric, potentialities, principles of cognitive fluid brain (See Kövecses, 2006).

3.11.2 Cultural Variation of Metaphors

Soriano (2003), Lv and Zhan (2012: 354) and Kövecses (2010:215) state that besides universality of metaphor, metaphors vary interculturally (cross culturally) and intraculturally (within similar culture). Kövecses (2010:208) illustrates cross cultural variation between English and Chinese in which the source domain of happiness like UP, LIGHT and FLUID IN CONTAINER result in the conceptual metaphors formation shared by the two languages. However, there are some differences. For example, a metaphor which Chinese uses HAPPINESS IS A FLOWER IN THE HEART, which is not used in English. Liu and Zhao (2013:158 &160) exemplify that linguistic metaphors for happiness such as I'm six feet off the ground show that HAPPINESS IS OFF THE GROUND as used in English. However, in Chinese this metaphor is not used.

An example of intracultural variation of metaphors is given by McMullen and Conway (2001). They show that depressed people share many sadness metaphors like DEPRESSION IS DARKNESS and DEPRESSION IS DESCENT/DOWN. However, non-depressed people, have the conceptual metaphor DEPRESSION IS A CAPTOR, which is unique to them. In addition, at individual level one can perceive love as an action of pushing a wagon uphill, which is a linguistic metaphor based on LOVE IS JOURNEY. Thus, metaphorical variations operate both within a group in community or society and at individual level (Kövecses,2010:210).

Cross cultural variation of metaphor is also used with general and specific concept. Lv and Zhang (2012: 356) provide an example that English uses WHOLE PLANT as source domain as in Love grows in her, Their love flowered but Chinese uses specific plants like twin lotus flower on one stalk in order to represent love although plant is common in both cultures. Such varied
conceptualizations are derived from LOVE IS PLANT. The cause of cultural variation of metaphors are physical environment, thinking models, religious beliefs, class differences, gender, regional dimension and style dimension (Kövecses, 2010 & Lv and Zhang, 2012).

In general, cultural variation and universality of metaphors imply that there are common source domains like plant, land, food and human body and common target domains like emotion and thought conceptualized in different ways. For example, betterly cooked idea imply the use of food and ingredients as source domain of good thought. (Fabijanac, 2013, Kövecses, 2010, Grady, 1997, Yu, 2013).

3.12 Scope of Metaphor

Esenova (2011:36) defines scope of metaphor as The range of target domains to which a given source domain is applied. To illustrate the scope of metaphor, the following examples in (48a)-(50b) were taken from Kövecses (2010:136) and Lakoff and Johnson (1980:46).

(48a) THEORIES AND ARGUMENTS ARE BUILDINGS
   (b) Your argument is shaky.
   (c) The theory needs support.
(49a) RELATIONSHIPS ARE BUILDINGS: (b) Since then, the two have built a solid relation.
(50a) CAREERS ARE BUILDINGS: (b) His career was in ruins.

From the above data in (48)-(50), we can conclude that the source domain of building has been mapped onto the targets of argument, theory, relationship and career. All the target domains in (48a)-(50a) are complex systems dealing with stability and strength of complex system as its specific features, which are the main meaning focus, themes to talk about. A source domain therefore has specific meaning focus or foci conventionalized by speech community. Here, central knowledge is understood in central mapping, from which other submappings are derived. For example, the central mapping in COMPLEX SYSTEMS ARE BUILDINGS, can have two submappings. The first submapping is CONSTRUCTION IS A BUILDING and the second submapping is ABSTRACT STRUCTURE IS A PHYSICAL STRUCTURE/STABILITY IS STRENGTH (Kövecses, 2010: 139-140). To sum up, what we infer from metaphor scope is that a single source domain can be applied to numerous targets leading us to the production of different linguistic metaphors.
3.13 How Metaphor Gives Meaning to Form

Conceptual metaphor gives meaning to form in various ways for different purposes. This is clearly elaborated by Lakoff and Johnson (1980:126) and Casasanto (2009:128) as:

When we speak words in linear order, i.e. by saying one word before the other, there is meaning change. As speech is linked with time, people also talk about time based on space as in the linguistic metaphors *long vacation* and *short engagement* more than talking about space in terms of time. Therefore, it is common among people to conceptualize language in terms of space. Furthermore, during speech and writing, we know which words are near or far from each other and which ones should take the first position and the last position. Hence, in the conceptualization of linguistic form in terms of space, some space metaphors can function directly in the form of sentence or utterance and this can provide direct relation between form and content based on metaphors in our cognitive system.

What Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and Casasanto (2009) indirectly express is that space and language can contribute to metaphorical conceptualization of different concepts. In fact, various linguistic elements like noun, verb and adjective have contents like meanings, morphemes or phonemes. Analogically, Lakoff and Johnson (1980:127) state that in a real life, when we see a small container, we expect the amount inside it to be small and when we see a big container, we expect the amount inside it to be big. When this analogy is applied to conduit or container metaphor, we expect **MORE OF FORM IS MORE OF CONTENT**, which has commonality across world languages or cultures. Metaphorical language uses different techniques to elaborate the relation between content and form. Regarding English for example, Lakoff and Johnson (2003:93) give examples of **MORE OF FORM IS MORE OF CONTENT** in the form of iteration by using different linguistic classes as follows in (51)-(53):

(51) He ran ran and ran.
In (51) iteration of the verb *ran* expresses more run than *He ran*, because three ran is more than one ran.

(52) He is very very very tall.
In (52) the repetition of degree adverb *very* three times indicates that the person spoken about has higher degree of tall than saying *He is tall*.

(53) He is bi-i-i-ig.
In (53), the iteration or extension of the vowel /i/ in big implies that the person spoken about is bigger than when you simply say *He is big*. The relation between distance and strength is that the closer the words, the stronger their effect on conceptualization. According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980:128), the conceptual metaphor of the relation between meaning and form, which
is based on distance is **CLOSENESS IS STRENGTH OF EFFECT**, which is illustrated in (54a&b).

(54a) I found that the chair was comfortable.
(b) I found the chair comfortable.

Accordingly, as we can see above, the sentence in (54a) is open to the interpretation that by asking people, the speaker found out the comfortability of the chair. This is due to great distance between the speaker I to the forms chair and comfortable. Hence, indirect experience. However, in sentence (54b), we can infer that the speaker himself/herself sat on the chair and therefore found out the comfortability by direct experience. Looking at the distance between the words, we can see that in (54b) the speaker I and the chair and the complement comfortable are very close to each other. Therefore, the effect of syntax, i.e the arrangement of words, is to express the directness of experience and closeness indicating the strength of that effect (see Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). Generally, from the point of view of cognitive linguistics, meaning can be equated with conceptualization, which is a dynamic process in which linguistic units serve as sources of conceptual processes by evoking background knowledge (Evans and Green, 2006:162).

### 3.14. Relation between Conceptual Metaphor and other Tropes

This section of the study is devoted to the relation and distinction between metaphor and simile, metonymy and idiom in order to see the relation and difference between conceptual metaphor and these tropes/figures, which were understood as non-metaphors in the traditional approach. Further, the discussion also serves to reveal how these tropes are applied in the analysis of this study. Relation and distinction between metaphor and other tropes is is filled with debate. For example, Steen (2002b:21) argues that figures such as simile, allegory or analogy (to name the most obvious ones) are understood as metaphor as well. It is therefore worth discussing the relation and difference between conceptual metaphor and these figures to find out where differences and similarities lie.

#### 3.14.1 Metaphor and Simile

The difference between simile and metaphor is not clear. Liu and Ma (2008:263) mention that metaphor is synonymous with simile because metaphor can be easily derived from simile by ellipsis as can be understood in (55a&b).
(55a) George is a rock.
(b) George is like a rock.

In the examples above (55a&b), example (55a) is the reduced form (55b), which is simile metaphor. Cognitively, we therefore gain understanding about George's strength in terms of rock. Even without removing words such as like and as, there is no difference between metaphor and simile. Therefore, metaphor like **ARGUMENT IS WAR** is nearly the same as **ARGUMENT IS LIKE WAR**. This is supported by Aragi, Bahramy, and Kazemi (2013:39) that similes such as *as easy as pie* are metaphors.

### 3.14.2 Metaphor and Idiom

Many attempts have been made to distinguish between metaphor and idiom. Some researchers like Nunberg et al, (1994), Horn (2003) and Moon (1998) made some attempts to analyze and understand the overall composition of idiom. For example, Nunberg et al (1994) put that idioms typically involve metaphors like *take the bull by the horns* and metonymies like *lend a hand* (see Cserép, 2008). Allerton (1984) on the other hand makes a boundary between idiom and metaphor as “Unlike metaphor like *a long shot*, a true idiom has the meaning not related to literal meaning”. True idiom here is taken by Moon (1998:19) as transparent idiom like *behind some one's back*. Horn (2003) argues that metaphor is a transparent idiom. However, Cserép (2008) concludes that the distinction between metaphor and idiom made by different authorities has thin line.

Kövecses (2002) argues that idioms encompass almost all linguistic and cognitive devices like metaphors (spill the beans), metonymies (throw up one's hand), similes (e.g like a stone). Sayings (proverbs) like *A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush* and phrasal verbs used with up as in *The christmas is coming up*, grammatical idioms (e.g let alone) and others illustrate mix of idioms with proverbs, which are metaphors too based on conceptual metaphor theory. Hence, we can conclude that idiom has wider scope (Kövecses,2002:210). Cognitive view of linguistics also shares the same view with traditional view that meaning of idiom is unpredictable, but cognitive view suggests that metaphor, metonymy and conventional knowledge are the three mechanisms making the meaning of idiom motivated. In addition, psychological experiments have revealed that many idioms have psychological reality and are based on cognitive devices (Kövecses, 2002:211).
Generally, it can be seen that idioms are based on metaphor. Accordingly, an example is *spit the fire* in which the domain of fire help to understand the target anger. We can therefore sum up that idioms are not independent but contain other cognitive mechanisms or they are contained by other cognitive mechanisms like conceptual metaphors. So, what Kövecses (2010:233) puts that single words like burn, ignite and kindle are not idioms is convincing.

### 3.14.3 Metaphor and Metonymy

The word metonymy originated from two Greek morphemes meta 'change' and onoma 'name' respectively. This concept is therefore currently defined as the standing of part of something for the whole item, or when something closely associated with an item stands for the item itself. In other words, partial association or reference corresponds to the item itself. In cognitive linguistics, distinction between metaphor and metonymy is debatable. However, in traditional rhetoric, the two concepts were treated to be different concepts (figures). In modern linguistics, metonymy is considered to be a subtype of metaphor (Song, 2011:68-69). To illustrate metonymy, the following data in (56a)-(57b) were taken from Kövecses (2010:172).

(56a) **Producer for the product**
   
   (b) I'm reading shakespeare.

In (56b) *Shakespeare* is used to refer to the book written by him. Therefore, the author/writer has stood for his book.

(57a) **Part for whole (synecdoche)**
   
   (b) We need some good heads on the project.

In (57b) heads refer to people. Evans and Green (2006:318) mention that the relation between metonymy, metaphor and emotion can be found in the metonymy in which *heart* metonymically stands for *kindness* or *love*.

The difference between metonymy and metaphor is that metaphor involves mapping across various cognitive models but metonymy is a mapping within one model (domain). One category within a model is taken as standing for another category within similar cognitive model. The main function of metonymic expression is to activate one cognitive category by referring to another category within the same model and by doing that to highlight the first category or the sub-model to which it belongs within a limited discourse (Ding, 2012:2384 &2385 and Lakoff, 1987:78-80). The two concepts which appear to be very important in the distinction made by
Ding (2012) and Lakoff (1987) are mapping and highlighting. To make the concepts of mapping and highlighting clearer in line with metaphor and metonymy, the following examples in (58a&b) were taken from Kövecses (2010:174):

(58a) We need a new glove to play third base.
(b) The boxer is like a cream puff.

The datum in (58a) illustrates metonymy because glove means a person who uses it. The glove has been highlighted to stand for its user. Hence, the instrument stands for the person (user); however, the example in (58b) conveys conceptual metaphor as there are two different domains: the CREAM PUFF and the BOXER. Therefore, the source domain is the cream puff and the target is the boxer. The softness of the cream puff is mapped onto the boxer's weakness. The two examples provided in (58a&b) take us to the two terms which make metaphor and metonymy separate despite their being mainly cognitive. The terms according Song (2011:71) and Evans and Green (2006:311) are contiguity and similarity. Contiguity, which is the feature of metonymy, means close or direct relationship between source and target like the whole of something and a part of it. Generally speaking, unlike similarity, contiguity involves some kind of contact between container and contents, a place and dwellers, etc and it involves physical/spatial and abstract associations like time or cause. Hence, conceptual proximity. Metaphor on the other hand is based on unnatural (similarity) link between one thing from the source domain and the other from target domain.

Despite the cases where difference between metonymy and metaphor exists, there are strong claims that metaphor and metonymy are inseparable (Evans and Green, 2006:311-313. Ibanez (2000), after high devotion of research found out that metonymy is almost always in conceptual interaction to metaphor. This must be the reason for which Goosens (2002) coined the term metaphtonomy, an interaction between metaphor and metonymy process and motivation. This high interaction between metaphor and metonymy is further elaborated by Lakoff (1987:383) and Barcelona (2003) that the interaction between metaphor and metonymy is motivated by bodily experiences although the language of metonymy is not well researched based on CMT (Esenova, 2011:20).
3.15 Emotion

According to De Rivera (1977:11) and Goleman (1996:17), the fact that all emotions are impulse to act is found in the very etymological Latin root verb *motere*' to move' plus the prefix[-e] to connote 'move away'. The fact that emotion leads to action can be very clear by watching animals and children. Oatley and Jenkins (1996:96) and Weiten (2001:G-3) define emotion as “Emotion is a subjective conscious or unconscious experience (the mental state) and evaluation of an event accompanied by bodily (the physiological component) and by behavioural aspects consisting of overt expressions.”

The definition of emotion provided by Oatley and Jenkins (1996) and Weiten (2001) comprises three key points: mental/internal state, physiological and behavioural characteristics as responses by an experiencer. Here, emotion is understood to be internal phenomena like blood affecting bodily experience and behaviour. Emotion is also understood here to be subjective to imply that an emotion varies from an experiencer to an experiencer despite shared type. By overt expressions Oatly and Jenkins (1996) and Weiten (2001) imply that utterances are used as linguistic reactions caused by emotion. Emotion is cognitive and conscious because we know and we are aware of the situation. Emotion is conscious response because it is directed at people or things (e.g. being angry at someone). Yet, emotions is unconscious experience because we are not conscious of the internal processes in our bodies when we experience an emotion. Thus, emotion and language, which is metaphorical are parts of human cognition (see also Selway, 2003:52).

Generally, Harmone-Jones, Robins and Watkins (2013:136) sum up that there is no agreement on defining the term emotion and this led to many misunderstandings. Almost all emotion theorists have reached the consensus that emotions are episodes (i.e. phenomena with beginning and end) not an enduring state and this is the first criterion separating emotion from personality traits and moods, which last longer duration. The second criterion on which an agreement has been reached is that emotions have many components of which cognitive, motivational, somatic, motor and subjective components are usually mentioned. Cognitive component of emotion consists of appraisal process, whose function is to evaluate the implication of stimuli for wellbieng. Changes in memory, interpretation and attention are other cognitive components of emotion (Gibbs, 2005:12).
Motivational component consists of action tendencies (e.g. to increase contact) and other forms of readiness like passivity. Somatic component on the other hand, includes physiological activity being both central (in the brain) and peripheral (outside brain). Motivational and somatic components function in preparing and supporting behaviour. The motor component consists of facial and vocal expressions and gross behaviour such as fleeing, fighting, repairing and has the function to execute behaviour. Finally, subjective experience has to do with experience or feelings, which are endowed with monitoring function and other functions related to consciousness (Harmone-Jones, Robins and Watkins, 2013).

The third criterion for emotion is that emotions occur when stimuli are appraised as goal, relevant, goal congruent/incogruent/positive/negative (Frijda, 1986, Frijda, 2007 and Scherer, 2005). The fourth criterion proposed by Scherer (2001, 2009) is that emotion have high degree of integration. Thamm (2008:26) puts it that many theorists agree that compound emotions are formed based on more elementary ones. Furthermore, Ekman, (1982), Plutnick, (1962), Turner, (2002) mention that facial expressions reveal that emotions do mix; primary emotions have mixed states. This is because small number of pure emotions can be combined into compound or complex emotions. Lastly, the fifth criterion is that emotions are directed towards others beyond themselves, that they have an object (e.g. being angry at someone or being afraid of something). This criterion further elaborates the distinction between emotion and pain, that is not about something (Solomon, 1984 and Harmon-Jones, Robins and Watkins, 2013:136-137).

3.15.1 Types of Emotion

Speakers of a given language may understand that some emotion words are more basic than others. More basic emotion (words) in English include anger, sadness, fear, joy and love. Less basic ones include annoyance, wrath, rage and indignation for anger and terrors (Ding, 2012: 1385). Annoyance is a slight anger. Indignation is a mix of anger and surprise caused by something unreasonable or unfair. Rage is a violent anger which is difficult to control; wrath on the other hand is an extreme anger (Hornby, 2010).

Basicness means two things: first, these words occupy the middle level in the vertical hierarchy of concepts (Rosch, 1975). In this case, anger is more basic than annoyance as it occupies the middle level or it lies between the superordinate level and subordinate level. Second, basicness means an emotion word exists in the horizontal level and this horizontal level coincides with
basic level of vertical organization in which an emotion is judged to be a better category than another. For example, anger is more basic than pride or hope in the sense that they are on the same horizontal level (see also, Ding, 2012). See figures 3 and 4 below for vertical and horizontal view of basic emotion.

Superordinate Level
Middle (Basic) Level: anger
Suberordinate level: annoyance

Figure 3: Identifying Basic Emotion in Vertical Hierarchy (Kövecses, 2002: 3)

Emotion
Basic Level: hope, pride, anger, sadness, lust and surprise

Annoyance

Figure 4: Identifying Basic and Non-basic Emotions based on Horizontal Level (Kövecses, 2000: 4)

Another category of emotion mentioned by Kendall (2014:192) is the blended emotions as primary (joy + acceptance = friendliness) ranging to more distant combination called secondary (sadness + anger = Sullenness) and tertiary mixtures (anticipation + fear = anxiety)

The organization of emotion terms have been exhaustively studied in the past decade. For example, Smith and Tkel–Sbal (1995) investigated the possibility that emotion terms are prototypically organized in the Micronesian languages of Plau. Smith (1995) attempted to do the same for Turkish. Cross cultural study along these lines is just beginning. Using a methodology borrowed from Fehr and Russel (1984), Frijda et al (1995) arrived at five general/possibly universal categories of emotion in 11 languages. These basic emotions are happiness, sadness, anger, fear and love. According to John-Liard and Oately (1989), certain emotion terms are basic and unanalyzable in the sense that they cannot be decomposed into attribute or even more basic emotions. This implies that basic emotion categories like JOY or ANGER will normally be used as point of reference to describe non-basic ones like FURY or RAGE. Consequently, a better way of identifying a basic emotion is to look at the emotion vocabulary of a language and to try to describe its emotion words in terms of attributes. This way filters out unanalyzable basic emotions (Ding, 2012 and Ungerer and Schimid, 2006). The general characteristics of basic emotions according to Ungerer and Schimid (1999:13) cited in Sandstrom (2006:12) are the followings:

- They are unanalyzable.
- They have simple linguistic forms.
They are the first names of emotions a child learns.
They are most easily accessed.
They are easily generated by receptors like eye, nose and tongue.

Emotions are also classified as either negative or positive. According to Ungerer and Schimid (1999:137-138), negative emotions include sadness, anger, disgust and fear and positive emotions include joy/happiness and desire/love. This classification coincides with Ekman (2003:208)'s classification where negative emotion corresponds to non-enjoyable and positive emotion corresponds to enjoyable emotion. Accordingly, enjoyable emotions bring pleasure and non-enjoyable ones cause problems to ourselves and others. The stimuli of these types of emotions are clear. For example, good taste/smell and beautiful object bring happiness but explosion of guns brings sadness/fear.

Number of (basic) emotions is argumentative among scholars. For example, Sandstrom (2006:13) fixes the number of basic emotions into six as sadness, anger/fury, disgust/hate, fear, joy/happiness and desire/love but does not provide reason for classifying these emotions as basic. Other researchers give their classifications by providing different reasons. Ekman, Friese and Ellsworth (1982) provide anger, disgust, fear, joy and sadness as fundamental emotions and their reason for the basicness of these emotions is that the emotions have universal facial expressions. Contrary to this, is the classification by Mowrer (1960) that only pain and pleasure are the basic emotions because they are unlearned emotional states. In contrast, within the same classification, a single emotion type can be classified based on a parameter unique to it. For instance, surprise is a dual-nature emotion as it triggers both negative and positive response (Soloshenko, 2016).

### 3.15.2 Metaphorical Conceptualizations of Emotion in Non-Nilotic Languages

This section revises the conception of emotion in non-Nilotic languages in order to see the conception of emotion widely. In doing so, much literature has been taken from English, whose emotions have been well described based on Conceptual Metaphor Theory.

#### 3.15.2.1 Sadness

**Definition:** Sadness is an emotional attitude characterized by unpleasant feeling tone and expressing itself in sighing, weeping, as well as passivity and diminished tone of voluntary muscles. Sadness is also characterized by feeling of disadvantage, loss and helplessness.
people are less energetic, quiet, and withdrawn. Thus, sadness is a temporary lowering mood also called feeling blue (Ding, 2012:2395). The definition provided by Ding (2012) here shows that sadness is a general word consisting of other feelings. Broadly speaking, sad people can be said to accept or submit that certain loss happened to them. Hence, feelings like dismay, sighing, or grief convinces others to help the sad person.

Physiological effects like crying and tears (e.g. She cried with tears), and dropping of posture, which can be uttered as My heart sank or I feel low, clarify that someone is sad. Like all other metonymies, the metonymies on sadness point out those basic properties directly related to it to represent the stand-for relationship and this phenomenon is believed to happen to other emotions too (Barcelona, 1986). According to Goleman (1996), sad helps to adjust to loss like death of a close relation; it brings a drop of energy and soothing of tear regulated by amygdala.

3.15.3 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Sadness

Like other emotions, sadness has different metaphorical conceptualizations. One source domain of sadness is CONTAINER, which the examples from Esenova (2011), Marshal and Moradi (2013) and Luo (2016) illustrate below in (59a&b).

(59a) Yesterday my heart was full of sadness.
(b) Evelyn's voice was so filled with despair that Kate felt rage again.

In the English example in (59a), sadness is a substance in heart, but in (59b), sadness is a substance in voice/throat. Both examples (59a&b), mean the experiencers were very sad.

3.15.3.1 Sadness as Burden

The conceptualization of sadness as burden is common in many languages. Mashak and Moradi (2013:111) posit that sadness as burden is common in both Persian and English as it is conceptualized as a heavy burden imposed on sad person. Accordingly, the English metaphor He staggered under sadness illustrates the metaphor in which sadness is a heavy burden taking human balance and makes him unable to walk or move in a balanced way. In Persian, it is expressed as zire ba qæm kæmareš xæm fode (Lit. He has become bent under sadness, Mashak and Moradi, 2013).
3.16 Anger and its Conceptualization

Ding (2012) defines anger as an emotional stage ranging from irritation to intense rage. Its physical effects include increase in heart rate, blood pressure and levels of adrenaline and noradrenaline. The external expression of anger can be found in facial expression, body language, physiological responses, and at times in public acts of aggression. Anger is a behavioural pattern designed to warn aggressors to stop their threatening behaviour. In humans, anger often arises when another person is perceived to violate expected norms linked with social survival (:2386). The central point about Ding's (2012) definition of anger is the level of anger; it can be understood that anger has small, medial and larger scale leading to different physiological and linguistic responses. Regarding anger as a violated norm by human being as mentioned by Ding (2012), Wierzbicka (1999:35) provides the related and clear cognitive English scenario of ANGER as follows in (60a-c):

(60a) This person did something bad.
   (b) I don't want this person to do things like this.
   (c) I want to do something to this person because of this.

As Wierzbicka's (1999) scenario in (60a)-(60c) shows the thing not wanted by the person was done to him/her and due to this he/she wants to something bad to the offender too: this is revenge. Such utterances can be heard when asking the revenger for doing a bad thing to a person. A good example here is pinching or insulting a person's mother. Anger is caused by both human beings and natural disasters like fire and flood. Anger may be triggered immediately or slowly. According to Novaco (2000) cited in Ding (2012), the release of glucose stored in the liver and muscles as glycogen can make the activation of anger faster. In folk theory, we can see that as anger increases, its physiological effects increases. Physiological effects are increased body heat, increased internal pressure like blood pressure and muscular pressure, agitation and inferences interfering with perception. The physiological effect therefore changes the normal functioning of our body and appearance. The general metonymic principle is: THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AN EMOTION STANDS FOR THE EMOTION.

Below are the physiological effects and the expressions accompanying anger based on Lakoff (1987:382-383) as BODY HEAT as follows in (61a-b):

(61a) Don't get under the collar.
   (b) Billy is a hothead.
3.16.1 ANGER as EXPLOSION

When a liquid or gas is heated, its volume increases. If it is within an enclosed space, the increase in the volume increases the pressure resulting in explosion. Having this experience in mind, anger is conceptualized in such a way when it is intense. Therefore, HIGH INTENSITY OF ANGER MAKES A PERSON EXPLODE (Matsuk, 1995 and Barcelona and Soriano, 2004). According to Alsahrif (2007), the followings are the linguistic metaphors in (62a-b) expressing anger with the source domain of explosion.

(62a) When I told him, he just exploded.
(b) He blew a gasket.

In (62b), anger is based on the source of pistol while in (62a) anger has the source domain of general explosive object.

3.16.2 ANGER with the Source Domain of INSANITY

It is universal fact among people that high emotion can affect our rational thinking or mind negatively resulting in different behaviours or acts and lose of control. In fact, when people are insane, as part of abnormal behaviour, they may foam (Lakoff and Kövecses, 1983:12). To illustrate the metaphorical conceptualization of anger with the source domain of INSANITY, the following linguistic metaphors in (63a&b) were taken from Ding (2012) and Alsharif (2007) and Kövecses (1986) to illustrate ANGER IS INSANITY.

(63a) He was foaming at the mouth.
(b) I just touched him and he went crazy.

3.16.3 Anger with Bad Smell and Bad Taste Source Domains

In our daily life, we smell and taste different things with favourable and bad smell/odour and taste. When we smell and taste good things, we become happy, but when we smell or taste bad things, we become angry. Unpleasant emotion can therefore be conceptualized in terms of bad smell and taste. This folk conception is scientifically strengthened by Russel (1990) that the formation of emotion is typically based on two aspects: how exciting or calming an emotional stimulus is (arousal) and how pleasant it is (valence). Furthermore, the effect of arousal on neural connectivity can differ depending on the emotional valence of information. For negative information, connections to regions like the middle occipital gyrus bring an increase in the strength when information is more arousing. For positive things, the strength of maygdalar
affrents decreases as the arousal of pictures increases. Negative information is more remembered and felt with sensory details than positive one (Russel, 1980, Addis and Kensigner, 2010).

The same brain regions (amygdala and orbito frontal are used while processing both emotions and odour stimuli). During the transition from milk to solids, accepting new food is shaped by an inborn choices for sweet and salty and dislike of sour and bitter. This implies that people have natural dislike of bitter and sour tastes (Lewis, Haviland-Jones & Barrey, 2008:237 and Schroeder and Gordon, 2008:83). The relation between folk and scientific explanation about the conceptualization of anger as BAD TASTE and SMELL is therefore undoubful as scientific evidences support cultural views. Consider the linguistic metaphors in (64a&b) for ANGER IS BAD TASTE/BAD SMELL (Esenova, 2011:64-65).

(64a) This is a stenche like a burned pepper.
(b) I have seen their cruelty, smell their putrid anger.

In some languages, specific type of plant can be used as a source domain of anger. In Ansah's (2011:124) analysis of anger metaphors of Akan, Ne-bo fu-e [His chest became weedy] means, He is angry, in which anger has the source domain of WEED.

3.17 Fear

Like guilt, the emotion of fear has a great deal of philosophical and psychological background. Aristotle talks about three things present in the soul referring to passions, capacities and characteristics where passion encompasses fear alongside with desire, anger and joy. For instance, he regards fear in respect to confidence and courage as the anticipation of a bad thing (Rakic,2014). In his philosophical writing Trembling and Fear (1986), Philosopher Kiergaard, addresses fear in relation to free will, conflict and sin (Soloshenko, 2016) and Barret and Collins 2011).

Fear is an emotional response to threats and danger. It is the emotion experienced and used as a basic survival mechanism in response to a negative stimulus such as pain or threat of pain. Similar to the emotion category of ANGER, there are many conventional expressions of fear like Fear follows you, face the fear, etc (Ding,2012). The definition provided by Ding (2012) mainly focuses on fear as a survival mechanism. Therefore, people and other creatures are afraid to protect their lives. Ekman (2003) explicates that degree of fear may differ based on whether
the threat is immediate or recurring. This variation of fear degree brings different expressions and physiologies of fear.

3.17.1 Physiological Effects of Fear

When experienced, fear passes through different levels of emotion. Fear is an instinctive reaction caused by rising adrenaline levels rather than an intentionally made decision. The facial expressions of fear are widening of one's eyes, anticipating what happens, dilating of pupil to take more light, rising of upper lips, drawing together of brows and stretching of lips horizontally. The physiological effects of fear are drop in body temperature, blood leaves face, sweating, dryness of mouth and increase in pulse rate, inability to move and flight (Ding, 2012:2389).

Metonymically, PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF FEAR EMOTION STAND FOR FEAR. So, emotion of fear is interfaced with metonymy as the following expressions display. For example, drop in body temperature (I was chilled to the bone) and sweating (He was sweating with fear) are physiological effects of fear, which communicate fear to others due to absence of spoken language. Thus, PHYSIOLOGY EXPRESSES EMOTION (Ding, 2012:2390-2391) and (Mashak and Pazhak, 2012).

3.17.2 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Fear

Fear is described in detail by Kövecses (1990). Fear is conceptualized based on many source domains in all the languages/cultures of the world. Accordingly, one source domain is container/containee. For example, We went into a state of fear and Ralph read fear in his eyes illustrate that fear is a container/containee. In English, fear is also conceptualized as a child in the container as illustrated by Esenova (2011:77) below in (65).

(65) Pregnant with fear.

In (65), the source domain of fear is pregnancy and foetus.

In some languages, fear is understood/ conceptualized by using voice or grammaticalization. Consider the following Amharic example in (66) from Takkele (2010:118).

(66) ያንት ያንት አል ግ ግ 3SG:MASC DEF
Lit. 'It said to him urine urine,' 'He urinated due to fear.'
In (66) the person who is afraid urinated due to the force of fear and the cause of fear like war is clear to the speaker. In a causative form, it can be said /asʃənəw/ [əʃənəw] 'It caused him to be afraid' (Lit. It made him urinate).

3.17.3 Metaphor of FEAR with DANGEROUS ANIMAL Source Domain

Different Animals give different source domains of fear. Such a conceptualization gives FEAR IS A DANGEROUS/WILD/CAPTIVE ANIMAL. This is mainly based on the folk belief that emotions are dangerous forces. Yet fear as dangerous animal is more commonly used than fear is wild/captive animal (Esenova, 2011:86). To make the source domains clearer, the followings are examples in (67a-b) taken from Esenova (2011) and Rakic (2014).

(67a) She had fierce fear of storms.
(b) I saw fear slither across his heart.

In example (67a) fear is generally understood as a dangerous animal but in (67b), fear is conceptualized as snake as the word slither implies. So, we have the conceptual metaphors FEAR IS A DANGEROUS ANIMAL and FEAR IS A SNAKE. Other conceptualizations of fear are provided by Kövecses (2000:23-24) cited in Rakic (2014:74-75) as follows in (68a&b)-

(68a) FEAR IS AN ILLNESS
(b) Fear of victory haunts many sports people, but on Saturday Chirstie was immune.
(69a) FEAR IS INSANITY
(b) The men on the quivering, battred boat were mad with terror.
(70a) FEAR IS A NATURAL FORCE: (b) Calm gauger of the swelling tide of mortal agony and fear.

Fear is also conceptualized as MOTION. In fact, Lakoff (2006:206) argues that states can be conceptualized as locations, bounded regions in space. Based on this conception, we conclude that EMOTION (STATE) IS BOUNDED SPACE. People have different ways of categorizing things in their various cultures (languages) but the fact still remains that people always categorize things, because it helps them understand new experiences on the basis of earlier experiences (Lakoff,1987:397). Sandstrom (2006:27) on the other hand, explains that we use motion verbs because our emotional state is expressed through our body and we construct metonymies and thereafter metaphors based on the basic experience of motion. Motion verbs like dive, roll and fly are usually used in constructing emotions. Based on Sandstrom (2006), it is
appropriate at this stage to establish categories that are applicable in metonymic schema **MOTION STANDS FOR EMOTION** and metaphorical schema **EMOTION IS MOTION**.

The points mentioned by Sandstorm (2006) and Lakoff (1987) are also supported by Rakic (2014:68) that emotion (fear) can be conceptualized as location, direction, source or trajector as examples (71)-(75) imply from Rakic (2014:68-70).

(71) But that leads to a crippling paranoia, a truly debilitating fear which is the greatest threat of all.

In (71), the preposition **TO** is syntactically used to mark the destination towards an emotional state. The experiencers in (71) therefore have felt the paranoia as it moved to them (Rull 2001: 354).

(72) He threw me into a total panic.

(73) Though winded, the impact seemed to startle him into a state of panic.

In examples (72) and (73) the preposition **INTO** marks direction towards emotion, which is also understood as GOAL and CONTAINER as to express being in state of emotion (fear).

(74a) Sofia's knees were shaking with fright, from heat and from old woman's bad tempered shouting.

In (74a) fright emotion is conceptualized as source of emotion motion, which is the cause of shaking.

(b) Parsons finally shook himself out of panic.

In (74b) the panic was first used as location then left by the experiencer to imply that he controlled the panic.

(75) A familiar sense of irritation crept up on him; he didn't like being beholden.

In (75), fear irritation is conceptualized as a trajector moving on the experiencer by his own ability. The verb **creep** can express both motion and manner.

Although emotions share roles and physiologies to act, they also play different roles revealed by different biological signatures. Distinct emotional acts are mostly seen between anger and fear. With anger, blood flows to hands, making easier to grasp a weapon or strike at a foe; heart rate increases, and a rush of a hormone such as adrenaline generates a pulse of energy strong enough for vigorous actions. With fear, blood goes to large skeletal muscles, such as in the legs making it easier to run away and making the face pale as blood is moved away from it (creating the
feeling that the blood “runs cold”). With fear, we evaluate the stimulus for what response to make (Goleman, 1996:18 and Rakic, 2014).

3.18 Happiness

Happiness is one of the primary objectives in the positive psychology movement (Lucas and Sheldon, 2014:xvi). This is because happiness is important for positive relation and life. Furthermore, Veennhoven (2014:167) expresses achieving happiness as a major goal in current society; individuals or people try to shape their lives in such a way that they can enjoy themselves. This view was once at the heart of 19th-century Utopian movement—achieving perfect happiness and is still an ideological basis of the 21st-century welfare states (Veennhoven, 2014). Happiness is generally a part of our life and philosophy. For example, the Greek moral philosophy called Epicurism, focused on devotion to pleasure and enjoying life rather than unhappiness (Veennhoven, 2014:167, and Bentham 1789).

As we can infer, Veennhoven (2014) focuses on happiness as a source of improving life quality. However, whether the change of life necessarily results in happiness is mysterious, because improving basic needs without improving health may not bring happiness (Brickman & Campbell, 1971, Venhoveen, 2014:168). Happiness can be maintained because it is homeostasis and it is comparable to body temperature (see Cimmins, 1995). In this vein, Liebermen (1970:74) wrote “... at some point in life even the age of 18, an individual needs certain level of satisfaction. This means all people need happiness. Some sociologists see an individual's happiness as a reflection of his/her positive outlook (Lykken, 1999).

3.18.1 Lexical Definition of Happiness

Hornby (1989) defines the adjective happy as “a feeling of expressing joy, willingness, fortune, satisfaction and luck. Csillag (2016:93) defines happiness as a state of wellbeing characterized by relatively agreeable emotion ranging from mere contentment to deep and intense joy. It is a pleasurable or enjoyable experience.” The definition here combines happiness with wellbeing and positive feelings like satisfaction (see also Duffy and Atwater, 2005:192). So, a person who is ill is unhappy and a happy person is a willful person to do things like helping others. According to Ding (2012:239), very great happiness is called joy. The definitions provided by both Hornby (1989) and Csillag (2016) imply that the word happy is not isolated from other
feelings and happiness is usually understood to be the most important emotion for human life and health.

Kövecses (1991) exemplifies the existence of conventionalized expressions which are metonymically linked with happiness. As is the case with anger, these metonymic expressions are based on some behavioural reactions caused by happiness like jumping, dancing, smiling and bright eyes. In English, the metonymic expression can be provided as *He jumped for joy.*

### 3.18.2 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Happiness

Happiness can be conceptualized with different source domains like light, container, food and others. Kövecses (1991) provides that one of the major metaphorical concept is the understanding of happiness in terms of **LIGHT**, whose linguistic metaphors can be provided as follows in (76a-b) based on Ding (2012:2392).

(76a) When she heard the news, she lit up.
   (b) Nothing to worry about, she brightened up.

In general sense, emotion can be conceptualized as a substance in a container. Happiness therefore can be conceptualized as a substance in a container but the containers can be of various types (Kövecses, 1995, Lakoff and Johnson, 1980 and Ding, 2012). Accordingly, the following examples in (77a-b) were given for conceptualizing happiness as **A FLUID IN A CONTAINER**.

(77a). Our heart is full of joy.
   b. The sight filled them with joy.

Metaphor of happiness can be associated with attaining the emotional state based on the QUEST model in which experiencing happiness is understood based on looking for and obtaining a concrete object like food or clothes (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999:179&196). Examples can be provided in data (78a-b) based on Stefanowitch (2004).

(78a) **TRYING TO ACHIEVE EMOTION IS SEARCHING FOR EMOTION:**
   (b) Happiness: look for happiness, reach happiness, quest for happiness, find happiness.

### 3.19 Love

Ding (2012:2393) sees love as a combination of many emotions and experiences related to the sense of strong affection. The word love can refer to a sense of strong affection for attachment. It can also refer to different feelings, states and attitudes, ranging from pleasure (e.g., I loved the meal) to strong interpersonal attraction (I love my girlfriend). This diversity of meanings,
combined with the complexity of feelings involved, makes love usually difficult to define even if it is compared with the other types of emotional states. As an abstract concept, love usually refers to a deep, inaffable feeling of tenderly caring for another person (Atwater and Duffy, 2005:320-321).

The definition of love provided by Ding (2012) and Atwater and Duffy (2005) has three key points: first love is a combination of affection, happiness, attitude and feeling. Second, love exists between persons. Third, love between male and female human beings is the strongest although other creatures may love each other. Other researchers view love differently. For example Freud (1922) regards love as as an emotion of striving for an ego ideal and Reik (1944) viewed love as a search for salvation. Since it is a combination of different emotional states, love has different physiological effects giving clues to people to understand and distinguish love. Ding (2012) provides the physiological effects of love like physical closeness as *I want to be with you all the time* and body heat such as *I feel hot when I see her.*

3.19.1 The Triangle of Love

The triangular theory of love states that love can be understood in terms of three major components, which form triangular vertices. These three components are intimacy (top vertex), passion (left-hand vertex) and and decision or commitment (right vertex). These components are assigned arbitrarily. **Intimacy** refers to the feeling of closeness, connectedness or bondedness in loving relationships, sharing communication and support. It is therefore connected to the feeling of warmth in the the beginning of love process. The **passion** component refers to the drives that lead to romance, physical attraction, sexual relation and unity in love relation. The **decision** or **commitment** component refers to in short term, the decision that one loves someone else and in long term, it is the commitment to maintain love. This part includes the cognitive elements like determination involved in decision making of long term-commitment for maintaining love forever (Stenberg, 1986). See figure 5 below for the triangle of love and its components.

![Figure 5: The Triangle of Love, Stenberg (1986: 119-120)](image-url)
Figure 5, which is based on Stenberg (1986), emphasizes love among human beings. The three components of love have different properties. For example, the emotional and other involvement of intimacy component and the cognitive component of decision/commitment seem to be relatively stable in close relationships (Stenberg, 1986 and Gajek, 1984).

Love may occur in different forms. For example, infatuation happens at first sight without intimacy or commitment. But romantic love, which is a strong attachment to opposite sex, is a combination of intimacy and passion (Tenove, 1979; Hatefield and Waster, 1981; Atwater and Duffy, 2005:321). Lee (1977), Duk (1983) and Lasswell and Lobenz (1980), argue that love may be caused by things like benefit or personality. For example, agape is an altruistic love type in which a lover loves his/her lover due the personality without expecting benefit. This leads us to the conclusion that love has many subcategories with many subsource domains (see also Stenberg and Gajek, 1944).

3.19.2 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Love

Based on Kövecses (1986), Lakoff and Johnson (1980:44) and Mashak and Pazhakh (2012:205), love can be conceptualized based on various source domains as follows in (79a-82b):

(79a) LOVE IS A NUTRENT: (b) I’m starved for love.
(80a) LOVE IS BOND: (b) There is close tie between them.
(81a) LOVE IS UNITY: (b) We are one.
       (c) We are inseparable.
(82a) LOVE IS FIRE: (b) I am burning with love.

3.20 Jealousy/Envy

Although other languages like French, Russian and Ukrainian perceive the translation equivalents of English envy and jealousy as separate emotions belonging to different families, English tends to conflate the two emotion concepts. Despite the philosophical consensus that envy and jealousy are distinct, it is nevertheless linguistically acceptable to use both jealousy and envy as referring to identical or similar situations (Ogarkova, 2007:99-100). To make the linguistic or conceptual similarity between envy and jealousy clearer, Ogarkova (2007:100) provides examples (101a&b) followed by definitions.

(83a) Perhaps, he is jealous of the players who were offered huge sums of money for touring.
       (b) I’m almost never envious of actors, never directors but I am envious occasionally of writers.
In example (83a), the cause of the man's jealousy is/was the high amount of money given to players. This implies that he wished/needed the money but was not given to him as the result of not being a player. In example (83b), the speaker's envy is expressed for writers but not actors and directors. An actor/actress is a person performing in a film or play. A director is a person in charge of making film or programme, or getting a play ready for performance. A writer on the other hand, writes books. (Macmillan Dictionary, 2007). Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Students, 2007:493 & 808) defines envy and jealousy as follows:

**Envy**: the feeling that you wish you had something that someone has (e.g Envy people who are always confident).

**Jealousy**: a feeling of unhappiness and anger because someone has something or someone you want (e.g Other girls are jealous of her good looks.)

While analyzing and interpreting the definitions of **envy** and **jealousy**, one can see that there are shared elements in the definitions directly or indirectly. To begin with, in both of the definitions provided, feeling is directly common. Furthermore, in both envy and jealousy, the need of something possessed by another person is implied. Although the word wish is not explicitly mentioned in jealousy, as the jealous person has no right to take someone else's property, he wishes to have and wish can be accompanied by **ANGER** or **UPSET**. Thus, both words have mutual co-occurrences except in certain contexts.

Jealousy/envy can be conceptualized based on different experiences. For example, according to Ogarkova (2007), the English expressions like **symptoms of jealousy** and **murderous jealousy** underlie **JEALOUSY/ENVY IS DISEASE** and **JEALOUSY IS AN OPPONENT/KILLER** respectively (Lakoff, Eperson and Schwartz 1999: 146 and Soriano, 2015:209).

### 3.21 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Emotion in Nilotic Languages

This section discusses the conception of Emotion in Nilotic languages which are very closely related to Anywaa. Nilotic languages are spoken in an area ranging from central Tanzania northward across Kenya, Uganda, DR Cogngo, South Sudan and Ethiopia. These languages belong to Nilo-Saharan phylum, which is one of the major language phylla in Africa. Nilotic is basically divided into three main branches: Western, Eastern and Southern (Dimmendaal, 2015:153).

Description of emotional languages of Nilotic languages based on Conceptual Metaphor Theory
is very little. Although Dimmendaal (2015) made a better attempt to analyze the Emotional languages of Nilotic and Bantu languages, he does not explicitly apply Conceptual Metaphor Theory in his analysis and description.

In presenting the expression of happiness in Lango, a Nilotic language spoken in Uganda, Noonan (1992) explains that this language expresses emotion and personal characteristics by attributing an emotion or behaviour to stomach/belly and liver (Dimmendaal, 2015). In the following examples of happiness expressions in (84a&b) in Lango, the data were taken from Noonan (1992:189-190) cited in Dimmendaal (2015:154):

(84a) yi -ɛ yɔm
    belly 3SG 3SG:soft:HAB
Lit. 'His/Her belly is soft.'
    '(S)he is happy.'
(b) cwiŋ -ɛ yɔm
    liver 3SG 3SG:soft:HAB
Lit. 'His/Her liver is soft.'
    '(S)he is happy.'

As we can infer from examples (83a&b), in Lango, the seats of emotions and personal traits are stomach and liver. Thus, examples (84a&b) underlie HAPPINESS IS SOFT (LIVER/STOMACH). In Dinka-Nuer branch of Western Nilotic, on the other hand, the seat of emotions and personal traits is heart. Dinka is a Western Nilotic language spoken in South Sudan and Nuer is a Western Nilotic spoken in Ethiopia and South Sudan (see Reh, 1996 & Okello, 2014). Below, in (85&b) are examples used to express happiness and anger in Nuer and Dinka:

**Nuer**

(85a) á lɔtʃ -k -ùn tɛŋ kɔŋ ɲi12 ʃɛŋ
    JUSS hearts GEN:PL 2PL fall in chief REL Jesus
    nitʃiŋ always
Lit. 'Let your hearts always fall down with Jesus, the chief.'
    'Let you always be happy with chief Jesus.'
    The Bible Society in South Sudan (1999:191)

In example (85a), as the Nuer datum implies, in Nuer, the center of emotion, feeling or cognition is lɔtʃ 'heart'. Therefore, in Nuer, happiness is rendered by the compound word tɛŋ lɔtʃ, which literally means falling down of heart. Therefore, example (85a) takes us to the

---

12 In Nuer, the relativizer ɲi 'who' introduces or marks a non-defining relative clause. The example in (85b) therefore has non-defining relative clause ɲi ʃɛŋ 'who is Jesus', because the head Jesus has already been specified by kɔŋ 'chief'. However, Nuer uses the relativizer mĩ 'who,which/that' to mark defining relative clause. Example, in gátdɛ mĩ tʃɛ liw 'His/Her son who died', mĩ 'who' specifies the dead son from those who are alive.
conclusion that among the Nuer, HAPPINESS IS DOWN, because people fall down with laughter, which is felt with heart.

Dinka

(b) kɔtʃ à -áràtʃ pùòt ápɛi
people LV bad hearts very
Lit. 'The people's hearts are very bad.'
'The people are very angry.'
Nebel (1948:130)

In (85b), the Dinka example has used BADNESS OF HEART to express anger as a negative emotion. This implies that among the Dinka, pùòù'heart' is a seat of emotions, feelings and cognition. Thus, both Dinka and Nuer use heart as a center of emotions.

According to Omondi (1997), in Dholuo, which is a Western Nilotic Luo spoken in Kenya and closely related to Anywaa, Acholi, Alur, padhola and Shilluk, FEAR can be conceptualized as a STRONG FORCE or a DANGEROUS ANIMAL as follows in (86):

(86) Luoro o -mak -a
fear PERF catch 1SG
"Fear has caught/overwhelmed me."
Omondi (1997:108)

The Dholuo example in (85) implies that the speaker has become very afraid. The word mak 'catch', evokes the strong force of being caught and overcome.


The relation between emotion metaphors and force can be betterly captured by using force dynamic theory. According to Kövecses (2000:8), the relation between folk theory and force dynamic theory is seen in Talmy (1988:53), who proposed the theory by stating that description of events and their interaction based on force involves the following parts: agonist, antagonist, resultant of the force interaction (action, rest and balance of strength), which consists of the stronger entity and the weaker entity and the intrinsic force, which is either towards rest or towards action. An agonist is an entity with an intrinsic force tendency toward in action (to stay at rest). This is the experiencer of emotion. An antagonist on the other hand is an entity with an intrinsic force and attempts to overcome the agonist by exerting force on it. This is emotion, which in force dynamic theory is defined as an opposition between two entities exerting force: agonist and antagonist. Therefore, the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE FORCES has its source domain the FORCE SCHEMA (Kovecses, 2004:62).
Dynamicity means changing. Force is an input of energy with an origin at which energy is applied in certain direction with certain magnitude. Thus, force dynamics refers to an interaction of entities based on exerting force (Talmy, 1988:49-50). In cognitive approach to emotion study, Kövecses (2004: 85) points out that emotions are forces mediated through concepts. This implies that emotion influences language and cognition. Accordingly, an example like *I was overcome by emotion* illustrates this view of emotion in which the target of fear or anger is understood in terms of force in which an opponent struggles with it and finally defeated (see also Talmy, 1988:62). Lakoff (1990) puts that **FORCES ARE CAUSES**. So, we have two processes: (1) Cause leads to emotion and (2) emotion leads to response. Opponent (1) is the rational self and opponent (2) is the emotion. The general schema in force-dynamic theory is as follows in figure 6:

1. cause of emotion
2. emotion
3. attempt at control
4. loss of control
5. response

**Figure 6: Force-dynamic theory Schema based on Kövecses (2000:340)**

As figure 6 implies, there are two main opponents in EMOTION IS FORCE: the emotion and the rational self (experiencer) (Lakoff, 2006:213). In this study, Force Dynamic Theory is used as a model under Conceptual Metaphor Theory in order to capture EMOTION IS FORCE both theoretically and culturally.

### 3.23. Relation between Metaphor, Language, Emotion and Cognition

Conceptual metaphor theory is based on the observation that much of what we say in our daily life is figurative and concepts like **EMOTIONS** are expressed by using language to express one's feeling, uncontrolability of emotion or degree of emotion (e.g His anger outburst and shocked the people around him). Conceptual metaphor (theory) can also reveal aspect of emotion important for the speakers of language but ignored by emotion theorists (Soriano, 2015:206-210). Conceptual system is the way in which the brain organizes knowledge about the world. The brain therefore supports all the cognitive or construal operations in the process of conceptualizing the world (Coulson, 2008).

From what Soriano (2015) provides we can infer that language can largely contribute to the study of metaphorical conceptualization of emotion as people express their emotions through language. So, the existence of human being himself is vital for the existence of emotion and language. Soloshenko (2016: 30) adds that when talking about emotion and language, we make
reference to words denoting emotion like anger or the process of experiencing emotion. Also emphatic description of how our body reacts like I feel happiness in my veins. We also use interjections like Wow!, Oh! And Ah! to express negative and positive emotions. Interjections are compact but explosive reactions to unexpected overwhelming or surprising information and response to it. Ye, Fu and Xiaolan (2009) found out that at both functional and neurological levels, the interdependence between metaphor, emotion, language and cognition can be understood from emotion regulation, which is defined as the process by which we control emotions we have, when we have them, and how we experience and express them. Emotional significance of stimuli has a great impact on perception, mental and physical health.

Kövecses (2000) in comparing language with metonymy or metaphor, states that language is dominated by metaphorical and metonymic expressions and most expressions belong to various conceptual metaphors and metonymies expressing emotion. Example, the linguistic metaphor *He carries his anger* helps to design the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS BURDEN. What Kövecses (2000) implies here is that when analyzing an emotion expression, linguistic metaphor can be heard; yet behind what we hear is the conceptual metaphor and metonymy telling us that emotion and language are related metaphorically or metonymically. This is broadened by Esenova (2011:38) that cognitive linguistics research findings have systematically indicated that the concepts people use for reasoning and talking about emotions are metaphorically structured and understood. Therefore, emotions in language are not only a collection of literal words aimed at categorizing and referring to preexisting emotional reality but support our thinking (Kövecses, 2004: xii, Shekonen, 2016:31).

Understanding the relation between metaphor (metonymy), language and emotion is not adequate for understanding metaphorical conceptualization of emotion. An interesting question to be raised here is What backs up or what constitutes language, metaphor and emotion? According to Majid (2012:438), emotion cannot be singled out from cognizing and this conflation between emotion and cognition or internal states is of a great deal in lexicon and spoken language, because language is used with the activation of all parts of the brain mainly both right and left hemispheres (See Barnes and Pinel, 2018: 428). LeDoux (1996) and Whalen et al (2004) on the other hand, state that brain structures linked to emotion are usually subcortical, like amygdala, ventral striatum and hypothalamus. These structures are more often evolutionarily conserved. They are also believed to operate fast and in an automatic way, such
that certain trigger features; for example, the white of the eyes in fearful expression are relatively unfiltered and always evoke response important to survive. Therefore, language, metaphor and emotion are part of human cognition, which is defined as the transformation, reduction, elaboration, storing and use of sensory input. This implies that cognition include memory, understanding and problem solving (Evans and Green, 2006, Lakoff, 1991 Schachter and Singer, 1962 and Neiser, 1967:4).
Chapter Four: Metaphorical Conceptualization of Emotion and Anger in Anywaa

Among the Anywaa, emotion is basically understood to be FEELING OF PAIN like the pain of knife, fishing spear, thorn, bullet etc. Thus, Anywaa speakers use the word dʒɔ̀r 'feel pain' and dʒùdo 'feel(ing) (with the five senses)'. While the former word does not delete the patient or cause, the latter word deletes the emotion stimulus or experiencer as illustrated in the expressions in (87a-d) below.

(87a) ərìèd ádzáŋ ə -dʒɔ̀r -ɛ
      Aried insult PST feel pain 3sG
Lit. 'Aried felt the insult pain.'
      'Aried became angry due to insult.'
In (87a), the insult is felt causing anger like the pain of spear or knife, which causes irritation. Thus, both insult and pain make a person irritated.

(b) ji dʒùdoɗò tfọ̀t
      2SG feel pain always
Lit. 'You are always feeling pain.'
      'You always have a bad feeling.'
Example (87b) refers to bad feeling like anger caused by bad treatment always caused to the addressee, who is always leading a bad life.

(c) qir tfọ̀r -ɛ ɛɛ dʒɔ̀rò
      thing of husband of 3SG PERF feel
Lit. 'She has felt her husband's issue (pain).'
      'She felt her husband's issue.'
In example (87c), the word dʒɔ̀r 'feel pain' expresses the general concept of emotion. The metaphor can mean the wife's longing for her husband, feeling happy with her husband for the things he did to her or the wife can be feeling bad for the bad thing that happened to her husband or the bad thing done to her by him.

(d) qir -i lèt tfwìn -â
      thing of 2SG painful liver of 1SG
Lit. 'Your thing is painful in my liver.'
      'Your issue has worried me.'
The example in (87d) implies the experiencing of many emotions by the addressee. Although the word lèt, literally means painful, the metaphorical meaning of the sentence in (87d) can mean the addressee has felt the offense (anger) seriously due to bad word or insult used by the addressee to him/her, but the expression can also mean the addressee is expressing his/her strong love and worry about the addressee. The example also means the addressee, who was a very close relative of the addresser, has passed away and the addresser is talking about the importance of the deceased person to him/her by looking at the grave or photo of the deceased person. In such a context, sadness and fear mix because the addresser, who is alive, has remained without a close
relative or friend. Example (87d) can imply the addressee's memory of the good thing done to him/her by the addressee, who may be still alive. So, (87d) underlies EMOTION IS PAIN (IN LIVER/BODY).

The fact that Anywaa has no general word for the concept of emotion is not particular to the language. Russel (1991) lists a number of ethnographic records which show that many languages have a word for emotion while some like Samoan, Akan and Amharic have no linguistic labels (words) for emotion (Ansah, 2011, Dzoko and Okazaki, 2006; Gerber, 1975, 2006).

4.1 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Anger in Anywaa

In this section, sadness and anger are not analyzed and interpreted as distinct emotion categories. This is because Anywaa has no distinct words of sadness and anger unlike languages like Amharic, which uses hazen for sadness and niddat for anger (see also Kövecses, 1986 and Takele, 2010). In Anywaa, the word for anger is gööt-ọ, which is formed out of the verb stem gööt-'be angry' and the NOM {ọ-}. The morpheme {ọ-} changes its function to an infinite complement when the past tense{a} or the perfective and habitual aspects {ọ-} and {ọ-} are attached to the verbal stem -gòót-. Another word for gööt 'anger' is guôn. In Anywaa, sadness is understood as a category of anger. The Anywaa word gööt 'anger' is usually understood based on the mouth physiology by closing the mouth. Thus, ANGER IS THE CLOSING OF MOUTH. So, among the Anywaa, sadness is the highest degree of anger which has no solution.

So far, researches on the structure of emotion concepts tried to confirm whether or not emotion concepts have common conceptual boundaries across languages or cultures. The findings indicated that such boundaries are unclear and therefore differ from language to language or from culture to culture. For example, while anger and sadness are two clearly separate emotion categories in English, they are combined as one emotion category in Buganda, Ilongot and Ifaluk languages (Ansah, 2011). Furthermore, very often, some emotion words in one language do not have their translation equivalents in other languages. For instance, schadenfreud and angst are two well known German concepts, which are not translatable in English. When used in English, angst undergoes semantic narrowing from existential anxiety in German to worry. These findings take us to two major conclusion: first different languages recognize different emotions and the second conclusion is that various languages categorize emotion concepts differently (Ansah, 2011, Russel, 1991). The following examples in (88a-d) are anger/sadness expressions in Anywaa.
Jobi partly became angry and doubtful. 'Jobi partly became angry and doubtful.'

The difference between kóón and göötə is that the former has lower degree than the latter and the cause of the former is not clear to others unlike that of göötə in which mouth is clearly closed. Thus, when the reason of anger is clear and it is clearly expressed, it turns into göötə '(clear) anger'. But göötə is commoner than kóón. The anger word kóón is mixed with doubt and fear of expressing the dissatisfaction, which is sometimes identified by deep silence. For example, when a husband is not happy with marriage with his wife and doubts that the girl was not conceived by him, the child born in such a situation is named ököón/āköón. However, the husband is afraid that if he expresses his anger, he will be beaten by the girl's male relatives. So, unlike göötə 'anger', kóón has no physiology but may have disapproval sound locally called tʃwíqó 'jeering'. Therefore, the word kiin 'mourn, be very sad' and kóón 'silent anger' are subtypes of the basic emotion anger.

In (88b), the low tone on èè marks evidentiality. The speaker has adequate evidences that Omod is angry based on background knowledge, eye colour, mouth shape, cause of anger and other evidences. The speaker in (103) is therefore advising the person who offended him or who want to talk to him in order not to touch or talk to him as he may be slapped, insulted or hit by Omod due to his intense anger. The use of the perfective aspect {ò-} is evidential in that there are evidences showing that Omod's anger relates to the current situation like insulting, keeping quiet, etc.

In (88c) the rising tone on èè implies that the speaker is not very sure whether Cham is angry or not, because Cham's mouth is not clearly closed. He or she is asking the people nearby to tell him clearly. This in turn implies that the speaker knows the behaviour of Cham that when he is angry, he attacks people. Hence, the speaker is confirming not to be attacked by the aggressive Cham. Therefore, èè is an interrogative morpheme used to confirm evidence unlike èè, an evidentiality morpheme based on clear observation or investigation.

The Gooc lineage is still angry for the insigna bead.'
The so called ōṭjọòk in Anywaa is very important bead for becoming a king as it was worn by the Anywaa king ancestor Okiro or Ochuudho himself. This was the string of bead left under the sleeping skin by ōṭjùùdò, the ancestor of Anywaa king, who returned to the river after conceiving kọ̀rì, the daughter of chief ṭjùląłj.

The word ṭjōɔk means cheating or lie. This string of bead consists of 38 black cylindrical beads with greeny-blue segments at one end. Anywaa nobility has two main noble lineages namely túùŋ gọòtʃ kī túùŋ n'oódòólà ‘the Goc lineage and the Nyoodoola lineage’. These two lineages were in revival for ōṭjọòk bead and in a battle called the battle of Akeemagilo, the Nyoodola lineage took the bead. So far, the bead was with the Goc lineage but later taken by the Nyoodola lineage as the result of the battle of Akeemagilo.

Today, the bead is still with the Nyoodola lineage in Otalo, where the strongest Anywaa king Wenykut resides. However, the Goch lineage is still angry, because of the string of bead. One of causes of the conflict which happened between the people of Otalo belonging to Nyoodola lineage and those of Tiernaam belonging to Goc lineage in 2014 was the reclaim for this emblem so that the kingdom would return to the Goc lineage. Due to this, the war broke out between the two sides claiming the lives of around six people from both sides but the bead was not given back though. In there political behaviour túùŋ gọòtʃ 'Goc lineage' did believe in diplomacy but that of n'oódòólà did believe in forced actions. Until today, unless a person wears the ōṭjọòk, he will not be called as n'ejjá 'king'. That is why for someone who was crowned, the Anywaa ask wò rọ̀ná ná kò ōṭjọòk 'Who crowned him with ōṭjọòk embelem?'(Evans-Pritchard, 1940:51 and Tasew, 2010:2010:31).

4.2 ANGER as PHYSIOLOGY

Among the Anywaa, whenever anger is experienced, an angry person undergoes different physiological effects related to the whole body or particular parts of the whole body. Angry person may get annoyed easily or feel like he/she needs to move around. It is a normal emotion. But when an angry person is under a lot of stress and strong feeling, he/she tends to show up, loudly and angrily speaks, shakes and wants to attack an offender. These physiologies make an

13Further confirmation was made with Abala Omod in october 11, 2019.
angry person agitated. Put briefly, agitation is an inability to reduce an emotion. It is caused by irrational forces in the mind (Sorabji, 2002). Consider the examples below in (89a-e):

(89a) dèèr è ã timò nî girri kî gòòtò
body of 3SG PST become CON trembling with anger
Lit. 'His/Her body has become trembling with anger.'
'He/She is trembling with anger.'

In (104a) the implied meaning is that the whole body of the angry person is shaking with the voice girgir.... and he or she is about to fight. In the context where the anger is clear, the anger expression in (104a) can be uttered without the prepositional phrase kî gòòtò 'with anger'. In (104a) the whole body of the person who is trembling with anger produces the trembling voice girgirr. In Anywaa, the understanding of trembling in terms of DANCING can be seen in (89b) as:

(b) dèèr è miél kî gòòtò
body of 3SG dance with anger
Lit. 'His/Her body is dancing with anger.'
'He/She is trembling with anger.'

If the anger context is clear and the trembling person is near the people, the anger in (89b) can be uttered without kî gòòtò 'with anger'. Due to the word miél 'tremble', it can be inferred that the anger in (89b) leads to rushing to attacking an offender. According to Duffy and Atwater (2005:193), such an anger is called venting anger/catharsis.

(c) dèèr è kwáñî kî gòòtò
mouth of 3SG shaking with anger
Lit. 'His mouth is shaking with anger.'
'He/She is agitated with anger.'

What is implied in (89c) is that the angry person is about to insult and hit the offender. Physiologically, such a person is in difficulty of speaking needing no response from the offender.

(d) dèèr è ã timò nî girri/kwáñî kî gòòtò
hands of 3SG PST become CON shaking with anger
Lit. 'His hands were shaking and produced the voice girr....'
'His /Her hands were shaking with anger.'

Example (89d) implies that the angry person was about to slap/hit the offender if he does not stop responding. Sometimes such an offended person looks for a big stick locally called (á)jòrà (PL. (ái)jòré) to hit the offender with. That is why an offender sometimes says ji gòóŋà ɗòòŋò wàñè 'I'm about to slap you.' The voice girr produces less anger than with the consonant extension as girr... or with reduplication and consonant extension girgirr......, producing higher anger than with the voice girr....

(e) kà gî -ì ū -mùl wàk?
DUB mouth of 2SG PERF crawl out
Lit. 'Why is your mouth closed and protruded out?'
'Why are you angry?'
Example (89e) implies anger based on the physiology of closed mouth with protruded lips without expressing the anger. The speaker in (89e) clearly sees that the addressee is angry due to his/her very closed mouth and angry look, but the speaker does not know the addressee's reason for being angry, because the angry addressee has not told the speaker the reason or the cause of his/her anger. The addressee's doubt in (89e) has been marked by the dubitative ká, which has taken the high tone. As examples (89a-e) imply, foaming can also be caused by anger in which an angry person speaks or insults for a long time. Foaming is mostly seen with females. Physiologies are very frequent in intense anger (See also Forceville, 2005: 10-11).

4.3 ANGER with the Source Domain of ABORTION

Among the Anywaa anger can be conceptualized as an abortion which the Anywaa call bùön wāk, which literally means coming out of liquid flour during high boiling. This liquid flour is still not mixed with dry flour to make it solid as in order to prepare porridge. The relation between over boiling of flour and abortion is that it is not the right time of mixing the liquid flour with dry flour and it is not the actual time for giving birth although abortion happens. According to Heth and Carlson (2010:362), events, substances likes drugs, alcohols, toxins or smoking and cocaine and agents can cause birth defects which lead to abortion. These substances, agents and events are collectively termed as teratogens, which in Greek meant malformation. The following linguistic expressions in (90a&b) have been provided to exemplify ANGER as an ABORTION in detail.

(90a) ɗɛ’-ɛ’-ɲɛl ɖàɔ ɖàɔ láar 3SG do quickly FOC jɔɔl give birth
Lit. 'His/Her mouth quickly gives birth.'
'He/She is a hot-tempered person speaking bad things quickly.'

Although example (90a) does not clarify the idiom jɔɔl ɖɔk 'mouth's 'giving birth', it is clear to a native that what is born by mouth is something bad implies a bad thing spoken as an aborted baby is dead and therefore unimportant person for the parents nor is it important for an Anywaa village or community. In (90a) the phrase kí gií mò réjìjò 'to bad things’ can be natively or indirectly understood in. Thus, AN EXPRESSION OF ANGER (BAD THING) IS THE MOUTH'S GIVING BIRTH TO BAD LIVING MATTER. ANGER IS A BABY IN UTERUS; LIVER IS UTERUS.

(b) ɡòón ɔṭjålá ɜ-bùön wāk
anger of Ochala PST abort out
Lit. 'Ochala's anger aborted.'
'Ochala has expressed his anger after long time of silence.'
Based on (90b), it can be concluded that Ochala expressed his anger after being asked several times or after another stimulus intensified the anger. Among the Anywaa, women abort due to factors like firing or wrestling. In Anywaa, the word ɓūŋ wɔk can also be used for the overflowing of boiling fluid which come out of the boiling container. Thus, ɓūŋ wɔk 'come out of the boiling container' has similar meaning to ɗžâm wɔk 'come out of the container due to over boiling'. This leads us to an argument that example (90b) is linguistic metaphor underlying ANGER IS A BOILING FLUID.

The Anywaa believe that ANGER IS PERSONALITY/TRAIT and more often seen with first-born children like ōmɔdⁱ⁴, ɑmɔd, ɑriɛd and ɔriɛd. Similiarly ōmɔn, who is also called ɛlɔmmó or ɔpɔdɔkáá is perceived to get angry sooner. These people, who have anger as their traits are called ɗguón⁰, ɗgùn/ŋat ɡuòn 'person of anger'. Firstborn children are aggressive because they are cared for more than other children as they are the firstborn children: many things are done for them by parents. The second and third born children being ɗďzulu and ɗdzulù, ɗbəŋ and ɗbəŋ are patient or polite and very intelligent as they are left to do jobs for themselves earlier.

The case of ōmɔn is very clear because among the Anywaa females are believed to become angry faster than males. The name ōmɔn is composed of the prefix {ɔ} with literal meaning of male of and ɔn 'females' in English with the suppletive singular form ɗaʃgo 'female'. The reason for which he is called ōmɔn is that he is the only male born after females and most of his decisions are dominated by females. Hence, ōmɔn means a male dominated by females. Such males mostly listen to their mothers rather than fathers and lover of marrying more wives and

---

¹⁴The root mɔd means smoother, strangle or cheat in English, because the baby may be smothered or strangled as youth life is still fresh and enjoyable and the girl does not want to give birth as she is still attending different ceremonies with different boyfriends and should not become an old woman sooner. The word also means cheating because the actual father of the baby may not be clearly known as there may be more boys asking the girl for marriage. In fact, Anywaa mothers say that the actual father of a child is clearly known by a mother. In case of ɑriɛt or ɔriɛt, the name is composed of {â}/0 and the root riɛt 'operate/give surgery'. This is because it is the first time for the girl to give birth and it is difficult to give birth. So, réɛt, 'operation' is given by using small knives, blade or awl. So, when a girl is pregnant, villagers expect her to be operated in the future and to strangle the baby. Thus abortion is more frequent. She may also cheat a boy who was not the conceiever to be the husband. Generally, the gender marking of Anywaa with {ɔ} 'male of' and {â} 'female of' developed from grammaticalization process in which future tense is grammaticalized as (w)0 as gender marker for male. In fact, w0 means son of in English. But {â} can be claimed to be derived from ɗâ'daughter, female of which can be simplified as {â} in ɗawtʃu ɗfemale belonging to tʃwɔ ɗclan with the simplied form as ɗʃu. The mid tone of the feminine marker ɗ is extended from the masculine mid tone on 0, whose basic meaning comes from future event. Peronal names like ɗ-pɔw serve as robust evidences as the baby boy is expected to die in the future as all the sibilings before it died. The Anywaa word ɗwɔw means die in English

¹⁵The reason why {â-} is attached to quɔn 'anger' is to clarify that getting angry immediately is anattribute of females as can bee seen the linguistic metaphor lǎrə members ñe gɔðtɔ ɗgàag ɗHe often get angry sooner like a female'.
having more girlfriends. The female born after males is called āwiili/ākītʃː contrary to ōmłaŋ, she is very patient and hard worker as she is the only female preparing porridge, cooking food and going to fetch water and collect fire woods. She therefore does not get angry frequently. The name ākītʃ is related to kītʃ `sift' as she sifts the flour after it has been pounded by the males, who are bigger. She is also called ātʃōw, which literally means female of males.

4.4 ANGER with the Source Domain of BLINDEDNESS and DEAFNESS

One of the most important body organs among the Anywaa is the eye which they locally call wàŋ and pluralized as nèŋ. Diseases like lèŋnèŋ, nèŋ mō ōlwát `sore eyes', tjëërò 'cataract' and ògòódi 'eyelashes sticking into an eyeball and squinting `(wàŋè rëë bǎålō/rëë tjëënò) bring blindness. Sore eyes are cured by putting lemon leaves on it and tobacco containing water of water pipe. In case of eyelashes sticking into eyeball, durra sticks are used by flagellation. To cure cataract, patient is helped by left handed people by making his/her left hand hot by friction and puts it in the eye of patient so that tjëëro 'cataract' is burned. Among the Anywaa, it is believed that deafness can be caused by over beating and evil eye spirit putting soil in eye. Also not cleaning the ear of a child can make a child deaf. That is why the Anywaa say tji kêr gwiët mërë 'Hasn't your mother cleaned your ear when you were born? which is used when a person does not listen to people or is told to stop something but does not stop it (See also Perner, 1994).

The data from (91a-92c) provide linguistic metaphors of ANGER IS BLINDEDNESS/DEAFNESS.

(91a) wó  gòōt  -è  kéeél  gòōtʃ  -á  māáttʃ  bá
HAB be angry 3SG even fire FOC gun NEG
\textit{When he/she is angry, he doesn't hear even if a gun is fired.}'

The Anywaa also believe that people do not feel pain due to anger.

(91b) ñlłaāl  ā  -mēŋ  gòōtò
child PST deafen anger
\textit{The child has been deafened by the anger.'}

It can be inferred that the child in (91b) is not listening to others.

(91c) ət  -i  ā  -dĩŋ  gòōtò
ear of 2SG PST make ear unable to hear anger
\textit{You have lost your hearing ability due to anger.'}

Angry people may intentionally avoid listening to others when the anger is intense. In Anywaa, an aggressive person who seems to be deaf and usually keeps silent is called mĩŋɔ 'a silent but aggressive person like a deaf'.
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Due to anger blindness, people can be unable see well and therefore sit somewhere like near a king where they are not supposed to sit. Because KNOWING IS SEEING, some angry people usually speak of not seeing (knowing) anything when they are angry. This is illustrated below in (92b):

(92b) wó gòůt -à bàŋ qìn néen -í dʒír -á
HAB be angry ISG no thing visible PASS to ISG

'When I am angry, nothing is visible to me.'

The metaphor in (92b) is the result of impeded vision making an angry person unable to recognize people even relatives who want to avert him/her during quarrel. Among the Anywaa, the major source of blindness comes from disturbance in the head.

(92c) nɛŋŋ -á -nďʒílím
eyes of PST turn dark

Lit. 'My eyes became dark.'
'I'm angry and I have difficulty to see.'

The speaker in (92c) is very angry and wants to fight. So, he does not recognize things or people who want to avert him/her. Such a person may hit the opponent.

Generally, the Anywaa's understanding of ANGER based on the source domain of BLINDNESS/DEAFNESS can be scientifically proved to cause lack of consciousness. Anger can cause blindsight, which is an abnormal kind of vision without consciousnes; when we are very angry, we ignore hearing many things even if our name may be mentioned many times (Matlin, 2005:73&93). Table 3 has been provided to show mappings for ANGER IS BLINDEDNESS/DEAFNESS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: BLINDNESS/DEAFNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry person</td>
<td>blind person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angry person</td>
<td>deaf person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cause of anger</td>
<td>cause of blindness/deafness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controlling anger</td>
<td>healing blindness/deafness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problems created by an angry person</td>
<td>problems created by blind/deaf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Anger As Blindness/Deafness

4.5 ANGER with the Source domain of DEATH

An increase in the intensity of anger and difficulty of controlling anger leads to death. Scientifically, diseases like hypertension, diabetes, cancer, heart attack and impaired immune system can be caused by stress, which in turn can be caused by emotions like anger/sadness.
Generally, the way we respond to emotion/stress can cause death and this is mostly common among people with behaviour pattern A, who are competitive, impatient, fast speakers and rapid movers (Carlson, 2010:530). Similarly, among the Anywaa, when an angry person has prolonged silence, they ask the question ɲatɔgɔ tʊ? 'Is this man/woman sick'. Therefore, the folk view among the Anywaa that anger can kill people is also confirmed by scientific theory. The followings are some of the linguistic metaphors of anger as DEATH in (93)-(96).

(93) ɡɔ̃tɔ ʧɔ̃ŋ kɔ̃nɔ kɬ ɡɔ̃tɔ
anger always bring OBL death
Lit. 'Always being angry brings death.'
    'Prolonged anger results in death.'

In (93), it is implied that it is sometimes but not always that people should become angry, because prolonged anger results in stress or death.

(94) ɔtʃən ɑ -ɬw kɬ ɡɔ̃tɔ
Ochan PST die of anger
Lit. 'Ochan died of anger.'
    'Ochan became very angry.'

The metaphor in (94) is also uttered with compounding as ɡɔ̃n ɲɔ̊n 'anger of death', i.e. an anger causing death. The example in (94) may further imply that Ochan is almost always very angry due to unsolved problem.

(95) ɑɾiɛd dɛɛr -ɛ ɛɛ nɛlɛ -d kɬ ɡɔ̃tɔ
Ariet body of 3SG PERF kill COM with anger
nɬ tʃɔ̃r -ɛ bɬ ɖuɬ -ɬ kɬ nàm
COMPL husband of 3SG NEG return:VEN FUT ABL river
Lit. 'Ariet has killed herself with anger that her husband will not come back from the river.'
    'Ariet has become sad/angry that her husband would not return from the gold mining place.'

The experience of the metaphor in (95), emphasizes intense anger based on suicide by using an object like gun or rope, which can be used for committing suicide.

(96) jiɪn ɬ ɬw kɬ ɡɔ̃tɔ
2SG PST die with anger
Lit. 'You (have) died of anger.'
    'You are (usually) very angry.'

The example in (96) implies that the addressee is now very angry or is usually angry although the literal translation makes the angry person dead. So, it follows that INTENSE/FREQUENT EMOTION (ANGER) IS DEATH.

Generally, the Anywaa believe that a big/intense anger becomes death due to stress and refusal to eating. The above linguistic metaphors in (93)-(96) therefore are used to realize the underlying metaphor ANGER IS DEATH. This in turn takes us to the classification of anger into ɡɔ̃n kɔw 'life/small anger' and ɡɔ̃n ɲɔ̊n 'death anger'. This classification is further supported by
Ekman (2003) as anger can vary in strength, ranging from annoyance to rage, and in type such as sullen anger, resentful anger, indignant anger and cold anger to mention a few.

4.6 ANGER with the Source Domain of INTOXICATION

Although in urban areas like Gambella town, Abwobo town, Itang, Pinyuudo and Dima towns, factory drinks like Bedele beer, Harrar, Bati and others are drunk, the Anywaa in countrysides prepare traditional beers and drink them with their belief that ካባንን የርም የዓት እያወ እያጠች ‘a foreigner's drink is bad’ as it came from an unknown place and prepared by an unknown person. The general name of drink that is cultural to the Anywaa is ካባንን ኩል ‘Anywaa drink’, which consists of filtered beers like እብተላራ, እትወትታ, እደድእን ‘filtered beer’ and እዳትኬል ‘unfiltered beer’. The irrationality experienced in anger based on intoxication is based on drinking bitter beer, which cause intoxication. According to Kövecses (2004:74), a milder form of irrationality can be found in the metaphor EMOTION IS RAPTURE, which can be illustrated in drunk with emotion or intoxicated with passion. The understanding of milder anger as rapture conicides with Anywaa's conception as INTOXICATION IS A SMALLER INSANITY. See the examples (97a)-(97c) for the detail of anger with the source of intoxication.

(97a) ji qäänm -á -lùüp kée jiin ô -mèër
2SG receieve FOC speeches like 2SG PERF be drunken
Lit. 'You are recieving speeches as if you were drunken.'
    'You are responding angrily while people are not speaking to you.'
Example (97a) implies that the addressee has an intention to quarrel and angry with many people. So, when someone speaks, he responds negatively even if the speaker is not speaking to him. In the context of (97a), the word qään means to respond or interrupt someone who is not speaking to the addresse, but in literal sense it refers to receiving an object in the air such as a ball.

(b) ji pá ômèër wán
2SG NEG drunken DUB
Lit. 'It seems you are drunken.'
    'You are angry with minor thing.'
In (97b) the speaker believes that what upsets the addressee was minor and should not lead to anger. An intoxicated person gets angry with minor things and this is why this experience is used to denote the anger (97b). That is why the speaker has used the dubitative mood wán because what has upset the addressee is seen by the speaker as minor and the speaker has become uncertain whether the addressee is not drunk.
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The anger expressed in (97c) implies that the experiencer is very angry and irritated and is about to go to fight. Such an anger is usually caused by a bad point a person does not want to be raised. When intoxicated person insults a person, he goes back and asks an apology that the mistake was caused by intoxication. Similarly, when an angry person insults others due to intensity of anger, he or she goes back the next day and asks apology by convincing the offended person that the mistake was triggered by high intensity of anger. Such a person can be excused. But if the insult has high intensity and the insulted person was a big person, a bull or more amount of money is paid for the excuse. The mapping for ANGER IS DRINK has been provided below in table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: DRINK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry person</td>
<td>drunk person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiencing anger</td>
<td>drinking, intoxication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conflicts caused by anger</td>
<td>conflicts caused by drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleeping due to anger</td>
<td>sleeping due to being drunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offender</td>
<td>the person who prepares drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice of angry person</td>
<td>voice of intoxicated person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger intensity</td>
<td>intensity of intoxication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Mappings for ANGER as DRINK

Based on table 4, it can be inferred that the general source domain of drink to be mapped on to anger is a bitter drink which the Anywaa call kóŋò mò këtf although there are cases where an Anywaa drink can be sour as the result of the laziness of the woman or wrong process of mixing malt flour with leaven. Because drinking is also seen as personality, nát mërró/ŋát kóŋò 'drunkard' is also mapped onto ḗguóni 'a person of anger', which implies that anger is personality or behaviour.

**ANGER IS BITTER**

In Anywaa, anger can be conceptualized as BITTER TASTE, whose experience comes from bitter plants like, ḥdìmëtti 'pepper' báábaáj, tʃikëtà and calabash fluids. In Anywaa, anger is expressed in terms of bitter taste by attaching the bitter taste to the mouth, liver, stomach and throat. With the experience of BITTER TASTE, the Anywaa sometimes call ḏūtō 'anger' as
kèèn (tfwìjn) ‘bitter feeling (of liver, stomach)’. Thus, ANGER MAKES MOUTH, LIVER, STOMACH OR THROAT BITTER; ANGER IS BITTERNESS OF LIVER/STOMACH. Based on the experience of unpleasantness of bitter taste, the linguistic metaphors in (98a-101c) convey such a metaphorical conceptualization of anger in Anywaa.

(98a)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tfwìjn</th>
<th>-è</th>
<th>ìkèèpò</th>
<th>kőìqì</th>
<th>ìn</th>
<th>-tfìàán</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>liver</td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>become bitter</td>
<td>with</td>
<td>thing REL tell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dèèr</td>
<td>-è</td>
<td>body of</td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lit. 'His/Her liver became bitter due to what was said to his/her body.'

The implied meaning in (98a) is that first someone said something offending than based on the interpretation, the offended person became angry. Such offense may be direct or indirect and may include past bad secret which are exposed now. Hence, FEELING IS TASTING. Metaphors understood in terms of colour, taste, smell and touch like those in (113a) can be termed as perceptual/sensory metaphors, because they are mainly based on the experience of perception and sense. In Anywaa, anger is expressed in terms of BITTER TASTE by attaching the taste to the mouth, liver, stomach and throat.

The equating of conceptual metaphor with cognitive metaphors by Kövecses (2009) and Tsirkunova (2013) can be applied to the present study as they both deal with understanding concepts metaphorically. However, a closer look at the difference between conceptual and cognitive metaphor takes us to the conclusion that cognitive metaphor is broader than conceptual metaphor, because concept is a subcategory of knowledge and experience resulting from cognition, the basic cognitive element of thinking and reasoning based on experience (Tsirkunova, 2013:450. In the present study therefore, the investigator does argue that conceptual metaphor, image metaphor, perceptual metaphor, orientational and ontological metaphors are subcategories of cognitive metaphor.

(98b)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>jit</th>
<th>-qè</th>
<th>kèètìf</th>
<th>dòtìf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stomachs of</td>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>bitter</td>
<td>DÉG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lit. 'Their stomachs are very bitter.'

The example in (98b) means the people are (very) angry now, but they are not hot-tempered.

(98c)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tfwìjn</th>
<th>-è</th>
<th>kèètìf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>liver</td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>bitter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lit. 'He/She gets angry very quickly/ He/She is a hot-tempered person.'

Example (98c) is usually used to refer to a hot-tempered person. This is because liver is a center of personality and emotion among the Anywaa. In example (98b) therefore, BITTER TASTE in
the stomach is used only for anger (for a short time). Based on example (98c) we can infer that AN AGRESSIVE PERSON IS BITEER-LIVERED. In fact, in Anywaa, hot-temperedness is called kéétf ṭfwiŋ 'bitterness of liver'. Understanding a hot-tempered person based on bitter liver he/she supports what Kövecses (2004:71) mentions that metaphor usually describes certain kind of a person (an emotional one). Therefore, the expressive and physiological anger response of a hot-tempered persons is dominated by his/her behavioural response. In (98c) therefore, ANGER has been understood as BEHAVIOUR.

(98d) ṭfwiŋ -i ā -kēēŋə dētf
liver of 2SG PST become bitter DÉG
Lit. 'Your liver has become very bitter.'
'You have become very angry.'
The anger in (98d) implies temporary anger due to the use of kêēŋə 'become bitter'. Therefore, in Anywaa, temporary anger can be compounded as kêēŋ ṭfwiŋ 'bitterness of liver for a short time'. So, the anger can be caused by immediate stimulus like joking, seeing a bad treatment or seeing a deafeted relative during fight. The word kéétf 'bitter' refers to a nature of something to have a bitter taste but kêēŋə 'become bitter' refers to changing of taste from non-bitter to bitter one temporarily. For example, if calabash fluid is put in water, the water becomes bitter but its natural taste is not bitter. However, bitterness is the nature of calabash fluid. Thus, jiā atimo nà pi kêēŋə 'My stomach has become calabash fluid' refers to a temporary bitter anger understood in terms of CALABASH FLUID. Thus, it follows that TEMPORARY IS BECOMING; PERMANENT IS BEING.

(99a) dē -ē ā -kēēŋə.
mouth of 3SG PST become bitter
Lit. 'His/Her mouth has become bitter.'
'He/She has become angry in the middle of joke.'
In (99a) ANGER IS A BITTER TASTE IN THE MOUTH. The stages of anger development in (99a) can be provided as follows: (a) the people were joking with insult; (b) then in the middle, a counterpart said something to or about the person but this person evaluates the insult as strong (offensive) but not a joke insult although the insulting person thought it was part of joke. So, he got angry and started insulting the other(s); (c) finally, the response insult leads to fighting. Therefore, the first emotion stage in (99a) was happiness, which turned into anger latter.

With the help of body part roles for interpretation and sending message, the anger process in (99a) can have the following cognitive processes: first the brain has interpreted the word as offense, then the liver accepted the interpretation and determined to send the response word to the mouth and eyes, which could respond and uttered the insult with angry looking to the
opponent and finally fight takes place. This stages of emotion and language transformation leads to the conclusion that like emotion, metaphorical language and its understanding has stages due to cognition and appraisal.

The degree of anger in (100) is very high as there is intense anger cause by debates, insults and disagreements. The salt of Nyiwiir village was the salt put in the stew of males while they were cooking fish in the fireplace. In this place, there was a big problem of salt as it was a countryside without access to (dehydrated) salt. While the stew was ready with the remaining of the salt to be put in it, everybody did not like to bring salt thinking that if he brings a big salt, no salt will remain for the next time's use at his home. Therefore, going home without telling the others, each person brings small amount of salt and puts it in the stew with pretention of stirring the stew. All the members of the fireplace doing the same thing, when the stew was tasted, it was too salty and could not be eaten at all. When one asked his counterpart, he would say that he put a small amount of salt in the stew. This led to fear of eating the very salty stew. An anger conceptualized in terms of such salt is therefore an extremely high anger leading to fighting.

The felt the issue of their land very bitterly.

In (101a) the people referred as 'they' are struggling to get back their land, which was taken politically. So, they are very upset by the political discrimination. Sometimes këtʃ 'feel bitter' means to feel angry or irritated due to insult or unpleasant thing. Therefore, THE IRRITTAION IN THE BODY/LIVER IS THE BITTER TASTE IN THE MOUTH.

In (101b) the word dán 'slightly bitter' is used to imply anger as a bitter taste in throat implying the anger in which this angry child is irritated and speaking with a bad voice, which may be accompanied with insult or difficulty of speech. Hence, SLIGHT ANGER IS A SLIGHTLY BITTER TASTE; DIFFICULTY OF SPEECH CAUSED BY BITTER TASTE IS DIFFICULTY OF SPEECH CAUSED BY ANGER.

That girl's stomach is slightly bitter.
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As the word kēēm’slightly bitter’ implies, example (101c) used to express low degree of anger experienced by the girl, who may be angry without speaking but acts badly. But this taste is not used with liver as it has low intensity. So, we expect kēētʃ ’bitter taste’ to be in liver for strong anger. In (101b) anger is a bitter taste in the throat causing itching resulting in anger speech.

**ANGER IS BITTER TASTE OR SMELL OF TOBACCO**

The tobacco smoke is considered as stinky in English, but tobacco taste and smell in Anywaa is perceived as kēētʃ ’bitter’. The use of tobacco taste and the steam (smoke) of tobacco connected to human head implies bitter anger bringing madness in the human head. Consider the example below in (102).

\[(102) \quad ōmালান \ wi \ -è \ ŋi \ -timò \ ni \ mènni\]

Oman head of 3SG PST become CON disturbed by tobacco

Lit. 'His head has become disturbed by bitter smell and taste of tobacco.'

'Oman is mentally disturbed by the anger.'

The anger metaphor in (102) is based on the steam or smell of tobacco which goes into nose bringing sneezing and mental disturbance. Therefore, while bitter fluids are used with liver and stomach to express anger, tobacco taste and tobacco smoke is used with head to express anger and madness, because smoke brings impeded perception and mental disturbance.

**ANGER IS STINK FAECES**

Because human faeces has bad smell, it can be used as a source domain of anger, which is unpleasant. Therefore, OFFENDING A PERSON IS SHITING. Consider the examples in (103a&amp;b).

\[(103a) \quad ōdągō \ ŋi \ -piél ki \ ŋi \ ʧiędò \ mò \ kēētʃ\]

woman PST shit OBL stool REL bitter

Lit. 'The woman shat a bitter human stool/faeces.'

'The woman has bitterly offended me very seriously.'

In (103a), ANGER IS A HUMAN FAECES WITH BITTER TASTE/SMELL. Angry people usually spit to show their dislike of the person with whom they are angry. Among the Anywaa, shiting near someone's home means shitting on that person or bewitching the person.

\[(b) \quad ji \ -à \ ŋi \ ʧiędò\]

stomach of 1SG faeces

Lit. 'My stomach is faeces.'

'I am very angry.'

Example (103b) has the general source domain of BAD THING like bitter thing or an object with bad smell. These source domains make human liver/stomach bad causing bad feeling. Therefore, with the source of bitter taste, mappings can be done as follows: the bitter taste corresponds to anger and the person who is tasting the bitter taste corresponds to the angry
person. Unpleasantness of bitter taste in the mouth/tongue is mapped onto unpleasantness of anger to liver, stomach/head. THE INTENSITY OF ANGER IS THE DEGREE OF BITTERNESS.

4.7 ANGER IS IMPURE/DIRTY

The use of stool, dirty water, dirty object and sperm also leads as to the formation of subconceptual metaphor ANGER IS DIRTY/IMPURE. The conceptualization of anger as DIRTY/IMPURE OBJECT implies that anger is complex unpleasant emotion as the linguistic metaphors in (104a)-(106) exemplify.

(104a) ʧʰîŋ -á ā -ʧʰúl -í
liver of 1SG PST blacken 2SG
Lit. 'You have blackened/made my liver dirty.'
   'You have made me angry.'

The experience of making the person in (104a) angry is based on the experience of making a clean object dirty.

(b) ʧʰîŋ -gè ròk -gè ā -dùùp -qè
livers of PL bodies of 3PL PST impurify 3PL
Lit. 'Their livers have become impurified.'
   'They are sad/dissatisfied.'

The experience of the anger in (104b) comes from impure water which is made dirty by more people or cattle crossing the river during dry season or dirty soil in dirty water, burned ashes and soil brought by tributaries in the main river during summer season. But the anger in (119a) has the general source of dirty object.

(c) ʧʰîŋ -á jì -í kwàːl -ò dàʧ
liver of 1SG PERF 2SG rotten COMPL DEG
Lit. 'You have rotten my liver intensely.'
   'You have been making me (very) angry.'

By using rotten thing as source domain, datum (104c) implies that the offender has offended the experiencer several times and the offending includes the time of the speaker's irritation. Before a dead matter becomes rotten, it can be approached or it is good but cannot be approached if it is rotten due to pungent odour, which makes people irritated. Similarly, before anger reaches its highest level, an experiencer can control himself or herself. However, with the use of rotten human liver as source domain, the metaphor in (104c) implies the highest level of anger in which the offended person cannot control himself or herself. Rotten things are dangerous and no

16 The metaphor ʨìa nàk ʧkwâː (ji) ʧwiŋa ʧòːi wɔːk 'You have brought out the rotten things in my liver,' the implied meaning is that the speaker has been angry or sad for a long time but does not want to express her anger but has done it forcefully. In June 2020, such metaphor was heard being uttered by the researcher's neighbouring woman whose husband passed away two months ago. As she was mourning, speaking loudly or quarreling with others was not expected from her, but her smaller daughter highly upset her and angrily spoke loudly by
longer important; similarly, anger conceptualized in terms of ROTTEN LIVER implies that the angry person has no proper perceptual function, leading to the metaphor ʧwïnə ʔrẫməni 'You have made me very angry', which literally means You have destroyed/spoiled my liver. Thus, anger is râŋ ʧwïn 'badness of liver/stomach'. The metaphor in (157) can have the following metaphors: OFFENDING A PERSON IS SPOILING OR MAKING HIS/HER A LIVER ROTTEN; A PERSON WHO IS ANGRY IS A PERSON WHOSE LIVER IS SPOILED; ANGER IS A ROOTEN/SPOILED LIVER. DEGREE OF ANGER IS DEGREE OF ROTTENING/SPOILAGE OF LIVER.

(105a) wi -à dá ʧiët
head of 1SG exist faeces
Lit. 'Inside my head, there are faeces.'
'I am aggressive/hot-tempered.'

Because dirty things like faeces are unpleasant to human head, liver, nose and eye, ANGER BRINGING AGGRESSIVENESS IS FAECES IN HUMAN HEAD. Because anger is unpleasant and it is based on unpleasant source, one can also say, wià râŋʧ 'My head is bad', wià dá tûw 'There is pus in my head', wià tiëw 'My head is sperm' used to imply the aggressive behaviour of the speaker who abnormally rushes to attack and insult immediately when getting angry.

(b) ʧwïn -à tiëw
liver of 1SG sperm
Lit. 'My head is sperm.'
'I am aggressive, I am very angry, I am hot-tempered.'

The metaphor in (105b) expresses an immediate intense anger without insanity but aggressiveness or being angry quickly. As the linguistic metaphor implies, the source domain is SPERM, which is unpleasant to human liver, eye and ear despite the fact that it is important for reproduction.

(c) ji -à ʔ -nɔ̀r -e nâblâ rè
stomach of 1SG PST spoil 3SG totally
Lit. 'He/She totally made my stomach very dirty.'
'He/She has totally made me very angry.'

In (105c), the image schema of dirty leftover/mud is mapped onto anger. This experience of dirty food is seen when half of the porridge eaten at night is put in place where there are mice excreting on food and fluid mixed with dust falling inside uncovered food.

remembering her husband's death. Therefore, by rotten things, the woman meant hidden anger or sadness for a long time. Thus, offenders force angry people to bring out their hidden anger out of their stomachs or livers. The phrasal verb rôò wòk 'move out with hand' has the literal meaning of putting hand in the mouth by approaching the uvula so that the person vomits. In line with the metaphor here the person who did that was the daughter, who upset the mother, and the vomiting of the mother is mapped onto expression of anger and nôsk 'vomitus' is mapped onto anger.
The anger expression in (106) is generally based on things like faeces, rotten food, mud and dirty water, which are not clean. Although sperm cells are important for reproduction, they are given negative value in Anywaa because they are not important when they are outside the body and have bad smell. The degree of anger here is very high due to the use of the word kèèrè 'only' implying that every part of the liver is covered by sperm. Such speakers have nothing making them happy. Hence, ANGER IS DIRTY OR IMPURE.

The conceptualization of anger in terms of black colour (dirt) and vomiting\(^1\) leads to the interaction between anger and disgust. As the Anywaa are intensively black, they mostly do not hate black colour of human skin as it is the colour of human being and given by God. Mud houses, pots and gourds are decorated with black soil/colour and others.

However, black colour like that of darkness, underground darkness and the black colour of cooking pots are hated because black is associated with unclean/dirty. So, UNCLEAN CLOTHES IS BLACK. When it is very dark at night while there is an overcast, such a darkness is called mùùn ődíi\(^1\) 'darkness of hyenas 'because this time the hyenas come to eat goats/sheep or people. Also ghosts/gods and goddesses move and make people faint and beat them to cause deadly diseases. Such black colours are mapped onto anger. Below are the linguistic metaphors in (107a&b) used to express anger based on the source of mix of black, dirt, bad and anger and hatred.

\begin{equation}
(107a) \quad \text{tʃwǐná tʃɔl \quad 1SG PST become black with she over there.}'
\end{equation}

Lit. 'My liver became/has become black with she over there.'
'I became angry with that girl and I have hated her.'

Example (107a) implies that deep anger develops into hatred. Based on datum (107a), the idiom tʃwǐná tʃɔl means 'My liver is black' metaphorically means the speaker has lost his appetite but

\(^1\)Badness or impurity of anger can also be found in expressed like tʃwǐná/jiáá ər̀ŋəŋò 'My liver/stomach became destroyed, spoiled/bad', tʃwǐná/jiáá pàá káré 'My liver/stomach is not in its position, not as usual', tʃwǐná ädák 'My liver migrated, became different'.These literal meanings express anger with the change of moods. Hence, ANGER/SADNESS IS PHYSICAL DESTRUCTION.

\(^2\)The noun ődíék 'hyena' is activity related noun. The root diék has the English equivalent goats or sheep(PL). The prefix {0-} has the meaning eater of as hyenas come at night and attacks and eats up goats and sheep by dragging them to the bush. Therefore, ődíék literally means eater of goat/sheep. The word diél is a generic term referring to both sheep and goat. While the Anywaa word for goat is ätērə that for sheep is rəmम. Similarly, őgwàál is a generic term for toad or frog. The Anywaa word for toad is dītùd and that for frog is āmēćērə.
in some scenarios it implies loss of appetite due to anger or being angry. So, ʧʃl tʃwɪŋ 'blackness of liver' can refer to loss of appetite, hatred or being angry. In fact, the Anywaa do not eat in dark place. Instead, if the house is very dark while it is about to rain, grass torch is lighted or the fire of the fireplace is used as light. To what degree the colour is black, red or green is can be mapped onto anger intensity as tʃwɪŋi ɖɪɨt ‘Your liver is partly black’ implying that the addressee is slightly angry. In the mind of an Anywaa, bad things which should not be raised for they trigger anger and fight or murder are conceptualized as BLACK THINGS LIKE NIGHT.

(b) ɲɪm -è ʧʃl
face of 3SG black
Lit. ‘His/Her face is black.’
‘He/She hates people.’

The person in (107b) usually becomes angry when he/she meets the person he/she dislikes. The blackness of face can be associated with the appearance of wrinkles when a person frowns. Blackness of face as anger is also found in metaphor like ɲɪmɛ ətʃiɛgɛ ‘He closed his face’ to mean he has become angry. Thus, closed house or dense forest serves as an experiential basis of such a metaphor leading to another subconceptual metaphor ANGER IS A CLOSED CONTAINER, because a face produces wrinkles and no speech during anger.

**BEING ANGRY IS NAUSEATING/VOMITING**

When we hear or see what we dislike, we become not pleased. Similarly, when we see bad thing like faeces, we may nauseate or vomit. Consider the following examples in (108a&b).

(108a) ʧwɪŋ -à ɬɔmɔ kɪ lúm -i
liver of 1SG nauseate with point of 2SG
Lit. ‘My liver nauseates with your point.’
‘I am angry with your point/I hate it.’

As we spit when we are about to vomit, we also spit when we see the person we are angry with. Example (108a) implies that the addressee has raised a bad idea or has done a bad thing, which has made the speaker angry.

(b) ji nɛɛn -à káámàr tʃɛdɔ’’ mʊ õ -pɪɛl ɲɔ ɬɪɨr
2SG see 1SG like stool REL PERF shit behind village
Lit. ‘I see you like a stool/faeces which is shat in bush behind the village.’
‘I am usually angry with you/I hate you very much.’

In metaphor (108b), disgust is higher than anger. Sometimes as spittle is used with bad things like stool, it also used with an offender as as ǣ.k ʨɔɔ ‘Ugh! ‘You are mess’, to imply intense

---

19 The metaphor ə nɛɛtɛ káámàr mʊ ɲaɬɛ ‘He sees me like his daughter's vagina' implies that the person spoken about hates the speaker since one cannot be happy with seeing his relative's vagina. The metaphor ɡoʊtɔ/wɛɛr əkəmɛ nɪ tɔ rɔjɛ ‘He/She intentionally became angry and quarreled with the manner of white colour' implies that the reason for the angry person's anger is not clear to the speaker.
anger with a person or hatred. These metaphors take us to the conceptual metaphor ANGER/DISGUST IS SPOILED/PUTRID. The example in (108a) implies HIGH INTENSITY OF ANGER/HATRED IS VOMITING.

4.8 ANGER as COLOUR

Color is important to explain physical, cognitive, socio-cultural and and linguistic-cultural phenomena. Two competing accounts explain evolution of colours. One view was led by Kay and McDaniel (1978:617), who contend that the semantics of colour terms in all languages is the result of a common neurophysiological processes in which differences in wave lengths of light reaching the eye are changed into various responses in the visual nervous systems. This view is therefore neurophysiological defining colour as a light phenomenon caused by how our eyes detect different qualities of projected or reflected light. Wierzbicka (1990) on the other hand, argues that colour concepts are understood based on universal identifiable human experiences based on different things like day, night, fire, the sun, vegetation, sky, ground, water and clouds (see also Xing, n.d:1). Wierzbicka's (1990) claim of colour concepts is based on cognitive perspective.

Anywaa has six basic colour terms namely tár 'white', tʃɔl 'black', kwáár 'red' líw 'blue', ābɔgà 'yellow' and márr 'green'. However, white, black and red are more basic than others as they are distinct and serve as semantic primes for extended meanings such as light, clear, (un)clean, confusion, dirty and negative and positive emotions by using metaphor, metonymy and polysemy. Among the Anywaa, black and white are mostly easily distinguished and extended to other linguistic and cultural uses. In Anywaa, while expressing anger in terms of colours, the negative aspects of black, red and green colours are attached to liver, stomach and eye.

Anger can be conceptualized in terms of red and green colours. More often anger is conceptualized in terms of red colour which is locally called kwáár. This colour is the most powerful and most destructive as it is metaphorically the colour of fire, sun, danger, gun, bullet and blood. Redness of an eye caused by drinking or cry results in blindness. To the Anywaa, green colour on the other hand is more often favourable as it is the sign of productive cultivation, peace, health and food. It is more often found in beads and plants during the rainy season. The green bead called ápùọnò is tied to limb to heal the wound. However, the colour of këémpá, 'bile'
tüüt 'pus', ĭúɲi 'nose mucus' and the colour of an evil-eyed, which are extended from green colours of plant leaves and beads, are unpleasant colours, because they are unpleasant, of bad smell and make people nauseate and vomit. These colours are therefore used as source of ANGER MIXED WITH (HATRED) being an pleasant to human eye and head (See Perner, 2003: 142147). Below are the linguistic metaphors for realizing ANGER as RED, BLACK/ GREEN colours associated with unpleasantness of anger.

4.8.1 ANGER IS RED

Based on the general experience of RED COLOUR and frames like blood, fire and red eyes, anger can be conceptualized as follows in (109a-e):

(109a) ɲɛŋŋ -ɛ mɛm ɛm
         eyes of 3SG PST drink CON blood
Lit. ‘His/Her eyes have become blood.’
     ‘He/She is red with anger.’

The angry person in (109a) is very angry and about to attack the opponent. The eyes are therefore red with anger. If an Object has red colour like blood, it is extremely red and brings fear. Similarly, eyes that are blood are very red due to angry looking at the opponent.

(b) dʒàål ɲɛŋŋ -ɛ màtʃ
    old man eyes of 3SG fire
Lit. ‘The old man’s eyes are fire.
     ‘The old man is angrily looking with his red eyes.’

The anger metaphor in (109b) means angry old man is now looking at the opponent with his red eyes. Although fire may include glows covered with ash, in (109b) the fire frame used as a source domain is RED GLOWS or FLAME.

(c) tʃwɪŋ -à rɛmò
    liver of 1SG blood
Lit. ‘My liver is blood.’
     ‘I am very angry/aggressive, I immediately get angry and rush to fighting.’

‘The metaphor in example (109c) implies anger that is behaviour. This implies BECOMING ANGRY IS THE TURNING OF LIVER INTO BLOOD.

(d) tʃwɪŋ -à pùüt kwáár
    liver of 1SG still red
Lit. ‘My liver is still red.’
     ‘I am still very angry.’

Example (109d) implies that the speaker still wants to rush to fighting. The metaphor tʃwɪŋà kwáár dɔtf kirɛɛ ‘My liver is really very red’ to imply I’m very angry, is clearly metaphorical as it is entrenched among the Anywaa due to the association of red with anger in the liver being the

20 An insulting expression like rɛmni márr ‘Your blood/menstruation is green’ or amáńi ōkwák ‘Your menstruation is rotten’ is associated with pus, which is a rotten fluid giving bad smell. Such insults intensely upset a girl or a woman as it implies that she does not clean herself during menstruation.
center of feeling among the Anywaa. Such a metaphor is therefore context free metaphor but the expression ābiinà kwáår dātʃ kirèè 'My clothe is really very red' can literally mean the speaker's clothe has red colour as the clothe can directly be seen, but the expression can contextually mean the red, white, blue or any other clothe type of the speaker has more amount of blood on it. Thus, such a metaphor is context dependent. The angry person in (109d) looks for the offender to attack him/her even among many people.

In (109d), the high tone in kwáår 'red' marks redness but not causation; the causative form takes low tone as kwáår 'make red', whose metaphorical meaning can be found in kwáår tʃwɪn 'making a person's liver red 'to mean causing someone/oneself to be angry. Hence, OFFENDING A PERSON IS MAKING HIS/HER LIVER RED; DEGREE OF ANGER IS DEGREE OF REDNESS.

Among the Anywaa the literal colour of liver, i.e the one we see with our naked eye is ɗiit, 'reddish-brown', whose causative form takes low tone as ɗiit 'make reddish-brown'. In fact, the Anywaa usually do not talk about this literal colour. However, due to the kind of feeling, emotion, event, change of situation and human character, one's liver metaphorically becomes red, green, white or mixed colours. Liver is the most valued organ among the Anywaa, but anus, which is the extended part of (large) intestine, is the least valued because it does not help in perception and it is always dirty.

(e) wi -ā ā -nī -kwåar bâát ōdzùlù
   head of 1SG red INCOH red on Ojulu
Lit. 'My head became red on Ojulu.'
   'I became angry and attacked Ojulu.'

The metaphor in (109e) implies that the speaker became madly angry and attacked Ojulu, who is his opponent. The incohative nī implies the change from low stage of anger to higher stage of anger where anger becomes madness and leads to attacking an opponent due to mental disturbance caused by anger. The anger understood in terms of red colour in head implies aggressiveness, hot-temperedness mixed with madness. A person who is madly aggressive is called wiè rëmò 'His/Her head is blood'. During quarrel, such a person may pick up a spear or gun to attack an opponent with it. Hence, MADNESS IS RED COLOUR. In Anywaa, RED COLOUR is the highest/worst stage where bad thing like killing or war happens. In Anywaa, such a stage is called kâñà kwáår 'The red stage/place'.
In (109d) the high tone here in kwáár 'red' marks redness but not causation; the causative form takes low tone as kwáár 'make red', whose metaphorical meaning is causing someone to be angry as in kwáár tfwín 'to redder one's liver' to mean to be angry/to make someone angry. Hence, OFFENDING A PERSON IS MAKING HIS/HER LIVER RED. Therefore, with the change of eye colour due to anger, an experiencer enters into an unpleasant state. The use of rising tone and vowel extension in wàŋe kwá...r 'His/Her eye very red with intense anger', the adjective optionally takes dɔtf 'very' with high tone, because the rising of voice and emotion intensity is increasing without limit. Hence, rising tone and vowel extension can express degree without degree adverb or an intensifier because it conflates degree marker and emotion degree. High/rising tone also implies the physiology that the angry person is about to attack the speaker. Thus, wàŋe kwá...r 'His/Her eye is very red' also serves as a warning to another person who has not understood that the angry person is ready for an attack if one talks to him/her.

4.8.2 ANGER IS GREEN

Unpleasant green things like rotten plant, pus and nose mucus can be attached to liver and eyes to express anger as follows in (110a)-(110c):

(110a) tfwín -á -á -mró
     liver of 1SG PST become green
 Lit. 'My liver has become green.'
     'I have become very angry.'

The anger in (110a) is accompanied by hating or disgust caused boredom but it is temporary anger or hatred. So, the stem màrr- 'become green' implies a change which has happened in a short time. However, màrr 'green' is a usual colour whose metaphorical extension goes to anger and hatred in terms of liver implying long lasting or everlasting anger and hatred with someone.

(b) nà -á ní tfwín -í màrr kí wà
    know 1SG that liver of 2SG green with 1PL:EXCL
 Lit. 'I know that your liver is green with us.'
     'I know that you hate us.'

The addressee in (110b) is person who hates the speakers. HENCE, BEING ANGRY WITH A PERSON/HATING A PERSON IS HAVING A BAD LIVER FOR THE PERSON. As (125b) implies, the Anywaa interpret hatred as a complex emotion formed from anger and disgust. When we meet an opponent or a bad thing, we spit/frown. We also ignore an object or a person we dislike when we meet him/her. Thus, in Anywaa, the expression in (110b) is compounded as màrr tfwín 'greenness of liver', which has similar meaning to màn 'hatred', which is derived from mànò 'preventing one's face and other things from an opponent'.
The speaker boy or girl in datum (110c) is telling the others that the girl is an evil-eyed and because she is very angry with him or her, she may attack him/her by throwing me into the mouth of a crocodile, river or fire. Such an evil-eyed girl may love the boy but rejected by him due to her impurity or being evil-eyed. Whenever an evil-eye is angry with a clean person, he or she says: 'If anything bad happens to me, you will be responsible for it.' Here, GREEN/BLUE EYES METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR AN EVIL-EYED'S ANGER. If a person's eyes are extremely blue and terrifying, i.e extremely of green colour, it is said with vowel extension in márr 'green' as nēŋŋē márr... 'His/Her eyes are gre...n'. Such a person may be an evil-eyed.

According to the Anywaa's belief, supernatural beings have green eyes whose equivalent is blue eyes in English. When a baby is born, the testicles or vagina is checked for purity (not being an evil-eyed). This is done by very old women. If a male baby has one testicle, he is an evil-eyed and if the the sides of the vulva are unbalanced, she is an evil-eyed, whose eyes are green. Such babies are immediately put in a canoe and drowned in a deep part of a river or they are to be strangled. Evil-eyed people do not bathe together with other people. When an evil-eyed is angry, the eyes become greener leading to bewitching.

4.8.3 ANGER IS BLACK

Black colours like black steam, charcoal, black mud and dirty things like cooking pot can be metaphorically attached to liver, stomach or eyes to express anger or hatred as follows:

(111a)  tǖp  'à  ā  -timō  ṇ  ɬj̣l  ḳ  qī
liver of  1SG  PST  become  CON  black  with  things
tǖr  -ù  j̣̄ṣ̄
tell:FQ  2PL  yonder:PL

Lit.  'My liver has become black with what you are saying.'
'I have become angry with what you are talking about.'

The angry person in (111a) is quiet but the addressees are saying bad things he/she does not like. The morpheme j̣̄ṣ̄ 'yonder: PL' literally refers to more things far from an addresser but near addressee. Therefore, metaphor (111a) implies that many bad things are being spoken by the addressees but the addressee, who is upset, does not like the things being spoken. Due to the unpleasantness of what is being said, the speaker in (111a) may spit or insult a person who speaks a bad thing. When a liver becomes black, that is a temporary anger, but if someone's liver is usually black with something or someone, that is dislike or hatred for that person.
The word n índük 'become black' is based on seeing black things like black steam, thick cloud, darkness at night and fog. Hence, A FROWNED FACE IS BLACK; A HAPPY FACE IS WHITE (CLEAN). The mix between happiness and anger at the same time can be understood in terms of the mix of black and white colours, which metaphorically mean bad and pleasant or clean as follows in (112a&b):

(112a) jí jí ákwářițikwáři
stomach of 2SG leopard colour
Lit. 'Your stomach is the colour of leopard.'
'You have mixed happiness and anger.'

The addressee example (112a) has an indirect attitude for the speaker. Since the colour of leopard usually consists of black and white colour, it can be inferred that the addressee in (112a) mixes happiness, love, hatred and anger in different intervals of time. Hence, the addressee is an introvert person. Further, sometimes the addressee pretends to love the speaker but indirectly dislikes the speaker. The word ákwářițikwáři 'the colour of leopard' is related to kwář 'leopard'. The colour is sometimes called äkitikiti 'mix of black, white and reddish-brown'. The word kit, which is the plural of kidò 'colour', literally means different colours.

(112b) tʃwán tʃwán -e -è -è -è -è kidò
liver of 2SG body of 3SG PERF be mainly black
Lit. 'Your liver's body is mainly black.'
'You are angry but sometimes happy.'

As example (112b) implies, the main colour here is black, which implies anger, being the dominant colour. Yet, the example also implies that there other colours like white, which implies happiness. Example (112b) therefore implies that the addressee is clearly angry but sometimes slightly feels happy. Generally, examples (112a&b) underlie A MIX OF EMOTIONS IS A MIX OF COLOURS.

The use of an pleasant source domains, like SIGHT, SMELL and TASTE are based on human experience of taste, smell, seeing and feeling, which create negative evaluation of anger. According to Esenova (2011:14), these metaphors are mainly categorized as SMELL and TASTE metaphors. However, Barcelona (1986) argues that they can be put under the umbrella of PERCEPTUAL metaphors. Therefore, the unpleasant taste or smell corresponds to anger and the person perceiving this is the angry person. Unpleasantnes of the unpleasant objects corresponds to unpleasantness of anger to the head or liver of the angry person. Generally, in Anywaa, of all the colours used as a source domain of anger, red colour implies highest intensity
of anger. Black colour has higher degree of anger next to red colour, but anger understood in terms of green colour is usually believed to have a low intensity of anger. This is because red is dangerous as it metaphorically refers to blood, death or gun. Black is usually associated with dirty things, but green is usually associated with plant growth. Thus, RED ANGER > BLACK ANGER > GREEN ANGER. The use of different colors in Anywaa proves that colour is usually used as a source domain of anger more than any other other emotion.

4.9 ANGER with the Source Domain of HEAT and FIRE

Heat can be a good source domain of anger. Furthermore, increased internal pressure can be used to conceptualize anger. Heat can include sun's heat and boiling fluid. The experience of conceptualizing anger as heat can include heat in the whole body or in particular body part. Hot objects may come out of their containers when the volume rises but cold objects remain secure (Forceville, 2005:4-5).

The HEAT metaphor is said to be the most common type of metaphorical conceptualization of anger. While studying anger, we can understand that most of the metaphorical expressions used based on different sources to describe or talk about anger go under this metaphorical mapping of ANGER IS HEAT. In broader sense, Lakoff and Kövecses (1987:197) emphasize that the cultural model of physiology, especially the part emphasizing HEAT, forms the basis of the most generic level conceptual metaphor: ANGER IS HEAT (See also Alsharif, 2007:80)."

Kövecses (1987) cited in Yu (1995) and Alsharif (2007) divide this general metaphor into two subversions with the claim that ANGER IS HEAT is the main conceptual metaphor with two versions: first anger is conceptualized as being applied to solid by using fire. Hence, the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS FIRE. Yet, fire is ambiguous as it changes different physical characteristics of solid materials by burning or melting metallic elements. In the second conceptualization, heat is applied to liquid. So, we have the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS HEAT OF FLUID IN A CONTAINER. Consider examples (113)-(117) to understand such a conception of anger in Anywaa.

(113a) dèèr -è  á -timò (nì) dàŋŋì

body of 3SG PST become CON very painful

"He/She became hot and irritated."

As it can be inferred from (113a), the word dàŋŋì here is originally used with an extreme heat of the sun heating, boiled water, piercing object or recent burning by fire like a glowing charcoal.
The example in (113a) can optionally take the prepositional phrase kī lùüm'mà 'with what I have said'. Sometimes dëërè àlèèppò 'His/Her body has become hot' is used to express higher anger irritation than dëërè àmújjò 'His/Her body became warm' implying slight anger felt by that person. This is because hot object is dangerous unlike warm object. When an angry person is still angry and seems to have determined to keep being angry for a long time, it is said as in (113b) as:

(b) tʃwîŋ -á bá kwój -í
liver of 1SG NEG become cold FUT
Lit. 'My liver will not be cold.'
'I will not stop the anger/quarrel.'

The anger (113b) leads to hatred or fight. Heat in liver expresses only anger. Anywaa, the word kwôr means to cool whose progressive form is kwódo means keep on cooling and the word kwôjô means become cold without emphasizing the human activity done to stop the hot object. Hence, it has middle voice. More often, in such a process, the emphasized factor is hot object is thought to become cold by itself. The idiomatic metaphor, kôr lûúbò/tʃwîŋ 'to cool a problem/quarrel/liver' means' to stop people from quarrelling. Examples (113b) entails, WHEN A HOT OBJECT BECOMES COLD, THE SITUATION BECOMES CALM; similarly, when anger is controlled, the situation will be good. Hence, CONTROLLING ANGER IS COOLING A LIVER/FIRE.

(114) tʃwîŋ 껕lâ pòôt liêt
liver of Ochala still hot
Lit. 'Ochala's liver is still hot.'
'Ochala is still very angry and wants to go back to fight again.'

Example (114) implies that HOTNESS OF A BODY PART STANDS FOR INTENSE ANGER AND WANTING TO FIGHT.

(115a) tʃi -i pòôt tòâk
wife of 2SG still boil
Lit. 'You wife is still boiling.'
'Your wife is still angrily speaking.'

In example (115a) the whole person is boiling and the experience mainly comes from boiling object in a pot so that the voice qùàkqùàk is heard due to high boiling point. Example (115b) implies that the wife is still angrily speaking by raising names of some people like the speaker in (115a) directly or in directly. Particular body parts like vagina which reflect the anger based on sex/gender can boil as in 껨wèǹ 껕òâk 'His anus is boiling' which shows the anger of a male who is angrily speaking. Similraly, 껨mâlân 껕òâk 'Her menstruation is boiling' implies the anger
intensity of a female who is now speaking very angrily. These metaphor insults are used during quarrel.

The metaphor tôàk kî póñ 'He/She is boiling down' means the angry person is speaking with low voice without clearly mentioning names. This experience comes from the liquid which boils slowly before the boiling intensity increases and boils with louder voice. Hence, AN ANGRILY SPEAKING PERSON IS A BOILING FLUID. The Blood of human body also boils with anger as illustrated in (115b) below:

(b) rèm dèèr è tôàk kîpèr -à
    blood of body of 3SG boiling for 1SG

Lit. 'The blood of his/her body is boiling for me.'
   'He/She is agitated for me.'

Example (115b) implies that the person whose blood is boiling is angrily speaking to the speaker. Such an angry person may be sweating as his/her body temperature is hot. AS THE BODY RASHES WITH HOT FLUID, HUMAN LIVER RASHES WITH ANGER AS A HOT FLUID. This has been illustrated in (116) below:

(116) ṭfún -à ñ -ôòt
    liver of 1SG PST rash

Lit. 'My liver has rashed.'
   'I am usually offended and bored with the quarrel.'

The linguistic metaphor in (116) is based on the experience of rashing of skin with hot fluid. so the metaphor can take the phrase kî gôôtò 'with anger'. Example(116) implies that the speaker is being bothered and is usually angrily speaking to the offender. Anger can be understood in terms of SUN'S HEAT. This can be found in the metaphor in (117) as follows:

(117) ñtjîlå t rép bìlèt -à
    Achala PST shine on 1SG

Lit. 'Achala shone on me.'
   'Achala spoke to me very angrily.'

Example (117) implies that Achala noisly and angrily spoke to the addresser. In (117), the verb rép 'shine' evokes the HOT SUNSHINE. Thus, AN EXPRESSION OF ANGER IS THE SHINING OF HOT SUN; ANGER IS HOT SUN. Generally, linguistic metaphors like those in (113)-(117) are physical realizations of the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS HEAT/HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER, whose mappings can be given as follows in table 5.
In addition to the use of heat or hot fluid as source domain of anger, FIRE which produces steam, charcoal, storm and flame with voice can be used as source domain of anger with higher intensity. In this metaphorization of anger, the metaphorical idea is that the setting or intensification of fire shows anger development and our comparison between fire and anger is that fire develops and brings heat, a problem or interference with perception and so does anger. For detail of linguistic metaphors of ANGER IS FIRE in Anywaa, examples (118)-(120b) have been provided.

In (118a) ANGER IS FLAME implying an intense anger. Therefore, the anger in (118a) causes sweating. Although mààtʃ 'fire' usually takes low tone, the use of high tone here implies higher degree of fire to be mapped onto higher degree of anger.

The speaker in (118b) may have an evidence and experience of the girl's being angry. The vowel extension in mààtʃ 'fire' as mà...tʃ implies big fire mapped onto intense anger.

The anger metaphor in (118c) has the experience of the voice of fire burning long dry grass with high flame and explosion. Such a burning fire is intense and has the loud voice riḍr̥id..., which is the explosion of grass or another object. As it is difficult to quench the fire in (118c), it is too difficult to avert the angrily speaking person in (118c). Therefore, the angry person in (118c)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: HEAT/HOT FLUID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry person</td>
<td>container with heat/fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger force on angry person</td>
<td>fluid/heat pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cause of anger</td>
<td>cause of heat/fluid pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controlling the anger inside liver</td>
<td>keeping the fluid inside the container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger expression by angry person</td>
<td>voice produced by boiling liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social dysfunctionality of the angry person.</td>
<td>physical dysfunctionality of the container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger intensity</td>
<td>rising level of fluid/steam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lack of agitation</td>
<td>calmness of fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lack of anger</td>
<td>coolness of fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expressing anger</td>
<td>coming out of boiling fluid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: ANGER as HEAT/HOT FLUID adapted from Kovecses (2000: 155)
speaks loudly and angrily and does not listen to other people. When there is intense burning, it is
difficult to hear what others are saying.

(d)  ꪥולה 꺦았다 ꭦ
anger of Ochala fire
Lit. 'Ochala's anger is fire.'
'Ochala is very aggressive.'

As it can be inferred from example (118d), the implied meaning is that, when Ochala is angry, it
is difficult for him to stop his anger because the anger is very intense; an angry person who is
difficult to avert is also called ꭦ 'fire'. Also when he fights, it is dificult to avert him. Hence,

INTENSE ANGER IS FIRE.

(119a) ꧃pronunciation ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ
liver of 1SG fire with 2SG
Lit. 'My liver is fire with you.'
'I am very angry with you.'

Example (119a) underlies, WHEN PEOPLE ARE ANGRY, THEIR LIVERS ARE FIRE. The
use of fire as source domain of anger in Anywaa combines both anger degree and attitude of the
speaker experiencer towards the addressee. Vespoor (1993) explains that emotional attitudes
vary based on our feeling.

(b) ꧃pronunciation ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ
liver of 3SG PERF lit fire DEG
Lit. 'He/She has highly lit his/her liver.'
'He/She has become very angry'.

In (119b) the focus is on the experiencer of anger understood based on FLAME although he or
she must have been offended by something or somebody else. Literally, the verb ꪫ means the
intense burning of fire with an increase in flame. So, the word ꪫ 'lit fire' evokes FLAME. This
metaphorically implies DUE TO ANGER, HUMAN LIVER/STOMACH BECOMES FIRE.
Example (119b) therefore implies high intensity of anger understood in terms of flame. Thus,

AN INCREASE IN ANGER INTENSITY IS THE RISING OF FLAME; THE
PAIN/IRRITATION BROUGHT BY ANGER IS THE PAIN CAUSED BY FIRE:

(120a) ꧃pronunciation ꦥ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ ꭦ
body of 3SG PST become CON painful due to fire burn
Lit. 'His/Her body has become painful with fire burn.'
'He/She has become very irritated.'

Here, ANGER IS FIRE BURNING THE BODY OF THE ANGRY PERSON whose experience
comes from burning objects with fire. Thus, IRRITATION IS A PAIN CAUSED BY FIRE. This
in turn implies that OFFENSE IS FIRE. The anger in (120a) is caused by serious insult or raising
bad issue. The fire pain ꪫ makes a person very irritated and difficult to sit down. Similarly,
the anger in (120a) makes an angry person very irritated and difficult to avert. The anger in
(120a) is contextual as the expression can mean the addressee's body has become hot with being irritated although the anger in (120a) may also cause sweating.

When angry person expresses his or her anger or dissatisfaction to an offender in an intense way, the experience in which a person burns dry things is used to express such an anger. This experience is illustrated in (120b) below.

(b) lûúbọ PST ā wâàŋ ñ-è deèér -à

Lit. 'He/She burned my body with anger speech.'

Example (120b) implies an anger in which the addressee offender is being insulted, told many things emotionally and finally warned not to repeat the mistake. As there is sweating due to anger heat, there is also sweating due to fire heat.

THE RED EYES OF ANGRY PERSON ARE GLOWS OR FIRE:

Angry looking, which makes eyes red, can be understood based on red glows. This has been illustrated in example (121):

(121) ṇẹ̀ ṣógbù̀ ã -timò ní tʃůk bààt -à

Lit. 'Ojulu's eyes have become glows on me.'

Based on example (121), it can be inferred that Ojulu is very angrily looking at the speaker; his eyes are red like red glow and the speaker is therefore afraid of his angry look. Fire is red and dangerous; similarly, an angry person looking with red eyes may attack a person.

DECLINE OF ANGER IS DECLINE OF STEAMING OF FIRE:

Anger declines and can be understood based on the reduction of fire steam and voice of fire. Consider examples (122a-c).

(122a) jì tʃâàm pòòt dúùŋ

Lit. 'Cham's stomach is still steaming.'

An experience based entailment in example (122a) is that prior to steaming, there was burning which resulted in the production of glowing charcoals, which in Anywaa are called tʃůk (SG. tʃúqò), which are in kéënnò 'hearth'. With the anger of Cham in (122a), it can be inferred that Cham was very angry and this stage has the source of FLAME. Therefore, the experiential stage comes from burning with flame, steaming and finally extinguishing the fire with the remaining of ash. The verb dúùŋ 'steam' is a non-causative verb, which implies focus on the anger rather than an offender. With low tone, this verb has the causative form dúùŋ 'cause to steam', meaning to offend. The example in (122a) also implies that OFFENDING A PERSON IS BURNING...
HIS/HER STOMACH. For example, wáâŋ êťʃ 'to burn a person's stomach' implies to make a person angry. Here, wáâŋ 'to burn' has low tone but with high tone on wáâŋ 'burning,' wáâŋ êťʃ 'stomach's burning' implies one's being angry.

(b) ji kì tim -ò nî kâkâkâ…k

stomach of 3SG become PROG CON kakaka...k

Lit. 'His/her stomach is (still) producing the voice kakaka...k.'

'He/She is (still) a bit angry.'

The anger expression in (122b) is used to imply that the offended is still a bit angry. The voice kâkâkâk based on the image schema of the voice of glowing of charcoals caused by small blowing air. Thus, there is no high flame but the glowing charcoals are red. So, the angry person may be speaking but not very loudly and not agitated. From the stage of burning, fire goes to glowing, then to steaming and finally to extinguishing. The anger in (122b) cannot be used with liver as it is not open like stomach, which takes the image-schema of hearth. The image schema of inner part of hearth is therefore mapped on the inner part of stomach and vice versa. In fact, the Anywaa can say kêënnô pôôt dùŋ 'The hearth is still steaming' to imply that the fire still exists in the hearth.

Since fire and its steam bring perception problem, the mental disturbance brought by anger is understood in terms of disturbance caused by fire steam. Hence, ANGER IS STEAM MAKING HUMAN HEAD DISTURBED as it is illustrated in (122c):

(c) wi ü â nîdûk

head of 2SG PST produce steam

Lit. 'Your head has produced a steam.'

'You have become madly angry.'

Example (122c) implies that the angry person became irritated and agitated or attacked a person due to this abnormal anger. When there is steam, people do not see well. Similarly, anger understood in terms of steam is accompanied by unconsciousness. Hence, djîrò 'fire steam' is the source domain of the anger metaphor in (122c). The image schema of inner part of hearth is therefore mapped on the inner part of stomach and vice versa. When there is prolonged sad condition, anger as fire is used as bad condition/location or a very hot object to be swallowed. In such a sad life, people are killed, tortured or frightened as examples (123a-b) reveal.

(123a) wâł lôŋñ â tfûk\textsuperscript{21}

1PL:EXCL swallow FOC glows

Lit. 'We are swallowing glows.'

'We are leading a sad life.'

\textsuperscript{21} In Anywaa, heat of the sun can be used as a source domain of anger. For example, ārîêd ārîéŋ 'Aried has shone' implies that she is angry and angrily speaking. This anger expression is based on hot sunshine, which is the source of angrily speaking person.
In example (123a), anger, which is based on the source domain of fire, is a bad food/object to be swallowed but in (123b), ANGER IS A BAD HABITAT. Generally, the above linguistic metaphors in (118-122b) are physical realizations of ANGER IS FIRE\(^{22}\). Below are the mappings in table 6 for this conceptual metaphor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: FIRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry person</td>
<td>burning thing/person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger intensity</td>
<td>fire intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capacity of angry person to function normally</td>
<td>capacity of burning thing to serve its normal functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger process/development</td>
<td>process of burning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice for anger expression</td>
<td>voice of fire/heat/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controlling anger</td>
<td>extinguishing fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental damage to angry person</td>
<td>physical damage to burning thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a person whose anger is at the limit</td>
<td>an object at the point of being consumed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offending a person (burn the stomach)</td>
<td>burning an object</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Mappings with ANGER IS FIRE based on Kövecses (1986)

In Anywaa culture, fire, which is a strong destructive object is understood like A STRONG ANIMATE OBJECT LIKE A LION. This is due to the force of fire in chasing away people, burning people and other objects and its moving from one place to another by causing danger. Therefore, due to the force of fire and its effect, it is given the qualities of a living matter that can be killed. This underlies, EXTINGUISHING FIRE IS ATTEMPTING TO KILL A STRONG LIVING THING. The following examples in (124a&b) are worth mentioning to help understand fire as a forceful living matter to be killed.

(124a)  nák màätʃ'  
   kill fire  
Lit. 'Kill the fire.'  
   'Stop/extinguishing the fire/Switch off the light.'

In example (124a), the fire may be burning or there may be glows but the people want to stop it. So bip màätʃ' 'extinguishing fire' has similar meaning to the imperative in (124a). As it is

\(^{22}\)Verbs can tell the source domain of heat or fire; for example, in tʃwʃná álóóʃ 'My liver rashed', the experience comes from very boiled and hot water spilled on liver as expressed by the verb lɔɔt 'rash'. Hence boiled water is the source domain of anger but in náktɔ lɛɛn jì ḥtɔ 'The girl is melting in the house' the source domain is fire with subdomain of very glowing charcoal as implied by the verb lɛɛŋ 'melt'. Hence, dwɔɔŋ 'gum' is mapped on the girl and melting is being angry. The voice produced by melting corresponds to anger expression by the girl in which she shouts at and insults an offender. When the degree of anger with boiled water is high, it is said tʃwʃná ánitɔɔk 'My liver intensely rashed with boiled water and fell down'. Hence, the verb nǐlɔɔk/nibʉt connotes intense rashing, falling down and wound literally but it metaphorically lexicalizes hoplessness, anger, irritation and surprise.
difficult to kill a lion, crocodile or a snake due its danger, it is also difficult to stop or extinguish fire for it burns people. When water is put in fire, it stops and disappears by producing the voice tfüt, which the Anywaa equate with the voice of a dying strong living object like a lion. The use of plant leaves and big poles used to stop fire makes fire an object to be killed.

(b) mā̀tf a -təw PST die
Lit. 'The fire (has) died.' 'The fire disappeared.'

In the context of (124b), there are only cold charcoals or there is only ash in the hearth. Therefore, WHEN THE FIRE TOTALLY TURNS INTO COLD ASH, IT IS DEAD. Living things die and turn into soil, so does fire and its ash (charcoals).

As table 9 implies, anger goes through a process. Prototypically anger development has five stages: offending event, anger, an attempt to control, loss of control and retribution. Thus, in Anywaa, anger as fire which is not extinguished is mapped onto failure to control an anger. Here, an angry person has an impeded perception and refuses to listen to advice. Such an angry person may kill an offender and the killer suffers from kòr 'blood pay' due to killing or spearing his enemy (see Forceville, 2005).

The mappings in the table 9 can be based on ontological mappings. Epistemic correspondences provide adequate knowledge of fire experience to be mapped onto anger. For example, we know that things can burn at low intensity for a long time and then burst into flame. Similarly, people can be angry at low intensity and then suddenly become extremely angry. Fires are dangerous to people nearby; angry people are also dangerous to people nearby and that is why those who are near angry people keep quiet and move away when angry people speak agitation (Kővecses, 1986:20).

4.10 ANGER with the Source Domain of INSANITY AND CURSE

Lakoff and Johnson (1999:565&566) postulate that our conceptual system contains knowledge and belief of spiritual matters. In the process of meaning formation, an embodied spirituality plays a key role (See also, Chomsky, 1968). To the Anywaa, the head of human being is the part which is mostly exposed to the sphere of spirituality. Spiritual matters usually exist in the space above the earth (sky). Spiritual matter exists as an air. The head of human being is therefore the body part frequently threatened by evil matters coming from the sphere of spirituality. Thus, the spiritual dimension of human being is centered in the head. That is why usually at night or
evening, the Anywaa do not allow lifting up a young child or baby, because in the air, there are spirits and birds that can bring madness, spiritual diseases and abnormal growth to a child. Furthermore, the belief that human head is exposed to madness and spiritual matters coincides with Anywaa's belief that very tall people have mental disorders as their heads are high up in the air, which contain spirits bringing madness.

When an Anywaa goes mad or unconscious, the witch doctor finds out that tımńe ḏıkålę 'The shadow of the head has been stolen by sorcerer and that the person is unable to see himself/herself, which results in losing control over the mind'. Among the Anywaa, it is believed that a person who has become mad is said to be no longer a true human being. This implies the Anywaa's belief that consciousness, reasoning and reflection are in the mind. It is said that the time in which spiritual matters move is night and that is why Anywaa mothers prevent their children from walking at night in order not to meet these spirits and not to become mad(See Perner, 2003:79 and Fox, 2002:199). Consider the following linguistic metaphors in (125a-e) to clarify ANGER IS INSANITY in Anywaa.

(125a) dʒùù a-nığàl wi è
gods PST rise head of 3SG
Lit. 'The gods have risen in his/her head.'
'He/She has become abnormally very angry.'

Anger like that in (125a) is seen as trait like that of a mad person. The source domain is gods bringing madness. When madness spirits come, such an aggressive mad person insults both the offender and others. If various gods exist in human head, the madness becomes intense as the gods have different strong spirits. Such an insanely angry person may pick up a thing like knife, spear or gun to attack the opponent or averter. Like an insane person, such an angry person foams with anger and insulting. This angry person may react abnormally by looking for a knife, spear or gun. Because such an anger is mixed with aggressiveness, the angry person may attack an offender or any other person by using a knife, spear of a gun. Like a strong insane person, an angry person like this strengthens his/her body so that it becomes difficult for the people to avert such an angry person who wants to fight.

(b) gọón bọ́l
anger of madness
Lit. 'madness anger.'
'Anger causing insanity.'

The metaphor in (125b) implies that, when such a person becomes angry, it is difficult for him/her to control the anger due to anger insanity. In Anywaa, the concept of insanity takes high tone as bọ́l 'insanity', which is metaphorically extended to aggressiveness, intense anger or hot-
temperednesss, but the concept of INSANE is used with low tone as bɔ̀l 'insane', which is metaphorically extended to an aggressive or hot-tempered person.

(c) wi -à m̀ár bɔ̀l -i kàwáánè
head of 1SG thunder on 2SG soon
Lit. 'My head will thunder on you soon.'
'I will be insanely angry and attack you soon.'
The anger metaphor in (125c) is based on m̀ár 'thunder', which based on the thunder of rain bringing irrationality and discomfort.

(d) wi -è á nīdziím
head of 3SG PST become dark
Lit. 'His/Her head has become dark.'
'He/She has become insanely angry.'
The source domain of anger metaphor in (125d) is tʃɔ̀l wître (HL) 'blackness of head', a god which the Anywaa imported from Nuer and expresses its anger by burning houses and byres with thunder. Like that of Anywaa, the Nuer word for the god has HL tone pattern as tʃɔ̀l wître 'blackness of head'. The spirit of god comes from a dead relative who has not been buried so that the spirit enters the head of the unburied dead person's relative. This god makes a person unable to see well and irrational or silent (Evans Pritchard, 1956).

(e) nīlāal dèer -è dá ətʃiënì
cchild body of 3SG exist curse
Lit. 'There exist curse in the child's body.'
The child is angry and simply beating and insulting me like a cursed/mad person.'
Among the Anywaa, curse is the negative wish expressed to God so that the offender will suffer from the misdeed. Curse comes after the death of the curser. Cursers tell truth by avoiding drink not to lie. If a cursers wants to attack an offender within a short time, after his/her stomach burts as many bad things are hidden in the stomach. The Anywaa do not curse children as they know that they are not conscious of what they say and do. Thus, the child in example (125e) is abnormally angry like a cursed person and beating the speaking adult, who believes that he/she has not offended the angry child.

The general conceptual metaphor based on insanity or sadness caused by evil spirits and curse can be provided as ANGER IS INSANITY/CURSE, ANGER IS SUPERNATURAL. Mad people burn houses, break down pots and spear or knife people. This beaviour can be mapped on to that of an angry person. Similarly, if the god or curse is not healed well, the sick person will die and this is to be mapped onto death of an angry person. See the table 7 for the detail of mappings for ANGER IS MADNESS/CURSE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: MADNESS/CURSE/GOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry person</td>
<td>insane/cursed person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cause of anger</td>
<td>cause of curse/madness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlling anger</td>
<td>healing madness/curse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calmer</td>
<td>witch doctor/healer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improper functioning of an angry person</td>
<td>death of sick person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>supernatural being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotional distress caused by anger</td>
<td>mental distress caused by supernatural being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger being in control over the self</td>
<td>being controled by supernatural being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activities or things used to control anger</td>
<td>charms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: ANGER as CURSE/MADNES/SUPER NATURAL BEING based on Esenova (2011)

In sum, the mapping and linguistic metaphors of anger as insanity, curse and supernatural beings have correlation with folk view. The folk view maintains that there is an overlap between the folk theories of insanity and those of anger. Accordingly, insane people are agitated—they go wild, start raving, flail their arms, foam, tear out their hairs, slam doors etc. This physiological effect stands for insanity. The overlap between folk theories of anger and effects of insanity provides basis for forming anger metaphors. So, AN INSANE BEHAVIOUR IS AN ANGRY BEHAVIOR (Kövecses, 1986).

Because a person who is insanely angry exhibits abnormal behaviour like that of an insane person, there is a problem with his/her way of responding to emotion. Response to emotion is determined by emotional behaviours like motivational states. The quality of our response is based on by the level of emotional intelligence, an ability to monitor one's own and others' feelings and emotions to distinguish among them and to use this information to guide one's thinking and actions. Insanely angry people therefore have poor level of emotional intelligence (Frijda, 1988).

In the insanity metaphor, emotion is unspecified intense psychological force resulting in insanity. In the source domain of the metaphor, a normal person becomes mad due to the strong psychological force. Therefore, it is better to restate the conceptual metaphor EMOTION IS INSANITY as THE EFFECT OF AN INTENSE EMOTIONAL STATE IS INSANITY (Kövecses, 2004:74-75). The Anywaa's understanding of madness as the entrance of spiritual matters inside a person's head implies their belief that the spiritual power inside human head makes a person insane as the spiritual power weakens and disturbs the mind.
4.11 ANGER as SHARP OBJECT

Sharp objects like thorns, knives, spears, spines and bones of fishes are found in places where the Anywaa live. These sharp objects may endanger people in different situations like while going to forest to collect fire woods, sitting on dusty floor and walking in rivers. Sometimes while eating the stew of fishes, a fish bone may stuck in throat of a person leading to irritation and pain in throat. These dangerous effects of sharp objects as source domain can be mapped on to the target domain of anger. Below in (126)-(132) are linguistic metaphors of Anywaa reflecting ANGER IS SHARP.

(126) luummm -i kòoŋb ji -ā
issue of 2SG thorn stomach of 1SG
Lit. 'Your issue has become a thorn in my stomach/liver.'
'I am very angry due to your offense.'

Such anger is caused by a strong insult like ḳwèn wàrù 'Your father's anus' or exposing somebody's secret that makes the person look bad.

(127) ji tfo̤ob -i tʃwin nàán -i tʃoɔd kipér ng? 2SG pierce 2SG liver of girl this always for what
Lit. 'Why are you always piercing this girl's liver?'
'Why are you always making this girl angry?'

Example (127) implies FREQUENCY OF PIERCING IS FREQUENCY OF OFFENSE.

(128) dèér -i dàŋŋi
touch of 1SG painful
Lit. 'You body is painful.'
'You are angry due to the point raised about you.'

The word dàŋŋi 'painful' in (128) is based on the pain of thorn, spear or fish spine extended to irritation and anger caused by raising a bad point.

(129) tʃwin -ā poott tʃoɔbò
liver of 1SG still piercing
Lit. 'My liver is still piercing.'
'I am still angry.'

Example (129) underlies FEELING OF ANGER IS FEELING OF PAIN OF A SHARP OBJECT.

(130) dèér adʒulù ə -tímò ní kàà̀o
body of Ajulu PST become CON biting
Lit. 'Ajulu's body is biting.'
'Ajulu is very angry and disturbed.'

Because sharp objects can cut thing like ropes, cutting is extended to stopping something. So, the metaphor pʃlãal ḳŋš The child was cut' implies that the child has been waned. This is because awaned child stops suckling milk and frequent relation with its mother will stop as a new baby may be born. So, STOPPING IS CUTTING.
The experience of the anger metaphor in (130) is based on BITING WITH TEETH. This is because, the word käáò 'biting' evokes teeth and this experience is extended to anger and irritation.

(131) \( t'wüp \, -à \, tʃ'oöp \, -i \)

Liver of 1SG pierce 2SG

Lit. 'You have pierced my liver.'

'You have intensified my anger.'

The metaphor in (131) implies that the speaker was a bit angry before, but the addressee intensified his/her anger leading to quarrel. Thus, the speaker in (131) will speaking in a loud angry voice. When we pierce an object, the objects inside come out. Similarly, in Anywaa to pierce one's liver means to intensify his/her anger so that he/she becomes angrily speaking and expresses many things hidden in his/her liver. The verb tʃ'oöp 'pierce' evokes knife, fishing spear, spear and thorn, which are the source domains of anger bringing immediate irritation.

(132) \( ąän \, -ä \, -ñaàl \, -i \)

1SG PST slaughter 2SG

Lit. 'You have slaughtered me.'

'You have made me very angry.'

The source domain of the anger in (132) is knife or spear. The fact that an evil-eyed puts bones and other sharp objects as an anger inside human body leads as to the general conclusion that anger is spiritual force like that of a evil-eyed, which takes and puts the life in dangerous place like fire, river, crocodile mouth and thorny bush. Consider the following data in (133a-c).

(133a) \( wɛn \, -ë \, pírrí \, kî \, gòötö \)

Bird of 3SG produce voice a bird's flight with anger

Lit. 'His/Her bird is about to fly away due to anger.'

'He/She is palpitating with anger.'

The angry person in (133a) was breathing with difficulty as the spiritual heart was about to be taken by anger so that he/she would die.

(b) \( wɛn \, -nìlàål \, ì \, -mètf \, gòötö \)

Heart of child PST suppress anger

Lit. 'The child's heart was suppressed by anger.'

'The child fainted with anger.'

Spiritual power is a silent killer which stops heartbeat without being sick for a long time. Thus, the spiritual heart called ādùnnò flies to God silently without being visible to human eye when a person dies.

(c) \( ādùnn \, -i \, dî \, wîr \, gòötö \)

Spiritual heart 2SG AUX turn anger

Lit. 'Your spiritual heart will be attacked by anger.'

'You will die with anger.'

Experientially, wîr ādùnnò 'attacking spiritual heart by turning it', is an attack done by an evil-eyed by putting sharp things like bones inside heart so that a person dies with heart pain. This
evil-eyed’s experience is extended to anger. Spiritual heart is more important than the physical one as the spiritual heart is the one to be taken by God and exists in the form of spiritual air.

As the above examples in (133a)-(133c) illustrate, we can conclude that among the Anywaa LIFE IS HEART AND SOUL IS IN HEART. The Anywaa word for heart is wëŋó (PL. wëŋ), which literally means bird. A bird and heart are related in terms of life and movement. Birds move from one place to another by conveying messages and protecting themselves from dangers. Similarly, when an Anywaa dies, the spiritual heart called ādùùnnò/dɔ́wièj 'life' flies to God. After a man dies, God comes in the form of an air by putting the villagers into deep sleep at night and takes the heart in the form of spiritual hear called ādùùnnò (dɔ́wièj) 'life' and reshapes it into ghosts\(^{24}\) like snake, crocodile, bird, lion, etc, but we are not sure were our heart goes (See also Perner, 1994).

When an evil-eyed is offended, his angry looking at the offender affects the heart and throws it into river, mouth of crocodile, etc. These spirits have different names like wëŋ pàŋj, 'crocodile's spirit' and wëŋ ǵöl 'snake's spirit'. These spirits, which tell that a person faces the danger of being burned/killed by fire or will be eaten up by a crocodile, make a victim angry and doubtful. To avoid a bad spirit, a witch doctor takes out the spirit, which the Anywaa call wëŋ 'bird' and sacrifices it with spear. Scientifically, it is proved that the proper flow of blood is within the heart. The right ventricle pumps blood to the lung and the left ventricle pumps oxygenated blood to the entire body. Yet, diseases like circulatory shock, which bring fear and sadness, can lead to death if the reason is not clearly understood (Fox, 2002).

### 4.12 ANGER IS FORCE

Anger is also conceptualized as physical or natural force. Physical force includes pushing or pulling and natural force includes wind or water erosion. Examples (134a)-(137) have been provided for clarification and detail.

\[(134a)\]  
\[ā\]  -tʃóór  gʊ̃tô  báŋ  lęŋ  
\[\text{PST push way anger to fight}\] 
\[\text{Lit. 'Anger pushed him/her away to fight.'}\]  
\[\text{'She/He became angry and went to fight.'}\] 

In example (134a) anger has physical force like human being. When a relative is defeated in fight, a relative supports him/her in fighting after this supporter has been pushed by others.

---

\(^{24}\) The Anywaa word for ghost is tippò (PL. tiip), which literally means shadow.
In (134b), the implied meaning is that the addressee intensified his/her anger by saying worse thing. Thus, in (134b) anger has physical human force used to touching people and other objects. In Anywaa, if someone touches the liver of another, he offends him with higher anger degree than before and the person will be very sad or angry.

The understanding of anger as a DESTRUCTIVE FORCE can be seen in rááŋ tʃwíŋɛ 'Destroy his/her liver' to mean make him/her angry. Anger that destroys liver also destroys important things like secret and plan. Destructive forces like fire, which destroys like maize, money and other objects in house or farm, serve as a source of experience for such a metaphor.

(135) tʃwíŋ əlááāl rɛ -ɛ a -dɔr -ɛ
liver of Alaal body of 3SG PST erode 3SG

Lit. 'Alaal's liver was/has been eroded(by anger).'
'Alaal has become very angry.'

The force in (135) is EROSION FORCE. The word dɔr 'erode' is used with water erosion, which erodes soil. So, the prepositional phrase kĩ göōtɔ 'with anger' is optionally used as the word dɔr 'erode' has been used with liver to express anger. Thus, (135) has the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS WATER EROSION. The idiom göōl tʃwíŋ 'to erode one's liver' can be used to mean to offend a person. Literally, the word göōl means to take out mud so that the soil is eroded and produces deep hole.

(136) dʒɔmmmí mɔ ă -bɛjɛjɔ nānɔk jà -ă kān jì
things REL be good:PL REL PERF 1SG hide in

Lit. 'The important things I have hidden in my liver have been destroyed by anger.'
'Anger has made me forget the good things.'

In example (136) anger understood based natural force/physical in the form of wind/flood and fire resulting in the eroding of important things planned by the experiencer and kept in the liver. Strong wind breaks trees, maizes and take away clothes. This experience serves as basis for anger source domain. An intense anger makes an experiencer forget his/her good idea for future plan. Drink can also be used as force pushing anger out of liver as follows in (137):

(137) qin -ă ěn tʃwíŋ ǒdzɔlũ ă -kâl kɔɔŋɔ wɔk
thing PST:REL be:LOC liver of Ojulu PST take drink out

Lit. 'That thing which was in Ojulu's liver has been brought out by drink.'
'Ojulu expressed his anger secret due to his being drunk.'
Example (137) implies that Ojulu has kept is anger for a long time without expressing it while he was sober, but expressed it after becoming drunk leading to Ojulu's fighting with the offender. So, anger which was a secret inside the liver was taken out by the force of drink and the anger forced Ojulu to speak. The word gìnà 'thing' refers to anger understood as an object in a container. The word kò̀ŋọ̀ 'drink', which has given confidence to Ojulu, METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR BECOMING DRUNK. This leads to analyzing product-effect metonymy type. Thus, the metaphor CAUSES ARE EFFECTS has equative metaphor, because drink is equated with becoming drunk. The word gìnà 'that thing' implies known anger. Thus, gìnà 'thing' here has similar meaning to gòòtò 'anger'. Although becoming drunk is an effect caused by drink, expressing anger can also be the effect caused by becoming drunk. Thus, metonymy is basic and more accessible than metaphor.

Based on the physical force experience, which changes things to bad positions, the Anywaa believe that a liver changes from pleasant state to anger state/bad mood and the change can be analyzed as anger force changing liver to another unpleasant position, because anger is evaluated as a bad emotion, which has a strong force. This can be illustrated as follows in (138a-d):

\[(138a) \quad \text{Lit. 'My liver is not in its proper position.'} \]
\[
\text{Example (138a) implies PROPER (NORMAL) IS RIGHT POSITION; IMPROPER (ABNORMAL) IS WRONG POSITION. In Anywaa kàrè 'its right place' also means true and pàgákàrè 'not its proper place' means false. So, TRUE IS RIGHT PLACE; FALSE IS WRONG PLACE.}
\]

---

25 In Anywaa, honorific/polite expressions are graded. For example, dèèrè dá kòòńọ 'There is drink in his/her body' has lower degree of euphemism/politeness than dèèrè dá tjàm 'There is food in his/body', but ômèèr 'He/She is drunk is offensive'. So, metonymy can be used for honorific language use.

26 In Anywaa, contextually kòòń{jì rààf 'Your drink is bad' can have similar metonymic meaning to mèčji rààf 'Your becoming drunk is bad' to imply bad behaviour brought by the addressee's becoming drunk. Because emotion control can be learned, experiencers can control themselves as illustrated in dèèrè àďjòóà kèèrè 'I controlled my emotion my self', which literally means I averted my body myself. This metaphor has similar meaning to tʃwìnà àďjòóà 'I (have) averted my liver/tʃwìnà àtʃìbà pìp' I have put down my liver' (See also Atwater and Duffy (2005).
Example (138d) is based on the coming of a bad thing. Hence, THE COMING OF ANGER IS THE COMING OF A BAD LIVER; ANGER IS A BAD LIVER. Such anger metaphors used with changed livers are mostly discoursal, pragmatic or contextual if not clued by the word ṛaatʃ 'bad'. The anger can also lead to an attack or quarrel. All the examples in (138a-d) imply that the experiencers were overcome by anger as the livers were severely affected. The change of liver or the movement of liver is based on the experience of unconscious movements of people and other objects affected by strong force. Below is table 8 providing mappings for ANGER IS FORCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: FORCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry person</td>
<td>a person affected by force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attempt to control anger</td>
<td>struggling with the force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>failure to control anger</td>
<td>being overcome by force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree of anger</td>
<td>degree of force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cause of anger (force)</td>
<td>cause of physical force</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: ANGER as FORCE

4.13 ANGER as SWELLING

In Anywaa, anger can be understood in terms of swelling like TB gland, abscess and indigestion. Swellings can be caused by wound which is not healed. So, âtwòdâ 'wound in liver' can be used as a source domain of anger which has been in liver for a long time. Swellings are more often caused by reacting to inner infections. Swelling in the armpit is called ākāṭaŋɔŋ and that of the groin is called āwāànɔ māañ, which is healed by putting heated stone on the swollen groin (Perner,1994:233). Such anger is mostly expressed based on minor cause. The examples of such metaphors of SWELLING have been provided from (139)-(142).

(139) déŋ ɲlǎal ô -kùt ʈ (ktr ɡòtò) jaw of child PERF swell with anger
Lit. 'The child's jaws are swollen(with anger).'
'The child is angry but does not express its dissatisfaction.'
In example (139), the child's jaws are swollen due to closing his/her mouth. The example in (139) implies that in clear context, the prepositional phrase kī göötō 'with anger' cannot be uttered as the anger context is clear to the people in the context.

As the perfective {ö} implies, the anger in (141) must have started a long time ago and it is still being experienced.

(140)  tfiwín  -ë  ō  -küöt
jaw of  3SG  PERF  swell
Lit.  'His/Her liver is swollen.'
'He/She is angry.'

The metaphor in (141) can imply that the addressee knows that Omod is angry with the addressee but the addressee has not understood Omod's being angry (with him/her). We can prevent a swollen object from bursting by holding it firmly. This experience is can be a source for the anger mārè ēē māa jiè 'He/She has firmly held his/her anger in his/her stomach', which implies that the person is angry but does not express the anger. Such an anger is interfaced with an indirect hatred.

(141)  gin  -ētičè  nī  tfiwín  ōmòd  ō  -küöt  kī
thing that REL::DEFINE liver of Omod  PERF  swell with
gò  Itfè.  náj  -i
it there know  2SG
Lit.  'Do you know the thing with which Omod's liver/stomach is swollen?'
'Do you know that Omod is angry (with you)?'

Indigestion is caused by over eating of varieties of food items like porridge and fish, maize and bean and porridge and milk at the same time. It is accompanied by belching and farting. The anger in example (142) stays for a long time without being controlled, because indigestion takes some days to stop. So, based on example (142), indigestion is mapped onto anger and the cause of indigestion is mapped onto cause of anger. Therefore, AN ANGRY PERSON IS A PERSON WHO IS SUFFERING FROM INDIGESTION. The anger in (142) takes fewer days to stop, because indigestion takes fewer days to stop. But anger which may not be stopped is called gūōj, which is literally the chronic swelling of a person's stomach. When someone is very angry and about to fight, his/her whole body or chest swells. Below are two examples in (143a&b) to illustrate this conception of anger in Anywaa:

(143a)  òdzùlù  ā  -küöt  bìl̤̄t̤̄  -ā
Ojulu  PST  swell on  1SG
Lit.  'Ojulu has swollen on me.'
'Ojulu is very angry with me and about to hit me.'
Example (143a) implies that Ojulu has strengthened his body so that he will beat the speaker or he will fight with the speaker.

(b) kòòr -è èè kóógò
chest of 3SG PERF blow
Lit. 'He has blown his chest.'
'He is very angry and about to fight.'

The implied meaning in (143b) is that the speaker is talking about a person who has become angry and strengthened his body, standing and about to hit the speaker. Such a speaker may keep quiet not to be beaten by the angry person as he has no enough capacity of defense. More often, angry males who are fat, swell and blow their chests and ribs with anger for fight.

Keeping the experience of swelling in the mind, anger can also be conceptualized as explosion, which is the result of high swelling. In fact, the experience of explosion extended to anger is based on things like egg, burned pumpkin, rifle, calabash, pots with water and òdàrò 'mortar like thunder', which cause danger and anger. These objects have air which expands and makes an object burst. In fact, when people cry, they are also expressing their anger. Similarly, a very swollen body part with more pus can explode as pus can be full in a swollen body part. An anger with EXPLOSION experience is very intense making an experiencer unable to control it. Below in (144)-(148) are some metaphorical expressions illustrating ANGER IS EXPLOSION in Anywaa.

(144) tʃwìn -i pòòt nō òkùòt?
liver of 2SG still CON swollen
Lit. 'Is your liver still swollen and about to burst?'
'Are you still angry?'
The metaphor in example (144) is very contextualized. In a decontextualized metaphor use, the prepositional phrase kì gòòtò 'with anger?' can be used after òkùòt 'swollen'. The example in (144) implies, Your liver will burst with anger if you do not stop the anger.

(145) ã dòò múòtf
1SG PROSP:PST explode
Lit. 'I was about to explode.'
'I was very angry.'

Although the Anywaa language data in (145) does not contain gòòtò 'anger', native speakers do know from their experience that things like eggs explode due to fire heat but people explode due to anger. That is why the datum in (145) does not contain the prepositional phrase ki gòòtò 'with anger', because native speakers do understand it as it is optionally used. This implies that while conceptualizing, people think about speaking (See also Sinha, 1999). In example (145), the verb múòtf 'explode' has not taken the past tense prefix {ã-}, because the proceptive aspect dòò, which carries the past tense suffix {ã-}, has come before the verb múòtf 'explode'.
Anger metaphor in (146a) implies the Anywaa's belief in the importance of expressing anger for health and social co-existence. An anger that bursts a liver and that which bursts a stomach may be thought to have similar intensity as illustrated in (146b) below.

In a contextualized metaphor, in uttering metaphor in (161b) the prepositional phrase kĩ gööttó 'with anger' cannot be uttered. The controlling or decrease of anger is understood in terms of SHRINKING OF LIVER as in (161c) as:

The experience of controlling the anger in (146c) comes from the shrinking of the objects like stomach, balloon or swollen body part with pus. WHEN ANGER STOPS, LIVER SHRINKS. The Anywaa believe that anger kept in stomach or liver kills people. Further, according to Atwater and Duffy (2005:189), scientific findings prove that keeping anger in results in hypertension, heart disease, depression and suicide.

The metaphor in (147) is based on the experience of a gun, which has failed to explode. The verb kóon 'fail to explode' is basically used for a gun that has failed to explode. Therefore, here, ANGER IS GUN ; EXPRESSING ANGER IS THE EXPLOSION OF GUN. A PERSON WHO DOES NOT EXPRESS HIS/HER ANGER IS A GUN THAT HAS FAILED TO EXPLODE; AN ANGER WORD IS A BULLET.

The ange metaphor in (148) is understood as metaphorical because it makes us recognize different conceptual domain like guns. Also the mix between jealousy and anger has been clued by the porcupine stew, of which the old man was angry and jealous. The anger implies that the old man wanted to eat the stew of porcupine, but he was not allowed to eat the stew. Therefore,
between the explosion voice tūj and kipēr 'for' the prepositional phrase kī gōōtō 'with anger' can be optionally used. The voice tūj expresses higher degree of anger than with low tone as tūj as it has lower voice. So, the voice tūj/tuj has higher emotion degree than the anger expression without explosion voice. Furthermore, the voice tūj is used to express lower degree of emotion than with vowel extension as tū...j, which results in rising tone.

In general, Kövecses (1986) mentions that ANGER as EXPLOSION, which produces specific sources to conceptualize anger, has the following conceptual logics in cognitive metaphors (1-2) and linguistic metaphors (149a-d):

(1) WHEN ANGER BECOMES INTENSE, A PERSON EXPLODES (see 149a):

(149a) jiin -ā -tʃōōt
2SG PST explode
Lit. 'You exploded(with anger),'
'You have become very angry.'
The metaphor in (149a) optionally has taken the prepositional phrase kī gōōtō 'with anger' due to context.

(2) WHEN A PERSON EXPLODES, PARTS OF HIM/HER GO UP (see 149b&c):

(b) nēēt -ē ā -kūōt máaṁl
ribs of 3SG PST swell sky
Lit. 'His ribs swelled and went up in the sky [with anger].'
'He/She has become very angry and about to fight.'

(c) tʃwɨn -ā ā -ō máaṁl dîtʃ nā -ā
liver of 1SG PST come sky DEG and 1SG
māṁp -ā gò nēē ɡōōn -ā
want FOC him PURP slap 1SG
Lit. 'My liver went very high up in the sky and I was about to slap him.'
'I became very angry and I was about to slap him.'
The example in (149c) implies, WHEN ANGER STOPS, THE SWOLLEN LIVER GOES DOWN. WHEN A PERSON EXPLODES, WHAT WAS INSIDE HIM COMES OUT (see 149d):

(d) qin -ā -ēn tʃwɨn -i ā -ō wɔk
thing REL:PST be:LOC liver of 2SG PST come out
nā then
Lit. 'The thing which was in your liver came out then.'
'You have expressed your anger.'
The morpheme nā implies that the addressee expressed his/her anger after a very long time.

Metaphors of ANGER IS EXPLOSION imply that people go from stable stage to anger stage. Furthermore, in Anywaa when anger intensity is high, liver goes up and the angry person speaks with high tone and intonation; similarly when an anger intensity declines, a liver goes down and the angry person speaks with low tone and intonation and stops anger by stopping the speech. The
controlling of anger understood in terms of SWOLLEN LIVER takes low tone for passive voice and high tone for active voice as follows in (150a&b):

(150a) ṭওPHA  -ά  á    -dǒśk  pín
        liver of  1SG  PST       return:PASS  down
Lit.  'My liver was pressed down.'
     'I was averted.'

In (150a), the low tone on dǒśk 'be retuned' is used to express the passive voice in which the experiencer was averted by someone he/she doesn't mention his or her name. So, the focus of the experiencer in (150a) is the controlling of anger but not the person who averted him or her.

(b) ṭওPHA  -ά  á    -dǒśk  pín
        liver of  1SG  PST       return:ACT  down
Lit.  'He/She pressed down my liver.'
     'He/She advised me to control my anger.'

In (150b), the high tone on ádǒśk 'returned, pressed' expresses the active voice in which the experiencer focuses on the person who averted him/her as he/she was about to create a problem.

In Anywaa, it is the anger that swells liver or stomach in the context of ANGER IS SWOLLEN LIVER/STOMACH.

The metaphorical conceptualization of anger as an explosion is not congruent with the actual situation. Thus, metaphorically, a very angry person is a person whose stomach is said to explode but speaking literally, his/her stomach does not actually explode. In Conceptual Metaphor Theory, such an emotion conceptualization is supported with the help of a model called **Idealized Cognitive Model (ICM)** as follows:

Idealized Cognitive Model is a basic way by which human beings structure their knowledge. It is a folk theory or cultural model that people use to organize their knowledge based on various experiences. ICMs make something meaningful although they do not correspond to real situations directly but relate many concepts that are inferentially related to one another in one conceptual structure that is experientially and generally meaningful (Xiaohong 2008:22). An ICM as a cognitive structure, is idealized for understanding and reasoning and it is used to represent reality from a certain view in terms of proposition, frame like POT, metaphoric or metonymic mappings, image schema or spatial concepts (Ibanz, 1997:281, Qin,2018).

Therefore, cognitive model, as a basic means of acquiring knowledge, is the psychological token of human being's cognitive experience which is formed under specific cultural background. In line with Anywaa anger metaphor, the bursting of stomach as a conceptualization of expressing anger among the Anywaa can be experientially related to the experience where dangerous things like bottles, weapons and swollen body parts explode with their parts bringing injuries and death, which in turn lead to anger or sadness (See also Ruiz, 2006: 170).
The relation between emotion voice like that in (196) links image schema and the five senses directly or indirectly. According to Evans and Greens (2006:179), the image part of ‘image schema’ refers not just to visual perception but to all types of sensory-perceptual including visual, auditory, haptic (touch) and vestibular (balance/movement), all of which create what psychologists call images in the mind. The ‘schema’ part of the term is meant to distinguish image schemas from rich visual image. What an image schema describes is not a mental picture but a specified pattern that recurs in such images and that gives them their meaning or relation or processing structure.

4.14 ANGER as UNDESIRED FOOD AND BAD SMELL

Dirty foods are not desired. Also when one invites others to share stolen food, the invited person refuses because it is guilt and the responsibility will be of both. Furthermore, theft results in being cursed especially if the person whose food like fish and others are old people living alone without a daughter or son helping that person. The Anywaa have their traditional perfumes like that of honey, flowers from lakes and màárwàdò 'oil of shea' and màáróólìlló 'caste plant oil', which they apply. But there is a belief that stolen perfume cannot be used as it causes leprosy. In addition, smell like that of bedbug and slug is not liked as it has a bad smell implying that anger is unpleasant to human mind. Bad smell and taste are used to evaluate the negative aspects of anger. Broadly, one can infer that emotion can be understood in terms of bad taste and smell. ANGER IS BAD implies unpleasantness of anger based on bad smells, which are hated (Esenova, 2011). See the expressions below in (151a)-(154) for the detail of ANGER IS BAD.

(151a) gôk dzej kër nàmm -i dʒààk
mouts of people NEG Open:FQ 2SG simply
Lit. 'Do not simply open the people's mouths.'
    'Do not offend others who have not offended you.'

In (151a) the implied meaning is that the speakers are refusing that have not made a mistake to the addresser but the addressee is angrily speaking to them. The experience of example (151a) is based on forcing a child to eat or to drink a bitter fluid of a plant root for healing disease. In this situation, a child closes his/her mouth as the fluid is bitter. Therefore, the speakers in (151a) do not want to speak with the angry person, whom they have not offended.

(b) ji -a kôt
stomach of 1SG musky
Lit. 'My stomach is musky.'
    'I am very angry.'
In (151b) the unpleasantness of anger is understood based on the source of MUSKY, which is a very bad smell bringing irritation and evokes bad objects with musky smell. This smell is not used with liver to express anger because liver is clean unless spoiled by external thing. But stomach has bad things like faeces and intestines. Yet, the concept of BAD like in, rλάτʃ tʃwɨn ‘badness of liver’ to mean anger is also used with stomach as rλά tʃ ‘badnesss of stomach’ to mean being angry.

(152) ɡuʊtɔ mɑr -i kɛr tiij -i nɑ ɲwɛɛ
  átʃɔk  
  Achok
Lit.  'Do not make your anger Achok’s monitor lizard stew.'
  'Do not extend your anger to others who are the offenders.'

The example in (152) leads one to an inference that among the Anywaa, monitor lizard is edible. In this example, a native speaker remembers the tale of Achok in which he is the tricker in the tale. In this tale, Achok goes to another village and finds people cooking monitor lizard at night for the chief’s next day meal. When the people slept at night, Achok got up, brought out the cooked monitor lizard and ate it. After finishing eating, he collected the bones and laid them at the people's mouths and hands and smeared their mouths with the oil. When the people got up in the morning, the bones were found in the hands and the mouths of the cooks while he stole away himself at night. When the people reported this to the chief, he concluded that the monitor lizard was eaten by those with oil in their mouths and the bones in their hands themselves and they were severly beaten and forced to leave the village.

Based on the expression in (152), one can infer that those whose mouths were smeared with monitor lizard oil and whom the bones were put in their hands had no intention to eat the chief's food. Put another way, the anger of being beaten which should have been experienced by Achok was diverted to them and this must be the reason for which (152) is also utter as gɔk dzɛj kɛr ɲɛɛli, which literally means Don’t smear the mouth of the people who did not eat the monitor lizard but metaphorically refers to “Do not extend your anger to others who are not involved in your issue”.

27The tale was narrated by Akuoma Okugn and was validated with peter Obang. The Anywaa word tʃɔk/tʃɔk means to cheat/trick in English. That is why the Anywaa also call Achok as ātʃɔk wɔ dóɔŋŋá dzɔk ‘Achok the cheater of every creature except God’.
In (153), ANGER IS A BAD FOOD to imply that both anger and bad food are bad.

In (153), ANGER IS A BAD FOOD to imply that both anger and bad food are bad.

Nearly, in every part of Anywaaland, džwiël 'civet cat' exists despite the fact that their number is small. As it can be inferred from the example, the word kêël means to spread the smell and scent of ökêël 'civet'. When people go to forest to cut trees for different purposes or go hunting in grasslands, they touch civet scent released on plant or grass by a civet. Later, if another person touches the body of that person, the smell spreads to this person. As a result of the contact among people in the same place, the smell of civet spreads to more people and the place smells civet which is not liked by the people. Table 9 shows the mapping for anger with the source domain of CIVET.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: CIVET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry person</td>
<td>civet cat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body of the person who touched the civet</td>
<td>anus of civet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spreading the anger</td>
<td>spreading civet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chasing away the angry person</td>
<td>chasing away the civet cat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controlling the anger</td>
<td>washing away the civet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difficulty of controlling the anger</td>
<td>difficulty of avoiding civet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Mappings for ANGER as CIVET

4.15 ANGER as MENSTRUATION

In Anywaa, menstruation is called ämllän, formed out of the morpheme {ä-} 'thing of' and mllän 'females'. It is also called dùlläj, which literally means moon. The very offensive term is rëmò, which literally means blood. The period in which a female is menstruating is called nîr pîn pîn (Lit. days of sitting down). The compound words pîn pîn 'sitting down and gir mllän 'females thing' are the euphemistic forms of ämllän 'menstruation'(see Fox, 2002:665) for detail.

A girl or woman who is menstruating has headache, brightened face and pain at the lower part of the belly. Thus, a menstruating female is irritated as an angry female is irritated too. Duration

---

28In Anywaa, the smell of civet is called tik. However, the meat of civet cat is edible among the Anywaa by avoiding the part containing civet.

29This based on an interview with Beedojak Abala.
of menstruation is not fixed. Some females, menstruation takes 3-7 days and in others it may take two days. Although girls more in urban areas usually tell their boyfriends that they are menstruating, a woman in countryside ties a red bead in her ankle meaning to the husband that she is menstruating.

Like anger, menstruation affects a girl's mood. A girl becomes irritated, and gets angry for unclear reason. Also when they have their periods, girls get angry easily (Meher, Smile and Sommer, 2019). The following expressions in (155a)-(155e), which are offensive as they are used during quarrel and insult among girls, are worth providing as they underlie A FEMALE'S ANGER IS MENSTRUATION(MENSTRUATING).

(155a)  lúúbò ã-tʃíːán -i nà rēmm -i
  speech PST tell 2SG CON blood of 2SG
  Lit. 'You spoke by bleeding (menstruating).'
  'You spoke angrily.'

In example (155a), the anger of the girl who spoke angrily has been understood as her blood, which is synonymous to āmâːn 'menstruation'.

(155b)  nàːn -è  ā -lèːŋ
  girl that PST melt
  Lit. 'That girl is melting.'
  'That girl is very angry/angrily speaking.'

In example (155b), the source domain is also menstruation. In Anywaa, the discharge of period blood takes the source domain of MELTING, which evokes menstruating, which is metaphorically extended to expressing anger with speech and insult. SINCE MELTING HAS HOT TEMPERATURE, THE ANGRY GIRL IN (155b) IS VERY IRRITATED. Hence, A FEMALE'S EXPRESSION OF ANGER IS HER MENSTRUATING.

(155c)  dūːlā -i kēr kǔódô kî -â
  moon of 2SG NEG flow with 1SG
  Lit. 'Your moon should not be flowing with me.'
  'Do not be angry with me.'

The anger in (155c) is higher, because the source domain of MOON, which metonymically stands for MENSTRUATION, is flowing. So, THE EXPRESSION OF A FEMALE'S ANGER IS THE FLOWING DOWN OF HER MENSTRUATION.

(155d)  āmâːn -è pōːt timô nî dék dék dék
  menstruation of 3SG still become CON dek dek
  Lit. 'Her menstruation is still dropping with the slow voice as dek dek.'
  'She is still angrily speaking and insulting with some interruptions for no reason.'

In (155d) menstruation implies anger and the 3SG is a female who sometimes stops anger speech and insult and sometimes starts speaking and insulting. The voice dek dek, which is extended to slow and interrupted female's anger speech, comes from the droplets of rain or (period) blood
which falls down one after the other. In (155d), the space between the voices dék and dék implies interruptions between anger expressions which is based on interruptions between droplets of period blood.

(155e)  kéř -i márr -i
NEG 2SG be green 2SG
Lit. 'Do not be green with your green menstruation.'
'Do not simply angrily speak noisily without listening to others.'

The angry female in (155e) speaks angrily without listening to the person responding. The word márr 'green' is a metaphorical meaning of green menstruation which in turn implies rotten menstruation, whose unpleasantness causes high disturbance. In Anywaa, something which has become rotten for a long time has the colour of márr 'green'. That is why the Anywaa understand the colour of pus as GREEN. The Anywaa also think that the mucus which has stayed in the nose for a long time as GREEN COLOUR. Thus, green menstruation is rotten menstruation, which is the source domain of bad anger or irritation. The Anywaa believe that speaking noisily without listening to others is one of the typical characteristics of women. Examples (155a-e) take us to the mappings between menstruation and anger as follows in table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: MENSTRUATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry female</td>
<td>menstruating female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger duration</td>
<td>duration of menstruation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irritation caused by anger</td>
<td>irritation caused by menstruation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sitting down due to anger</td>
<td>sitting down due to menstruation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expressing anger</td>
<td>bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopping of anger</td>
<td>menopause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice of angry woman</td>
<td>voice of menstruation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: ANGER as MENSTRUATION

4.16 Orientational Metaphor of ANGER/SADNESS

When a close relative like son, daughter, brother or sister dies, for the first time when sad news is heard from a distant place, the relative of the corpse jumps up for a very short time and falls down crying on the ground for a long time. Furthermore, when the relative is near the dead person, more often females lie on the dead man in the house as a symbolic action showing that she wishes that they had better die together. If a woman comes from a far village while the dead person has already been buried, she beats her belly and falls on the grave. The beating of the

---

30 Although the Anywaa in urban areas wear black uniforms and shave their heads when a relative dies, this is not the case in countrysides. To the Anywaa in rural areas, wearing black uniform is not an Anywaa culture of sadness but of highlanders and therefore wearing black uniform is doubling death by calling it as the Anywaa are black. Instead, the Anywaa in countryside shave their heads and wear dirty clothes as signs of mourning.
belly means the woman has given birth for nothing for a person is born to grow up and help the village and community. Thus, death of a young girl or boy saddens the parents and the other members of the villagers very much. Among the Anywaa, the falling down of body parts is caused and dominated by the falling down of a liver, which is physiologically caused by palpitation and shock.

Another very clear indicator of sadness among the Anywaa is kiimò 'to sit unhappily with the head down on the hands crossed over knees' and the word kiin 'mourn'. This physiology happens when an important person or object is lost. However, in the mind of an Anywaa, sadness is an anger which has developed to be unnamenable due to loss or lack of solution. Thus, SADNESS/ANGER IS DOWN. Izard (1991:196) puts that sadness and anger highly do interact. For example, an intense pain of inoculation has both sadness and anger responses. Sadness can also be an innate activator of anger.

Sadness/anger caused by death makes the village quiet. When a guest comes from the village and stays for more days while most people are quiet without beating drum for dance, he guess that the village must have lost a person. While females cry during death, for a person who died of disease, males fire guns with their bragging that had the person been killed by human being or an animal, they would have killed him/it too. The Anywaa word for sadness is pɔŋ tʃwín 'falling down of a liver'. Furthermore, Reh (1999)'s interpretation of pɔŋ tʃwín 'falling down of a liver' as depression is also true of the present study because sadness is accompanied by depression.

After burial procession some young boys and girls may take food but old people, especially close relatives stay for more time without food except water. Furthermore, at night they lit fire in the hearth and sleep near the fire. The purpose of lighting fire is to avoid cold and bad death spirit. Thus, any ominous sign of another death in the form an insect or bird will be known by its coming near fire and chased away by fire or shot with a gun. In middle of night or 4-5 pm of the night, close relatives like maternal aunt and mothers cry mostly by honorifying the dead person. The reason for crying at this time is that memory is initaited by people going to work. For

---

31 Even if all the villagers are emotionally weak, the king is expected to remain strong as he is the ruler of the village. Thus, the Anywaa protect the king from negative emotions. One way is preventing him from going to war. Another way of protecting the health and emotion of a king is food. Because females are doubted that they may poison the king's food resulting in his death as he has more wives, the king's porridge is cooked by a male cook called nïkwën. In fact, females are perceived to be dirty among the Anywaa and therefore should not cook the king's food.
example, fathers and sons go farming very early in the morning and come by carrying fishes caught with nets. Similarly, mother and daughters come out for pounding maize for lunch or dinner at about 4-5 pm. Remembering all the activities done by the dead person, relatives or parents cry with the meaning that had he or she been a live, I would have been helped with pounding or farming or bringing fishes and prey meat.

In fact, to Anywaa females, mourning/cry is the sign of sadness; a woman who does not cry is not sad and therefore happy with the death of that person. If a woman losses her husband, she stays in house for long time and when she comes out, she does not meet other people as to avoid the disease called tjâlâ 'humpback disease'. This must be the reason for which a baby who is born while the father is dead and the mother is in state of protecting herself with others not to spread this disease is called âťjâlâ (FEM) and őťjâlâ (MASC). It is after a month that a widower mixes with the other people. The following expressions illustrate SADNESS IS DOWN.

(156) kăn ā -dọ̀ọ̀ pẹ̀jjá ńdọ̀ŋọ ngàÀń, ńpèwàá ė
c when PST return:ITV king Adongo river Anywaa PL
mọ ńgọ́ọ tʃwín -gè à pâńgò dẹ́ńʃ
c REL many livers of 3PL PST fall DEG
Lit. 'When king Adongo returned to the river, the livers of many Anywaaks fell down intensely.'
   'When king Adongo passed away, many Anywaaks became very sad.'

In (156), {-ā} marks past tense and completive aspect although it can refer to emotion felt and completed now. Thus, in Anywaa, the concept of sadness is understood as pâń tʃwín 'falling down of a liver'. As it can be understood from (156), when an ordinary person dies, it is said âq̣w 'died' but when a king dies, the honorific language pẹ̀jjá ńdọ̀ŋọ ngàÀń 'The king returned away to the river' is used because the ancestor of Anywaa king, who was őťjùńgò, originated from the river. Therefore, AN ANYWAA KING'S DEATH IS HIS GOING BACK TO THE RIVER. Because metaphor identifies people, a linguistic metaphor of court identifies a commoner from a king.

As it can be inferred and elaborated from example (156), King Adongo was crowned in 2001 after the death of his father Agada. He was loved by the Anywaa for his tribal love of Anywaa and unity and strength of the Anywaa. King Adongo also was loved by the Anywaa for helping the elders in Otalo (Adongo) by supplying them with foods and clothes. His death in 2011 led to the Anywaa's fear that there would not be another king like him to unite the Anywaa across the world. In general a king's death is followed by deep silence in a village with the fear that nobody can rule the village.
The example in (157a) implies that the speaker is mourning because his/her relative died recently. Thus, speaking loudly, singing, dancing, drinking alcohol and standing in front of the public is difficult for her as per the culture. Thus, the speaker's liver is still down and the person is still down.

(157b)  köôr -a PST -pàdò nî lik n -a
chest of 1SG PST fall CON lik when PST

Lit. 'When I heard Ochan's death, my heart felled down as lik.'
'I became very sad when I heard Ochan's death.'

The metaphorical falling down of chest here is felt with and caused by strong palpitations with the voice lik, which pushes down human chest and makes a person confused and sits down. The metaphor of sadness in (157b) can be mixed with fear as the speaker is usually assisted by Ochan. Usually people put their hands on a pounding heart to control their sadness or fear caused by palpitations. When a sad person is still mourning or sad or very sick, it is said è pòòt èná pìn 'He/She is still down'. When a group of people such as family is still mourning, it is said gè pòòt èná pìn 'They are still down'.

Among the Anywaa when a relative dies, the person is usually buried in homestead without levelling a grave, i.e buried in a grave mound, but after a year, the grave is levelled and this is locally called nàk kàà 'grave levelling'. Before levelling a grave, a beer called giirëjjë, kòsò ràng 'misery beer, beer of sin' is prepared. After levelling the grave at night, in the morning, the grave is plastered with clay. Soon after an hour, some beer is sprinkled on the grave and the assembling people drink misery beer silently with heavy thought if the person who died was young but if dead person was old, the people remember the dead person with spirits and start singing war songs accompanied by heavy firing.

Generally, the levelling of the grave and the preparation of misery beer is done to make the family of the dead person return to normal life by removing death force and spirits. Thus, the

---

32 The word kàà (PL. kààk) 'grave' is impolite word whose euphemistic form is bûòrò. However, a king's grave is called düòò. Old people are buried outside the homestead. This is usually common for chiefs and kings. Very important people people may also be buried in houses. Condolence is obligation among the Anywaa and it is said liimmò kî tòò 'visiting death'. When arriving the home where the person died, a male visitor fires a gun by standing
grave mound stands for high grief and the levelled grave stands for the decline in grief implying that HIGH IS UP; LOW IS DOWN (See also Perner, 2011).

(158)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{n} & \text{ā} & \text{-dʒòùt} & \text{káá} & \text{-n} & \text{tʃùòr} & \text{-è} \\
\text{when} & \text{PST} & \text{see} & \text{grave} & \text{GEN} & \text{husband} & \text{of} \\
\text{dèér} & \text{-è} & \text{ā} & \text{-pùt} & \text{gɔ́} & \text{bɔłá} & \text{gò} \\
\text{body} & \text{3SG} & \text{PST} & \text{do} & \text{immediately} & \text{drop oneself} & \text{on} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘When she saw her husband's grave, she immediately dropped herself on it.’

From the sadness metaphor in (158) one can infer that the woman was away when her husband died and was buried. So, she immediately became sad and fell on the grave when she saw her husband’s grave.

(159a)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{dítʃùòò} & \text{bɔłá} & -è & ò & -pàˈdò \\
\text{male} & \text{shoulders} & \text{3SG} & \text{PERF} & \text{fall} \\
\end{array}
\]

Lit. ‘The male's shoulders have fallen down.’

‘The male is sad.’

In (159a) it can be inferred from the perfective {ò-} that the husband is still very sad as he has no solution for the problem. Such a sadness is caused by death of wife or lack of relative to help him during hardship. Someone whose liver or chest is down means it is difficult to calm or encourage such a sad person, who is also afraid and hopeless.

The falling down of chest is also caused by palpitation in which a heart beat increases telling that the sick relative in the far village died or there was a war in the village where your relative lives and he/she was shot dead. Heartbeat can also tell unannounced accident or backbiting. This strong heart beating happens before sad news and puts the person in doubt, sadness, fear and guess. The heartbeat produces the voice lik whose continuous beating is likliklik. When the heartbeat becomes fast, its voice is said pirri (pirripírr), a voice which is similar to that of a flying bird as pirr.... However, the falling down of a chest can imply sadness caused death news or bad event as illustrated in below:

(b)  
\[
\begin{array}{llll}
kòòr & -ā & -ā & pàˈdò \\
\text{chest} & \text{1SG} & \text{PST} & \text{fall} \\
\end{array}
\]

Lit. ‘My chest has fallen.’

‘I'm shocked/sad.’

Example (159b) may refer to sadness or shock caused by death news or sad event. Thus, HEART IS AN OMEN BIRD. This emotion is preceded by palpitation and shock and finally sadness. Sadness which demoralizes a person can be understood based on dropping an object, near the grave, but a female visitor announces her arrival by loudly and bitterly crying from out the village; as soon as the females’ family of the dead person hears the cry of the visiting woman, they reply their lamentation piercingly. After sometime after the visitor stops the cry, the cause of death is explained. see Perner (2011) for detail of burial procession of Anywaa.
which is extended to dropping a person's body (part) due to sadness. Consider examples (160a-c) for detail. The Anywaa's use of ṭɛŋ kɔw 'falling of chest' to mean *anger/sadness mixed with palpitations* and other compounds like kèn tʃwɛŋ 'bitterness of liver' and rɔŋ ɛtʃ 'spoilage of stomach' to refer to the concept of anger supports Barret (2011)'s point that anger has no single concept. This is due to the effects of anger and badness of anger as felt by the Anywaa and other people.

(160a)  tʃɛŋ  -wɔ  1PL:EXCL PST INCOH lwáj
Lit. 'Our hands dropped.'  
'We are sad.' 

The example in (160a), implies that as soon as the speakers became sad, they dropped what they were carrying. In such anger, when hearing sad news, the object being carried with shoulder, head or hands is thrown away and the saddened person falls down leading to faint. Generally, example (160a) implies that the speakers have been down for a long time and skipped work and helping others due to sadness.

(b)  déɛr  -a  ájj -á  pɨŋ
Lit. 'My body will be spilling down.'  
'I will be sad with such thing(s).'</p>

Example (160b) implies that the speaker (has) lost his/her interest of doing something due to hearing or seeing a sad thing.

(c)  déɛr  -a  á  -kɔŋŋ  -i  pɨŋ
Lit. 'You have spilled down my body.'  
'You have saddened me.'

In experiencing the sadness in (160c), the offender or stimulus makes the sad or angry person loss an interest in doing something as what is said is not expected by the experiencer of sadness. Because such sadness is caused by hearing bad news, an experiencer sits down sadly. In such a situation, if the offended person has started eating, he or she immediately throws away the spoon to stop eating. Similarly, work is stopped with such an offense of telling bad news or saying something bad to someone.

### 4.16.1 SADNESS IS HEAVY

When entering home in which there is a dead person, a person stoops and puts his hands back sadly and fearfully. This inturn takes us to the conceptual metaphor **SADNESS/ANGER IS HEAVY/BURDEN**, which is mainly motivated by difficulty of lifting heavy object and discomfort felt during lifting, which is motivated by the correlation between heavy object and
sadness. When there is death caused by war, the Anywaa say pɲ pɛɛk 'The earth is heavy' or ɖʒəmə pɛɛk 'The atmosphere is heavy', which also expresses sad condition in which rumours of war deaths are being spread leading to mix of fear and sadness. Such sadness metaphor is also said as pɲ pɔɔt rəatʃ 'The earth is still bad' used to express sadness when a king/chief or any other important person is in critical condition of a disease or when he has died and the sadness is still high. Consider examples (161a&b).

(161a) tʃwɪp -i pɛɛk
liver of 2SG heavy
Lit. 'Your liver is heavy.'
'You are sad.'

In Anywaa, a person whose liver is heavy is a very sad person who is saddened by many things or very bad situation. Experientially, when there are many things/ a big stone in a container, it will be difficult to carry the container or the object(s) in it and this brings discomfort to the carrier.

(161b) gɪn ní bɔɔt tʃə ɛn a ba tʃɔddì
thing REL::DEFINE on 1SG here 1SG NEG walk
kʃ with it
Lit. 'I cannot walk with what is on me.'
'I'm very sad, I'm down.'

The sadness metaphor in (161b) is based on the source domain of VERY HEAVY LOAD which is difficult to carry and makes a person fall down. In Anywaa, a person whose relative has died is said bɔɔte dá tɔɔ 'There is death/mourning on him/her'. The sad person in (176a) can be inferred to avoid speaking due to intense sadness conceptualized as HEAVY LIVER.

Other body parts like tʃʊl 'penis' and ɖʒʊɔɔm tʃwɛtɛ 'clitoris' drop due to sadness and this dropping is called nɪnɔr 'become passive and fall down', which results in the loss of sexual desire. During sadness caused by death of a close relative, sexual intercourse is avoided. Hence, SADNESS IS IMPOTENCY. Generally, the conceptual metaphor SAD IS DOWN takes us to metaphorical entailment and identifying the image schema of sadness seating as CENTRE-PERIPHERY because if the liver, which is the centre of emotions is down, the peripheral organs like shoulders and others fall down resulting in depression, discomfort, grief or passivity of a sad person. Anger intensity, doubt, sadness and dissatisfaction can be understood in terms of hard object as follows in (162a&b):

(162a) gʊɔɔtɔ mɔn tʃɛɛk
anger this hard
Lit. 'This anger is hard.'
'This anger is intense.'
Example (162a) is very ontological due to the near demonstrative mán 'this' and téék 'hard'. The relation between high intensity of the anger in (162a) and hard object is motivated by the correlation between hardness of the object during manipulation and discomfort we feel during anger and difficulty of stopping anger. Hence, DIFFICULTY/HIGH IS HARD; INTENSITY IS PHYSICAL STRENGTH (GRADY, 1997).

When someone has small anger/sadness accompanied by doubt and dissatisfaction without expressing it, this is uttered in (162b) as follows:

(b) ji -è ô -níqòök
stomach of 3SG PERF voice of stones
Lit. 'There are small stones contacting each other and producing voices in his stomach.'
'He is doubtful, sad and dissatisfied.'

When small stones are gathered and contact each other, they produce the voice qòök qòök due to narrow space among them. Similarly, a person who is dissatisfied becomes morose and sometimes jeers.

4.17 ANGER as CONTAINER AND CONTAINEE

In Anywaa, different containers which mostly consist of body parts can be used to hide anger or sadness. The experience comes from cultural containers like pot and gourd. Body parts like liver, stomach, throat and eye can be used as containers of anger or sadness. (See also The Presbyterian Church in the Sudan, 1996:3). Examples (163)-(170) illustrate anger as a container and content.

(163) göötò a -dʒòòd -ā wàŋ -i
anger PST see PST eye 2SG
Lit. 'I have seen the anger in your eye.'
'I have understood that you are angry.'

In (163), anger is understood as a visible object in the angry person's eye. This is because the way we look and the red colour of our eyes tell that we are angry. The experience of the metaphor in (163) is based on a substance that can be seen inside an object like house, pot or gourd. Thus, KNOWING IS SEEING; KNOWLEDGE IS VISION.

(164) tʃwijn -i ēn -ā ji kimmò
liver of 2SG be:LOC FOC in sadness
Lit. 'Your liver is in sadness'
'You are sadness.'

33 If a christian Anywaa says: giàà péék ná káára, áánà káñ dʒìítfù kí qè 'Jesus helped me with the heavy objects I was carrying, he/she means God helped him/her by avoiding worry, sadness, fear or poverty. What is source domain in one metaphor can be target domain in another metaphor. For example, the Anywaa metaphor tŋ a mẹŋ 'War is dance' has the conceptual metaphor WAR IS DANCE, which is metonymically understood in terms of tŋ 'spear'. But the metaphor, qènà bòóti kí piem 'They have been defeated with the argument' has the conceptual metaphor AN ARGUMENT IS FIGHTING/WAR. Therefore, a more basic/frequent concept serves as a source domain.
In (164) liver, which metonymically stands for the whole human being, is in sadness. This metaphor is therefore the same as jì kìmì 'You are sad'. If the liver is in sadness, the sad person is in sadness too.

(165a) mán- -gó à -timò ná ākór dēèr -i
PROX DIS PST become CON clothe eating wirm body of 2SG
Lit. 'The thing has become a clothe eating worm inside your body.'
'You are angry without responding.'

In example (165a) anger is understood as ākór 'a worm that eats a grament'. The metaphor implies that the angry person does not speak with others, avoids eating and does not respond even if asked about the cause of the anger. In fact, this worm eats a clothe silently and it is usually not clearly seen and distinguished. The demonstrative mánógò literally refers to something near an addressee. Therefore, in (165a) the angry person is the addressee, whose body contains anger as ākór, 'a clothe eating worm'.

(165b) kìmì kī tʃɔoʃɔ ən -ā pù diʃùùni
sadness and cry of pain be:LOC FOC Home of instigator
Lit. 'Sadness and sadness pain cry are in the instigator's home.'
'In a sinner' home there is sadness and pain cry.'

(The Presbyterian Church of the Sudan, 1996:52)

In example (165b) by diʃùùni 'instigator', the addressee refers to satan, whose home contains sin, sadness, cry or pain. This in turn implies that the addressee is warning and advising people to believe in Jesus and be good christians so that they will lead happy life. So, God's home contains happiness. Based on this metaphor, the substances are pain cry and sadness and the container is the home. This leads to the conclusion that CONTAINERS ARE BOUNDED REGIONS USED TO STAY INSIDE. Things because sadness contains pain, pain also affects a sad person. Our knowledge about containers tells us, among other things, that they have boundaries that make it difficult to escape, and that once it is inside a container, an entity is subject to conditions prevailing in the container and may be affected by them. If a person is in trouble, he or she is affected by it, and there may be impediments for him or her to solve the problematic situation (i.e to come out of the situation). These implications are to some extent part of metaphor logic (Ibanez, 1997:162).

(166) gìn mũū ən -ā já ādīgwàŋ ɲāj -i
thing REL be:LOC FOC in waist bone know 2SG
Lit. 'Do you know something which is in waist bone?'
'Do you know hidden anger?'
Example (166) implies that anger is a hidden object in the waist bone. In Anywaa, something hidden inside a waist bone cannot be raised again, because it is very bad and may cause fighting or killing each other. Hence, ANGER WHICH IS HIDDEN IS DOWN.

Anger hidden in the stomach is difficult for other people to know, because ètfà kút 'stomach is a very deep part of river' implying that something like anger inside human stomach is difficult to know since it has many things like river. The use of stomach correlated with deep part of a river is based on correlating the depth of river with stomach. A river also contains water, rock a and mud under which things can be hidden. Stomach also has water, faeces and intestines in which the Anywaa metaphorically hide things like anger and murder secrets in them. Thus, similarity of shapes and contents between objects and body parts results in the formation of an embodied meaning.

(167a) ʧwîɲ -à ã -kît -i kî máåtf
        liver of 1SG PST put 2SG OBL fire
Lit.  'You have put fire inside my liver.'
     'You have made me angry.'

In (167a) offending the person has been understood in terms of putting a fire inside heart or any other object. Hence, ANGER IS FIRE IN LIVER. While showing the mappings, fire is mapped onto anger and the heart is mapped onto liver/stomach. Putting fire inside hearth corresponds to offending a person, i.e putting anger inside the liver/stomach.

(b)  qîn -ã râátf ʧwîɲ -à ã -kîl -ã wâk
        thing REL bad liver of 1SG PST take 1SG out
Lit.  'The bad thing which is inside my liver, I have taken it out.'
     'I have stopped my anger.'

Example (167b) underlies ANGER IS A BAD SUBSTANCE IN LIVER (CONTAINER). While example (167a) implies OFFENDING IS PUTTING ANGER INSIDE LIVER, example (167b) implies CONTROLLING ANGER IS TAKING IT OUT OF LIVER. If something with a bad smell is put in a container or house, it makes the container bad and irritates people; similarly, an offense irritates people. However, if something with a bad smell is taken out of a container or house, people become pleased with the good air. Therefore, in (167b) qîn '(bad)thing', implies anger.

(168a) ʧwîɲ -i dá túút
        liver of 2SG exist pus
Lit.  'Inside your liver, there exists pus.'
     'You are angry.'

In (168a) ANGER IS PUS IN LIVER. The experience is based on pus in swollen part of human body. Hence, STOPPING ANGER IS REMOVING PUS.
In example (168b) bitter anger is contained by throat implying the difficult of speaking by an angry person.

(169) ɡè ɛn -á ji páŋ tfwiŋ
3PL be:LOC FOC in falling of liver

Lit. 'The are in the falling down of liver.'
'The are in sadness/They are mourning.'

In (169), sadness contains sad people. Anger containers can expand and be filled with anger as the following example in (170a) illustrates.

(170a) tfwiŋ -ɛ ð-páŋ kéɛr -ɛ
liver of 3SG PERF be full only 3SG

Lit. 'His/Her liver is already full(of anger).'
'His/Her heart is already filled with angry.'

Example (170a) implies that the person spoken about has become angry without an offense as he/she is already angry before. So, someone intensified the anger. Hence, MAKING A PERSON VERY ANGRY IS FILLING A CONTAINER (LIVER) WITH SUBSTANCE.

UNDERSTANDING ANGER

Because we understand things based on seeing, when it is clear that someone is angry, a clear anger can be understood as an object which can be seen in the angry person's liver. Consider example (170b&c).

(b) qín tfwiŋ -i ɛnó nèenò dʒir -å
thing liver of 2SG there visible to 1SG

Lit. 'The thing inside your liver is visible to me.'
'I know that you are angry.'

The example in (170b) illustrates ontological metaphor as it is based on an object visible to human eye. The speaker clearly know that the addressee is angry. Hence, KNOWING/UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING; UNDERSTOOD ANGER IS VISIBLE OBJECT INSIDE LIVER/CONTAINER.

(c) qín -ɛtʃè ni kwáár tfwiŋ -å ɪtʃê náj -i
thing DIS REL:-DEFINE red liver of 1SG there know 2SG

Lit. 'Do you know the red thing which is there inside my liver?'
'Do you know that I'm very angry with you?'

In (170c), INTENSE ANGER IS A RED OBJECT LIKE RED COBRA, RED SPEAR IN FIRE, RED BULLETS, FIRE, BLOOD AND RED WOUND IN LIVER.

ANGER IS PLANT

Based on plant growth and its parts, anger can have the source domain of PLANT. Plants grow and become strong with their strong roots in the soil; anger also increases. Agriculture is a basic
human experience. In different parts of the world, we grow different crops becoming plants to provide food, clothing and shelter although they are grown mainly for food. However, not all plants are edible. A general conclusion to be drawn from plant source domain of metaphor is that **ANGER IS A GROWING PLANT** (Ansah, 2011). Consider the following examples in (171)-(175).

(171) wi pílããl mán ò-píg dãtf head of child this PERF grow DEG
Lit. 'This child's head as grown very much.'
'This child is very aggressive'

In (171) the aggressiveness of the child who becomes angry by insulting older people without reason comes from high love from its parents who do not punish the child even if it makes such mistakes. Such a child can be angry without clear reason or offense. A plant which is not pruned grows very much.

(172) qóûtò man tiër -è bá dʒóùt anger root of 3SG 3SG NEG see
Lit. 'The main root of this anger cannot be seen.'
'The cause of this anger is not clear.'

Metaphor (172) implies anger without cause/reason, i.e. the person near the speaker is angry but his cause of anger is not clear to the speaker. The word tiër 'its main bigger root in the soil' has been used as a source domain of the root cause of the anger. Therefore, IDENTIFYING THE CAUSING OF ANGER IS SEEING PLANT ROOT. It is usually difficult to see the main root of a bigger plant as the root is deeper down under the ground.

In (172) the word tiër 'root of' is extended from human leg, which is nowadays unconsciously lost in metaphorical use of anger. The grammaticalization path of anger understood in terms of main root of a plant in the ground is as follows: **human leg > main root of a plant in the ground > unclear cause of anger/unexpressed anger.** According to Stern (2008:2), such a metaphor whose clear source dies remaining as remnant is called dead metaphor. Whenever one wants to to cut and totally destroy a plant, the main root in the ground is dug out after cutting the stem but it is difficult to see and remove the main root of a plant; similarly, anger cannot be controlled without knowing the source of offense or reason as it is difficult to help the angry person.

Metaphor whose meaning varies from context to context depending up on thinking and acting of people is called live metaphor. For such a metaphor, a good example in Anywaa can be tʃwĩnĩ kwáár 'Your liver is red' which can refer to the addressee's high interest, jealousy, intense anger,
eagerness, strong appetite and intense love depending up on different contexts (see also Grady, 1997).

In (173) addressee is still partly angry as the small roots of a plant under the ground imply. In Anywaa, plant root is called lwèët dʒààt 'plant toes' and its plural has high tone as lwèët dʒààt, 'toes of a plant'. The low anger in (173) is not clearly expressed. When a tree is cut, roots remain in the soil and may produce another tree. Similarly, an anger may reduce but still exists. When a stimulus is raised again, the offended person will get very angry again. The anger intensity in (173) is therefore low but it is difficult for the experiencer to stop the anger. In a very literal sense, lwèët (lwéëdò) means human toe and it is pluralized as lwèët (lwéëdì) 'human toes', which is extended to plant root(s). Therefore, the grammaticalization path of source domain development to anger in (173) can be schematized as human toes > plant roots > low intensity of anger which is not clearly expressed. In (173), our rich knowledge of plant roots has been mapped onto small aspects of anger, which are still felt. Therefore, example (173) illustrates structural metaphor.

Based on (174) liver is equated with fertile soil inside which plant roots go deeper so that it is difficult for a person to feel a plant. Similarly, when an anger intensity is high, it is difficult to control it because the anger is intense in liver. Metaphors like those in (173) and (174), in which human toes are extended to plant roots can be terms as analogical metaphors due to our sensation, perception or sensorimotor experience of plant and its roots. Plant roots look and function like human toes. Hence, human memory and cognition is both metaphorical and analogical.

In metaphor (175), gìn 'this thing' literally refers to a plant near the speaker, but in metaphorical context, it refers to the speaker's anger. Hence, CONTROLLING/HIDING ANGER IS
PRUNING A PLANT. The above metaphors in (171)-(175) have their underlying cognitive metaphor **ANGER IS PLANT**, whose mappings are provided in table 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: ANGER</th>
<th>SOURCE: PLANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stages of anger development</td>
<td>stages of growth and fruition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causes of anger</td>
<td>parts of plant from which others grow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver of angry person</td>
<td>soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger intensity</td>
<td>height of plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controlling anger</td>
<td>cutting plant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: ANGER as PLANT adapted from Esenova (2011)

In addition to the mappings in table 11, the following stages of plant growth can be mapped onto different stages of anger development: seed, germination, root, blooming, fruition and withering. The seed image characterizes the initial stage of plant growth. This stage marks the existence of anger. Germination of a plant and plant taking roots are also correlated with initial stages of plant growth which are in turn mapped on early stage of anger development. We know that there are big and small plants. The size of plant corresponds to anger intensity. Factors like rain, wind and water which fasten the plant growth can be mapped onto offenders. Fruition stage makes a plant very concrete and useful. This is mapped on to tangible results of anger like spearing, insulting or killing. This is the climax of anger. Finally, a plant may be cut or it may wither; this withering stage corresponds to anger cessation (See Esenova, 2011:67-68) for detail.

The understanding of anger in terms of PLANT as a perfect source domain for conceptualizing this emotion is motivated by human's experience of growing plants. A plant source domain of anger implies many changes taking place during anger. Among the Anywaa in particular, a small seed of sausage tree can be sown and develops into strong big tall plant. That is why the Anywaa speak of a deep-rooted anger in liver whose experience comes from a strong plant whose roots are deep rooted in soil. Such a plant is not feeled by wind. Like a plant, an emotion comes into existence in particular time and then develops and fades away. An anger that develops as mild annoyance may turn into dramatic fury. These changes are usually accompanied by bodily changes. The fact that a plant withers and dies by drying is compared to anger whose intensity is zero (See Esenova, 2011).

---

34 When lèj 'axe' (PL. liqe) is used to people, it refers to an insult as in nàŋt ménní īnà put gòórtò 'When her mother was cut, (s)he immediately got angry.' This metaphor means (s)he immediately became agitated when her mother was insulted. Thus, cutting corresponds to insulting and the cutter corresponds to the one who insulted the other.
The high correlation between soil and angry person has both material and religious cultural basis. The Anywaa believe that they are black because they were created from clay by God. Clay is suitable for strong big tall plants. In Genesis 1-2, it is mentioned that God created Adam from the dust of earth. In the Parable of the Sower, while the sower was sowing, some seeds fell near the road and were eaten by birds, while the others fell under the rock and sprouted soon due to lack of more soil. The other seeds fell in thorns resulting in poor growth. The other seeds which fell in fertile soil grew well and produced more grains. The seeds stand for kind of christians. In the cultural model of Anywaa, the four soil types stand for four kinds of human livers, which in turn stand for the four human characters (The Bible in Anyuak, 2013).

4.18 Animalistic Behaviour of Anger

In both South Sudan and Ethiopia, Anywaaland is rich in varieties of both domestic and wild animals. In Ethiopia, there exists very great ecological variation among the Anywaa. Accordingly, the eastern part of Anywaaland like Gok is covered by dense forest inhabited by beasts like lion, leopard, wolf, and mokeys where as the western part of the land is a true savanah grassland dwelled by cobes, tiang, giraffe, antelope, elephant, and reptiles like snakes, python and monitor lizard which are preyed by beasts like lion and leopard. Thus, in this area trees are scarce and therefore frequently flooded. In addition, rivers like Openo and Gilo have ferocious crocodiles attacking people during the entry of rainy season (Tasew, 2010:3). With the help of experience and knowledge of these creatures, whose emotional behaviours can be mapped onto human anger behaviour, we can talk about anger and angry people in terms of angry/aggressive animals as follows in (176a-e).

(176a) Ꙁ忸 tʃibii አ -nɛpɛék
neck of Chibii PST expand hood
Lit. 'Chibii's hood has expanded.'
'Chibbi is angry like a snake.'

The anger behaviour in (176a) has the source of SNAKE, mostly of ölwiɛrɔ 'BLACK COBRA' which expands its hood when it is angry and about to attack an enemy or defend its territory by releasing venom to prevent intrusion. When a black cobra is angry and ready for an attack, it expands its neck resulting in hood. In Anywaa, this expansion of snake's neck skin is called nɛpɛék. So, the anger of Chibii is followed by closing his mouth and keep silent for long time and ready to attack an offender.
Furthermore, an angry person can be hissing like a snake. In Anywaa, this is called kúdó 'hissing'. In such a situation, an angry person is deeply breathing and ready for fighting by making himself/herself away from others and strengthen his/her body with the strengthened hands out. Like a snake which is ready for an attack, such a person breathes as wū.., wū. . . .

(b) òmōd òjwípí nī òjwípí káámar ñāñ

'Omod is breathing with anger like a crocodile as chwi...ch.'

When an (angry) crocodile breathes, it produces the voice òjwípí òj, which frightens its enemy or when it is about to catch its prey. The word ñāñ 'crocodile' is a very good clue that Omod is breathing deeply with anger. In a very specific context, the crocodile can be dropped as the word òjwípí 'simmer' gives clue to us that Omod's anger breathing is like that of a crocodile.

(c) ãbil òjárpim -è å lééŋ -è

'He has thrown his face hut to his front.'

'He has closed his face with anger.'

In (191c) Anywaa the word ãbílã has its literal English equivalent hut, and this is extended to mane of lion. So, the human anger in (176c) is based on a lion's. More often, people with lion ghost have black hair, are intensively black, form deep wrinkles when they are angry and show a lion's behaviour. Among the Anywaa, it is believed that when a person with a lion ghost is very angry, he/she may turn into a lion. That is why such a person is very feared when he/she becomes very angry. In (191c), the ventive verb lééŋ 'throw toward' implies that the person spoken about was angry with the speaker, who might have been the offender and this offender was in front of the angry person, who was metaphorically depicted as a lion. In Anywaa, a person with a lion ghost is also called ññù 'lion'.

The Anywaa's belief that when people are very angry, they turn into their ghosts like crocodiles, lions, crestedcrane, leopard and others can be evidenced. One instant case experienced by the researcher in his village ānləli in 1990's was the situation in which an Anywaa girl named Ajulu was insulted by her mother Abala and became very angry. Soon after very few minutes, she ran under tree and put her head inside a hollow to turn into lion35, her ghost. Knowing that she has the ghost of lion, the people near by ran to her and brought her back as they knew that she was about to turn into lion.

35 Among the Anywaa, people obtain their ghosts from fathers side: if a father's ghost is a lion the son or the daughter will also have the ghost of the lion. The Anywaa word for ghost is tippô, which literally means shadow. People have the behaviour of their ghosts. For example, an Anywaa with the ghost of green polite snake is also polite as the snake is polite but someone with lion ghost is aggressive and has long face and long black hair.
(d) ʾômôd ʾô -mîr
Omôd PERF be silent with anger
‘Omod is silent with anger like a bull.’

In (176d) the angry person exhibits the behaviour of angry bull. The verb mîr 'be silent with anger' basically comes from an angry silent bull, which attacks a person with its horns if touched. In similar way, example (176d) implies that since Omod is very angry and silent, he will attack a person who talks to him or a person who touches him.

(e)  kèr -ì kwèŋŋí kàŋ
NEG 2SG produce angry hen voice here
‘Do not be angrily produce a noise of an angry hen.’

Example (176e) implies that the angry person is a female and noisly speaking like an aggressive hen which is loudly crying with anger. The voice kwèŋŋí is usually produced by an angry and aggressive hen which is incubating her eggs, or which has recently hatched her eggs and now living with her chicks in her hut or moving together with the chicks for searching food. The voice is produced when a hen is scratching and chasing away an intruder who may want to eat up or take away the chicks. When a kite takes a chick, a hen flies up to a kite by angrily crying loudly as kwèŋŋí but returns down sooner as it does not fly well. Therefore, in (176e), AN ANGRY FEMALE ANYWAA IS AN ANGRY HEN. Generally, examples(176a-e) capture the conceptual generalization ANGER BEHAVIOUR IS AN AGGRESSIVE ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR.

4.19 ANGER as MOTION EVENT

Anger/sadness can be conceptualized as motion event in which anger/sadness is used as figure, ground or location or region. Events can be defined as activities and the term motion events refers to those events involving physical translocation/change of a place (Cappelle and Declerck, 2005: 3). Broadly, Talmy (1985:61) states that the components of motion events can be basically categorized into six semantic components: (i) FIGURE, the moving entity, (ii) GROUND, the entity a figure moves in relation to, (iii) PATH, the course followed during movement or locomotion, (iv) MOTION, (v) MANNER, way of moving and (vi) CAUSE, an originator of motion. Therefore, motion and its component result in motion event (s). To make the concept of motion (event) clearer, the following examples were taken from Talmy (1985) cited in Ibbarretxe (2004:4). See also Okello (2014: 23).
The pencil rolled off the table.

\[ \text{F} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{P} \quad \text{G} \]

\[ + \]

\[ \text{MANN} \]

In example (177a), the pencil is the figure and the verb rolled conflates MOTION and MANNER. The word off is the path and table is the ground. Another example is provided by Talmy (2007) who put the terms manner and cause under the umbrella of \text{CO-EVENT} as:

(b) The Napkin blew off the table.

\[ \text{F} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{P} \quad \text{G} \]

\[ + \]

\[ \text{M} \]

\[ + \]

\[ \text{C} \]

As the example in (177b) shows, the figure is the napkin and the verb blew conflates motion, manner and cause. The word off is path and table is the ground. In Anywaa, the conceptualization of emotion as MOTION is distinct from non-emotional motion. As it can be seen from non-emotional motion, itive and ventive motion verbs can show the direction in relation to the speaker or addressee as in kwàŋŋi 'swim toward' vs kwáŋi 'swim away', in which the former swimming is towards the speaker and the latter swimmer swims away from the addressee. In fact, with the non-motional verb gòótò 'be angry' related itive and ventive forms can be formed as follows in (178a&b):

(178a) \[ jì \quad gòónn \quad -i \quad kī \quad kāa? \]

2SG come to be angry 2SG ABL where

"From where are you coming to be angry(here)?"

In (178a) the addressee moved towards the addressee and expresses his/her anger near him or her. Hence, gòónn- is ventive emotional motion verb.

(b) \[ jì \quad gòött \quad -i \quad kāa? \]

2SG go to be angry 2SG where

"Where are you going to be angry?"

In (178b) the addressee is moving away from the addressee to express his/her anger in another place far from the speaker. In both (178a&b), anger is understood as purposeful motion to be done in certain place. The general conflation pattern of verbs in (178a&b) is \text{M + EMOT + DIR}. This conflation pattern proves Okello's (2014) typology of Anywaa as a verb-framing language. The conflation pattern also proves Reh (1996) classification of Anywaa as a highly
fusional language. The difference between the ventive verb งาม 'come to be angry' and the
itive verb งอย 'go away to be angry' is that the former contains the nasal nn and the latter
contains the non-nasal tt. In non-emotional motion, both tense or time and speed can remain the
same despite directional variation. Below, examples (179a&b) do prove this hypothes.

(179a) งอยท่าน ถูก -ผด
Ochan  PST  go away very early in the morning
'Ochan has gone away very early in the morning.'
In (179a) the mover moved away very early in the morning from the speaker. Hence, they do
not share the same place. This is clearly understood from the verb stem ผด 'go away very early
in the morning'.

(b) งอยท่าน ถูก -ผด
Ochan  PST  come very early in the morning
'Ochan came very early in the morning.'
In example (179b), it can be inferred that the mover came to the place where the speaker was.
The prepositional phrase ถูก 'very early in the morning' is optionally used for both of the
verbs. Hence, the conflation pattern for both of the verbs is M + DIR + T + DEG. Yet both of
the examples tell that both of the movements took place in the morning. However, emotion
metaphor expressed in terms of ventive and itive verbs signifies time variation, speed and degree
of emotion. Consider the examples in (180a-c) and (181a&b).

(180a) งอยต่อ ถูก -ผน ผิดวิพ -ัน
anger  PST  run:VENT liver of 2SG faster
Lit. 'The anger has run into you liver faster.'
You have felt the anger and offense faster.'
The speaker in (180a) knows that the addressee still experiences anger and the degree of anger
is high in the actual time of speaking as the ventive verb ผน 'run toward' suggests. Thus, the
addressee, who is near the addressee, may be still very agitated.

(b) งอยนิร ถูก -ต้าร ผิดวิพ -อย
something  PST  jump liver of 1SG
Lit. 'Something quickly jumped into my liver.'
'I became angry.'
In (180b) งอยนิร 'something (bad) implies anger whose being quickly experienced has been
understood in terms of a fast jumping entity like a person or an animal jumping into a certain
location. Example (180b) mainly means the speaker was very angry in the past due to the use of
the itive ผิด 'jump away', whose ventive counterpart is ผน 'jump toward'.

(c) งอยต่อ ถูก -ผน ผิดวิพ -อย
anger  PST  run:VENT liver of 3SG
Lit. 'The anger which is inside his/her liver has come out.'
'He/She has expressed his/her anger.'
As (180c) implies, if something comes out of its closed container, we see it; similarly, when anger is expressed, we hear the speech and understand the cause of anger and the solution. Metaphor (180c) implies that that SPEECH IS MOTION; IDEA IS INSIDE LIVER, HEAD/STOMACH; EXPRESSING ANGER IS THE COMING OF ANGER (OBJECT) OUT OF LIVER/STOMACH. So, in example (180c), ANGER IS A FIGURE, A MOVING ENTITY COMING OUT OF LIVER.

(181a) 
\[
good \quad \text{PST} \quad \text{come very early in the morning} \quad \text{liver of} \quad \text{1SG} \\
good \quad \text{PST} \quad \text{môôl} \quad \text{very early in the morning} \quad \text{liver of} \quad \text{1SG} \\
\]

Lit. 'Anger came into my liver very early in the morning.'
'I became angry in the morning.'

The speaker in (181a) still experiences the figure anger and it is still very early morning as the ventive verb môôl 'come very early in the morning' is ventive and anger is still inside the liver. Thus, the prepositional phrase kà âmôólâ 'in the morning' is optionally used, because the concept of the morning is encoded by the ventive verb môôl 'come very early in the morning', which is related to âmôólâ 'morning'. Hence, ventive emotion verb and the degree of anger is still high. Such a speaker may ask the offender in the morning so that the fight takes place or the problem is solved.

(181b) 
\[
good \quad \text{PST} \quad \text{go very early in the morning} \quad \text{liver of} \quad \text{1SG} \\
good \quad \text{PST} \quad \text{môôl} \quad \text{very early in the morning} \quad \text{liver of} \quad \text{1SG} \\
\]

Lit. 'Anger entered my liver very early in the morning.'
'I have become angry very early in the morning.'

In (181b) itive verb môôl 'go away very early in the morning' implies that it is not morning or not very early morning and the anger is no longer being experienced but the speaker is simply telling the story of the anger he/experienced in the past morning. In examples, (180a-c)-(181a&b) underlie ANGER IS AN OUTER MOVING ENTITY RUNNING INTO LIVER.

Motion events of emotion in Anywaa involves (a)telicity and (non)-boundedness. In case of boundedness, an event come to an end and contrary to this is non-boundedness. Telicity on the other hand means an event is conceptualized having an inherent or intended end point. Therefore, in telicity there is tendency towards goal where as in atelicity the action is not completed and the intended goal is not reached. Example, In Jules swam across the channel, it is clear that the end of the boundary is crossed. This sentence illustrates bounded motion as the action was completed and telic motion as the ground/goal was reached but in Elsa walked along the beach, the boundary is not crossed and the action is not clarified to come to an end. So the motion is atelic and nonbounded ( Cappelle and Declerck, 2005:6-7).
Regarding the conceptualization of emotion as MOTION EVENT in Anywaa, verbs can express (un)bounded and (a)telicity. For example, in the expression ḏtʃan ṣaŋọtọ jàawárà 'Ochango was angry', the verb ṣaŋọtọ 'was angry' expresses anger for short time in the past. Hence, the verb expresses telic and bounded emotion but in ābálá ṣunọ 'Abala gets angry' the verb ṣunọ expresses anger as part of Abala's personality. So, it difficult to know the time limit of Abala's anger. Hence, the verb expresses atelic and unbounded anger.

The very explicit markers of telicity and atelicity, which implicitly mark boundedness and unbounded (e) motion in Anywaa are bāŋ 'to' and b̀l̀t 'toward'. The goal marker bāŋ is used when the experiencer or mover as an intention to do the action and the ground is reached. Such and action is clearly planned but with b̀l̀t 'toward', the experiencer or the mover/agent has no intention but meets the goal accidentally or may not meet the goal. In non-emotion motion, such cases are very clear and given in (182a&b):

(182a) kwâtʃ a -rên bāŋ rònná
     leopard PST run:ITV to antelope
     'The leopard ran to the antelope.'

Example (182a) implies that the leopard is hungry and therefore intentionally ran to the antelope to catch and eat it. Hence, it reaches the antelope, kills and eats it up as it is hungry. So, the motion is telic and bounded as the telic word bāŋ 'to' suggests.

(b) kwátf a -rên b̀l̀t rònná
     leopard PST run:ITV toward antelope
     'The leopard ran toward an antelope.'

Example (182b) implies that the leopard was chased away by a group of hunters and met the antelope accidentally. So, the leopard may not reach the antelope and may not kill it as it had no intention to eat it up. The leopard therefore diverts its direction because it is still being followed. Hence, atelic and non-bounded motion or non-intentional motion the atelic word b̀l̀t 'toward' implies (see Okello 2014 for detail).

In emotional motion experience, anger motion in Anywaa can use words bāŋ (PL. bān) 'to', to express intention and b̀l̀t (PL. b̀l̀t) 'toward' to show unconsciousness in motion and emotion. The following two examples in (183a&b) are worth mentioning.

(183a) ārìéd a â â -bāŋ ṣoŋọtọ
     Aried PST go to anger
     'Aried went/has gone to anger.'

In (183a), the speaker knows that Aried knew that there is sadness in family she was going. So, she does not panic if a person cries in the homes she reaches as she will share the sadness intentionally. The example can also mean Aried is intentionally going to quarrel. Hence, telic
and bounded sadness/anger motion. Although example (183a) makes anger ground for ontological use, it can also mean ārièd āåá bāŋ niimè 'Aried has gone to sleep'. This metaphor is based on mouth physiology that occurs while a person is asleep. In fact, we go to sleep intentionally.

In (183b) the speaker knows that there will be there is anger or sadness in the family Aried is going but Aried does not know this. After reaching the family, Aried will accidentally face problems like those in which couples quarrel and insult each other and the husband beats the wife. Coming across this, Aried goes back to her village as she did not expect such a situation. So, the movement made by Ariet is atelic and non-bounded. Furthermore, in (183a), the speaker knows that there was a person who offended Aried in the morning and she became angry without her intention. In (183a), as the ground marker bāŋ 'to' implies, anger is felt like a ground that can be reached or touched because the anger in (183a) is intentional, but in (183b), as the atelic word bāŁt 'toward' implies, anger has been conceptualized as a ground that cannot be reached/cannot be touched because Aried had no intention to be angry.

Gradual development of anger can be expressed using serialization which is defined by Aikhenvald (2006) as a sequence of verbs serving as a single verb without any explicit marker of coordination, subordination or syntactic dependency of any other kind. Serial verbs describe what is understood as single event. The construction is monoclausal having one tense, aspect and polarity value. Based on the definition provided by Aikhenvald (2006), Anywaa examples can be provided as follows in (184a&b).

Example (184a) is non-emotional motion telling us that the lion slowly went into the byre and ate up the calves. The speaker, who might have hidden himself, was looking at the lion. In (184a) the verbs ôò 'come' and rin 'run to' have the past tense marker {ā-} but the verbs pār 'jump toward', pii 'reach' and tjām 'eat' have deleted the past tense marker for simplicity or to avoid redundancy. In the conceptualization of emotion with the source domain of MOTION EVENT,
the gradual development or declining of anger is expressed with serial verb construction by doubling the original motion ôô 'come' or ààj 'go'.

(b) غوتوتُ ان ôô ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ًANN ।

Example (184b) is an anger motion metaphor. The anger experiencer in (184b) is narrating the process of experiencing the anger by implying the way he or she was offended and felt the offense although the experiencer was attempting to control the anger. The ventive motion verbs like come, run and reach or enter clarify that the speaker experienced the anger. Serialization is very important to express the gradual development or decline of emotion, based on gradual moving away or coming of concrete objects.

4.20 Summary of Anger Metaphors

In this section, the metaphors of anger have been analyzed based on different source domains like IMPURE SUBSTANCE, BLINDNESS, INSANITY, FORCE, EXPLOSION, SUBSTANCE, CONTAINER, BAD TASTE and FIRE. In Anywaa, the words for anger are غوتوتُ 'anger', scrollTop 'bitterness of liver' or رً缰 'badness/spoilage of liver/stomach'. The use of BITTER TASTE and SPOILAGE as a lexical item for expressing anger in Anywaa is based on unpleasant things like dirty water or rotten objects, which are unpleasant to human mind, heart and liver. Thus, in Anywaa, anger is clearly evaluated as the most negative emotion. A linguistic expression like رً缰 مااتچ kî ji 'My liver is fire with you' implies I'm very angry with you, which is based on the source domain of FIRE. A linguistic metaphor like رً缰 ذتعللò 'My liver has become black or dirty' underlies ANGER IS BLACK/DIRTY but رً缰 ذللاال ذتروپي 'You speared the child's liver' implies that the addressee made the child angry. Hence, ANGER IS SHARP. In Anywaa, there is no clear distinction between anger and sadness although رً缰 رً缰 'falling down of liver' usually expresses sadness, which is an anger bringing hopelessness.
Chapter Five

5.1 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Fear in Anywaa

In Anywaa, fear can be conceived as both internal and external emotion. Internal fear here is to be understood to already exist in the body prior to meeting a danger. The Anywaa word for fear is lûår, whose predominant source domain is RUNNING AWAY. The word lûår36 'coward', pronounced with low tone and long diphthong, usually expresses fear as a personal trait or anxiety threat already existing in the body of the person. On the other hand, the word lûår 'fearful, always afraid', with high tone, usually expresses phobia as it is illustrated below in (185a&b):

(185a) lûår kî báåt dʒáåt
afraid of on tree
Lit. 'He is always afraid of climbing a tree.'
'He is acrophobic.'
(b) lûår kî mâán
afraid of females
Lit. 'He is always afraid of females.'
'He is gynophobic/fears females.'

The use of high tone also implies fear of going where there is a clearly known danger. The word lûår 'fear' in Anywaa is conceptualized as experience, gender based and genetic. Usually, females are believed to be more fearful and fear usually can be inherited from parents. Thus, the semantic primitives of fear comprise bad, do, happen and know. Fear therefore is a combination of concern and worry and it can be conditioned, gender specific, based on experience being real or imaginary (Wierzbicka, 1972:59-63). The word lûår 'very fearful' implies high degree of fear clarified to someone who does not know the degree of the fearful person's fear.

Among the Anywaa whether a person is fearful can be tested during childhood. When children are about to fight, an adult spits between them and says láaw kwárá jóó 'Here is my ancestor's saliva and the child who first steps on the saliva will be the first child to hit the opponent and therefore courageous. Furthermore, when children play games with their wives, they practice courage in which a boy comes and beats the wife of another boy and if the boy does not fight for

36The agentive nominalizer {dî-}, dlûår (PL. dlûåjê) expresses higher degree of fear than lûår (PL. lûåjejê.). In fact, the prefix dî is literally used to show an activity in which body parts are involved in an activity as in dî-pôô-j teacher, dl-ţâm-i 'eater', etc. Thus, dlûår, whose higher intensity takes high tone as dlûår, has higher degree than lûår fearful because {dî-} is an agentive nominalizer implying that feeling fear has become an activity of the fearful person who does not evaluate the stimulus.
his wife, he is interpreted to be fearful. For such a fearful person, the following song in (186), which was elicited by the investigator, is sung:

(186a) lúlår òò lúlår
coward oh coward
'Oh, fearful person'

(b) tǰi -è dĩ púòdò buût -è
wife of 3SG AUX beat near 3SG
'His wife is being beaten and taken while he is present.'

(c) màŋ -à tŋ ja àgòólà
need FOC spear in porch
'He is looking for a spear in the porch but he does not fight with his hands.'

The children's song in (186) implies that fearful people are not confident and usually do not fight. When fearful people are about to fight with their hands, they look for spears, guns or a big stick to hit their opponents avoid being defeated. In the mind of an adult Anywaa, a man should die for his wife or village even if he has no weapon.

5.1.1 FEAR as PHYSIOLOGY

In Anywaa, the metaphorical conceptualization of fear as physiology ranges from head to toes. This metaphorical conceptualization is further supported by Ledoux (1996) that fear as bodily experience begins in the brain. The amygdala, hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex can be regarded as a key to and source of fear experience. In Anywaa in particular, the tickling of head, which brings fear expressed as wià änlààw/ànîdyàłåj 'My head tickled' is used when walking in a forest or standing in a river. In the forest, beasts like lions or leopards and bewitching birds like an owl can observe a man walking in a forest while it is not seen by him. In the river, a crocodile may move through under water towards a man standing in a river. Such situations provoke tickling of head.

Human eye communicates intention and attitudes but it is the bewitching organ causing fear and sadness. For example, a fish seen by public will have a bad taste when eating it. The Anywaa do not have good relationship with an eye despite its visual function as it exposes secrets or see the genitals of both relative and another person. That is why there is a proverb wàŋ páá wàt 'An

37The idiom wiè ógwààr òlwîtj 'His/Her head was scratched by falcon before' expresses fear which is not new but experienced before. Such a person will not go to the stimulus place again. Example someone who was chased away by a crocodile in a harbour.

38The Anywaa proverbs nàám jìì bàŋ àdîtjaŋi 'There are no dry leaves in a river' is used to mean in a river do not go to a deep place as the coming of crocodile is not communicated by water as there are no dry leaves in a river. While sneaking a person in a forest, a beast may step on dry leaf or dry tree which produces loud sound leading to running away of the person being sneaked. For the case of forest, a man is advised not to enter into very dense forest as a lion or a leopard may be there.
During fear the physiology of human eye changes. For detail, see the linguistic idiomatic metaphors of fear based on eye physiology in table 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idiom</th>
<th>Literal meaning</th>
<th>Free Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę äkwàttó</td>
<td>His/Her eye stole something.</td>
<td>She/He was afraid of the public's silence and angry looking at him/her.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę ee bɔɔdɔ</td>
<td>He/has narrowed his/her eye.</td>
<td>He/She is looking with fear/jealousy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę ṣàbàŋ</td>
<td>Parts of his/her eye has been removed by fear stimulus.</td>
<td>He/She has become totally afraid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę okwàŋ</td>
<td>His/her eye has been rashed</td>
<td>He/She became very afraid of danger or injury due to experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę äñirâŋk</td>
<td>His/Her eye was torn by fear.</td>
<td>She was afraid of the action taken on him/her.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę ãnitàjööl/ádʒööe</td>
<td>His/Her eye collected itself.</td>
<td>She/He was afraid of the public's angry looking and stigma on him/her.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ṉêŋê átimò nǐ mò sx</td>
<td>His/Her eye became not smooth.</td>
<td>She/He was afraid due to crime like adultery or theft she committed and confirmed publicly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę átimò nǐ jël</td>
<td>His eye became black.</td>
<td>She is afraid to see the others' faces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ṉêŋê ãmúl wɔk</td>
<td>His/Her eye crawled out, became bulgy and confused.</td>
<td>He was surprised by the near fear stimulus like gun, spear or beast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę átimò nǐ wiít</td>
<td>His/Her eye became thin.</td>
<td>She reduced his/her eye due to fear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę átimò nǐ pât</td>
<td>His/Her eye became different.</td>
<td>She/He has isolated her/himself due to the public's avoiding speaking with him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ṉêŋê ñɔŋɔn̄ ñi gɔrrí</td>
<td>His/Her eyes are moving fast with fear.</td>
<td>He is looking with intense fear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâŋę lâw</td>
<td>His/Her eye is tonic</td>
<td>He/She is sad/shy/afraid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: FEAR as EYE PHYSIOLOGY

Literal language helps us organize our knowledge. From table 15 above, a cognitive linguist infers that the distinction between metaphorical and literal language is unclear. This is further supported by Gibbs (1994) as his critique to CMT as cognitive linguists do not clearly differentiate between literal and metaphorical primarily because the concept literal has many related meanings, but they do clearly distinguish between metaphorical and non-metaphorical language and thought.

From the perspective of interpreting emotion meanings, Kövecses (1995) states that the meaning of emotion can be understood based on different semantic views of which two of them namely the Label View and and Implicational View are worth mentioning in the present study. The
Lable view of emotion meaning argues that the meaning of an emotion term is simply an association between a label like the words like anger and fear, plus some real emotional phenomena like physiological processes like widening an eye or trembling of hand and behaviours like being a fearful person. Implicational view on the other hand, postulates that the meaning of an emotion is what it entails, implies or suggests to those who understand it. Hence, connotative meaning of emotion, which is based on context, experience and convention, is the central point in understanding an emotion concept. Connotative meaning of an emotion varies from culture to culture (See also Shweder, 1991).

From what Kövecses (1995) mentions, it can be interpreted that the Lable view of emotion focuses on physiology of emotion as a source of emotion meaning but Implicational view focuses on interpreting the meaning of emotion based on culture, experience, context and convention.

In reference to expression of fear in Anywaa in table 12, the idiomatic metaphor wânjê lâw 'His/Her eye is tonic,' is both literal and metaphorical because taking words one by one cannot clearly distinguish metaphor and literal meaning and tonic has similar meaning to BAD. In fact, an eye cannot be tasted to have salty or tonic taste although this may have literal interpretation. However, going back to socio-cultural experience of putting an amount of salt in stew or food and eating clarifies metaphoricity of salt related to fear pertaining to an eye. If the amount in the stew is not adequate or does not make the food delicious, it is said to be lâw 'tonic' or båṭ 'tasteless' as it is not strong. Such food is not eaten but abandoned because it does not satisfy hunger although it does not bring big danger even if eaten.

In Anywaa, a person whose eye is tonic is a person who is nervous, shy or afraid due to the loss of his/her faithful counterpart who helps him/her in case of urgency. A person whose eye is tonic is also afraid to see and join others do to the mistake he has made. On the other hand, when the amount of salt in stew is excessive, it is said to be kééṭʃ 'bitter like pepper'. Such food is not eaten as it results in swelling of face and liver pains. Similarly, people with bitter liver, who are heroes and courageous, are dangerous and not easy to attack or frighten. Hence, FEARFUL IS TONIC; HERO/COURAGEOUS IS BITTER.

The interaction between fear and sadness or anger as table 12 suggests leads us to the interpretation that emotions transform themselves from one form to another. Oatley's (2004)
study provides evidences for the transformation of one kind of emotion into another. She claims that among many other things, anger may result from fear.

Similarly, the idiom wàñè ɓàñ ’some parts of his/her eye have been removed by fear stimulus' implies that the person has totally become afraid and will not go back to the place where the event happened as he/she does not want to see the stimulus again. It is difficult to clearly relate the experiential basis of this metaphor, but bàñ literally means the removal of a child's incisors by themselves. The word bàñ is also is the middle voice form of bàñ ‘frighten', whose experience comes from removing all the leaves of a durra cane so that it will be eaten. Idioms are therefore conventional metaphors. Lakoff (1993:211) puts that in traditional approach, idiom are arbitrary but in cognitive linguistics, they are experientially motivated metaphors in cognitive system.

The Anywaa have beliefs about the body organs of a person. For example, a person with bulgy eyes is believed to be fearful as he stares at a person/dangerous animal and immediately runs away with panic while a person with small eyes is aggressive, who faces his/her opponent. A one eyed person is believed to be more aggressive. People with red eyes are believed to be murderers and courageous. Their eyes are believed to be reddened by the bloods of the people they murder. A person with white eyes is interpreted to be fearful and that with black eyes is a thief or fearful. People with long legs are fearful and fast runners capable of escaping danger easily. In addition to the above metaphorical idioms in table 12, an eye is also said to be torn like a clothe due to fear. Below, in data (187a-c), is a poem sang during the coming of Derg to power in 1974/1975.

(187a) የትመ Premiere ከ- kidám
Ethiopia FEM be first
Lit. ‘Let Ethiopia be first.’
‘Ethiopia should be prioritized.’
(b) እቃጌ ኢ- -dʒoọmmò
Asegid PST flee
Lit. ‘Asegid has fled.’
‘Asegid has fled away.’
(c) ውጉ dʒẹ...tʃ'
eye tear
Lit. ‘The eye is intensely torn.’
‘He was totally afraid of Derg and ran away.’

The poetic metaphor in (187a-c) expresses the fact that the Haile Selassie's regime which troubled the Anywaa a lot was overthrown by Derg regime. Asgid was a governor of Mugi and used to go to the Anywaa to tax them by taking their maizes and cattle for taxes. Poor Anywaaks were always running away as some were beaten for not paying the taxes. When Derg took the
power, Asigid fled. The Anywaa understood that all other governors of Haile Selassie would run away due to fear of Derg regime. Hence, the authorities of the king would live fearfully and those who were suppressed would live happily and peacefully. Thus, the Derg regime was expected to move forward and give priority to Ethiopia.

The idiom wàŋ dʒéjtʃ⁴³ An eye is torn' means total fear accompanied by running away and not coming back to the original place in which the incident happened. In similar way, when a clothe is torn up, it is not similar to the previous new one and if the tearing is expressed as ādzēe...tʃ⁴⁰ 'It was torn...n', it is meant total tearing. Hence, total fear. Thus, fear expressed with ādzēe...tʃ 'was torn is lower than ādzēe...tʃ 'was torn', because the source is based on totally tearing up an object.

In general, the conceptualization of fear in terms of eye, which is physical organ, provides mental access to human being and physical activities related to knowledge and confidence. In table (12), an eye is therefore, a metonym of human being as the eye becomes thin, different, collected and thief. So the underlying metaphor is A MENTAL STATE OF HUMAN BEING (FEARFUL, SHAMEFUL) IS A PHYSICAL STATE OF HUMAN EYE PHYSIOLOGY. The underlying principle is that people who are afraid/ashamed are unable to face others well. Therefore, they stoop⁴¹, look down and separate themselves from others and are alone. A person who is confident on other hand is called wàŋē téék 'His/Her eye is hard'. The idiom wàŋē kwēl 'His/Her eye is liquid' usually expresses confidence or cunningness. In fact, liquid and open things are used to stand for wisdom and knowledge as liquids flow and reach somewhere and an open space is seen. So, wàŋē kwēlwàŋē ōdzáppɔ 'someone whose eye is liquid/open' refers to a

---

³⁹ When someone is offended/attacked by a more powerful person/stimulus, he or she reacts to attacks the less powerful object/person. In Anywaa, this is called mağiidiidíi.

⁴⁰ The verb ādzējtʃ 'It was torn' (with low tone) expresses passive voice but ādzējtʃ 'torn' expresses middle voice in which the cause of tearing is not clear or emphasis on tearing but not the agent of tearing. However, with breathy vowels, the active vocie is expressed by the verb dʒéèo 'to tear'. The idiom ādzēe dʒèé literally means He/She torn it in his/her mouth, but it metaphorically means the person spoken about was very surprised and terrified by the current event unlike the others he used to do. The experience comes from a vulture which used to cut and scrape meat from skins for obtaining food, but one day, it was surprised by one skin it widely torn until its beak reached the ground. Therefore, aàna təgō dàŋ pēèn tʃə́n bəŋ piēn mō ōdzēe ñǎə káámār wáti piēn 'I started scraping off meat from skin long ago but there was no skin which torn in my mouth like this one metaphorically means I started committing crimes and escaping but I have been caught and very terrified in this one and will not repeat the crime again. So, the vulture is the criminal and scraping of the meat is committing crime. The meat is mapped onto the crime and the skin correponds to an offended person.

⁴¹ Among the Anywaa, when a thief is caught, drum is beaten and all the villagers gather in dance place by singing and mocking while the thief is in the middle. In doing so, the thief's head is scratched and knocked by singing as kúw aá lwéétë ōqin 'Oh, He is a thief, whose finger is not straight'. Also stolen things like maizees are put on his head while he is standing in the center of the public and forced to carry the load. After this time the thief is isolated for a long time. Some thieves leave their villages due to mocking.

---
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person who is civilized and not afraid to go somewhere, knowledgeable and do things with confidence among people. People who are afraid close their eyes and do not see things (see Q.M.A, 2015:91).

Furthermore widening of the mouth expresses fear and surprise. For such fear, the experiencer is also said to be confused where to run or what to do because the fear stimulus is met accidentally. In Anywaa, confusion caused by fear is called äpittò.

While narrow(ing) eyes expresses fear with silence, bulging eyes express emotion with an interjection like bułąj, bůłəjũləj, bọa... which is used with widely opened mouth to express high degree of surprise caused by big stimulus or high intensity of problem or danger. When a female Anywaa is surprised and very afraid, she utters the interjection ājāŋkōōn ɑɑ..., ājāŋ ɑɑ... 'Oh... my mother!' When a person dies in an expected way or when a mistake like breaking a pot is made, the interjection wů..., whose lower degree is wů... is uttered to show surprise for unamenable thing, but the interjection āj āj, whose higher degree is ājāj, with amalgamation, is uttered to express surprise to be reported to a big person to take an action on the person who has made a mistake. According to Fox (2000:186) a special pitch feature used to express meanings like surprise, sarcasm, etc is called emotional tone.

Difficulty of walking, paralysis, or high trembling are also the physiologies of fear. In Anywaa, the general word for high trembling caused by fear is called ädígóógi. Consider the following examples in (188a-c).

(188a) tìt ɛ-kṑñò kí bịát ñòm
legs of 3SG not step on ground strongly with on ground
Lit. 'His/Her legs do not step on the ground strongly.
He/She is very afraid to walk normally in front of public.'

(188b) n ̀-á -dʒ̃ʊ́tt ʒ̃ –ŋ̃u –d̃èt ʒ̃ –g̃̃ ̃á
when PST see 3PL body of 3PL PST
-put timò ñ̃ kwáŋñí
do soon become CON trembling
Lit. 'As soon as they saw the lion, their bodies immediately started trembling.
When they saw the lion, they immediately started trembling.'

Example (188b) implies that both fear /emotion and physiology can happen simultaneously. But if a person trembles after a lion has gone away, it takes us to the interpretation that emotion precedes physiology.

(188c) d̃èt ɛ-á -t̃ìmò m̃̃l n ̀-á báá ̀-
body of 3SG PST become dance when PST miss PASS
kí máâŋf̃í with gun
Lit. 'His/Her body became dancing when he/she was missed with the gun.
He/She became trembling (with fear) when he/she was missed with the gun.'
The fear in (188c) is followed by trembling of other body parts like legs, hands and lips and difficulty of speaking. Example (188c) therefore, implies TREMBLING WITH FEAR IS DANCING.

5.2 FEAR IS SHRINKING OF BODY

During fear, as the body size reduces and a person remains passive, the genitals also remain passive with the decrease in their length and erection. This consists of both male and female genitals. Examples (189)-(190c) illustrate FEAR as PASSIVITY OF GENITALS/SHRINKING OF BODY.

(189) tʃut penises of l55gá river side
3PL PST go inside with 1PL:EXCL and return:ITV 3PL
Lit. 'Their penises shrank with us and they returned away to the other side of the river.'
'They were very afraid of us and they crossed the river again.'

The metaphor in (189) implies that there were a team of males who crossed the river to attack the speaker's village, but having known that the villagers have more guns and are ready for the war, they became afraid and crossed the river to go back so that they will not have casualties. Testicles and the whole human also shrink due to fear. This conception has been illustrated in (190a&b).

(190a) mätt testicles of 3SG shrink:HAB with 1SG
Lit. 'His testicles shrink with me.'
'He is afraid of me.'

The shrinking of testicles is intensified by the shrinking of scrotum. The experiencer of fear in (190a) can be inferred to be a male as suggested by the testicles. This takes us to the formation of the conceptual metaphor A MALE'S FEAR IS THE SHRINKING OF HIS SCROTUM AND TESTICLES.

(b) qèn -à -d300ŋ
3PL PST shrunk
Lit. 'The shrank/have shrunk.'
'They have become afraid.'

The shrinking of the whole body of an experiencer of fear comes from source domain of shrinking of an object like leaf, ballon or skin which becomes small with shrinking, which may also be caused by strong cold. People who are afraid also collect themselves and become smaller.
and shorter, because they do not strengthen their bodies to react. A person who is afraid also sits with fear. This fear physiology is usually very clear with those surrounded by soldiers. Therefore, based on (190b) we can formulate FEAR IS SHRINKING OF WHOLE BODY.

(c) $\text{tfwenn} \ -\dot{e} \ \ddot{a} \ -\ddot{d}s \ ji \ k\ddot{e}p$

Lit. 'Her clitoris went into the stomach of sheath.'
'She became/has become afraid.'

Example (190c) implies the conceptual metaphor: BODY PARTS ARE KNIVES; BODY/SKIN IS A SHEATH; A FEMALE'S FEAR IS THE GOING OF CLITORIS IN INSIDE VAGINA. In example (190c) therefore, sheath implies vagina as the expericer is a female who being afraid is clued by the inward clitoris. The general conceptualization of fear in which reproductive organs remain passive and go inside the skin implies that FEAR IS IMPOTENCY, FEAR IS INWARD/DOWANWARD; AGGRESSION IS ERECT.OUTWARD (OF PENIS/CLITORIS). However, the whole body can paralyze as fear physiology reaches every part of human body. Hence, FEAR IS PARALYSIS. During war or gun firing, some people are very shocked and may fart, urinate and even defecate. When a man is afraid to lead and go to war front, he may make an excuse as I am going toilet, I am going to urinate or I am sick to avoid going to war.

During palpitations with fear, the voice pirpîr, which is made by heartpound is interpreted as a high degree of fear. Further, lung causes deep breathing and a person who is fearful is believed to have bigger lung causing deep breathing while experiencing fear. Thus, ôbâlê pâl 'His/Her lung is big' refers to a very fearful person breathing deeply and crying with louder voice.

Due to the internal pressure in the body of an experiencer of the fear, defecation occurs and this leads to the conceptualization of fear as DEFECATION accompanied by URINATION and farting (See Fox, 2002:577). In Anywwa, an instant case in which intestines are softened by fear bringing defecation can found in the following expressions in (191a&b):

(191a) $\text{ow\ddot{a}nj} \ \text{m\dot{n}} \ -\ddot{a} \ \text{d\ddot{o}\dot{s}n} \ \text{tf\ddot{i}nj} \ \text{d\ddot{z}\dot{e}j} \ -\ddot{a}$

$\text{-g\dot{a}nj} \ -\ddot{e}$

Lit. 'The bigger weapon softened the intestines of the people.'
'The bigger weapon made the people defecate with fear.'

Fear in (191a) brings accidental diarrhea as the intestines are softened. This in turn impiles that very fearful person defecates with fluid diarrhea faeces on his own body as it is difficult to
remove the clothe. When the whole body including liver is softened by fear, it becomes difficult to control fear. So, an experiencer of fear paralyzes, trembles, faints or dies.

(b) lèllèr mō pôsk kî tʃèk ège kɛɛr -ɛ
Fearful REL panic with faeces of 3SG only 3SG
Lit. 'A fearful person who panics with his own fart.'
' A very fearful person.'

5.2.1 FEAR IS A STRONG COLD

Cold is also a very good source domain of fear. Among the Anywaa, one experience of cold to be used as source domain of fear is staying in water for a long time. After coming out of water, the body starts trembling. Physiologically, fear can be understood in terms of COLD caused by rain or cold season.

Esenova (2011:23) puts that understanding fear in terms of cold is a type of physiological metaphor, whose source domains are represented by uncontrollable, immediate physiological reactions and physiological states lasting for short time; the source domain is also specific to a given emotion and usually visible or perceptible to an observer. In FEAR IS (VERY) COLD metaphor, FEAR is conceptualized as COLD, because the reaction of the body to cold is similar to the reaction of the body to fear (e.g shaking, trembling, temporary paralysis, pallor, etc).

Therefore, the stimuli of fear metaphor based on COLD are immediate sad news, meeting a dangerous object like a big snake, hearing heavy firing, seeing soldiers and seeing a dead person.

This implies INTENSITY OF FEAR IS DEGREE OF COLD. Consider examples (192a-d).

(192a) dèér -ɛ -dʒittò kà äidéezóój mār lùlr
Body of 3SG find OBL big cold of fear
Lit. 'His/Her body has got big fear cold.'
'He/She was trembling and very afraid.'

The metaphorical expression in (192a) has the general source of kóó 'cold', but the higher degree of fear has been conceptualized in terms of äidéezóój 'strong cold' which makes a person collect himself/herself by putting his/her hands on his/her shoulders and go to sleep. The word dʒòój means to collect oneself or to become thin. So, the existence of cold in a person's body can be literal if there is no fear stimulus in the context like staying in a river, but it can be contextually metaphorical if there is fear stimulus like soldiers, seeing a dead person or a lion.

Therefore, at mental space level, the two contexts clarifying the meaning of this metaphor are physical environment and bodily context. Such fear understood in terms of COLD is clear only to the people near the person who has become afraid.
The voice kétkét has its verb stem kěnn- to be trembling with cold. So, kěnní kě lúěr 'He/She is trembling with fear cold as ketket...' 'He was very afraid.'

Example (192b) clearly supports what Kövecses (2019:46) mentions that the body and its bodily response and the appropriateness of response is very related to the concept of emotion, because emotion is usually displayed through bodily response and behaviour.

In (192c) the adverb kàà is used to express doubt or lack of evidence or reason. Thus, the speakers in (192c) are woman who did not expect the man to become afraid and silent. The fear expression in (192c) can be preceded by the interjection búój, which is used to express extreme surprise caused by big stimulus, because among the Anywaa, it is not expected from males to cry and to be afraid.

As it can be deduced from (192d), there is intense fear accompanied by trembling and cold experienced by the person near the speaker. The mythical cold which killed Ajula and her husband has its lexical name ānjalàkiir. These two couples were killed by the cold as they were sleeping outside the house. The so called kój ôʧōömmó 'cold of snail' is mild morning cold. Another intense cold making the Anywaa stay around fire for a very long time is tʃûrû, which is an extended name of tʃûûrû 'a cat fish with very big head'. This cat fish has bigger head but

---

43The cold is named after tʃûûrû fish when it returns from lakes to rivers like Gilo and Baro and makes movement to grasp for an air on water. In Anywaa, this movement and grasping is called dwâañ. This fish grasps for an air during āriia 'spring'. The so called kój ôʧōömmó'snail cold' on the other hand comes when snails produce offspirings and slugs moving in the grasses.
small body and it is one of the totems of shilluk ancestor and god njikáŋ. The cold makes many people warm their bodies with fire in the morning. It can be deduced that the star constellation of tʃwìèò or tʃùùrù represents the genetic relation between the Anywaa and the Shilluk. In fact, it is believed among the Anywaa that the ancestor of Shilluk is njikáŋ and that of ānwáá is giîl and the two people were brothers (See Perner, 1994: 268 for detail).

5.2.2 FEAR with the source domain of SUBSTANCE IN A CONTAINER.

Body parts like the whole body, stomach and liver serve as containers of fear. Fear can fill the container, may not exist in the container or can be half in the container to express fear intensity. In actual life, a container can be empty or may have small amount at its bottom. When the container is full, it has very high amount content. The following examples in (193)-(198b) are therefore worth mentioning.

(193) ìùrà r ò -ŋièò (ji) tòŋ wàŋ i
fear PERF recognize (in) egg of eye of 2SG
Lit. 'Fear has been recognized in the pupil (of your eye).'

In (193), fear is a substance in the container eye pupil based on the experiencer's fearful look. In fact, the Anywaa word tòŋ wàŋ 'egg of eye' has its English equivalent eyeball but giî wàŋ 'dog of eye' in English means pupil (of eye). However, in Anywaa there is no clear distinction between the lens and pupil (of an eye).

(194) ʋi rà 附加值 -timò nĩ liírí
head of 1SG PST become CON blunt
Lit. 'My head became blunt and painful like teeth.'

In (194) fear is a substance in head as a container due to thingking and predicting the coming of fear stimulus. The substance in the head is called ādyʊk ká ākém 'shame', which the Anywaa believe to exist in human head.

(195a) tɔŋ lùrà pɔ̀ọt dàgo tʃwìn -i
half of fear still exist liver of 2SG
Lit. 'There still exists half of fear inside your liver.'

The datum in (195a), implies low degree of fear understood in terms of half of fear in liver which is based on half of substance like mango, flour or meat in a container. Example (195a) implies that the addressee is near the addresser and the addressee is still not very active due to fear.

(b) ọkàdò tʃwìn -è pàŋ kĩ lùrà
Okado liver of 3SG full with fear
Lit. 'Okado's liver/stomach is full of fear.'

'Okado is very afraid/very fearful.'
The metaphor in (195b) can imply very high fear as a trait or becoming very afraid in specific time due to specific event. Such a person usually panics when he/she walks alone in places like forest or when firing a gun by himself. When a liver is full of fear, i.e when a person is very afraid, a person's head and liver will have big prediction that death is near. Fear in liver can reach body parts and that is why the Anywaa think of fearful people as those whose bodies are full of fear. Fear reaches a person's legs and hands. This is known by physiology or trembling of hands and legs making the experimenter passive or sweating. Since fear exists in human liver, the Anywaa believe that the word tʃɔdɔ 'TERRIFY' can also be understood as PUTTING FEAR INSIDE A PERSON'S LIVER. Consider the example below in (196):

(196) tʃwɪɲ nilɑːl kɛr kɪŋ ̣-i kɪ lùɑr
liver of child NEG put 2SG OBL fear
Lit. 'Do not put fear inside the child's liver.'
 'Do not terrify the child.'

Example (196) implies the Anywaa's conception that TERRIFYING A PERSON IS PUTTING FEAR INSIDE HIS/HER LIVER based on putting an object in a container. In Anywaa, the heart flies like a bird due to panic. One can also argue that fear physiology of heart is understood based on A PANICKED AND FLYING BIRD as can be seen in the metaphor wɛɲɛ pɪrɪ kɪ bóók 'His/Her heart is producing the flight voice pîr... due to panic'. When an Anywaa panics, the palpitations and deep breathing produce the voice pîrpir. Similarly, when a bird panics and flies quickly, its wings produce the voice pîr...

(197) tʃáːnɔ mɔ ̣ jlɛ ̣-ɛ dá lùɑr
speech REL stomcah of 3SG exist fear
Lit. 'A speech whose stomach contains fear.'
 'A speech which contains fear.'

The metaphor in (197) can also be uttered as tʃáːn lùɑr 'fear speech' or tʃáːn bóók 'He/She is speaking with fear/panic'. Physiologically, a person who is afraid trembles, breathes deeply or palpitates and this makes him/her speak with slur or stammer. Hence, A LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION IS A CONTAINER OF FEAR/EMOTION. The voice and the way we look at people and our body strength are evidences for the presence of fear in our speech. The existence of fear in whole human body and chest can be expressed as follows in (198a&b).

(198a) dɛɛr ̣-ɛ bɛɛdɔ ná lùɑr kɛɛr ̣-ɛ
body of 3SG live CON fear only 3SG
Lit. 'His/Her body is totally filled with fear.'
 'He/She is very fearful.'

The metaphor in (198a) is based on the full amount of substance in a container extended to the trembling of whole body with fear. Hence, VERY HIGH INTENSITY OF EMOTION IS (BIG) AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN A CONTAINER.
Lit. 'There is fear thunder in his chest.'
'The usually palpitates with fear.'

Example (188b) refers to a fearful person who usually palpitates when seeing danger or when quarreling. The Anywaa verb mârò means the verb thunders in English and kòòtj means chests in English. Thus, nîmârkóòtj, literally means an object which thunders in the chest so that it causes fear. In Anywaa, palpitations produces the voice lik or dîm, which is intrepreted as thunder due to voice simillarity between thunder and palpitations. Therefore, based on (213b), FEAR IS A SUBSTANCE IN CHEST.

Fear can ontologically be understood as a RESIDENT, RESIDENCE/HABITAT OR LOCATION and can build house in body parts like liver and stomach. Such fear takes longer time without being controlled or becomes a trait due to terrifyng situation which lasts longer.

Consider the data below in (199a-c).

(199a) gê  èn  -á  ji  lulâr  mô  têêk
3PL  be:LOC  FOC  stomach of  fear  REL  hard
Lit. 'They are in the stomach of hard fear.'
'They are in an intense fear.'

Example (199a) us takes to the cognitive metaphor FEAR IS A CONTAINER OF AN EXPERIENCER. Such a fear is caused by rumours that a village is about to be attacked by enemy. In such a situation, the villagers may not have adequate weapons and bullets or the village may be very small. The word têêk 'hard' evokes HIGH DEGREE OF FEAR OR EMOTION IS HARD/FORCE, which implies that the experiencers are overcome by the fear. The phrase kît ji lulâr ' to put a person inside fear' means to terrify a person. Hence, TERRIFYING A PERSON IS PUTTING A PERSON INSIDE FEAR/DANGEROUS (OBJECT).

(b) lulâr  â  -qéêt  tîwîn  -ê
fear  PST  build  liver of  3SG
Lit. 'Fear has built a house inside his/her liver.'
'It is difficult for him/her to control his/her fear.'

People or animals build habitats to live in and it is difficult to come out of a habitat since it is a living place.

(c) lulâr  béêd  -ó  tîwîn  -î
fear  live  PROG  liver of  2SG
Lit. 'Fear lives in your liver.'
'You are very fearful.'

In example, (199c) fear is understood as a resident living in liver, which is understood as a habitat. Where a creature lives is where it usually stays. Objects also have their permanent
locations. Thus, FEAR IS A LIVING ENTITY IN LIVER AS ITS RESIDENCE/HABITAT. This kind of fear is usually accompanied by prediction that a danger may come in an unknown time.

4.2.3 LIVER'S TEXTURE and TASTE as a Source Domain of FEAR and COURAGE

In the present study, by texture, I refer to the degree to which a liver is soft or hard to be used as a source domain of fear and courage in Anywaa. As their folk view, the Anywaa believe that there is an imaginary element called tʃɛr, which is located in a liver. This element has bitter taste. People with this element in their livers are brave fighters and even alone can go to attack a village. Hence, tʃɛr is (an element of) courage/heroism. With high tone the word tʃɛr literally means smell or taste of urine. That is why the Anywaa speak of brave person or hero based on BITTER LIVER as follows in (200a&b):

(200a) tʃwɪn -è dá tʃɛr
    liver of 3SG exit bitter element of courage
Lit. 'There is bitter element of courage/heroism in his liver.'
     'He is an hero/courageous.'

(b) tʃwɪn -è kɛɛtʃ
    liver of 3SG bitter
Lit. 'His/her liver is bitter.'
     'He/She is brave/courageous.'

In the conception of the Anywaa, what makes a liver bitter leading to being courageous is the bitter object containing courage. Hence, COURAGE IS BITTER BUT FEAR IS NOT BITTER; BRAVE PEOPLE ARE BITTER LIVERED. The Anywaa believe that the bitter element of courage in liver usually exists in the livers of males. That is why most courageous people are males. In fact, this element is also called kèɛn 'bitter element bringing bitter feeling and courage in a liver'. Therefore, courage is also called in Anywaa kɛɛtʃ tʃwɪn 'bitterness of liver', because courageous people get angry quickly and respond for themselves or to support others.

The verb kèɛnɔ means to become bitter. The use of tonic eye and tastelessness imply that fearful people are not bitter. This must be the reason for which the Anywaa metaphorically call an aggressive and courageous person bà bàtɛy kɛɛtʃ (ādimɛtiti) 'A person who is not tasteless, but bitter (pepper) person'. When we eat big pepper or bitter thing, we abandon it for survival. Similarly, courageous and aggressive people usually defeat and chase away their opponents.

In contrast, absence of tʃɛr element in the liver makes a person LIVERLESS AND FEARFUL. Thus, in Anywaa the idiom bà tʃwɪn 'liverless person' is a very fearful person. Socio-culturally,
females are perceived to be soft livered and liverless and males are livered. That is why for fearful or gullible man, it is said in Anywaa in (201a):

(201a)  tʃwɨn -i tʃwɨn dáāgə
        liver of 2SG liver of female
Lit. 'Your liver is a female's liver.'
     'You are fearful/gullible.'

That is why a fearful male is called dāāgə'female'. Therefore, among the Anywaa COURAGE/HEROISM IS A PRESENCE OF A LIVER IN HUMAN BODY AND FEAFULNESS IS HAVING NO LIVER. When people quarrel, the person who thinks that he/she is courageous/hero calls the opponent for fight as follows in (201b):

(201b) nɛ̌ɛ  tʃwɨn -i dáāgə  nì -i tɛɛk  dɔ..tʃ
        if liver of 2SG exist if 2SG hard DEG
     dɔ  -i ênñə  ênñə
     come 2SG now now
Lit. 'If you really have a liver and if you are really hard, come now now.'
     'If you really have a heart and courageous, come now now!'

Example (201b) implies that having a liver is similar to being courageous. The speaker in (201b) is calling for fight as he thinks that he is courageous. In such a context, if the addressee does not go to fight and is still sitting down or simply standing, he/she is judged to be fearful or liverless. In Anywaa, such an imperative of checking one's courage is called bɔr.

The Anywaa's use of liver as source domain of COURAGE with the absence of liver as a source of FEAR supports Velasco's (2001-2:52) point that QUALITIES ARE POSSESSIONS. Therefore, in reference to Anywaa, LIVER METONYMICALLY STANSD\textsuperscript{44} FOR COURAGE, with the target-in-source metonymy type, because this piece of knowledge is experientially grounded in a number of sensations which we experience in liver when we are determined to face a danger and afraid or lack courage. Regarding the metaphor of understanding courage in terms of having a liver, courage is conceived of as physical entity with its associated properties (e.g. it can be possessed). This is an abstract concept, which is difficult to deal with and therefore it is understood as physical quantity. Accordingly, the property of displaying courage or being courageous is understood as the state in which the person is an owner of object. Therefore, an

\textsuperscript{44}This implies that metonymy is subsidiary to metaphor and image schematic structure as it is found in the same cognitive domain or domain internal and follows the requirements imposed by metaphor. Also metonymy develops within either source or target. Further, the relation between source and target of metonymy mappings depends on logic of image-schema at work. An image schema is subordinated to metaphor because it is either source or target. Such a point can be further strengthened by an Anywaa example wiə ārwałənə'I have lost my head' to refer to total forgetting, which is a loss of idea in the head. So the concrete object head metonymically stands for idea, which is located in the head. But absence of information or idea to be remembered is an absence of head and presence of information is the existence of head. When someone speaks illogically, it is said ji tʃɬənə kɛɛ wii əŋul wɔk 'You are speaking as if your head were cut off' (See Velasco, 2001-2).
owner is mapped onto courageous person and possessing is displaying. Possession (liver) corresponds to courage and not possessing liver is mapped onto fear. The instantization of metonymy of liver for courage makes use of container image schema, which has interior, exterior and boundary. Liver is in the body and courage is in the liver. Therefore, courage and fear are in the body. According to Lakoff (1989), if a container A is in container B and X is in A, then X is in B.

Furthermore, with the Anywaa's belief that brave people are hard livered and fearful people are soft livered mostly consisting of females, we can make an analogy that soft things can be destroyed easily and fearful people can be defeated easily. The experience of the use of hard liver for courage and soft liver for fear come from hard objects like stone, bone, fire and metal and soft things like mud, cotton and porridge. Therefore, idioms like ṭ̈wînè ᵐڥóó 'His/Her liver is soft' or jiè bóóñì 'His Her stomach is soft', ṭ̈wînè ᵐɔɔ 'His/her liver is soft and fearful or painics quickly' means a person who cries soon when blamed, insulted or when facing a danger but not beaten or hit. Such people also have more tears and cry immediately when they see a dead counterpart during war or when blamed. For such a person, the laziness is understood in terms of liver as ṭ̈wînè ᵐɔɔ 'His/Her liver is lazy/weak'. When a liver becomes soft, it results in the production of tear in the human eye. Thus, softening of liver expands to the body and makes the person coward and weak.

When a liver becomes tasteless, it makes a person gullible as in ṭ̈wînè b₉ kâːmâr ᵐɔɔ 'His liver is tasteless like a female". Hence, FEMALES\textsuperscript{45} ARE SOFT-LIVERED; MALES ARE HARD LIVERED\textsuperscript{46}. These cognitive metaphors further take us to generic level metaphor FEARFUL PEOPLE ARE SOFT LIVERED, FEARLESS PEOPLE ARE HARD LIVERED. The hardness of liver makes a person strong or hero and that is why the Anywaa use the word té̤k 'hardness/strength of a person 'to imply heroism or cleverness as in gē té̤k 'They are hard, heroes (clever)'. In Anywaa, a hero is called ōt̂èɛ\textsuperscript{47} (PL. ōt̂è) which mainly means a male of

\textsuperscript{45}Males who are named Oman or who spend more times with females are also said to be soft livered(fearful) as they usually cry and throw away guns during war. Females believe that males who usually stay with them will have small butt as they take some flesh of his butt, but this is an indirect advise to a boy not to stay with females, specially near hearth.

\textsuperscript{46}The part-whole relation metonymy has source-in-target metonymy but déěrâ ābûk 'My whole body panicked' has target-in-source metonymy. The increase in size of lung metonymically stands for degree fearfulness. So ṧâbû pâł 'His lung' is big metaphorically means \textit{He is a very fearful person who cries loudly.}

\textsuperscript{47}For such a person, people also say ṭ̈wînè māạ́f 'His liver is fire' to imply the man's bravery
hardness. Thus, the source of the whole body's and body parts' strength is the liver. Based on force dynamic theory, a hard-livered person is an agonist (a person) who usually overcomes the fear but a soft-livered person is an agonist (a person) who is usually overcome by fear, the antagonist.

The Anywaa females themselves believe that they are fearful, but their male counterparts are fearless. The females express their being fearful in (202) as follows:

\[(202) \quad tʃʊţọ \quad tʃwɨŋ \quad -gɛ \quad tɛɛk, \quad bá \quad mɔ̃n \quad tʃwɨŋ \quad -gɛ \]

\[
\text{Lit.} \quad \text{'Males' livers are hard, but females' livers are soft.'}
\text{'}Males are fearless, but females are fearful.'
\]

Among the Anywaa, crying and running away from danger is usually believed to be the attribute of females, who are fearful. Therefore, based on example (202), it follows that FEARLESSNESS IS  tɛɛk tʃwɨŋ 'HARDNESS OF LIVER'; FEARFULNESS IS dɔ̃õm tʃwɨŋ 'SOFTNESS OF LIVER'. DEGREE OF COURAGE IS DEGREE OF HARDNESS OF LIVER AND DEGREE OF FEAR IS DEGREE OF SOFTNESS OF LIVER. In Anywaa dîtʃʊò 'man/male' is metaphorically extended to courageous and ɖãqɔ̃ female' is extended to lazy and fearful person.

In Anywaa, a courageous person is also believed to be a true human being unlike a fearful person. Table 13 provides detailed idiomatic metaphors of Anywaa for expressing fear and courage based on the source domain of LIVER's TEXTURE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anywaa Idiom</th>
<th>Literal Translation</th>
<th>Free Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tʃwɨŋ dɔ̃õm ɖɔ́t</td>
<td>His/Her liver is very soft.</td>
<td>He/She is very fearful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃwɨŋ bʊʊŋŋ</td>
<td>His/Her liver is soft when touched.</td>
<td>He/She is fearful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃwɨŋ ɬaɭa</td>
<td>His liver quickly pains.</td>
<td>He/She quickly pains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɬaɭa tʃwɨŋ</td>
<td>To terrify a liver.</td>
<td>To terrify a person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɬaɭa tʃwɨŋ</td>
<td>Fearfulness of a liver.</td>
<td>fearfulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃwɨŋ tɛɛk</td>
<td>His/Her liver is hard.</td>
<td>He/She is courageous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tɛɛk tʃwɨŋ</td>
<td>Hardness of liver</td>
<td>courage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bəŋ tʃwɨŋ</td>
<td>He/She has no liver.</td>
<td>He/She is fearful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɬaɭa tʃwɨŋ</td>
<td>He has got a liver.</td>
<td>He has become brave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bəŋ tʃwɨŋ</td>
<td>Non-existence of liver</td>
<td>Fearfulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pəŋ tʃwɨŋ</td>
<td>A liver's falling down</td>
<td>Becoming afraid/sad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃwɨŋ ɖãqɔ̃</td>
<td>A female's liver</td>
<td>A liver causing fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃwɨŋ wənən</td>
<td>His father's liver</td>
<td>His inherited fear/courage from his father</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: LIVER as a Source Domain of FEAR and COURAGE in Anywaa

Furthermore, among the Anywaa, while a courageous male is respected and metaphorically regarded to have a penis, a fearful male is disrespected and regarded as an unimportant person like a female as:
Lit. 'In the front part of your udder, there is no penis, but vagina.'
 'You are very fearful like a female.'

The addressee in example (203a) is a fearful male, who is metaphorically depicted to have no penis but vagina. This implies that in the folk theory and metaphor of the Anywaa, MALENESS IS LIVER. Thus, A FEARFUL MALE IS A FEMALE. Similarly, A FEARLESS FEMALE IS A MALE and metaphorically has a penis as it is illustrated in (203b).

(b) ɲààŋ -i ditfṑ
girl this male
Lit. 'This girl is a male.'
 'This girl is very courageous like a male.'

Generally, examples (203a&b) imply the Anywaa's metaphorical belief that FEAR MAKES A PERSON A FEMALE AND COURAGE MAKES A PERSON A MALE. In Anywaa, a very courageous person/hero is also called dèèr ɖààŋò dòtʃ kírèè 'a very real human being'. In general, of all the body parts, the liver is the center of perception and emotions or feelings among the Anywaa. Any emotion coming from liver is higher and truer. Furthermore, human qualities like sympathy, assistance, heroism and faith are also located in the liver. Liver also interacts with other organs for assisting cognition and true human life and health. Thus, liver sees, cries, thinks, walks, talks, receives, sits down, stands up, becomes mad, seeks, desire and hates. As people experience fear, body parts like liver, stomach and blood metonymically stand for a person who is experiencing fear. Consider the examples (204a-d):

(204a) tʃwìn -è -à -bòòk
liver of 3SG PST panic
Lit. 'His/Her liver has panicked.'
 'He/She has panicked.'

As human behaviour, tʃwìnè bòò'a person whose liver pains (quickly)' is a fearful person who pains with minor stimulus.

(b) tʃwìn -à -à -lùàjjo
liver of 1SG PST be afraid
Lit. 'My liver has become afraid.'
 'I'm afraid.'

(c) rèm dèèr -à -ò -bòòk
blood of body of 1SG PERF panic
Lit. 'The blood of my body has panicked.'
 'I'm panicked/anxious.'

(d) tʃwìn -i dʒạ̀àk
liver of 2SG lazy
Lit. 'Your liver is weak.'
 'You are lazy/fearful.'

In Anywaa, a person whose liver is lazy is a person who usually panics, runs away or cries with easy things. Such emotions have part-whole or source-in-target metonymies resulting in
metonymic metaphors. When averting, calming, mourning or encouraging a person not to be sad or afraid, idioms related to liver, chest and body are used as table 14 illustrates below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idiom</th>
<th>Literal Translation</th>
<th>Free Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mák tʃwíɲi</td>
<td>Hold your liver firmly.</td>
<td>Do not be sad/afraid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mɛtʃ tʃwíɲi</td>
<td>Supress your liver.</td>
<td>Don't be afraid/Don't cry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃɪp tʃwíɲi pɪɲ</td>
<td>Put down your liver.</td>
<td>Cool down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mák dɛɛrɪ</td>
<td>Hold your body firmly.</td>
<td>Be strong.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kɛ́r kóórɪ/ɬwíɲi ɬáqɔ̌</td>
<td>Let your chest/liver not fall (down).</td>
<td>Don't be sad/afraid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɬʃɔm tʃwíɲi</td>
<td>Fix your liver.</td>
<td>Be strong.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: Controlling fear/sadness with body and its parts in Anywaa

Table 14 implies that controlling emotion by strengthening body, liver and chest helps to stop palpitations, crying, falling down, and stopping tears from falling down or floating. According to Talmy (1988:79), this resistance to emotion force is called blockage. Thus, AMONG THE ANYWAA, AN AGONIST WHO HAS CONTROLLED FEAR/SADNESS IS THE ONE WHO HAS HELD HIS/HER LIVER FIRMLY. A fearful person usually trembles and his body becomes weak while he is about to fight and this makes him/her defeated. Table 14 implies that sadness can be a subcategory of fear. This in turn strengthens the point made by Barcelona (1986), Ekman (2003) and Luo (20160 that sadness can be explained by investigating basic emotions.

4.2.4 FEAR with Source Domain of DEATH

Even though fear is clearly known to be not necessarily disease, it causes diseases and leads to death. Thus, to survive, running away, hiding oneself or controlling fear is important. So, fear is good for survival, but it is bad since it leads to losing rank from chief or king and it makes village taken by the enemy while fearful villagers are running away. Running away can result in fainting. Thus, a coward person is very hated among the Anywaa as he does not protect the village, is incapable of fighting an enemy or does not bring leopard skin and other important things for the community. Below are some linguistic metaphors in (205)-(209) used to realize FEAR as DEATH in Anywaa.

(205) lʊcum jɛw kɪ kʊɔr -ɛ əriɛw
      fearful die in places of 3SG two
Lit. 'A coward dies in two places.'
      'A coward dies twice.'

The metaphor in (205) can be compounded as lʊáj ɬɔɔ 'death fear' implying high degree of fear leading to death. The example in (205) is a proverb with the meaning that before you interpret a stimulus well, do not simply run away for you may be ambused in the other side or may meet
another danger causing death. For example, there are cases where people think that they should run away to a safer place but die there while they could have survived in their previous place. For example, merely running away from a beast in a forest and jumping into river may result in being eaten up by a crocodile. Running itself can cause death. Hence, appraisal (evaluating) a stimulus is important for survival and controlling emotion (See also Peikoff, 1993).

(206) wààd -í nàg -à lùàrr -í már -è
son of 2SG kill FOC fear DEF of 3SG
Lit. 'Your son was killed by his fear.'
'Your son was very afraid and became very passive.'

The metaphor in (206), which underlies FEAR IS A KILLER, is a response to a father or mother who complains that his/her son was killed by a person, but the speaker knows that he died due to fear by running away or being shot. During war, people who run are easily shot although they are not targeted. So, running away without evaluating the events results in death or fainting.

(207) ãdʒûlù lùáj -è ñò
Ajulu fear of 3SG death
Lit. 'Ajulu's fear is death.'
'Ajulu is very fearful.'

In Anywaa, a fearful person who becomes passive due to fear faint without controlling himself or herself is understood to have already died. During war, such a person is given to one person or young person to kill him or her and not killed with more bullets as he or she is found sitting or lying down without running away. Also a spear but not a gun may be used to kill such a fearful enemy. Such a fearful person is also called ńinjóótk 'extremely soft and rotten'. The literal meaning of this word is that the meat or fish is extremely soft due to over boiling or becoming rotten. Such meat or fish can separate itself from bone easily. So, fear understood in terms of tòbò 'becoming very soft due to boiling/being rotten' has lower degree than the one based on ńjóódko 'becoming very soft due to being boiled/becoming rotten for a longer time'.

(208) òdíék bàŋ piën -è pàátf
hyena no skin of 3SG home
Lit. 'There is no skin of hyena at home.'
'Fear is important for survival.'

Example (208) is a proverb which is an advice to aggressive people. It means it is important to be fearful to survive. In Anywaaland, aggressive and brave animals like leopard, which run to hunters, are killed and their skins are brought home and used for different purposes. However, because hyena usually runs away from danger like people carrying weapons, it survives. So, fearfulness is patience and wisdom and therefore helps a person to survive. Aggressive people who rush to fighting or war die young. Lineages who are strong warriors are usually cursed resulting in the death of the whole lineage.

167
The word .Fatalf means running  fatigue caused by fear by running for a long time without taking a rest. In fact, there are fearful people who die due to running fatigue and shocking. Diseases like malaria can be used as a source of fear. In Anywaa, the word Ədiriğ'i can literally mean malaria but it can be metaphorically extended to mean fear and passivity. The Anywaa word Ədiriğ'i is derived from the voice Ʀiŋiŋ, which is the voice of shivering or trembling with malaria, which is further extended to trembling with fear. So, figurative language violates selectional restriction but leaves room for interpretation (Brinton, 2000).

Another conceptualization linked to fear as DEATH is fear as an OPPONENT. The experience comes from wrestling, war or stick fighting in which some people are defeated and others run away by falling down and fainting. Examples (210)-(213) have been given below to illustrate FEAR IS AN OPPONENT in Anywaa.

Example (210) implies that ʃɛɛr ɛ - ʃib ɛ 'He/She gave his/her hand.'

Although being afraid can be understood in terms of giving hand, giving a liver means loving someone, accepting an idea or exposing a secret.

In example (211), the agonist (the person) is strong as his liver has not fallen down, but when a person is overcome by the force of fear (antagonist), his/her liver falls down. Hence, BEING OVERCOME BY FEAR IS THE FALLING DOWN OF A LIVER; THE HARDER THE LIVER, THE STRONGER THE PERSON IS. People or objects which are defeated are destroyed by falling down. The Anywaa’s belief that people fall down with fear (sadness) is due to the falling of liver or palpitations.

Example in (212a) implies that ʃiŋ ɛ - ʃib ɛ 'He/She does not hold his/her stomach' to refer to controlling fear (sadness) has no linguistic metaphor acceptance among the Anywaa speakers because heroism is in the LIVER. However, holding a body strongly is used as a source domain of controlling fear as illustrated in (212b):
(b) dëèr -í bá màq -í nábărê
body of 2SG NEG hold 2SG totally
Lit. 'You totally do not hold your body firmly.'
'You totally do not control your fear.'

Example (212b) is metaphorically acceptable among native speakers of Anywaa. This is due to fear physiology in which a person who is very afraid does not stand or falls down. So, màk tʃwìn 'holding liver strongly' and màk dëèl 'making one's body strong to control fear and sadness' imply that the Anywaa conceive liver and body as strong enough to control fear and other emotions unlike stomach. Yet, the major source of power for controlling any emotion is liver. So, based on (212b), we can generate, BEING AFRAID IS THE WEAKENING OF THE BODY.

(213) dzāål ə -gāō luârr -i pîn
old man PST make fall fear DEF down
'The fear made the old man fall down.'

Example (213) implies that fear was stronger than the old man. Thus, Fear fooleed him down due to high panic. Those who control their fear are those who hide it and defeat fear as in njèëtè āmiè 'He/She supressed his/her ribs' or tʃwìnè āmāāè 'He/She held his/her liver(firmly)'. Such linguistic metaphors have their underlying metaphor CONTROLLED FEAR IS A HIDDEN OBJECT or CONROLLING FEAR IS SUPPRESSING A LIVER/BREATHING. Generally, in (210), (212) and (213) fear being the antagonist is stronger and has overcome the agonists but in (211) the speaker, who is the agonist, is stronger than fear.

4.2.5 Animalistic Behaviour of Fear

Based on behaviour animals are divided into fearful and aggressive/brave animals. Fearful Animals like ōdîék 'hyena' and ōwâáw 'hadada ibis' metonymically stand for fearful person and aggressive animals like leopard, lion, crocodile and buffalo metonymically stand for aggressive and brave people. Yet there are cases where a brave animal can become afraid based on appraisal of the situation and stimulus. Such characteristics of animals are mapped onto people to talk about fear emotion of people in Anywaa. Consider examples (214)-(217) for detail.

(214) lūāj ə -lūāj ōdîék
fear of 3SG fear of ōdîék
'His/Her fear is the hyena's fear.'
'He/She is very fearful.'

Like a hyena, a fearful person panics quickly and cries. In Anywaa, a very fearful person is called ōdîék 'hyena', which is very fearful.

(215) tʃōâr -ā bá bók kî bóon ōwâáw
husband of PST NEG panic with panic of hadada ibis
'My husband does not panic with the panic of hadada ibis.'

When a hyena is chased away by being missed by shooting it runs away by crying. Similarly, hadada ibis also flies away by fearfully crying as wááwááwáak. People with such behaviour also
run away by crying as àn ìw mòn dżâj 'Guys, I am really dying' during difficult situations like war or when they are frightened. However, a courageous person is hard, which is tēék 'hard' in Anywaa. A fearful person is also called ówááw 'hadada ibis' (pl.òwààë 'hadada ibises'). Therefore, FEARFUL PEOPLE ARE HADADA IBISES; THE VILLAGE OF FEARFUL PEOPLE IS THE HABITAT OF HADADA IBISES.

Metaphor (216) is uttered for a male who was aggressive and was beating civilian people in a village, but when the soldiers came, he quickly stopped acting aggressively and surrendered. That is why metaphor (216) is also uttered as ànìdzòʧ 'He/She has reduced'. The experience of example (216) is based on a dog's averting the gaze and reduction in body size. In metaphor (216), the experience comes from a dog which is new to a certain village and it is circled by many dogs who are barking and are about to bite it. The strange dog therefore moves its tail inward and runs away as it can't fight with the other dogs. Similarly, with person's fear, coccyx, which is called in Anywaa as dʒìp 'tail' is said to come out when a person is aggressive but moves inward when a person is afraid.

Socio-culturally, fearful people are called òrǎádi 'vipers' (SG. òrǎád). These snakes are in fact not only fearful but also non-venomous and their species are very more despite their fearfulness. When it is out of the bush, such a snake runs away quickly as soon as it sees a person. Contrary to these, òlwìɛrò ' (black) cobra', which is an aggressive and venomous snake, has the metaphorical meaning of aggressive and brave person, who attacks and defeats people due to his strength unlike òrǎád, 'viper, the fearful snake', which METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR FEARFUL PERSON. The Anywaa believe that people whose ghosts are vipers are very fearful, because they are vipers and those whose ghosts are cobras are courageous, because they are cobras.

Example (217) has GENERIC LEVEL METAPHOR, because ALL VIPERS and their fear attributes are mapped onto ALL FEARFUL PEOPLE and their fear attributes. Hence, generic level schemas of vipers. However, because the Anywaa believe that in one village one viper can
be a ghost of many people in different villages, the specific viper can be used as a source domain of all fearful Anywaa, like viper, their ghost. Hence, GENERIC IS SPECIFIC. Lakoff and Turner (1989:162) put this as GENERIC IS SPECIFIC maps a single specific schema onto generic schema contained by a large number of entities. Kövecses (2010) expicates that generic level metaphors are found at general level of metaphor use, but specific level metaphors are found at specific level of metaphor. Therefore, conceptual metaphors like GENERIC IS SPECIFIC and EVENTS ARE ACTIONS are examples of generic level metaphor but a conceptual metaphor like IDEAS ARE FOODS (e.g She has digested the information) is an example of specific level metaphor, because food is specific (Chmurová, 2016).

Ontological categories like, entity, state, event, action, aspects of being like attributes, behaviour and ability are typical examples of generic level schema to be used for specific level schemas (Lakoff and Turner, 1989:80-81).

A black cobra's venom is very strong and this venom therefore quickly kills people bitten by this snake. This aggressive snake also spits its venom at a person's eyes leading to blindness unless the venom is quickly removed by a witch doctor. But the use of venom as a source of strong desire, bitter liver, or courage to hurt somebody can be extended to a bitter liver of a hero. Thus, among the Anywaa MALES ARE COBRAS; FEMALES ARE VIPERS. Anywaa villages are of different sizes. Some are very small with few but hero or brave inhabitants while others are big but with many fearful men. Table 15 below shows mappings for HUMAN FEAR IS A VIPER'S FEAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: FEARFUL PERSON</th>
<th>SOURCE: FEARFUL SNAKE (VIPER)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>villagers</td>
<td>vipers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>village</td>
<td>bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size of village</td>
<td>size of bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>people native to village</td>
<td>snakes native of the bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of hamlets</td>
<td>number of of sub-bushes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>villagers' fear</td>
<td>snakes' fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>running away of the people from</td>
<td>running away of snakes from the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the bush</td>
<td>bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man's hiding himself in the</td>
<td>snake's hiding itself in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>village</td>
<td>bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burning of the village</td>
<td>burning of the bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bitter) liver, heroism,</td>
<td>venom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maleness/courage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fearfulness, lack of liver,</td>
<td>lack of venom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being a female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: FEAR as VIPER BEHAVIOUR

Table 15 implies that big bush corresponds to big village and vice versa. Another animal source metaphor of fear which has mythical explanation is the fear of fat people understood in terms of
gùür 'Nile perch', which is the biggest fish in Baro river and it weighs 150 kilo grams. Consider the idiom in (218a) for metaphorical detail and elaboration.

(218a) pál ká pál gùür
big with big of Nile perch

'Simply a big person like Nile perch but fearful/weak.'

The idiomatic metaphor in (218a) is mythical. In early times, the crocodile did fear Nile perch for its being bigger and also thinking that this fish had teeth. So, whenever they met, the crocodile would run away. One day when the Nile perch and the crocodile met, the Nile perch said to the crocodile, ‘Come on, why do you fear me while I am toothless? See my mouth.’ Then the Nile perch widely opened its mouth to the crocodile and the crocodile knew that it had no teeth. Since that time, the crocodile started chasing away and attacking the Nile perch and the and that is why it is still afraid of the crocodile and eaten by it today. Today, when a Nile perch, which is the biggest fish in Baro or Giilo river and weighs 150kg, sees a crocodile, it quickly runs away.

Bringing the mythical situation of (218a) to the real life of Anywaa, there are people who are fat but weak and cowardly although for the first time they may be feared for their fatness or height. During war, such people can be seen crying and running away and are also seen to be defeated by slim people during boxing, stick fight, and wrestling. This is the reason for which the Anywaa understand COURAGE as LIVER as follows in (218b):

(b) téék á tfwín
strength be liver

'Courage is liver but not body size.'

Thus, gùüri 'People who are simply Nile perches' are those who are fat but weak and fearful due to their having no liver or having soft livers. Below in table 16 is the metaphorical mapping based on idiom in (218a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: FEARFUL PERSON</th>
<th>SOURCE: NILE PERCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fat person’s fear</td>
<td>Nile perch’s fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size of coward person</td>
<td>size of Nile perch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slim person’s bravery</td>
<td>crocodile’s bravery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strong slim person</td>
<td>crocodile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defeating fat person</td>
<td>eating Nile perch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absence of liver/bravery</td>
<td>absence of teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coward person’s exposing his weakness</td>
<td>Nile perch’s exposing its secret mouth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: FEAR with the source Domain of NILE PERCH’S BEHAVIOUR

48 The myth was narrated by Peter John who works in Anywaa unit in Educational Bureau of Gambella Reason.
49 Although an idiom cannot be logically or grammatically explained, it has social, economic and political background and is well entrenched in daily use. Similarly, proverb, which is well known statement giving practical advise about life has similar background, but longer than idiom (Das, 2016: 1, Macmillan English Dictionary For Advanced Learners, 2007:1194).
50 In Anywaa, a very big stimulus that makes a person very terrified and not to repeat the mistake is called ᵁpšlwpagl/ọdšgš.
4.2.6 FEAR as (BAD) COLOUR, TASTE and SMELL

The belief and negative evaluation among the Anywaa that fear is bad or dangerous is extended to bad colour, smell and taste. When people are angry with fearful people, they spit for them as áák ḡwáč 'Ugh'. One can therefore conclude that, FEAR BRINGS BAD PERCEPTION. This is because humans have the ability to detect smell, colour and taste and such perceptions function only at subconscious mind of human being (See also Esenova, 2011 and Zhou and Chen, 2009). Esenova (2011:10) states that what people smell, taste and see evoke negative or positive feelings in them. Below in (219a-e) examples are the linguistic examples for fear as bad smell, taste or colour.

(219a) lúllăr màn -ā déēr -ē kót fearful REL be body of 3SG musky
Lit. 'A fearful person whose body is musky (like vagina).'
'An extremely fearful person.'

In (219a) the fearful person's body is thought to be musky based on bad smell of fear in his/her body, which is based on musky object or body. If we touch musky thing, our body will be musky; similarly, a fearful person's body is understood to be musky with fear, because fear is in body, which trembles badly with fear. Example (219a) is less metaphorical. To express high degree of one's fear, one can also say in (219b) as:

(b) lúăr màn -ā kót kírɛɛ fear REL:DEFINE be musky really
Lit. 'Fear which is musky (like vagina).'
'An extremely bad fear.'

The fear in (219b) is very bad as the fearful person cannot control himself/herself. Such a fearful person is also valueless described as páá ɬááŋɛ 'not a human being', bαŋ gín kóŋɛ 'He/She will not help the villagers with anything'. Example (219b) has higher degree of metaphoricity than example (219a) because, the body of a (fearful) person may have musky smell but we cannot smell fear to be musky as it is abstract although it has been given an ontological status through bad smell (of vagina) in (219b).

(c) lúllăr mō tär kírɛɛ fearful REL white really
Lit. 'A fearful person who is really white.'
'A very fearful person.'

White colour is light and makes things visible and clear. In Anywaa, the colour of light is tárr 'white'. A white coward is clear to villagers as he is shocked by his own shadow, when firing a gun by himself and running away with minor things. Because the fear in (219c) is understood based on white colour, it implies that it is very clear to villagers that the fearful in (219c) person
does not control his/her fear. Such a fearful person is hated due to his/her high degree of fear. In fact, it is believed among the Anywaa that a fearful/sad person is ashy. So, fear which is high and difficult to control is lúárm mō tárr 'a white fear'.

(d) wi á á níndjíim
head of 1SG PST turn dark
Lit. 'My head turned dark.'
'I became afraid and unconscious.'
The speaker in (219d) is afraid and confused of the source of the panic. This person is walking in a dense forest and has been seen by lion, leopard, an owl or a spiritual matter, which he can't see. The turning of his head into black colour implies that spiritual matter entered his head and caused difficulty of thinking and seeing due to impeded perception. Such a person may be shocked and may fall down with palpitations. Based on example (219d) therefore, there are two cognitive metaphors: FEAR IS BLACK and FEAR IS SPIRITUAL MATTER.

(e) lúllár mō tsjiët gúòk
fearful REL faeces of dog
Lit. 'A coward who is the faeces of dog.'
'An extremely fearful person who is not important.'
As example (219e) implies, in metaphorical context tsjiët gúòk 'dog's faeces' refers to a very fearful person. As we have a disgust and spittle for something with bad smell, so do we have a disgust for a very fearful person. When a very fearful person like the one in (219e) is near us, we indirectly dismiss him with the interjection âak jōoò 'ugh!' or we directly chase him away as dâåkkí buttwâ 'Go away from us!' So, the interjection âak (tōoò) 'ugh!' expresses the emotion category of disgust in terms of spittle. Feaces of dogs have bad smells unlike cow dungs, which are not used as sources of fear as they do not have very bad smell and do not force people to move away. Badness of fear with high degree of fear can be used with vowel extension, degree adverb, tone and the word këërè 'only' based on unpleasant source domain like the smell of faeces. Consider examples (220a&b).

(220a) lúllár mō rā...tfj d5...tfj
fearful REL very bad DEG
Lit. 'A very bad fearful person.'
'An extremely fearful person.'
Sometimes very fearful children who are usually defeated during fight are not allowed to eat food as they are hated and considered unimportant (for the future).

(b) tsjiëgò këë...rè
faeces only
Lit. 'A fearful person who is totally faeces.'
'A very fearful person.'
The source domain of fear in (220b) is mainly human faeces. Feaces of dogs have bad smells unlike cow dungs, which are not used as sources of fear as they do not have bad smells. Among
the Anywaa, unlike human faeces or a dog's faeces, cow dungs are used for making fire, plastering, and bricks. Furthermore, ōdók 'faeces of chicken with very bad smell' is metaphorically extended to extreme fear and a very fearful person.

As implied by (220a&b), when we touch a bad thing like human faeces, our bodies will have bad smell and other people will not come near us. We are disturbed by the smell and the faeces we see; similarly, when we are very afraid, we will have unpleasant feeling, we become disturbed and other people may not approach us.

Blood on the ground or that which is bleeding is unpleasant and it is therefore used as a source of fear. The use of BLOOD as a source domain of BAD/INTENSE FEAR expresses dislike of fear or fearful person in the form of an insult. Consider examples (221a&b).

(221a) lūːr mā rēmò
fear REL blood
Lit. 'Fear which is blood.'
'A very bad fear.'
(b) lūːlɛr mā rēmò
fearful REL blood
Lit. 'A Fearful person who is blood.'
'A very bad fearful person.'

Example (221a) is more metaphorical than (221b), because in (221a) the abstract concept FEAR is conceptualized as BLOOD, which is concrete. Blood is used as a source of bad fear due to high intensity of fear. Among the Anywaa, red blood on the ground is very unpleasant to human eye, head and liver because it brings madness, vomiting, fainting and the rising of gods in human body. Other things like sperm, which are unpleasant to smell and sight can be used as source of fear. Below is an example in (222).

(222) lūːr mā tiɛw keɛr -ɛ
fear REL sperm only 3SG
Lit. 'Fear which is totally sperm.'
'An extremely fearful person.'

Example (222) is very metaphorical because it makes the abstract concept FEAR to be SPERM but tiɛw keɛrə 'totally sperm', which refers to a very fearful person who is easily defeated or who does not help people during war or fight is less metaphorical because a fearful person is concrete object. Such a person is also insulted but keeps silent as he fears fight. Based on the source of ROTTEN OBJECT, ākūlālā 'A fearful person who is rotten' can be used to conceptualize the valuelessness of a fearful person to a community in terms of bad things, because rotten things like dogs' faeces and released sperm are not important nor are they enjoyable to human head, nose and eye.
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Soft rotten things are also mapped onto fear and a fearful person; so otti 'extremely soft and rotten person' can mean very fearful person who is weaken by fear. However, higher intensity of fear can be conceptualized based on softness of body caused by being rotten for a long time as ònìjòójì 'an extremely soft and rotten person' to mean an extremely fearful person. These metaphors imply that the fearful person is unable to control the fear and unable to help others during danger.

FEAR/FEARFUL PERSON IS CIVET SMELL

Since civet has a bad smell and stays in the body for a long time as it is difficult to remove, it is also used as a source of intense fear in Anywaa as illustrated in (223a&b):

(223a) lù̀lìr mò tár -è tik
fearful REL butt of 3SG civet
Lit. 'A coward whose butt is civet scent.'
'A very fearful person.'

Example (223a) implies that intense fear is understood based on CIVET, which is in the civet's butt/anus. In Anywaa, this smell of civet is metaphorically extended to very fearful person or intense fear. The presence of civet in datum (223a) implies the conceptualization of the very fearful experiencer as CIVET CAT, whose anus has civet. The fear metaphor in (223a) has lower degree of metaphoricity, because the body of a person may have a bad smell like that of civet but a person may or may not be necessarily fearful.

(b) lù̀r màn -à tik
fear REL:DEFINE be civet
Lit. 'Fear which is civet smell.'
'A very bad fear.'

In (223b) FEAR IS CIVET, which implies high intensity of fear. The example in (223b) has higher degree of metaphoricity, because civet is highly imposed on the abstract concept FEAR to mark high intensity of fear and its unpleasantness but we know that fear has no smell. Whenever a person is about to bathe and smells tjàw 'the smell of a crocodile, which is very fishy', that persons interprets that the crocodile is coming to take him/her and eat him/her up. Such a bathing person runs out naked and palpitates.

The use of bad smell and bad taste to talk about badness of fear easily supports what Kövecses (2017) proposes that prior to the formation of image schema and mappings, abstractions (abstract concepts and reasoning) are simply what they are, because we do not have direct physical and perceptual access to them. Hence, their meanings are usually not clear. The major proposal of CMT therefore is that abstract concepts become meaningful by linking them with physical
concepts through conceptual metaphors (metaphorical mappings). Hence, preconceptual structures like image schema and embodiment are fundamental to the development of cognitive system of human being and formation of concepts in human mind. This in turn takes us to the conclusion that metaphors are meaningful or true, because image schemas, perception and embodiment are meaningful and true. Hence, metaphor can be acquired and learned without talent. In general, fear conceptualized as bad smell or taste is a strong fear overcoming a person who is afraid.

The conceptual metaphor of fear formed based on the source domains of taste or smell is selective basing its choice on experience. The reason why bitter taste is not used for fear is because it is associated with aggressiveness and bravery. Fear stimuli can also be seen, smelted or tasted leading to death or escaping of a person by running away, because of the unpleasant perception. Below are the examples in (224a-d) to elucidate fear and bad stimuli based on perception/sensory-motor experience.

\[(224a) \quad \text{(wɛɲ) Ḗñ ñ-hùsùò džir -ɛ (nī ráátʃ)}
\]

\[\text{(bird) of death PST smell to 3SG CON bad} \]

Lit. 'He/She smelled the (bad omen bird/spirit) of death with a bad smell.'

'He/She show something dangerous and ran away.'

The implied meaning in (224a) is that the person heard that there will be a problem somewhere and therefore skipped going there or stole away after seeing the dangerous thing. In such a context also someone picks up a spear or gun so that the person needed to be attacked runs away to survive.

In example (224a) nī ráátʃ 'badly' is optionally used here as the smell of death danger can be inferred or understood to be bad. When a person is in a forest or deep river, palpitation or tickling of heads makes a person run out of a river or forest. Such people usually escape from a danger invisible to them. But when it is death time, a person acts uncanny, becomes ashy and has low heartbeating. When such a persons dies, it is said wɛɲɛ dţw 'His/Her omen bird/heart has died'. In fact, when an omen bird, which makes a heart being the center of life dies, a man dies too but what matters is the frequency of the coming and cry of the bird.

\[(224b) \quad \text{gın ráátʃ džòdd -ɛ}
\]

\[\text{thing bad see 3SG} \]

Lit. 'He saw the danger.'

'He he was afraid.'

This implies that the person described in (224b) ran away after seeing gun in another person's hand or after the coming of the soldiers to him/her. When we smell the fishy smell in a river or
under water, we run away, because it is the smell of a crocodile. Thus, ABSTRACT CONCEPTS LIKE DANGER AND DEATH CAN BE SEEN AND SMELLED LEADING TO RUNNING AWAY.

(c) nǐ -máïf jü -njwàa -è³ (nǐ pùtʃ)
child of gun PST smell 3SG CON putrid
Lit. 'He/She smelled the child of gun (as putrid).'
     'He/She ran away as he saw the gun in his hand.'

Instruments like gun and spear are perceived to smell badly as they kill people. Even when there is no gun, bullet is feared because it is known as a main killer. Therefore, its smell is unpleasant to human nose, liver and head. In (224c), the phrase nǐ pùtʃ 'as putrid' has been optionally uttered as the bullet has bad smell and kills people.

(d) ḏòñáà jiin -ö -òò, qìn mō lèŋ di
if 2SG PERF come thing REL roasted fatty meat would
-i běl 2SG taste
Lit. 'If you had come where I was, you would have tasted roasted fatty meat/fish.'
     'If you had not been afraid of coming where I would have attacked you.'

The metaphorical expression in (224d) is a paradoxical metaphor implying that the addressee would have been attacked if he had gone where the addressee was, because the addressee was ready to attack the addressee. So, the addressee perceives the attack or danger to the addressee to have a good taste because it is good for him but not for the addressee. Although smell shows fear without wound or an injury faced, tasting can mean death or injury, but swallowing a dangerous object means being killed as illustrated below in (225a-c):

(225a) təŋ ā -bël -è spear PST taste 3SG
Lit. 'He/She/It tasted the spear.'
     'I killed/speared him with my spear'.

(b) nǐ máïf jü -lŋbŋ -è
child of gun PST swallow 3SG
Lit. 'He swallowed the child of gun/bullet.'
     'He was shot dead.'

When someone is angry and about to kill the offender with a gun it is said as:

(c) máïf kwáař jò òwàŋ bullet red in gun
Lit. 'The bullet is red in the gun.'
     'The angry person is about to shoot the offender/enemy.'

---

5¹ Odourless person or animal is a clearly known fearful animal/person. Thus, jí bá njwàa jî dʒirá Literally means, I cannot smell you but its connotative meaning is I know that you are fearful and if we quarrel, I will easily defeat you. Ontologically, the Anywaa also understand fear as heavy or light as in máëŋf pàã lùₗ mò dʒóót 'That is not a light fear' to ref to an intense fear. Very high fear results in lack of decision as in tʃwìŋà bəŋ gin nàlë 'My liver has nothing to decide due to fear.'
In such a situation, the angry person puts the bullet in the gun and is about to pull the trigger for killing. This in turn brings fear to the offender/enemy and other people near the angry person. Hence, DANGER IS RED MAKING PEOPLE RUN AWAY.

The use of colour and taste or vision as source domain of fear implies negative evaluation of stimulus, degree of fear, experience or knowledge of people based on perception. Because a fearful person is bad/valuable, he can be despised with the interjection wūutʃ 'Tut-tut!'.

In Anywaa something with good smell is said (ŋwɔlɔ nĩ) mé't 'It has delicious smell' and that with bad smell is said is said ŋwɔlɔ nĩ ráátʃ 'It has a bad smell'. As people go or run away from bad smell or taste, fearful people are also not allowed to sit near people, especially when they are defeated or when they run away.

When the name of a fearful person is mentioned even if he may not be present among the people, the people spit with an interjection as åk ŋūɔ 'ugh!' to imply that they do not want the name of the fearful and valueless person to be mentioned. This interjection implies BAD/DISGUST IS SPITTING; GOOD IS SWALLOWING THE SALIVA. As we remove an object away from us, we also chase way a fearful person as dáák ríŋ kán 'Remove your body/yourself away from us!' The voice ŋūɔ is a voice produced when spitting due to a near object with very bad smell. The disgust interjection åk 'ugh!' has the meaning I/We don't want this bad object to be near me/us. The stories of very fearful person are more often not liked to be told as they have bad things like urinating. The mappings for fear as bad vision, taste or smell is as follows in table 17 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: FEAR</th>
<th>SOURCE: BAD SMELL, TASTE/VISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fear</td>
<td>bad smell, taste/clour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiencer of fear</td>
<td>perceiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpleasantness of fear to mind/liver</td>
<td>unpleasantness of smell,taste//colour to senses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avoiding fear</td>
<td>moving away from bad taste/smell/colour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17: Mappings for fear as BAD TASTE/SMELL/COLOUR adapted From Esenova 2011: 65)

Because fear is very abstract, its intensity and unpleasantness, which overcomes a person, can be expressed with naked body or full human body, which can be extended to other full or real objects. Consider examples (226a-c).

(226a) lúúr màn ̀ à nák dèèr -è kírɛɛ fear REL AUX be body of 3SG really
Lit. 'Fear which is the real body.'
   'Very high degree of fear.'

(b) lùlɔr màn -à nák dèèr -è fear REL AUX be body of 3SG
Lit. 'A fearful person who is the body.'
   'A very fearful person.'
Examples (226a&b) underlies INTENSITY OF FEAR/EMOTION IS HUMAN BODY. The compound noun deèr lùr ‘fear body’ implies intense fear.

(c) ṭàì kèr lò̀g -ì̀
back of 2SG NEG turn 2SG
Lit. ‘Don’t turn your back.’
‘Don’t be afraid.’

The linguistic metaphor in (226c) underlies FEAR IS BACK; COURAGE IS FRONT, because courageous people usually do not run away but bravely fight by facing the enemy. However, a fearful person runs away by giving his back to the enemy so that he is easily defeated or killed with gun or spear.

4.2.7 FEAR with the Source Domain of FORCE

Fear can be conceptualized in terms of different force types like spiritual, physical or natural force. For example, in jiina kòsò lùràri ‘You were blown away by fear’, the experiencer of fear moved/ran away from the addresser and the clear source domain is WIND, which is a natural force evoked by kòsò ‘blow away'. Below are the linguistic examples in (227)–(231) used to realize FEAR IS A FORCE CAUSING UNCONSCIOUS MOVEMENT AND FEELING.

(227a) lùìr -ì à -màɡò tfwìŋ -é
fear PST attracted to liver of 3SG
Lit. ‘Fear became adhesive in his/her liver.’
‘It is difficult for him/her to control the fear.’

One can also say lùìr åkèèt deèr: ‘Fear has deeply gone into/expanded in his/her body’. Such metaphors imply difficulty of controlling fear, which lasts longer. Fear which is not controlled is also understood as GUM IN THE WHOLE BODY/LIVER as follows in (227b):

(b) lùìr -ì timò ná dòòò tfwìŋ -ì
fear PST become CON gum liver of 2SG
Lit. ‘Fear has become gum in your liver/body.’
‘Fear has become permanent in your liver/body.’

The type of force in (227b) is therefore AN ADHESIVE FORCE implying difficulty of controlling fear.

(228) ñílàá ãán -ã gö̀n -é kì ìwèèt lùìrà
child 1SG PST grip 3SG with fingers of fear
‘The child has gripped me with fear hands/fingers.’

The implied meaning in (228) is that the child is very afraid and has gripped the speaker to protect him. The type of force is physical as gö̀n ‘grip’ is used with strong hands and fingers.

(229) ñákò̀sò -ì lèèn lùìrà -ì ðì ñáàŋ
child PST throw:ITV fear DEF mouth of crocodile
‘The fear threw away the girl to the mouth of a crocodile.’

In (229) the itive verb lèèn ‘throw away’ implies that the experiencer of fear being the girl ran away from the addresser and this implies that she ran into river but was eaten up by a crocodile.
The addresser is therefore not in the river. The type of force in (229) is physical or spiritual force of an evil-eyed or a magician.

\[(230) \quad \text{ààn} \quad -\text{à} \quad -\text{tjòôr} \quad \text{lùèrr} \quad -i\]  
ISG PST push:VENT fear DEF  
Lit. ‘Fear pushed me toward.’  
‘I have come/run where you are without my intention but due to fear.’  
The speaker in (230) is person who was afraid and ran to the addressee and fell down near him or her. Hence, the high tone in \text{tjòôr} 'push toward' marks ventive pushing as physical force of fear. Also one can say \text{àànà màk āpittò} 'I was caught by fear and confusion' in which a person is confused and does not run away. This is caused by difficulty of knowing the stimulus or where to run.

\[(231) \quad \text{ààn} \quad -\text{à} \quad -\text{tjòôr} \quad \text{lùèrr} \quad -i\]  
ISG PST push:ITV fear DEF  
‘The fear pushed me away.’  
In (231) the person who was afraid ran away from the addressee as a result of not having good place or person for protection. The low tone in \text{tjòôr} 'push away' therefore marks itive pushing or force, which is physical. Fear as FORCE can be seen in terms of force dynamics in which fear is ANT (Antagonist) and the person who is afraid is AGO (Agonist). A very clear example in which fear is a strong ANTAGONIST and the person who is afraid is a weak AGONIST can be seen in \text{dʒààl ābòôt/ādzùül lùèrrî} 'The old man has been overcome/has been made dirty by fear'. In such a high fear state, a person falls down and may be rolling in mud by being inactive.

### 4.2.8 FEAR with Source Domain of PLANT

Anywaa is very rich in both weak and strong plants. Some plants like \text{òlààm} 'fig', \text{tjwàá 'tamarind'}, \text{dëgò 'kapok'} and \text{òrògò 'tree (SP)'} have strong roots reaching down and these in turn make these plants stronger and live for many years. In contrast, small plants like \text{'water mimosa'}, and creepers have weak roots and stems. **THE STRONGER THE PLANT, THE STRONGER THE FEAR IS** and vice versa. An example of fear as plant can be seen in \text{iṭè àlààk} 'His/Her ears bloomed like leaves due to fear' implying a mix of fear and confusion.

Consider examples (232a&b) for such a metaphorical conceptualization of fear in Anywaa.

\[(232a) \quad \text{lùèr} \quad -\text{à} \quad -\text{niqjìt} \quad \text{tjwìn} \quad -i\]  
fear PST form big more branches liver of 2SG  
Lit. ‘Fear has strongly stood and formed more branches and roots in your liver.’  
‘Fear has grown in your heart.’

\[52\] However, the blooming or growing of head is an anger mixed with aggressiveness and boasting that the angry person is superior to or stronger than any other person. It is said as \text{wìè àlààk} 'His head has bloomed.'
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In (232a) the source domain can mainly be a PALM TREE as its branches, stem and roots are strong, tall and more but other plants can be a source domain of fear here. Evidence comes from the Anywaa verb ngíjít 'grow strongly with more branches and fruits' and this verb usually collocates with túóó/túuóá 'palm 'tree'.

(b)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Toes of 3SG PST go down leg of liver of 2SG down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>níd</td>
<td>ñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brlw</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lit. 'The toes/roots of the fear have gone deeper down in your liver.'  
'You have become very afraid and it is difficult for you to control your fear.'

The linguistic metaphor in (232b) mainly implies the use of palm tree as source domain. Literary evidence comes from the riddle ógwááŋáŋá tière ópíí já ákúón džòók³³ 'What is that whose leg has reached the God's sand?' The answer here is túóó(a) 'palm tree'. In fact, ákúón džòók 'God's sand' is not visible to human eye but it implies the deeper part of underground in which the roots of a palm tree reach. Another evidence comes from the real life situation in which when the palm tree is cut, its stump stays in the ground without destruction unless it is dug out. In fact, there are other strong tall trees whose roots go down deeper. The two linguistic metaphors have the central conceptual metaphor FEAR IS A PLANT with sub-conceptual metaphor FEAR IS A PALM TREE. Below are the mapping for such a metaphorical conceptualization in table 18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target: FEAR</th>
<th>Source: (Palm) TREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>liver of a person</td>
<td>soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fear development</td>
<td>growth of palm tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signs of fear</td>
<td>branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results of fear</td>
<td>fruits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inner most part of liver</td>
<td>God's sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controlling the fear</td>
<td>cutting the palm tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensity of fear</td>
<td>strength of palm tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long duration of fear</td>
<td>life expectancy of palm tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high intensity of fear</td>
<td>going down of the roots in the sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total control of fear</td>
<td>digging out the stump</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 18: Illustrating Mappings for FEAR as A PALM TREE

Although stomach can be used for the development of fear or other emotions, fear which is stronger is in liver unlike stomach. Also, the experience of erosion is very frequently used with

³³God's sand is the sand which is found deeper down the core of the earth. The linguistic metaphor luáár mááñ nó ótúj tfíwpí énó ji náláé näláá 'The fear which has sprouted in your liver/stomach will kill you' has the general plant source domain and luáár átuú ñí pógi 'Fear sprouted in their original homeland' implies fear which is genetic extending to offsprings/generations. That is why the Anywaa speak of luáár wànní' his father's fear, luáár kwari 'his grandfather/ancestor's fear', etc' to mean a young person's fear inherited from parents or older relatives. In fact, luáár ádqáñqá 'Fear has grown' has general plant source domain of fear. Although the verb ngíjít 'grow by producing more branches with big more leaves' is usually used for a palm tree, it can also be used for any plant with more branches with big leaves.
stomach as we drink water. Hence, a plant in stomach can soon be eroded. The shape of liver is also analogous to fertile soil or land form, which is smooth and soft like liver.

Different items of clothes or garments serve as source domains of intense fear. Experientially, both males and females wear clothes and so do they both feel fear. Different items of clothing are shared by both males and females but there are also clothes only worn by males or females. Such an experience is mapped on the target domain of fear specifying males' and females' fear and its intensity. Consider examples (233a-c)-(234b) for detail.

(233a)  localize PST be fit butt of 2SG
Lit. 'Fear has fitted your butt.'
'You are very coward.'

In example (233a), the addressee experiencer can be a male or female due to the use of unspecified garment implied by róm 'be fit' and ġár 'butt of'.

(233b)  localize PST be fit butt of 2SG like skirt
Lit. 'Fear fitted your butt like a skirt.'
'Your are very fearful.'

In example (233b), the addressee experiencer is female due to the use of ŋinúurá 'skirt' as a source domain of fear. However, the use of a clothe or garment covering the whole body, implies that the addressee experiencer of fear can be a male or a female. Such clothes may consist of sweater or a coat as illustrated below in (233c).

(233c)  localize PST be fit body of 2SG really
Lit. 'Fear really became fit to your body.'
'You are really very fearful.'

In (233c) FEAR IS A GARMENT TO BE WORN IN THE WHOLE BODY OF A MALE OR FEMALE as the word dèeri 'your body' implies. Hence, it is an intense fear. Because high degree of fear is not liked among the Anywaa, a very fearful person can be insulted with an anus or vagina as follows in (234a&b):

(234a)  localize PST be fit anus of 2SG really
Lit. 'Fear has really become fit to your anus.'
'You are really very fearful.'

The fearful addressee who is being insulted in (234a) is a male due to the use of clothe fitted to the anus, which the Anywaa use to insult males.

(234b)  localize PST be fit vagina of 2SG DEG
Lit. 'Fear has fitted your vagina.'
'You are very fearful.'

In (234b), the fearful addressee is a female, who is very fearful. Evidence here comes from the use of múr 'vagina'. In (234b), the degree word dòtʃ 'very', which has two vowels, expresses
higher degree of fear than the basic degree word dɔtʃ 'very', because two vowels are more and bigger/louder than one vowel. The frames or specific source domains for fear examples (234a&b) can be underpants or underwears which directly touch the body parts. Among the Anywaa, a female is usually insulted with her vagina or clitoris, which is specific to a female. In examples (233) and (234), the word rɔm(ɔ) 'be fit' evokes a clothe fitting the body, but the word rɔtʃ 'to wear' is metaphorically hidden in such metaphors, because fear is not intentionally needed like we wear clothes intentionally. Generally, the linguistic metaphors in (233a-c)-(234b) are insults used to blame a very fearful person who panics with minor stimulus or when an experiencer of fear stays for longer time without controlling fear. In the conception of the Anywaa, fear, which leads to trembling of the whole body, comes from the liver.

4.2.9 FEAR with the Source Domain of INSANITY AND CURSE

Among the Anywaa, insanity can be used as source domain of fear. Madness brought by gods/goddesses can be applied to the source domain of fear. Fear which is understood to be madness or insanity consists of gods which enter the human mind. Madness can also be caused by heavy firing, shock and running fatigue. Kövecses (2004:71-2) convincingly elaborates that since the force of fear/emotion disturbs the mind and weakens the body, the person who was strong/rational before becomes irrational/weak and acts based on an emotion. Below are the examples of linguistic metaphors which are manifestations of FEAR IS INSANITY/CURSE in Anywaa.

(235) dʒáál  sağlıklı PST run:ITV forest with body of 3SG REL:DEFINE
-á tár mán white white when PST hear voices of guns

'The old man ran away into forest totally naked when he heard the heavy firing.'

The old man in (235) might have been in a river and has removed his clothes for bathing but ran away naked during the accident as he lost his rationality. The idiom dëérɛ mànà tάr 'his white body' metaphorically means the person who experienced the fear was totally naked, because without a clothe, a person's body becomes ashy. Mad people remove clothes and run naked. In addition, old Anywaa men sleep naked. If a village is attacked at night, it is difficult to put on clothes. So, a person may run to another village naked without remembering putting on a clothe. When people are in rivers for bathing, they come out and run away naked if the reason for firing is not clear. Soon after firing is stopped, spectators laugh and doubt the mental health of such an afraid person, because an insane person usually does not wear clothes.
When s/he hears firing, he/she immediately becomes insane.

When he/she hears firing, he becomes very afraid.

The fear illustrated in (236) can be accompanied by getting grip on another person, trembling, crying, babbling and foaming.

Lit. 'When s/he hears firing, he/she immediately becomes insane.'

Lit. 'When he/she hears firing, he becomes very afraid.'

The fear of son of Achan PST become madness blocking speech.

The Achan's son's fear has become madness blocking speech.'

The god called dʒuù báŋŋi refers to mixed gods which bring madness by blocking speech of a person and require different unclear charms. So, such madness is not clearly understood and therefore troubles a sick person very much. The Anywaa word báŋŋ means indirect/not straight in English. Such gods originate from Dinka and Nuer. More often such madness requires many varieties of charms, which are difficult to find and buy. In similar way, when people panic with such fear, they stop speech and abnormally stare at people for longer time, but other people are confused of how to help the experiencer control such a fear. In Anywaa, the process in which a god's spirit makes a person tremble and dance unconsciously is called màáò, which is also mapped onto fear causing confusion and trembling. This trembling and dancing leads to falling down and fainting.

Lit. 'His/Her head got gods of fear.'

Lit. 'She was maddened by fear (gods).'

Example (238a) is decontextualized due to the use of dʒuùk lùár 'fear gods' to mean fear madness caused gods entering the body and mind. In (238a) the fear of the experiencer can be inferred to have been intense and complicated as the gods are more than one and require many charms and bring many negative effects and acts. Such a person may run without listening to others and even run with underwear. When called, such a person does not hear and recognize the counterparts. Examples (238a) implies that many madness gods have entered the person's head and have caused fear and madness. When many gods order mother in dream to give their name to the child, the child is named dʒuù(bèët), which literally means (all) gods.

Lit. 'Gods have entered his/her head.'

Lit. 'He/She has become mad with fear.'

The metaphor in (238b) is very contextual, i.e it is at mental space level. In this context, the person who is afraid can be seen trembling and moving without fixed direction. He/she also speaks unrelated things and shouts in an abnormal way. However, in another context, the person
in (238b), can be seen to have become mad without any situation related to fear. Therefore, the implied gods bringing madness in (238b) are dʒūúk lúár 'fear gods'. Hence, TO BE AFRAID IS TO BE INSANE. In Anywaa, the cognitive metaphor FEAR IS CURSE has been linguistically illustrated below in (239a&b).

(239a) dʒó túŋ -ʒó rè -qì dá lúáj ātíěni
people of lineage DEM body of 3PL exist fear of curse

Lit. 'In the body of this lineage, there exists curse fear.'

'The lineage has been cursed to be very fearful.'

In (239a), fear has been understood like an epidemic transmitting from one person to another and affects the whole lineage. Hence, FEAR IS A MOVING SPIRITUAL FORCE.

(b) már őbáŋ páá lúár kêêr -ę bëét káá ātíěni
of Obang not fear only 3SG seem like curse

'Obang's fear is not only fear but also seems to be curse.'

Among the Anywaa, people who are hero and snipers killing more people during war can be cursed to be coward. So, their livers, which were hard, turn soft. Such very fearful people are characterized by high trembling, crying and throwing away guns, running away from an enemy, farting and urination with fear. That is why such people are conceived to have lúáj ātíěni 'curse fear', i.e. intense fear caused by being cursed. On the other hand, a fearful adult man can be blessed to be fearless. Therefore, blessing changes soft liver which metonymically stands for fear to hard liver, which metonymically stands for courage; in contrast, curse changes hard liver to soft liver.

4.2.10 FEAR with the Source Domain of SUPERNATURAL BEING

The metaphorical conceptualization of fear as supernatural being is found nearly in all cultures across the world. According to De oliveira-Souza (2018), fear of god/goddess, ghost, spirits and witches developed attitudes in people fearing supernatural forces, which disturb their lives with some becoming patients. The use of supernatural being as source domain of fear can be found in English examples like, The head master was a real ogre, a mythical creature feeding on its human victims and The bugaboo kept the workholic running. Bugaboo is an imaginary monster used to frighten children (Esenova, 2011: 82).

Kövecses (1990:76) has strongly proven that in our conceptual system there is the general source domain of SUPERNATURAL BEING, because in many cultures we have supernatural belief about power beyond nature like god, angels, ghosts, giants and witches (see Esenova, 2011:53). Furthermore, Evans-Pritchard (1976:13) states that among the Azande, fear of witch craft or magic is very common; when a man says He cannot live in certain place because of witchcraft,
he means he has been warned against this spot by the oracles. In Anywaaland in particular, ghosts, spirits and supernatural forces in mountainous areas, rivers and forests, frequently frighten people and make them sick. According to Esenova (2011:82-83), recent study shows and confirms that the SUPERNATURAL BEING source domain applies not only to fear but also to object or source of fear. This leads to the conceptual metaphor AN OBJECT/SOURCE OF FEAR IS A SUPERNATURAL BEING. Below are the linguistic metaphors of FEAR IS SUPERNATURAL BEING in (240)-(243).

(240)  

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{body of } & \text{3SG PST get OBL} & \text{god of Nuer REL big} \\
\text{DEG} & \text{dète} & \text{-è} & \text{ā} & \text{-dültō} & \text{kī} & \text{doōo} & \text{nùllar mō doōŋ} \\
\end{array}
\]

Lit. 'His body as got very big Nuer god.'
  'He is suffering from very big fear.'

Nuer gods like Deng make people insane, tremble and speak in place of the god by telling the name like àānà dēēŋ 'I am deng' by requiring the charms like a black bull. This happens after the person bubbles as ìu...m. That is why the Anywaa say dʒōōk tʃələnò kī dēēl 'A god speaks in side human body'. The person illustrated in (240) is trembling, fearfully speaking and insanely crying requiring a safe place for survival. A broad explanation for example (255) is that the metaphorical focus is Nuer god, but the metaphorical idea is that He/She was very afraid. The relation between Nuer god and fear is that both make an experiencer insanely tremble. Intensity of spirit implies degree of fear. METONYMICALLY, NUER GOD STANDS FOR FEAR SINCE BOTH BRING TREMBLING OR ABNORMAL FUNCTIONING OF HUMAN BODY. This metonymy takes us to the conceptual metaphors FEAR IS A NUER GOD IN THE BODY & TREMBLING WITH FEAR IS TREMBLING WITH NUER GOD. The source god in (240) has high degree of trembling. The addressing of god or supernatural being in terms of song, speech or charming implies that an Anywaa understands religion as the relation between human being and spiritual being.

Although supernatural being seems an abstract concept to be used as a source of emotion like anger or fear, the physiology or trembling of a person experiencing the god is concrete. For example, during the charming song, a person experiencing the spirits of Nuer god trembles and unconsciously sings and dances. The person may also finally speak, cry and climb the house top and fall down due to the spirits. As the result of one person's connection with the Nuer god, other people who have the spirits of this god in their bodies will experience the same thing like trembling and dance while the song is being sung. Such supernatural physiology is mostly felt by
women. In similar way, if someone is afraid of something and runs away, other people can run away or be angry if they are told the danger to be caused by the stimulus or if they have prior knowledge of the danger.

The emotion of lū́r 'fear' exist both in liver and body, but dʒṑk nū̀lā́r 'Nuer god', which metonymically stands for fear, exists only in the body, because it causes trembling, running, madness and fainting. In concrete experience, supernatural beings have physical manifestations like snakes and charms like beads but emotions have no charms although there are objects like food, firing gun to an enemy, or advice used to control an emotion.

(241a) lū́r ǻ -timò ní dʒṑk dèèr -i
Fear PST become CON God body of 2SG
Lit. ‘Fear has become god/supernatural being in your body.’
‘You are very fearful.’

Example (241a) takes the general source of SUPERNATURAL BEING as a source of fear. The fear described in (241a) is intense and may become chronic.

(b) òwā́r ǻ -timò kẹ̀ ẹ́já wàálli
Owar PST become like man of fetiches
‘Owar has become afraid like a fetches man.’

People who have fetiches are afraid of two major things: snakes and guns. These people are afraid of snakes because they think that some snakes can have stronger spirits than theirs and if bitten, they will soon die. People with fetiches are also afraid of guns because firing chases away fetiches and they can be therefore shot and die easily. But when such people are moving without carrying their fetiches, they become more fearful.

(242) dʒṑk ǻ -ó bì̀lāt ǻ jàwìtíni
God PST come on 1SG last night
‘Last night, while in sleep, the god came toward me, fear mixed with supernatural being came to me in the form of god while I was asleep.’

When the charms of Gods like gā́rì, ã́túk, gṑgṑ and others are not prepared and respected or when a branch of god's tree is broken and used for cooking, they go to a person at night and beat, strangle or warn them in sleep in a form of dream. Such people cry with loud voices or try to run out of the house but not conscious of their cry. When asked in the morning, such person may respond that he was beaten by small snakes, monitor lizards or invisible creature but some know the gods. Another person may respond that he/she was not crying at all. Such a person becomes tired and goes into deep sleep at day time.

(243) wì -á å̀ níkwaár n -á dʒṓód å̀
Head of 1SG PST become red when PST see 1SG
Gà̀jàd n -ó -ñááл -ó
Person while PERF slaughter COMPLT
Lit. ‘My head became red when I saw the person while he/she was slaughtered.’
‘I became afraid when a I saw a slaughtered person.’
In (243), fear is conceptualized with a complex metaphor. One metaphor is FEAR IS BLOOD/RED COLOUR IN THE HEAD, which implies mental disturbance in the form of splashing in the head. The other metaphor is FEAR IS SUPERNATURAL BEING. When a person who has the spirits of local god sees blood, he/she sings, trembles with fear and faints due to the rising of the spirits of god for the blood. Local gods among the Anywaa require bull, goat, sheep or a chicken to be slaughtered so that sickness and trembling in the body of a person stops when the god drinks the blood.

Although Anywaa gods require blood, the animal charms to be sacrificed must be similar to the god's colour. For example, qòòqò, which manifests itself as white snake, requires a white goat to be sacrificed and lùàål, which manifests itself as a red snake, requires a red goat to be sacrificed. The Nuer-origin god called tʃɔlwɪtʃ 'blackness of head' requires a black bull. This god kills a person by creating a shadow in the person's head. It also thunders a person (Perner, 1994:154-161).

In Anywaa, fear understood in terms of supernatural beings has the following mappings: the supernatural being is mapped onto fear and trembling with god is mapped onto trembling with fear. The charms made to supernatural being are the activities done to control fear. The fear objects which are supernatural beings among the Anywaa are mainly discussed below in (a&b).

(a)ɑkwáátà pìpó póls: This was a woman native to òpòló village; her ghost was a crocodile. After her death therefore ɑkwáátà turned into a spiritual crocodile. Put precisely, ɑkwáátà is a demigodess-being partly godlike crocodile and partly godlike woman. She is depicted as very short and intensively black with very short hands. Her teeth are very long and very sharp. Akwaata's hair is also very black and kinky. She feeds on children's flesh. When children are swimming in Baro river, she goes to them and says to one of them, rûŋ dìŋlìà 'Clean my back!'

While her back is being cleaned, she puts the hands of a child in her armpits and dives with the child to eat it under water. Though ɑkwáátà spends most of her life under water, to warm herself with the sun, she comes out and sits on a withered tree in the river and sings the following song in (244a&b):

(244a) áán -á ɑkwáátà ñř -pò póls ële...
    ISG be Akwaata daughter of Popolo oh...
    'Oh! I'm Akwaata, the native of Popolo.'

(b) tiip ेç.... tl...p
    ghosts oh ghosts
    'Ghosts, oh ghosts!'
Though Akwaata is depicted as a spiritual crocodile, she is used to frighten children not to go to deeper part of a river as they cannot swim well. Yet, whenever her story is told at night, it brings nightmare to people. A realistic case happened in (1992) to the researcher’s late friend namely Omod Amirka. Soon after the story of ākwáátá was told at night, the people went to bed. While in sleep, he mixed ākwáátá’s song with loud cry of terror dream. According to Cavendish (1975) fear of being eaten up is an old element of folk terror. The presence of such man-eating creature in folktales in which sizes, teeth or claws are represented with imagery may be reflection of our deep rooted fear of man eating creatures in the world, the fear of being devoured by savage beasts. Thus, as ākwáátá is depicted as crocodile eating people under water, she inspires fear among the Anywaa. See also Esenova (2011:83). In general, although there are more crocodiles in Opolo village, they are the ghosts of natives of Ăpòlò village and the crocodiles usually are friendly to the natives of the village.

(b) Leopard-like river creature: In Anywaa, this creature is called lim. Living under water, this creature has electric power and glittering body. The strongest spiritual river leopard which has claimed the lives of many people is found in Ńlāη district in Őpèênò region. Whenever people bathe in a deeper part of Baro river, it comes and takes a person by first electrifying a person. Instead of eating flesh, the creature sucks only blood. That is why a person taken by this creature is found rotten with bleeding in the nose. Yet, more often a person taken by this creature may not be found. The spiritual animal can also change its shape and form to a very long spiritual snake or human being. It is said that it lives in dry place under water where there are cars and electric light. The evil spiritual river leopard can sometimes return people without attacking them but such people become deaf or mad if they expose the creature’s world and secret. Usually, this creature takes and attacks people who bathe during the day time and most are new comers who bathe by swimming to a deep part of the harbour as they do not know the existence of this creature. Therefore, in Ńlāη district, bathing is accompanied with big fear.

In addition to spiritual river leopard, there are spiritual matters capsizing Anywaa canoes in Openo or Baro river. This happens when a man is rowing a canoe in a deep part of the river, where the spiritual matters under the water live. One case clearly known happened to an Anywaa man called ditòò, the best known Anywaa diver by the time. The incident happened in 1990’s. The accident was that there was a man who was rowing his boat but passed in the deep river part inhabited by these spiritual matters. Soon the canoe capsized and was taken by them.
When dîtòô dived to bring out the canoe, he saw around three people with white hair and dark skins. They were sitting under sausage tree. Then, they asked dîtòô what he wanted there. As he told them the problem, soon they showed him the canoe and warned dîtòô to tell any of the other Anywaaks not to go there again. Then dîtòô tied a rope to the canoe and swam out and gave the rope to the people on the bank so that the canoe was pulled out.

In Îgiïlò, which is found in eastern part of Gambella town along Baro river, there are spiritual matters and ghosts beating people and making them get lost and even taking them. For example, a man called Nyoogula went fishing. His hook was seized by a piece of wood and his hand was taken: Nyoogula was drawn into river and disappeared. He was asked what he wanted and explained that he was there for fishing. Then, he was given fishes. When he returned after some days, the relatives had already shaved their heads believing that he had already died. But he returned alive. Now adays, the very big fungi bodied crocodiles in Igiilo are said to be the native people of Îgiïlò who died but turned into crocodiles. Hence, they are spiritual crocodiles. Whenever they are angry, such crocodiles take and eat up people but nothing is found about this people they take and eat (Perner, 1994:163&164).

Although supernatural beings are mostly feared for death, they are also feared for taking males' sexual organs. In Igiilo and areas with dense forest in Lul region, there are female supernatural beings which talk to a male to have sex with him when a man is walking a lone in distant mountainous or forest area. The sex organ of man who accepts sexual intercourse with such female supernatural being may be taken and replaced with a female's sex organ. After a long time of man's cry and roaming in many different areas, his genital will be returned. Such a man stays abnormal with deformed thinking, appetite, speech and social relation for some days.

4.2.11 FEAR with the Source Domain of MOTION EVENT

Fear can be conceptualized as figure, ground and manner which are parts of motion event. With the conceptualization of fear as a MOTION EVENT, the degree of fear, and its relevance to

54Although people fear gods and animals, they do not fear their ghosts. For example, a person whose ghost is lion does not fear it and he is not eaten up by this animal. Similarly, a person whose ghost is a crocodile cannot be eaten by a crocodile and he does not eat the meat of crocodile. If he eats it unknowingly, the person vomits. But the rest of the people can eat crocodile meat as it is edible among the Anywaa. Kings' graves are feared because when they die, kings turn into spiritual beings like snakes which may chase away or bite people who pass near by his grave. During hunting, if the a king's grave is encircled by hunters, either an accidental spearing happens or a long lasting heavy rain comes to stop the hunting. When visiting king's grave, one should kneel down and move to the grave. After a long time, graves of kings turn into spiritual mounds, which should not be touched or approached.
current situation can be understood. The linguistic metaphors in (245)-(250) have been given for detail of FEAR IS MOTION in Anywaa.

(245)  ḏmød  tfjǎdī -i  nî  lūār
       Omod   walk   HAB   CON   fearful

'Omod walks fearfully.'

In example (245), (nî) lūār 'fearfully' is used as manner of the verb tfjǎdī 'walks'.

(246a)  lūār  ā -rîn  tfwîn -å  kî  wāār
       fear   PST  run:VENT  liver of  1SG  at  night

Lit. 'Fear ran toward into my liver at night.'

'I became very afraid at night.'

In (246a) the ventive verb rîn 'run toward' implies that the speaker is still afraid and it is still night. Such fear is caused by something told that the beast or soldiers are coming to the village at night. In fact there are gods which after the people dance at night and go to bed, they also dance with similar drum and songs of Anywaa. Such a situation puts villagers into deep fear thinking that after dance, the gods will enter houses and beat them or kill them. Thus, the speaker in (246a) is calling for help indirectly to sleep with other friends.

(246b)  lūār  ā -rîn  tfwîn -å  kî  wāār
       fear   PST  run:ITV  liver of  1SG  at  night

Lit. 'At night, fear ran (away) into my liver.'

'A became very afraid at night.'

In (246b) the itive verb rîn 'run away' implies that fear has gone away from the body of the speaker and it is no longer night. Thus, the degree of fear is very little and the speaker is simply narrating the incident to the others who were not in the place where fear was felt that night. Fear also can follow an experiencer wherever, he or she goes. The following are examples in (247a&b) for evidences.

(247a)  lūār  ā -în  kŏr  ŏdʒáā
       fear   PST  climb:VENT  after  Ojaa

Lit. 'Fear climbed to Ojaaa.'

'Ojaa was still very afraid even when he climbed and reached the tree.'

The example in (247a) implies that Ojaa and the speaker were chased away by a lion and climbed the tree. Both sharing a tree, the speaker is near Ojaa, who is still trembling with fear unlike the speaker, who has already controlled his fear after reaching the top of the tree.

55 In most cases, an expression like őbŏlŏlŏ  gât rêèo ānjâp màáł 'Obaala hanged up the price of fish' can be easily judged to be metaphorical because price/amount has been understood in terms of upward direction based on MORE IS UP. This implies that the speaker asked Obaala about the price of fish but Obaala told the very high price which the buyer could not afford. When a buyer wants a lower prices, one says dwŏk gâtî pîn 'Return down the price'. The expression őbŏlŏlŏ rêèo ānjâp màáł 'Obaala hanged up the fish in the sky' can mostly be judged to non-metaphorical but it is sometimes metaphorical as it can imply that Obaala prevented the fish from the speaker by hanging it up and going away without response to the speaker after he has been begged.
Example (247b) implies that both Ojaa and the speaker do not share the same tree. Hence, they were scattered by a lion or leopard. So, the speaker being on another tree had already controlled his fear but simply looking at Ojaa, who was still trembling with fear on a tree far from the speaker. The speaker may also not be on a tree but can be far away from Ojaa, who is on the tree. In (247a&b), fear has been conceptualized as A MOVING DANGEROUS LIVING THING WHICH CLIMBS. When people experience fear or panic due to rumours, people enter fear as LOCATION (See the Bible in Anyuak, 2013). Consider the following example in (248a):

(248a) dʒɔw people:DEF PST go FOC stomach of fear REL bad DEG
Lit. 'We/The people entered very bad fear.'
'We/The people became very afraid or panicked intensely.'

In (248), fear state the people are experiencing has been understood as A BOUNDED REGION TO BE ENTERED. The fear in example (248a) can be caused by rumours that the village is going to be attacked or more enemies are coming (again). Whenever the degree of fear declines gradually, doubling the degree adverb and extending the vowel can express intensity and speed of fear. This can be confirmed in the metaphor expressions in (249a&b).

(249a) lúar fear PST go liver of 1SG slowly slowly
Lit. 'Fear has gone away from my liver slowly slowly.'
'I have controlled my fear slowly.'

The low tone on mèë ñ slow' in (249a) is based on the slow movement of an object. In (264a), the degree of controlling fear is lower, because the manner adverb mèë ñ slowly' has been doubled with pause.

(b) lúar fear PST go away body of 1SG slowl...y
Lit. 'Fear went away from my body slowl...y.'
'I controlled the fear gradually.'

In (249b) the falling tone (’) on mèë ñ slowl...y' is based on the experience of moving entity which moves very slowly by picking up the legs slowly. So, the falling tone has been used in mèë ñ slowl...y', because the manner adverb mèë ñ slowly' expresses low degree of motion or speed. Thus, trembling with fear is stopped very slowly. In example (249b), the degree and speed of controlling the fear is lower than that in (249a), because the manner adverb in (249b) has vowel extension and falling tone.

(250) lúar fear PST run:ITV liver of 2SG faste...r
Lit. 'Fear has run into your liver very faster.'
'You have become very afraid quickly.'
Example (250) implies that the addressee has experienced fear very quickly. The rapid increase in the coming of fear into the addressee's liver is here marked by the rising tone ( Ꙁ ) on dətʃˈ very quickly, very fast' and the vowel extension. Hence, FEAR IS A MOVING ENTITY ENTERING HUMAN BODY. In (250), the rising tone has been used, because the manner adverb dətʃˈ 'quickly' expresses high speed, which is based on the experience of fast moving entity.

Morphophonologically, final consonant or final vowel deletion, shortening of a stem vowel and deletion of the completive {-ɔ} of root vowel of a motion verb can express going away and coming of emotion, i.e experiencing and controlling an emotion (fear). Consider the following examples in (251a&b)-(252a&b):

(251a) ʃur ɨ -á -áá ʃwɨn -á
rəf PST go 1SG
Lit. 'Fear went into my liver.'
'I'm afraid (now).'

The fear metaphor in (251a) may imply that the speaker is now experiencing fear as fear is expressed to have entered the liver. In (251a), the final consonant [j] of əaj 'go away' has been deleted before liver, which is location so that the meaning of əaj 'GO AWAY' has changed to əa 'ENTER' to imply experiencing the fear.

(b) ʃur ɨ -á -əj əɨɛ -á
rəf PST go 1SG
Lit. 'Fear went out of my body.'
'I am not afraid now.'

Example (251b) has the verb əaj 'go', without deleting the final consonant [j] before body, the container of fear. The example implies that the speaker is no longer afraid and is no longer thinking of and predicting the coming of fear stimulus, because the itive verb əaj means go (away) and its ventive counterpart is oò 'come'. Thus, the speaker in (251b) is not trembling by the time of speaking. While əaj 'go away' optionally takes the source of motion like liver, body or river, əa 'enter' obligatorily takes location like liver, body or house to be entered by a figure.

(252a) ʃur ɨ -rɛn ʃwɨn -á
rəf PST run 1SG
Lit. 'Fear ran into my liver.'
'I became afraid quickly.'

Example (252a) may mean the speaker is still a bit afraid although it usually means fear was felt in the past due to the use of the itive rɛn 'run away', which does not contain the infinite complement or the completive{-ɔ}. Therefore, in (252a), the itive verb rɛn 'run away' has obligatorily taken liver, the container or location to be entered, because this verb has not taken the completive {-ɔ}.
Example (252b) implies that the speaker is no longer experiencing fear. Yet the verbs rèŋ 'run away' a long time ago and rè(ë)ŋò 'run away' are derived from the itive verb rè(ë)ŋò' run away' whose ventive is rìŋŋ 'run toward'. In (252b), the fact that fear is no longer inside the speaker's liver/body has been expressed by the infinite complement or completive {-ò} in the verb stem {rèŋ-} 'run away'. When an itive verb like rèŋ 'run away' or a ventive verb rìŋŋ 'run to' has the completive {-ò}, the verb optionally requires source/ location like liver, body, stomach or house to be entered or to be left by an emotion or another concrete object. In (252b), the completive {-ò} in rèŋ 'run away' implies that fear may no longer come back. In non-emotional motion, the completive {-ò} tells us that an entity runs toward or away and completes running, but in itive (emotion) motion, this suffix tells that the entity which runs away completes running and it may not come back. Generally, examples (251a)-(252b) imply that at pragmatic level of metaphor, linguistic metaphors, cognition and experience are simplified by deleting optional domains/elements.

4.2.12 Summary of Fear Metaphors

In this section, it has been pointed out that fear is usually an emotion associated with survival. The Anywaa believe that being fearful is important for survival but higher degree of fear is evaluated as negative for it makes a coward hated by a community and loses a rank from king. So, among the Anywaa, a very fearful person is negatively viewed like a bad thing such as faeces, which is not important, because a fearful person does not help the community during danger. An Anywaa expression like tʃwĩŋĩ dʒōom dōtf 'Your liver is very soft' implies the speaker's evaluation that the addressee is very fearful. Hence, FEAR IS SOFT; COURAGE IS HARD. Therefore, among the Anywaa, fearful people are believed to have soft livers. In Anywaa, controlling fear, which is mixed with sadness is used by strongly holding body or liver, which are strong enough to keep an experiencer from falling down, crying or fainting. In fact, a person who has panicked puts his/her hand where liver and heart are located. Although liver is the center of feeling among the Anywaa, SUPERNATURAL BEING as source of fear does not exist in human liver, but in the whole body as the spirits of gods shake people.
Chapter Six

6.1 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Happiness in Anywaa

In Anywaa, the fact that happiness is important for one's life is associated with food making the stomach or liver delicious. According to Goleman (1996), an increased activity in the brain in which negative feelings are stopped by an increased energy is the main biological behavior of happy people. Eating delicious food also makes people happy and forget worry as it satisfies people while they are hungry. That is why happiness in Anywaa is called mét ètf/mét tʃwɪŋ 'tastiness of stomach or liver'. Thus, in Anywaa, to say *I am happy*, the following expressions in (253a&b), which are based on TASTY LIVER and TASTY STOMACH, which are based on TASTY FOOD, are used as follows in (253a&b):

(253a) tʃwɪŋ -à mét
liver of 1SG tasty
Lit. 'My liver is tasty.'
'I'm happy.'
(b) jì -à mét
stomach of 1SG tasty
Lit. 'My stomach is tasty.'
'I'm happy.'

The use of TASTY FOOD attached to liver or stomach as source domain of happiness implies that the first central conceptual metaphor of happiness in the mind of an Anywaa is HAPPINESS IS DELICIOUS FOOD/NUTRIENT. This is the most frequent type of metaphor in Anywaa and it is usually understood and uttered in terms of mét ètf 'tastiness of stomach'. Therefore, under different happy circumstances, happiness is conceptualized in terms of different tasty or sweet food items used in Anywaa community.

The reason for which the Anywaa mostly link tasty food with stomach to talk about happiness is that, food enters human stomach. A bad food that is not well cooked brings diarrhea, indigestion, intestinal or stomach pain, which brings unpleasant feeling like sadness and disease. In contrast, tasty foods like well cooked fatty fish are tasty, easily avoid hunger and bad feeling and make people drink more water so that there will be no hunger for a long time. Hence, prolonged happiness and positive mood.

When a group of the Anywaa eat porridge with very delicious stew, they feel happy and converse by laughing loudly in a group as they remember happy times and pleasant events. On the other hand, when eating food that is not delicious or during famine, the Anywaa feel uncomfortable and talk about bad past things and even stop drum dance. According to Matlin
the relation between pleasant mood and remembering pleasant material and vice versa is called **mood congruency**. Therefore, because the Anywaa mostly feel emotions with their livers, tasty food can be linked to liver to express positive or pleasant feeling of happiness although swallowed food does not enter human liver. The good taste of food felt with tongue evokes positive feeling in liver.

The use of delicious food as source domain of happiness in Anywaa, implies that happiness is the most wanted emotion for life as it always brings pleasant feeling. Therefore, language which is used to express happy feeling, is uttered by using different delicious foods in Anywaa community. Hence, **DEGREE OF HAPPINESS IS DEGREE OF TASTINESS OF FOOD**. The following examples in (253)-(257) exemplify the linguistic metaphors of the conceptual metaphor **HAPPINESS IS TASTY FOOD** in detail.

(253) 
\[
\text{dʒààl -ò -dʒìttò kì qìn mò tfwéj kànn}
\]
Old man PERF obtain object REL fatty here

Lit. 'The old man has got fatty meat/fish (to eat) here.'
'The old man has become happy here.'

In example (253), tfwej 'fatty meat/fish' METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR HAPPINESS, because fatty meat/fish immediately pleases a person who eats it. Hence, the metaphor **FEELING IS DRINKING/EATING; OBTAINING HAPPINESS IS OBTAINING FATTY FOOD**. This semantic loss of concept of oil/fatty fish/meat, which is replaced with happiness is called semantic bleaching/desemanticization. In fact, there is semantic extension of eating in the context of happiness. Grammaticalization, which is both synchronic and diachronic, is change of lexical word into a more functional element. So, new meaning may develop from one category (Heine, 2003 cited in Biniam, 2010).

(254) 
\[
\text{jiìn -à- tʃìmmò qìn mò mét/ŋwèj dtʃòf}
\]
2SG PST say thing REL sweet/delicious DÉG

Lit. 'You said something which is very delicious/sweet.'
'You said a very happy thing.'

(255) 
\[
\text{tʃwìŋ -à ñwèj diʃìŋ -i}
\]
1SG sweet day this

Lit. 'My liver is sweet this day.'
'I'm happy today.'

(256) 
\[
\text{wiŋ -ù lùàmm njìjì nèé tfwìŋ -è mìn mìí -è}
\]
listen 2PL word of king PURP liver of 3SG be tasty 3SG

Lit. 'Listen to the voice of the king so that his liver becomes tasty.'
'(You) (PL) listen to the king so that he will be happy.'

Example (256) presupposes that the addressees were making noise before and that is why the are advised to listen to the king, who was not happy with the noise.
The example in (257) implies that before the child had been found, the mother was sad and worried. Example (257) implies the conceptual metaphor HAPPINESS IS A TASTY LIVER but example (257) has the cognitive metaphor HAPPINESS IS A DELICIOUS STOMACH, because sweet/delicious food brings pleasant feeling which is felt with liver and stomach being the very centers of feeling in Anywaa. But truly speaking, based on the experience of eating tasty food, all examples in (253)-(257) underlie HAPPINESS IS TASTY FOOD, which is evoked by the word mɛɛt 'tasty' or ɲwɛɛt 'sweet'. Thus, METAPHORICALLY, HUMAN LIVER AND STOMACH ARE DELICIOUS FOODS WHICH ARE EATEN FOR HAPPINESS. However, because delicious food items are in stomach, in Anywaa happiness is mostly conceptualized in terms of delicious food in stomach.

6.1.1 The Metaphysics of Causing HAPPINESS based on TASTY FOOD and Evoking Principle

Metaphysics studies the highest level of causal principle for reason of the existence of things and why they are true/real (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999:374). In Anywaa, making a person happy can be understood through the use of linguistic metaphors based on making food tasty extended to linguistic expressions like making liver or stomach tasty. An interesting question to a cognitive linguist is Why do the Anywaa understand MAKING A PERSON HAPPY AS MAKING A LIVER OR STOMACH TASTY? There are many culinary elements that contribute to making fish stew tasty. These are cleaning the fish, removing the unnecessary parts of the fish, cutting the fish into pieces and cooking it well by using enough water, fire, time and salt so that the stew becomes tasty. Therefore, metaphorically, the processes of making foods tasty is transferred to making other people or ourselves happy. Hence, CAUSE OF HAPPINESS IS CAUSE OF FOOD TO BE TASTY. Consider the examples in (258a-e) below.

(258a) jî -ɛ dô ʒò -tíıtʃ tʃóør -ɛ nī métı
stomach 3SG PERF make husband of 3SG CON tasty
Lit. 'Her husband has made her stomach tasty.'
'Her husband has made her happy.'

Example (158a) implies that the husband has made the wife happy by making her life good. The experiential basis of this metaphor comes from cooking tasty food for another person.
The example in (258b) implies that the cause of the child's happiness is the child itself, who is doing good things and playing alone. The experience of the child's happiness in (258b) is based on cooking tasty food for oneself. Example (258) implies that the word këérë 'by himself/herself' can be optionally used. Examples (258a&b), which evoke tasty food like fish stew in our mind, tell us that mét 'tasty' can be metaphorically extended to pleasant thing like situation or game.

The happiness in example (258c) is based on the experience of cooking a bad food for a person. Women who prepare non-tasty or very soft porridge are usually not liked by the Anywaa, because they intensify hunger, which brings anger and passivity. Hence, MAKING A PERSON HAPPY IS MAKING TASTY FOOD FOR HIM/HER. Thus, HAPPINESS IS LIKE A SALT PUT IN STEW TO MAKE IT TASTY; To SADDEN A PERSON IS TO COOK A BAD FOOD FOR HIM/HER; CAUSES OF HAPPINESS ARE TASTY FOODS. WHEN WE EAT TASTY FOOD, OUR LIVERS/STOMACHS ARE TASTY (WE ARE PLEASED).

The example in (258d) implies that the old man has pleased the children by giving them fatty foods like honey or fatty fishes or by telling them good things. When we eat fatty food, our lips become fatty like a smeared body and we become pleased when we lick our lips. The word wiir 'smear', evokes mààw 'oil, fat/butter', which is its complement. Therefore, the Anywaa data in (258d) has optionally taken the prepositional phrase (kî) mààw 'with oil'. Among the Anywaa, the fats of hippopotamus, buffalo, giraffe and shea tree can be used for eating and smearing body to be soft and give good smell. Sometimes, after eating, young children smear their hands with bichir fat, which is very tasty. Since, the word wiir 'smear' evokes edible fats like giraffe fat while we are interpreting the meaning and source domain of the example in (258d), we can conclude that metaphorical conception and interpretation operate based on what I will call here an Evoking Principle.

The example in (258e) implies that the old man has smeared the children's livers.

We can conclude that metaphorical conception and interpretation operate based on what I will call here an Evoking Principle.
The example in (258e) is very literal implying that the addressee is a female who has cooked tasty food. Thus, the speaker has thanked her as he/she is very satisfied and pleased by the tasty food. The stem tii (tf) 'make' is a good clue that MAKING A PERSON HAPPY IS MAKING TASTY FOOD FOR HIM/HER. Hence, among the Anywaa, CAUSATION IS MAKING. Since example (258e) is literal, it serves as an experiential basis for examples (258a-d), which are metaphorical. In Anywaa, understanding happiness based on specific tasty food items, which are attributed to stomach, has been illustrated with the linguistic metaphors in (259)-(262).

(259) ji -è m'ɔŋɔ kípɛr ɔo -n tʃʊɔr -è
stomach of 3SG flour for coming GEN husband of 3SG
Lit. 'Her stomach is flour due to the coming of her husband.'
'She is happy for her husband's coming.'

In (259) happiness is conceptualized as edible WHITE FLOUR. A very clear source domain for happiness metaphor in (259) is a cooked flour mixed with fish stew. Such a flour is very tasty.

(260a) ji -à máaw
stomach of 1SG oil of
Lit. 'My stomach is honey/bee/oil.'
'I'm very happy.'

In (260a) HAPPINESS IS OIL, which generally evokes edible oil (fat) of fish, monitor lizard, antelope etc.

(b) ji -i tɛɛmá
stomach of 1SG solid honey
Lit. 'Your stomach is solid honey.'
'You are very happy.'

The metaphor in (260b) implies intense happiness, because it is based on solid honey which is not mixed with water. Hence, INTENSE HAPPINESS IS A SOLID HONEY.

(c) ji -à kitʃ
stomach of 1SG bee
Lit. 'My stomach is bee.'
'I'm happy.'

In essence, example (260c) implies that there is semantic extension from kitʃ 'bee' to máár kitʃ/máaw 'honey, bee oil' used to talk about extreme happiness. The reason for which a bee is used as source of happiness is that it is the producer of honey. Therefore, the metonymic pattern in (260c), in which bee stands for honey has the PRODUCER-PRODUCT metonymy type, which expresses higher degree of happiness lasting longer time than the one with the source of honey. For an increase in an appetite of eating honey or any other food, an Anywaa sometimes eats beewax and the bee larvae together. The grammaticalization path in (260c) is bee > honey > intense happiness. Because there is loss of semantic content from honey to happiness, this mechanism of grammaticalization is called semantic bleaching/desemanticization (See Matisoff, 1991).
In (261a), HAPPINESS IS SUGAR
(b) ji -è jé̚en júkɛɛ
stomach of 1SG cane of sugar
Lit. 'My stomach is a cane of sugar.'
'I'm very happy.'

In example (261b), HAPPINESS IS SUGAR CANE, but the metaphor jià jë̚enɛò 'My stomach is cane includes DURRA CANE as a source of happiness. The use of cane as a source happiness is limited to stomach but not liver, because stomach has the image of wider container like a house in which a cane is put or leaned against before eating it. Thus, tɕwînà jé̚en júkɛɛr 'My liver is sugarcane' is not allowed to talk about happiness as a liver is not a very enclosed container.

In example (262), HAPPINESS IS TASTY FOOD, the fat of bichir includes DURRA CANE is a source of happiness. The use of words like mɛ't 'tasty' and food items like fish fat to understand and talk about happiness in Anywaa supports what Lakoff and Turner (1989:xi) mention that metaphor is an integration of our ordinary thought and language. Based on the use of the source domain of TASTY FOOD to understand HAPPINESS in Anywaa, the mappings in table 19 can be produced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET DOMAIN: HAPPINESS</th>
<th>SOURCE DOMAIN: TASTY FOOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>happiness</td>
<td>tasty food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensity of happiness</td>
<td>degree of taste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiencing happiness</td>
<td>eating tasty food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensifier of happiness</td>
<td>salt/sugar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causer of happiness</td>
<td>cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quest for happiness</td>
<td>quest for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction with happiness</td>
<td>satisfaction with food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver/stomach</td>
<td>tongue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>happy person</td>
<td>eater of tasty food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiencing happiness</td>
<td>obtaining tasty food</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 19: Mappings with HAPPINESS IS TASTY FOOD in Anywaa

The expression dɔnà åà ñt dʒòòk néè mɛt ɛɛf mår dʒòòk wàwàò 'Let's go to church to eat happiness of God together' provides evidence that happiness is food because the verb wàwàò 'share' is basically used for eating delicious food together. If father and mother lead a happy life, a male or female child born in such a situation is named mɛtɛɛf 'happiness.' In fact, wàwàò mɛt ɛɛf 'eating happiness together' means sharing it by inviting others to a special day locally called tʃan mɛtɛɛf ɛɛf 'happiness day' or telling a happy thing to others so that they laugh. As people do not like offending other, they are also usually afraid of giving bad food to people except during famine. Hence, SHARING HAPPINESS IS EATING DELICIOUS FOOD TOGETHER.
As the mappings in table 19 imply, in Anywaa foods which are not tasty are not used as source domains of happiness. The use of tasty foods as source of happiness in Anywaa is clued by the words mét 'tasty', mìnò 'become tasty' and tasty food items like honey. For example, riìðò 'leaven' is eaten during famine among the Anywaa, but it is not used as a source of happiness by saying jià riìðò 'My stomach is leaven' to refer to happiness, because it is not tasty. Leaven is mainly used for preparing beer. It is very sour and makes an eater irritated. Further, leaven has black colour, which is the colour of being dirty and spoiled. This food is not pleasant to Anywaa's eye and liver. Tasty food like fresh stew mixed with white flour look nice due to the white colour, which makes the stew clean. Foods without salt and hard foods like boiled maize are also not used as sources of happiness in Anywaa.

INTENSE HAPPINESs can be conceptualized EDIBLE OIL which moves and flows like a liquid in the in a container/on the ground to imply high happiness and satisfaction. Examples (263a)-(263b) have been given for clarification.

(263a)  
ji -à múl -à mâtòw -i  
stomach 1SG flow FOC oil DEF

Lit. 'The Oil is flowing in my stomach.'
'I'm very happy.'

In (263a) happiness emotion degree is lower as there is no voice of flowing oil, which is the source of happiness. The use of edible oil/fat and other concrete objects as sources of happiness or other emotions imply that prior to our interaction with an object or environment, an object/matter exists independently outside our mind. In fact, oil which flows has more amount.

The sound/voice tômtòm 'the continuous flowing of oil and floating fat in fish/meat soup' can be used while expressing happiness even if the name of oil is not mentioned, because the voice tômtòm is already known to be produced by floating fat. Consider example (263b) for clarification.

(b)  
ji -i nì tômtòm  
stomach of 2SG CON tôtom

Lit. 'Oil is floating in your stomach by producing the voice tomtom.'
'You are very happy.'

As it can be inferred from (263b), the voice tômtòm experientially evokes the voice of floating fat or flowing oil in a container. The fat/oil usually consists of fat or oil of qûùr 'Nile perch', wèèrì 'wolfherring' and other kinds of fishes and animals like giraffe. Literally, the word tômtòm is a voice produced by a lot of oil when it moves in a container or when it is poured into another container. Thus, the extension of this voice into stomach metaphorically expresses intense happiness lasting longer. Because it has the voice tômtòm, example (263b) has higher intensity
of happiness than example (263a), which has no voice of flowing oil. Below is table 20 for the mappings of the subconceptual metaphor HAPPINESS IS A FLOWING OIL/FAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: HAPPINESS</th>
<th>SOURCE: OIL/FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>happiness</td>
<td>oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>happy person</td>
<td>eater of oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expression of happiness</td>
<td>flowing of oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree of happiness</td>
<td>degree of flowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice of happy person</td>
<td>voice of flowing oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low happiness intensity</td>
<td>decline in flowing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20: HAPPINESS as FLOATING OIL

Based on table 20, it can be inferred that based on HAPPINESS IS TASTY, inedible oils and animals are therefore not used as source domains of happiness. Thus, python or its oil and snake and its oil/fat are not used as source domains of happiness, because a reptile like snake is dangerous and not edible due to its venom and spiritual matters in its body.

Metaphor of happiness with the source domain of oil has strong mapping constraints. For example, stomach but not liver is used for flowing of oil, because stomach is deep like river and contains water unlike liver, which has FLAT and CLOSED image schema. According to Yang (2015:85), conceptual metaphor has the power of options because image schemas are general. So, only possible aspects of source domains are used during metaphorization. Furthermore, as examples (279a&b) suggest, in metaphorical use, people do not simply transfer entities and structure from source to target, but they use the way they evaluate the entities in the source domains based on their sensorimotor experiences. Therefore, the expression τfwiɲà mùùlà mààwi 'Oil is flowing in my liver' to mean I'm happy, is not acceptable in Anywaa, because a liver is not open like a canal and the water we drink goes into stomach but not liver.

Generally, edible and delicious foods are desired and so is happiness. So, below while example (264a) expresses ANGER based on source domain of BAD FOOD, (264b) is its literal equivalent evoking evaluation and source domain.

(264a) jì -à bá mét
       stomach of 1SG NEG tasty
Lit. 'My stomach/liver is not tasty.'
'I am not happy.'

__________________________________________________________
The anger expression in (264a), is sometimes expressed as jià ráâtʃ 'my stomach/liver is bad', i.e.
*I'm angry.*

\[ tʃ'am \quad mō \quad bá \quad mēt \]

\[ \text{food REL NEG tasty} \]

Lit. 'Food which is not tasty.'

'A bad food.'

While example (264a) is clearly metaphorical, example (264b) can be usually interpreted to be literal and serves as the experiential basis of the anger metaphor in (264a). Hence, HAPPINESS IS GOOD LIVER/STOMACH/FOOD; ANGER IS BAD LIVER/STOMACH/FOOD.

Reversing the word order changes grammatical meaning of happiness. Consider the examples below in (265)-(268).

(265) \[ mēt \quad ētʃ \]

\[ \text{tastiness of stomach} \]

Lit. 'tastiness of stomach.'

'happiness.'

Example (265) refers to the general concept of HAPPINESS in Anywaa.

(266) \[ ētʃ \quad mēt \]

\[ \text{stomach tasty} \]

Lit. 'The stomach/liver is tasty.'

'There is happiness.'

Example (266) implies the existence of happiness possessed by the people or person being happy but whose name is not needed to be mentioned. This has been done by fronting ētʃ 'stomach'.

(267a) \[ ji \quad -á \quad mēt \]

\[ \text{stomach of 1SG tasty} \]

Lit. 'My stomach is tasty.'

'I'm happy.'

(b) \[ mēt \quad ji \quad -á \]

\[ \text{tastiness of 1SG 1SG} \]

Lit. 'Tastiness of my stomach.'

'My happiness/pleasure.'

In (267a), the speaker is telling the other people that he/she is happy, but in 267(b), the speaker is emphasizing his/her happiness by fronting mēt 'tasty'. By using the focus marker {á-}, one can talk about his or her degree of happiness, interest or gratitude. In doing so, the order is reversed as mēt- ji- 'tastiness of stomach of', then the focus marker {-á} is attached to mēt 'tasty'. The example in (268) has been provided for clarification.

(268) \[ mēt \quad -á \quad ji \quad -á \]

\[ \text{tasty FOC stomach of 1SG} \]

Lit. 'It is (only) my stomach that is tasty.'

'It is only I who is happy/happier/interested.'

Example (268) implies that only the speaker is happy or happier or interested. The example can also mean the speaker loves something or is willing to do something without being forced. Therefore, in Anywaa, HAPPINESS, LOVE, INTEREST and WILL interact based on the source
domain of TASTY FOOD. With the help the source domain of TASTY FOOD for expressing happiness, the path of meaning formation process in human mind and language can be schematized as sensory/motor experience > conceptualization > target domain (expressing meaning).

**HAPPINESS IS AN OVERFLOWING FLUID**

HAPPINESS is conceptualized among the Anywaa as OVERFLOWING RIVER (LIQUID). This is extreme happiness as over flowing rivers are large and have more water flowing out to villages and fields. The following linguistic examples in (269a&b) illustrate such happiness.

(269a) jì ̀-à ̀-nìmàttá (kàámár) (nàám)

Lit. 'My stomach was overflowing like river.'
'I was very happy.'

In (269a) happiness is based on the image schema of rainy season and the overflowing of large rivers like Gilo, Openo, Akobo and Oboth, which displace the Anywaa and make them look for dry land to settle in. Thus, happiness experienced in terms of rivers is higher happiness than those of flowing oils, based on the image schema of flowing river. Example (269a) has optionally used kàámár 'like' and nàám 'river', because the verb nìmàttá 'overflow' is mostly used for overflowing of a river or water although it has been extended to extreme happiness.

(269b) jì ̀-í ̀-nìmàttá kàámár òtòt

Lit. 'Your stomach is overflowing with happiness like lake Thatha.'
'You are extremely happy.'

In (269b), the degree of happiness is very high due to the experience and the fact that lake Thatha is the largest lake in Gambella Region and it is found in Anywaa Zone. Hence, EXTREME HAPPINESS IS AN OVERFLOWING (OF) WATER BODY.

**HAPPINESS IS RELIEF**

Happiness can be conceptualized as RELIEF/REST. This relief is felt by liver or stomach, but the actual experience comes from people's taking rest and avoiding worry. The examples in (270a-c) illustrate HAPPINESS IS RELIEF/REST in Anywaa.

(270a) jì ̀-à ̀-nìdʒùm

Lit. 'My stomach has taken a rest'
'I have become happy.'

The experience of happiness in (270a) comes from a person sitting down or sleeping. Liver or stomach also sits down or sleeps when something bringing worry is solved. People who are worried or agitated stand for fight, but sit down later when they control their emotions.
In Anywaa, ʧʧɨɲɲ ṭɲɲ 动力电池 ‘putting down a liver’ usually refers to patience. Hence, LIVER
RETURNS TO ITS APPROPRIATE PLACE WHEN A PERSON IS HAPPY BUT CHANGES
ITS PLACE DURING FEAR OR ANGER. This implies HAPPINESS IS PROPER POSITION;
ANGER IS IMPROPER POSITION. The understanding of negative emotion in terms of improper
place can be seen in ʧʧɨɲɲá páá kàrè 'My liver is not in its proper position', which implies the
speaker's bad mood/unclear anger.

Example (270c) presupposes that Amooth's son got lost but was later found and she became
happy. Generally, the Anywaa's conception of happiness as RELIEF is based on their belief that
when there is worry, both human liver, stomach and mind also are worried and become restless
as the whole body of a person is busy. The word nɪ kʊOtʃ’ literally means relief due to fresh air.
Therefore, A HAPPY PERSON IS A PERSON WHO IS TAKING A REST.

6.2 HAPPINESS as INTERJECTION

Interjections help realize that someone is happy due to what happens or what he or she finds as
an important thing changing life. Scherer (1994:70) defines an interjection as an expression of
emotion in the form of voice and face (physiology). In fact, in reference to Anywaa, interjections are usually voices although words like rāatʃ’ bad! can be used as an interjection.

Meanings of interjections are usually clear from the context and near/immediate stimulus and
convention. According to Wierzbicka (1999:276), an interjection expressing cognitive feeling is
called an emotive interjection. Thus, IMMEDIATE AND STRONG COGNITIVE FEELINGS
ARE INTERJECTIONS. Because interjections usually express strong feeling caused by near
object, context/recent news, it usually has high tone or rising tone/intonation in Anywaa (see
also Goddard, 2014:53). Some of happiness interjections used in Anywaa have been given in the
expressions in (271a-c).

(271a) tิงит! ąán -á - kwąŋpő (kǐ) ցիեռ
‘Wow! I have got a turtle.’
Adapted from Abala (1996:42)
In (271a) happiness is caused by satisfaction for the fact that giêr 'turtle' is big and can be eaten by more people and its meat is very delicious. A person who found the turtle was therefore an adult who knows the very good taste of turtle. In fact, it is more often in very rare cases that an adult male Anywaa finds and kills turtle for food. The happiness interjection tiŋgit is more often uttered by Anywaa children when they find and pick up important things like beads, very ripe mango, coin and a dead fresh fish in ponds. This interjection alone can express high degree of happiness accompanied by dance, jumping and shouting. In (271a), the Anywaa word tiŋ means to lift.

When used with low tone as tiŋgit, the interjection implies low degree of happiness caused by less important thing found. This function of an interjection takes as to the conclusion that an interjection is equivalent to an emotion category like happiness, anger, surprise/fear and disgust and emotion degree. Because the interjection in (271) can drop the rest parts of happiness expression, it can be concluded that meanings of interjections are equivalent to meanings of long expressions of emotion metaphors. Interjections are therefore the conventionally reduced forms of longer emotion (metaphor) expressions related to knowledge, experience and convention.

Schimidit (2005) explains that metaphorical expression can be reduced.

(b) ájwā..! džááj á -ồ ô
oh associate boys PST come
'Oh! Our male associates have come.'

In (271b) the interjection ájwā is used to express happiness caused by the coming of associates for supporting friends during group fighting or to assist them in doing difficult task like lifting a house roof. So, the interjection ájwāa... alone expresses great happiness causing relief and satisfaction. Therefore, in very clear context, the speaker can omit the sentence džááj áòò 'The guys have come'. Thus, it can be concluded that an interjection identifies age, gender, context, activity, addresser and addressee.

(c) ájâŋ á -ồ ô jáá, á...á
mother PST come INTER INTER
'Oh! Mother has come, oh...'

In example (271c) the interjection jáá and á..á express happiness experienced by a child whose mother comes from a farm or river and carries mangoes or fishes. Contextually, jáá alone can be used by an adult to express happiness and satisfaction. Another interjection which combines love and happiness is džôr..., which is used to express happiness by young boys when dance with drum is intense or when girls pass by. Thus, the interjection džôr... is used as a romantic expression for choosing a girl (wife) for love and happiness with her appearance and dressing.
style of a girl. Although dʒóːr literally means to sprinkle, in dance context, it means to touch the forehead of a girl with the tail of giraffe or ox tail with the meaning of choosing or asking a girl for dance (love). Generally, metaphors of happiness in (271a)-(271c) evoke the conceptual metaphor HAPPINESS (EMOTION) EXPERIENCED SUDDENLY IS AN INTERJECTION; SUDDEN EMOTION IS AN INTERJECTION.

Ekman (2003) claims as “Words are one way of analyzing our emotion, but we cannot simplify an emotion into single words.” However, this claim is contrary to happiness interjections of Anywaa. For example, if a child says tɨŋŋɨt 'wow!' by jumping up, while a mother, father or any other adult is in the house, it is clear to the old person that the child is happy as a result of obtaining bead, coin or any other important thing on the ground. Thus, in Anywaa, tɨŋŋɨt 'wow' alone can mean I'm happy because I have got a good thing/I have heard good news.

### 6.3 Degrees of Happiness

In Anywaa, degrees of happiness can be graded using different linguistic techniques like the use of degree adverb like dʊtʃ 'very', focus marker {á} and vowel extension. For example, the use of the degree and affirmation adverb kɪřɛ ‘really' and its vowel extension can express different intensities of happiness as illustrated below.

(272) jì -á mɛt kɪřɛ
Lit. 'My stomach is really delicious.'
'I'm really happy.'

(273a) jì -á á -minnó dʊtʃ
Lit. 'My stomach has become very tasty.'
'I'm very happy/ I was very happy.'

In example (272b), the degree of happiness is higher than the one in example (272a), because kɪřɛ...reall...y has vowel extension and rising tone in (272b). The use of dʊtʃ 'very' can also express degree of happiness. Consider the examples in (273a-c).

(273a) jì -á á -minnó dʊtʃ
Lit. 'My stomach has become very tasty.'
'I'm very happy/ I was very happy.'

In (273a) happiness has higher degree than when you simply say jià āmǐnnò 'I'm happy or I was happy'. By repeating the degree adverb, higher degree of emotion (happiness) can be expressed as follows in (273b):

(273b) jì -á á -minnó dʊtʃ dʊtʃ dʊtʃ
Lit. 'My stomach has become very very very tasty.'
'I have become very very very happy.'
Example (273a), has only one dástʃ ‘very’, but in (273b), there are three dástʃ ‘very’. This must be the reason for which example (373a) has lower degree of happiness than example (373b). Hence MORE OF FORM IS MORE OF CONTENT. When degree adverb is used with amalgamation, happiness (emotion) degree will be higher than without using amalgamation due to lack of interruptions while uttering the degree adverbs in sequence. Consider the following example in (273c).

(c) \( \text{jít} \quad -qè \quad \text{mêt} \quad \text{dástʃdástʃdástʃ} \)

Lit. 'Their stomachs/livers are veryveryvery tasty.'
'They are veryveryvery happy.'

In (273c), the word dástʃ ‘very’ has been repeated three times and combined as dástʃdástʃdástʃ 'veryveryvery' due to the fast speech by the very happy person. Therefore, example (273c) has higher intensity of happiness than example (273b), whose degree adverbs are not combined. The combination of three dástʃ ‘very’ in example (273c) takes us to the conceptual metaphor MORE OF CONTENT (HIGHER DEGREE) IS A COMBINATION OF FORM. Experientially, objects which are piled up look bigger. The overall comparison of plain vowels and breathy ones reveals that plain vowels express higher intensity of happiness than breathy ones. Therefore, dástʃ ‘very' has higher degree of emotion than dástʃ ‘very’ but in some situations the variation between breathy and plain vowels for marking emotion intensity depends on the speaker. The use of vowel extension and rising tone on dástʃ ‘very' expresses the highest degree of happiness as illustrated below in (274a&b).

(274a) \( \text{ji} \quad -\text{à} \quad \text{ā} \quad -\text{minnò} \quad \text{dó...tʃ} \)

Lit. 'My stomach has become ver...y tasty.'
'I have become ver...y happy.'

The happiness in (274a) mainly expresses immediate happiness due to the word minnò 'become tasty'. However, in the absence of degree word, like dástʃ ‘very', the vowel in mét 'tasty/minnò 'become tasty' can be extended to express higher degree of happiness. Consider example (274b).

(b) \( \text{ji} \quad -\text{i} \quad \text{ā} \quad -\text{minnò...} \)

Lit. 'Your stomach has become tast...y.'
'You have become happ...y'

Example (274b) has higher degree of metaphor than an expression which simply use āminnò 'became tasty', whose vowel [ɒ] is not extended. Because variation between breathy and plain vowels distinguish emotion intensity, it can be claimed that phonemes are meaningful because a plain vowel makes happiness degree higher than the degree word used with breathy vowel.
Below, in (275) and (276) are happiness expressions used with the breathy vowel [o] in dôtf 'very', which has lower degree than dôtf 'very', having the plain vowel [o].

(275a) jì -ë á -mínñò dôtf
stomach of 3SG PST become tasty DEG
Lit. 'His/Her stomach has become very tasty.'
'He/She has become very happy.'
The happiness expression in (275a) has higher degree than if used without the adverbial degree dôtf 'very'. If the degree adverb dôtf very is repeated as dôtf 'very' dôtf 'very', the happiness (emotion), will be higher than the one which uses only with one dôtf/dôtʃ 'very', because two or more is more than one.

(b) jì -ë ò -mínñò dô...tʃ
stomach of 3SG PERF become tasty ver...y
Lit. 'His/Her stomach has become ver...y tasty.'
'He/She has become ver...y happy.'
The metaphor expressed in (275b) has higher degree of happiness than that in (275a), because the degree adverb dôtf has vowel extension and rising tone in (275b). Using rising and falling tones, the highest degree of happiness can be expressed by using the approximant /r/ and vowel extension. This has been illustrated in (276a&b).

(276a) jì -ì ò -mínñò dôrò...tʃ
stomach of 2SG PERF become tasty DEG
Lit. 'Your stomach has become very tasty.'
'You have become very happy.'
In (276a), happiness intensity is higher than using the degree word dô...tʃ 'very' or dôtʃ 'very' due to the use of the approximant /r/.

(b) jì -ì ò -mínñò dôrɔ...tʃ
stomach of 2SG PERF become tasty DEG
Lit. 'Your stomach has extremely become delicious.'
'You are extremely happy.'
In example (276b) the degree of happiness is higher than the one in (276a) due to the use of rising tone and the extended plain vowel [ɔ], which is easier to produce than the breathy vowel [o]. Generally, the use of vowel extension in degree adverb or any other word to mark highest emotion degree is based on the experience of seeing unlimited number of concrete objects in the external world. Although in most cases phonemes are not meaningful by themselves, the use of breathy vowel phonemes, plain vowel phonemes and vowel extension to mark emotion degree takes us to the conclusion that in the mind/cerebellum of an Anywaa, phonemes are sometimes stored as meaningful units based on usage and experience. Thus, to a cognitive linguist, the basic unit of a language is semantic unit. According to Barnes and Pinel (2015:122), meaning in the head is called enkephalins. This claim is further supported as:
Linguistic units like phonemes and morphemes do not exist as separate units in the mind, but only as continuous phonological shapes which are linked with semantics (meaning) and grammar. Thus, phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics are interfaced (Välimaa-Blum, 2009).

By using ráatj 'bad' as an adverb of expressing extreme happiness, the degree of happiness be expressed as follows in (277a&b):

(277a) mét ji -à râatj
taste of stomach of 1SG bad
Lit. 'The tastiness of my stomach is bad.'
'I'm extremely happy.'

In example (277a) mét 'tasty' has been fronted before jià 'my stomach' to emphasize that the experiencer is the first person singular. But the adjective ráatj 'bad' has clearly marked the higher degree of happiness.

(b) ji -à mét -è râatj
stomach 1SG tasty 3SG very bad
Lit. 'My stomach, its tastiness is extremely bad.'
'I'm extremely happy.'

In example (277b), the the 3SG è, has been attached to mét 'tasty' to express the tastiness of the speaker's stomach, which implies his/her happiness. The example in (277b) has higher degree of happiness than that in (277a), because ráatj 'bad', which expresses degree of happiness has vowel extension and rising tone. In such an emotional metaphor construction, đòtj 'very' is not used after mét 'delicious', because its position has already been taken by ráatj 'extremely bad', to a larger extent. Examples, (277a&b) underlies INTENSE IS BAD.

According to Lakoff and Johnson (2003) expressing higher degree of meaning with sound extension or repetition of a word evokes the cognitive metaphor MORE OF FORM IS MORE OF CONTENT. However, in this paper, the logical cognitive metaphor should be MORE OF CONTENT IS MORE OF FORM, because we understand more meaning and intensity based on sound extension or repetition of form, which is concrete and the source domain of meaning and intensity. We also expect more objects when the container has wide inner part. The rising tone also contributes to expressing extreme happiness as the pitch increases the happiness and voice.

Among the Anywaa, high and rising tones are accompanied by laughter, dance or jumping during happiness. Hence, INTENSE EMOTION IS HIGH TONE. In general, happiness understood in terms of delicious food has the generic level metaphor PLEASANT/ENJOYABLE EMOTION IS DELICIOUS FOOD because both the source and target domains are pleasant and enjoyable. The use of tasty food with the whole body or other body parts rather than stomach and liver expresses different meanings. Consider the following examples in (278a-c).
Metaphor (278a) implies a woman who cooks tasty foods or prepares good beer so that people are satisfied. Here, HAND METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR TASTY FOOD, because foods are prepared with hands.

Example (278b) implies that the addressee may sometimes stop eating, but starts eating again as it is difficult to stop eating due to tastiness of the food.

Based on example (278c) ORGASM IS TASTY FOOD. The metaphors in (278a-c) can take degree words like dɔtʃ ‘very’ to express higher degree.

6.4 HAPPINESS IS WARM

An outside temperature which cools or warms the body is used as a source of happiness in Anywaa. The temperature comes from fire, sun or another person hugged. Therefore, cold and warm temperature which are metaphorically attributed to liver, body or stomach express happiness. Broadly, the change in the degree of temperature can be used as source domain for emotion metaphors in Anywaa. The use of warm temperature as source domain of happiness implies that the degree of happiness is mild (see also Kövecses, 2010). Although cold temperature is mostly not used for metaphorical conceptualization of happiness in Anywaa, it can be used when eating a little breakfast or leftover.

In general, the use of temperature as a source of happiness is emphasized by Kövecses (2010:21) as “HEAT and COLD are very basic human experiences. We feel warm and cold due to the temperature of the atmosphere. Metaphorically, we often use the TEMPERATURE to talk about our FEELINGS/ATTITUDES to people or things”. The following examples in (279)-(282) are the linguistic metaphors used with WARM TEMPERATURE as source domain of SLIGHT HAPPINESS in Anywaa.

(279a)  tʃɛr -ɛ -mɛt
        hand of 3SG tasty
Lit. ‘Her hand is tasty.’
       ‘The beer/food she prepares is very tasty.’

(278a)  tʃɛr -ɛ -mɛt
        hand of 3SG tasty
Lit. ‘Her hand is tasty.’
       ‘The beer/food she prepares is very tasty.’

(278b)  ði -i ño -minnÒ
        mouth of 2SG PST become tasty
Lit. ‘Your mouth has become tasty.’
       ‘The food you are eating is very tasty and it is difficult for you to stop eating.’

(278c)  dëèr -à ño -minnÒ
        body of 1SG PST become tasty
Lit. ‘My body as become delicious.’
       ‘I have felt the orgasm.’

Based on example (278c) ORGASM IS TASTY FOOD. The metaphors in (278a-c) can take degree words like dɔtʃ ‘very’ to express higher degree.

(279a)  tʃwijn -à ñ ñújô
        liver of 1SG PST become warm
Lit. ‘My liver has become warm.’
       ‘I am rather happy.’
Metaphor with the source domain of warm temperature in liver and stomach expresses only slight happiness. In (279a) due to mújjó 'become warm', the happiness experienced by the speaker is very temporary because the stimulus is very immediate or contextual.

(b) ʧwiŋ -i  mór
liver of 2SG, warm
Lit. 'Your liver is warm.'
'You are slightly happy.'

The happiness here may last longer due to the use of mór 'warm'.

(280) ɗeèr -i  ā -mújjó
body of 2SG PST become warm
Lit. 'Your body has become warm.'
'You are slightly happy and active.'

The use of slight happiness based on warm temperature in (280) is very contextual. The metaphor can also express becoming active, feeling and enjoying the warmth of the sun or fire. It can also express slight anger mostly caused by debate. In Anywaa, because warm temperature of the sun or fire is pleasant to body, it is felt like tasty food as mét, but the hot temperature of the sun or fire makes people angry by burning them and therefore understood as lêk 'painful'. Thus, the conceptual metaphor SLIGHT HAPPINESS IS WARM TEMPERATURE IN BODY, LIVERSTOMACH is clearly motivated by the experience of warming oneself with warm temperature.

(281) n -à pán kwááró wók,
jump:VENT chief out
when PST Nyikaanga gun fire 3SG

Lit. 'When the chief ran out of the palace, Nyikaanga fired the gun and his body became warm.'

The happiness experienced by Nyikaanga in (281) has a clear source of happiness, which is firing. Coronation of the new Anywaa chief is also a good cause of happiness experienced by Nyikaanga in (281). When a chief is coronated, he runs out of the palace with a team of queens and runs to space encircled by other people who are dancing and singing for a chief to brag. Then, he dances in the space with his villagers. When the dance becomes intense, picking up his spear, the chief chases away the people near him as to show his heroism for future administration and overcoming both internal and external challenges. The chief can also fire a gun to imply his heroism.

Seeing the ceremony as (281) implies, Nyikaanga therefore fired his gun and felt happy by dancing, jumping and shouting. This implies that warm temperature in body has higher degree of happiness than cold temperature in the body, because a person whose body is warm shouts with a
bull name, dances, fires a gun and jumps up with happiness, but a happy person whose stomach/liver is warm sits down and converses happily but does not usually move or jump.

In Anywaa, the word pij ‘earth’ can be extended to condition or atmosphere. The Anywaa believe that the air on earth is good for survival but that in the sky is terrifying and inhospitable, because it is filled with spiritual matters bringing madness and impeded perception. Thus, to the Anywaa, the best place to live is the earth surface since it has water, rivers, plants, soil for cultivation and fishes. Example (282) underlies MAKING A PERSON HAPPY IS WARMING THE ATMOSPHERE/HIS/HER LIVER; INTENSITY OF HAPPINESS IS DEGREE OF WARMTH. As language is a reflection of experience and thinking, the Anywaa word mó'r 'warm' or móór 'make warm' evokes warm temperature of the sun, boiled water or fire, which warms our body and pleases us.

The above linguistic metaphors in (279a)-(282) are physical realizations of SLIGHT HAPPINESS IS WARM, which implies that the atmosphere is good for the happy person. Contrary to sadness, the Anywaa see warm temperature as good atmosphere for happiness as it pleases people. Thus, to express happiness with the situation, which is experienced on earth, an Anywaa says pij bée'r/mó'r ‘The earth is good/warm’, džámó bée'r ‘The air is good’, džámó mé‘t ‘The air is delicious’ or džámó džóó’t ‘The air is light/not heavy’. Therefore, FEELING WARM TEMPERATURE IS FEELING SLIGHT HAPPINESS.

The understanding of happiness in terms of warm temperature in body, liver or stomach among the Anywaa takes us to the conclusion that there is high correlation between metaphor, emotion category and temperature type (in human body). When we are slightly happy, our liver/stomach is warm, because a slightly happy person may dance slowly but his/her body can be felt to be warm but not hot.

When we are very angry, our liver/stomach is hot/fire and our body is felt as hot with sweating, but when we are afraid, we are very sad and our body is very cold leading to trembling, faint or death, which is understood in terms of a very cold temperature. Hence, a cognitive linguist can use thermometer to understand emotion metaphors based on language. It can be concluded that
anger, fear and happiness have different source domains of TEMPERATURES. In sections 4.9 and 5.2.1, we have seen that FEAR IS VERY COLD TEMPERATURE and that ANGER IS VERY HOT TEMPERATURE (FIRE). People tremble with fear cold and are irritated by very hot temperature although they are pleased by warm temperature. Hence, DIFFERENT CLASSES OF EMOTIONS ARE DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES. This in turn implies that COLD, WARM and HOT are frames of the source domain TEMPERATURE.

6.5 HAPPINESS as HEALTH

In other situations, happiness in Anywaa can be conceptualized as dʒóó't dèél 'health', which literally means lightness of a body, i.e a state in which human body is not heavy implying that happiness is a good feeling resulting in doing good things actively. When we are healthy and happy, our body is light, because we jump up, walk easily, dance or run. While the Anywaa word dʒóó't is light in English, the Anywaa word dèél is body in English. In Anywaa, the word dʒóó't dèél 'lightness of body' can mean health or being active. In the process of conceptualizing happiness in Anywaa, first a person becomes health, then he or she becomes active. Finally, being active leads to being happy. Therefore, by looking at the physiology of a person, anger, happiness and health can be understood.

The Anywaa's conceptualization of HAPPINESS as HEALTH is supported by Archibal et al, (2005:212) that words can be associated with physical and psychological states common in our physical experience. Unhappiness and ill health can be associated with lethargy and inactivity, which often involve being on one's back (physically down). In contrast, happiness and good health are often correlated with energy and movement, which involve being on one's feet (high up). Below are linguistic metaphors of Anywaa for HAPPINESS IS HEALTH/LIGHT in (283a-d).

(283a) nǐlál déér -è PST -ʒóó'nóo n
child body of 3SG PST become light when
-á dʒóó't mènn's PST see mother of: 3SG 3SG
Lit. 'The child's body became light when it saw its mother.'
'The child became happy and active when it saw its mother.'

58 This implies that the 3SG i is optionally used with wànn 'father of' and mènn 'mother of'. In Anywaa, the basic modified form of mother is mèè' mother of and that of father is wàl- 'father of'. The forms mèè- 'mother of' and wàl father of are used with 2SG and 1SG. Hence, mèèr'my mother', mèèr'u your mother', wàl'r 'my father' wàl'r 'your father (2SG)'.
In (283a) it can be inferred that the mother went to a distant place and came back after certain
time. So, the child is now active, happy and playing with other children although the child was
sad before. Example (283a) clearly underlies HAPPY IS LIGHT.

In (283b) the shoulders are easily moved (up) due to health, which makes the body light and easy
to move. The example in (283b) also implies that a happy person also jumps up or walks fast
with light legs due to health. Firing gun also can give happiness in the form HEALTH, which is
LIGHT as can be illustrated as follows in (283c):

Lit. 'When he fired the gun, his body immediately scattered.'
'When he fired the gun, he immediately became happy and active.'

The literal meaning of nikér 'scatter' in (283c) is that the body separated into light pieces and
ran away in different directions. This is because in such a happy situation, the happy person runs
or moves around, shouts and jumps up with a gun after firing it. Thus, in such a situation, bad
spirits go away from the body and the person walks easily and happily. The word nį́tį́k is used to
express happiness combined with being active, health and having warmth in the whole body. So,
déèrè ánítį́k 'His/Her body has become active' implies happiness combined with acting actively
and moving around which the Anywaa call wùújjò. When we are happy, we walk fast, because
our legs are light, but when we are sad or sick, our legs are heavy and we may walk with stick,
sleep or fall down. Consider the example in (283d).

In (283d), the happy person is moving fast by picking his/her legs up easily. The ease of picking
up legs is caused by health and happiness. So, the happy person walks by moving his/her legs
easily. Example (283d) presupposes that Omod was not happy and was walking slowly before
the happy thing stimulated him. Therefore, SINCE HAPPINESS IS LIGHT, THE BODY OF A
HEALTHY/HAPPY PERSON IS LIGHT; THE BODY OF A SAD/SICK PERSON IS HEAVY.
In Anywaa, greeting and health are understood based on the source domain of HEALTH, which is clearly based on LIGHT OBJECT/LIGHT BODY OF A PERSON. In Anywaa, greeting a person or asking his/her wellbeing is expressed as follows in (284a-c).

(284a) dééř -i džóót?
      body of 2SG light
Lit. 'Is your body light?'
     'Are you fine/well/healthy?'
The expression in (284a) is usually used for greeting, but in another concept, it can be used as a question to understand the health status of the addressee if the addressee looks passive.

(b) dééř -i džóót nó?
    body of 2SG light EMPH
Lit. 'Is your body light then?'
     'Nice to meet you again.'
The expression in (284b) clearly refers to greeting a person who is met after a very long time of separation or a famous person whose name is heard but met for the first time. The long time of separation has been expressed by the emphatic morpheme nó.

(c) dééř -i džóót
    body of 2SG light
Lit. 'Your body is light.'
     'You are healthy.'
The expression in (284c) clearly expresses that the addressee is healthy. This language can be usually used by the speaker who sees the addressee walking actively. The expression in example (284c) can also be uttered by a physician who has checked the healthy status and confirmed that the addressee has no health problem. Example (284c) can also mean the addressee is active or happy.

(d) dééř -i bá džóót
    body of 2SG NEG light
Lit. 'Your body is not light.'
     'You are not healthy.'
Example (284d) is based on the medical result indicating that the addressee has health problem.
Further, the speaker in (284d) can be an ordinary Anywaa who sees the addressee as passive. Sick people usually sleep for many hours. Examples (284a-d) therefore underlie GREETING/HEALTH IS LIGHT; DISEASES (A SICK PERSON) IS HEAVY. Examples (284a-d) imply that the Anywaa's conception of health as džóót deěl 'lightness of the body' is based on the experience in which first, the concept of džóót 'light (object)' is experienced and understood, then it is linked to deěl 'the body', which is affected by diseases or problems making us inactive.
6.6 HAPPINESS with the Source Domain of WHITE COLOUR/CLEANLINESS

White colour is used as source domain of happiness in that it is related to cleanliness, visibility and health. Thus, in Anywaa, this colour is more often associated with clear or clean thing. Purity is also associated with white colour contrary to being devil-eyed.

Among the Anywaa, white is the colour which evokes most of its spiritual and health quality: it is pure, clean and perfect of a liver: there is nothing bad in it and therefore pleasant to liver, eye, stomach or head. That is why white colour evokes pleasure in the liver of Anywaa. Therefore, when a white object becomes dirty, it is easily understood to have become dirty. The Anywaa make use of the white colour's purity to make other things pure and to expel evil at all levels and in all conditions of existence. White is the colour of spirituality, beauty and peace. That is why it is not usually spoiled by the spirit of dʒošk 'God' and other evil spirits unlike head. That is why the ashes are so white as they are cleaned by fire which destroys and annihilates anything (including death), leaving light, which is a pure matter (Perner, 1994:172-173).

What Perner (1994) elaborates helps understand conceptual metaphor of Anywaa by using white colour associated with white or clean things bringing happiness. For example, an expression like ɛbɪlɛ dʒwià 'I have swept my hut' is not metaphorical to certain extent although it can metaphorically mean the guests can inter the room now but tårnimà dʒwià 'I have swept my face' is very metaphorical as it implies pleasure and good relation gained after avoiding anger having its experiential basis of sweeping rooms, homesteads or houses. The implied instrument of sweeping here is dʒwìɛʃ 'broom'. Below, in (285)-(287b) are linguistic metaphors of HAPPINESS IS WHITE/CLEAN.

(285) ʧwɛn -à târ kì dʒɛj
liver of 1SG white with people
Lit. 'My liver/stomach is white with people.'
'I am happy with people/I love them.'

The metaphor in (285) combines love and happiness based on WHITE COLOUR or CLEAN OBJECT. Example (285) and its related counter parts have the conceptual metaphor HAPPINESS IS WHITE LIVER/STOMACH.

(286) ɲlìlàl ʧì -ɛ òtíìt kìpɛr ɛbìì
child stomach of 3SG white flour for clothe
màn -à -ɲɛw wànn -ì
REL:DEFINE PST buy father of:3SG 3SG
Lit. 'The child's stomach is a white flour because of the clothe which its father bought for it.'
'The child is cheering for the clothe which its father bought for it.'
One could argue that the use of white flour as source domain of happiness in (286) implies the conceptualization of happiness as food; however, unless mixed with milk, butter or fish stew, white flour cannot be eaten and therefore cannot be used as an experience for happiness as food. Actually ötiit, ‘white flour’ is prepared out of white maizes, which are pounded in the mortar with the help of pestle. When the flour is sifted and dried in the sun at homestead, it looks whiter and makes husband and other relatives become pleased that the wife who prepared the flour is very clean and very clever. Such a wife prepares very clean beer and porridge.

The very experience for the use of white flour as the source domain of happiness comes from the Anywaa’s perception that white flour is cleaner and free from danger, dirt and bad spirits than màg ōlwáálè 'red flour', which is prepared of out ōlwáálè 'red maizes'. So, in Anywaa, flour prepared out of red maize is not used as source of happiness as jià màg ōlwáálè 'My stomach is red flour', because red is a colour of blood and destruction. Yet, red flour is edible. Therefore, the metaphor njìlìål jiè mòñò 'The child's stomach is flour' to imply the child's happiness, has the domain mòñò 'flour' but its indirect frame is ötiit 'white flour', which a happy person uses as a source domain/frame to express happiness.

The use of WHITE FLOUR over RED FLOUR for metaphorical understanding of happiness as a clean object takes us to the conclusion that our attitudes, evaluations, effect of an object and function of an object constraint metaphorical mappings, meanings and patterns of inferences. (See Johnson, 1987:113). Hence, positive emotion takes positive source and vice versa.

(287a) ji-à wààrò
stomach of 1SG cotton

Lit. 'My stomach is cotton.'
'1m (very) happy

Although in (287a) the source domain of happiness wààrò 'cotton' is broad, the cotton type used as a cultural source domain of happiness in Anywaa is the white cotton which is also called wááj ānwáá 'Anywaa cotton'. The cotton is produced by the cotton plant which is also called wáárò 'cotton' in Anywaa. This is a small short cotton plant, whose cotton is very white and is prepared as thread to sew torn clothes and broken gourds. The white cotton of the big tall thorny cotton plant in Anywaaland can also be used as a source of WHITE HAPPINESS. This tree, which the Anywaa carve as a canoe, has fruits which produce very white cotton when they dry. When the fruits of this plant mature and dry, the cotton in them dry and become very white. This white cotton makes people very happy when they see and touch it as it is very soft. In addition,
children also throw this piece of cotton in air making them very happy when a piece of cotton floats in the sky by going high up. Therefore, because frame is obvious in the conceptual system of an Anywaa, the generic word/ source domain wáárò 'cotton' can be used to talk about happiness by implying the white cotton (the frame) which is the one common in Anywaaland as implied in (287a) unlike the red and black cottons imported from the Arabs and highlanders.

(287a) jì áwáágà
stomach of 1SG white bead
Lit. 'My stomach is white bead.'
'I'm very happy.'

In (287b), happiness is understood in terms of áwáágà 'WHITE BEAD', which a girl gives to her fiance to imply faithfulness for romantic love followed by happiness with a boy's behaviour. In addition to its use as a source domain of happiness, áwáágà 'white bead' is used to remove sins from liver, curing diseases, purifying human body, protecting human body and head from sickness (madness), and blocking bewitching by an evil-eyed. An evil-eyed person is usually afraid of a child wearing this white bead because of its shining light, which is the power God's purity and protection power.

According to Perner (1994:154&155), áwáágà 'white bead', is used by the Anywaa for protecting oneself from spirits of god göögà, which manifests itself as a white snake needing a this white bead and white goat to be scarificed as its charms. This implies that the Anywaa interpret white colour as the colour of supernatural being as it protects human head and from bad spirits bringing madness and disease.

Moon's, stars and lamp light associated with the happiness brought by the power of God can be used as happiness of a strong christian Anywaa. In Anywaa, light of sun, moon or fire is also tár 'white', which is extended from white. Hence, BRIGHT IS WHITE. Consider the following examples in (288a&b) to illustrate HAPPINES IS BRIGHT/LIGHT.

(288a) dzòòk bè tãr nì báŋ káŋ mò tjìl jì
God be white and no place REL black in
tjìwìnj liver
Lit. 'God is light/white colour with out any part of the liver being dark.'
'A christian should be happy and patient with others.'

What is implied in (288a) is that a true christian should lead a happy life with people as brightness removes sin. So, a true christian should be well-mannered, protect himself/herself

59 Anywaa has no separate word for light. Although dzòòk is used to mean light as in dzòòk tìjn' sun's light'. More often, it is the white colour that is used as light in Anywaa as can be found in ìbjì kêr djìttì kì tøj tjìnj The maize plants have not obtained the white colour of the sun' used to imply the improper growth of maize due to lack of sun's light.
from sinful activities and lead happy life with others. Thus, christians perceive anger as sin. So, a sinner's liver is full of sins, which are black. A true christian should therefore avoid theft, lie, adultery but should keep the ten commandaments. Generally, as it has been illustrated in (288a), the use of white colour as a source domain of happiness metaphorically implies that THE LIVER/STOMACH OF A HAPPY PERSON BECOMES WHITE AND CHANGES TO WHITE OBJECT WHEN EXPERIENCING HAPPINESS (see The Bible in Anyuak, 2013).

The conceptualization of happiness as clean object implies that HAPPINESS IS DISCRETE OR LESS COMPLEX EMOTION. According to Grady (1997), the relation between brightness and happiness is based on the correlation between bright light and safety, warmth, etc. When an Anywaa pastor says:

(b) wör tāj -ù wēɛ̀ g -ù rīɛŋ pim dʒēj
HAB brightness of 2PL give 2PL shine faces of people

Lit. 'Your(PL) light must shine in front of the public.'
'You should express the words of God with happiness.'

In (288b), the pastor implies that addressee christian Anywaaks should express their happiness in front of people and tell the words of God clearly (See also the Bible in Anyuak 2013:6).

Hence, GOD'S LIGHT IS INSIDE A CHRISTIAN'S LIVER; A HAPPY PERSON IS A SHINING OBJECT. Below are the mappings for happiness with the source domain of LIGHT, WHITE, PURE SUBSTANCE in table 21 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: HAPPINESS</th>
<th>SOURCE: LIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>degree of happiness</td>
<td>intensity of light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expressing happiness</td>
<td>shining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source of happiness</td>
<td>source of light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopping of happiness</td>
<td>disappearance of light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quest for happiness</td>
<td>searching a lit place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>happy person</td>
<td>a person in light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21: HAPPINESS as LIGHT

Although to an Anywaa who is not evil-eyed HAPPINESS IS LIGHT, to an evil-eyed man HAPPINESS IS DARKNESS. This is because during the daytime devil-eyed people are exhausted and asleep but active at night as they catch and chew snakes and lizards to dip their bloods in homesteads and on sleeping people to kill them. At night, an evil-eyed person also dances in homestead to put a sleeping family into deep sleep so that he/she bewitches freely. Their dance is accompanied by happy whistling, which is not done by ordinary people at night.

\[^{60}\text{In Anywaa, a very aggressive evil-eyed who frequently bewitches fast is called kwir.}\]
At night, such people also dig graves to take the soul or heart of a dead person so that the man will not have new life/ghost. So, DEVIL-EYED PEOLPLE ARE HAPPY NOCTURNAL ANIMALS.

The question of relating cleanliness and light to happiness may be interpreted by a psychologist or philosopher in depth. Part of the high quality made by the Anywaaks is an a special love for neatness, which leads to happiness caused by looking at the stimulus like clean clothe, gourd, house and human body. The Anywaa's favourable attitude towards neatnes is deep rooted in their attitude towards good life of purity. If one checks the homestead and home, inside and outside, he sees that gourds, pots, decoration materials, animals skins for sleeping and grass for building houses are clean implying the quest for happiness and health through cleanliness. Among the Anywaa, to protect people from diseases, bad spirits and sadness, materials and clothes can be washed with ash, water and foams of heglig fruits. When a person dies, because he/she is useless and goes inside unplastered soil, it is said that ʂ̡ànò ǟràŋ nam 'The person has become bad (unclean)'. Hence, LIFE IS CLEAN;DEATH IS DIRTY (Perner, 2003:). By using the source domain of GOOD/CLEAN THING ATTACHED TO LIVER, happiness can be expressed in Anywaa as follows in (289a-c):

(289a) tʃwiɲ -q̡ɛ̀ ǟ -timò n̡t̡ t̡oŋ k̡á ǟb̡òj̡á
livers of 3PL PST become CON clean in afternoon
Lit. 'In the afternoon, their livers became clean.'
 'In the afternoon, they became happy.'
Example (289a) implies that the people spoken about were angry in the morning but became they happy in the afternoon. Further, example (289a) underlies HAPPINES IS A CLEAN (LIVER), which makes our face clean to imply happiness and love with people.

(b) tʃwiɲ -à bɛɛr
liver of 1SG good
Lit. 'My liver is good.'
 'I'm happy.'
Example (289b) underlies HAPPINESS IS GOOD LIVER, which is a general cognitive metaphor for HAPPINESS IS CLEAN (LIVER).

c) tʃwiɲ -i r̡ɛ̀ -ɛ ɛɛ dʒ̡w̡iέd̡ó
liver of 2SG body of 3SG PERF sweep
Lit. 'Your liver has swept its body(itsel).'
 'You have become happy.'
Example (289c) implies that the addressee has stopped anger mainly by himself/herself and became happy. The experience of this metaphor comes from sweeping one's home or surrounding, which pleases people, because a swept place is pleasant to see due to its being clean
or plastered. The use of the liver's own body to mean SELF implies REFLEXIVE IS ONE’S OWN BODY; RECIPROCAL IS EACH OTHER’S BODIES. Generally, examples (289a-c) imply the Anywaa's evaluation of happiness as a positive emotion.

6.7 HAPPINESS as PLANT LEAF

In Anywaa, happiness conceptualized in terms of PLANT LEAF makes this emotion more ontological. In Anywaa, plant leaf called böqó (PL. bògè). During spring season, trees shade their leaves but bloom after a month. During rainy season, the entire Anywaaland turns green and grasses, trees, plants, herbs and shrubs give favourable impression and happiness making girls and boys spend their leisure times in meadows before heavy rains and overflowing of rivers. Basically, leaf is used as source of happiness, because among the Anywaa people are blessed by beating their bodies with leaf so that they become happy, active and healthy. Therefore, the metaphor böqó lëqót ‘The leaf was beaten' means the bodies of the villagers were beaten with leaves so that they will live happily, actively and healthily as the leaf will eradicate epidemic.

Yet, very selected plant leaves are more often used as source domains of happiness. Consider the linguistic metaphors in (290a-e).

(290a) ðòʃálá ji -è èé gòòŋò böqó
Ochala stomach of 3SG PERF beat:BEN leaf
Lit. 'Ochala has beaten his stomach with leaf.'
'Ochala has become happy.'

Since people whose bodies are beaten with leaf act happily, this metaphor implies that Ochala is acting happily.

(b) ji -è èé gòòŋò kîtél
stomach of 3SG PERF beat:BEN leaf:AMHA
Lit. 'She has beaten his or her stomach with leaf.'
'She has become happy.'

The metaphor in (290b) has codeswitching: it can be inferred to be uttered by a native speaker who can speak Amharic. The loan word kîtél 'leaf' is taken from the Amharic word k’it’él 'leaf'. Because the phonemic inventory of Anywaa has no ejective /k/ and the mid central vowel /ə/, these phonemes have been changed to voiceless velar /k/ and the front mid plain vowel /ɛ/ respectively.

According to Matras (2009:101), codeswitching is the term which usually refers to the alternation of languages within conversation. Some authors use code mixing to refer to language mixing within phrase or utterance reserving codeswitching for alternation of languages in-between utterances or phrases (inter-sentential switching). Code mixing is a general term for
various types of language mixing. In different situations, native speakers coin new metaphors to think, reason and express new insight with and without codeswitching. According to Hanks (2006:1), such new and unconventional metaphors are called *dynamic metaphors*.

(c) 
\[\text{ditf\text{an}} \ -i \ ga\text{ng} \ ji \ -\text{è} \ b\text{og} \ -b\text{ar} \ -\text{è} \ \text{day: this person stomach of 3SG leaf whole:3SG 3SG}\]

Lit. 'This day, everybody's stomach is totally leaf.'
'Today, everybody is totally happy.'

Example (290c) implies that everybody in the area or village is happy.

(d) 
\[\text{k\text{e} \ -d\text{èr} \ -i \ r\text{è} \ -\text{è} \ ë \ kw\text{d} \ -d\text{è} \ \text{DUB body of 2SG body of 3SG PERF fan DEG}}\]

Lit. 'Why has your body fanned itself intensely like this?'
'Why are you very happy and very active like this?'

Example (290d) implies that addressee is very happy and healthy doing things with speed but the source of the addressee's happiness is not clear to the addressee. Among the Anywaa, villagers' bodies are fanned with leaf so that they stay healthy and happy. The luck of evidence in metaphor (290d) has been marked by the falling tone on the word këè. Hence, DUBITATIVE IS FALLING TONE; EVIDENTIAL IS RISING TONE. Example (290d) underlies BEING HAPPY IS FANNING ONESELF WITH PLANT LEAF.

(e) 
\[\text{ji} \ -\text{è} \ ë \ -pë\text{d}\text{è} \ \text{stomach of 3SG PERF stretch out}}\]

Lit. 'His/Her stomach has stretched out itself (like a leaf).'
'He/She has become happy.'

Example (290e) is based on seeing a very green leaf which stretches out with bloom and sways. Such a a leaf is very beautiful in the morning. So, A DRY LEAF, which folds itself is not used as a source of happiness here, because it does not sway as it is not active. When we are happy, our pleasant feeling can be known by our acts and expressions. Hence, HAPPINESS IS OUTWARD; SADNESS IS COLLECTED.

What can be inferred from (290d) is that experience of beating the whole body of a person with leaf implies higher degree of happiness. More often males' shoulders are beaten with leaves for bless and happiness, but there are conditions under which the whole body ranging form head up to feet of a person is beaten with leaves so that every part of the body will be active. Hence, dëèrë bårë réë kwâdë 'His/Her whole body has beaten itself with a leaf' implies higher degree of happiness and being very active. INTENSITY OF HAPPINESS IS DEGREE OF FANNING /BEATING THE BODY WITH LEAF
Furthermore, sometimes boiled water of a leaf used for blessing is drunk by a lineage or villagers. This must be the reason for which the Anywaa use leaf with stomach and outer body to express happiness without using liver although it is the center of emotion.

The examples provided in (290a-e) have used the general source domain of PLANT LEAF to conceptualize happiness. But in its concrete use, the two most important leaves used as source of happiness are űpåt leaf and durra leaf. The leaf of plant called űpåt is used by old people by beating the young to be happy when they are sad or angry. The bark of this plant is also mixed with water and boiled. Then, when its water is hot, it is drunk. It is requested by a dead woman or man as blessing for lineage or village to stay health, happy and lucky. Also before going to the war front, the land chief makes convictions and beats the bodies of armed villagers with these leaves so that there will be no casualties during war. So, a villager goes to war actively and happily as there will be no death. More often people whose bodies are beaten with leaves dance during war and may kill many enemies.

Furthermore, the land chief gives the male villagers some leaves of this plant and put them inside trousers or shorts and pockets and tie them together with the clothe to avoid war injury. The leaf can also be used to protect oneself from evil-eyed spirit and fetiches used by foreigners like Nuer and Dinka who attack people with fetiches; thus, these leaves are put in pockets and the ceilings. This also helps to avoid fear leading to defeating an enemy, which is in turn happiness.

The durra leaf has two major functions: one function is that it makes a sad or angry person happy when beaten with it. This is because durra is food and the crop is the first crop to be grown in Anywaa land. The second function is to avoid being shot by an enemy during war. In doing so, the man or the woman to whom objects are bequated locally called lwíŋó prays and convicts the land without tasting things like water, drink and smoke in order not to mix saliva being bless and external things; in doing so, first durra leaves are put in a gourd with water inside. Then, the villagers are beaten with them. The type of durra leaf or tree leaf used for convictions varies from region to region, village to village and lineage to lineage due to ancestral belief. For example, in Adongo region, the žīgáá lineage uses ōtěeó durra leaves used for gaining happiness and blessing. When a native of the land is about to beat the body of the people with
leaf, he/she spits on the leaf and swears as móói lááw pòwà 'This is the saliva of my village' so that no problem happens to people.

6.8 HAPPINESS with the Source Domain of LAUGHTER and CRY

Clean human teeth is one of the major sources of happiness. While hiding one's teeth implies disgust, laughing expresses happiness or favourable relation with people. In early times, the Anywaa could remove their lower incisors with the belief that the shape of mouth will be good showing human beauty which is not possessed by animals. But if the those teeth are not removed, the lower lip becomes longer and protrudes like mouth of fish, monitor lizard or crocodile. With the coming of the Derg regime, this practice was stopped. More often people with gapped teeth make others happy and laugh when they laugh. Laughter, which is done individually or in a group, is accompanied by cry, stomach pain and urination or farting. It can be used metonymically in an example like tʃwíná ṣêəjɔ kį lúûmmi61 'My liver is laughing at what you have said (your anger)' implying laughing and ignoring what the addressee has raised or the addressee's anger. Metaphor with a laughing liver has similar meaning to à ṣêətɔ kį lúûmmi dʒáák 'I'm simply laughing at your issue' implying that the addressee is angry but the addressee is considering his/her anger as a joke. Thus, PEOPLE LAUGH AND JOKE BECAUSE THEIR LIVERS LAUGH AND JOKE. Examples (291)-(296) have been provided to illustrate such a metaphorical conceptualization of HAPPINESS.

(291) dʒááj wàáʃt ḍámálaré kį píí píí ḍámálaré dʒá
boys sons of Amharas and girls daughters of Amharas people:DEF
ŋêətɔ tìér dʒáák
laugh leg of tree
Lit. 'Boys, the sons of Amharas and ladies, the daughters of Amharas are laughing under the leg of a tree.'
'The boys and girls are laughing under the tree.'
The speaker in (291) is familiar with the boys and girls who are laughing under the tree. Definite evidence comes from the definite marker dʒá, 'the people', which is more definitely used as dʒaw. These are the groups of boys and girls who are peers. When laughing in a group, boys laugh as á...áa...óo and girls laugh as ée...ééj... wú...j.

61This metonymic metaphor can also mean I have lost my appetite as in tʃwíná ṣêəjɔ kį máár kitf 'My liver is laughing with honey' having the metaphorical meaning I have lost my appetite due to eating honey/I have lost my appetite of eating honey. In actual situation, there are people who laugh while people are eating showing that they are not very hungry as they have eaten certain food before the main meal.
Although the Anywaa word for marriageable girl is ġakā and that for boy is wōp 'good-looking', in a very advanced manner, they are referred to as ġa āmɔ̀ra 'daughter' of Amhara 'and wà āmɔ́rə' son of Amhara'. Two reasons can account for explanation here: one is that an Amhara girl has long and smooth hair reflecting beauty accompanied dressing in good manner and the skin of an Amhara boy and girl is smooth and bright; the second reason is the historical political supremacy of the Amhara: there were Amhara leaders in Gambella during Haile Selassie's regime. This led to the Anywaa's conclusion that the Amhara were the best Ethiopians.

(292) ɲɛ̀rt -i ká tʃwɨp -ɛ bɔr -ɛ káámːar dàágɔ

laughs HAB with liver of whole:3SG 3SG like female

'He is laughing with his whole liver like a female.'

'He is totally laughing very loudly like a female.'

The Anywaa believe that because their livers are lazy and tasteless, females are cheated easily and laugh at simple things with total feeling. Scientifically, it is proved that hormones, which are chemicals produced by ductless glands, play different roles for our physiological functions. The brain coordinates hormones production, so levels of many hormones change during emotion. Hormones influence the brain leading to its influence on cognition, emotion and behaviour. Oesterogen hormon, which is produced by ovaries, therefore, is responsible for the expressions of many female characteristics (Harmon-Jones, Robinson and Watkins, 2013:69).

In addition to expressing quick panic with cry as a trait, the metaphor tʃwɨnɛ dʒo̩m dɔ́tʃ 'His/Her liver is very soft' implies a person who easily laughs at minor things and it is difficult for him/her to suppress the liver to control laughter. Among the Anywaa this trait is typical of females. The compound metaphorical word tʃwɨnɛ dʒo̩m 'a soft-livered person' also implies a person who easily vomits when he/she suffers from jaundice or when seeing a very dirty thing with very bad smell.

(293) āmɔ́d ə- nɛɛ̀tɔ nɪ kákkākə...k

Amod PST laugh CON kakak...k

'Amod laughed as kakak...k'

The vocie kákákə...k used here in (293) expresses higher degree of metaphor happiness than when it is simply uttered as āmɔ́t ənɛɛ̀tɔ 'Amot laughed', but the use of voice with vowel extension as ká...kkə...k expresses higher degree than kákkākə. This is because vowels are louder than consonants. Also voices like kó...tkó..t or kikkikkik accompany laughter. The lowest degree of happiness expressed with low degree of laughter is ābûn 'smile'.

---

62 The literal meaning of wōp is good as in ābûn mán wōp 'This clothe is good.'
The old woman fainted due to laughter.

The child died with laughter when he saw Kaaga beating the big dead cat fish.

The metaphor in (295) is based on true story. Kaaga was a very cunning Anywaa in Ajwaara village. One day, the villagers including Kaaga went fishing. When they reached the river, they entered the water and started fishing. Many people caught fishes but Kaaga did not. When he saw a very big fish called ōdwálara hanging on a rope tied to a tree branch very close to water, Kaaga approached and caught it with his hook and pulled the head of fish into water and dived with it. When he got up from under water, he hit its head with the handle of the hook. As he knew that Kaaga was stealing the fish, the boy kept laughing; to deceive the other fishers in the river, Kaaga said to the boy něläl bōol, nēēgā gır gōtʃ wi ōdūlārā? 'The child, you are crazy; are you laughing at my hitting the head of the cat fish?' (See also Perner, 2003:191) for detail.

Lit. 'His/Her eyes got more tears due to laughing.'

The metaphor in (296) implies laugh with tear and falling down. Happiness as cry can be found in shouting out the name of what one killed in certain incident. During fishing, if an Anywaa man spears a big fish moving strongly, he feels happy and cries out as ńweɛtʃ kēélā kā warágōj 'I speared the monitor lizard with fishing spear' which is also used for bragging when a man is about to do something bad to someone. The implied meaning here is that I am killing the fish like that monitor lizard. Such a cry/shout, which is locally called móójjó is followed by dancing near the fishing spear. A man can give himself a title for shouting. This is in Anywaa called bōotʃ.

6.8.1 Shouting with Bull names to Express Happiness

A very happy Anywaa man may shout by bragging in the names of his bull title given by a king or chief to him. The criteria for giving the bull titles are being a brave fighter and helping villagers during famine. In doing so, people are selected by the king/chief and the court officials. As a ceremony, they will be told that they are going to be given bull titles based on their contributions. After the bull titles have been given, the owners of the bull titles sit down together
with bull name specialists to beautify and strengthen the colours and shouting with bull names. It takes a month for a man to practice shouting out his bull title.

Once a man is given a bull name (title), he shouts and runs to his own place to express his happiness for the title. Bull names are very important for socio-cultural recognition and dignity among the Anywaa. Those who are not given bull names are isolated and do not participate in special events like eating special food like slaughtered bull for celebration, war dance, drinking beer and firing guns while expressing heroism. Bull names are also important for one's relatives respect. For example, a brother's wife can shout with her husband's brother bull title. Therefore, without a bull title, an Anywaa man is like a child or a female.

Most of the bull names have animal names like kwâť 'leopard', riï 'giraffe', râj 'hippopotamus', etc as the colours are similar. So, cattle colours are metaphorically derived from wild animals' colours based on seeing their colours when people are in the forest. This in turn implies that the Anywaa were practising gathering of fruits, fishing and hunting before cattle domestication. Thus, a source domain of metaphor is either more basic or concrete.

Therefore, if a bull has lion colour, it is called ŋùù 'lion', but it is shouted out by a man by shouting with the bravery attribute of lion as it is a brave animal killing many animals. So, when happy in ceremony or war victory over an enemy, a man cries/shouts with happiness and brags as ááná mááť 'I am fire', ááná ŋùù 'I'm a lion'. As the bravery of the lion is extended to bull, an electric fish color and bravery can also be extended to a bull and the owner of a bull title by shouting as (ááná) ŋùür ŋáŋ ethernet because the crocodile eats all others fishes except an electric fish, which is feared by a crocodile and other creatures for its electrification. In fact, a bull which has a colour similar to that of an electric fish is also called āðiŋŋà 'electric fish'.

If a man shouts out as dã́r mááť 'the blaze of fire', his bull title is inferred to be râj, which literally means hippopotamus. This is because hippopotamus dislikes fire and when it sees the blaze of fire in sand, it quickly runs to and destroys it. In fact, hippopotamus is rather red. In the type of dance called kôrô, a male and female dance in pair by jumping high up and a male shouts with his bull name to express his extreme happiness.

If a man shouts as ālêéwmááj 'fishing spy', the bull given to him is ādzáák 'a bull with black, white and red colours', whose name is extended from ādzàään 'white stork'. This is because before
the other birds, this bird surveys or checks whether a river, lake or stream is ready for wading. If it sees that it is possible to fish, it kills a fish and goes back with a fish so that it will be followed by other birds the next day. If the bull title given to a man is ŏfjāar "white bull", the title is shouted out as ŏfswērr màâjį 'It is ashy due to fishing'; the implied animal, whose colour is extended to white bull here, is ābóóŋò 'pelican', which actually stays in a river or lake for fishing for a long time up to night. Thus, ANYWAA MEN ARE BEASTS/ANIMALS, CATTLE/BIRDS WITH DIFFERENT COLOURS AND VOICES. During drum dance, males decorate themselves with colors reflecting their bull colours. They use ash, red soil, flour, and black soil to decorate themselves.

Generally, the use of cry or shout as a source domain of happiness implies that the joy/happiness experienced by a man is immediate as the cause of happiness like a dance partner girl or an intense dance can be seen or experienced at the time of shouting with a bull name. Such happiness is at lower level of metaphor context which Kövecses (2020) calls mental space (see also Kövecses, 2017).

6.9 HAPPINESS as SUBSTANCE and CONTAINER

Happiness can be used as substance or container. In doing so, both metonymic and non-metonymic metaphors are used for expressing container metaphors. The image schema of containers and important things kept in those containers serve as experiential bases here. Compared to primary source concepts like sweetness or brightness, which has image contents, happiness is primary target concept lacking image content because it is simply a response to stimulus and the world. So, one way of talking about happiness easily is to use the source of substance and container. Primary source concepts like movements, shape, weight and container are based on direct perception, which lead to the image as mental representaiton of an experience unlike happiness (Grady,1997: 26). Below are examples for happiness as substance or container illustrated in (297)-(300).

(297) wā 1PL:EXCL ê̱n be:LOC -ā jî stomach of mét tastiness of éťʃ stomach REL mō big
Lit. 'We are in the stomach of happiness which is big.'
'We are very happy; we are leading a happy life.'

In (297), higher degree of happiness has been conceptualized as a big container in which happy people are inside it. This means INTENSITY IS SIZE. Example (297) has higher degree of metaphoricity, because there is no directly shared feature between container, and happiness,
which is based on tasty FOOD/TASTY STOMACH. Further, in real life, people cannot stay in
happiness or tastiness of stomach. The conceptualization of happiness as a container in (297) is
based on imposing mapping through image schema of IN/ENCLOSED onto HAPPINESS
STATE. The word dó́ŋ 'big' is used to specify that the happiness experienced is HIGH based
on a big container. Hence, HIGH IS HARD/BIG; LOW IS SOFT/SMALL. Example (297)
implies that the speakers have experienced happiness for long time and are still happy.

(298a) wá̕ bê̕è̕d -ô jî tár
1PL:EXCL live PROG in brightness
Lit. 'We are living in brightness.'
'We are leading happy life.'

In (298a), happiness has the source of LIGHT/BRIGHNESS, which is the container of the happy
people. The metaphor in (298a) is less metaphorical because in a real life situation, we go in
brightness and stay inside it to see things well with pleasure but we cannot stay inside happiness
literally. So, HAPPINESS IS HABITAT/STATE/LOCATION; A HAPPY STATE IS A LIT
LOCATION. DELICIOUS FOOD can also be metonymically used as a state of happiness for a
long time, i.e leading a pleasant life as illustrated in (314b) below:

(298b) qè̕ è̕n -á jî mà̕w
3PL be:LOC FOC in oil
Lit. 'They are in edible oil/fat.'
'They are leading very pleasant life.'

In a pleasant life like that in (298b), there is enough food and there are no frequent quarrels. Oil
evokes fish oil, honey or shea tree oil. These metonymic metaphors like that in (298b) with tasty
food source domain are less metaphorical than being in HAPPINESS as it is illustrated in (298b)
and (298a) above. Sometimes, people may actually put their hands in oil but not in happiness.
We also see things like a piece of meat or bone in oil. Those who lead happy usually eat oily
foods like honey, giraffe and fish. The reason why tasty food metonymically stands for happiness
is that the sensual pleasure of taste leads to emotional pleasure, i.e happiness. This makes
metonymic metaphors like (298b) less metaphorical than conceptual/structural metaphor like that
in (297), in which high intensity of emotion is understood in terms of HARD OBJECT/BIG
SIZE OF AN OBJECT. The use of happiness as a container takes us to the cognitive metaphor A
HAPPY STATE IS DELICIOUS FOOD/LOCATION INSIDE WHICH PEOPLE LIVE. Being
in happiness and living in happinesss have different meanings of duration as living implies
permanent favourable life while being in happiness may imply experiencing happiness for a
short duration.
Both source and target domains may be concrete, but if they are closely related or if they exist in similar semantic field, the degree of metaphoricity is low; furthermore, when the target domain and the metaphor is formed by analogical transfer or concretizing metaphor, the degree of metaphoricity becomes higher. The Anywaa metaphor like that in (298b) in which oil metonymically stands for happiness can be called as approximative metaphor, because both oil and happiness are in the semantic field of PLEASANT/POSITIVE MOOD. In addition to eating, making body with butter, brings happiness, because it smoothens the body (Goatly, 1997:39)

(299a) ədáŋò mō ɲát ɛtʃwŋ ət ɲəŋ kī mēt
stomach person REL someone God liver of 3SG be full of tastiness
Lit. 'A true christian's liver is full of happiness.'
'A true christian is always happy.'

In (299a) happiness is a full substance in human liver. Filling the liver with happiness implies high degree of experiencing happiness, which is based on an experience like a full flour in a gourd. When there is frequent quarrel/bad life in certain home, it is said:

(b) pō -ɡè bāŋ mēt ɛtʃ
home of 3PL no tastiness of stomach
Lit. 'There is no happiness in their home.'
'They are leading sad life.'
The absence of happiness in implies the presence of sadness as a substance in the home, which is the container. Thus, there is no happiness in the livers of the people in (299b) but sadness. The experiential basis of metaphor (299b) comes from empty space or container like pot. When a family is frequently happy, their home is said to be pō mēt ɛtʃ 'Home of happiness', whose experience comes from good things at home. Hence, ABSENCE OF HAPPINESS IN LIVER IS ABSENCE OF A SUBSTANCE IN A CONTAINER LIKE A POT.

(300) jiin -ā -dʒittō mēt ɛtʃ kāŋ
2SG PST obtain tastiness of stomach here
Lit. 'You have obtained tastiness of stomach here.'
'You are happy/leading a happy life here.'
The example in (300) is contextual and implies that both the addressee and addresser are in the same place where the addressee is happy although the addressee was not leading a happy life in the previous place. The experience of the metaphor in (300) comes from obtaining a good thing like tasty food in a place like home, house, beach, etc. This implies that LIKE A GOOD OBJECT, HAPPINESS CAN BE SEARCHED. Hence, EXPERIENCING HAPPINESS IS OBTAINING AN OBJECT. Based on example (298b), METONYMICALLY, THE
CONTAINER FAT/OIL STANDS FOR HAPPINESS STATE. Below is table 22 to show mappings for this metonymic metaphor of happiness based on FAT/OIL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metaphor</th>
<th>Metonymy</th>
<th>Target: Happiness</th>
<th>Source: Fat/Oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>happiness</td>
<td>fat/oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of happy people</td>
<td>number of dwellers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensity of happiness</td>
<td>amount of fat/oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiencing</td>
<td>living</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiencer of happiness</td>
<td>dwellers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopping of happiness</td>
<td>drying of fat/oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22: Interaction between Metaphor and Metonymy of happiness as FAT/OIL

The general metaphor HAPPINESS IS MOTION EVENT provides evidences that in Anywaa, happiness can be understood as ground, manner, figure and path. When we go somewhere with a pleasant thing, we walk happier and faster. Examples (301)-(305) are linguistic metaphors providing the evidences for understanding HAPPINESS in terms of MOTION EVENT.

(301) \[\text{wá tʃáŋ á jí mét étf}^{\text{ʃ}}\]
1PL:EXCL walk FOC stomach of tastiness of stomach
Lit. 'We are walking in the stomach of happiness.'
'We are walking with happiness.'

Example (301) implies that there is a good thing where the speakers are going or there was a good thing were they were and the people are now walking happily. In (301), HAPPY STATE IS A GOOD PATH or BOUNDED REGION, which is based on tasty food. Culturally the image schema of sand, meadow, river, yard, home, animal skin or road in general serves as an experience for such a metaphor.

(302) \[\text{ánn -á -rëëŋó kì mét étf}^{\text{ʃ}}\]
1SG PST -PST run:ITV with tastiness of stomach
Lit. 'I ran away with happiness.'
'I ran away happily.'

In (302) happiness is used as a MANNER of running away. Running by laughing or smiling can be a good clue here for happiness as a MANNER of running.

\[\text{The expression jìa pàŋ kì tʃükàr, which literally means My stomach is full of sugar has the metaphor of happiness as sugar substance being in the stomach of the speaker as container. The same holds true for honey, butter, fat or oil.}\]
Lit. 'Happiness has come to my liver very early this morning.'
'I have become happy this morning.'

In (303a) the motion verb mét 'come early in the morning' is ventive. It implies that it is morning now and the speaker is still happy. Thus, the degree of happiness is still high.

Lit. 'Happiness came into my liver very early in the morning'
'I became happy very early in the morning.'

In (303b) HAPPINESS IS A FIGURE, WHICH ENTERED THE LIVER. In this example, the itive verb môl 'come away very early in the morning' implies that the experiencer is not talking in the morning and the intensity of happiness is lower or he/she is no longer happy. Thus, ventive verb implies present tense or perfective aspect but itive verb implies past tense or completive aspect of experienced happiness. Telicity and atelicity can be expressed with ground words bân 'to' and bâlt 'toward' with the former being telic unlike the latter. Consider the following metaphor in examples in (304a&b).

Lit. 'They are going to happiness.'
Example (304a) implies that the movers are going to ceremony intentionally and will wilfully participate in the happy event as they were informed about or invited to the ceremony. So, they are conscious of their motion and destination. The telic word bân 'to' implies consciousness or will of the travellers to participate in the happy event. This in turn implies that in (304a), HAPPINESS IS A GROUND TO BE REACHED.

Lit. 'They are going towards happiness'
Example (304b) implies that the travellers may not know the happy event and they may not directly participate in the ceremony as they were not informed about or invited to the ceremony but the may be simply looking at the others who are drinking and dancing. So, in (304b), HAPPINESS IS UNREACHABLE GROUND. The atelic word bâlt 'toward' implies the travellers are unconscious of the ceremony as they may not celebrate the event due to some reasons. Hence, CONSCIOUS IS TELIC; UNCONSCIOUS IS ATELIC. In Anywaa, when a ground is singular, telic motion takes bân 'to', which has high tone and when a ground is plural, this word takes low tone as bân 'to'. Consider examples (305c&d) for clarification.
(305c) ɲìlìràl ɗì mòl bàŋ bàlòl
child PST crawl:ITV to banana
Lit. ‘The child crawled away to the banana.’
(305d) ɲì òò -á bàŋ mà́n
3PL come FOC to banana
‘They are coming to the women.’

In (305c) bàŋ has taken high tone as bàŋ 'to', because banana, which is the ground of the motion, is singular, but in (305d) bàŋ 'to' has taken low tone, because the ground women is plural. Therefore, in (304a) bàŋ 'to' has been used, because HAPPINESS, which is a ground, is singular. Generally, in Anywaa, an emotion is always understood as singular.

6.10. HAPPINESS with the Source Domain of ANIMALISM

Human being is regarded as the only rational living thing. This rationality implies the human behaviours and actions differ from those of other creatures. Sometimes we like to describe unusual action as animalistic in order to express our opinion about the status of the described person (Alsharif, 2007:63-64). Animals on the other hand, are considered to be irresponsible creatures due to their irrationality. Animalistic behaviour of happiness implies the pleasure gained by human being when experiencing a happy life or state in a manner similar to that of an animal. For this reason, Kövecses (1991) gives the cognitive metaphor A HAPPY PERSON IS AN ANIMAL LIVING WELL on the basis of which the following linguistic metaphors of Anywaa in (306a-e) can be constructed.

(306a) ɗìzùlù ɲòút -í ka ɲò́n ɗìzó̀m
Ojulu walk proudly HAB with pride of baboon
‘Ojulu walks/ is walking with baboon's pride.’

In (306a) Ojulu has the happy behaviour of baboon. In such a happy walking, Ojulu walks with some steps and turns around like a walking baboon.

(b) ɗùbó́rè ɗì òlimò ní dɔ́lā́r -ô
children PST become CON soar PROG
‘The children are soaring with happiness (like birds).’

The word dɔ́lā́rò 'soar' here is basically used for the flight of happy group of birds over a lake or river after eating fishes in a lake/ water body. Such a behaviour is seen with fishing/wading birds like pelican, crested crane, ibis, marbou stork and stork flying in a group over a lake or river after eating fishes in the lake or river. Therefore, example (306b) has optionally dropped the prepositional phrase káámàr wèn 'like birds'. So, the children are happy and are moving here and there in a group due to ceremony like wedding and may want to see ɗáàqọ̀tī̀n 'the bride'. They do this after eating but some may skip eating and rush to see the groom as she is being brought out to dance space.

235
They are purring in the homestead.’

The word biédó 'purring' is extended from the behaviour of a happy cow or bull purring in the meadow in the afternoon after eating very green grass and satisfied. Sometimes, such cattle are about to fight in an amusing way and others run away by making noise. The word biédó 'move here and there with happiness like a cow/bull' is also used for happy calves which move and run here and there after they become satisfied and happy due to suckling the cows' milk. Thus, HAPPY PEOPLE ARE HAPPY CATTLE. In such a context, the happy people are very busy and wander. Some may jump up and joke with others.

The people have become a group of flies over the queen's beer.'

The word dür... in (306d) can be inferred by a native that it is a voice produced by happy flies when they are eating meat or rotten fish by moving here and there. Such a pleasant situation makes flies produce larvae. In (306d) the implied meaning is that the happy people are very busy and drinking by producing a group noise. In such a situation, some people may fight. Therefore, A HAPPY NOISE MADE BY A GROUP OF HAPPY PEOPLE IS A NOISE MADE BY A GROUP OF HAPPY FLIES. Queens are usually very good at preparing Anywaa beer as they are taught not to prepare a bad beer for a king.

In (306e) the voice kóópkóóp can be inferred to be produced by a lungfish when it is happy in its hole after it has eaten different worms and smaller fishes and very satisfied. Similarly, a happy person who has eaten delicious food breathes and belches happily. Hence, a voice produced by an animal or a word describing an animal can stand for the animal's happiness or behaviour, which is metaphorically extended to human emotion or behaviour. The conceptualization of happiness as animal's behaviour keeps the invariance principle by mapping external features of animals like breathing, crying, moving and belching to external features of human beings like shouting. Thus, A HAPPY ANYWAA IS A HAPPY LUNGFISH/FISH.

In order not to be lazy at preparing beer, queens are taught while they are married.
In sum, the use of animal behaviour as a source for emotion metaphor in Anywaa confirms what Grady (1997) classifies as *socio-cultural metaphor or resemblance metaphor*. This is because metaphor understood in terms of animal, plants or object behaviour require socio-cultural interpretation by similarity of feature shared. For example, understanding human bravery in terms of lion's bravery does not require correlation but shared bravery. A lion is a carnivore attacking preys; similarly, people hunt with sharp tools and weapons to kill edible animals. So, the target and source domains of resemblance metaphor are not cognitively correlated as in MORE IS UP is correlated by amount and elevation based on image-schema.

### 6.11 Orientational Metaphor of Happiness

According to Lakoff and Johnson, (1980), Kövecses, (1986), and Chen (2010), cognitive linguists maintain that metaphors expressing happiness in an orientational way usually relate to spatial orientation; THE ERECT POSTURE OF BODY is used to express orientational metaphor of happiness which forms HAPPY IS UP in our conceptual system. Among the Anywaa in particular, the distance between the earth and the sky is used as borderline for grading orientational metaphor degree. So, mét étʃ mō ěná pìn 'Happiness on earth is very low' to mean *low happiness* has the lowest degree. And the happiness metaphor mét étʃ mō ěná diér 'Happiness between earth and sky', which means *MIDDLE LEVEL OF HAPPINESS IS (AN OBJECT) BETWEEN THE EARTH AND THE SKY*. Among the Anywaa, orientational metaphors usually, makes a happy person run, shout with a bull name, dance and fire a gun.

The highest degree of orientational metaphor is métt étʃ mō ěná máál 'Happiness that is up in sky'. Such folk view of the Anywaa is physically supported by Lakoff and Johnson (1980:462) as “Drooping posture is usually associated with sadness and depression but erect posture like jumping up goes with positive emotion state like joy. When we are seriously sick, we lie down and we are not conscious. Also a dead person is physically down.” Among the Anywaa children, orientational metaphor is used in the game in which one child says to other children as:
Thie expression in (307) is true, because frogs are dirty and exist on earth, which is too regarded as dirty and causes sadness. In such a situation, children start climbing trees or sitting on long stump. Those who do not climb or do not find high things to sit on remain very angry and crying thinking that they will be evil-eyed when they grow up while the others are happy thinking that they are pure (Luo) children. In fact, dirty things like decayed bodies, faeces and nose mucus are on the ground. To such children, HAPPINESS IS BEING OFF THE GROUND because space and other cultural forces and modes are acquired during childhood and reflected in the language. So being off the ground is the symbol of pride and self-satisfaction (See Chen, 2010). Therefore, an example like njëllàł lëplàł máàl 'The child jumped up in the sky' can contextually express high intensity of happiness experienced by the child even if there is no prepositional phrase kë mét ëtʃ 'with happiness'. The following linguistic metaphors in (308)-(312) are used to realize orientational metaphor in Anywaa in detail.

(308a) mët ëtʃ mà́n jí -ë è́n -á màáll
Lit. 'The stomach of this tastiness of this stomach is in the sky.'

Ontologically, example (308a) implies that the happiness can be pointed out like a concrete object using demonstrative adjectives accompanied index finger as mët ëtʃ mà́n 'This pleasure' is also uttered as in (308b) as:

(b) mët jí -í
Lit. 'tastiness of this stomach' 'This happiness'

Both (308a&b) imply that the experiencer of happiness is the speaker or the happy person is near the speaker. Although mà́n 'this' has similar meaning to its reduced form {-í} 'this', example

65 ōgwááll ‘frog’ has cold dangerous white fluid like the urine of an evil-eyed; its blood is also used by an evil-eyed for bewitching. On November 18, 2018, the president Gambella Region, Galuak Tut, who belongs to Nuer tribe, was removed from his presidency and replaced with Omod Ojulu, who belongs to Anywaa tribe. As the Anywaa were upset by the former administration due to maltreatment, they became very delighted and started crying, jumping up, laughing, singing and running to other villages, forests, water bodies and dancing the whole night. Such happiness brought an abnormal behaviour among young Anywaaks as most of them did drink alcohols and became too drunk.

66 The Anywaa’s thinking that the best life is on earth can be mainly for advantages they gain from water bodies, plants, animals and soil. But since things on earth are clearly visible to human eye and the people sit and sleep on earth, the people also believe the earth to be the best place for rest, learning and recreation. Drum dance, which is very important for both personal and social life, takes place on earth. The English word world is (bàll) pìnj ‘earth (surface)’ in Anywaa.
(308a) has more ontological happiness than example (308b), because món 'this', which easily evokes near object to an addressee has been reduced to {-í} 'this', which does not easily evoke near object because it has been attached to ji 'stomach of'. Hence, when a word is grammaticalized, it makes it difficult to evoke the image schema of NEAR.

In (308a) higher degree of happiness has been understood in terms of stomach which is up in the sky. This implies HIGH INTENSITY OF HAPPINESS IS IN THE SKY; LOW INTENSITY OF HAPPINESS IS ON EARTH. The increase in size comes from expanded stomach which is in turn used for high emotion. Thus, orientational metaphor implies high intensity of happiness.

Similarly, the relation between ontological and orientational metaphor can be realized in, mét ètʃ mánètʃènì > mét ètʃ mánètʃè > mét ètʃ máñè > mét jiè 'that happiness' implying that the speaker is talking about past happiness or happiness experienced by a person or people far away from him. Grammatically, in doing so, the lexical demonstrative adjective mánètʃènì 'that' is grammaticalized or reduced resulting in the suffix {-è} 'that'. According to Heine and Kuteva (2007) this process of grammaticalization is called phonetic/phonological erosion.

Another example of grammaticalization in ontological metaphor of happiness can be found in mét ètʃ máñ ráátʃ 'Happiness which is /was bad', in which the underlying past tense marker {-ä} joins the relativizer món 'which, that'. But when the relativizer món is deleted, the past tense marker {-ä} runs to mét ètʃ 'happiness' and changes its auxiliary function to relativizer as in mét jià räätʃ 'Happiness which is bad' to imply extreme happiness. According to Heine (2003), this process in which one morpheme runs to a near sound to change its function and category is called decategorization (See also Biniam, 2010).

(309a) ọgụụlá ńfịn -è ẹe ịaáá mpáal báàt dzààg ditʃáŋí
Oguula liver of 3SG PERF hung sky on tree today
Lit. 'Oguula has hanged his liver up on the tree today this day.'
'Oguula is very happy today.'

During dancing with drum, with their spears, males climb up and dance on trees showing that they are happier than the dancing female partners on earth but if another man goes to take his female dance partner, he goes down and chases him away. Based on Gunter (2002:413), happiness with the source of liver which is hung up can be interpreted to have higher degree of metaphoricity and intensity because it is grounded in metonymy and makes us visualize an up
ward putting of the liver and upward motion up to great height on the tree by relating tying or putting and upward moving of the liver with happiness and its intensity.

In (309a) one could argue that the liver has metonymically stood for happiness and its being put up has the metaphorical meaning of high intensity of happiness experienced by the owner of the liver. In Anywaa, degree of increase in happiness can be understood in the going up of liver in (309b) as follows:

(b) tʃwɛp -á tʃɔk ó máál dɔtʃ kipɛr mɛɛɲ
Lit. 'My liver has gone up again very well for the dance.'
'I have become more interested in the dance.'

Metaphor (309b) implies that the speaker has become very happy with the dance due to its becoming more intense than before. So, the speaker who is outside the dance to take a rest, has jumped into the dance higher than he/she has danced before and started dancing with higher degree of happiness than before.

(310) kɛɛ jiin -ā -pɔːt máál ní jí -i méti?
DUB 2SG PST jump up with oil/fat stomach of 2SG tasty
Lit. 'Why have you jumped up with your tasty stomach?'
'Why have you jumped up with happiness?'

In (310) the dubitative kɛɛ implies that the addressee is very happy and jumped up higher, but the addressee does not know the reason for the addressee's extreme happiness.

Example (311) implies that Omod became very happy and jumped up as he heard that his brother found an elephant. Here, two points must be explicated: the first thing is that the elephant found by Omod's brother was dead; second, the brother's jumping up is not necessarily triggered by the fact that the elephant's meat will be eaten but its tusk, which is important for marriage dowry and buying other things like a weapon and cultural beads. Because clouds are in the sky and the higher human body part is head, the metaphor in (311) has dropped the prepositional phrase kĩ wiɛ' with his head'.

Example (312) underlies HIGH EMOTION INTENSITY IS UP (IN THE SKY); LOW EMOTION INTENSITY IS DOWN ON EARTH. The use of máál 'sky' contributes to
understanding higher increase in degree of happiness experienced by Cham. Among the Anywaa, when something goes high up in the sky and disappears, it is said árëñ ji póölò 'It has run into the stomach of a cloud' to mean an object has disappeared inside the cloud. An object in human stomach is invisible to human eye. Generally, the experiential bases of happiness metaphors in (308)-(312) are piled objects, rising level of liquid, rising steam(fire) and a bird/plane flying high up.

When they are in a church, christian Anywaaks feel very happy with the preaching that they will join the kingdom of God. Their happiness is accompanied by cry, jumping and fainting due to the spirits of God. The poetic metaphor hymn in (313a-d) illustrates such a happiness situation.

In the song in (313a-d) both the singer and the other prayers are surprised and happy with the miraculous works of God in helping them during different situations. So, when singing this song, people jump high up and cry/yell as ááná lòòja' halleluya', póótf én dʒì dʒóók 'Thanks to 'God', ādʒiém én dʒì dʒóók 'Glory to God'. In other words, the singer here means á pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj már dʒóók 'I jump up with happiness of God'. The happiness also implies that other people also are shivered by the rising spirit of God and faint. Ululation, in which pààrà màål kì mét étj má...
special spirit. The conceptual metaphor HAPPY IS UP expresses highest degree of happiness which the Anywaa call kàŋnò(káàŋ) '(over)joy', whose linguistic metaphors can be given as follows in (314a&b):

(314a)  āŋwáá ā -káàŋ
          Anywaa  PST  be overjoyed
       'The Anywaa are overjoyed.'

In such a situation of joy, many Anywaa are cheering, singing, jumping, dancing, running and some may fire guns.

In example (314b) máál 'sky' metonymically stands for heaven, which the Anywaa call bùj dʒòòk 'God's palace'. In example (314b), the speakers are christians who is truly worshiping God. So, when Jesus returns to his people, they will go to the heaven where the eternal life, without pain exists. So, christians who will be going to heaven will go there with overjoy. Generally kàŋnò/káàŋ '(over)joy' is accompanied by being active, shouting, jumping, dancing, firing, running around and singing. The Anywaa's understanding of kàŋnò 'joy' as a category of happiness takes us to the following schematization of emotion levels in figure 7:

SUPERORDINATE LEVEL: dʒùóodò 'FEELING (EMOTION)'
BASIC LEVEL: mét ètʃ 'HAPPINESS'
SUBORDINATE LEVEL: kàŋnò 'JOY'

Figure 7: Schematization of Emotion in Anywaa

As we can see from the Anywaa's schematization of emotion in figure (7), the word mét ètʃ 'happiness', which literally means *tastiness of stomach*, is easily understood as a basic emotion due to tasty food, which is its source domain making this word more frequent in the Anywaa's daily life thinking and conversation about happiness. However, káàŋ 'an overjoy', which is the subcategory of happiness, cannot be easily linked with its source domain. This implies that concept, word and experience are related to each other. Hence, a basic emotion(basic concept) is very frequent in daily conversation and it is metaphorically easily related to its source domain, perception and image.

THE DECLINE OF HAPPINESS

In sum, examples like those in (308)-(312) underlie high intensity of happiness as HAPPY IS UP. In Anywaa, the decline of happiness is understood based an object on the ground or an
object which is going down. So, the decline in level of fluid in a container or the going down of steam is a good source domain for understanding the decline of happiness as follows in (315a-c):

(315a) \[ \text{mēt} \text{ ĕts} \text{ már} \text{ -i} \text{ ā} \text{ -dū} \text{ pǐn} \]

\text{tastiness of stomach of 2SG PST return:ITV earth}

Lit. 'The tastiness of your stomach has returned down on earth/ground.'

'Your happiness has decreased.'

The speaker in (315a) knows that the addressee was very happy before, i.e the happiness was up in the sky but now it has declined.

(b) \[ \text{nīllāal} \text{ tswǐn} \text{ -ē} \text{ ā} \text{ -dū} \text{ pǐn} \]

\text{child liver of 3SG PST return:ITV earth}

Lit. 'The child's liver has returned down on earth.'

'The child's happiness has decreased.'

(c) \[ \text{tswǐn} \text{ -ē} \text{ ēē} \text{ tfǐp} \text{ pǐn} \]

\text{liver of 3SG PERF put earth}

Lit. 'He/She has put down his/her liver.'

'He/She is slightly happy and patient.'

Based on examples (315b) & (315c), it can be inferred that LIVER metonymically stands for HAPPINESS. Example (315c) is based on the experience of putting down an object appropriately, but example (315b) is based on the experience of going down of steam, fire or level of liquid/flour in a container.

In Anywaa, controlling emotion is understood in term of of putting down a liver. So, tfǐp tswǐnti pǐn 'put down your liver' can mean \textit{Do not be angry/afraid/jealous}. The happy person in (315c) usually sits down without speaking bad things. Thus, THE FORCE OF HIGH DEGREE OF HAPPINESS RAISES A LIVER LEADING TO THE JUMPING UP OF A HAPPY PERSON BUT LIVER GOES DOWN WHEN HAPINESS DECLINES AND THE HAPPY PERSON SITS DOWN. The metaphor, pāa tswǐná 'not my liver' means \textit{I'm not interested in it/I'm not happy with it}. Such metaphors of happiness are based on the cognitive metaphors HAPPINESS IS HUMAN LIVER; HIGH DEGREE OF HAPPINESS IS A LIVER WHICH IS UP IN THE SKY; LOW DEGREE OF HAPPINESS IS A LIVER WHICH IS DOWN. The contiguity/conceptual proximity between liver and happiness is that happiness is strongly felt with liver and it is inside it. Furthermore, when an Anywaa is happy, his/her liver is clean like happiness. In general, orientational metaphors of happiness in Anywaa take us to the following conceptual metaphors in (a)-(c):
(a) WHEN HAPPINESS IS INTENSE, AN EXPERIENCER'S LIVER IS UP (IN THE SKY)
(b) WHEN HAPPINESS IS MILD, AN EXPERIENCER'S LIVER IS BETWEEN THE EARTH AND THE SKY
(c) WHEN HAPPINESS DEGREE IS LOW, THE LIVER IS ON THE GROUND

6.12 HAPPINESS as INSANITY

In Anywaa, high intensity of happiness can be conceptualized as INSANITY. This is based on the abnormal degree of a happy person's voice, his/her happiness movement and the stimulus. People who laugh alone without their reason being clear to the others are regarded as insane although they may have reason for laughing. The linguistic metaphors in (316a-d) have been provided to understand HAPPINESS IS INSANITY in detail.

(316a) mët étʃ már -i bâ timó ni
$tastiness \text{ of stomach} \text{ of } 2SG \text{ INTERO become CON}$
bõšlî tîn?
insanity tîn?
Lit. 'Don't you think the tastiness of your stomach will turn into insanity later?'
'Don't you think your happiness will turn into insanity later?'
The mix of happiness and madness in the body and head in (316a) is based on abnormal acting of the experiencer.

(b) ŋɛ ē- kêê bôôl
laugh HAB like insane
Lit. 'He laughs like an insane.'
'He/She is an overzealous.'
Such a laugh can be compounded as ŋɛ̃ɛ bôôl 'an insane's laugh' or with high tone on both words ŋɛ̃ɛ bôôl 'madness laugh'. When a person laughs due to something that is not considered by others as laughable, it is said ŋɛ̃ɛ tôôt 'lie laugh', which does not come from a liver but from mouth and teeth. Like a mad person, a very happy person laughs very loudly in an unnatural way even with a minor thing. Such a person is called tʃwînɛ dʒóóm 'a soft-livered person', i.e an easily amused person.

(c) òbuórè á -bôôl kî mët étʃ
children PST become mad with $tastiness \text{ of stomach}$
Lit. 'The children became/have become mad with the tastiness of stomach.'
The children became/have become mad with happiness.'
The linguistic metaphor in (316c) is uttered based on children's wandering, laughing, rolling in mud/grass, crying, running or wrestling in a grass or mud due to their intense happiness.

(d) kër -i nįğtô kî tʃwîn -i bâr -ê kàámâr
NEG 2SG laugh with liver of 2SG whole:3SG 3SG like
ʤáágô
Lit. 'Do not laugh from your whole liver like a female.'
'Do not loudly laugh with your whole heart like a female.'
The conceptualization of intense happiness based on a female's laughter, is due to the Anywaa's cultural belief that FEMALES ARE INSANE LAUGHING LOUDLY; MALES ARE WISE PEOPLE WHO LAUGH WISELY. So, the addressee in (316d) is a male who has loudly laughed like a female.

In Anywaa, happiness can be conceptualized as FORCE taking people to different places and bringing various moods. Examples (317)-(319) illustrate HAPPINESS IS FORCE in Anywaa.

(317) tʃw̃ĩp  -ɛ  ā -diiŋ  mêt  ētʃ  -i
  liver of  3SG   PST  electrify  tastiness of  stomach  DEF
Lit. 'His/Her liver was electrified by the tastiness of stomach.'

(318) mêt  ētʃ  āːn  - ā -lēŋŋ  nāːm
  tastiness of  stomach  1SG PST throw:ITV river
Lit. 'Happiness threw me away into river.'

(319) gw̃ɛl  mò  -ɛ  kāl  -ā  mêt  ētʃ  -i  mār
  money of  3SG take FOC tastiness of  stomach  DEF of
  kōŋโดยเฉพาะ  wāk  beer out
Lit. 'His money is taken out from his pocket by beer happiness.'

The person referred to here (319) is very mean and does not give money to a person when he is sober. So, the drink force makes him take out the money from his pocket or house. Yet, the force of happiness has the experience of physical human force due to the word kāl wāk 'take out', which implies taking out money out of one's pocket forcefully. Example (319) is also uttered as gw̃ɛl kāl kōŋโดยเฉพาะ  wāk 'His money is taken out from his pocket and given to another person by drink'. In such, a metaphor DRINK METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR HAPPINESS AND BECOMING DRUNK. In fact, in Anywaa, happiness caused by becoming drunk is metonymically understood in terms of being drunk. Hence, HAPPINESS IS BEING DRUNK.

Among the Anywaa drunkenness is bad only if it leads to quarrel, adultery, insult or killing, but it is important as source of happiness and joy because beer and drunkenness are used to remove sorrow, fear and shame. Drunkenness is also good as it is accompanied by singing, dancing and firing, resulting in the chasing away of bad spirits in the body.
6.13 Summary of Happiness Metaphors

In this section, metaphors of happiness have been analyzed. In Anywaa, happiness is usually evaluated as a positive and distinct emotion. In fact, most of the source domains of happiness like WHITE COLOUR, TASTY FOOD, PLANT LEAF, HEALTH and SPATIAL ORIENTATION are used by focusing on the positive aspects of happiness implying the Anywaa's evaluation of happiness as the most important emotion for human health, life, and consciousness. Happiness is usually understood by the Anywaa as mét étʃ 'tastiness of stomach, but sometimes mét tʃwin 'tastiness of liver'. This is because, like happiness, tasty food is pleasant due to good smell and taste causing satisfaction. Although, INSANITY and INTOXICATION are used as source domains in Anywaa, the degrees of these source domains used for happiness are not very negative. Thus, laughing loudly can be considered as INSANITY. Hence, PLEASANTNESS OF HAPPINESS IS PLEASANTNESS OF INSANITY/INTOXICATION. The Anywaa's frequent understanding of happiness as mét étʃ 'tastiness of stomach' is due to the fact that tasty food enters stomach, has good smell and taste causing pleasure which is caused by satisfaction, which is directly felt with stomach. In Anywaa, degree adverbs, repetition of degree adverbs, amalgamation, sound extension, and tone are used to express happiness degree.
Chapter Seven

7.1 Metaphorical Conceptualization of Love in Anywaa

According to Kövecses (1986), one of the very typical cognitive models of anger, pride, and love is that they seem to be essentially composed of a number of entities or predicates. The number of entities for love includes the self, the beloved, and love itself. In reference to Anywaa, love is called mèér, the beloved (lover) is ōmèër, lùòbò 'lover' and the self is àâni (à) 'I'. So, in Anywaa to denote one's lover, ōmèër márì/ōmèéjà 'My lover' is used and to talk about another person's lover, ōmèër márì/ōmèéjè 'His/Her lover' is used. Furthermore, more often in Anywaa, there is an overlapping use between the concepts of LIKING and ROMANTIC LOVE. The liking is called màŋŋò 'want, search' in Anywaa and the romantic love is called mèér. Yet, there are situations where distinctions are apparent. In a situation where different varieties of food items are provided requiring a person to choose among them, màŋŋò 'like, want' is used instead of mèér 'love' as illustrated below in (320a&b).

(320a) à màŋŋ -á ìbàì mò ōnò kì ñòrì
1SG like FOC maizes REL boiled with beans
'I need/like maize boiled with (Anywaa) beans.'
Example (320a) implies that right now there are varieties of foods to be provided to people but the speaker has chosen maize boiled with beans. In Anywaa, the literal meaning of màŋŋò 'like, want' is search. Hence, LIKING SOMETHING IS SEARCHING IT.

(b) à mèër kì rèëò kì kùön
1SG love OBL fish and porridge
'I love porridge and fish.'
Example (320b) implies that the favourite food of the speaker is porridge and fish, i.e porridge eaten with (fish) stew. This meaning has been expressed by the high tone in mèér 'to love very much'. In Anywaa, mèër 'love' usually refers to romantic love.

The conceptual core of ROMANTIC LOVE is constituted by AFFECTION, INTEREST, INTIMACY and LONGING. These are the concepts that are inherent in love. Put another way, these are the concepts closely related to love. Romantic love is therefore an intense affectionate concern for another person. In such a love relation, what is presupposed is LIKING, SEXUAL DESIRE, LONGING, INTIMACY, ADIMIRATION, etc. The Concept of LIKING which is
present in LOVE has broader focus than the concept of LOVING as merely indicating physical appearance (Kövecses, 1986:70&79).

Separation between love and its components is arguable among scholars. For example, Peeks (1978) argues that love and its components and infatuation can be separated, but Brehm (1985) rejects this point with the argument that romantic love cannot be separated from the general concept of LOVE. The two basic concepts for love relation to happen can be understood from Newton-Simth (1973) as follows in (321)-(322b).

A knows B

\[
\text{(321)} \quad \text{ā} \quad \text{ji} \quad -i \quad \text{ŋââò} \quad \text{kāa?}
\]

1SG PERF 2SG know where?

'Where/When have you known me?'

Among the Anywaa, a question like that in (321) is raised by a girl when a boy expresses his love for her for the first time. In such love context, the girl may insult a boy, because she does not like him or she wants to evaluate the degree to which a boy loves her.

A cares (is concerned about) B

\[
\text{(322a)} \quad \text{ā} \quad \text{māŋ} \quad -á \quad \text{ji}
\]

1SG want FOC 2SG

Lit. I am searching you. 'I like, want you (SG).'

Example (322a) can be uttered by a boy starting romantic love with a girl. So, LOVING IS SEARCHING.

\[
\text{(b)} \quad \text{tjūŋ} \quad -á \quad \text{läŋŋ} \quad -á \quad \text{ŋāān} \quad -è \quad \text{kē̄r} \quad -è
\]

liver of FOC be very concerned about FOC she that only 3SG

Lit. 'My liver is very concerned only about that girl.' 'I am very concerned about that girl only.'

7.1.1 INTENSITY OF LOVE

INTENSITY is an abstract concept that has evolved from more concrete and conceptually simpler objects like DEPTH, QUANTITY, EFFECT, CLOSENESS, etc. We can understand INTENSITY as a scale which represents the amount of substance, the degree of depth, the degree of an effect, the degree of closeness, etc. Thus, INTENSITY seems to be a concept characterized by indicating lower and higher degrees. Yet, compared to other emotions, love is an emotion whose intensity, at least in the prototypical cases, is always very high (Kövecses, 1986:82).

---

68In Anywaa, the predicate for the English infinitive to love or love is used with high tone as méér as opposed to the noun méér 'love' which has low tone. When parents lead good love relation or life, the noun méér 'love', òméér 'lover' or òméér are used as personal names.
The conceptual relation between INTENSITY and DEPTH is easy to see; for example, when we say of a person *he is deeply wrapped up in his thoughts*, what we usually mean is that the person is thinking intensely. Similarly, when we speak of deeply felt emotions, one of the things we can mean by this is that one experiences one's emotions with intensity. The height scale of love corresponds to the height of the container as metaphor uses height scale measuring quantity or amount. It has two end points: the lower point (the threshold on the intensity scale) corresponds to the bottom and the upper end (the limit point of the intensity scale) corresponds to the top of the container. The two end points therefore define love intensity. When the amount of love is above the threshold (love swelling from the bottom), love comes into clear existence—that is the intensity is relatively low. When the amount of love reaches the limit (love fills the container), it indicates its high degree and when the amount of love goes beyond the limit (love overflows), it indicates the highest degree (Kövecses, 1986:84). In order to see the techniques of marking love intensity in Anywaa, it is worth providing the following examples in (323)-(327).

(323) mèèr màn pål
   love this giant
   'This love is giant.'

In (323) the word pål 'very big' can express the degree that love intensity is very high based on the source of VERY BIG AMOUNT IN A CONTAINER/PILED OBJECT. The word pål is concretely used for big objects like flour, porridge, mud and meat which can be put in a container. Thus, the extension of this experience makes the love very intense. By fronting the verb mèèr 'love' and attaching the suffix focus marker {á-} to it, love intensity can be judged to be higher. The attaching of the focus marker {-á} results in the gemination of r in the verb mèèr 'love', which is fronted to appear before à I in the basic sentence in (324a).

(324a) à mèèr (kì) ji
       1SG love (OBL) 2SG
       'I love you.'

Example (324a), whose order is Subject-Verb-Object being the basic word order in Anywaa, implies that the speaker loves the addressee, but the speaker's love degree is not higher than that of the addressee. Thus, the sentence can imply that the speaker loves the addressee as much as the addressee loves him/her. The use of cleft sentences to mark love intensity has been illustrated below in examples (324b).

(b) mèèr -á à kì ji
    love FOC 1SG OBL 2SG
Lit. 'Love I with you.'
    'It is I who love you.'
In (324b) the basic word order is changed to Verb-Subject-Object. Based on the example in (324b) the speaker (conceptualizer 1) loves the addressee (conceptualizer 2) more than the addressee loves him/her. Before the fronting, the verb méèr 'love' has low tone, but due to regressive assimilation spread by the focus marker {-á}, in the focus position, the low tone of verb méèr 'love' has changed to high tone as méér.

The gemination of /rr/ in the focus verb méérrá, which has occurred before the focus marker {á} is used to imply that the addressee (subject), who has appeared after the fronted verb méérrá 'love more', has stronger love than the addressee. From the concrete experience of seeing and manipulating objects, two /rr/s are greater and stronger than /r/. The focus marker {á} clarifies and points out the speaker subject {á}, who has appeared after the fronted verb méér with the focus marker as méérrá and whose love degree is stronger and higher than that of the addressee (patient). This takes us to the conclusion that sounds and morphemes have cognitive bases making them contribute to meanings, structures and transformational grammar. Furthermore, example (324b) can imply that the speaker loves the addressee more than other people do love the addressee.

(325) ɲᵊ-love REL sma...l
Lit. 'A child of love which is extremely small.'
   'A love with very low intensity.'

In (325) two points are very strong evidences to conclude that the degree of love is very low: the first evidence is the use of the diminutive case ŋᵊ, whose literal meaning is “child of” in English. The second evidence is the use of vowel extension as ŋᵊ...ŋ 'sma-a-a-l', to imply very low degree of love.

(326) méèr mán én -á máál
love this be:LOC FOC sky
Lit. 'This love is in the sky.'
   'This love is very high.'

In (326) the degree of love is high because its end point is up based on the source of rising object like steam or piled objects. Whenever the degree of love is extremely low, it is said méèr mō bЈηŋō 'Love which is null, zero'. This experience comes from the amount which is very little

69The performance word bЈηŋō 'zero' is formed out of b<textarea>Я</textarea>'no' and gò 'it'. Its underlying form is therefore bЈηŋō 'zero, no'. So, the surface form bЈŋō 'zero' is the result of partial progressive assimilations. In doing so, first, the breathy vowel /s/ imposes its breathiness on /s/ and changes it to the breathy counterpart [o]. The next assimilation happens between the velar consonants ŋ and ŋ. So, it can be seen in bJAVA, the velar consonant ŋ totally changes ŋ to ŋ resulting in the word bJAVA 'no, zero'. Hence, total progressive assimilation. In very fast speech, bJAVA 'zero' is uttered as bJAVA 'zero'
and it is down in the inner part of a container like gourd or pot. Hence, an object which is down on earth can serve as a source domain of low intensity of love. Hence, HIGH DEGREE (OF EMOTION) IS HEAVY, LOW DEGREE (OF EMOTION) IS LIGHT.  

Lit. This love is not the one which is wanted.  
This love is beyond the limit.

The love in (327) implies that it is beyond the limit as abnormal practices are exhibited. In some cases of expressing love degree, vowel extensions in degree adverbs and rising tone are used. Below are the examples in (328a&b)-(329b) for elucidation.

(327) mèër mán -àɡò páá màn -à nák ò -màŋò'  
love DEM that NEG REL PST be PERF want

(328a) 1SG love OBL Achala DEG CON PERF cross river:ITV  
'I love Achala very much.'

In (328a) there is high degree of love due to the use of dòtfj 'very' with low tone and káðọ 'cross a river'. Example (328a) implies that the speaker loves Achala more than the other people. But the word káðọ 'cross a river' implies that the love degree in (328a) is beyond the limit. This is due to the metaphorical entailment that when we go to a river to fetch water, we enter the river, fetch water and go back home, but if we cross a river without purpose, we are going beyond the limit. This is due to the metaphorical entailment that when we go to a river to fetch water, we enter the river, fetch water and go back home, but if we cross a river without purpose, we are going beyond the limit.

(328b) 3SG love OBL wife of DEG  
'He loves his wife very much.'

In (328b) the degree of love is higher than with breathy vowel as dòtfj 'very' or without vowel extension due to the use of vowel extension and the rising tone. This takes us to the conceptual metaphor GRADUAL INCREASE IN LOVE (EMOTION) INTENSITY IS RISING TONE;  
GRADUAL DECREASE IN LOVE (EMOTION) INTENSITY IS FALLING TONE. The use of tone to mark the person who is loved more is illustrated below in (329a&b).

(329a) mèër kí tjàám  
love OBL Cham  
'it is Cham that he/she loves more than he/she loves any other person.'

In example (329a) the subject 3SG has been deleted due to rising tone on mèër 'to love', which marks higher degree of love and the use of high tone on the oblique kí clarifies that it is Cham that is loved more than any body else, because Cham has come after the oblique. The rising tone on the verb mèër 'love' makes the deleted subject è '3SG' understood.

(329b) mèër kí tjàám  
love OBL Cham  
'He/She loves Cham.'  

---

The variation between high and low tones on the verb mèër 'love' express high and low degree of love. So, mèër kí àâni 'He/she loves me' has lower degree than mèër kí àâni 'He/she loves me.'
In example (329b), there is a person who loves Cham but his love degree does not imply that it is higher with Cham than with the other person due to low tone in the verb mèèr 'love'. Briefly, the example implies that he/she loves Cham as he loves another person. Hence, degree of love is not compared here. In the expression in (329b), the 3SG can be omitted but understood. Although Anywaa is a prodropping language, its prodroppingness is usually clarified by discourse and pragmatics. Therefore, HIGH EMOTION IS RISING (HIGH) TONE; LOW EMOTION IS LOW TONE.

Based on data (329a&b), it can be claimed that tones experientially and cognitively have meanings by themselves because among the Anywaa, i.e in their conceptual system, loud voices or high tones are associated with danger, high emotion and high intensity/amount, but low tone are associated with low emotion or fear of responding to a courageous person during quarrel or small amount. Objects that are piled up can also serve as an experience of meaningfulness of tones by themselves. Therefore, the use of specific tone patterns like high tone, low mid, rising or falling to express emotion degree, aspect, number or voice is for specifying meaning by using tonal frames. This reality in Anywaa can be supported with Vandepitte (1989:265)'s position that tone contributes to pragmatic meaning, i.e a speaker's manipulation and knowledge regarding an addressee's background. Tones are meaningful by themselves as they can produce utterance entailing contextual effect; they therefore have cognitive function and their mobility is done for expressing pragmatic meaning.

In reference to Anywaa, therefore, lexical and grammatical contrasts of tone are stored in the head as meaningful linguistic units. Tones are therefore superimposed on segments to avoid ambiguity or to clarify meanings. Example, in the Anywaa words ōbūtō 'has slept' and ōbūtō 'sleeps/sleepy', a native speaker of Anywaa knows that high tone means habitual aspect and low tone means perfective aspect. So, without tone, the aspectual meaning of obuto is not clear as it may mean sleeps/has slept. Similarly, when an Anywaa means not well cooked porridge, he/she utters high tone on the word as nâm and if he/she means rivers, the speakers uses low tone as nâm.

7.1.2 LOVE as PHYSIOLOGY

The object of love has different conceptualizations and attitudes. Our conventionalized use of language suggests that love is also characterized by its presence in our conceptual model. The
physiological effects of love include INCREASED BODY HEAT, BLUSHING, INCREASE IN HEART RATE, INTERFERENCE WITH ACCURATE PERCEPTION (See also Lakoff, 1986). Below are the examples of love as PHYSIOLOGY in Anywaa.

**Increased Body Heat**

Body heat can combine both happiness and love. Grady (1997:27) regarding the conceptualization of affection in terms of warmth states that the two are correlated by affection and body warmth produced with contact/proximity. However, regarding the socio-cultural practice among the Anywaa, during cold season, people warm themselves with fire heat and the warmth they feel brings happiness, loving and talking to each other. Consider examples (330a&b) to understand the relation between body heat and love.

(330a) ó-
      -dʒóút   náān   -éʧê   dêër   -ê   pút
      HAB see  girl   that   body of   3SG  happen immediately
      -á   mûjjô

Lit. 'Whenever he sees that girl, his body immediately becomes warm with love and happiness.'

(330b) tʃwîŋ   -i   kër   môôr   -i   kîpêr   -â   dʒââk   kîpêr

Lit. 'When he sees her, he becomes affectionate, happy and active.'

Metaphorically, as (330b) implies that a male person warms his liver so that his body will be active for a girl he falls in love with. This implies a combination of mild happiness and love for a girl.

**Increased Heart Rate**

In Anywaa, increased heart rate as love physiology is accompanied by liver movement, trembling, dancing of body part like butt and voice production as the examples in (331a-c) illustrate below.

(331a) ná   á   mâŋŋ   -á   gô   nêê   mêêr   tʃâān   -â
      while  1SG  PROSP  FOC  it  INF  love  tell  1SG
      dʒîr   -ê,  kôôr   -a   â   -tîmô   nî   lik
      to  3SG  chest of  FOC  PST  become  CON  like

Lit. 'While I was about to tell her my love, my chest pounded as lik.'

In (331a) the falling down of chest idiomatically means fear of telling the love to a girl for the first time. Since the falling of liver is associated with fear and sadness in Anywaa, this love is at initial stage and the speaker is talking to another person who may convince that girl. This is
based on the conceptual metaphor PALPITATIONS IS THE FALLING DOWN OF A CHEST; FEAR IS THE FALLING DOWN OF A CHEST, i.e PALPITATIONS.

(b) deèr -è mièl kîpèr nààn -à kwááár
body of 3SG dance for girl REL red
Lit. 'His body is dancing for the girl who is red.
He is very active with love for the Anywaa girl with bright skin.'

The love physiology metaphor in (345b) implies becoming active for love process. When a lover like that in (331b) is ordered by the counterpart, he/she goes to bring something actively with speed.

c) tár -è timò ni pàtpàt kîpèr ôtfân
butt of 3SG become CON patpat for Ochan
Lit. 'Her butt trembles with the voice patpat for Ochan.'
'She loves Ochan very much.'

Example (331c) implies that because the girl here loves Ochan very much, anything ordered by him will be done by here immediately. The highest stage in which it is difficult to control the love is understood based on THE INTERFERENCE WITH ACCURATE PERCEPTION, which includes confusion, difficulty of understanding or improper functioning of mind, eye and liver.

Below are the Anywaa examples in (332a-c) to illustrate LOVE IS INTERFERENCE WITH ACCURATE PERCEPTION.

(332a) ō-wáá -wá kō òdjulù timò kék pàá tjòèr
HAB converse IPL:EXCL with Ojulu become like not blind
Lit. 'When I converse with Ojulu, it seems that he is not a blind person.'
'Although Ojulu is blind, I still love him very much.'

Example (332a) implies that the speaker is a female who is Ojulu's girlfriend/wife, who loves him very much although Ojulu is blind. This means the girl's intense love for Ojulu makes her ignore his blindness.

(b) tjwîn -è ò -nàk méërr -ì
liver of 3SG PERF kill love DEF
Lit. 'His/Her liver has been killed by the love.'
'The Love has made him/her passive/gullible.'

As liver is the center of perception among the Anywaa, the improper functioning of the liver of the person in (332b) results in giving more valuable things to a lover than to the relative. Thus, love can take human liver. In Anywaa, tjwînè ôtśw 'a person whose liver is dead' is a person who has no good feeling, perception and emotional response. Such a person is gullible.

(c) wi -à  ò -kâl méërr -ì
head of 1SG PST take love DEF
Lit. 'My head was taken by the love.'
'The love confused me.'

In (332c), confusion or improper perception caused by high degree of love for someone makes a person forget thinking about other people or things. So, in example (332c) head stands for thinking and attention. When we are really in love, we are unable to function normally. Inability
to function normally in love involves a lack of control over love. This conceptualization of love intensity brings about a serious conflict in our conception of love. Since maximal degree associated with 'real' love involves lack of control over love and since we are responsible for controlling our emotions, we have to make choice. We have to decide whether we want love (together with lack of control) or whether we want to control love (Kövecses, 1986:88).

7.1.3 LOVE IS HUMAN BODY (PARTS)

Widespread use of body metaphors probably results from the fact that human beings give due attention to their bodies. BODY is of larger importance for human experience of the world and objects (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999).

In many cultures, the heart plays an important part as conceived source of emotions and feelings and certainly describe as a key ethnopsychological term in these cultures. Because head contains reason and intellect and the heart is the LOCUS of feelings and emotions, they are linguistically in contradiction. These two organs are the constituents of character. An example like Was just wondering, if you were in relationship that your heart was 100% into and LOVED the person without doubt, BUT your brain disagrees with u...This example implies the use of heat as source domain. It further implies that the love of the person spoken about was strong but accompanied by some doubts from the loved. The heart is therefore the symbol of love metaphor in English (Swan, 2009). Similarly, Bas (2018) puts that in Turkish, тёфдзәр 'liver-lung' is the (OBJECT OF) LOVE and it is used to communicate positive feelings. For example, тёфдзәрим in this language means my liver-lung which metaphorically means my beloved and тёфдзәр 'liver-lung' expresses the love of child.

Our bodies' interaction with the environment plays a significant role in our understanding of the world we live. Because bodies are not isolated from society, all bodies are situated in a context, that is, cultural environment. For this reason, cognition is embodied in cultural situations (Gibbs, 1999). The use of human body as source of emotion metaphors can be supported with what Kövecses (2015) posits as “The human body is one of the contexts from which metaphors come and makes speakers/conceptualizers speak metaphorically in different contexts”. This idea is further strengthened by Lemmens (2015:93) that our everyday embodied experience, which includes sensory-motor experience, plays a key role for our understanding of our physical and cultural world. Thus, human knowledge is embodied.
In recent years, the role of human body and its internal and external parts as source domains has been deeply investigated for understanding abstract concepts like love or emotion via metaphorical or metonymic use. These studies have provided evidences for the view that although the human body has a universal source domain for metaphors in understanding abstract concepts, cultural or folk models provide cognitive and experiential clues through which specific body parts become marked and meaningful in understanding abstract concepts (Maalej and Yu, 2011 and Bas, 2018). The importance of imagination in making the world meaningful is emphasized by Johnson (1987) as If there is no imagination, we cannot reason about any kind of knowledge, but because our imagination and reason are embodied, The Body is in the Mind.

In Anywaa déèl 'body' and its parts can be used as source domains of emotion metaphors. This means the linguistic metaphors are surface manifestations of LOVE IS HUMAN BODY (PARTS). This in turn implies that METONYMICALLY BODY (PART) STAND FOR LOVE. Such a claim is further strengthened by Swan (2009) as “it is common in natural languages to locate abstract feelings in inner human organs we cannot see feelings and metonymically use body part to metonymically stand for a person.” In the following embodied metaphors of love in Anywaa, the body parts which are source domains were extracted from Perner (1990), Perner (2003), Reh (1996) and Reh (1999) with some adaptations.

**7.1.3.1 LOVE IS WHOLE HUMAN BODY**

The use of whole human body as source of love tells us higher degree of love, true love, lovers' knowledge about themselves and sexual contact. Below are examples (333a-d) for the detail of such a conceptualization of love in Anywaa.

(333a) déèr -à ã -tìjìb -à dʒìr -i bàr -è

body of 1SG PST give 1SG to 2SG whole:3SG 3SG

Lit. 'I have given you my whole body.'
'I totally love you.'

The love metaphor in (333a) is usually uttered by a female who loves her husband/boyfriend very much to imply love which includes sexual relation although the male counterpart may have lower degree of love for her. When the romantic love is actual, favourable to both lovers and it is truly expected by the lovers and the community, it is said in (347b) as:

(b) déèr mèër màn -à nàk kàrè

body of love REL:DEFINE AUX be real

Lit. 'The body of love which is real/true.'
'A true love.'

256
Body can have deep rooted metaphorical thinking but the use of its specific parts (frames) can convey specific meanings leading to cultural variations. The use of body as a source of love is based on visible (body) part and contact between lovers.

(c) ɗɛt -ù jì -ù -ɗąòò dó ɗá?

Lit. 'Where have you seen your bodies each other?'
'Where have you started your love relation/marriage?'

Metaphor (333c) is true, because in love process, people face and contact each other based on kissing and sexual relation. Because the whole body is the same as a whole person like Ojulu, it can be concluded that METONYMIES ARE EQUATIVES. A compound word like ɗɛr mɛr 'love hand' implies a hand touching a person with love smoothly. In (333c), the use of káa 'where' to metaphorically signify when, suggests the Anywaa's conception of time as SPACE/EARTH. Hence, SPECIFIC TIME IS SPECIFIC PART OF EARTH (see Derib, 2016).

(d) ɗɛt -wá ɲɛt -wá kàń mó báá r

Lit. 'We have known our bodies in distant place.'
'We have been lovers a long time ago.'

Example (333d) includes starting sexual relation a long time ago. The literal translations here takes us to the metaphor TIME IS SPACE; LONG TIME IS A DISTANT PLACE. In sum, examples in (333a-d) underlie LOVE (EMOTION) IS HUMAN BODY.

7.1.4 LOVE IS EYE

Our eye is the center of sight and it is through an eye that we cognize and perceive objects clearly. Thus, an eye expands our knowledge and cognition as it serves as channel enabling us to keep the details in the brain for retention (Anudo, 2018). In reference to an Anywaa's cognition, an eye suggests but the liver determines. While wàŋ mó bɛɛr 'good eye' expresses love, wàŋ mó ràatʃ 'a bad eye' implies hatred. Among the Anywaa, an eye also contributes to consciousness. So a blind person is not conscious but a good (innocent) person because he or she does not see. Thus, an eye is a thief, because it sees things by allowing people to steal them. Blind people are innocent, because they do not steal as their eyes do not see. Sexual organs attract people, because they are seen with naked eyes. Below are metaphorical expressions (334)-(340) associated with an eye as source domain of love.

(334) ɲàan -è ɲɛŋ -è ɡóóg

Lit. 'That girl has more than two eyes.'
'That girl usually changes her love partner.'
The idiom in (334) is used only for a girl who changes her sexual partner often. In Anywaa, the idiom ɲɛŋɛ ɲɔŋ ȥ Ǒ  the euphemism whose offensive form is kɔlɔ̀i 'promiscuous girl'. While love which is based on eye and fast looking is compounded as mééj wàŋ 'an eye's love', an eye which contains love is compounded as wàŋ mëér 'love's eye'. The former compound refers to infatuation, which may not last longer, but the latter may be a true love leading to commitment or living forever.

(335) ārààʧ ā mak wàŋ ā Araach PST catch eye of 1SG
Lit. 'Araach was caught by my eye.'
'A have been attracted by Araach.'

Example (335) implies that first, the speaker romantically observes Araach for a long time and then falls in love with her despite the fact that there are more girls with whom Araach stays.

(336) āqùt wàŋ -ɛ ā -màqò pàlìn Agut eye of 3SG PST be attached to something town
Lit. 'Agut's eye caught/held something in the town.'
'Aguut is loving the town.'

Example (336) implies that Agut went to Gambella town or any other urban area and stayed there for longer time than expected. This is because something made her interested in living in the town. More often, in such a context the speaker means Agut is still in the town but the speaker is in the countryside, which is the original residence of Agut. Therefore, Agut may not come back to live in the countryside.

(337) wàŋ -ɛ ā -lààr këève dëër ādzùlù eye of 3SG PST do quickly pierce body of Ajulu nī kāk CON kak
Lit. 'His eye quickly pierced into he body of Ajulu as kak.'
'He quickly saw Ajulu and fell in love with her.'

Example (337) implies that the boy, who has been represented by 'è3SG' quickly saw Ajulu and fell in love with her. This implies the Anywaa's belief that AN EYE IS THE CENTER OF CUNNINGNESS AND INFATUATION. The voice kāk used in (337) implies high degree of romantically quickly seeing and choosing Ajulu. The experience of the voice kāk comes from activities in which hard things like stone, rock or bone is accidentally speared with fishing spear and produces the voice kāk. With this voice produced underwater, it is easy to recognize a rock or bone from a fish. Hence, INFATUATION IS FAST LOOKING AT A GIRL; TRUE LOVE IS WIDELY OPENED EYE.

(338) wàŋ -ɛ bët kî m'àn mò bàjjò eye of 3SG sharp with females REL tall:PL
Lit. 'His eye is sharp with tall girls.'
'He loves tall girls and usually marries them.'
The example in (338) implies that degree of sharpness corresponds to love intensity. So, when he sees a tall girl, he immediately falls in love with her and marries her. This takes us to the conceptual metaphor TO FALL IN LOVE WITH A GIRL IS TO SEE HER; A PERSON WHO IS LOVED MOST IS THE PERSON SEEN MOST.

In (339) REDNESS OF EYE STANDS FOR CLARITY AND SPEED OF LOVING AND STRONG AFFECTION FOR OLD WOMEN. HENCE, FAST IS RED. The implied meaning of example (339) is that the addressee is a young boy who usually marries and/or has sex with old women, but the expectation of the addresser is that he should love and marry young girls. The interrogative sentence clued by kïpër ŋò 'for what?' provides an advise. Among the Anywaa, a woman's eye may be red for another woman's husband, i.e she may love another man but she has no right to tell him her love clearly/directly.

Based on (340) one can infer that the eye of a boy for seeing the girl is first small and the degree of love is also understood in terms of very narrow eye, which is not widely opened with confidence. This is the initial stage of love started as a joke. While root vowel extension in the word wí...t 'extremely thin, narrow', marks gradual development of the process being very low, the rising tone marks the gradual increase in love intensity, which the speaker did not expect. This correlates with looking by gradually opening our eyes to a girl due to less confidence. But mëër mō wâŋè dōŋŋ 'Love whose eye' is big' metaphorically expresses love which is clear to lovers and villagers and has high intensity.

Examples (334)-(340) have highly embodied emotional reaction for love based on SIGHT. According to Gibbs (2005:1) embodiment in cognitive science refers to understanding the role of an agent (experiencer's) body in everyday situated cognition. For example, how do our bodies influence our thinking, speech and emotional reaction? The data in (334)-(340) give evidences

---

71 Because in Anywaa tiɛ̀lɓ 'human leg' can be extended to origin or development, it can be used as a source domain for starting love as tiɛ̀ mëër ātjâŋ kï ā nř įiŋ 'He started the leg of love with me in a very small way' to mean he started the love with me gradually.
of adjusting eyes to the lovers and this is accompanied by thinking about a lover to marry or contact. Generally, based on Gibbs (2005)'s claim here, it can be argued that our activities, knowledge of our body parts, their shapes, functions and events precede language use and meaning construction as they are used to organize our knowledge, meaning and grammar.

Generally, the examples in (334)-(340), which are related to eye as love source domain, suggest that an eye is an off-shoot of the body which can be manipulated to suit the situation. In surveillance, we look at someone attentively for a certain time. In the period of time, our attention is similar to pushed something to another body, piercing it or holding it because when you focus on something, you actually take position as your eye concentrates (See also Al Jahdali, 2007 and Anudo, 2018). Hence, AN EYE IS LIMB/SHARP METAL, whose levels of representation is provided in figure 8.

![Figure 8: Representation of the Conceptual Metaphor EYE IS LIMB/SHARP LOVE/METAL based on Anudo (2018: 101)](image)

The Anywaa's use of an EYE as a source domain of love is also seen in the concept àtòôr 'CONCEIT', which is clearly understood as tôôr wàŋ 'conceit an eye' in Anywaa. Thus, AN EYE IS THE MAJOR BODY PART ATTRACTED(QUICKLY) IN LOVE PROCESS. A person who is not married, especially a girl, can make a conceit for an unknown person so that one

\[72\text{wàŋé ríék 'Someone whose eye is slightly big/whose eye is a little' means a cunning person who can easily convince a girl/a person and wàŋé ràáľ' His eye is bad means one who is not good at choosing beautiful girl or well-mannered girl. The reason for which the Anywaa call cunningness as ríék wàŋ 'a littleness of eye' is because a cunning person quickly sees things by opening the eye well and evaluates them by thinking well within a short time so that it is easy for this person to deceive others. Among the Anywaa, males are believed to be cunning and females are not cunning. So, wàŋé ṭíŋ 'a person whose eye is small' is fool. In the love process, females are therefore deceived by males as their eyes are small. Wàŋé bě́ŋ 'His eye is sharp' means one who can easily and soon recognize and choose a good girl/good thing. Because something can be recognized with eye, the Anywaa have the proverb wàŋ á ã̀dʒóšà 'An eye is a witch doctor'. In fact, many things are known by seeing resulting in confirming and believing. Furthermore, in Anywaa a man who conceives a woman within a short time is called tʃùrè bě́ŋ 'His penis is sharp'.}
person may be attracted for love or marriage. Generally, conceit is important for two main reasons: to marry and to attract the lover not to fall in love with another person. While making conceit males dress themselves with different clothes and birds feathers. Females on the other hand dress themselves well with clothes like skirts and braid their hairs in different styles like kópááŋ ‘front parts of hair at the back’ and beads like tún ɪŋ/gwét ɪŋl ‘ear-beads are used’ (See Perner, 2003:142-153 for textual and pictorial details).

In Anywaa, while choosing a girl in romantic love process, body part is said TO BE FALLING ON A GIRL. This is based on the experience of external body parts which are directly involved in gripping a girl to strengthen contact between lovers. Metaphorically, an eye falls on a girl to imply choosings a girl for romantic love relationship. This is because we see girls and fall in love with them quickly as we see things quickly. Love choice as a falling down of body parts on a person loved is usually done by males, who are active participants in love process. Consider the following examples in (341a-c).

(341a) ʷᵃⁿ rawtypes ḗ r ʷ ∕ pəŋb̉ɲ kWāy an ː b̉ ngit puŋ b̉ ng ː paa ː m̉ ḗ ː ḗ r
    eye of 3SG PST fall on girl REL
    remarkably good
Lit. 'His eye fell on a remarkably good girl.'
     'He chose (married) a very good/beautiful girl.'

Example (341a) implies that in romantic love process, choice of a girlfriend begins with a boy's seeing a girl for her beauty, behaviour or activities.

(b) ʃ̩er-i ʔ a ʷ ∕ pəŋb̉ɲ b̉ ng ː g̉aŋgɒ̊ m̉ ḗ r ː rãːtf̩
    hand of 2SG PST fall on woman REL bad
Lit. 'Your hand fell on a bad woman.'
     'You have chosen/married a bad woman.'

While in a dark, a boy may catch another girl he does not want to talk to romantically. Also when we are in darkness, our hand may fell on a bad thing like a stool. The example in (341a) implies that the addressee is a man and he is now troubled by his aggressive wife or he chose and married a very ugly girl.

(c) ǂr̩-i ʔ pəŋb̉ɲ b̉ ng ː g̉aŋgɒ̊ d̉aːk
    NEG 2SG fall on female simply
Lit. 'Do not simply fall on a female.'
     'Do not simply fall in love with a girl without evaluation.'

In the current situation, metaphor (341c) is an advice is important not only for evaluating a girl for behaviour, but also for protecting oneself from HIV/AIDS. The use of the whole body, hand and eye to be falling on a female to refer to choice of a lover is based on the experience of falling, catching girls and looking at and choosing girls. The function of our body parts and the
activity we do with our body parts therefore make embodied metaphors meaningful. Thus, experience is embodied. Because liver is used to evaluate and determine love process, it is usually not used to fall on a female to imply starting romantic love as it does not rush to things, but an eye rushes as it causes infatuation based on quick looking at a girl.

The metonymic use of eye to imply love or infatuation and the falling down of hand to stand for choosing a girl by catching her clearly support Goatly (1997:57)'s point that metonymy provides strong basis up on which metaphor can be derived. In Anywaa, the metonymic use of eye to stand for love takes us to LOVE IS EYE based on looking and choosing a love partner. In Anywaa, AN EYE can also metonymically stand for SIGHT.

### 7.1.5 LOVE IS HEART OR BIRD

With the use of ᱦᱬᱨ 'heart', whose literal meaning is bird, love can be conceptualized in Anywaa as heart linked with an ominous birds, which are sent by God to represent a spirit or event. This is because, HEART is the center of LIFE, SOUL and SPIRIT among the Anywaa and its functioning for life and diseases is accompanied by the flight or voice of different omen birds and vibration of body parts like butt and palpitation. Furthermore, the heart is shaped like a bird.

The spirit of being convinced with love issue is more often seen to happen to girls. Heart is therefore a moving spiritual matter whose spies are birds providing (love) information to it. The Anywaa therefore believe that it is the life spirit that beats in human heart making him/her alive. Among the Anywaa, the meanings and events signified by omens are usually interpreted by some old men as men go to war, fishing and hunting. Consider the following examples of linguistic metaphors for LOVE IS AN OMEN BIRD AFFECTING HEART in (342a-e).

---

### Footnotes

73 The strongest evidence comes from the proverb ṛ̀kò ṭòkò, ṭjul ᵇ ᱦᱬᱨ 'Akoo said that there is spirit/heart/ominous bird of penis', which means there is spirit(omen bird) of sexual intercourse between Akoo and certain man. In this proverb, the experienced girl Akoo was seen to have been convinced by a boy as she comes and goes back to the boy when she is called by him and told her sexual intercourse spirits and signs experience to other girls. Being seen as passive is also an evidence. Therefore, Akoo must have felt the sexual spirit and passivity before experiencing sexual intercourse. Such a saying is mostly used to advise and insult girls who joke with boy abnormally although it can be used as a warning for other people who offend others repeatedly while they are being told to stop it.

---
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In example (342a), a girl's bird metonymically stands for the chance of marrying a girl. Omen birds which fly and cry in a village by bringing fear and sadness before the event are called wèn mò réjjì 'bad omen birds'. Their cry usually results in death of many people caused by war, epidemic or high flood. When an omen bird moves and cries implying someone's death, he/she may sometimes have strong heartbeat, but when death approaches, the person becomes very passive, ashy and discomforted and avoids speaking to others as he/she is about to leave them. That is why an unlucky boy or a girl whose marriage is usually ended soon or who is usually not accepted by others for romantic love is called déèrè ráàtʃ, ākwèɛji 'A boy/girl whose body is bad. This implies that gūmdèɛl 'BEING LUCKY/GOODNESS OF ONE'S BODY' IS THE PRESENCE OF GOOD BIRD/SPRIT IN ONE'S BODY. In Anywaa, ɖáɑqò 'female' is extended to wife and dītʃòò 'male' is extended to husband.

When a man dies in war, villagers believe that the man's omen bird has already fallen down and died. This metaphor is also used for a girl who accepts love question within very short time. This metaphor is based on the belief that people whose birds have already died usually die short time after the start of war. A person who escapes many death attempts is said to “have no death bird in his her body”.

The Anywaa's linguistic metaphor dʒwiɛj (ɖáɑqò) éná ʧʃèr dʒòòk 'The life of Human being is in the hand of God' reflects their thinking and belief that heart belongs to God but not to human being-God can at any time take spiritual human heart as he wants the person to be with him or due to the person's mistake. Thus, heartbeat is regulated by God.

(b) ɖáɑqò wèŋn -e ɖá -tʃòò rù ʊdʒòò
Lit. 'Ajaa's bird died on Ojho's body.'
‘Only Ojho has become lucky to marry Ajaa.’

The implied meaning in (356b) is that Ajaa has been asked for love by many boys and she refused but lastly she accepted the love of Ojho and was married to him. In fact, example (342b) can also mean Ajaa had a sexual relation with Ojho although she was not married to him. Other boys whose love questions were rejected by Ajaa therefore became surprised of how she was married to Ojho. Such a girl is sometimes referred to as āʃʃìl ʧʃòɔw 'men hater girl'. Example (342b) implies SUCCESS IS DEATH OF AN OMEN BIRD. When a girl is asked and convinced due to her love of a boy, she will have palpitations implying her accepting of the love. Further, a girl who has been convinced with romantic love discussion has a loss of appetite.
caused by her liver's rejecting food for the love due to trust with romantic love partner. In contrast, a girl who has no palpitation dislikes a boy who has raised love question to her. She therefore, will not accept the love question.

In contrast, a girl who has no palpitation dislikes a boy who has raised love question to her. She therefore, will not accept the love question.

The linguistic metaphor in (342c) implies that the bird still has not started moving in the speaker boy's right side. Perner (1994) states as “The Anywaa have an interpretation that if the birds respond to your call (by fire) and arrive but immediately proceed, it means most of your people will be killed by the enemy. But if the birds arrive and stay with you for certain time until they proceed or return back, it means your people will be victorious”. So, a bird symbolizing luck moves in the right side of a boy and may stay with him for a longer time.

The implied meaning in (342c) is that the boy has been asking the girl repeatedly but she has not still accepted the love. Yet he believes that asking her repeatedly makes the girl accept the love question. Ominous birds may come and go back but the event may not happen once. The Anywaa believe that LUCKY/STRONG IS RIGHT BUT UNLUCKY/WEAK IS LEFT. So, when you catch a girl or anything with left, it goes as the ominous love bird is still moving in the left hand direction. In fact, left hand is usually weak unlike right hand. So, BAD IS LEFT; GOOD IS RIGHT.

Example (342c) implies the Anywaa's belief and conception that IF A BIRD FLIES ON A BOY'S RIGHT SIDE, A GIRL WILL ACCEPT A BOY'S LOVE QUESTION AND IF A BIRD FLIES ON A BOY'S LEFT SIDE, A GIRL WILL REJECT A BOY'S LOVE QUESTION WITH AN INSULT, HITTING THE BOY, SPITTING IN THE BOY'S FACE OR WARNING HIM.

In (342) the addresser is a female who implies I will not accept your love question, because I have no palpitations due to your love question. Such a girl has despised the boy, who has talked to her for love. Thus, her bird remains on the boy's left and disappears quickly. Sometimes if a boy palpitates while it is his first time to talk to the girl for love issue, his palpitating means the girl will not accept the love issue. Hence, HEART IS AN OMEN ORGAN Affected BY
OMEN BIRDS AND OMENOUS SIGNS. When an animal is missed by many people but killed by another person after a long time, its omen bird is said to be inside the killer's body. This is also applied to love process illustrated in (342e).

\[
\text{Lit. 'Ajulu's bird is in Ochala's body.'} \\
\text{Ochala is the lucky person to marry Ajulu.'}
\]

Example (342e) implies that Ajulu accepted only Ochala's love question after rejecting other boys' love questions. Hence, CHANCE/LUCK IS OMEN BIRD/SPRITUAL BIRD IN A BODY. The bird that is implied in example (342e) is the spirit of luck carried by the birds and makes the body part vibrate to imply sexual intercourse. This is because the Anywaa believe that spirit is in the air and God is the air. God releases spiritual message in the air. Then birds collect it in the air, because they are flying in the air. Finally, birds communicate the message to people and put spiritual things in human body for the happening of events.

The metaphor LOVE IS A BIRD can be found in the Anywaa's belief that when a cock crows at 8p.m, it means in the coming morning, there will be a new marriage discussion and conclusion in which a young boy marries a young girl.

The Anywaa believe that when a person dies, the heart leaves the body and moves to God in the form of spiritual air called ādùnnó\textsuperscript{74}/dʒwiɛ?\textsuperscript{75} 'life', which is shaped into ghosts. This belief makes old people not afraid of death, because they believe that when they die, they are going to God and changing to their ghosts. This is because death is perceived among the Anywaa as TURNING INTO GHOST, THE GOING OF A SPIRITUAL HEART AS A SPIRITUAL PERSON TO GOD.

Although the Anywaa believe the center emotion/feeling to be in liver and life to be centered in heart, their linguistic metaphors like pán káw 'falling down of a chest which implies shock, love, fear and palpitation and pàŋ tʃwiɛ? 'falling down of a liver', which implies an interaction of love, empathy and sadness imply their conception that life and emotion are separate but are always in high interaction. WHEN A LIVER FEELS SAD, A HEART FEELS SHOCKING and

---

\textsuperscript{74} This implies that the spiritual heart is the only permanent organ but other body parts like physical heart, liver, head, eye and others are temporary. Spiritual matter is therefore permanent unlike material object.

\textsuperscript{75} By using high tone as dʒwiɛ? the meaning changes to breathe, breathing. Among the Anywaa, air is perceived to be the matter of sky and it is invisible to human eye. When an air blows strongly and breaks trees, it is called ātùnnà wind, but dʒamics 'air' is sometimes used in place of ātùnnà 'wind'.
this interaction leads to an improper functioning of all body parts leading to a disease. A big bird like an owl may cry with augury implying a man's death. Small birds' cries are usually interpreted as war death omens. They mostly produce the voice similar to that of bleeding as ḥo, which is a bleeding voice when a person is shot.

The heart/spirit makes a girl passive after palpitations. Sometimes a girl may be shocked if she is told that a boy whom she does not expect to fall in love with her/whom she does not know his behaviour clearly has fallen in love with her. When a girl is convinced with love questions, she stoops and acts passively with out speaking or responding to a boy. This physiological metaphor experience can be supported with evidences from Swan (2009) as “from our own experience, we know that there are changes in physiological behaviours of heart and other body parts; these changes can be psychological too. We all know that our heart beats when we are afraid or when we are in love mostly in the initial stage. The physical heart responds to love and this is measured in ECG (Electrocardiogram) and HRV (Heart Rate Variability) Rhythms.” Among the Anywaa, the passivity of females in love situations is also reflected in marriage language in which males marry but females are married, because in the first stage of love process, females do not raise questions like à méér kî ji 'I love you' and à máŋnä män nʊ̀ma ji 'I want to marry you' to a male, but a male raises such love questions to a female. Consider the following examples in (343a-d).

(343a) ṏdżaab ā- tʃoottò
Ojha PST marry:ACT
'Ojha married...'

(b) ṏdżáa ŧ - tʃoottò (kî) ḥáágò mō tiĩn dãt
Ojha PERF marry:ACT (OBL) female REL small DEG
Lit. 'Ojha has married a very small female.'
'Ojha has married a very small girl.'

(c) ātʃalá ā - tʃõt omɔt - i
Achala PST marry:PASS Omod DEF
'Achala was married by the Omod.'

(d) ātʃalá ā - tʃɔt
Achala PST marry:PASS
'Achala was/has been married.'

As the examples in (343a-d) indicate, in (343a), the patient ḥáágò 'female'/nákò 'girl' has been deleted as it can be understood. This is to show that the focus is on marriage and the male than the female. In fact, the active verb tʃoottò 'marry once', whose habitual form is tʃõòdò 'marries' and its passive form tʃɔt 'be married'. Examples (343c&d) are collocative passive verbs with their obvious patient of marriageable female.
In example (343b), the patient girl has been used to show her age or state of being young. In example (343c), the passive voice mostly emphasizes Achala, who is the passive subject and the agent Omot who is known in the village/neighbour has been slightly expressed. In example (343d), the man who married Achala has not been mentioned as the focus is on Achala to emphasize that it took her longer time without being married. Such a sentence is strengthened by the morpheme nɔ as in ätʃalə ätʃɔt 76 nɔ 'Achala has been married then since longer time.' Based on the experience of masculine {ɔ} and feminine {ä}, we can form the conceptual metaphors {ɔ} MARRIES {ä}, {ä} IS MARRIED BY {ɔ}, which have the generic level metaphor MALES MARRY BUT FEMALES ARE MARRIED.

In Anywaa, the distinction between active and passive voices is contradicted by breathy versus plain vowel based on a speaker as follows in (344a&b):

(344a)  ámb  -ɔ  -tʃɔdɔ
ISG  PERF  marry:ACT
'I have married'

Example (344a) is uttered by an Anywaa male like Ojulu who has married a girl. So, the phrase kĩ dãagɔ 'a woman' is optionally used in such a love utterance. The active verb tʃɔdɔ 'marry' takes a male like the Ojulu here as an active subject (agent) who does the marriage but this verb drops the obvious patient(object) dãagɔ female/ãriɛd 'Aried'. So, in (344a) the speaker ámb 'I' is a male.

(b)  ámb  -ɔ  -tʃɔdɔ
ISG  PERF  marry:PASS
'I'm married'

Example (344b) is uttered by an Anywaa female like Ajulu who has been married. The passive verb tʃɔdɔ 'be married', takes the female Ajulu as a passive participant to whom marriage is done although it is the subject. This implies that the speaker ámb 'I' is a female. Therefore, in examples (343a-d), it can be seen that while the breathy vowel ô is used with an active verb, which takes male as a doer of marriage or love activity to a female, the plain vowel ð takes a passive verb which takes the female subject (patient) to whom marriage or love question is asked. The Anywaa understand sexual intercourse as an activity done by a male to a female so that she is conceived by her male counterpart. Therefore, ACTIVE IS BREATHY VOWELS, PASSIVE IS PLAIN VOWEL, ACTIVE IS MALE; PASSIVE IS FEMALE. ACTIVE VOICE

76The semantic restriction that females do not marry implies that a sentence like äriɛd .adapters{0} {1} 76 'Ariet married (a man)' or Ômɔt atypes 'Omod was married' is not semantically and grammatically accepted as females do not ask males for marriage.
IS A VOICE FOR MALES' PARTICIPATION IN LOVE PROCESS; PASSIVE VOICE IS A VOICE FOR FEMALES' PARTICIPATION IN LOVE PROCESS. According to Laver (1980), while producing breathy vowels, there is a modification of normal voice with slight audible friction. Furthermore, Moges (1995:161) regarding Western Nilotic languages, states that breathy vowels in Western Nilotic languages are produced with audible glottal friction caused by an increase in the air flow. In Anywaa, a breathy vowel is more difficult to utter due to breathing caused by much air flow.

Furthermore, the active participation of males in love process and passive participation of females in the Anywaa's conceptualization of love can be marked by high and low tones on the marriage verb ʃt 'marry/be married'. Consider examples (345a&b).

(345a) ʃtá kábpé
marry FOC harlots

'He marries harlots'

The high tone on verb ʃt 'marry' in (345a) marks active voice which takes the active male subject like pènè' that man' and the patient/object kábpé 'harlots', the females, who are passive in the process of marriage.

(345b) ʃtá kuw č
marry FOC thief PL

'She is (usually) married by thieves'

In example (345b) the verb ʃt 'be married' takes a subject like Aried, who has a passive participation and therefore patient, because the thieves who are the active males marry her as she divorces her husbands. Therefore, because the verb ʃt 'be married' has low tone, it has a passive voice unlike ʃt, which is an active voice as it has high tone. In addition, the Anywaa believe that a male's voice is loud and a female's is low as they believe that low voice is the sign of passivity, fear or femaleness. Thus, ACTIVE IS HIGH TONE; PASSIVE IS LOW TONE. The constraint imposed by tone on male's active and female's passive participation in the love process among the Anywaa suggests that tone, syntax, meaning, emotion and cognition do interact.

Goldsmith (1976:20)'s point that tone is autosegmental is also true of the present study for what he emphasizes that tones are usually independent from vocal and consonantal segments, but their meanings become precise when they are associated with segments and they are cognitively autosemantic based on experience and cultural convention. If an Anywaa utters low tone in ʃt Go (2SG)', the meaning is that the addresser is sending the addressee with low degree of order, but with high tone as ʃtí Go (2SG)'), the addresser is chasing away the addresser.
7.1.6 LOVE IS LIVER

We know from human anatomy that both liver and lungs have vital roles in the operation of the body. While the liver helps to clean the blood from unwanted substances, lungs help oxygen from air we breathe enter the red blood cells. Based on the embodiment thesis, it is possible to claim that the anatomical characteristics of organs and their specific functions in the body can provide the conceptual basis for mental representation and understanding of organs. However, cross cultural studies have demonstrated that liver and lungs have different conceptualizations in different languages (Bas, 2018:4). Unlike lung, which is used for breathing, and heart, which is used for blood circulation, the physiological reponse of liver for love has no strong scientific ground but it is based on sociocultural imagination and the sensory-motor experience of the Anywaa (See also Aksan and Kantar, 2008:263-264; Swan, 2009:461-463). This implies that the Anywaa’s conception of LIVER as a SEAT OF EMOTIONS/FEELINGS like PRIDE, LOVE, WARM FEELING, FEAR, INTEREST, OBJECT, PERSONALITY, MORALITY and SYMPATHY is based on strong folk epistemology of the community.

Generally, the Anywaa understand liver as the center of cognition, regulator of other body parts and coordinator of all the sensorimotor experiences. Thus, liver functions like eye, tongue, skin, leg, head, nose, mouth and whole human being. Therefore, among the Anywaa, since the determination of loving someone is in the LIVER, this organ can also be used as source domain of LOVE both metaphorically and metonymically. In doing so, it can be divided or changed as the result of affectionate feeling. For example, when a girl who first refused accepts love question later, it is said ṭf晅ë ŋłò 'She has turned her liver (away)'. So, WHEN THINKING ABOUT LOVE, AN ANYWAA’S CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM IS LIVERED. The following examples are worth providing for detail of LOVE IS LIVER.

(346a) kéél ninàk àán -á ṭfšìèr, ōmòd tšwịn -è
even CON 1SG be old woman Omod liver of 3SG
pùòt pál kì à dštì kìtìè still very big with 1SG DÈG really
Lit. 'Even though I am a very old woman, still Omod has really a very big liver for me.'
    'Even though I am a very old woman, Omot still loves me very much.'

The implied meaning in (346a) is that the speaker is an old woman who is Omod's wife; yet despite her being old, Omod still loves his speaker wife very much. Among the Anywaa, when a wife becomes old, a man marries a younger wife because, an old wife becomes less attractive or incapable of doing home activities like preparing food. An advice of marrying a younger wife
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can come from an old wife herself. However, example (346a) implies that Omod might not have married a younger wife due his intense love with this old wife. In fact, some Anywaa men stay together with one wife until death. Example (346a) has lower degree of metaphoricity, because liver, which metonymically stands for love, is concrete. The metaphor with high degree of imposing concrete source domain on love is found in the ontological metaphor in (334b) as follows:

(b) mēéj ōmōt pōūt pāl kipēr -ā, ba âān -ā
tʃñdièr
'Omot still has a big love for me despite my being a very old woman.'
Example (346b) has higher degree of metaphoricity than (360a), because tʃwĩŋ mō pāl 'big liver' to imply high love intensity has more concrete source domain and less degree of metaphoricity than mēèr mō dōŋ/pāl 'a big/large love' because we can directly see a big liver or a big object but a big love is ontologically formed by imposing more quantity on the abstract concept of love to talk about its intensity easily. This implies that there are ontological differences in which body parts clearly give (evoke) physically concrete domain.

Yet, among the Anywaa love with source domain of liver is believed to have the highest intensity due to an exaggerated and concrete source evoking clear knowledge, physiology and experience of love affairs in liver, the center of love and faith.

(c) tʃwĩŋ -ë mān -ā -dōŋ ēn -ā bāŋ
half of liver of 3SG REL be big be:LOC FOC to
tʃi -ë mān -ā -ʃĩŋ
wife of 3SG REL be small
Lit. Half of his bigger liver is with his younger wife.
'He loves her younger wife more than the older one.'

The experience of the LIVER metaphor in (346c) comes from dividing an important thing like food into halves and giving the bigger part to the person who is loved more. Among the Anywaa age does not matter for a girl or woman to be a young wife. For example, if a man marries two wives with the first married wife being 22 years old and the second being 30 years old, the bigger or older wife is the one with 22 years as she is the first woman to join the man's

77 Because half of liver is smaller than the whole liver, we can argue that some frames/domains are larger than others. This in turn implies that at frame level, degree of specifying meanings does vary.
home and give birth to children. With higher degree of metaphoricity, a part of love can be expressed in Anywaa as ṭł mà mèr 'half of love'. Hence, ASPECTS/PART OF LOVE IS HALF OF LIVER.

(d) tʃwɨn -ɛ bɔr -ɛ -ā tʃɪb -ɛ dʒi
   liver of 3SG whole:3SG PST give 3SG to
   tʃì -ɛ
   wife of 3SG
Lit. 'He has given his whole liver to his wife.'
   'He totally loves his wife.'
The metaphor in (346d) implies that the man loves his wife beyond expected love degree. Anywaa males believe that when you love your wife/ a female too much, you will tell her more things including secrets about yourself and other secrets like war secrets, which should not be told to an enemy. It is also believed among the Anywaa that males keep secret in their livers forever, but females soon take out secrets out of their livers immediately because they will be cheated with love. The man in example (346d) is therefore sometimes hated by other men as he tells many things like secrets to his wife implying that he is gullible. Example (346d) underlies FULL LOVE IS WHOLE LIVER.

(e) ātʃalā tʃwɨn -ɛ ɛɛ dàdɔ dʒi tʃɔw
   Achala liver of 3SG PERF open widely to males
Lit. 'Achala has widely opened her liver to males.'
   'Achala totally loves more boys!'
The implied meaning in (346e) is that Achala usually easily accepts men's love questions to her. The example also implies that Achala usually flirts with many men. The idiom dàdɔ tʃwɨn 'to widely open a liver' implies to love something too much or to be very interested in something. To widely open a liver also implies being gullible. Thus, Achala is sex maniac, who does not evaluate men's behaviours.

Example (346e) is based on a location, container or a house which is widely opened and invites more people or more objects. Example (346e) implies LOVE IS OPEN (LIVER). So, dʒap tʃwɨn 'to open liver' is to love someone and dɛɛ tʃwɨn 'to close one's liver' is to dislike or be angry with the person. Hence, the conceptual metaphor ANGER/HATRED IS CLOSED (LIVER).

(f) tʃwɨn -ɛ ēn -ā băn jñ ɗʒò pò -gi
dʒʧ DÆG
   liver of 3SG be:LOC FOC to daughter of people of village of 3PL
Lit. 'His liver has mostly inclined to his native wife.'
   'He loves his native wife more than the other.'
The Anywaa word pó 'village/home of', which is the modified form pâatʃ 'home/village/country', is ambiguous. Example (346f) can mean the man mostly loves his wife who is native to his native village or he mostly loves his wife who belongs to his tribe. The liver is therefore conceptualized as MOVABLE OBJECT and CHANGEABLE IN SIZE to refer to one's love attention.

**CHANGING LOVER AND QUALITY OF LOVE**

In Anywaa, the concepts of changing the lover and the degree or quality of love is understood based on CHANGING LIVER and SIZE/QUALITY OF LIVER. Consider examples (347a&b)

(347a) tʃwiŋ -ɛ wɛl -ɛ wɛl -ɔ
liver of 3SG change 3SG change IFT
Lit. 'He/She changes his/her liver.'
'He/She changes his/her lovers.'

The meaning of changing liver in (347a) includes changing ideas about love process and changing love partner. Hence, A PERSON CAN HAVE TWO OR MORE LIVERS WHEN CHANGING LOVE PARTNER; AN INTEREST IS LIVER. When a lover's love intensity is not clear to the partner or when a boy asks a girl for love in the first stage, the following question in (347b) is raised:

(b) ä tʃwiŋ mɔ niɛdɭ ni ɛn djɛɾ -i
be liver REL what kind/how big REL have to 2SG
kipɛɾ -a?
for 1SG
Lit. 'How much liver do you have for me?'
'How much love do you have for me?'

In an initial stage of love, the question in (347b) is usually raised by a girl who has been asked by a boy for love. After evaluating a boy's degree of love, she accepts love leading to marriage. Therefore, COMPLETE LOVE IS WHOLE LIVER, DISPLAYING LOVE IS SHOWING A LIVER; KNOWING DEGREE OF LOVE IS KNOWING LIVER. Understanding liver as an experience for understanding love has basic and concrete experience. With higher degree of metaphoricity, the metaphor in (347b) can be uttered as mêər mɔ niɛdɭ? 'how much love/what kind of love?' to understand the degree/quality of love with higher degree of metaphoricity. Because, the word niɛdɭ can mean what kind/how big? tʃwiŋ mɔ niɛdɭ 'what kind of liver' implies the quality of love and interest. Therefore, linguistic metaphor in (361b) has the cognitive metaphor SPECIAL LOVE IS SPECIAL LIVER; THE QUALITY OF LOVE IS THE QUALITY OF LIVER. The general mappings for LOVE IS LIVER are provided below in table 23.
Table 23: LOVE IS LIVER

In Anywaa, to be in doubt of love, marriage or any other concept is njär ñtwïn 'cutting liver into pieces', which is mainly based on cutting objects into pieces. So, the concept of being not of full agreement, belief or understanding is understood based on halves of liver. This conception supports Swan (2009:460)'s point that body is very important in conceptualizing mental qualities and emotions of people. The Anywaa's belief that a true love or strong love is in liver can be evidenced by the following song in (348a&b) by Okello Ojulu (Okello Kalli):

(348a) táñá kō ìbâw nĩ jāa
pancreas and lung CON INTER
'Oh, lung and pancreas.'

(b) kāl -á ñtwïn
come from FOC liver
'Come from liver.'

In the above song in (348a&b), Okello expresses his strong true romantic love to his girlfriend. His belief that lung and pancreas come from liver implies that a true and strong love comes from liver and the liver distributes love to other body parts although other body parts like lung, head, eye, teeth, pancreas, and the whole body contribute to experiencing and expressing love with physiology. Among the Anywaa, when a liver falls down for a girl, there is palpitation accompanied by sadness, worry and fear to tell romantic love to a girl for the first time. Lung is

---

Footnote: 78 Front part of the body, specially njim 'face' is used as a source domain of love as in njimë: ätfïbë dëyi dîtjôsì mò tòán 'He gave her face to a man who is poor and njimë aìmànë kï á (Lit. He prevented his/her face from me) 'He disliked me', which includes absence of sexual intercourse between lovers. The reason for which hand is not used as love source is that it is used as a source of cleanliness, talent and artistic works (aesthetics). In fact talent is generally in the body as it is put in it by God. Hand is used to reveal talent.
used for breathing by assisting the heart with regulation of life. So, while expressing special love for the first time, lung makes deep breathing.

The poetic metaphor in (348a&b) is the novel (extended) type of the conventional metaphors of liver like those in (346a-f). Lakoff and Turner (1989:67) define extension as taking conventionalized metaphor and extending it. Therefore, Okello's poetic metaphor is mainly based on context. Kövecses (2009:2) and Kövecses (2010:53) claim that poets create poetic metaphors under two factors. One is the context of their metaphor and the other is the use of context to talk about something else.

In their folk theory, the Anywaa believe that pancreas makes bile released on food eaten so that the food is digested and the liver will regulate feeling and desire well. Therefore, in the song in (348a&b) Okello implies his special love to the girl and special love is conventionally expressed in Anywaa as follows in (349a&b):

\[(\text{349a) } \text{ťw̌ň} -\text{à} \text{ èn} -\text{à} \text{ kùr} \text{ ké̋r} -\text{è} \text{ ǩp̌ř} -\text{i} \]
\[\text{Lit. 'My liver is in its different place for you.'}
\[\text{I have special love for you.'}
\]

In example (349a) SPECIAL LOVE IS SPECIAL LIVER. This example has lower degree of metaphoricality, because we can put an edible special liver of animal in a special place for special use.

\[(\text{b) } \text{m̌è̋r} \text{ már} -\text{à} \text{ ǩ} \text{ ji} \text{ èn} -\text{à} \text{ kùr} \text{ ké̋r} -\text{è} \text{ 3SG} \]
\[\text{Lit. 'My love for you is in its own different place.'}
\[\text{I have a special love for you.'}
\]

In example (349b), special love has been understood in terms of a special object which is put in a special place for special use. This metaphor has higher degree of metaphoricality than the one in (349a), because there is no direct relation between concrete of object put in special place and special love. Therefore, in example (349b) there is higher degree of imposing the activity of putting an object in a special place and expressing special love. In both (349a&b) special love has been understood in terms of a special object put in a different place for a special use or special person. Hence, SPECIAL LOVE IS A SPECIAL OBJECT (LIVER) PUT IN A DIFFERENT PLACE FOR SPECIAL USE. Hence, STRONGEST LOVE (EMOTION) COMES FROM LIVER; REAL LOVE IS REAL LIVER.
By using part-whole metonymy (meronymy), liver can stand for a person who feels love or falling in love with someone. The following examples in (350a&b) are worth mentioning.

(350a) ʧwïn -à màngn -à ñbánñ kèèr -è
liver of 1SG want 1SG Abang only 3SG
Lit. 'My liver loves and wants only Abang.'
'I love only Abang.'

Example (350a) implies that ʧwïn 'liver' stands for àñì (à) 'I', which can be inserted in the position of liver above in (350a). Hence, metonymy is referential and equative. As (350a) implies, liver can metonymically stand for a person and his or her interest. The compound word ʧwïn góòr 'liver of education' means interest for education or learning. Therefore, HAVING AN INTEREST TO LEARN IS HAVING A LIVER TO LEARN.

(b) ʧwïn -qè bá dìèj
livers of 3PL NEG accept
Lit. 'Their livers will not accept it.'
'They will not be interested/They will not accept it.'
Example (350b) implies that livers has similar meaning to qè 'they'. A person therefore accepts what his/her liver accepts. In examples, (350a&b), livers stands for the whole person. Castillo (n.d:7), explicates that this metonymy in which the source (liver) is a part of the target (whole person), is called source-in-target metonymy, but if the whole (source) person stands for liver (the target), this metonymy is called target-in-source metonymy.

7.2 Liver Versus Head

Among the Anywaa, information that is permanent message (part of one's life message) is kept in liver, the center of personality and desire whereas temporary information is kept in head, the center of intellect and forgetting. Consider the following metaphorical expressions in (351a-c) to understand the difference between LIVER and HEAD.

(351a) ëùòfj å -ʧì wi -à
lesson PST go head of 1SG
Lit. 'The lesson went into my head.'
'I have understood the lesson.'

In example (351a), lesson mainly refers to classroom lesson like that of mathematics. However, because the lesson is in the head and it is academic, it can be easily forgotten after certain time such as an exam time.

(b) ëùòfj å -ʧì ʧwïn -à
lesson PST go liver of 1SG
Lit. 'The lesson went into my liver.'
'I have understood the lesson.'

In example (351b), the lesson understood with liver is the one which makes a person faithful. The lesson in this example therefore mainly consists of biblical lesson which makes a person a
Christian. In Anywaa, a lesson understood with liver becomes a part of one's life and belief, because liver is a thinking and behaviour guiding organ. Similarly, if loves goes into the head of a girl, it means she has understood that the boy loves her or she has understood how love affects people's life, but if love goes into her liver, it means the girl has accepted the boy's love question and she now loves him very much due her faith for him.

The Anywaa's understanding of a lesson as a moving entity leads to the conceptual metaphor TEACHING IS SENDING; UNDERSTANDING IS RECEIVING. People are therefore truly educated when their livers and minds are changed. God spirit also, is kept in liver so that a person will be faithful. At the end of pray, an Anywaa pastor blesses people as:

(c) dʒáp -ù tʃwɪɲ -ù nɛɛ dʒwɪɛj dʒɔ̀₁k
open 2PL livers of 2PL PURP spirits of God
tʃj jɛj -gɛ
go stomachs of 3PL
Lit. 'Open your livers so that God's spirit will go inside them.'
'Open your hearts to receive the God's spirit.'

Example (351c) is based on the belief that the people who are blessed with biblical metaphor in (351c) will go home with healthy as the spirit and the power of God, which protects them, is inside their livers. Furthermore, since deep cognition, interpretation and thinking is in liver, an idea is clearly interpreted and understood with liver than with head or stomach. Consider examples (352a-c).

(352a) á tʃád -ò kître tʃwɪɲ -á
1SG think PROG with liver of 1SG
Lit. 'I'm thinking with my liver.'
'I'm deeply thinking over the issue.'

The speaker in example (352a) will clearly get the idea and solve the problem without confusion and doubt since there is no forgetting and confusion in liver. Therefore, what is missed by the head is clearly interpreted by the liver.

(b) á tʃád -ò kître jɪ -á
1SG think PROG with stomach of 1SG
Lit. 'I'm thinking with my stomach.'
'I'm thinking with doubt.'

The speaker in (352b) is thinking but he/she is doubtful. So, it takes longer time for this person to understand the idea and come to conclusion. Such a person may sing due to much confusion and doubt in his/her stomach. This speaker may not get the idea and solution to the problem.

(c) á tʃád -ò kître wi -á
1SG think PROG with head of 1SG
Lit. 'I'm thinking with my head.'
'I'm thinking with confusion.'
The speaker in (352c) is thinking deeply but may be very confused as confusion is in human head. So, this speaker may forget some clues which may help him/her to come to conclusion and solution. Therefore, love accepted with head or stomach will end sooner as it is not determined by liver. The Anywaa's belief that liver integrates cognitive structures like emotion, feeling, cognition, logical reasoning, motor activities, perception and imagination implies that the Cartesian dualism, which emphasizes the separation between emotion (body) and reason(mind), does not exist among the Anywaa. Thus, among the Anywaa liver, stomach, mind and sense organs function as one unit (see also Lakoff and Johnson, 1999:94). Hence, an embodied monism.

The Anywaa believe that as human being, one should live by breathing and should have a ghost for the continuity of his/her life. Feeling and determination are also natural and a man should behave appropriately in order to interact with other people and environment appropriately. A person should think and reason to know things and solve problems. In general, among the Anywaa, the three body parts which mostly play giant role for the existence and survival of any person are related to the body below in figure 9.

Body          vs          mind/soul (spiritual heart)
Brain/head        Liver                          Heart
Intellect, reason emotions, feelings life, ghost, omens

Figure 9: Anywaa body parts which are more important for life adapted from Swan (2009:4)

7.3 LOVE IS DRUM(DANCE)

As people construct thought and expression out of their activities and environments, it is undoubtful that dancing with a drum helps construct meaning/expression and thought. Among the Anywaa, dance contributes to seeing one's lover and marriage. Of all the dancing instruments of Anywaa, buül 'drum' is the most important one. Several reasons account for the importance. First, drum is the most powerful of all sound-producers, filling the air with strength, shaking the ground and reaching up to very far places. Second, drum chases away and warns an enemy

If an evil-eyed throws the spiritual heart into fire, the bewitched person totally dies and the spiritual heart will not go to God. Hence, such a person will have no ghost, due to total death. Christians' belief that sinners will be burnt by God coincides with the Anywaa's belief that God burns both the physical and spiritual heart so that a sinner will have no life after death.
because when it is beaten, due to its loudness, beasts run away from a village and human enemy will be afraid with the prediction that the villagers are more and have guns as they are boasting. Spiritual matters are also chased away by the force of drum. The third reason for the importance of Anywaa drum is that it invites many more people within and from different villages. So, it is the best place to see and choose one's lover and talk to as it is difficult for some girls to come out of home as a result of a family's strict control. Thus, dancing implies bragging and enjoyable public life. In Anywaa, when a drum is beaten by announcing the dance and calling the public for dance, it is called bûul ātûk. Without drum therefore, a village is quiet and sad implying famine or death in a village (Perner, 1994:145).

In Anywaa, the Anywaa folk dance is called bûur ānûwâ 'Anywaa drum' and (a folk) dance is called bûul 'drum'. Thus, drum metonymically stands for a folk dance. This is because drum is the most important dance instrument among the Anywaa.

Among the Anywaa, there are two major drums for dancing: bûul mànâ dóôŋ 'the bigger drum', which is beaten by an expert drummer called réémûnâ, réêm bûul(PL. réemmme) and the smaller drum locally called (nâ)anêêdâö, which is beaten by a less specialized drummer to support the sound of the bigger drum. Both of the drums are beaten by using hands and sticks called têêgê (SG. têêgê). The two drums are hung on a pole locally called ūkâárâ, which has two branches. In doing so, ñ bûul 'drum hanger' is put inside the branch. The so, called ñpiîrû/tûû 'trumpet' is used to support the sound of the drum. Other instruments like ũûû ôîtëê 'Nilotic guitar' and ôpêlô 'flute' are played when sitting alone at daytime or when it is middle night as a result of a lover's longing or any other feeling. Therefore, trumpet, Nilotic guitar and flute are not used as source domains of love in Anywaa because they do not invite more people to dance in pairs.

Dancing with drum clearly shows gender difference. The use of drum dance as a source domain of love in Anywaa proves that HUMAN ACTIVITIES ARE METAPHORICAL: A male dances

The Anywaa do not fear spiritual matters when they are dancing with their drum. They believe and say ñjôôk nâmâ bâlû 'God is yawning above us', which implies that God is protecting the dancing people from the spirit coming from the sky. Hence, God is tired of protecting the people due to paying more attention to people. When a man gets lost in a forest, drum is beaten to help this person determine the direction of the village. Sometimes a trumpet is blown too.

bûul 'drum' is also used to mean traditional dance. So, by bûûr ānûwâ, which literally means Anywaa drum, a native speaker means traditional Anywaa dance. Currently, drum is also extended to dancing electronic materials like tape. That is why in urban areas Anywaa boys and girls speak of ūnâ jâa ñt bûul 'Let's go to dance place', which literally means Let's go to drum house while the dancing material is tape.
with spear or gun to show his courage and to prevent his female dance partner from being taken by another man.

During drum dance, males decorate themselves with ash, charcoal and red soil to reflect bull colours and keep themselves active and healthy. In addition, males tie their dancing bells locally called gârê (SG, gârô) and have their spears in their hands. Females on the other hand decorate themselves with clothes decorated with beads like ãbiï tîi/âtâqâ 'loin cloth' and different beads like äwâqâ 'white bead', tiîn iţ 'earring of beads', tiik tjëŋ 'bracelet beads', tiîn ṅàtj/àliègô 'waist bead', òdûmmi 'string of beads on forehead', and others. A girl who has not worn such beads will not have dancing partner and therefore does not enjoy dancing well. A girl or a boy who dances passively is locally called âtwâát/âbûúr 'a lazy dancer'.

Most importantly, the relation between love and drum is that during the fifth dance locally called òkààmmà, girls choose their dance partners and move to distant place to praise each other. This process in which a girl chooses her dance partner is locally called ɡwêl 'move and ask a boy for dance'. In doing so, a girl dances by moving towards a boy and when she approaches a boy, she steps on his food, implying love and dancing together. If the girl has already found a boyfriend before dancing, she dances with her boy friend's relative or pal. But if she has no boyfriend, the boy with whom she dances can whisper to her as à méér kî jiini 'I love you'. Therefore, dancing with drum leads to love or marriage. This must be the reason for which girls have the proverbial linguistic metaphor ditjôó dʒôòt ri búúl 'A good husband can be known during dancing with drum'. This metaphor emphasizes the role of drum for love and marriage. Below are the linguistic metaphors in (353a-e) for the detail of LOVE IS DRUM DANCE.

(353a) búúl ă wiłóóló
drum be genesis
Lit. 'The first drum dance is the best drum dance.'
'The first love/lover is the best.'

Example (353a) implies love or marriage with your first (young) partner is the best as both of the partners discuss a lot and know each other clearly as village or villages and relatives or families are clearly known. Because drum beaters spend most of their times by beating drums

If a girl is very happy with her dance partner, she gives him a string bead as a dance and love gift. While asking boys for pair dancing, girls are very selective.

According to the chief of Okuuna village Phillip, such a marriage case happened between Kwot and his wife Akaal who danced together with okaama in Okuuna village.
during dances, most of them fail to marry and remain as bachelors. As people go to dance early, they also marry early. So, GOING TO DANCE LATE IS MARRYING LATE.

(b) bûûl à tfôôr
    drum be blind
Lit. 'Drum is blind.'
'You may not marry someone you expected.'

As it is said in (353b), when people dance, their dance may turn into an actual love, but what happens later in life or the overall behaviour of a lover may not be known as the behaviour of the chosen dancer may not be clearly known. Thus, a good partner may later turn out to be bad one. When the intensity of dance increases, people are not able to see well because a girl and a boy are dancing together. In real world experience, we see that drum is covered with skin and this implies blindness. In fact, in a real life situation, a girl with good behaviour may be married by a boy with bad behaviour and vice versa. With higher degree of metaphoricity, mèër à tfôôr 'Love is blind' can have similar meaning to (353b), which has lower degree of metaphoricity.

(c) bûûl ā -bàà -ê
    drum be miss 3SG
Lit. 'She missed the drum.'
'She missed her better lover.'

The metaphor in (353c) is usually uttered for a regret made by a woman/man who lives with wrong love partner. Example, (353c) can also be an advice by a man or a woman's relatives who are blaming the woman/the man indirectly for the bad love relationship they have not expected. For the first time, a girl may have a boyfriend who is known by a village or relative and believed to be a good future husband but soon after a partner is changed, the person who is not expected to be good may marry the good girl. Thus, the expected life may not be the case. In such a situation, a parent who has regretted or a relative who has regretted may name the child bûûlábààc/bûûlāfōôrHe/She missed the drum/Drum is blind' or simply in short, bûûl 'drum'84.

Thus, A GOOD MARRIAGE/LOVE RELATION IS A GOOD DRUM DANCE.

(d) bûûl à tiêt miéri
drum be legs of villages
Lit. 'Drum is danced in different villages.'
'Even if you may fail to have a lover in your village, you can marry in another village.'

84A man who does not marry is more often perceived as abnormal or not an actual human being as he does not have children. A man who does not marry is hopeless and passive dancer. Due to the relation between drum dance and marriage, the Anywaa had the following maxim: No drum dance, no marriage. He who has no wife does not eat good and full food nor does he drink good beer. Due this maxim, many young Anywaaks could not attend education in 1950sand 1960s. In fact, most of the schools were very far from the villages. High degree of conceit is seen during drum dance (See also Perner, 2011:237).
More often, an Anywaa marries within his village as the villagers are clearly known so that a boy or a girl will not have an evil-eyed, poor or thief boyfriend or a person whose relatives have enmity with one's, but if the person in another village is known to be a pure person, there is no problem with marriage. Villagers can also go to dance in another village when it is declared.

(353e) ààn  -å-  -åàj  bá  ãdʒùlù  èn  -áqà  kịpịr  bùtù
1SG PST go away but Ajulu be:LOC here for drum of
-è  rátèf
3SG bad
Lit. 'I am going away, but here is Ajulu because her drum is bad.'
'I have died but look after Ajulu as her marriage/love relation with her husband is bad.'
The metaphor in (353e) is a word of a dead mother told by lịnị 'trustee' when the corpse is in the grave and is about to be buried. Discoursally, it can be analyzed that the dead mother is giving responsibility to the addressee who is either a son or a father of Ajulu to take care of her as her love relation with her husband is worse and the dead mother knew that she could not take the responsibility of herself unless assisted by another person if she divorces her husband.

EARLY LOVE RELATIONSHIP IS EARLY DRUM DANCE(PLACE)

In Anywaa, starting a new love relationship or early love relationship is understood in terms of ọghọrọ 'public drum dance space', which is synonymous to di bùul 'center of drum (dance space)'. Unlike married people, unmarried boys and girls usually dance with drum both within and outside their villages. Hence, EARLY LOVE RELATION IS CENTER OF (DRUM) DANCE PLACE. Consider examples (354a-c).

(354a) àbàŋ  ā  -àò  òghọrọ
Abang PST return:ITV public dancing place
Lit. 'Abang returned to public dancing place.'
'Abang divorced her husband and now not married.'
The implication in (354a) is that she has started new love relationship with another man or she is still in the process. Now any man can ask Abang because her first marriage has been ended. If the speaker in (354a) is Abang's husband, he must be telling the others that she has divorced him.

By literal definition, in Anywaa, the word ọghọrọ is a vast public dancing place where a drum is beaten and dancers go to dance in. This word is extended to youth stage where a boy/girl is still marriageable. Example (354) underlies DIVORCING A SPOUSE IS RETURNING TO THE PUBLIC DRUM DANCE SPACE. When a boy/girl is still unmarried and can still attend drum dance, it is said in (354b) as:

(b) pòòt  èn  -á  òghọrọ
still be:LOC FOC public drum dance place
Lit. 'He/She is still in the public drum dance place.'
'He/She is still unmarried boy or girl.'
Boys and girls implied in (354b) people are clearly called ɲiĩiãkùù 'girls'(SG.ɲákɔɔ) and wɔpɛ 'good looking boys'(SG.wɔp). When people are dancing in the public dance place, a girl can dance with any body she likes; similarly, any boy as a chance to ask a girl for romantic love relationship. When a wife is badly treated by her husband during old age, she claims as à bêêrrá ṣòòrò 'I was good/beautiful in public drum dance place', which means the husband disliked the wife as she grew old. Such a metaphor is also used as personal names like bêêrrátòõrò, béêrrãibùùl 'Good in drum place' or simply bêêr 'good'used to express sadness or anger of a mother that she was loved when she was young or beautiful but hated by the husband when she became an old woman. Hence, A BAD LOVE RELATION/MARRIAGE IS A BAD DRUM DANCE.

(c)   dá bùùl mì jí -ò miõl -ò kĩ
exist drum REL PERF 1PL:INCL dance IFT with
jì tʃɔn? then before

Lit. 'Did we dance with Anywaa drum before?'
'Do you think you were my young lover?'

The metaphor in (354c) is uttered by who was married by someone she loved very much before but now married by an old person. The metaphor can also be uttered by a dead brother's wife living with the brother as her husband but because of bad treatment, she complains about maizes, fishes and other benefits given to her in wrong quality. In fact, in real life situation, widowers are not treated like one's actual wife as there is no adequate time of playing together, serving her well etc. The phrase kwag tár bùùl 'to beat the bottom of drum' metaphorically means to serve as a love intermediary. Thus, METONYMICALLY, DRUM DANCE STANDS FOR LOVE (MARRIAGE). For the details of the mappings for LOVE IS DRUM (DANCE), see table 24.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET DOMAIN: LOVE</th>
<th>SOURCE DOMAIN: DRUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lovers</td>
<td>dance partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice of love partner</td>
<td>choice of dance partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love space</td>
<td>dance space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice of lovers</td>
<td>sound of drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>separation of lovers</td>
<td>separation of dancers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smaller intermediary</td>
<td>smaller drum beater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigger intermediary</td>
<td>bigger drum beater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstacles to love process</td>
<td>obstacles to dance process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>going to lover</td>
<td>going to dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love intensity</td>
<td>size of drum, intensity of dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first husband/wife/lover</td>
<td>first dance partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stages in love</td>
<td>stages in drum dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small children to be sent to a girl</td>
<td>drum sticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protecting a girlfriend/wife.</td>
<td>protecting a dance partner female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>praising a love partner</td>
<td>praising a dance partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constraints on love process</td>
<td>constraints on dance process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality of love relation</td>
<td>quality of drum dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asking a girl for romantic love relationship</td>
<td>asking a girl for dancing with her</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 24: Illustrating Mappings for Love as DRUM (DANCE)

As table 24 implies, the obstacles to dancing include lack of good expert to beat the drum well, problems with the voice of drum, rain and the punching of drum. Sometimes if a very strong man beats the drum for a long time with his elbow, it punches. Also if there is a drunk or crazy man who pierces the drum with a knife or spear while the people are dancing, the drum punches and this is locally called búül ätút/ätjóót 'The drum has punched, bursted' and it is followed by the sadness interjection bú...! when the punching is reported by the beater to the dancers. Furthermore, if there is a strong cold, the drum does not give a good sound as the skin shrinks. Thus, before dancing the drum is put in the sun or heated with fire so that it gives clear and loud sound.

Of all the obstacles to drum dance, the punching of drum makes dancers separate angrily and this is mapped onto the separation of lovers without their agreement as this may be caused by death of partner, parents' pressure and going to war front or gold mining areas. If a drum punches, it does not give sound, and this is mapped onto absence of talking and greeting between lovers due

---

85 The word luòbò 'love intermediary' is derived from luòbò 'to go, move together away', whose ventive counterpart is lòòmmò 'come, move together toward'. When an intermediary talks to a girls, he or she accompanies her to the boy until they reach him but left to the boy alone to talk to her about love issues after she meets him. So, luòbò has also meaning of someone with whom a person goes or people who share similar road and trip. Similarly, luòp means people who go together for similar purpose. Metaphorically, luòbò is extended to mean one's lover like husband or wife, friend, a person who gives information and people sharing similar views. The plural form luòp too has similar polysemies. Further, during wedding ceremony, the woman who usually accompanies and assists the bride is called luòbò 'bridesmaid'.
to conflict. So, changing of dance partner or drum is mapped onto changing lover. In fact, if a boy stands for a long time without dancing or if he dances passively without audibility of dancing bells, the girls runs to another boy and dances with him.

An intensity of drum dance can also be mapped onto love intensity. As the drum has loudest sound and strongest rhythm, its voice is supported with gárô (PL. gàrè) 'dancing bells', which produce the voice lé̩ŋlé̩ŋ...,when the males are stamping the ground in accordance with the rhythm of the drum. So, no male stamps the ground with different voice of dancing bells. Usually, there are thirty little bells tied to leather string on left leg but due to political supremacy, only kings dance with bells on both legs. Therefore, during this time, a commoner who dances with bells on both of his legs implies his rebellion against the king and this results in strong punishment and warning to such a commoner. However, when a king is not dancing, a commoner can dance with bells tied to both his legs. When this is done collectively, the whole earth starts shaking and rattling as if the sound came from underground. If a boy has no dancing bells but dancing with a girl, he can borrow dancing bells from another boy, who is rejected by girls (See also Perner, 2011:155).

In Anywaa, a man who has not married is called bòòt 'bachelor'; similarly, a boy who has no dancing female partner is called bòòt, which literally means spinster. Thus, BECOMING A BACHELOR IS DANCING ALONE. Such a person has not been asked by a girl to dance with him due to lack of good decoration, dancing passively or being an evil-eyed. Males also dislike dancing with passive girls.

Among the Anywaa, in real love relation, a man calls his wife tʃiá 'my wife' and a woman calls her husband tʃöɔrà 'my husband'. Similarly, in dance relation, a boy calls his female dance partner tʃiá 'my wife' and a girl calls her male dance partner tʃöɔrà 'my husband'. Hence, choosing dance partner is mapped onto choosing love partner. So, A LOVER, WIFE/HUSBAND IS THE DANCE PARTNER; MORE WIVES ARE MORE DANCE PARTNER GIRLS.

Relative girls and boys do not dance together. If this happens accidentally, they are soon forced to leave dance space. Similarly, because drum dance leads to romantic love and marriage, a boy should not dance with his relative as he should not marry his relative girl. If marriage between relatives happens accidentally, both the boy and the girl are beaten and warned to stop their relation. If the girl is pregnant, an invocation is made so that she aborts. Marrying relative results
in *incest*. If relatives marriage is not broken, children may die and may become insane or suffer from other disabilities even if they grow up. A dance partner is therefore mapped onto wife/wives/husband. This in turn implies that Anywaa marriage is exogamy: only those who have no blood relation are allowed to get married (see also Adullah, 2016).

In the type of dance called ãwáwwá, which is used for warming up, girls rock down the drum by moving up and down while singing. This dance type consists of an initial part in which boys show themselves to girls by jumping up and shouting their ox-names, with many interludes used to celebrate a village and rulers. The Anywaa word wàâw means *lull* in English. The highest degree of jumping up with intense happiness during dance is called lààm while the general word for jumping up\(^\text{86}\) is pàâr (máál). Jumping high up is used to attract a girl that a boy is a good dancer.

During drum dance, boys approach the girls with high speed and touch the gir's faces softly with älðá/ñwittá, an ox's (giraffe's) tail tied on left elbow. This ox tail usually tells the ox-name of a male. In this stage, a boy flirts with one or more girls, because the first girl might not have responded to the dance request positively or because a boy likes dancing with more girls to show his dexterity in dance. This implies that because the marriage structure of the Anywaa is polygamy, a boy flirts with several girls at the same time to dance with them. When a girl agrees to dance with a boy, the two may well exchange some words, smile in a rather secret and friendly way. Therefore, the Anywaa interjection dʒɔ̀r...! implies that the boy has flirted, chosen and loved the girl for dance and romantic love. A male dancer can also hug his female counterpart during drum dance. Therefore, flirting with more girls (dʒɔ̀r in Anywaa) is mapped onto polygamy (polygyny), in which an Anywaa boy marries more girls/wives (see Perner, 2011:166-180).

While dancing together, a boy looks at the face of a girl, feels happy, and shouts with a bull name with the implied meaning that the girl is his and their dance space should not be intruded. During accidents like spearing during dance, the dancers run and scatter. So, dancing is stopped.

\(^{86}\)During the type of dance called kòòrò, a male and female dance together by jumping up together. However males usually jump up higher than females so that they look stronger, more conceited, superior and bigger than females. Therefore, BIG IS TALL; SMALL IS SHORT. In fact, usually a wife is expected to be younger than a husband, because females became older sooner than males as they give birth and suffer from birth diseases. But life is best when the couples are of the same age.
For a male Anywaa to approach a girl in love process, there are two love intermediaries locally called lùòp (SG lùòbò): the smaller intermediary and the bigger one. The two drum beaters correspond to intermediaries. The smaller intermediary is a young boy or girl going to call a fiancée for the fiancé but the bigger intermediary mostly consists of a woman who mostly goes to a girl in her residence and tells the behaviour of the boy in favourable manner. Such an intermediary reconciles the people when the couples or partners disagree. Usually, the bigger intermediary serves as a witness to convince the boy to accept the marriage if a boy attempts to reject marriage with the fiancée. If the bigger intermediary supports the fiancé to reject marriage, both will be beaten by the relatives of the fiancée. This is the reason for which a girl is asked for her bigger or major intermediary if she is conceived without clearly knowing the conceiveer so that the boy who is going to be the husband will be clearly identified by the major intermediary.

The reason for which drum sticks are mapped onto small children is analogical. Drum sticks are not fixed. They also break easily while beating the drum and therefore changed with other sticks soon. Similarly, small children who are accidentally met by the boy can be sent to a girl friend and tell her as “Someone is waiting for you at back of the yard.” A child may also tell the name of a person who sent it. In other days, a boy may send a different child as small children cannot be fixed to be love intermediaries.

7.4 LOVE as FISHING

Fishing is an important economic activity of the Anywaa. It helps the people gain good understanding of the world around them, especially water bodies. Fishes are plentiful in all water bodies like lake, river, canal and pond found in Anywaaland. Usually, in the dry season, fishing is easier and done by men, women and children. Species of fishes like bichir, Nileperch, cusk, cat fish, wolfherring, puffer and others are found in different water bodies. Fishing may be impeded by different factors. Among these crocodiles, which kill and eat up many people, are the most common obstacles to fishing. Other cases include overflow of a river, snakes, thorns and other sharp objects. For crocodiles and other dangerous things in a river, wàà nààmmì ‘the spiritual father of a river’ prays for a river and conjures the foreign crocodiles to return to their homes. In doing so, a white chicken is slaughtered and thrown into river or soon after the fishing starts, the first caught fish is cooked and the stew is thrown into river or lake to be eaten by god/God. So, the river remains safe (Perner, 1997:259-260).
Fishing with fishing spears can be done in a group or individually. In Anywaa, fishing with fishing spear individually is called dʒwɔ̀ŋ⁸⁷ and fishing with fishing spear in a group is called mààj. Usually there are different types of fishings based on the kind of instrument used and number of people involved. One type of fishing is called ādàwàarà in which one area is circled by people, who use fishing spears so that the fishes remain in the ciricle. Other people move toward the other by chasing fishes. 

Another type of fishing among the Anywaa is fishing with net called dʒbɔ̀ŋp (kà (ādʒɔ̀p), which is done individually in which a single person throws a net into a water and pulls it out after sometime. It can also be done by a group of people moving with canoe and releasing down the net into water so that the caught fishes are put in the canoe. Because conceptual system is a mental representation of experience, different kinds of fishing and instruments can be used as bases of conceptualizing love in Anywaa (see, Kövecses, 2015). Below are some of the metaphor expressions in (355a-d) to illustrate LOVE with the source domain of FISHING.

(355a) màŋŋ -ã mà nàj -i gò n̥ nàár -i
must FOC to know 2SG it that daughter of 2SG
màq -ã dʒp méér
catch FOC tail of love
Lit. ‘You must know that your daughter is catching the tail of love.’
‘You must know that your daughter has no good love relation with her husband.’

In (355a) the speaker is reminding the parent of the girl that the girl is about to be divorced by the husband. Such a speaker lives where the couples live. Further, in (355a), dʒp méér ‘tail of love’, which is extended from tail of fish, means bad love relationship, because the lovers are not taking good romantic love care of each other. Therefore, a person who catches the tail of fish is usually mapped onto the one who wants the love to end. When a fish is caught with its head, it does not move and it is therefore easily killed by breaking its neck, because the strength of fish is in the head, but a fish which is caught with its tail usually slips, because the tail is very smooth and less painful than head or eyes of the fish. Similarly, bringing the experience of head to the love in (355a) implies that bad treatment of a love partner results in separation.

(b) ārièd mèér á -máá -è kí fí wí -è kírè
Aried love PST catch 3SG with head of 3SG really
Lit. ‘Aried has really caught love with its head.’
‘Aried is really taking care of her love with her husband.’

In example (355b) a good relation love as there is reciprocal care between the couples. The fish which can be used as source domain of love in (355b) is cat fish whose tail is very smooth and

⁸⁷The metaphorical meaning of this fishing is to have a sexual intercourse for a short time in a stolen way.
easily caught with its head/gills. Thus, HIGH/STRONG LOVE RELATION IS HEAD/GILLS OF FISH; LOW/WEAK LOVE RELATION IS A TAIL OF FISH; THE HIGHER THE LOVE INTENSITY, THE BIGGER THE HEAD OF A FISH. If a fish is caught/speared with its head, it can be easily killed, because its strength/life is in its head, but a fish caught/speared with its tail, may slip and it even disappears without being killed. Example (355a) has the conceptual metaphor LOVE IS A FISH WHICH IS CAUGHT WITH ITS TAIL AND WILL NOT BE KILLED.

In the absence of a right person to give judgement, people can fight over a fish and the stronger person takes the fish. Similarly, when co-wives fight over a husband, a wife who is weaker at homework, physically (at work) and psychologically gives up and abandons the home. Boys also fight over a girl and based on a girl's evaluation, one of the boys will be her fiancé.

(c) ɲilāːl PST kw̥ŋ power case -lāːŋŋo kī dāːɡo ma ʃkūːlalalalal
child PST find OBL female REL rotten fish
Lit. 'The boy found a woman who is a rotten fish in a river/lake.'
' The boy married a divorced and misbehaved woman.'
During fishing with fishing spears, a fish may be speared more than once but does not die immediately. After a day or two days such a fish dies; when people return to fishing in the same lake/river, it will be found rotten and floating. If it is partly rotten, it will be eaten. Similarly, a woman may divorce one or more than one husbands but married by another man and lead better life. However, such wives may start having sexual intercourse with other men. Example (355c) therefore reflects the conceptual metaphor A WOMAN WHO HAS HAD SEXUAL RELATION WITH MANY MEN IS A ROTTEN FISH SPEARED BY MANY FISHERS.

(d) mɛr jí -l maː ʃ kī wàŋ -ɛ
love PERF 2SG give to kī wàŋ 3SG
Lit. 'You have caught the love with its eye.'
'You are taking much care for your love(r).'
Example (355d) implies that, the addressee has taken much care for his/her lover so that their love relation will be favourable. This implies that when there is a conflict between the lovers, they soon solve the problem. Further, such lovers usually stay together. In the love relation between the lovers in (355d), usually, a lover may provide fish, mangoes, bananas and other good things to the counterpart. The source domain for the love in (355d) is Nile perch, which is caught with its eyes and easily killed, because its gills are sharp. Hence, TAKING CARE OF LOVE RELATION IS CATCHING AN APPROPRIATE PART OF A FISH TO KILL IT.
STOPPING OF LOVE

In Anywaa, separation of lovers can be understood based on a fish that slips in the hand of a fisher. Consider the following examples in (356a-c).

(356a)  mèér  ù  nípó̄otʃf  tʃěr  -à
       love    PERF  slip  hand of  1SG
Lit. 'Love has slipped out of my hand.'
'I have lost my lover; I have no good love relation with my lover.'
The implied meaning in (356a) is that the speaker has no relation with lover. This is losing one's lover. This experience of love is also true of fish which has slipped as it cannot be caught again.

(b)  dááqò  á  nípó̄otʃf  tʃěr  -à  nábàrè
    girl  PST  slip  hand of  1SG  totally
Lit. 'The girl has totally slipped in my hand.'
'The girl has totally rejected my love.'
Example (356b) implies that the girl has rejected the speaker boy and has got another boyfriend.

The word nábàrè 'totally' is a very good clue to total separation of the lovers based on total going away of a fish. The experience in example (356) is based on a fish which has slipped and caught by another person. Hence, A GIRL WHO HAS BEEN REMARRIED IS A FISH WHICH HAS SLIPPED IN ANOTHER PERSON'S HAND AND CAUGHT BY ANOTHER PERSON. As we look for another fish, we also look for another female when the first girl rejects love relationship or love process.

(c)  ãtfälà  mèér  bá  máá  -è  kí  náàŋŋ -è
    Achala  love  NEG  catch  3SG  with  gill of  3SG
Lit. 'Achala does not catch love with its gill.'
'Achala is not caring more about their love relation.'
Example (356c) is based on a fish which is not caught with its gills and easily goes away. So, the metaphor in (356c) implies Achala's having no much care for love with her partner as the fish implied in (356c) is not caught with its gills. A fish caught with its gill is easily killed. The prototypical fish which serves as source domain in (356c) is āgwíllà 'cat fish' whose body is very smooth but its gills are very open. So, when it is caught with its gill, this fish does not move well and therefore brought out and beaten with stick or its gill is cut and its neck is broken. Similarly, when a lover cares more, he/she attracts the partner so that the love relation with partner will be stable although quarrels may later make love relation worse.

Generally, the type of fishing implied by the above metaphors in (355) and (356) is fishing with hands which the Anywaa call tùm. In doing so, people enter very shallow and grassy lake with mud. When the head of fish is caught, hands are put in its gills. This makes a fish unable to move and easily killed as it immediately becomes passive, because the gill is painful and breathing is difficult.
In a generic level metaphor sense, āgwi'llá 'cat fish' is more often associated with human being as it is very smooth, black and mostly slips easily during fishing with hand. Similarly, a drowning person's body is also smooth like that of a cat fish and difficult to catch for saving the life of such a person. That is why the Anywaa believe that human being is a cat fish. If a person dreams with a dead cat fish, someone will die. Understanding a dead person in terms of a cat fish provides a strong evidence for the existence of cognitive metaphor in the Anywaa's conceptual system supported by dream, colour similarity and feeling the body of a cat fish.

The judgement related to metaphor (369b) that the head of fish is associated with ownership is widely used for fishing with hand. In doing so, a fish is caught together with grass then the hands is put on head and gill so that it is easily killed. When two people catch one fish at the same time, the person who catches it with its head takes the fish as the strength of fish is in its head. This judgement was for the first time given by the Anywaa ancestor called Ũjtūnọ or Ũkrọ 88, who was the ancestor of Anywaa king. Below is the narrative of the judgement:

Long ago, the first people lived a long rivers and fishing was therefore frequent. Whenever they catch fishes, fighting over fishes is frequent. There was person who lived in a river called āmāāe 89. While the children were fishing that day, he came out of the river. The reason why the mythical ancestor of Anywaa king is Ũktūnọ is clear because Ũtūnọ is withered tree in the river. This river man would sit on this tree when he would come out of the river. However, the name Ũkrọ is not clear. According to Perner (2011:245), the mythical river out which Anyuak kingship emerged is geographically difficult to estimate. The Anyuak call it āmāāe 'He captured it' and this seems to suggest that it was a big lake, perhaps Lake Rudolph, but the very name of Ũkrọ meaning, "son of kirò", could refer to the river Nile “kir” the Shilluk term for Nile. However, Perner (2011)'s points are proved to be wrong of the present study. First, the name Ũkrọ has nothing to do with the relation between father and son, but it means the man of confusion, because when Ũkrọ was captured and brought home by the chief's team, he had no friendly relation with the other people except with kirò, chief Ũfwaaj’s daughter. So, when others gave him food, Ũkrọ would refuse, but when the chief's daughter gave him water, he drank it. So, the chief told her daughter to accompany him and sleep near him by supplying him with food and water, which this river man would accept. As a result of friendly relation between Kirò and Ũkrọ, they slept together and conceived the chief's daughter. But leaving the Ũftók 'spiritual insigna bead' under the sleeping skin, Ũkrọ stole away and went back to the river, his original home. So, {ö-} means here man of and the Anywaa word kir means to confuse in English. The suffix {ö-} has the meaning of progressive/perfective as the man was confusing the people of his clear clanship, his tribe, residence and the relation with the people. Furthermore, Ũkrọ's spiritual activities confused the people: he sometimes becomes a snake and sometimes a fire. These miraculous and spiritual activities confused the people. So, Ũkrọ means a male person who confuses people. With high tone Õ-kirò means son of kirò. Therefore, {õ-} means son of. According to the Shilluk native speaker woman Haleuya Stephen, the Shilluk word for a large river is kir and that for small river is náam, whose Anywaa equivalent has low tone as nám 'river'.

88 The literal meaning of āmāāe, is He/She caught it, but this is a river found in Otalo, Adongo, where the Anywaa king wéŋkút currently resides in. It was in this river were the children were fishing and where the mythical ancestor of Anywaa kingship was caught and brought home by the chief's guards. The judgement that while fishing with hand, the person who catches the head takes the fish is also extended to fishing with fishing spears. If two people spear one fish at the same time, the man who spear the head or the area near the head takes the fish, but if both spear a fish in the same place, the person who spear first owns the fish.
river and sat on a dry tree in the middle of the river. One day, while the children were fighting over a fish. He went to them and said, "Hold on." He said, "Who caught the head?" and "Who caught the tail?" "You, holding the head take your hands off." When that person took his hands off, the fish slipped away. Soon after very short time, other two children started fighting over a fish as they caught it together and Okirò said that the person holding the tail had to take off his hands and when he did this, the fish did not slip and was killed by the child holding the head. After that he said, "Starting from today, whenever two people catch one fish together, the person who catches the head of a fish owns the fish." (See Reh, 1996: 198-499 for detail of origin of Anywaa nobility). This rule is still in function in rural areas of Anywaa. Whenever two people catch the fish together, the one who catches the fish cries as jáà mààò kî wîé, jáà mààò kî wîé" I have caught it with its head; I have caught it with its head."And the other boys and girls run to those people and tell the person who has caught the tail of the fish to take off his/her hands and the fish his owned by the one who has caught the head. In connection with love, today when one person marries the wife of another person while he is away, the first husband is given right to take his wife back when he returns home unless the man is very poor and the marriage is rejected by the family of a woman. The judgement that the head of fish is important is also reflected in the following proverbial metaphor in (357):

\[(371) \text{náwáit báát òbèlá₃G n -á tʃíp rḕo kî wi -ɛ̃ head of Obela REL PST give fish with wi} \text{friend of Obela, who gave the fish together with its head.'} \]

The story of the proverb in (357) is based on the real story that there was a man who went to Obela village and was welcomed by a friend whose wife prepared porridge and fish and sleeping place with mosquito net for him. While the people are about to sleep, the husband told the wife to accompany the guest for a while but the guest started falling in love with the wife and this led his having sexual intercourse with the man's wife. Because of this, an old man in Obela village coined this proverb with the blaming that the husband was gullible. In fact, in generic sense, to give a fish with its head metaphorically means to give something with over love or will without thinking for oneself as the fish caught or speared with head does not go away implying whole fish. This is a true support but an overgenerosity. Based on the proverb metaphor in (357), the following mappings in table 25 can be given (See also Cham, 2002:19).

---

\(^{90}\text{Obela is a village which is 7 kms kilometers away from Abwobo town, which is 45 kilometers away from Gambella town. It is situated along Obela River.}\)
TARGET: WOMAN | SOURCE: FISH
---|---
woman's liver/genital⁹¹ | head of the fish
woman's butt | tail of the fish
giving the woman | giving fish
husband | owner of the fish
having the woman for sexual intercourse | eating the fish

Table 25: LOVE with the Source Domain of FISH

FEMALES ARE FISHES

There are other types of fishing like fishing with net, hook and fishing spear, which serve as sources of love metaphors. These metaphors have experiences of different fishing techniques in addition to fishing with hand. These fishing types therefore convey different meanings, attitudes and experiences about love process and love relation in Anywaa. The use of different instruments like fish nets, fishing spears and big hook are used as source domains of love expressions to convince girls. This makes the Anywaa represent females like fishes in their love process. Below, in (358a-e) are the linguistic realizations of FEMALES ARE FISHES.

(358a)  kɛʳ -i rɔð  kĩ mɔlɔr miɛfi
Neg 2sg spear with long fishing spear OBj women of homes
Lit. 'Don't spear house wives with long fishing spear.'
'Don't marry women who are already married.'

In (358a) the type of fishing used as experience is called mɔaj/rɔʃk, which is carried out with fishing spears called bɛɭi (pl.bɛɭi) in rivers. But the word rɔʃk is used for fishing with a fishing spear with a very long shaft. In Anywaa, this fishing spear is called ɑdʒɔlɛ. While fishing with this instrument, such a fishing has many dangers because man may spear snake or crocodile similarly marrying a married woman may result in paying more amount of dowry, difficulty of paying and even being killed by the husband of the woman. When a girl rejects a boy's love question, she is said to have escaped the fishing spear. This experience comes from a strong big fish which escapes a fishing spear

(b)  ɑdʒʊɭɛ luɭɛ ɛɛ tɔaɲ  dʒɪɭ -i
Ojulu issues PERF tie fishing rope for 2sg
Lit. 'Ojulu has already fixed the love hook to the fishing line for you.'
'Ojulu has already convinced the girl for you.'

In (358b) the word tɔaɲ literally means to tie fishing line to hook so that fishing is done. This experience is extended to the love process in which a love intermediary convinces a girl before the boy talks to the girl. Thus, FEMALES ARE FISHSES CAUGHT WITH HOOKS TIED TO FISHING LINE. In example (358b), the speaker is truly talking to the addressee boy so that the

---
⁹¹ The reason for which vulva is equated with liver is that the Anywaa have the proverb: ɗaɭɭæ tʃwɛɲɛ ɛnà mʊɾɛ 'A woman's liver or perception is inside her vulva' as females are easily deceived and convinced with love.
boy will not be afraid of talking to the girl. When a friend cannot prepare a fishing hook, he is helped by a person with good knowledge of fixing a hook. An intermediary helps a boy to convince a girl. Therefore, **ASSISTING A PERSON IN LOVE PROCESS IS ASSISTING A FISHER DURING FISHING; LOVE (ISSUE) IS HOOK; A CLEVER LOVE INTERMEDIARY IS A PERSON WHO IS GOOD AT FIXING HOOK TO THE FISHING LINE.**

(c) ḡɔ̀lɔ̀ -nîmûn ɗɔ̀lɔ̀ ariëd
big hook PST go deeper inside temple of Aried
Lit. 'The big hook went deep down inside Aried's temple and it is difficult to remove it.'
'Aried has totally been convinced by his lover.'

The experience of the love metaphor in (358c) comes from hooking a fish. It is done in a hip water of rivers. In doing so, people are standing inside the water, projecting themselves forward, striking into water with ākwɔlɔ gɔ̀lɔ̀ 'a short stick mounted by a huge hook locally called gɔ̀lɔ̀'. Sometimes, a fisher aims directly at a fish but sometimes a fish is hooked by chance while a fisher is simply striking into water (Perner, 1997:264).

(d) ḡààgɔ̀ -gɔ̀l à dʒir -ɛ
female PST catch with huge hook 1SG for 3SG
Lit. 'I caught the girl with a huge hook for him.'
'I convinced the girl for him.'

Example (358d) underlies **CONVINCING A GIRL IS CATCHING A FISH WITH A BIG HOOK.**

(e) ɔmɔ́d gáðɔ̀ k̀i mà̀n
fish with net OBL females
Lit. 'Omod catches women with fishing net without differentiating them.'
'Omod does not select good and bad girlfriends/wives.'

The type of fishing implied by metaphor (358e) is the one done by two men moving in different sides of a river with sticks in their hands to which the horizontal rope is tied. It is done with fishnet or ālàmáàtf 'hooks tied to threads'. In fact, sometimes one man can use a fish net to catch fishes. In addition, while fishing with fishing net, the net catches unnecessary things like rags, snakes, canes, frogs and others although the intention is to catch fishes. Therefore, the literal meaning of gálr is to catch fish and other things with net without selection. Bringing this

---

92 The proverb dìffùdd tʃjàlà jwàn ādʒãlɔ̀ 'A man is like a rag of a net' generally means males are stronger than females because even if a boy is younger or a man is very old, he still defeats a female during fight. Similarly, an old rag of net can still catch a fish as it catches spines resulting in the fish's struggling by webbing itself to the net leading to its death. Bringing this proverb to love context, the proverb means males are cunning and therefore can easily convince females in love process. The proverb can also mean that an ugly boy can convince a beautiful girl and marries her. Further, an old man can marry a very young and beautiful girl. Furthermore, in most cases, males succeed in raping females. Therefore, MALES ARE FISHING NETS USED TO CATCH FEMALES, FEMALES ARE FISHES OVERCOME BY MALES WHO ARE LIKE FISH NETS, FEMALES' BODY PARTS ARE FISHES SPINES. The word ādʒãlɔ̀ 'fishing net' is onomatopetic because it relates to the sound dʒãl...p, a sound produced by fishing net when it rests on the surface of water while being thrown by a fisher.
experience to love metaphor, the word qàâr means to marry or fall in love with many women without being selective in terms of behaviour, beauty, age or purity.

By using fishnet as source of love, the following conceptual metaphors can be formed: LOVE IS FISH NET, ASKING A GIRL FOR ROMANTIC LOVE IS THROWING A FISH NET IN WATER, CONVINCING A GIRL IS CATCHING A FISH WITH FISH NET, A GIRL’S REACTION TO LOVE QUESTION IS A FISH’S REACTION TO FISHNET, MARRYING DIFFERENT WOMEN IS CATCHING DIFFERENT FISHES WHOSE BODIES ARE MIXED WITH MUD, LEAVES AND FUNGI. A GIRL WHO REJECTS LOVE QUESTION IS A FISH WHICH ESCAPES A FISH NET. Love metaphors of Anywaa based on different types of fishing imply that MEN ARE FISHERS; WOMEN ARE FISHES. The general mapping for LOVE IS FISHING WITH A FISHNET/HOOK in Anywaa has been provided in table 26.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET DOMAIN: LOVE</th>
<th>SOURCE DOMAIN: FISHING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boy/male</td>
<td>fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girl/female</td>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speaking to a girl</td>
<td>throwing hooked fishing line into a river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>words used to convince a girl</td>
<td>baits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>techniques used to convince a girl</td>
<td>fishing instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convincing a girl with love</td>
<td>catching of fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>looking for love space</td>
<td>looking for fishing place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/girls' homes/villages</td>
<td>water bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a male's convincing a female with love</td>
<td>spearing a fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love intermediary/go-between</td>
<td>fishing assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bringing home the girl/wedding</td>
<td>bringing fish home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage with bad girl</td>
<td>catching unnecessary creature/things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstacles to love</td>
<td>obstacles to fishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a girl's accepting love</td>
<td>a fish's swallowing of a bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love intensity</td>
<td>size of fishing instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strength of love relation</td>
<td>strength of fishing instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to love relation/process</td>
<td>obstacles to fishing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 26: Love with the Source Domain of FISHING

7.5. LOVE as HUNTING

Among the Anywaa, hunting is another area in which love can be conceptualized for it is an important economic activity of the people. Usually, in the absence of cereal crops, hunting assists the lives of the Anywaa to reduce famine. It is carried out only by males. Hunting is very important for survival as the animal meat is used as food. In addition, skins are used for honouring a guest, bedding, sitting in, and preparing dônjó 'pick-a-back'. Animals horns are used for sucking bloods of sick person. Horns are also used as trumpets. Ivories and skins are used as sources of income and marriage. Boys and young men enjoy hunting very much. However,
hunting is tiresome and has a lot of dangers: every year many Anywaaks lose their lives due to hunting accidents such as accidental spearing, accidental shooting of another hunter, being eaten by a crocodile or beast like lion and being bitten by a snake. Accidental spearings lead to killing among villagers unless solved quickly by a king or a chief (also Perner, 1997:229).

Edible animals like antelopes, rats, cobes, giraffes, boars, buffalo, elephant, hippopotamus are usually hunted for foods and skins and therefore used as source domains of females in love process. A lion is not eaten, because it eats up people. Many Anywaas eat crocodiles, because it makes body strong and protects people from back pain. Yet, those whose ghosts are crocodiles do not eat crocodiles. When these people, smell a crocodile flesh, they vomit and if they eat a crocodile, they become sick or they die, because they have eaten their relative's flesh. Monkeys are not eaten by the Anywaas. One reason is that they are close to human beings. Another reason is that monkeys are dirty, naughty and disgusting. For this reason, they are called túun òdék, which literally means the family of impurity caused by their being naughty. Snakes are not eaten for poisons and spiritual matters in their bodies. Such animals are therefore not used as source domains of love except for expressing negative meaning like aggressiveness. The linguistic metaphors of Anywaas below in (359a)-(362) imply LOVE IS HUNTING.

(359a) òbálá ʧɔ̃tt -á bòôrè
Obala marry:FOQ FOC giant elephants
Lit. 'Obala marries giant elephants.'

In (359a), the frequentative verb stem {ʧɔ̃tt-} implies that marrying many fat girls is a habit of Obala which briefly means he is ploygenous. In fact, in its general sense, Anywaas community is polygamous, in which a man can marry more than one wives, which is in turn called polygeny. But the word bòôrè literally means giant elephant whose young counterpart is ānjārò. Metaphorically, huge elephant is understood as huge woman or girl and marrying is attacking. Because of the word ʧɔ̃t 'marry', example (359a) can be easily understood to be talking about love affair.

(b) òbálá kàâmm -á bòôrè
Obala attack:FOQ FOC huge elephants
Lit. 'Obala attacks huge elephants.'

93The Anywaa word òdék means naughty, dirty and disgusting. The Anywaa have myth that along time ago, monkeys did live together with people at home but later migrated to forest to live there as they were very bothered by pounding malts. In Anywaa, this is usually briefly narrated as ādgũomi āpɭàr pàap kípər wíṯgẽ āwär lĩɛ Ĭbī 'They monkeys migrated to forest for they were exhausted with pounding malts'. The closeness of monkeys to people makes the Anywaa fear eating monkeys especially their hands, way of feeding and care for their children.
The love metaphor in example (359b) is very context dependent, because unless the people are talking about love issue, the example can mean Obala usually shoots and kills huge elephants, because the word bööre' 'huge elephants' and the frequentative kààmm 'attack/kill', which has the synonym of pòòt 'shoot' are usually used to talk about hunting although bööre' 'huge elephants' has been extended to giant women metaphorically. The phrase mìàn mò bööre' 'Females who are huge elephants' can be easily understood to metaphorically mean very fat women because of the word mìàn 'women'.

(360) òrjälà å -tímò nì rààŋ màr mìàn Ochala PST become CON good sniper of females
Lit. 'Ochala became/has become a good sniper of females.'
'Ochala easily convinces and marries girls easily.'

Literally, rààŋ is a person who is a good sniper: whenever he shoots an animal, he does not miss the target. Similarly, whenever such a person talks to a girl romantically, he easily convinces girl within short time.

(361) òpìew nètt -á òrjälà òpìew aim a gun at FOC Achala
Lit. 'Opiew is aiming the gun at Achala.'
'Opiew is approaching Achala to convince her for love.'

In (361), aiming the gun at prey implies that in an Idealized Cognitive Model of HUNTING, the prey has already been chosen as good animal for its skin and fatness. First, the hunter looks for animals like antelope, cobe or tiang then he selects one of them to shoot based on its fatness or skin quality. This is also seen during love process selecting a girl by using one's own criteria. When a hunters shoots a prey and kills it, it is said ālèn 'finished, killed' but when a prey is missed, it is said ìbàtò 'missed'. While the former word is extended to convincing a girl, the latter word is extended to a girl's refusal to love question. Example (361) therefore takes us to the metaphor APPROACHING A GIRL FOR LOVE IS SNEAKING A PREY and CONVINCING A GIRL WITH LOVE IS KILLING A PREY.

---

94The metaphor tìlà gà déè dọ̀ jì ìwàáár, tòjà bá dàà pìà rìè' If the tiang had returned to the hunting and burning grass, I would not have wasted my spear to its body' has two level metaphor. At generic level metaphor, it means regretting for something wrong which happened and cannot be regained. Put another way, the metaphor generally means: It is no use crying over spilled milk. But at specific level metaphor, it means: If we had returned to youth stage, I would not have married you. Such couples are leading bad life. So, tiang metaphorically refers to wife and the hunter is the husband. Throwing the spear to the tiang's body corresponds to asking a girl for love relation and killing the tiang is marrying the girl.
The Anywaa's representations of females as PREYS/FISHES in love process comes from the Anywaa's perception that MALES ARE THE TRUE AND WISE HUMAN BEINGS, because females are cheated and beaten in love process.

(362) mälän ǝrîw ǝ -púɔd -è
women two PST shoot 3SG
kì ji -è ātʃîèl
with in 3SG one

Lit. 'He shot two women at the same time.'
'He married two girls/women at the same time.'

Although rùòp can also mean combine or spear at the same time, the very direct word for the English word shoot in Anywaa is pùòt. While hunting, a hunter may sometimes shoot two animals at the same time even if the intention was to kill one animal. This happens when animals are grazing in a group called pìt 'a herd of animals'. In the same way, a man can marry two wives at the same time even if the intention was to marry one first. This is caused by asking many girls for love at the same time by lying that he has more sisters. Hence, FALLING IN LOVE WITH TWO GIRLS AT THE SAME TIME IS SHOOTING TWO ANIMALS SIMULTANEOUSLY. Although the word liibò 'sneaking' is used for hunting, it can be extended to approaching a girl furtively. Boys may hide themselves among maizes or banana plants to approach their girl friends. By using hunting with guns as source domains of love, below is table (27) for the mappings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: LOVE</th>
<th>SOURCE: HUNTING/SHOOTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boy, male</td>
<td>hunter/shooter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girl, female</td>
<td>prey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>village of girl</td>
<td>forest, bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selecting a girl</td>
<td>selecting an animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>making onself ready to ask a girl</td>
<td>aiming the gun at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speaking to a girl</td>
<td>shooting an animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boy/male's voice</td>
<td>sound of a gun/explosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convincing the girl for love</td>
<td>killing a prey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wedding ceremony</td>
<td>bringing the animal home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love idea</td>
<td>bullet <strong>95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love chance</td>
<td>hunting chance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not convincing a girl</td>
<td>missing a prey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 27: LOVE as HUNTING WITH A GUN

Another practice or livelihood used as source domain of love which includes animals is cattle herding. Although the degree of cattle rearing among the Anywaa has declined to day, there are a

**95** Among the Anywaa, sperm cells are also conceptualized in terms of bullets. The linguistic metaphor ɲiì mâtʃè réjì 'His bullets are bad' and ɲiimâtʃè kō̄nô'His bullets (Lit.children of gun) do not explode' imply sexual weakness of a man who does not conceive his wife due to slow ejaculation. Based on such linguistic metaphors, we can form the cognitive metaphor SPERMS CELLS ARE BULLETS; PENIS IS A GUN.
few areas where cattle are herded for their meats, milk or income and titles to be given by kings. This is mostly in Adongo, Joor and some parts of Openo. Cattle are not only very well cared for materially, as significant factor for economic life (and this is essentially in times of hunger when the grain is finished and when hunting and fishing do not help people or show no results). They are also cared for spiritual purpose. This is seen in the occasions in which gods like ābûk, dèèŋ and nïkâāŋâ, which are imported from tribes like Nuer, Dinka, Murle and shilluk are to be charmed (Perner, 1997:281). In the conceptualization of love in Anywaa, herding, byre and pegs play a key role by giving clues to metaphorical conceptualization of love as CATTLE HERDING. Below are linguistic metaphors in (363a&b) for the use of cattle herding as source domain of love in Anywaa.

(363a)  tʃí -ē  pəjī -ē  kààmår  diēŋ
wife 3SG tickle 3SG like a cow
Lit. 'He tickles his wife like a cow.'
'The husband loves his wife very much like the way he loves his cow.'

The implied meaning in (363a) is that the husband loves his wife very much. In doing so, whenever the wife asks something like bead, decorated clothe or any other advantage, they are soon given to her. So, if the wife is angry, her husband is tickles her in a very friendly and finally she laughs. This is also true of a cow; whenever it is about to become aggressive, a cow's head is tickled and it calms down. Sometimes, a bell is tied to its neck making a happy sound which makes both the cow/bull and the owner happy as he sees his bull walking with bragging and pride when it moves its head.

(363b)  dâaqò  ā -gûr  mèerr  i  pîn
female PST hammer love DEF down
Lit. 'The love hammered down the woman.'
'Love made the woman like where she lives with her husband.'

The implied meaning in (363b) is that the woman likes the life she leads with her husband in the husband's village so that when she visits her her husband, she stays there for a very long time without going to another place. The specific experience of love in (363b) comes from a halter used for tying a cow to peg. In addition, example (363b) implies the lovers have recently met and the woman has avoided going somewhere and talking to others for a long time, because has been pleased by staying with her lover by spending more time in a house with him. The experience of love in (363b) comes from lòôtʃ 'peg', which is used to be pushed down/hammered down by using wooden hammer and then a cow is tied to it by using wûnò 'cow halter'. The Anywaa word gûr here literally means hammer down into soil although it can mean to nail in another context. Generally, the examples given in (363a-b) imply that in most
cases the Anywaa have the cognitive metaphors MALES ARE HERDERS AND FEMALES ARE CATTLE/COWS.

Among the Anywaa, whenever a boy marries, the dowries are paid to the parents of the girl (wife). The fact that the early time cattle contributed a lot as dowry can be found in the semantic extension of HERDING to PAYING DOWRY. In a fact, in early times spears, bracelets and beads were used as dowry but the predominant dowry was cattle. Although today the dowry may consist of dimüuíj bead, elephant tusks, guns and cattle, they are mostly changed to Birr, which is the major dowry today in Ethiopia. The word kòòl 'herd away' is therefore metaphorically extended to paying dowry ranging from cattle to other dowries, because among the anywaa, dowry is paid by going to the family of the married girl so that the dowry is paid to her father or her other relative(s). Consider the following sentences in (364a-d).

(364a) dàk ápáár á -kòòl kòòr árièd
cattle ten PST herd:ITV after Aried

Lit. 'Ten cattle were herded away after Aried.'

'Ten cattle were paid as dowry to Aried's family.'

(b) bírí mā kümé ábítʧ á -kòòl dʒi tʃàm
bírí REL thousands five PST herd:ITV to Cham

Lit. 'Five thousands Birr were herded away to Cham.'

'Five thousand Birr dowry was paid to Cham.'

The implied meaning in (364b) is that Cham, to whom the dowry was paid, was the father of the married girl.

(c) dìmüuíj -è āŋwěen dī kòòlò kòòr ábàŋ
dimuuy bead PL four AUX herd:ITV after Abang

Lit. 'Four strings of dimuuy beads will be herded away after Abang.'

'Four strings of dimuuy beads should be paid to Abang's relatives.'

(d) tük liej ádák á -kòòl ji kán ádʒàà
horns of elephants three PST herd:ITV in marriage issue Ajhaa

Lit. 'Three horns of elephants were herded away to Ajhaa's marriage issue.'

'Three tusks were paid to Ajhaa's family.'

The example (364d) implies the conceptual metaphor MARRIAGE (ISSUE) IS A LOCATION INTO WHICH DOWRIES ARE HERDED INTO IT LIKE TAKING CATTLE INTO BYRE.

Examples (364a)-(364d) clearly underlie that DOWRIES ARE CATTLE. The researcher's claim that cattle must be the earliest or the first Anywaa dowry is probable but not very strong hypothesis, because beads also have long history of use among the Anywaa and other Eastern African tribes, but the reason for which their positions are today being taken by guns, beads and mostly money is not very clear. One reason is that the number of cattle declined among the Anywaa. Another very clear reason is the introduction of currency. This condition is very clearly seen in Gambella, Ethiopia, where marriage dowry was changed to Birr, the Ethiopia
currency, which started to be in use due to the Derg regime's forcing the Anywaa to use it during the coming of Derg to power.

The Anywaa also used beads like dimùuj as dowry for symbolic use. Although they have decorative purpose, beads are more often linked with spirits and charmings. That is why beads with varied colours are used as necklaces for children and adults, but the only bead used as dowry today is dimùuj, which was brought by Oling from the Turks, who brought it from Egypt. This bead has its type called òdègè, which came from river as it decorated the string of ọtʃụọdọ (òkirù), a spiritual river person who introduced kingship to the Anywaa (Perner, 2001:243-245).

7.6 LOVE IS A COLLECTION OF WILD FRUITS

In addition to hunting and cattle herding, collecting fruits, which mainly consists of wild fruits, is also used as source domain of love. The type of vegetation called làl 'forest' covers the eastern part of the country (east of a line drawn from Itang on the Openo to Nyikani- and Obela river, West Cienthoa and east of Caam on Gilo, Nyium on the Akobo and Ajwara on the Oboth. These vegetations consists of trees like nabaq, tamarind, ādiw 'tree(SP)', fig, heglig and others, whose fruits help the people during the famines in springs and dry seasons. The collecting of these fruits is used as source domain of love (See Perner, 1997: 105). Examples (365a-c) have been given to understand such a conception of love in Anywaa.

(365a) ògèèbò mànn ţ -dʒwièr piŋ ɗzàāk
Ogebo women PST drop down excessively down simply
Lit. 'Ogebo simply excessively dropped down the women like fruits.'
'He is simply marrying too many women.'

In (365a) the literal meaning of dʒwièr piŋ here means to drop down too many fruits while on tree. The motivation therefore comes from the experience that the person on the tree picks more fruits and drops them down to a friend under the tree to collect them but the fruits collected are more than enough. In similar way, in such a polygyny, Ogebo marries more women but he is incapable of paying dowries or does not take the wives home to live with them. The adverb ɗzàāk 'simply' implies lack of Ogebo's capacity. In such a marriage, the father or elder brother is bored of paying the doweries.

(b) ọtʃālə mànn ţ -dièm piŋ
Ochala females PST beat more fruits to fall down down
Lit. 'Ochala has beaten and dropped down excessive women like fruits.'
'Ochala (has) married too many women.'

The literal meaning of the verb dièm in (365b) is that the fruits are removed from trees by beating them with sticks and too many fruits fall under the tree. Similarly, if one marries several
women, he will have too many wives to live with. In such a marriage life, the wives are more and may consist of bad and well-mannered ones making the life too difficult.

(c)  
\( \text{mlam} \quad \text{a} \quad \text{lem} \quad \text{e} \)  
\text{female PST collect fruits 3SG}  

Lit. 'He collected the women gradually.'  
'He paid the dowries by himself.'

The man in example (365c) is a poor man who married more wives and used his own effort in different ways to pay the dowries, because he has no sister to use her marriage dowry. So, in different times the man might have gone to gold mining places like Dambala. Further, he might have been hunting or cultivating tobacco to sell it to obtain dowries. The word lêm literally means to collect wild fruits in different times. So, the experience of love metaphor in datum (365c) comes from the picking up or collection of fruits in different times and accumulating them for a long time consumption. In doing so, when a fruit is found, it is picked up and put in hand and then put in gourd. This implies that each fruit is picked up after the other. The fruits used as source domains of love and marriage process in (365c) mostly consist of nabaq fruits and heglig fruits. While marrying the women, one is married after the other and the dowries are paid in different times. Generally, examples (365a-c) imply that IN LOVE PROCESS, WOMEN ARE WILD FRUITS COLLECTED BY MEN.

In general, the use of body parts, fishing, hunting and gathering as source domains of love conception in Anywaa is based on the experience and evaluation that the way human beings behave in their environment is typically similar to that of animals. Lakoff and Turner (1989) postulate that human beings rank closer to animals in the Great Chain of Beings as Human beings > Animals > Plants > Complex Objects > Natural Physical Things. The Great Chain of Being is an unconscious cultural model about the way we perceive and understand objects based on our interaction with the world. It mainly explains the hierarchical organization of forms of being. We therefore think of human being as higher-order levels than animals and animals than plants. Properties like mental, aesthetic and moral are the most typical human attributes while instincts are highest attributes of animals (Anudo, 2018:11-12 and Lemghari, 2017:60).

Among the Anywaa, the representation of women as cattle, preys, fruits and fishes in love process is based on the socio-cultural practice of beating females, searching them in love process, forcing them to do things without their will and the belief that they are less intelligent like animals. Hence, human attitude is metaphorical. Mostly, home activities like cooking,
plastering and fetching water are done by women. Hence, metaphors implying males' attitude towards females are socio-cultural metaphors.

Furthermore, the use of specific kind of fishes, drum dance, and body parts leads us to the conclusion that detailed mappings usually occur at frame level. According to (Kővecses, 2017), frame is a specific concept within domain and gives specific information by evoking domain. Hence, frame is a particular part of domain used to specify meaning (See also Sullivan, 2017).

7.7 LOVE as UNITY

According to Kövecses (1986) and Kövecses (2004) “Among the different ways of understanding love, the model according to LOVE IS UNITY OF TWO COMPLEMENTARY PARTS is central.” This claim implies unity of decisions, people and assistance between lovers and closeness. Among the Anywaa in particular, Othiiri (1995) mentions that love is important as it unifies people through dancing, walking, working and eating together. So, love combines all things. Therefore, being together is used as an experience to talk about love. This can be supported with Anywaa data in (366a-e).

(366a) ธานámá ṭɨṭɛl
Anywaa one
Lit. 'The Anywaa are one.'
'The Anywaa are very united.'
The metaphor in (366a) is usually uttered by old Anywaaks to advise young Anywaaks to be united tribally so that divisions among the Anywaa is avoided. One of the advises given to unite the Openo and Lul Anywaaks for quarreling for the presidency of the president of Evangelical church of Eastern Gambella Synod 96 is very similar to that in (366a). The tension was very high as members of each side wanted the head to be selected from their side. But the president was selected from Lul side. So, to avoid fight, the church members were advised as dwâll u ṭɨwɨmû “Add your livers”, because they are one tribe, who should unite. As the result, the people returned to peace. When people who have enmity are reconciled and start loving each other, it is said gɛnâ dwâl 97 mɛɛrri 'The have been unitied/added by love'.

96 The advise was given by Reverend Akway Ochudho (kɛɛt ɛkwâro) in 2017 at a.m. The unity metaphor of love goes from enjoying the behaviour of a partner to trust. So, a true love is a combination of joy and trust resulting in UNITY, which is a source of true love.
97 Literally, the word dwâl means addition or add. When numbers are added, they become one. Therefore, MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS ARE METAPHORICAL: ADDITION IS MIXTURE/UNITY; SUBTRACTION AND DIVISION ARE SEPARATION/SHARING. MULTIPLICATION, which is locally called tiɛl 'legs' IS
(b) tʃwɪ̱n -qè kɪ tfɔ̀r -ɛ ɗʃiɛl
   Lit. 'The couples have one liver.'

The couples love very much. They are very strongly unified by love.

When a husband dies, a wife cries as it is difficult for her to live alone. Example (3366b) implies that the attaching of suffix pronouns like qè 'they' to the stem tʃwɪ̱n 'liver of' has similar meaning to independent pronouns like jiimi '2SG', ʊùnì '2PL' ɛnì '3SG, (w)àani '1PL:EXCL', ɔ́nì '1PL:INCL' and ɠènì '3PL'. This takes us to conclusion that in Anywaa, PRONOUNS ARE EMBODIED, BECAUSE LIVER IS A PERSON, WHO IS GRAMMATICALLY REPLACED BY A PRONOUN IN A LINGUISTIC CONSTRUCTION.

(c) mèɛr már -wà bà pàâ-i
   Lit. 'Our love cannot separate.'

We are inseparable.'

A metaphor like that in (366c) can also imply that the people have determined not to separate and nobody enters between them except love.

(d) dɪtfɔ̀dɔ̀ màn -timò -nɪ tfɔk -à : Othiiri (1995: 12)
   Lit. 'This husband will be my brother.'

'My strong bond with this husband will be increasing from time to time.'

The example in (366d) implies that the speaking wife is leading a better life with her husband and she has become faithful to him very much, because he is helping her better than her genetic brother or sister. Thus, the word, {tʃɔ̀k-}'sibling of' has contextually become a very loved husband implied as brother. The Anywaa believe that ɲúɔ́m à tʊ́n 'marriage is lineage, relation'; in Anywaa tʊ́n 'lineage' literally means branch of a tree. When a clan is smaller, it has sublineage which is locally called ɗi ʄò, which literally means mouth of house (door) as sublineage sits in front of hut door to discuss family matters in the morning. Marriage in which lovers are very unified develops good relation between the families of the wife and husband. Marriage kins like ɲĩmĩ́o 'sister-in-law' and ɔ́mĩ́o 'brother-in-law' have literal meanings of mother's daughter and mother's son. Furthermore, a wife's mother is called mĩ́ò 'mother-in-law' which literally means mother and wife's father (father-in-law) is wúúọ, with the literal meaning of father. A husband's mother and father are wàŋò and kwàrò with the literal meanings of grandmother and grandfather respectively. The word ɲàwàt 'friend' is extended to wife/husband.

(e) wò tɔ̀r -i bùút -à tʃwɪ̱n -à rãŋŋò
   Lit. 'Whenever you are not near me, my liver becomes destroyed, bad/spoiled.
   'When you are away from me, I will be in a bad mood.'

JOURNEY. The Anywaa word kán wòk 'taking out' is subtration in English and pãŋŋò 'dividing/sharing' is division in English.
Example (366e) implies that the speaker lover avoids speaking or conversation or eating well when the lover is away. In addition, if a boyfriend or girlfriend is not present during drum dance, he/she either dances passively or totally skips the dancing.

Generally as the data in (366a-e) imply, oneness, physical closeness and agreement underlie the central metaphor LOVE IS UNITY. But, why is UNITY metaphor of love central? Two major reasons account for the centrality unity metaphor of love. One is that the metaphor entails several metaphorical consequences which help us to understand most of our love experiences, the understanding of which could be difficult without the unity metaphor. The other reason is we see similarity of sorts between love experiences and the unity of two complementary parts being chemical or physical parts. This is because linguistic metaphor is common and natural to people of certain culture. Unity metaphor implies perfect harmony, an idyllic state. In biological version, two parts live in symbiosis, in which each depends on the other. Metaphorical version has similar case, lovers are two halves and one depends on another for effective life and true love (Kövecses, 1986:64-65).

7.7.1 LOVE IS BOND

Unity metaphor can be strong or weak. When unity of love is very strong, it turns into BOND, TIE or ATTACHMENT of two units experiencing true love. This leads to the formation of the conceptual metaphor LOVE IS BOND. In this metaphor, attachment or bond corresponds to love and the bound units corresponds to lovers. The degree of tie maps onto the love intensity (Kövecses, 1986). In reference to Anywaa, tied objects with ropes, joining of bodies or body parts serve as experiences for LOVE IS BOND whose basic concept is màk dèèl ná åtjìël 'reciprocally holding bodies together as one object' as the following linguistic metaphors in (367a)-(370b) reveal in detail.

(367a) wáán -à ápAtl.
1PL:EXCL be spoons of thick fat/oil of giraffe stew
Lit. 'We are spoons with which thick fatty giraffe stew is eaten.'
'Ve are firmly held together by love.'

98The mussel spoon which is found in beaches of rivers like Baro and Gilo is called ápáár jàành 'crocodile's spoon'. Such spoons are used for charming and children's games of cooking and eating foods. When a girlfriend/wife says to the mate: à bá qùtì kée...t 'You will not touch my body again' she means they will not be lovers forever: this is total separation as the vowel in kée.t forever' implies. When lovers or people agree on something, it is said dàkge áglàbò 'Their lips/mouths have attached themselves together. This leads to sharing one idea and one voice.
The spoons in (367a) literally refer to the spoons with which fatty stew giraffe is eaten. After finishing eating, mussel spoons are put in their basket locally called əkɔògà. When eating at night, these spoons are not washed at night. Due to the amount of fat in the spoons, they usually stick together. Such spoons are difficult to separate and wash separately unless soaked in hot boiled water for a long time and washed after the thick fat is removed by using hot water. An attempt to separate the spoons forcefully results in the breaking of either of them.

Lovers who conceive themselves in terms of mussel spoons bound by fat giraffe stew are those who have determined to have strong bond without separation. Even if someone deceives either of the lovers to abandon the partner, he or she quarrels with the instigator rather than accepting the instigation. Such lovers love each other very much and speak of their love as true love. In fact, before they are separated and shaped or prepared for eating with them, mussel spoons exist in pair with the living matter inside them. This living matter is locally called əɲàk 'slug'. It is this living matter that joins the two spoons like people joined by love. However, the two spoons are different in that one is suitable to be used by a left-handed person while the other is used by a right-handed person. That is why the two spoons are named as tʃààm 'left' and tʃwiɪtʃ 'right'. Hence, ROMANTIC LOVERS WITH STRONG LOVE BOND BETWEEN THEM ARE A PAIR OF MUSSEL SPOONS CONNECTED BY GIRAFFE FAT. Hence, LOVE IS FATTY GIRAFFE STEW. Therefore, lovers in (367a) sometimes express their strong relation in (367b) as follows:

(b) wà bá pàà -i
    1P:EXCL NEG separate MV

Lit. 'We will not separate.'
      'We are inseparable.'

In example (367b), the middle voice has taken the low tone on the verb pàà 'separate' to imply that the lovers will not decide by themselves to separate. The experience of this metaphor is based on things like a piece of land which cracks itself. If the low tone carried by pàà 'separate' is changed to high tone as pàà 'be separated', the sentence will have the passive voice We will not be separated, which implies that the speaking lovers will not be separated by any external body. But if the tone of the verb is changed to rising tone of the verb as pàà to 'separate', the sentence will have an active voice expressed as follows in (367c):

(c) wà bá pàà -i
    1P:EXCL NEG separate:ACT 2SG

'You will not separate us.'
Example (367c) the rising tone on the verb pələ 'to separate' marks an active voice, which is pragmatic or discoursial. The lovers in (367c) know that the addressee ɨ '2SG' has an intention to separate them and this addressee might have now said that he will separate the lovers but these lovers have refused by using the rising tone to emphasize that the addressee will not succeed in separating them.

According to the Bible in Anyuak (2013), females believe that they are ribs of males and that is why there is marriage relation between males and females (See New Living Translation Bible Study, 2008:25). Hence, ONE'S LOVER IS ONE'S BODY PART. Culturally, the Anywaa believe that a female is male's small rib, because females are believed to be the weaker counterpart of males to assist the males. In Anywaa, couples are sometimes called dëël ãtʃiel 'one body' due to strong love bond and marriage. Thus, THE UNITY OF LOVE IS dwâl rɔk 'UNUNITING BODIES'.

(368) wi -ə ñɔl -5 ɨ -i
   head of 1SG cut FOC body of 2SG
Lit.  'I will be beheaded while I am tied to your body.'
     'You will remain my only lover forever.'

The love metaphor in (368) is more often uttered by girls when their marriage is discussed and asked the degree to which they love their husbands.

(369a) tʃwing -6 ə -gɔl -gɔl ɨ nɨ ɨ tãp
   livers of 3PL PERF attach CON tap
Lit.  'Their liver have attached themselves together as tap.'
     'They have determined to be strongly bound by love.'

The voice tãp in (369a) strengthens the degree of bond of attachment between lovers to be higher than an expression without a voice. Experientially, the voice tãp is heard when things are joined together with one fitting inside the other. It is difficult to separate lovers in (369a) as it is difficult to separate objects which have fitted together as the other is/has fitted inside its counterpart. Example (369a) implies that among the Anywaa, liver is the locus of strong agreement.

(b) mɛɛr mɑr -gɛ ɨ -gɔl ɨ dɔtf
   love of 3PL PERF attach DEG
Lit.  'Their love has attached itself together very much.'
     'They love each other equally very well.'

The metaphor in (369b) has higher degree of metaphoricity than that in (369a) as love is understood to attach itself together based on ATTACHMENT strongly imposed on love. This implies that the love metaphor in (369a) is metonymic while that in (369b) is clearly conceptual/structural metaphor. The attachment of livers of the lovers in (369a) leads to body attachment of lovers due to strong love agreement.
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In example (370a) THE JOINING OF BUTTS as a source of STRONG LOVE RELATION comes from the experience of dogs which have joined their butts and are having sexual intercourse. This implies that speaker in (370a) is not happy with the relation between the addressees, because the speaker knows that the addressees have bad attitude for him/her.

Example (370b) implies that the couples have strong love relationship. Understanding love as BOND in (370b) can be understood from the verbs gôn 'grip' and mạk 'hold (without strength)'. Therefore, STRONG MARRIAGE LOVE MAKES A HUSBAND AND A WIFE BECOME ONE PERSON, (LOVER) PEOPLE ARE BODIES. In Anywaa, a husband and wife are sometimes called dēël ātjiel 'one body'.

**LOVE IS ROPE**

The experience of using rope as a source of love bond comes from tying firewood, tying bundle of sorghums or stretching a rope across a yard to dry clothes. Joining ropes can also be used as source of strong LOVE BOND based on strength of ROPE. Examples (371a)-(373) have been given for the detail of LOVE IS ROPE.

In (371a) the love metaphor has stronger bond because the verb mēt 'tie firmly' has stronger degree of strength than tuōtj 'tie (loosely)'. However, the verb ngōl 'to join and tie ropes strongly by forming a knot' implies love climax and determination to live together'. Hence, actions verbs can express emotion degree without degree adverbs. Example, (371a) implies that DECLINE IN LOVE INTENSITY IS THE LOOSENING OF A ROPE; HIGH INTENSITY OF LOVE IS A FIRMLY TIED ROPE.

When love intensity declines or when lovers stop love relation for certain time and re-establish it, it is expressed based on the experience of joining ropes, which is called in Anywaa kùùp 'join ropes'. So, kùùp tōli 'joining ropes' is extended to *(re)establishing love* as kùùp mēt 'joining
love' to imply love agreement. The words kùúp 'join' and têël 'stretch, pull away' are literally used for joining ropes or parts of a rope and stretching a rope, but they can be metaphorically extended to strengthening love relationship as suggested by (371b).

(372) rë ñ-qi tâu CON 3PL 3PL tie  naï åtfiël
Lit. 'They have tied themselves as one person.'
'\text{They are strongly bounded by love.}'

In example (372), the word tâu 'tie' is a clue to understand that the specific source domain of LOVE IS BOND is ROPE, but the word åtfiël 'one' strengthens LOVE IS BOND IN WHICH THE ROPE ATTACHES DIFFERENT PEOPLE TOGETHER AS ONE PERSON, because the love relation implies that the people are very bounded by love, based on objects strongly tied together with strong rope. According to Kövecses (2004:119), the word unity or union comes from the Latin word unus which means one, but in LOVE IS (PHYSICAL) UNITY, what clearly makes unity one is LOVE IS BOND, which connects two (more) people as one person based on strong love and faith.

(373) ḋọọ PST twist 3PL legs of water things of 3Pl PST ñ-ọọt
Lit. 'The things of the people who tied/joined ropes under the legs of water were found.'
'The secret of the lovers who had sexual intercourse under water was known.'

Sometimes due to strict control of a family, it is difficult to meet a girl. Yet in dry season, rivers like Baro and Gilo dry with some parts being shallow and sandy. While bathing and swimming in a river, a boy can swim to a girl friend so that they will have sexual intercourse under water. But bubbles and breathing near a partner can provide evidences for the sexual intercourse which took place under water. In (373) therefore qi giáo 'their things' metaphorically refer to \textit{the sexual activities under water} but literally refer to ropes joined. At generic level metaphor, this metaphor means \textit{Something may be hidden as secret, but it will be known by the public later}. The word åtùùdà 'strong agreement' literally means twisting ropes into knot in away that is difficult to loosen or untie. The root {-tùùd-} 'to agree strongly' literally means to twist into knot.

The decline or stopping of love relation which is understood in terms of èlàk' LOOSENING OR pát 'UNTYING OF ROPE' can be expressed by using high and low tones on the verb pát 'untie' to imply middle and passive voices. Consider the following examples in (374a&b) :

99 Because love can be hidden it can also hide another thing. Example kwọ́n káánná méérrí 'Bad image is hidden by love'. This is because bad images and bad secrets related to theft, disability, evil-eyed and others are not exposed by lovers even if they may quarrel and insult each other but the degree of anger or conflict may make a lover expose a companion's bad image or secret. The idiom gê nú dọọ gọọt 'They went away into homestead again' has the implied meaning or presupposition that the lovers separated before but returned into love in hidden manner. In addition to ônọ 'house', very important properties are kept and hidden in gọọt 'homestead'.
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Example (374a) implies that the lovers separated but their cause of separation is not very clearly known. That is why kéērɛ 'itself' has been used optionally. This has been clarified by the high tone on pält 'untie'. That is why the cause has been explained to be the love rope itself.

Hence, middle voice. By using low tone on the verb pält 'untie' passive voice used to express stopping of love based on the source of ROPE whose agent is usually not mentioned but clear from the context can be illustrated in (374b) below:

In love metaphor (374b) the word pält 'untie', evokes ROPE as a source domain of love. The lovers in (374b) were forced by another person/people to separate as the low tone in pält 'be untied'. So, the name of the person causing separation of lovers in (374b) is not needed to be mentioned. Love with the source domain (frame) of ROPE, whose broader source domain is UNITY/BOND, can have the following mappings in table 28.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: LOVE</th>
<th>SOURCE: ROPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>establishing love relation</td>
<td>joining ropes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lovers</td>
<td>the people who join ropes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agreement between lovers</td>
<td>tying ropes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love intensity</td>
<td>degree of tying rope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensifying love</td>
<td>strengthening/extending rope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decline in love intensity</td>
<td>loosening rope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopping love relation</td>
<td>cutting rope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the person who stops love relation</td>
<td>the person who cuts the rope(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>determination to love forever</td>
<td>knot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 28:Mappings for LOVE IS ROPE

Among the Anywaa, the two types of marriage with strong love unity are ɲuɔm and ʧɔd. In the former type of marriage, a boy tells the family of a girl that he loves the girl. So, the parents of
the girls will tell and convince the girl. In fact, both the parents of the girl and those of the boy are interested in the marriage due to friendship, economic background, good personalities and others. Yet, the girl's opinion may matter. The word ɲùòm literally means marriage. In the latter type of marriage (tʃɔɔt), a boys falls in love with a girl and wants to marry her. This means a boy talks to a girl more often on the behalf of a love intermediary or go-between.

When the girl is asked for a husband or conceiver as tʃɔɔrì (à ŋá 'Who is your husband?' she denounces the name of the fiancé. Then marriage discussion locally called kàŋ is arranged. Then dowries are paid to the wife's relatives. The first dowry to be paid is called ɗʒìèj. The word ɗʒìèj means accept, but if a boy is tied for the uncertainty of his interest for marriage or due to his claim that the girl is not his wife, relatives pay dowry called ṣparated. The marriage type called tʃɔɔt is the commonest type of marriage among the Anywaa. The word tʃɔɔttì literally means to marry by oneself. Love with source domain of UNITY or BOND implies that UNITY/BOND IS ONE; SEPARATION IS MORE.

Generally, love with source domain of UNITY/BOND provides us with very clear mappings. While the unity maps onto love, the two physical parts correspond to two lovers. The physical joining of the parts, is mapped onto the lovers' union. The physical unity/bond corresponds to spiritual merger of the two souls. Finally, the physical fit between the parts corresponds to lovers' harmony (Abdullah, 2016:12).

**7.8 LOVE IS A HIDDEN OBJECT**

Love in the initial stage is a secret and therefore should not be easily known by others in a short time. In the initial stage of love, partners hide themselves in a dark place, house, grass, banana plants or under trees and they usually communicate on the behalf of love intermediary. Such lovers usually whisper when they converse where people are near. Sexual relations are also hidden. So, at night, for sexual relation, a girlfriend goes to a boyfriend when many people are asleep. Among the Anywaa, love is understood as a secret because a boy and a girl do not want their love to be known soon as each may be beaten by relatives or other boys may beat a boy who is coming from another village. Therefore, love which is inside liver without being expressed to a girl is hidden in a boy's liver. Consider examples (375a-d) for detail.
An awl is a sharp short metal used by women to repair a broken gourd by punching holes in both sides so that the broken part of gourd is joined with thread or rope. This metal has no handle and cannot be easily seen because it is very small and its tip is put inside a punched hole while its main body is covered by the woman's hand while repairing a gourd. If a boy or a girl is an awl, this implies that the two have romantic love relation at the initial stage but they have not married each other nor is their romantic relation known by others. In Anywaa, a boy or a girl who is still an awl is not a husband or a wife. Thus, the word mùdà 'an awl' alone can be metaphorically extended to mean a boyfriend or a girlfriend in a romantic love context. Hence, A GIRLFRIEND OR A BOYFRIEND IS AN AWL.

(b) mééj ji mùuguɖò
love of in darkness
Lit. 'Darkness love,' 'Love which is still a secret.'
As (375b) implies, lovers usually sit in a dark place so that they will not be recognized by relatives or other people. Some villagers may know the romantic love relation between a boy and a girl but they cannot talk about it publicly due to the fact that the two people have no formalized marriage. Example (375b) therefore underlies HIDDEN LOVE IS AN OBJECT IN A DARK PLACE.

(c) tʃwינה -i pɔʊt kɛr -à dʒʊdʊd -ɔ dɔ...tʃ
liver of 2SG still NEG 1SG see IFT DEG
Lit. 'I have not very clearly seen your liver yet.'
 'I have not clearly understood how much you love me.'
In example (375c) LIVER metonymically stands for LOVE. Something which is not hidden is visible to human eye. Similarly, love which is not clear is not easily understood and difficult to evaluate as it is in liver but not displayed through contact and conversation. The metaphor in (375c) has lower degree of metaphoricity, because liver is visible and metonymically stands for love. So, A CLEAR LOVE RELATION IS CLEARLY VISIBLE LIVER (OBJECT); HIDDEN LOVE IS HIDDEN OBJE(LIVER); UNCLEAR LOVE IS PARTLY VISIBLE OBJECT.

(d) mêr már -i bá nɛɛn -i
love of 2SG NEG:HAB see PASS:HAB
Lit. 'Your love cannot be seen.'
 'Your love (degree) is not clear (to me).'
In example (375d), love is not visible like in that of (375c) since it is a hidden love; however, example (375d) has higher degree of metaphoricity than example (375c), because mêr' love' is very abstract and a visible object like a tree or hiding an object like a fish has been imposed on

Lit. 'The girl is still an awl.'
 'She is still a girlfriend.'
the unclear love so that it becomes hidden or concrete and visible to human eye. Generally, the speaker in (375d) implies that the addressee lover does not love him/her very much. Hence, CLEAR (INTENSE) LOVE RELATION IS VISIBLE OBJECT; HIDDEN/INITIAL LOVE IS AN INVISIBLE /HIDDEN OBJECT. Generally, the source domains of LOVE IS A HIDDEN OBJECT include objects hidden in house, under water, in pocket, or underground.

7.9 LOVE as SACRIFICE

Strong degree of love leads to sacrifice, which is mostly done by boys who travel to girls' villages by crossing rivers and passing through dense forests in the mid nights. To exemplify love as DEVOTION and SACRIFICE, the following poem in (376) and linguistic metaphors in (376a-c) are worth mentioning.

(376a) jí -i tʃɔðɔ  wànɛ
PERF 2SG marry when
'When did you marry her?'
(b) jí -i mânɔ  wànɛ?
PERF 2SG search when
'When did you search her?'
(c) jiin -O  -tʃàm bɛɛjɔ  kɔɔr -ɛ  wànɛ?
2SG PERF eat mosquito after 3SG when
Lit. 'Where were you eaten up by mosquito after her.'
'Where were you bitten by mosquitoes for her.'

The poem in (376a-c) was a song by the poet Obeel Roodoo who had love process with a girl, but while they had already started their romantic (sexual relation), another man asked her and because the latter man was rich with dimùj beads paid to him for his sister' marriage, the girl's mother and her cowives advised the girl to abandon Obeel because Obeel was a poor man. So, the girl agreed with the latter man and stopped her love relation with Obeel. The reason why Obeel used the word mànɔ 'search' is to elaborate the earlier stage of the love. This is the initial love stage in which a boy chooses a girl, needs suggestion and advise from friends and finally asks a girl for romantic relation by going near her home.

In Anywaa, a person who wants to marry can say to his friend mɔn à kí ɗááŋɔ 'Search a girl for me'. The word tʃɔð 'marry' in (376a) implies that the latter man was not the actual husband of...
the girl as he had no long love process and evaluation with the girl, conceit and devotion for the girl. Because the girl had already started romantic relation with Obeel, she was considered like his wife. Obeel also has addressed the latter man who his wife as i/jiini (2SG) to give a clue that he is singing to this man. Obeel's use of the experience of being bitten by mosquitoes to express his love sacrifice in the form of song takes us to the conclusion that he has used EXTENSION as his poetic device, which is the extension form of the conventional metaphors in (376a-c).

In (376c) being bitten by mosquitoes has been mentioned by Obeel to elaborate his suffer and devotion for the girl as her true girlfriend (fiancéé). As sacrifice for love, while waiting for a girl at a back of yard or in grassy area at night, a boy may be bitten by mosquitoes or red ants but he is not irritated as he is waiting for his true lover. This is sacrifice which was not made by the man who married Obeel's girlfriend. A girl is happy when a boy who wants to marry her shows great devotion by enduring unfavourable conditions without giving up. This convinces a girl that a boy truly loves her and this makes a girl a gree with a boy for romantic relation leading to marriage. A girl also loves hero boyfriend who kills beasts he meets on the road while going to a girl. Because he will one day protect her during an attack by enemy.

In poem (376a-c), Obeel has used QUESTIONING as his poetic device, which rhymes with wàñè 'when?' three times. Lakoff and Turner (1989:69) and Sullivan (2007:404) define questioning as the process of drawing attention to the source domain of the poem by calling into question to explicate the unmapped part of source domain and the meaning of the metaphor. Kövecses (2010) defines poetic device as a way conceptual technique of creating novel metaphor or image from conventional materials of everyday language and thought.

In reference to poem (376a-c), Obeel is clarifying and elaborating that he was the actual lover who suffered for the girl. In general, Obeel has used questioning to elaborate that his love with the girl was the true one, because the love was based on true CHOICE, DEVOTION, SACRIFICE and EVALUATION rather than resource, i.e bride-price. The man who married his girlfriend was therefore not a true lover/husband of the girl but a criminal who took his girl friend. In fact, among the Anywaa, the first (young) lover is the true lover because people evaluate themselves and know each other very well. The reason for which the man fell in love with Obeel's fiancée and why she accepted that man's love while she has spent her love life with
Obeel called into question to Obeel. In Anywaa, conventional linguistic metaphors of LOVE IS SACRIFICE can be illustrated in (377a-c) as follows:

(377a) mēr ɗʒīn -ā ɗʒàmm -i mō -ā -lēg gēbēett
love not feel pain FOC thing PL REL be painful all
Lit. 'Love does not feel anything painful.'
'Love makes a lover not to feel anything painful.'
(b) ɗā dī nāalborg kipēr -i
1sG AUX slaughter for 2SG
'I should be slaughtered for you.'
(c) ɗā kāor -i
1sG die FOC after 2SG
'I will die by following you.'

As the data in (377a-c) imply, if a lover is in another place, the other lover follows him/her like going to the village where the other lover is. So, there may be accidents on the road. When poor men marry, they are beaten for not paying, cattle, money or bead dowries. However, they don't give up but still love their wives. Sometimes the girl's family can allow them to live with small amount of dowry but sometimes they are divorced. In an initial stage of love, boys go to the villages where their lover girls live. Sometimes a girl may refuse to go to the boy. So, the boy goes back to his village in midnight and may meat crocodile, leopard or lion. But such animals do not eat up a man who is moving for love as it is convicted that a person travelling for love will not die because love is not crime. There are killings between men if they fall in love with the same girl. Sometimes when lovers are not allowed to marry each other, either of them may commit suicide.

7.10 LOVE as FOOD

Among the Anywaa there are different types of food like fried meat, stew, and roasted meat or fish, with different styles of cooking. The most common food among the Anywaa is porridge eaten with fish or meat. These source domains are mapped on to love forming LOVE IS FOOD/NUTRIENT. According to Kövecses (1986) LOVE IS FOOD is formed because LOVE IS NEED LIKE FOOD. Regarding the reason for using food as source of love metaphor is claimed by Grady (19997) as “There is a correlation between physical sensation, sexual desire and focus on finding food”. Among the Anywaa, food is the symbol of love and union. Therefore, eating alone is very shameful and makes a person not a true Anywaa. The Anywaa word ɲwāak 'sharing' basically and literally means eating together. In Anywaa, love takes
general FOOD source but usually SPECIFIC FOOD ITEMS are used as love sources for specific meanings. Below are the linguistic metaphors from (378)-(383) used to understand love based on the source domain of FOOD.

(378) mèèr ā -ŋwàà -c nì lēŋ
love PST smell 3SG CON smell of roasted fatty meat

Lit. 'He/She smelled the love as roasted fatty meat.'
     'He/She felt the love very well.'

The love in (378) is conceptualized as A ROASTED MEAT, which implies experiencing love in a positive way. The metaphor of love based on good taste of food includes experiencing sexual intercourse.

In the metaphor mééj ākwàttàŋòomi 'love of game porridge,' the lovers meet in short time, have sexual intercourse and separate within very short time. Other people understand that the lovers are not clearly in a good love manner. Such lovers also do not have good behaviours. If they marry, they divorce soon. The game porridge called ākwàttàŋòomi is a porridge prepared from soil, which is sifted like a flour. During games, this porridge is prepared by girls who are still maturing. As wives are cooks, maturing girls should learn and practice cooking. This food is picked up with bark spoons, but not actually eaten although boys and girls pretend to be eating. During this game, boys who are entering maturity build grass huts. One boy carrying water throws up water and says kòŋ ādò 'It is raining now'. This time, like couples, a boy and a girl enter a grass hut and have sexual intercourse. When this is heard by the parents, all the boys and girls are beaten and warned not to repeat the act. The huts are also burned and demolished. In fact, during the game, some boys will have sexual intercourse with their relatives.

(379a) tfòonz ōdzùlù ā -óó rà -à
fish desire Ojulu PST come body of 1SG

Lit. 'I have the desire of Ojulu as my fish.'
     'I have experienced the longing for Ojulu.'

The metaphor in (379a) extends the desire of fish food to including sexual desire. Literally, tfòonz is the desire for fish when it is not available but needed. When a girl's body has good smell, it is said nír 'Her body smells as the smell of fresh meat (of boar)'. Example (379a) underlies SEXUAL(LOVE) DESIRE IS A DESIRE FOR FISH; SEXUAL PARTNER IS A FISH.

---

104 If an Anywaa wife is sexually dissatisfied or not physically pleased by her husband, she stops cooking food for her husband. The word āpòt small piece of meat is extended to low degree of 'love as mèèr mò ná āpòt dàŋ' 'Love which is a very small piece of meat'. Hence, LOW DEGREE OF LOVE IS A VERY SMALL PIECE OF MEAT.
In example (379b) the addressee is a boy who has fallen in love with the girl, the addressee, because he has been attracted by the girl. The salivation does not simply imply love but the boy's desire for sex since he has been attracted by the girl's breasts and the butt. As we salivate for food, we salivate for love and sexual intercourse. Hence, SEX IS FOOD; SEXUAL ORGANS ARE (TASTY) FOODS.

In (380), the implied meaning is that the speaker is the love intermediary of the addressee (2SG), who is a boy. The love intermediary has therefore mostly talked to the girl and the girl has almost accepted the love issue as she has believed the love intermediary. So, if the boy in (380) talks to the girl, she will have no more reactions. In (380), the source domain of food has the FRAME of A FISH WITH MORE BONES IN ITS FLESH, whose bones should be removed before eating it so that it will be eaten without discomfort. Hence, GOOD DISCUSSION OF LOVE ISSUES IS REMOVING FISH BONES; BAD LOVE ISSUE IS A BONY FISH. The word biq literally means to remove the bones of a fish so that it will be eaten with comfort. An aggressive girls, who may insult a boy for the first time, can be convinced by clever go-between. If a fish is eaten without removing its bones, a small bone may stuck in the eater's throat bringing discomfort and pain.

The new experience in (381a) implied by the linguistic metaphor in (381a) includes love objects like male's sexual organ or sexual relation. A male can also metaphorically taste a female's sexual organ as tasty food during his first time of experiencing sex. The experience of the metaphor in (381a) comes from tasting tasty food for the first time and keeping on eating. Hence, EXPERIENCING LOVE(SEX) FOR THE FIRST TIME IS TASTING FOOD. When love relation is favorable, a lover or another person may use the linguistic metaphor in (381b):

(b) méér mán mé...t dš...tʃ
love this ta...sty ver...y
Lit. 'This love is ve...ry ta...sty.'
'This love relation is ve...ry good.'
The love relation in (381b) is uttered about the present good love relation whose experience is based on the source TASTY FOOD which is being eaten now. Example, (381b) underlies GOOD LOVE RELATION IS TASTY FOOD; BAD LOVE RELATION IS A BAD FOOD.

As half food eaten by others has negative meaning that the person who is eating leftover is less important person due to being a bachelor, this experience is used in love and marriage. For example a corn whose part was eaten by birds is locally called ädìwẹ̀pò 'a sweet maize, which has been eaten by many birds'. The word ädìwẹ̀pò literally means *maize that is a mouth of a bird*. Such a maize has been eaten by different birds at different times. This kind of maize is extended to a woman who was married by many men. Hence, WOMEN ARE SWEET MAICES; MARRIAGE IS EATING SWEET MAICES. In normal life, everybody has his/her favorite food desired by habitual appetite. So, OUR FAVOURITE GIRL IS THE APPETITE WE HAVE FOR FOOD.

In the cognitive model of love and food, the words pàrà 'wish' màjàn 'like', lèèj ìfwọ̀ 'appetite', and ìfọ́ì 'fish desire' are sub-categories of the basic level mèèr 'love', whose superordinate level is dãùòdò 'emotion (feeling)'.

(382) òmàlán ìkànlá à-tfìèl
Oman Achla PST cook meat with little water
Lit. 'Oman cooked Achala for Olero.'
3SG to Òleero

Literally, the verb tfìèl means cooking meat or fish with little water. Such a cooking is used for eating meat or fish without porridge or with little porridge. Metaphorically, this word is applied to an intermediary's process of convincing the girl in a clear way for her boyfriend. When a girl accepts love issues, it is said dààqò ìfìèk 'The girl is ready to be eaten.'

(383) tièt ṣìèn mét
legs of canes delicious
Lit. 'The bottom parts of (durra) canes have a special taste.'
'A reestablished love is very special.'

The lower parts of canes are the parts of canes which remain in the soil after the durra canes are cut for harvesting. Such parts of canes are very sweet and cold as they are still in the soil and living. The bottom part of cut cane may start growing again. Furthermore, during this time, the cut canes are dry and cannot be eaten. When this is applied to love, it means love in which lovers separated for long time and met somewhere and start new love by having sexual intercourse as new experience. In fact, in early youth stage, a girl may be married to a boy but the marriage
may be rejected by a girl's family due to the boy's poverty or any other reason. Yet if they meet in favourable place, the two people can have sexual intercourse, which is said to be special. The above linguistic metaphors in (378)-(383) are very common in the daily lives of the Anywaa. Evidences come from the very common foods in the community. Hence, conventional metaphors. In showing the mapping, the food corresponds to love and the hungry person is the person who desires love. Hunger is mapped onto desire for love. Physical nourishment corresponds to psychological strength and the cook is the love intermediary (See Abdullah, 2016:113).

7.11 LOVE as CONTAINER AND SUBSTANCE

The intensity of love is often expressed by the amount of substance in container. Analogically, if there is high amount in a container, the love intensity is high and vice versa. Body and its parts can serve as containers of love. In reference to Anywaa, containers like house, gourd and pot, which contain, maize, durra or any other object, serve as experiential bases of love as substance and container (see also Lakoff and Johnson (2010) and Lakoff, (1986a&b). For detail, consider the following examples in (384)-(391).

(384) ðëèr -ê bàr -ê mìèl kìpèr -ì
  body of 3SG whole:3SG 3SG dance for 2SG
Lit. 'His/her whole body is dancing/trembling for you.'
  'He/She love you very much.'

Example (384) is based on an object in a container and moves a container. So, in (384), what makes the trembling person tremble is the love in his/her body. Therefore, the example implies the person spoken about immediately feels happy and agitated when seeing his/her lover as love is substance in his/her whole body. Both love and marriage can exist in a boy's body. For example, ðëëè dà pèr 'In his body, there is love and marriage issue, which is about to be declared' implies that a small discussion for the girl's marriage has been started and some doweries like a goat to be slaughtered in the girl's home for her future welfare have been paid by the boy. But the girl's parent have not yet agreed up on the dowries and the discussions are not over. Therefore, pèr can be defined as a love and marriage or engagement relation which is about to be officialized by paying dowries to the girl's parents. Another name of pèr is klààn 'marriage discussion'.

If a matured boy says ðëèrà dá ñúóm 'There is marriage in my body', he means that he has decided to make his marriage formal as there is love and sexual relation between him and his
girlfriend, who has agreed with the making of marriage formal. In such a context, most of the time, the boy makes an agreement with the girl and he/his parents go to the girl's parents to pay the bride price. He does this before the girl is asked by her relatives about the marriage issue. Such a marriage discussion flows smoothly. This takes us to the specific level metaphor BODY IS THE CONTAINER OF LOVE/MARRIAGE, whose generic level metaphor is BODY IS A CONTAINER OF EMOTIONS. The metaphor tʃwɨŋə dà ɲuów 'There is marriage in my liver' may imply that the speaker man is thinking of marrying a girl or has planned to marry without determination due to obstacles like the girl's disagreement or lack of dowry; the metaphor basically implies that the speaker is thinking of marrying but has not decided it. So, the love and the marriage usually make him worry.

In Anywaa, love can be A BOLING SUBSTANCE IN A LOVER'S BODY. Such a love implies that the person whose body contains boiling love fluid is the one who has higher love degree/faith. Such metaphors can be found in the linguistic metaphor in (385):

(385) mɛʈə -a tɔà -á pɛŋ tʃʊʉw -i
     love PST boil FOC eyes of bones of 2SG
Lit. 'Love has boiled into the joints of your (2SG) bones.'
     'You love your lover very much.'

The experience of the love metaphor in (385) comes from boiling foods like bones (with meat). When a bone with meat is boiled for a long time, the hot water enters the joints and the meat or bones become soft with the boiling water inside them. So, example (385) underlies LOVE IS BOILED SUBSTANCE IN HUMAN BODY/JOINTS OF HUMAN BONES.

(386) tʃwɨŋ -a ɔ -pəŋ kɨ mɛʈə kɨpɛɾ -i
     liver of 1SG PERF full with love for 2SG
Lit. 'My liver is full of love for you.'
     'My heart is full of love for you, I Love you from the bottom of my heart.'

In (386) LOVE IS A FULL SUBSTANCE IN LIVER, which is based on full amount of substance in a container. To the Anywaa, love in liver is the highest and the truest, because fact is liver, but its opposite is mɛéj lák 'love in teeth', in which a lover simply laughs with the partner but sometimes cheats him/her. The non-existence of love in an Anywaa's liver is based on the experience of seeing an empty container. Generally, based on (386), SMALL DEGREE OF LOVE IN LIVER IS SMALL AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN A CONTAINER; NON-EXISTENCE OF LOVE IN LIVER IS AN EMPTY CONTAINER.

(387) wâŋ -i ɲi -a wʊdʒáɬ ɛ...
     eye of 2SG recognize 1SG old man INTER
Lit. 'An (old) man, I have recognized your loving me in your eye.'
Example (387) implies that the speaker is a girl who has understood that the man has fallen in love with her and he is about to talk to her about the love issue. The girl's evidence is based on the way the man looks at her. The interjection ê... implies that the girl has truly recognized the man's loving her by seeing his eye. Hence, in (387), LOVE IS A SUBSTANCE IN THE EYE OF THE MALE. Though the word (wó)džááł basically refers to an old man who may have white hair, the use of the word in (387) has an ironic respect augmented by the interjection ê..., which implies recognition and refusal to love recognized in the eye of the man. The girl might have accepted the love after sometime.

(388) mèër már -ê kâär -ê ká tʃër -ê
   love of 3SG carry 3SG with hand of 3SG
Lit. 'She carries her love with her hand.'
   'She is promiscuous.'
The girl in (388) is also called tʃër dʒóó't 'Her hand is light(not heavy)'. Basically, this idiom means someone who is overgenerous as such a person gives food and other things easily and sooner. In the same way, when a girl illustrated in example (388) is asked, she accepts love and sex within a very short time despite her background for a man. Because there is no bad thing in clean object, mèër mò tój 'clean love' is a love is without deceiving between lovers.

(389) ní=mèër mò jìi=g pòót dá -gó
   child of love REL small:EMPH exist it
   tʃʷìn -ê
   liver of 3SG
Lit. 'An extremely small child of love still exists in his liver.'
   'He still loves her to a little extent.'
Example (389) may imply that the man divorced the woman but still loves her with the aim of reestablishing love. The falling tone and the vowel extension in jìi=g 'little' clarifies that the love is very little as the people do not meet. Yet, an obstacle like the new husband makes him afraid of talking to the woman. Example (389) is also uttered for a woman who divorced her husband but still has small love for him. Such a woman has positive attitude towards the man but does not express her attitude explicitly due to the new marriage. Such a love also exists in stomach but its intensity is lower than that in the liver.

(390) nèjjà tʃ'ánò kî dóér mèër kîpér pá āŋwáá
   king speaking with voice of love for country of Anywaa
Lit. 'The king is speaking with voice which contains love for the Anywaa country.'
   'The king is speaking with the love for the Anywaa country.'

105For such a girl, it is also offensively said mûrè kàlrè ká (ɔjà) tʃrrè 'She carries her vagina with her palm'. Similarly, nîrè kàlrè ká tʃrrè'H/She carries his/her sleep with his/her hand 'means such a person is sleepy, falling asleep sooner. Such a person is also called Ḫ-ńiń-ê 'a person of sleep'.
In (390), the speech of king here has the strong love of tribe, community and villages and the whole Anywaland, which the Anywaa conceive as their country. His voice, which contains love for Anywaa country, therefore ranges from low to rising tone. Due to a king's mental and spiritual strength, what he says usually quickly motivates the Anywaa to sacrifice for their land. Because the way the king spoke implies his love and happiness with the Anywaa country, example (390) underlies EMOTION METAPHORS ARE EMBODIED IN HUMAN THROAT AND VOICE. According to Esenova (2011:8-9), voice container metaphor like that in (390) usually focuses on intensity and control of emotion. Emotions affect the quality of our voice and we can understand people's emotion and feeling based on their voices. In Anywaa, ḏī mêɛr' language (mouth) of love' is the one which contains love.

(391) Ṽúùmm -í jì -è dá mêɛr
sentence this stomach of 3SG exist love
Lit. 'Inside the stomach of this sentence, there is love.'
'This expression/sentence contains love.'
Example (391) underlies LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION IS A CONTAINER OF EMOTION, because the expression or sentence in (391) has been understood as a container of love based on the way the speaker speaks.

As can be seen from examples (384)-(391), mouth body, eye, liver, stomach, tongue and hand, are the containers with love inside them. According to Sinha (1999) linguistic expressions are containers and meanings are contents, but what is remarkably special is that voice, language and its units like morpheme, word, phrase, clause and sentence contain love without clear experience. The clarity of love as substance in a container comes from audible voice of the speaker, which in particular reference to Anywaa culture is mostly the male's voice. The reason why voice is a container of emotion is important to discuss as it has no clear boundary.

According to Ibanz (1997), containers are three dimensional having inner part, outer part and boundary but voice does not have such a dimension used to put and take out substances. So, the use of voice as a container of emotion is unusual and difficult to correlate with a concrete container like a pot. However, human instincts help to impose boundary on voice. Furthermore, voice conveys emotion and our judgements about other people's emotional states from the sound of their voice. That is why it is normal that voice is imagined to be container of emotions. Researchers have convincingly shown that there is an obvious link between a person's emotional state and acoustic quality of his/her voice. For example, Murray and Arnott (1996) stress that
desperate emotional states will result in different acoustical changes in the person's voice. It is also claimed that emotion influences pitch, timing and voice quality of utterance. From these findings we can conclude that changes in voice accompanying emotions are determined by physiological processes taking place in the body. So, the metaphor VOICE IS A CONTAINER OF LOVE (EMOTION\textsuperscript{106}) is motivated by human physiology like trembling or cry (see Esenova, 2011 and Lakoff and Johnson\textsuperscript{1980}).

**LOVERS ARE OBJECTS IN CONTAINERS**

In Anywaa, love can be used as a container of lovers to imply experiencing love. Drum, which metonymically stands for love, can also serve as a container of lovers. Consider examples below in (392a-c).

(392a) \text{wà \text{èn} \text{-á} \text{ji} \text{bùùl}}

Lit. 'We (EXCL) are in drum.'

We are still lovers, our love is still in initial stage.'

Example (392a) implies that the speakers are still young lovers being in process of making love and still go to dance space. The metaphor can also mean the speakers are marriageable girls/boys. In less metaphorical meaning the expression means the speakers are right now dancing implying that some may choose lovers later. Here, DRUM METONYMICALLY CAN STAND FOR DANCE AND LOVE. In fact, among the Anywaa, drum dance which leads to marriage, is danced by the young. When men and women grew old, they stop frequent dances except for some occasions like a political dance in which an enemy is defeated. Further, when they are teaching the young, old people can dance. Hence, travelling to different villages for drum dances is carried out by young girls and young boys.

(b) \text{wà \text{èn} \text{-á} \text{jùùrùù}}

Lit. 'We are in dance space.'

'We are still marriageable girls/boys.'

The metaphor in (392b) implies that the speakers are still very young and marriageable. Hence, example (92b) underlies THE SPEAKERS ARE SUBSTANCES IN THE DANCE SPACE CONTAINER, where boys look for girls.

(c) \text{qè \text{èn} \text{-á} \text{ji} \text{mèèr} \text{mō} \text{dóóŋ} \text{dòtj}}

Lit. 'They are inside a very big love.'

'They are experiencing an intense love.'

\textsuperscript{106}The fact that voice and language contain emotion can be further proved by the Anywaa metaphors "mèt stances in the dance space for drum dances is carried out by young girls and young boys.

(b) \text{wà \text{èn} \text{-á} \text{jùùrùù}}

Lit. 'We are in dance space.'

'We are still marriageable girls/boys.'

The metaphor in (392b) implies that the speakers are still very young and marriageable. Hence, example (92b) underlies THE SPEAKERS ARE SUBSTANCES IN THE DANCE SPACE CONTAINER, where boys look for girls.

(c) \text{qè \text{èn} \text{-á} \text{ji} \text{mèèr} \text{mō} \text{dóóŋ} \text{dòtj}}

Lit. 'They are inside a very big love.'

'They are experiencing an intense love.'
Example (392c) implies that the people are currently enjoying their intense love. So, in (392c) LOVERS ARE OBJECTS INSIDE BIG LOVE, whose experience comes from big containers like house, river or pot. Hence, INTENSITY OF LOVE IS THE SIZE OF CONTAINER; EMOTIONAL STATE IS CONTAINER.

When a boy is in an initial stage of telling his love to a girl, love is understood as a speaking person and advisor to imply eagerness of telling love or worry for the lover. Such metaphor has personification. Liver, which metonymically stands for love, also speaks to a boy to express his love to a girl. Consider the following examples in (393a-b):

(393a) mēr tʃān -ò ji tʃwijŋ -à
love speak PROG in liver of 1SG
Lit. 'Love is speaking in my liver.'
'I am very much worried by love.'

If friend/relatives know that a boy has started a love relation with well-mannered girl, an advice can be given to a boy to marry her. This metaphor, in which love speaks can be spoken by a boy who has a lot of worries for his girlfriend due to absence of frequent contact caused by distance. Example (393a) may imply a boy's eagerness to marry his girlfriend. When a lover has a lot of romantic worries for his/her lover, it be expressed based on SPEAKING LIVER as:

(b) tʃwijŋ -à tʃān -ò kipér -i
liver of 1SG speak PROG for 2SG
Lit. 'My liver is always speaking for you.'
'I'm worried by my love for you.'

In example (393b), the speaker is a boy who is worried by his liver as he has much love for the addressee, who is a female he loves.

7.12 LOVE as INSANITY AND CURSE

An abnormal acting of lovers can be used as source domain of love. Furthermore, activities of cursed and mad people can serve as experiential bases for the behaviour of lovers. In fact, among the Anywaa, people can be cursed to become insane or fearful or act abnormally. According to Kövecses (2000:43,73-75,2002:87) cited in Rajeg (2016), “Irrationality and complete lack of control are parts of INSANITY. Love is a strong emotion. In the insanity metaphor of love, rational self (agonist) is very affected psychologically and behaviourally. These impacts of irrationality on normal person experiencing love are the consequences of intense psychological force of love.” Consider examples (394)-(396b).

(394) kàlåbí tʃâål -à nát dʒúú
promiscuous like FOC person of gods
'A promiscuous girl is like a crazy person.'
As the free translation in example (394) indicates, promiscuous girl and mad person are related in many ways. One thing is that a promiscuous girl does not have shame of having sexual intercourse with her relative boy. This also happens to insane people, who may have romantic love with their relatives by forcing them. The second thing is that promiscuous girls act abnormally and badly; their dressing style and acting is like that of insane people. In addition, they like sexual intercourse in unexpected time and place. That is why it is believed among the Anywaa as kúp à dʒóòk 'Promiscuity is being an evil-eyed'. Thirdly, like crazy people, promiscuous girls do not select one lover due to their strong abnormal sexual desire. When a degree of promiscuity becomes the highest, a girl/woman is called (kàábbì móò) óròòk 'sex maniac'. Such a girl or woman is perceived as a girl who is crazed by sexual relation. Thus, her head and her liver are confused.

(395) mèér már -ù wi -è bá lēér
love of 2PL head of 3SG NEG clean
Lit. 'Your love has no clean head.'
'Your (PL) love is insane, You (2PL) are leading an abnormal love.'

When love relation is normal, it is said mèér móò pájjà 'a normal love' whose experience comes from dáάŋò móò pájjà 'a normal person, i.e not insane'; such a love has a good respect, normal love issues and favourable relation among lovers unlike love relation in (395), in which abnormal or bad things are experienced and understood by others. Generally, example (395) underlies LOVE IS CRAZY.

(396a) àán -ā -nōn mèèrr -i
1SG PST deceive love DEF
'I was deceived by love.'
The love in (396a) has spiritual force of making a person unwise, insane or gullible. Such a speaker is not thinking appropriately due to high intensity of love.

(b) mèèrr å -timò ná dʒùù wi -è
love PST become CON gods head of 3SG
Lit. 'Love has become/became madness in his/her head.'
The love illustrated in (396b) is compounded as méèj bóól 'madness love', in which a lover or lovers are perceived to be abnormal showing different abnormal acts. If one lover dies, the other may go mad. In addition to the metaphors in (394)-(396b), the mix between insanity and curse as a source domain of love can be seen in the following poem in (397a&b):

(397a) giिग -ा -ā -timò kēé bőōblà][/]
thing DEF PST become like madness body of 1SG
Lit. 'That thing has become a disease like madness in my mind.'

The song was produced and sung by the male poet John Oriia.
In poem in (397a&b), the poet John Oria conceptualizes his love for Gambella as both madness and curse. Despite the fact that curse causes insanity, crazy and cursed people share common abnormal activities. They do not stop what they are not allowed to do or what they think of. John Oria has always been in worry for the role of artists/singers to change Gambella as the region is less developed. He has a strong love and dream for Gambella, which he wants to develop quickly. When he produced his album with the title åtuülô 'the change rose like a sun' in 2008, he was very happy because there were other Anywaa boys who produced albums making him happy that many more singers are coming to change Gambella.

John's strong love for Gambella is mixed with happiness and worry that singers should play roles to change Gambella quickly. When a boy does not stop telling his love to a girl while she clarifies to him that she does not love him, she asks jiinò bɔɔl wàlà jiinò tʃiɛŋɔ? 'Are you mad or cursed?' In general, the conceptualization of love as insanity (curse) reminds us of analyzing embodiment and Anywaa philosophy of consciousness. The reason for which the poet in 397a&b) has used 'giịjà 'that thing', which implies that love is very discoursal and pragmatic in that it is clearly known mainly by the poet and other natives of Gambella the role of artists in change Gambella is small.

As examples in (394)-(397b) imply, lovers are unconscious due improper functioning of their mind and head caused by love. Among the Anywaa, the two main body parts functioning to regulate human consciousness are the heart and head. Heart functions for life consciousness reflected in the form of äduunmo 'soul', which is spiritual air. Because thinking and imagination make thing visible, the center of conscious is in the head, which links itself to eye, which also contributes to consciousness by seeing the world. Consciousness in the head is accompanied by spirituality. When an Anywaa goes mad, it is said tîmmɛ ôkålô 'The spiritual shadow of his/her head has been taken by a sorcerer'. The Anywaa word for fontanel is also tipò 'shadow', which is also believed to be used for breathing. A person without spiritual shadow, therefore, becomes unconscious. Similarly, as strong love brings irrationality, it makes an irrational lover unconscious of other things. That is why the Anywaa speak of mêr wià êkålɛ 'Love took my head', i.e I'm unconscious due to love (see also Perner,2003:78-80).
7.13 LOVE IS DEATH

Higher intensity of love can metaphorically kill people. This implies an abnormal functioning of the body due to love intensity or longing. In fact, in real life, boys and girls commit suicide when love is stopped due to poverty, relation or hatred between families or lineage. The following linguistic metaphors in (398a-e) are evidences for LOVE IS DEATH.

(398a) åàn -nàk meërr -i
1SG kill love DEF
'I have been killed by the love.'

The speaker in (398a) is experiencing intense love and care for the lover. People who attract others for love are therefore conceptualized as KILLERS.

(b) meërr á jòò jàåkitf -ù
love be death between 2PL
Lit. 'The love between you two is death.'
'You both love each other very much.'

Example (398b) implies that there are two lovers with both loving each other nearly equally with very strong love intensity. In fact, the metaphor can generally refer to unconscious behaviour caused by love. In (398b), the word jàåkitf 'between' implies the Anywaa's conception of love to exist between lovers and connects the lovers.

(c) tòòw mò jòòg á -jòò kiper àtjàn ri meëŋ màn awlàràè
males REL many PST die for Achan body of dance REL yesterday
Lit. 'During the yesterday's dance, many men died for Achan.'
'During the yesterday's dance, many men were very attracted by Achan.'

The implied meaning in (398c) is that many men fell in love with Achan as they were very attracted by her. Hence, AN ATTRACTIVE GIRL IS A KILLER BRINGING LOVE WHICH IS DEATH.

(d) jiin -á -njèl kàr kàá -tjà
2SG PST faint place where there
'You (2SG) fainted with love for me that time.'

Example (398d) underlies LOVE IS FAINT; A PERSON ATTRACTED WITH LOVE FAINTS. When a love partner becomes in a bad mood due to the absence of the other partner, others say tàw meërr 'The person is suffering from love disease'.

(e) ðààqò màn -ètjè ãñáài
female DEM DIS killer
Lit. 'That girl is a killer.'
'That girl is very attractive.'

Example (398e) implies ATTRACTING A PERSON IS KILLING HIM/HER. The importance of love and lover can be conceptualized can be found in LOVE IS VALUABLE OBJECT as illustrated below in (399a&b):
In example (399a), lover as an economic value like tusk or ivory as it is a matter of chance to choose a good lover. The bead locally called āwáagá 'white bead' plays a role as a source domain in which love and happiness is mixed. When a girlfriend becomes faithful to a boyfriend, she gives a string of white bead to her boyfriend. She therefore, expects this bead to be always worn by the boyfriend as she is faithful to her lover and has evidences that their romantic love relation will not stop. Such a bead is given when the lovers become faithful to each other. If a boy friend does not usually wear this string of bead, the girl becomes sad as it implies that the boy does not love her or he is not faithful to her. Example (399b) is worth mentioning to talk about the mix of love and happiness based on WHITE BEAD.

Example (399b) implies that the speaker loves the love partner as the behaviour is interesting to him/her. The metaphor is therefore composed of LOVE IS VALUABLE OBJECT and HAPPINESS IS WHITE BEAD. Because this bead is very important, during divorce, it may be given back to a female as there is no love relation again.

7.14 LOVE as FIRE

Heat and fire manifest themselves in LOVE IS FIRE. Intensity can be understood based on the impact it has on people. Fire burns people and causes pain. This pain serves as an experiential basis for love feeling and attitude. This implies that the metaphor EMOTIONAL PAIN IS UNDERSTOOD AS PHYSICAL PAIN is very broad in human conceptual system. When things or people are burned by fire, they function abnormally. Similarly, people who are attracted by others or those who fall in love with others act abnormally (Kövecses, 1986:85). For example, in Anywaa a beautiful and attractive girl who has big clean or white eyes is called āŋēŋtjůk, which literally means a beautiful girl whose eyes are glowing charcoals. More often

108 If a girl gives her string of bead to his lover boy, she tells this to her mother's co-wife (tʃi wənə) that there is a love relation between them. A girl tells the name of a boy to whom she has given the string of bead, because his mother's co-wife asks her when she does not see a string of bead around a girl's neck. If a boy is an evil-eyed or if there is a bad relation between a boy's and a girl's relatives, the co-wife tells the girl's mother and father so that the love relation is stopped. If a boy takes a girl's string of bead without her will, there will be a quarrel between the two as it implies forced love relation (marriage). Therefore, if a girl reports this to her parents, a boy should be beaten and give back the string of bead.
boys are afraid to tell their love to such a beautiful girl. They also act abnormally before talking to girls for romantic love. The following linguistic metaphors in (400)-(403c) illustrate LOVE IS FIRE.

(400) młďè ā-liēl
   greeting PST burn
Lit. 'The greeting has burned.'
   'The lovers have greeted themselves warmly.'
The type of greeting in (400) is młď méér 'love greeting' in which lovers who separated for a long time have met again so that they greet each other warmly.

(401a) tfwǐŋ -i pōɔt nā mātf' kipēr tfi -i
   liver of 2SG still CON fire for wife of 2SG
Lit. 'Your liver is still a hot fire for your wife.'
   'You still love your wife very much.'
The love metaphor in (401a) implies that the addressee man still loves his wife very much despite separation between them due to lack of dowry to be paid by him. The addressee man in (401a) has a lot of worries and much care for his wife. So, HIGH INTENSITY (OF LOVE) IS FIRE, LOW INTENSITY (OF LOVE) IS COLD; INTENSE LOVE IS FIRED LIVER.

(b) mèer mār -qē pōɔt nā mātf' kirēc
   love of of 3PL still CON fire really
Lit. 'Their love is really still fire.'
   'Their love is still strong and stable.'
The metaphor in (401b) clearly has the cognitive structural metaphor INTENSE LOVE IS FIRE, because we can infer that intensity of love in (401b) is still high. In Anywaa, when love intensity becomes increasing from time to time, it is called màā ābòw 'fire in a holow of a tree', which increases gradually until it makes the tree fall down. Like that in (401a), the lovers in (401b) have a lot of worries and much care for themselves, but example (401a) usually has more physiological and perceptual evidences of love intensity than example (401b). Example, (401b) can be argued to have higher structural metaphor than example (401a), because in (401b), we clearly map fire and its aspects onto love by using a great deal of knowledge about fire.

(402a) dǐʃōô tʃāl -á dʒoŋ mātf'
   male like FOC warm oneself with fire fire
Lit. 'Loving a male is like warming oneself with fire.'
   'A male's initial love for a female is strong and positive but it later turns into quarrels.'
The metaphor in (402a) is proverbial. It is usually uttered by wives for their husbands. Therefore, in (402a) dǐʃōô 'male' stands for husband and ʤāqɔ 'woman' stands for wife. When lovers are still young, they love each other and do not frequently fight/quarrel. However, after a husband takes the wife to his home, conflicts arise. Wives are more often beaten during those conflicts and are forced to leave the husband's home to go back where their mothers and fathers live.
During cold season, the Anywaa warm themselves with fire by using dry grasses and leaves. When it is very cold, and the intensity of fire is medial, people approach fire to stop cold. As the intensity of fire increases with the coming of the sun's heat, the people are burned and leave warming themselves. Similarly, when life with husband becomes difficult due to torture by the husband, the wife divorces him. So, Anywaa wives believe that living with husband is first favourable but become worse later. When fire becomes intense, it burns people and they go away from fire. This is called màat'än̄dzələr 'The fire has become intense'. When a husband becomes very aggressive by frequently beating the wife and dismissing her from his home, it is said dĩtfōọ̀än̄dzələr 'The husband has become an intense fire'.

(b) mɛèr mär -qè ā -timò nà bùr
love of 3PL PST become CON ash
Lit. 'Their love became ash.'
'The lovers totally separated.'

Even if there are no glowing charcoals, ash can be hot but as fire can be totally extinguished and the ash becomes very cold, the love experience in (402b) implies cold love experienced and understood based on cold ash. Therefore, there is no body warmth felt by the lovers, because they no longer have body contact.

(403a) dáágə åän -ā -nèb -è
female 1SG PST burn 3SG
Lit. 'The girl burned me very intensely.'
'I was very attracted by the girl.'

Anywaa girls with light skins like those of highlanders (e.g. Amhara) are loved more as they are unique in the community. The use of fire as a source of brown skin and beauty, which trigger love and infatuation, can be seen in examples (403b&c) below:

(b) wə̅lə̀ d -ā ò -tfō̅ttə̀ kú ñaàn mō lù lèl
son of 1SG PERF marry:ACT OBL girl REL flame
kùmər màat' like fire
Lit. 'My son has married a girl who flames like fire.'
'My son has married a very beautiful and bright girl.'

(c) dáágə mō màat' woman REL fire
Lit. 'A girl who is fire.'
'A very bright and beautiful/attractive girl.'
The girl implied in (403b&c), is also referred to as ñäàn mō kwä́r dət' 'a very red girl', which means a very brown and very beautiful girl. The color of the girl is therefore the passion. However, änibí 'burner' can be an attractive girl or boy despite the colour but the experiential base is a burning fire. Hence, (403a) has the cognitive metaphor ATTRACTING A PERSON IS BURNING HIM/HER; AN ATTRACTIVE PERSON IS A BURNER. Table 29 illustrates mappings for LOVE IS FIRE.
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Table 29: LOVE as FIRE based on Kövecses (1986)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: LOVE</th>
<th>SOURCE: FIRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>person in love/ attracted person</td>
<td>burning object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cause of love</td>
<td>cause of fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>existence of love</td>
<td>burning of fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love intensity</td>
<td>fire intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopping love</td>
<td>extinguishing fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a person affected by love</td>
<td>a person affected by fire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fire burns people causing pain. When people are burned by fire, they function abnormally. People who are attracted by love also do not function normally. When fire is lit, it may suddenly burst into flame lasting for a short time. This helps to understand infatuation. But real love is fire which burns for a long time. Fire may be caused by wind, person, safety match, twirling, war or firing etc. Similarly, love may be caused by dancing together, advice by someone, assisting each other, etc. Like fire, love has beginning, existence and end (Kövecses, 1986:2010).

7.15. LOVE as JOURNEY

According to Kövecses (1986:8), different journeys carried out for different purposes serve as source domain of love. There are two types of correspondences containing the relation between source and target domains. One is the ontological correspondences which exist between entities in the source domain and those in the target domain. These are the correspondences consisting of the frame, which is the basis of LOVE IS JOURNEY. The correspondence of stopping of journey to the stopping of love is an example of ontological correspondence. The other correspondence type is epistemic correspondence(s), which is (are) obtained between our knowledge of source domain and target domain. An example here is the concept of GOAL which appears in journey as we know that any journey has destination (Anudo and Kodak, 2016:78-79). For example, ṣẹnů, mèèr'love destination' implies the goal to marry each other, live together and have children or divorce. Below are the linguistic metaphors used to realize LOVE IS JOURNEY in Anywaa.

(404a)  ṣẹnů  t’sa å t -u  kī  tòˈr  -i
        journey  that  REL::DEFINE  travel  2SG  with  husband of  2SG
        èn  -o̊  ù  bá  píi  jà  ṣe̊nů  -ê
        be  DIS  2PL  NEG  reach in  end of  3SG
Lit.  'You will not the reach the destination of the journey of you and your husband.'
     'The love relation(marriage) between you and your husband is not favourable.'
In example (404a), ṣẹnů 'journey' metonymically stands for love. In a real life situation, a boyfriend or a girlfriend can go to the village where his/her lover lives. But in the initial stage of
love, a boy usually travels to the village where his girlfriend or the girl he has fallen in love with lives so that a girl believes that a boy truly loves her.

Example (404b) implies HAVING ONE LOVER IS TAKING THE SAME PATH; HAVING MORE LOVERS IS TAKING MORE ROADS; SEPARATION OF LOVERS IS TAKING DIFFERENT PATHS. Among the Anywaa, a divorced wife may marry another man in another village.

The love metaphor in (404c) is a compound; it has two primary metaphors which are LOVE IS LIVER and LOVE IS JOURNEY. More attention has been implied by liver of the man who loves Ariet very much. Thus, BECAUSE LIVER METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR THE LOVER MALE'S ATTENTION, IT WALKS AFTER ABANG. So, ATTENTION IS MOTION.

The speaker in (404d) is afraid and telling her/his fear and prediction to the mother or father of the son for there will be more dowries when the princess is married. If a boy follows a girl, it means the boy is in an initial stage of intimacy or talking to a girl about love relation but there may or there may not be evidences revealing that the girl has accepted the love. But if a girl follows a boy, the love relation has already started including sexual relation and the girl loves the boy more than the boy does to her. In such a situation, the girl is mostly dominated by the boy's decisions. Hence, unidirectionality. Yet the expression niinê ʒɔ̀ 'SLEEP IS DEATH ' can also be uttered as ʒɔ̀ niinê 'DEATH IS SLEEP', which can be realized in niir ʒɔ̀ 'death sleep'. Since both imply unconsciousness and not feeling pain, there is bidirectionality here.

The king's metaphor in (404e) presupposes that the boy who fell in love with the princess was warned before as there was love relation between them but did not consider the warning as
strong so that he started love with the princess again. The extension of the vowel e in kē...t 'again' as stronger emotion of warning than simply used with the basic word kēt 'again/forever'. Such a warning is given after a boy is severely beaten. In the love relation process, a boy usually goes near where his lover girl lives so that a girl is called for him to talk to her for love issues.

(f) ɲʊ̃̃m tʃáá -ʒ̪ kɔ́r -ɛ
Lit. 'Marriage walks after its relative.'
'Marriage follows its relative.'

The metaphor in (404f) has its real life actuality. When a woman is married, her relative may go to live with her where she was married, but after certain time, that girl may also be married there. They will live in the same village. However, a husband's relative does not marry a wife's relative.

When love relation and progress is good, it is said as to be walking smoothly and when love relation stops, it is understood as love's stopping walking. Consider examples (405a&b).

(405a) mɛɛr tʃááí ní pɔ́ŋ
Lit. 'Their love relation has stopped walking.'
'The love relation has stopped.'

The experience of the love relation in (405a) is based on dʒɔ̀ n mɔ́ pɔ́ŋ 'smooth road'. A BAD ROAD is also used as a source of love quality. For example, dʒɔ̀ríaátaf 'Your road is bad' implies that the girl's/boy's romantic friend has bad behaviour or there is bad relation between the families of the two lovers or the boy is poor. Hence, bad love leading to bad marriage.

(b) mɛɛr mår ɟ a -tʃʊŋjɔ́
Lit. 'Their love relation has stopped walking.'
'Their love relation has stopped.'

Example (405b), which implies separation of lovers, is based on the stopping of a moving entity like a person. Among the Anywaa, when love relationship stops, both lovers and their relatives do not visit each other except for rare cases like mourning and visiting children.

**GRADUAL DEVELOPMENT OF LOVE**

In Anywaa, the gradual development and starting of love is based on small or narrow road, whose experience may come from narrowly opened eye. In Anywaa, the center of road (path) is called wâŋ dʒɔ̀ 'eye of road'. Hence, intensity of love is size of road. Consider the following example in (405c).

(c) mɛɛr ɟ a -tʃáá -ɛ kĩ dʒɔ̀ mɔ́ wı̋...t
Lit. 'He started love in an extremely narrow road.'
'He started the love relation very gradually.'
Example (405c) implies that the man started talking to the girl in simple or joking way, but later this led to romantic love relation. The low degree of love relation has been emphasized by the vowel extension in wi...t 'narro...w' and the falling tone. Hence, GRADUAL STARTING/DEVELOPMENT OF LOVE IS A VERY NARROW ROAD; DEGREE OF LOVE IS SIZE OF ROAD.

Kövecses (2010:122) puts as “When we map detailed additional and special knowledge of source domain elements onto target to interpret and understand conceptual metaphor clearly, this is called metaphorical entailments.” This implies that metaphorical entailment is a detailed inference used in metaphor. So, based on (405c), we can make an experiential analogy that when we start clearing road, its center is small: similarly, in an initial stage, the confidence of speaking to each other and the intensity of love is low.

According to Anudo and Kodak (2017:171) love can be metaphorized as different modes of transportation like canoe, car, train and ship. The Anywaa examples of love understood in terms of JOURNEY takes CANOE as a cultural mode of transport. Below is table 30 providing the details of the mapping for LOVE IS JOURNEY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET: LOVE</th>
<th>SOURCE: JOURNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the lovers</td>
<td>the travellers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love relation</td>
<td>vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love events</td>
<td>journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the progress made</td>
<td>distance covered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difficulties experienced</td>
<td>obstacles of journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choices about what to do</td>
<td>decision about direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goals of the relationship</td>
<td>destination of journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love life style</td>
<td>path (direction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stages of love process</td>
<td>stages of journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love intensity</td>
<td>size of road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality of love</td>
<td>quality of the road/journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopping love relation</td>
<td>stopping vehicle from moving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 30: Showing Mappings for Love IS JOURNEY (Kövecses, 2010: 9 and Abdullah, 2016:109)

By extending LOVE IS JOURNEY to LOVE IS MOTION EVENT, love can be used as PATH, FIGURE, GROUND or SOURCE. This forms an ontological metaphor of love. Since changes are motions and love is emotion, it falls under event structure metaphor classification (See also Anudo and Kodak, 2017 and 2010). Consider the following examples.
In (406a) LOVE IS PATH and the reason for which delicious food is used is to show the good progress of love and its intensity. In Anywaa, a very smooth road is also said to be dʒoː ŋò mò mèt 'A delicious road'. Hence, GOOD IS TASTY. The meaning here is that the love relation spent by the lovers was good in the past. Example (406a) generally underlies EXPERIENCING LOVE IS PASSING THROUGH CERTAIN PATH.

In (406b) LOVE IS FIGURE coming from liver; this is a very real love as opposed to one which comes from stomach/mouth. If a boy tells a girl for the first time that his love comes from his liver, he tastes a piece of soil or dust with the meaning that if he lies, he will die. Hence, example (406b) makes liver the SOURCE for love as FIGURE. Females are usually easily convinced with the metaphor (406b) as the Anywaa do not have lie in their livers.

In (406c) the inner part of love being its STOMACH, which implies love state, is SOURCE of motion as experiencing love. The implied meaning is that the lovers experienced good love with high intensity in the past time. So, STOPPING LOVE IS COMING OUT OF LOCATION.

In (406d), the tense is present as the ventive verb riŋ 'run toward' implies. The current experience of love is faster and stronger due to beauty or attraction of the person seen. With help of itive and ventive motion verbs to express reestablishing love after divorce, love can be understood based on ITIVE AND VENTIVE MOTION CARRIED OUT BY LOVE, THE FIGURE. Consider examples (407a&b).
Example (407a) implies that the husband and wife separated but the husband started loving the woman again. The itive verb dòò 'return way', implies that the man loved the woman again in the past and the speaker is now away from this man, who has started love with the woman again. Thus, the speaker may use words like jààwàlà reefs 'yesterday' or kààñtì 'that time.'

(b) mèèr màr tfì -è  á -diùù tfwìñ -è
love of wife of 3SG PST return:VENT liver of 3SG
Lit. 'The love of his wife (has) returned to his liver.'
'He has fallen in love with his wife again.'

Example (407b) implies that the man and his wife separated for a long time but the man has now started to love the woman to marry her again. The ventive verb dùù 'return to' implies that the man has recently restarted the love with the woman and this man and the speaker are in the same place. Thus, NEAR (PRESENT) IS VENTIVE; FAR (PAST) IS ITIVE.

Different sources mostly reveal different aspects of concepts. For example, NUTRIENT and JOURNEY metaphors capture different aspects of the concept LOVE. The main issue that the nutrient metaphor addresses is NEED, while the journey metaphor elaborates the aspects of PROGRESS, DIFFICULTY and GOAL. Therefore, different metaphors emphasize different aspects of a concept but an overlap between the aspects highlighted by different metaphors are also sometimes possible (Kövecses, 2010).

**7.16 LOVE as SUPERNATURAL BEING**

People worship different gods. This experience is used for understanding love and respect between people. The special significance of deity lies in the fact that it evokes emotion concepts associated with love. These concepts include RESPECT, ADIMIRATION, DEVOTION, SACRIFICE and ENTHUSIASM. There is natural link between PRAISE OF GOD and RESPECT, ADIMIRATION, WORSHIP and DEVOTION which all presuppose enthusiasm. If I admire you, I adore and I am devoted to you (Kövecses, 1986). Consider examples (408a-e).

(408a) mìò dʒòòk ná wàŋ gwiènò
mother God as say chicken
Lit. 'Mother is God, as the chicken said.'
'Mother's love is like God.'

Among the Anywaa, mother's love is conceptualized in terms of God's love of people and other creatures. Mothers love children more than fathers do. During famine, danger and diseases, mothers care for children. During famine, adults may sometimes not eat but very small food can be prepared for children. During war, children are put in the house but mother may be sitting in front of a door thinking that children should survive but she must die. Also mothers sleep on
their children so that danger will not reach them. The personification metaphor in (408a) clearly, comes from chicken. When it rains and becomes cold, chickens run under the wings of their hen (mother) and are protected but those who do not have mothers suffer from cold and cry. During this time their cry is interpreted by the Anywaa as míió dʒóok!, míió dʒóok! "Mother is God!; Mother's (love) is God!" Children whose mothers are not alive usually suffer from lack of mother's care and protection.

(b) mêr a -timò ná dʒóok dëet -qè
love PST become CON God bodies of 3PL
Lit. 'Love has become god/GOD in their body.'
Their love is very strong and very respected by them.'

The love metaphor in (408b) is based on much respect between the lovers. Supernatural beings are respected by providing them with charms of beads, goats, bulls and chicken. Gods are also provided with the bloods charms so that they drink them.

(c) dòônica jiin -à- -dánnò à dì -i lámò dòtf
if 2SG be humanbeing 1SG AUX 2SG worship DEG
Lit. 'If you were a real human being, you would have really worshipped me very well.'
The implied meaning in (408c) is that the speaker loved and did a lot of good things for the addressee but the addressee still does not like him or her and ignores the benefits. The metaphor is motivated by both experience and context. Thus, both the addresser and addressee have understood each other. This supports what Sinha (1999), regarding meaning and context in cognitive linguistics mentions as “Meaning is a mapping between a linguistically conceptualized situation, and conceptually motivated expression, making the hearer understand it, in the context of what the message is about, i.e the meaning intended by the speaker.”

(d) nààr -è èè tìò káámàr ñf dʒóok
daughter of 3SG PERF treat like child of God
'She loves her daughter like godchild.'

Twins, who are also called ní dʒóök 'God's children' are very loved and cared by fulfilling their needs and charms. Thus, special love is given to them like god's children.

(e) dëèr -è èè tìò ná gòógò
body of 3SG PERF make as Googo
Lit. 'He has made himself Googo.'
'He loves himself very much.'

The love metaphorized in (408e) is vanity. Googo god can be found in Pohol village and Othwonh village, which is along Owach river. This god requires the charms of white and other beads with varied colours. This god dislikes direct language; for example, the ordinary word bèèr 'mosquitoes' is lwàŋji 'flies' for it when people are in its forest called lùr gòógò 'forest of Googo'.
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The god also does not allow carrying heavy thing on head but on shoulders. If offended like using direct language, gòògò brings long lasting rain or it sends a swarm of bees to sting a person or people.

The examples in (408a-e) are frequently used to portray lovers to show that their feeling of love are strong that in many cases they cannot feel the wrong doings of their lovers. Furthermore, in such love case there is only one beloved who is the locus of the devotion of the lover. The source domain of of LOVE IS DEITY/SUPERNATURAL is very common in daily life and easily understood. It is more concrete than love due to worshipping, songs, charms, physical forms and materials (Anudo and Kodak, 2017).

7.17 LOVE as SOCIAL SUPERIORITY

According to Kövecses (2004), metaphor with source domain of social superiority makes the self irrational (though rational before the struggle) and the self has come under the control of emotion or emotion object. “The idea of the metaphor here does not refer to a temporary state or action experienced by a person. Instead, the metaphor makes love a superior being who controls the behaviour of a person so that he/she is led by emotion but not reason (Rajeg, 2016:76) and Kövecses (2000:71).” The conceptual metaphor LOVE IS SOCIAL SUPERIORITY coincides with the cultural belief among the Anywaa that LOVE/MARRIAGE IS POLITICS, WHOSE POWER IS IN THE HAND OF A HUSBAND. For detail, the following examples have been provided to illustrate LOVE IS SOCIAL SUPERIORITY.

(409a) dîtjôò diim ká mèèr
male colonize with love
'Man is colonized with love.'

Example (409a) implies that the speaker is a female. In fact, this metaphor is a part of women's proverb used to advise wives to control, attract and cheat husbands romantically. If a woman loves a husband very much, he becomes very friendly and easy to order him. But women cannot use their physical forces to dominate husbands as they are mostly physically weak.

(b) òťfjâlā ã -dáá bìlať këènnò
Ochala PST migrate:ITV on hearth
'Ochala migrated away to live near hearth.'

METONYMICALLY, HEARTH STANDS FOR A WOMAN. Males are expected to stay in firepalce and discuss issues like marriage issues, war plan and interpretation of ominous signs or augury, which are hidden from females. They also stay there to eat in group. If a male spends most of his times with his wife near hearth, he is said to have become a woman as a result of the
wife's domination of him through love. Hence, stronger love makes a person inferior due to much respect he/she gives to the other's love request. A wife is also not allowed to stay in the fireplace unless she is there for a while by providing food to men or for a brief case.

(c) ṏoméd ọ ɲ̣ɔ̣n ꙿeɛ ꙿiɲ Omod PERF step on love DEF down
Lit. 'The love has stepped on Omod.'
'Omod has been controlled/colonized by love.'
The meaning implied in (409c) is that Omod's wife controlled him with indirect use of love. Hence, most of resources of Omod are provided to her and her relatives. The speaker in (409c) is mostly interpreted to be Omod's relative complaining for not having benefit from Omod. Such a husband can be insulted by wife but does not react.

(d) ƙ̄w̄ɔ̄át ɲ̣i ƙ̄aɲ tʃatt -ɔ kɔɔr ọmɛɛr lazy and passive daughter of fallow follow:FQ FOC after lover
'The controlled lover is following her lover.'
Literally, ƙ̄w̄ɔ̄át is a white object/maize and n̄t̄w̄ɔ̄át is to become white or ashy. Because passive people are lazy as they do not clean their body well and smear them with cultural oil, they are ashy. Thus, people who are controlled are lazy and ashy they do not react. That is why they are also called ābūur (PL. ābūurri). The kind of love in (409d) is called ṃẹẹ j ɲ̣ẹẹw rɔk 'love of selling oneself'. The word ɲ̣i ƙ̄aɲ 'daughter of fallow' suggests that the dominated female is native to village which has fallow. In such a love relation, one lover becomes subordinate and loves the partner by benefiting him/her while he/she is not clearly loved and benefited. Regarding the romantic love relation between a boy and a girl, in certain instances, a boy may feel inferior to attract a girl during the first stage of love process, but a girl can still determine to refuse despite a boy's making himself inferior to her.

Love as social superiority can also be seen in the use of love in the idealized cognitive models of CHIEFDOM and NOBILITY of Anywaa as follows in (410a&b):

(410a) tʃūr -e ẹ tiĭ ƙ̄ăṃ̣ṃ̣r ꙿa ꙿi ɫ̄ièd husband of 3SG PERF treat like son of Ariet
Lit. 'She is treating her husband like Ariet's son.'
'She treats her husband like Comarade Mengistu Haile Mariam.'
(b) ɲ̣ūṃ ꙿa ꙿar -g̣̣ ẹ ꙿi ꙿar dɔrtf ꙿăṃ̣ṃ̣r ꙿo dĭḳ̣ăṇ marriage of 3PL PERF 3PL respect DEG like son of Dikaang
'They are highly respecting their love like son of Dikaang.'

The Anywaa examples in (409a-d) & (410a&b) imply that one person comes under the control of one lover or love takes control over the other. The two examples in (410a&b) remind us of political system of Anywaa. In example (410a), the husband is loved and highly respected like
Comrade Mengistu\textsuperscript{109} Hailemariam. As social government, when the regime of Comrade Mengistu came in 1974, many things were changed among the Anywaa. Examples include sharing the lands previously occupied by kings, avoiding inter-village wars and using money as dowry instead of beads, spears and cattle. The Anywaa community is socialist. So, when Comrade Mengistu became the president in (1974/1975), he was given an Anywaa mother name Ariet and called miŋiıtʃũ wá āriěd 'Mengistu, the son of Ariet'. This was because Ariet is the firstborn mother and Mengistu was considered to be the first socialist president, whose political system coincides with the sociocultural practices of the Anywaa in which things are shared resulting in higher respect for him. When the EPRDF came with the late Prime Minister Meles Zenawi, he was given mother Ajulu and called mältʃò wá ādʒũlũ 'Meles, the son of Ajulu' as he is the second leader to the Anywaa due to introducing democracy, which the Anywaa call ákúóm pwaak 'government of sharing'.

In example (410b) on the other hand, love or marriage\textsuperscript{110} is conceptualized as king Agada, who ruled Adongo after his father ākwāj wō tʃāam 'Akway Cham'. The reason why he is called with his mother's name Dikang is that kings have no ancestral father or ancestors as their ancestor Ochudho went back to the river. They are cared by their maternal uncles. Kings are very respected and loved as they were sent by God to rule the people. When he makes a mistake to a wife's relative, it is the ground in the palace that is beaten by the king's maternal uncle but the king is not beaten. While a commoner is addressed by his name, her name or pronouns like pé 'You, MASC and já you, 'FEM', a king is addressed as tʃiběér 'good person'. Further, kings have their honorific words. For example, the ordinary word for house is ʃtɔ but that of a king is ōwẹnọ, the ordinary word for eyes is ŋɛŋ (SG, wāŋ) but a king's eyes are called pɔəl (Lit. clouds). While the ordinary word for spoon is āpāl, that for a king is tʃoō (Lit.bone).

Very respected husbands are treated with social superiority. A husband 's porridge is put in a big decorated gourd and the stew is put in decorated pot. Both pot and gourd may be smeared with

\textsuperscript{109}Personal names of Anywaa like dáŋ 'Derg' Miŋiıtʃũ 'Mengistu, gwáád 'comarade', tʃọọtiʃāl 'social, máábũ 'association' 'bijött' 'revolution' and tʃikidām 'Let her move first' indicate that the names were borrowed from the Amharic vocabularies used during the Derg era. In different situations, people create metaphors, for example in churches, the Anywaa conceptualize God's love as First-born children like ōmɛd, őriěd or āriět, because God's love is the first to be given due attention for life as we care more for a first-born child.

\textsuperscript{110} People who have marriage relation fear and respect each other highly in many aspects. For example, they do not eat or drink together for debates may arise. Also, they do not bathe in the same harbour as it is shame to see a marriage kin's genitals. The word pɛ́ŋjá 'king' has its historical meaning that man, used to refer to őtʃũuŋọ, the king's father, who stole away back to the river after conceiving kɔ̃rri, chief tʃwálaʃjí's daughter.
butter. When providing food to a husband, a wife kneels down and puts down the food near him but does not say tfam ènògò 'Here is the food', because telling him that the food is near him seems an insult. Also, respected husbands are addressed as wàà òmòti 'the Omód's father'. Bull names are also used to respect husbands. For example, if the husband's bull has the colour similar to that of crocodile he is addressed as ñààŋ 'crocodile' or ñàìèñèèjò 'that which is dying of laughing' as the crocodile widely opens its mouth while warming itself with the sun in sand. In fact, a wife is also respected as mìi òdzúlú Ojulu's mother or based on father's bull name. Example, if the wife's father has the bull name whose colour is similar to ibis, she is addressed with honour as ñò-òkùòm, which literally means DAUGHTER OF IBIS. This in turn makes a husband respected in a mother's father bull name as wò ñìkwàf 'son of a leopard daughter' used to address and respect a husband whose mother's father has a bull name whose colour is similar to that of kwàf 'leopard'.

The experience of political domination can also be found in love is SOCIAL SUPERIORITY caused by forced marriage. In such a love relation, a wife is controlled and lives oppressed doing things devoid of his/her interest. In the following poetic or unconventional metaphor song in (411a-f), LOVE IS SLAVERY.

(411a) mèɛr ɗà láŋ òɔ̀
love be slavery INTER
Alas! love is slavery.'

(b) wàán -ù- -ŋèɛt -á nìdìì?
1PL:EXCL FUT laugh 1PL:EXCL how
'How are we going to laugh?'

(c) tièŋ tì -á gèñèèt dìàŋò wàlåò kò òmèɛj -è
peers of 1SG all person converse OBL lover of 3SG
'All of my peers converse with their peer lovers.'

(d) wà -ŋèɛt -ì kàf dìàål mò ji -è
1PL:EXCL laugh HAB with old man REL stomach of 3SG
kùù -á jìò
not know 1SG INTER
'But I am laughing with an old man, whom I don't know his stomach.'

(e) tìì -ì kàf kùùlè kèell -á tàarijá kìf jì
do 2SG OBL small jobs even FOC five cents within in
dwàlì jìì
moon
'Even if you earn five cents in a month, do small jobs.'

(f) ààn -ò -ŋàlànò kìpèr -ì tìjòk -á
1SG FUT believe for 2SG sibling of 1SG
'I do believe you, my brother.'

As can be understood from the first line (411a) of the poem, the slave is Akeek Gilo who was married to her peer Wiith before. Because she knew her peer Wiith, the marriage was based on her will. However, because the young husband was poor, she was forced to be married by a rich
old man by being taken to him although she was not interested in the marriage. The reason for which Akeek conceptualized love with the old man as SLAVERY was due to her suffering like a slave. Because the old man doubted that she might be married by a young man or she might return to her young husband Wiith, whenever she stays outside by playing with other girls, the old man forces Akeek to go to bed very early. In addition, when she wants to go to another village to attend weeding ceremony or to visit her relatives, Akeek is prevented, beaten with a butt of gun. Sometimes a gun may be fired above her as death warning.

The use of SLAVERY as source domain of love created by Akeek in a new and original way implies that she used extension technique of creating her original unconventional metaphor LOVE IS SLAVERY, which is newer and rarer than LOVE IS SOCIAL SUPERIORITY. The source of love as slavery has been directly used by Akeek to portray herself as a slave in the love relation between her and the old man. (See Kövecses, 2010:49). In lines of (411b&d) of the poem, one reason why Akeek mentions the difficulty of laughing is that old men do not have clean teeth. One of the elements which beautify and intensify the love of young lovers is laughing with clean teeth leading to attracting a partner.

Furthermore, old people do not wear clean clothes and this brings bad smell. They also smoke water pipe and Anywaa cigarette called kútükút making their body smell like tobacco, which is unfavourable to a (young) girl. In (411d), Akeek mentions as wà ṇètì kī ḍjàål mō jiè kùùà 'I'm laughing with an old man, whose stomach I do not know' to imply that she did not know his actual love and overall attitude of the old man as they did not grow up in the same village nor did they know each other in public dance place with drum. Therefore, contextually to know the stomach of the old man means to know how much the old man loved Akeek although the general use refers to knowing one's attitude for someone. In fact, lovers who started their love at youth age love at each other without doubt as they had adequate times to know each other and evaluate themselves. As a young husband, Wiith did small jobs like fishing, farming and other small jobs so that he accumulated money and returned the dowry of the old man so that they remarried.

The small earnings by Wiith have been metaphorically emphasized by Akeek as tààripà'five cents', which she mentioned in line (411e) by advising her young ex-husband to do small jobs to accumulate money to return the old man's dowry so that their former marriage will be reestablished.
As young husband, Akeek trusted Wiith a lot and that is why she calls him tfökà 'my brother' as mentioned in line (411f) to conceptualize Wiith as her faithful husband. The Anywaa word tfóóqò generally means sibling in English. With the favourable life and freedom she obtained, Akeek had three children with her actual husband Wiith. In general, it can be deduced from Akeek's song that the concept of slavery is also used by ordinary people in a different way from this poem about her forced marriage. Therefore, to Akeek, the old man was not her true lover. According to Kövecses (2009:185-186), POETIC CREATIVITY IS A NEW WAY OF SEEING. The idea that the general physical, biological, mental, emotional, etc situation of a poet can influence the way a poet writes or sings a poem is well known and is usually considered while appreciating poetry (see also Steen, 2010 & 2011).

7.18 LOVE as FORCE

The concept of love as force initiates struggle between opponents. The idea and image of natural forces like wind, storm and flood are present here. If we are dragged away by a big wave, there is nothing much we can do about it since the wave is very forceful with great impact on the object. This is what NATURAL FORCE metaphor mainly highlights. Kövecses (2000, 2002) and Rajeg (2016). Based on Kövecses (2004), love understood based on force has the following two major conceptual metaphors: THE PERSON AFFECTED BY LOVE IS THE PERSON AFFECTED BY FORCE AND THE EFFECT OF LOVE IS THE PHYSICAL EFFECT OF FORCE. According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980:49) cited in Rajeg (2016:75), electromagnetic and gravitational forces are regarded as physical forces metaphorically applied to understand LOVE. Kövecses (2000:37) also proposes other forms of love force based on physical forces like heat, the attraction of bodies, abrupt physical contact between bodies and the like. The major emotional aspect expected to be of PHYSICAL FORCE metaphor is PASSIVITY. To understand LOVE IS FORCE clearly, the linguistic metaphors of Anywaa have been given in (412a)-(416b).

(412a) mêr ārīèd ā -kɔ̀ɔl di nùlä̀r
love Aried PST blow:ITV center of Nuer
'Love blew away Aried to the center of Nuerland.'

In example (412a), the implied meaning is that Aried was married to a Nuer man and taken away to the center of countryside in Nuerland, where almost no Anywaa lived in. The itive verb kɔ̀ɔl 'blow away' implies that the speaker was not in Nuer area where Aried was taken by her Nuer husband. The word di 'center of' also implies that the very traditional Nuer life was where Aried
was in and it is difficult to find an Anywaa there. Briefly, in example (412a) LOVE IS WIND FORCE as it is clued by the itive verb kòöl 'blow away'.

(b) tár èç bá màg jí bút dʒò màk
Lit. 'His/Her butt is not gravitationally attractered by the soil near other people.'

The example (412b) metaphorizes love as GRAVITATIONAL FORCE in soil, which attracts a person's butt due to love. The experience comes from sitting near a lover for long time but sitting near other people for little time as a girl usually likes being together with her husband.

Sometimes source domain of MAGNET is used and clued by the verb gàm 'to magnetize' which metaphorically signifies TO BE ROMANTICALLY ATTRACTED. So, love is a MAGNETIC FORCE. Although the verb màk can be used to mean magnetize, it has generic sense as it can mean stop, hold, receive, trap and catch something like a ball, tree, animal and person. In the love process among the Anywaa, tûtud 'pull' to mean to attract usually happened to males, i.e a male is pulled (attracted) by a female. Hence, LOVE IS A STRONGER ATTRACTIVE FORCE, TO BE ATTRACTED BY LOVE IS TO BE PULLED BY LOVER(GIRL), THE PERSON WHO IS ATTRACTED IS THE ONE WHO IS PULLED AND THE PERSON WHO ATTRACTIONS THE OTHER IS THE PULLER.

(c) mèèr ààn à pesè báŋ kùù
Lit. 'Love made me blind and led me to the thief.'

Example (412c) implies that the speaker female might/might not have known that the man was a thief but love and advantages like money forced her to be married by him. The very good clue here is pesè 'lead a blind' whose stem is {pè-} 'lead a blind'. So, example (412c) has physical human force of a non-blind person leading a blind. The example in (412c) has two primary metaphors: LOVE BLINDS PEOPLE and LOVE LEADS A BLIND.

(d) ààn à pà tʃèr dîtʃò màm ràáʃ
Lit. 'I fell in the hand of bad husband.’

The speaker woman in (412d) who is leading bad life with her bad husband. The experience is based on an object thrown away and falls in a bad place or a person's hand. The use of TACTILE EXPERIENCE to understand LOVE in Anywaa can be illustrated in (413a&b) as follows:

(413a) ààn -à -màk mèèr -i ká àtʃálà dɔʃ
Lit. 'Love strongly caught me with Achala.'
In (413a), the word màk 'catch' evokes physical force of human being, who catches things with his/her stronger hands as clued by the degree word dâlj 'very' evoking bà lòŋ wëlj 'I cannot leave her'. Therefore, in (413a) love is mainly conceptualized as physical force of a person touching and catching things. Thus, the self or the speaker in (413) has become irrational and weak as he is caught by love, whose force is physically based on catching (see also Kövecses, 2000) and Rajeg (2016). Based on the force in (413a), we can infer that the speaker in (413a) is a male who loves Achala very much or he will ask her for starting love issue with Achala.

(b) tʃwɪn -ɨ 2SG PST touch love DEF
Lit. 'Your liver has been touched by love.'
'You have strongly fallen in love (with the girl).'

In example (413b), the addressee clearly knows that the addressee is strongly attracted by the other partner like a girl and therefore loves her very much. So, it is difficult for the addressee to leave the girl or partner while they have started the relation. In such a context, a boy will ask the girl if love is in an initial stage. The metaphor experience in (413b) is based on the physical force of TOUCHING THINGS WITH HANDS. If an object is strongly touched, it may move or fall down. Generally, in Anywaa gût tʃwɪn 'touching liver' can metaphorically mean intensifying anger, offending or arousing an interest. Like in other communities, the Anywaa think that the strongest love force is GOD'S FORCE as can be illustrated in (414) below:

(414) mëɛj əriɛd kí tʃóɔr -ɛ tekq -ɛ dyɔòk
love of Ariet and husband of 3SG force 3SG God
Lit. 'The strength of the love between Ariet and her husband is God.'
'There is a very strong love relation between Ariet and her husband.'

In a strong love relation like that in (414), lovers respect each other very well and are very polite to each other. Further, in such love relation, what is needed by a partner is fulfilled soon as we immediately fulfill any request by God/god. Generally, the love relation in example in (414) cannot be stopped as the God's power cannot be reduced. So, in example (414) LOVE IS GOD'S FORCE, which is the strongest force.

According to Johnson (1987) physical appearance also contributes to sexual attraction and sexual acts. The relation between physical appearance and sexual attraction involves the projections of physical objects onto our experience of sexual motivation, activity and causal interaction. Therefore, a girl's butt, eyes, legs and piercing breasts strongly attract a boy leading to his raping her. Hence, PHYSICAL APPEARANCE IS A PHYSICAL FORCE.
In some cases, a woman may not know that she is attracting her male lover but in other cases, a woman knows that she is looking really good and she will use that beauty and flaunt it by creating good vibe. A woman therefore uses her appearance as physical force to exert on him. Hence, based on folk and scientific models, the following conceptual metaphors are worth forming: SEXUAL EMOTION NATURALLY RESULTS IN SEXUAL ACTIVITY, SEXUAL EMOTION IS A NATURAL RESPONSE TO BEING ACTED UP ON BY PHYSICAL FORCE, SEXUAL ATTRACTION AND SEXUAL EMOTION RESULT IN IMMORAL ACTIVITIES LIKE RAPING OR FORCED KISSING (See also Johnson, 1987: 8-12).

In Anywaa, the conceptual metaphors LOVE IS ELECTRIC FORCE and LOVE IS AN EYE’S FORCE can be linguistically illustrated in (415a&b).

(415a) tʃwēñ -ā á -dīŋ mērr -i
liver of 1SG PST electrify love DEF
Lit. ‘The love electrified my liver.’
‘Love has made me passive.’

In example (415a), love is an electric force making the speaker loving the partner very much by electrifying the liver. The very obvious frame is ādiŋŋā ‘the electric fish ‘which electrifies people when it is touched after it has been caught with hook or fishing net. The word diŋ ‘electrify’ in relation to electric fish gives a good clue to predominant cultural practice. However, to an Anywaa in urban area, ELECTRICITY serves as an experiential basis for the metaphor in (415a) although it is a recent cultural practice among the Anywaa. The implied meaning in (415a) is that the speaker was aggressive before but became polite or happy and passive due to his/her high love for his/her partner.

(b) ārièd ā -māk wāŋ -ā
Ariet PST catch eye of 1SG
Lit. ‘Ariet has been caught by my eye.’
‘I have been attracted by Ariet.’

The type of love force illustrated in (415b) is VISUAL FORCE. The metaphor implies that the speaker man has seen Ariet and he was attracted by her. Thus, Ariet has become fit to speaker's eye as he is usually looking at her. Although the physical force can have implicit human attributes in the aforementioned love metaphors as physical force, the very remarkable love as force is found in metaphors in which love has human attributes which are peculiar to Anywaa community. In doing so, love is given clan, ancestral bull or geographical reference. To elucidate such metaphorization in Anywaa, consider the following linguistic metaphors in (416a&b).
In (416a), love is personified for its physical force in making a male lover wander from village to village by following his girlfriend. At night, girls converse in a group in one home so that when a girl is called by her boyfriend, it is difficult to go to him in the presence of her peers as this may be known by the other girls. So, until she comes out and meets her, a boy wanders by coming and going back. The praising or honorification of love in (416a) is uttered by tracing a male's relationship to a grandfather. The literal meaning of páakk is to sharpen something. This type of love honorification is used to give supplementary identity through the sides of mother and father. Hence, boys obtain their páakk 'love praiseings' from their mothers clan ancestor and girls obtain their honorific titles from their fathers clan ancestor. This is important for boys to remember their mothers and maternal uncles who may have contribution in one's existence. Mothers and fathers are remembered through kinship ties.

When girls are married, they are taken away to the husband's village. So, they should remember their fathers or male relatives through the honorification of páakk. Therefore, a boy whose

---

111During traditional dancing with drum, before dancing in pairs, girls and boys ask pāqq á nǒ̀ni 'What is your ancestral honorific title?' This used so that relatives will not marry each other because people with similar honorific titles based on clan are not allowed to marry each other. This is now adays declining though. The Anywaa also use geographical or ecological reference of one's mother's village or place of origin. This reference is locally called tēŋ. This referencing is used for respect or honour by clarifying a clan's faction by elucidating the degree of relatedness between a man and girls of mother's clan. Such a praising is also used to physically situate the sphere of one's mother's existence by emphasizing one's own sphere of existence and increasing spiritual intensity of a person's life. Thus, it gives physical and psychological power to the loved person honored and praised. Examples include wēɲđádó 'A boy whose mother's village has dǎddo 'clay'. On the other hand, wēɲđáā is a boy whose mother's native village has more suassage trees (djàǎe). Similarly, wēɲkút is a boy whose mother's village has kút 'deep part of a river'. Wēɲkóóllá is a reference to a boy whose mother is native to Itang Bura, which owns lake Akolla. Wēɲdóló is a reference to a boy whose mother is native of Adongo village but the boy is native to his father's native village. Such a boy is a known as wō nákò 'son of a native girl'. The Anywaa word wē has its English equivalent son of and pì means daughter of, which is followed by the physical environment. Its formal form is wō pì dʒɔ[son of duagh[ter, girl of people of certain village or place]. See also Perner (2003). Boys who are easily ordered by old men to do something for them are loved and advantaged in a special way due to their services to old people. So, by using high or rising tone as kwátfjār/kwátfjār, ōòi mì 'The boy, whose mother is Ajulu. Let you come!', the boy is called with high love and awarded with very delicious meat, sweet maize, fish (stew), head of cane rat or honey. The deletion of wē 'son of' or pì 'daughter of' before the geographical reference or clan does make the geographical/environmental reference very concrete and increases one's love and pride for an environment. This deletion makes PEOPLE GEOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES OR LAND FEATURES. For example, ārīèd pì dɔddɔ
mother's clan ancestor is tʃwà̆j 'creator'. The Anywaa clan called dʒɔ wàt tɔŋ is the lineage which did not receive the insignia for coronation as they were discriminated to be uncrowned due losing their ancestral maternal uncle ŋịnịr. The literal meaning of tɔŋ is egg but in the context of (416a), it means a person who is a member of king lineage and can be crowned as his father was a king. Sometimes, it is said that members of this lineage mostly give birth to females, who are not crowned as kings among the Anywaa. Hence, in (416a), love has been given this lineage and respected based on it. Although the lineage had its original homeland in Adongo, today, the members are found in Pocama, Ajwara, Pokedi, Pinyman and Inywany. The members of this clan are honorified as as ḋọọkwàŋ, ọtʃọọk or wàrákwàŋ tɔŋ and greeted as ŋikéɛ or wẹndwọi or ɲidwọi. The Anywaa word kwàŋ has its English equivalent selection or picking up (See Also Evans-Pritchard, 1940: 30 and Perner, 2003:263).

The praising in (416b) is called dʒàałə/làáɛ, which is obtained from the side of grandfather or mother. Based on (416b) kwàtʃáär is a boy whose mother's name is Ajulu or whose grandfather's bull is ọtʃáär 'white bull'. So, in (416b) love has been personified based on the grandfather's white bull name or having a mother with the name Ajulu. Hence, love has become a son of a father whose father bull is white. The word kwá formally means kàr 'place of', because a boy replaces his father.

### 7.19 Summary of Love Metaphors

In this part of the study, metaphors of love in Anywaa have been analyzed and interpreted. In Anywaa love is conceptualized based on many source domains like FISHING, HUNTING, COLLECTION OF WILD FRUITS, UNITY, INSANITY, DRUM DANCE, FORCE, FOOD and FIRE. For example, the linguistic metaphor mèɛjì àànà tùedu 'Your love pulled me to you' to imply being attracted romantically, underlies LOVE IS FORCE. Furthermore, the Anywaa understand love in terms of body parts like LIVER, EYE AND HEART, which is connected with spiritual messages released by omen birds. The use of heart and Omen birds as source domain of love implies the Anywaa's belief that love is God given and it is always assisted by it. The

'Aried, the daughter clay' is also uttered as ārìɛd dòdò 'Aried who is a clay'. Both utterences mean Aried's native village, which is originally owned by her father, has clay. Similarly, òbàŋ wéŋkùt 'Obang son the mother whose village has a very deep part of the river' is also uttered as òbàŋ kùtì 'Obang who is a deep river' is used to praise Obang whose mother's village has a deep river. Also, ạkwáj tʃwa 'Akway who is a tamarind tree' is used to praise Akway whose mother's village has more tamarind trees/big tamarind. This makes Akway very pleased with the trees in his mother's village as the trees are his identities.
Anywaa usually interface love with happiness, because like happiness, love is a positive feeling towards something or someone. Among the Anywaa, in the process of romantic love, active role is played by males. Phonologically, while males' active role in love is marked by breathy vowel, females' passive role is marked by plain vowel.
Chapter Eight

8.1 Metaphorical Conceptualization of JEALOUSY (ENVY) in Anywaa

Like in English, in Anywaa the concept of JEALOUSY is synonymous with ENVY. It is named as wàrò 'greed', guók 'dogness' or kèñ (kèëtj) 'feeling bitter', derived from kèëtj 'bitter'. Hence, jealousy and envy are not separate emotions in Anywaa. Envy and jealousy have been claimed to be the least studied and are prototypical concepts in the secondary or social category of emotion. The concept of jealousy needs both social and biological understanding. In social constructivism, adult human emotions like envy depend on social concepts and culture is understood to be the regulator of emotional expression based on others' thoughts and feelings. Naturalism on the other hand, sees emotions like jealousy as natural processes free from social norms and conscious semantic analysis. Thus, naturalism focuses on biological factors influence and primary emotions like jealousy, which are possessed by all species (Ratner, 1989:211).

The general behaviour of jealous people includes prolonged looking and pàr 'wish'. In Anywaa, jealousy or envy interacts with anger, fear, greed and love (strong desire). The linguistic metaphors have been provided from (417a)–(417e) to support the mixture of jealousy and other emotions in Anywaa.

(417a) n-á-wiŋ ɠò n-品格 ò kàt ñd ët dàññà ò ò
when PST hear it that stew of electric fish PERF
-ʧ̀mò bùùt -ë jì ò -ë dòù tʃòòt
eat absent 3SG stomach of 3SG PROSP:PST burst

'His stomach was about to explode when he heard that the stew of electric fish was eaten while he was away.'

'He became very angry and very jealous when he heard that the stew of electric fish was eaten while he was away.'

The example in (417a) illustrates the mixture of jealousy and anger. The word tʃòòt 'burst' is the contextual evidence as people metaphorically burst with anger. The prospective aspect dòò also contains the past tense. The aspect implies that an action or event was about to happen but did not happen (see also Biniam, 2010:113). The prospective aspect which contains present tense in Anywaa is {màŋŋ-} 'want'.

(b) jì-i-ó -wáñ kàpér ñ-pìì ñè
stomach of 2SG PERF burn for herrings

Lit. 'Your stomach has burned for the herrings.'

'You have become angry and jealous for the herrings.'

Example (417b) implies that the addressee was not allowed to eat herrings despite his/her appetite. This jealousy, which is mixed with intense anger, is therefore accompanied by ð̣à ñpìì 'angry look' and closed mouth. The word wáñ ʧ̀ 'burning of stomach' means becoming angry.
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but with low tone, wàñ ëi to burn a stomach' means to cause a person to be angry. Therefore, in example (417b) wàñ 'burn' evokes FIRE as the source of the jealousy anger. Hence, JEALOUSY IS FIRE. So, ògòòtò 'has become angry' has similar meaning to has become jealous/greedy. When herrings are fried, they produce the voice tʃ...tʃ, which increases jealousy appetite for fish and salivation.

(417c) à nèét -è nà à kwàåll -è kwàåll -à
Lit. He is seeing me with fear of stolen looking.'

The jealousy in (417c) is understood from people who wish to have the wife of another man. The speaker in (417c) is therefore a female, who is a wife of another man. This jealousy is accompanied by fear as the female may angrily ask him for looking at her several times.

(417d) ji meèr -i kí dʒàp dʒà màk kìpèr à
Lit. 'Why do you love others' belongings?'

(417e) kèr -i wàr kí tàk lièj mò -à
Lit. 'Why are you jealous of other people's belongings?'

Example (417e) implies that wàrò 'greed' is used as a synonym of qók 'jealousy'.

8.1.1 Animals Metaphors of Jealousy

The use of ANIMALS as source domain of JEALOUSY is both folk and scientific proof that humans are evolved animals. Hart and Long (2011:53) mention that humans are animals sharing physical, behavioural and neural machinery with other primates. Humans have the mental ability to make and understand metaphors; they create animals in order to cognitively model and represent other agents like other humans in our continuous struggle for survival in this rapidly changing world. In Anywaa, the general use of jealousy based on the source domain of ANIMAL can be illustrated as follows in (418a&b).

(418a) à pàá lâj káámär mår -i
Lit. 'I am not an animal like you.'

(418b) jiin -à lâj mò ji ráátf dàtf
Lit. 'You are a very bad animal.'

In Anywaa, a jealous person can be called lâj 'animal' and jealous people are called lâj 'animals'. Hence, examples (418a&b) imply A JEALOUS PERSON IS AN ANIMAL.
8.1.1.1 Dog Metaphors

The most common animal that is metaphorically used to conceptualize jealousy in Anywaa is guòk 'dog'. That is why in Anywaa, a (very) jealous person is called with low tone as guòk 'dog' and jealousy is called with high tone as guòk 'dogness, state of being a dog'. Morris (to appear) mentions that some very recent studies on non-human primates have empirically proved that dogs show jealousy that is similar to that of humans. Such conceptualization proves and triggers the conceptual metaphor A JEALOUS PERSON IS A DOG; JEALOUSY IS STATE OF BEING A DOG. The perceived similarity between the greed of dog and that of a jealous person motivates these conceptual metaphors with the following linguistic metaphors of Anywaa in (419a-e).

(419a) à páá guòk káámar már -i
1SG NEG animal like of 2SG
Lit. I'm not a dog like you.'
I'm not jealous/greedy like you.'

Because imagery is the mental representation of stimuli, even when a dog is not physically present, when a jealous Anywaa is insulted as guòk (dátfj) 'very' dog!', he/she becomes angry by remembering the dog's bad attributes of jealousy like growling, salivation and looking up and dow inside a spoon while someone is eating (see Kosslyn et al, 2002 and Matlin, 2005:208). Therefore, in the understanding of the Anywaa, cognition can be understood as the use of experience and knowledge one has in different situations for different reasons and meanings. Thus, experience, which is the basis of reason (know ledge), precedes reason. This in turn makes empiricism the basis for rationalism/reasoning.

(b) tfwíŋ -i tfwíŋ guòk
liver of 2SG liver of dog
Lit. 'Your liver is the liver of a dog.'
'You are jealous/greedy like a dog.'

Agitation behaviours of dogs and greed behaviour of hyenas are also mapped onto jealous acts of people. BECAUSE LIVER IS THE CENTER OF PERSONALITY AND DESIRE AMONG THE ANYWAA, A JEALOUS PERSON HAS THE BAD LIVER OF AN ANIMAL AND THEREFORE ACTS BADLY LIKE AN ANIMAL LIKE A DOG/HYENA.

(c) guòk már -i á -dóŋŋò
state of being a dog of 2SG PST grow
Lit. 'Your state of being a dog has grown.'
'Your jealousy has increased.'

Although it is not expected in Anywaa culture, like dogs, jealous people have confidence and take things which are not theirs with force. In Anywaa, a jealous person is also called guú dááŋò 'manned dog'. This in turn implies a jealous person leads béét guòk 'leading a dog's life', béét
rää̀ 'bad life'. Example (419c) underlies AN INCREASE IN THE INTENSITY (OF JEALOUSY) IS GROWTH OF A LIVING THING.

(419d) ḷur -ô kò ónèŋ guòk
wait PROG with partial jealous looking of a dog
dog
'He is waiting and sadly seeing (food) like a dog.'

The metaphor wàjì nò, guòqi bè 'Ah! your jealousy/greed, your state of being a dog' implies that the addressee is eager to be given food in the hand of the speaker. In such a context, while the food is very little and prepared for children and cannot be shared, the addressee complains to be given it. Such a jealous person also looks inside a spoon or stew and salivates like a dog as example (419d) suggests.

(420e) kêr -i ṇàró kípèr kwàt dzò mòók
NEG 2SG growl for porridges of people other
'Do not growl for others' porridges.'

Jealous people quarrel for things not given to them; similarly dogs growl for things not given to them. If members of a fireplace usually fight over foods or if they do not want another person from another fireplace to eat with them, the fireplace is named as wi mà̀ guùj 'the fireplace of dogs'. The word ṃiünd 'growling of dog(s)' can be applied to jealous people's complaint noise for beer or food. With an apposition, guòk 'dog' is also called guòk, ṃiünd 'dog, the growling and jealous animal making growling voice ṃiünd', which is also applied to a very jealous person's complaint.

Furthermore, in Anywa, the offensive word gátt literally refers to a dog's eating, but it can metaphorically be extended to a jealous/greedy person's eating; similarly, the causative form gátt literally refers to feeding a dog but this word can be metaphorically extended to feeding a jealous or greedy person. This implies A JEALOUS PERSON'S EATING IS A DOG'S EATING.

The Anywa word ṃwàk basically literally means eating together. So, among the Anywa, an Anywa who eats alone is not an Anywa (not human being) but a dog or a hyena.

Metaphorically, degree of jealousy can be measured based on the source domain of being a big dog, growing of a dog's tail and becoming a dog. Examples (420a-d) have been provided to illustrate this conception of jealousy intensity in Anywa.

(420a) guòk mán -à nàk djib -è ô -tùi kêrê
dog REL AUX be tail of 3SG PERF sprout really
Lit. 'A dog whose tail has really sprouted.'
'A really very jealous person.'

Example (420a) underlies INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS LENGTH OF A DOG'S TAIL. One of the attributes of jealous people is to go back and take or use what they have rejected before. In
Anywaa accepting what one has rejected or disliked before is called dón bàlt njôk 'to go back to eat your own vomitus'. This experience comes from dog, which eats own its vomitus when it is hungry and difficult to find food.

Some jealous people refuse to eat food or take certain object, but later go back to use that object due to the jealous feeling that the object will be used by another person. A very jealous person can be called as ötfwáálii, which is a very big aggressive, strong and very jealous dog. Usually, it frightens other dogs not to eat food. This dog can find a fish which is hidden in a difficult place to open. It easily picks up and takes foods. Therefore, BEING VERY JEALOUS IS BECOMING A VERY BIG AND AGGRESSIVE DOG.

(b) qúúj mò dʒíp -qè màn -á ábiiè kît õ
dogs REL tails of 3PL prevent FOC clothes from come

Lit. 'Dogs whose tails are prevented from coming out by clothes.'
'Very jealous/greedy people.'

Such people are also metaphorically referred to as túun qúúj 'The lineages/relatives of dogs'. The Anywaa word dʒíp112 'coccyx', which literally means tail can be used to measure the jealousy intensity. Therefore, VERY JEALOUS PEOPLE HAVE LONG COCCYXES.

(c) wàád -í ā -timó ná quòk mòn
son of 2SG PST become CON dog really

Lit. 'Your son has really become a dog.'
'Your son has really become very jealous.'

The jealousy metaphor in (420c) is used to confirm that the son's jealousy has really increased although he has not really turned into dog. The words quòk 'dog' and the evidential mòn 'really' provide evidences for the increase in the intensity of the son's jealousy and greed. Sometimes quòk mòn 'really a dog' is used to talk about high intensity of one's jealousy even some parts of an expression may not be metaphorical. According to Lakoff and Turner (1989:58), metaphoricity mainly depends on specific aspects of conceptual structure; a part of concept's structure can be understood metaphorically using features extended from source domain while the other part of concept's structure can be understood nonmetaphorically, i.e directly without metaphor. The point given by Lakoff and Turner (1989) here makes language to be usually metaphorical. In the context of jealousy metaphor of Anywaa, quòk 'dog' can refer to a jealous person but not the barking animal. Hence, lexical metaphor.

112 Among the Anywaa, a person whose waist/butt is small can be insulted as dʒíbi witt 'Your tail is thin'.
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In (420d) words râ...tʃ 'bad' and dɔ...tʃ 'very', which have been used with vowel extensions express higher degree of being jealousy understood based on quòk 'dog'/quòk 'dogness'. There are very bad dogs which directly come to eat with people or quickly search and eat hidden foods by people (see also Okello, 2012).

Metaphors of jealousy based on the source domain of DOG have very specific mapping in which general attribute of DOG like growling is mapped onto a jealous person's complaint. Yet, it is difficult to map the dog’s tail onto coccyx. Mappings in which very specific aspect or limited aspects of a source domain are mapped onto specific aspects of a target domain are what I will call closed or narrow mappings and mappings like those in tables (24) & (30), in which unlimited aspects of source domain are mapped onto unlimited aspects of a target domain are those I will call open mappings.

Jealousy affecting lineages is believed to be inherited and that is why the Anywaa speak of quòk mègn(i) 'his/her mother's jealousy', quòk wànn(i) 'his/her father's jealousy' or quòk kwàri 'his/her ancestor's jealousy. This implies that THE PARENTS WERE DOGS WHOSE CHILDREN HAVE BECOME PUPPIES. Such people are also called as dúŋ qúúj, dí ɔt qúòk 'the relatives/sublineages of dogness/jealousy'. The metaphor that jealous people are dogs or being jealous is being a dog can also be found in compounds like qúú kòŋò 'dog of beer', qúú gwléb 'dog of money' etc, which in turn imply the specific thing of which a person is usually very jealous.

Although dog is given bad image as the most jealous animal today, it is also respected for many mythical contributions which support the life of the Anywaa today. One is that fire was shat by the dog\textsuperscript{113}. Before the existence of fire, people used the sun to cook their foods, but the foods could not be cooked well and could take longer time.

Another importance of dog was that God told all the animals to go to him to give them the spears and the animal which arrived very early in the morning would take the spears. However, God told the secret to the buffalo to reach God's home before the other animals when tjèjè dʒóôpè

\textsuperscript{113}The importance of dog was narrated and elaborated by Oguta Adiw.
'morning star' appeared so that HE would give the buffalo the spears. But because the dog understood the secret, he told the man to reach God's home before the morning star appeared. So the man went to God earlier before the morning star appeared. When the man arrived, he knocked at the door and God asked jiiná ɲá 'Who are you?' The man responded ááná džøòbi 'I am the buffalo'. So the metallic spears were given to man. But when the morning star appeared, the buffalo went to God. When the buffalo arrived, he knocked at the door. When he was asked, he responded that he was buffalo. However, God responded that someone came earlier and said he was buffalo so that I gave him the spears. Guessing that the man pretended to be buffalo, God gave the buffalo strong big horns. This implies that the spears, swords, guns and knives which are used to protect ourselves from beasts today could have been owned by animals.

Most importantly, dog was the closest animal to God and without it man could not exist. The first people conceived by God out of nothing were twins named as ōlár and āwëtti 'a female to be thrown away'. The word làår means heat and colour of the sun. Hence ni(i)-džöök 'children of God, spiritual/evil beings'. These twins were very thin and milk could be seen in their stomachs. Because the twins were very ugly and thin, thinking that HE had nothing to do with them, God told the dog to throw them away. However, instead of throwing the twins away, the dog hid them in hollow in a trunk of a tree. When God gave it food, the dog would feed the twins with some of it. As they grew up, the twins became fat and beautiful. When the dog showed them to God, he started loving them (see Perner, 2003:24).

In early times, dog and other animals were lingual and the dog was called mědò 'wise and clean person like a king.' The reason for which dog is seen to be a greedy today was that its greed was mythically believed to start when they were invited for marriage discussion and conclusion in certain home where there were crumbs of porridge soaked in the pot. While a woman was cleaning the pot, the dog heard the voice of scraping by a woman with spoon and went to eat the crumbs leading to the loss of his language. When God called the dog mědó!, it started wagging its tail on the ground and barks when asked and saw a danger. So, the name guòk, which literally means barking and greedy animal started to be used since that time. When a dog barks, it produces the voice guó, guó, which is related to its name guók 'dog'.
Despite its being greedy, the dog is very respected by the Anywaa today for keeping home, telling the coming of enemy and mythical contribution to existence and survival of the human being. Today, Anywaa kings like dogs most for the dog's contribution for the survival and existence of human being. Killing a dog in the presence of an Anywaa king results in punishment.

8.1.1.2 Hyena Metaphors

Jealous people wish the important things of other people and rush to eat a lone even if food is not well cooked. They also take important things from people forcefully. Hyenas do not select bad and good foods and more often eat alone. They also steal or take foods like goats and other predators' kill forcefully. Hyena can urinate, shit on other animals' killed and put soil on foods so that the other animal rejects the dirty food and the hyena will eat it. Jealous people also are said to have such attributes of eating bad things and complaining for minor (bad) things. Consider the following examples in (421a-d).

(421a) ődíék ă -òò
tyena  PST come
Lit. 'The hyena has come.'
'The jealous/greedy person has come.'
Example (421a) implies that the jealous person has gone where the speaker is so that he/she will be given food. By using high tone, a jealous person can be addressed as ődíék'The hyena!' Sometimes, a jealous person person can be called ődíék ɲáákáláɲóñi 'Hyena, which cries as ɲóñi. Hence, A JEALOUS PERSON'S COMPLAINT IS THE HYENA'S CRY FOR FOOD.

(b) ődgúlù a -timò ná ődíék kípér kàŋò
Ojulu  PST become CON lion for beer
Lit. 'Ojulu has become a hyena for the drink.'
'Ojulu has become very jealous of the drink.'
Based on (421b), in a context of the metaphor, Ojulu is not invited to drink but he is complaining to drink and he is angrily looking at others with his bad eyes like those of hyena.

(c) ęñ ă ődíí
3SG be hyenas
Lit. 'They are hyenas.'
'They are very jealous/greedy.'
Example (421c) talks about very greedy people who have more complaints and fight over food and other things despite the quality of the object. Hyenas fight over foods and bite each other. Hence, JEALOUS PEOPLE ARE HYENAS. Sometimes a person's jealousy can be understood based on a hyena's jealousy as wàj ődíék 'a hyena's greed'.
want to chew for herrings

Lit. 'He is about to bite me for the herrings.'
'He is about to attack me for the herrings.'

As example (421d) suggests, a jealous person may attack an owner of fish, gun or any other thing if not allowed to use it. Similarly, a hyena may attack a man and takes goats. This implies that the emotion which is usually evoked by jealousy and interfaced with jealousy is anger, which becomes hatred due to jealousy stimulus like a bull.

8.1.1.3 Birds Metaphors

Birds like ìkànà 'kite', ìtsù 'vulture', tʃòr 'white-necked vulture', ìlúòr 'marabou' and òdùàt 'bald eagle (SP)' are jealous birds whose acts are mapped onto those of jealous people. A kite is good at looking and snatches things not given to it. A vulture eats the human feaces and flesh but no benefit is obtained from it. The white-necked vulture imagines and dreams of food like slaughtered bull, dead people in battle field and rotten food so that it goes where the dead body is and eats it. The linguistic metaphors below in (422)-(425b) have been given to reflect JEALOUS PEOPLE ARE JEALOUS BIRDS.

(422) jiìn -à òdùàt
2SG be bald eagle
Lit. 'You are a bald eagle.'
'You are very greedy and mean.'

The bird species called òdùàt 'bald eagle' eats on dry tree when it catches a fish thinking that the leaves will beg it. This bird usually rushes to eat foods. Also the bird does not leave a part of the fish in sand as the fish will be eaten by a person or another creature although it may like another bird's food to take it forcefully.

(423) jiìn -à tʃùt
2SG be vulture
Lit. 'Are you a vulture?'

Example (423) means the addressee is jealous needing others' benefits but prevents his. Such a jealous person may be given what he begs but when he is begged, he prevents his. The Anywaa use metaphor (423), because a vulture eats human faeces but its faeces are not eaten by people nor is its flesh eaten due to spiritual matter believed to exist in its body. Hence, people do not get any davantage from vulture as its faeces and flesh are not eaten or used by people.

(424a) wàñ -i wàñ ìkànà
eye of 2SG eye of kite
Lit. 'Your eye is the eye of kite.'
'You are looking with jealousy.'
As kites see with more attention, so do jealous people. Hence, A JEALOUS PERSON'S EYE IS A KITE'S EYE. Example (424a) implies that the addressee is seriously looking at something in the hand of the addresser so that it will be given to him/her and he/she may steal the thing if not given to him/her. Hence, jealousy look.

(b) ɲlìàáľ kúrò kááámář ākáná
child waiting like kite
Lit. 'The child is waiting like a kite.'
'The child is waiting for food with jealousy/greed.'

A kite usually waits for a long time by looking attentively while a person is eating or preparing fish or meat for food. In such a context, a kite wants to be thrown a piece of meat, but if not given and if a person goes away, it flies and snatches some meat. Similarly, if the child in (424b) is not given what it is waiting for, it may eat without being invited. In Anywaa, a kite is sometimes called ōdíi-màål 'the hyena of sky' and this name is also extended to a jealous person who acts like a kite, which snatches things in the hands of people

(c) ākán dʒλàř -ô
kites soar PROG
Lit. 'The kites are soaring.'
'The jealous/greedy people are moving around.'

Kites usually soar in a group and intestines of fishes may be thrown to them and take them for food. But sometimes they soar by investigating a person who is slicing meat or fish. After certain time, kites will start snatching things like fishes. Similarly, jealous people who move around may be given foods but some may steal foods or clothes. In Anywaa, ākáná 'kite' is metaphorically extended to kùù 'thief'. So, A THIEF'S FINGER IS A KITE'S CLAW. Generally, examples (424a-c) underlie A JEALOUS PERSON IS A KITE; JEALOUS PEOPLE ARE KITES.

(425a) ālúôr å -riŋŋò nĩ tfwéél tfwéél
marbou PST run:VENT CON cweelcweel
Lit. 'The marbou is running to us with speed voice cweelcweel.'
The jealous/greedy person rushing to us for food/something.

The implied meaning of (425a) is that the greedy/jealous person is rushing where the speaker is so that he/she will be invited something like food or another thing without the will of the owner. Literally, the voice tfwéél tfwéél is produced by marabou's long legs when it rushes to people who are eating fishes so that a fish is thrown to it. Marbou is said to be jealous/greedy because it rushes to fishing before other birds and eats the fishes killed by human beings and put near the river. In Anywaa, a jealous person who rushes is called ālúôr 'marbou' (PL.ālójjé). Hence, A JEALOUS/GREEDY PERSON WHO RUSHES IS MARABOU.
Animals can be called with imperative ideophones specifying the animal figure. Such addressings are mapped onto jealous people. For example *tʃwɛj lɛr* is a voice of kite and also used to call a kite to give it a fish or meat but it is used to call a jealous person as kite and kúútkúút, which is accompanied by finger friction of a thumb and middle finger producing the voice tajtaj and by rounding the lip and producing an alveolar click like [l] rapidly is used to call a jealous person as we call a dog with this voice to give it a bone. This voice is similar to the one produced when sucking a bone with meat and stew. Because dogs are mostly called by whistling, like a dog, a jealous person can also be called by whistling fast. Hence, CALLING A JEALOUS PERSON IS CALLING AN ANIMAL.

When a kite on a tree sees meat in a hand of a person at home or under tree, it cries as *tʃw*₁₁⁴ ɛj lɛrr... and the Anywaa interpret the kite's cry as its complaint to mean “The meat you are slicing or eating is very delicious and fatty; so, I like it to be given to me!” If a person having meat throws a piece of meat to a crying kite on a tree, it keeps silent and eats it, but if it is crying without being given meat, it furtively flies to an owner of meat and snatches some meat by scratching that person's palm and fingers. The Anywaa word *tʃwɛj* has the English equivalent of a very delicious fatty meat and lɛrr... means very tasty. So, like a human being, a kite has jealousy wish by crying for the fatty meat. Jealous people can imagine and search information soon. So, they can go somewhere for drinking beer for which they were not invited. That is why they are understood as WHITE-NECKED VULTURES as illustrated below in (425b).

(b)  
*gilô lâgô káâmâr tʃôôr*  
‘Giilo dreams like a white-necked vulture.’

The implied meaning in (425b) is that Giilo guesses the times when others eat or drink and goes there and arrives while the people are about to eat or drink. So, he is invited as it is shameful not to invite him. Like white-necked vultures, jealous people are good at imagination and guessing.

Generally, the Anywaa conceive jealousy as animals' emotion and behaviour. Therefore, generous people are given attributes of clean birds like fish eagle, because this bird eats only small part of a fish it catches and leaves the remaining part in the sand. When people find this fish, they cook and eat it thinking that the fish eagle left it in the sand for them. An eagle is also

---

₁₁⁴ This personification reverses PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS to ANIMALS ARE PEOPLE, which violates unidirectionality hypothesis.
represented as clean or generous person. A fish eagle does not take a fish killed by human being. According to Pinker (2007), people cannot only ignore metaphors, but can question and analyze which parts are used and which ones should be left out.” Hence JEALOUSY IS ANIMAILISM; JEALOUS PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS. A dog protects home, gives information for the coming of an enemy and helps people with hunting. Such good qualities of a dog are not used as source domains of dog metaphors of jealousy in Anywaa, because jealousy is a negative emotion.

The GREAT CHAIN is defined by attributes and behaviours which apply to each form of being. Like other human beings and animals, jealous people have biological, instinctual attributes, but specified highest order features like intellectual, moral, aesthetic and other features are lacked by animals. In GENERIC IS SPECIFIC metaphor, specific features are selected from the general ones. Therefore, jealous people have higher order attribute than jealous animals despite shared behaviours (Ibanez, 1997).

8.2 JEALOUSY as CRY

Cry is also used as source domain of jealousy or envy. Jealous people have more complaints understood as CRY. Although a jealous adult person may not really cry, a jealous child cries for an important thing like banana in a hand of another child. An adult who usually complains for others' things is said to be ṣo gò ẹ dùũ u tʃò ʊ tʃ 'He/She is always crying'. This makes jealous people act childish. Consider the following examples of JEALOUSY IS CRY in (426a-e).

\( (426a) \) ɲɛ ŋŋŋ -ɛ lú ō r ní pă...w kípër àdítʃulà
\( \text{Lit. 'His/Her tears are falling down as pā...w for unfiltered/solid beer.'} \)

If a person is jealous of many things, there is a conception HE/SHE CRIES FOR ANYTHING HE/SHE SEES'. The tear voice pā...w, which is based on the voice of falling or flowing liquid, expresses higher degree of jealousy based on complaint.

\( (426b) \) kër -i dʒùŋ i jí ŋir ŋá t már
\( \text{Lit. 'Do not cry for another person's property.'} \)

Example (426b) is at mental space level, i.e discoursal level, because it implies that the addressee is complaining for the speaker's (someone's property). If the addressee is a child, he will be actually seen crying for someone's property. The metaphorical proposition of such a jealousy metaphor is easily understood based on the interaction, scene, scenario or looking at the conceptualizers. This implies that mental space is more specific than frame and can therefore
clarify metaphorical proposition to be easily judged as either true or false contextually. Scene, which is equated with mental space, is the level of conceptualization below domains and frames; scene (scenario) is at individual level, where speakers understand objects and events online in a very contextualized manner by using their knowledge in a specific context of communication (Kövecses, 2017 and Musolff, 2006).

(c) \( wānē  \) -\( ē  \) nīlāōk  
\( kīpēr  \) nāājē  
\text{eye of 3SG move and about to fall down for fresh maizes}  
\text{Lit. 'His eye is about to fall down for fresh maize.'}

Jealousy fear which is accompanied by fear and sad looking at valuable object

\text{The jealous person looks fearfully with strong desire'. Hence, JEALOUSY IS PROLONGED LOOKING WITH FEAR.}

(d) \( jí  \) dʒōōq  -\( ā  \) dʒōōk  bēér  
\text{2SG cry FOC cry of mosquitoes}  
\text{Lit. 'Your cry is a cry of mosquitoes, your tears are those of mosquitoes.'}

As (426d) implies, when mosquito bites a person, it cries while it has no pain; After finishing fishing, fishes are roped well and washed so that people start going home for cooking. When they see other people having more fishes, jealous people complain as \( bənē  \) rēťf dʒērə  'I haven't caught fishes' while they have caught. During fishing in lakes and pond mostly by using fishing spears, there is fish begging locally called diēr. When a fish is speared, one person can beg the fish of another person as ādiēra 'I've indirectly begged your fish.' But jealous people do not like their fishes to be begged although they begged the fishes of other fishers. Instead, they like the kind of fishing locally called qūūrāmū, āblātbōrō 'fishing without begging'.

(e) \( ādīlīējī  \) nēņn  -\( ē  \) ō  -\( wānē  \)  
\text{gatecrasher eye of 3SG PERF to rash}  
\text{Jealous person, who is a gatecrashers, suffers from eye rashes caused by prolonged cry and looking at food in others' home.'}

Being a gatecrasher is very hated among the Anywaa as it leads to everlasting jealousy, greed and theft. That is why Anywaa mothers and fathers usually beat their gatecrasher children as they may be insulted of being incapable of providing food to their child.

As jealous person cries, his/her inner organs like intestines and throat also cry as a source of jealousy expression, desire and eagerness. This is because the food eaten goes into intestine and water, drink and stew pass through throat. Examples (427a-c) have been provided below for detailed understanding.

(427a) \( tʃwāq  \)  -\( ē  \) dʒūŋō  dāťf  nī  kōk  
\text{throat of 3SG cry DÉG CON kook}  
\text{Lit. 'His/Her throat cries intensely as kook.'}
Example (427a) implies that this person is very eager for a drink to which he/she was not invited. The voice kook, which implies higher degree of jealousy, is usually related to the cry of throat to predict eating soup or drinking beer.

(b) tʃiir -ɛ dʒʊŋʊ
intestines of 3SG cry
Lit. 'His/Her intestines are crying.'
'He is very jealous for the food.'
In (427b) the very jealous may be seeing and smelling the food. When we are hungry, our intestines cry implying the hungry person's need of food.

(c) nɪ dʒʊıt qɪr ɲát mɔr tʃiir -ɛ nɪtfə...tʃ
when see thing of someone another intestines of 3SG cha...ch
Lit. 'When he/she sees another person's property, his/her intestines cry as cha...ch.'
'When he/she sees someone's property, he/she becomes jealous.'
Example (427c) implies that, when this person sees something important in the hand of another person, he feels jealous and complains. The voice cha...ch is usually produced by a fish being fried. Example (427c) therefore has the conceptual metaphor EXPRESSING JEALOUSY IS THE CRY OF INTESTINES/THROAT. Greed looking at something important makes it difficult for a jealous person to move an eye away as illustrated below in (428a-c).

(428a) wǝŋ ɲɪlàːl màŋı -á pát ji kádǝ
eye of child PROSP FOC in in stew
Lit. 'The child's eye is about to fall in the stew.'
'With greed, the child is looking inside the stew.'
The child in metaphor (428a) is now looking down at the stew so that he/she would be given some stew.

(b) wǝŋ -i bá dák ji kɔŋǝ
eye of 2SG NEG move in drink
Lit. 'You do not remove your eye from the inner part of the drink.'
'You are looking at the drink with jealousy.'
In (428b) an old person is looking inside the drink so that he will be invited.

(c) wǝŋ -i ji -i gùr jà ādìt̊nà
eye of 2SG stomach of 2SG pierce in beer filter
Lit. 'You have pierced your eye inside the beer filter.'
'You are looking inside the beer filter with high jealousy.'
The jealous person in (428c) has a strong desire of beer as he/she is looking with more attention inside the beer filter. He therefore expects that after the beer is filtered, he will be invited.

8.3 Embodied Metaphors of Jealousy

Based on the functions of human body, understanding of the whole body and interaction with the environment, the Anywaa's conception of jealousy is embodied, i.e. it has bodily basis. For example, high degree of jealousy can be expressed as dèɛr gúök 'a body of jealousy', whose experience is based on feeling and seeing the whole human body. In Anywaa, jealousy can be
conceptualized as intestine(s) and liver based on the functions of these organs. Thus, both cultural interpretation and physical experience of the Anywaa make their conception of jealousy embodied (see Lemmens, 2015:92). Below in section 8.3.1-8.3.3 are the detailed discussions of embodied metaphors of jealousy in Anywaa based on human INTESTINES and LIVER.

8.3.1 JEALOUSY IS INTESTINE(S)

In the mind of an Anywaa, human character of generosity, jealousy and greed is centered in the intestines. The food we eat enters our intestines and our need of more food implies that we have more intestines making us jealous of others' food. Therefore, AN INCREASE IN THE SIZE OF LIVER AND NUMBER OF INTESTINES can be used to express jealousy in Anywaa. Thus, jealous people have more or big intestines. In its general sense of conceptualization of the Anywaa, jealousy is in intestine. The very general metaphor with intestine as source domain of JEALOUS and MEAN has the word ʊtʃiʃ which literally means a person of intestines, owner of intestines. Its plural counterpart is ʊtʃiʃi with the literal meaning people of intestines, owners of intestines. The word ʃiʃ 'intestine', which means jealousy itself is metonymically the clear source domain of jealousy in Anywaa. Consider examples (429a-d) for detail.

(429a) ʊʃiʃ ɛ dɔŋŋ dɔʃf intestines of 3SG big:PL DEG

Lit. 'His/Her intestines are very big.'

'He/She is very jealous.'

(b) ʊʃiʃi màr i dɔŋŋ dɔʃf intestine of 2SG big DEG

Lit. 'Your intestine is very big.'

'You are very jealous.'

Examples (429a&b) take us to the conceptual metaphors HIGH INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS LARGE INTESTINE(S); LOW INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS SMALL INTESTINE(S) and AN INCREASE IN THE DEGREE OF JEALOUSY IS THE INCREASE IN THE SIZE OF INTESTINE. However, with large size of stomach as jiɛ dɔŋŋ 'His/Her stomach is large', the implied basic meaning is that the person spoken about loves eating more food although it can

115The fact that idiom of stomach has confusing language can be found in the political myth of chief ʃwɔllj. When one of the chief ʃwɔllj's sons revolted against him, he sent his troops with the command nàgù ki jiɛ 'Kill him with his stomach'. By this metaphor, the chief meant the troops had to loot all the cattle and maize of his rebelling son so that he would surrender due to hunger. However, because the troops did not understand the metaphorical language, they killed the son by spearing him with his stomach. So ʃɔl jàànɔ jiɛ 'to kill someone with his stomach' means not to give him/her food. When an old Anywaa man or woman complains as àànà nàk ki jiɛ 'I'm being killed with my stomach', he/she means I am not being given food and therefore starved. Such a man or woman may curse the whole village or his/her relative who does not give him/her food but has durra/maizes or cattle.
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sometimes mean jealousy mixed with frequent dissatisfaction. That is why the idiom nàqù kì jiè ' (You) (PL) Kill him with his stomach' has the literal meaning of spearing or shooting a person with his stomach. However, the connotative meaning is that not to give the person food. When food is eaten, it goes inside stomach. Further, hunger is felt with stomach.

(You) (PL) Kill him with his stomach’ has the literal meaning of spearing or shooting a person with his stomach. However, the connotative meaning is that not to give the person food. When food is eaten, it goes inside stomach. Further, hunger is felt with stomach.

That is why the idiom nàqù kì jiè ' (You) (PL) Kill him with his stomach' has the literal meaning of spearing or shooting a person with his stomach. However, the connotative meaning is that not to give the person food. When food is eaten, it goes inside stomach. Further, hunger is felt with stomach.

\[
\text{tʃìir} \ -i \ ʒòók \ dʒɪf \ kirɛɛ
\]
\[
\text{intestines of} \ 2SG \ \text{many} \ \text{very} \ \text{really}
\]
\[
\text{Lit.} \ \text{Your intestines are really very more.'}
\]
\[
\text{'You are really very jealous.'}
\]

Example (429c) implies that ʒóø, tʃìin 'many number of intestines' as similar meaning to the abstract noun güók 'jealousy' with high intensity. Thus, INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS NUMBER OF INTESTINES. A JEALOUS PERSON HAS MORE INTESTINES; A GENEROUS PERSON HAS FEWER INTESTINES. According to Ogarkova (2007:109), the psychological force producing intense desire for an object, or circumstance fulfilling the emotion while already having a significant other or amount of the desired object is called lust.

As a trait of a jealous person, in Anywaa, an act of keeping or reserving one's important thing to use it later for oneself by using others' before it is called güól and the perception and evaluation of despising that the amount or quality of the object one possesses is lower and less than the others' is called böñ/tààk 'despise one's own amount/quality as poor/small to use others' before using it'. Such jealousy evaluation is usually faced during childhood and makes a person need another benefit from others. A jealous person with such an attribute and who keeps his/her object to use it later by using another person's material before using his/hers is called güólmoï (agüolè). If there is such a jealousy behaviour among parents or relatives, a child can be named güólmoï 'keep yours while you are using mine'. Hence, the naming is like a backbiting or an insult.

\[
\text{tʃìir} \ -ɛ \ tʃìir \ ørwɛɛdø
\]
\[
\text{intestines of} \ 3SG \ \text{intestines of} \ \text{tilapia}
\]
\[
\text{Lit.} \ \text{'His/Her intestines are the intestines of tilapia.'}
\]
\[
\text{'He/She is very jealous.'}
\]

Tilapia has more black intestines and therefore eats more needing other foods of other fishes. Another species of fish with more (black) intestines is ökùùrà 'carp fish', whose more intestines are also used as source domain for an envious person's intestines as illustrated in (429e).

\[
\text{tʃìir} \ -i \ tʃìir \ ökùùrà
\]
\[
\text{intestines of} \ 2SG \ \text{intestines of} \ \text{carp}
\]
\[
\text{Lit.} \ \text{'Your intestines are the intestines of a carp fish.'}
\]
\[
\text{'You are very jealous.'}
\]
Example (429e) is very discoursal or pragmatic in that the speaker is clearly speaking to the jealous person who is looking or complaining for something in the hand of the speaker or another person. Carp fish has more intestines and it eats very black mud making its intestines swollen, dirty and very more. The Anywaa's conception of fishes as jealous and greed animals with more intestines comes from the fishes' having more intestines and eating days and nights by fighting over their foods like frogs, grains, straw, earth worm, grass and dead bodies. So, fishes do not sleep for food and that is why both days and nights the Anywaa are fishing. Generally, with the use of intestine as source domain, there is cultural belief among the Anywaa that a jealous person has bad intestines like those of a dog/hyena, due to eating bad foods. Hence, a jealous person is gourmand loving a bad/unclean food. Because animals like dog and hyena eat bad foods, ṭʃir quàk, 'intestines of a dog' or ṭʃir ɔdiɛk intestines of hyena' can be used to express badness of jealousy and a jealous person. Therefore, jealousy language is more often interpreted as an insult as this emotion is very negative affecting peoples' life in a very bad way. The conceptualization of jealousy as BAD ATTRIBUTE can be found in the jealousy metaphors conceptualized in terms of ROTTEN INTESTINES/BAD INTESTINES below in (430a-e).

(430a) ṭʃir e-ò-kwàk
intestines of 3SG PERF be rotten
Lit. 'His/Her intestines are rotten.'
  'He/She is a very bad jealous person.'
In (430a) the rottening of intestines implies badness of jealousy and jealous person based on bad things/rotten things.

(b) ṭʃir -i ręjjɔ dátʃ kírɛ
intestines of 2SG bad:PL DEG really
Lit. 'Your intestines are really very bad.'
  'You are really very jealous/greedy.'
Examples (430a&b) evokes bad intestines like those of tilapia, lungfish, dog and hyena, which eat bad foods, but the intestines of wɪt 'aba fish' are not used as source domain to conceptualize BADNESS of jealousy, because this fish has fewer and clean intestines which are mixed with the fat in its stomach. That is why the intestines of aba fish are washed and cooked together with its flesh.

(c) wàj -i ráatʃ
greed of 2SG bad
Lit. 'Your greed is (very) bad.'
  'You are very greedy.'
The badnesss of jealousy in (430c) in based on concrete bad objects like mud or pus, which is not pleasant to human eye. In example (430c), the implied meaning is that the greedy person
does not want to wait of others to eat with them together. The greedy person also begs, complains for minor things like children's food and waits for something like food to be given to him/her. In Anywaa, because jealousy makes a person bad, a jealous person is sometimes called ráátf 'a bad person'. Therefore, the metaphor in (430c) is used to refer to very high jealousy in which a jealous person does not ignore minor things. So, the general quality of badness is used for badness of jealousy despite the absence of image-schematic structure. The Inavriance Principle, which was proposed by Lakoff (1990), was thoroughly revised by Ibanz (1998) as the Extended Invariance Principle, which states that the generic structure of source domain of metaphor should be in consistence with the inherent structure of the target domain even when there is no (detailed) image schematic structure.

(d) ō -tʃiinò wá äkwàlìlá
owner of intestine son of rotten thing
Lit. 'An owner of intestine, who is the owner of a rotten thing.'
'A very bad jealous person.'

Example (430d) implies that degree of jealousy can be understood from having intestines. The example in (430d) also takes wá ąqwán 'son of a bad image'. The word ąqwànjó is a mocking with mouth, fingers or whistle in an indirect way or while a jealous person does no see what is being done after him/her.

(e) őtʃiinò wá ąlóţá
owner of intestine(s) son of picking up
Lit. 'An owner of intestines picking up foods.'
'A very jealous person.'

In (430e) picking up has been understood as parents of the jealous person to imply higher degree of jealousy possessed by the jealous person in (445e). A very jealous/greedy person may take things forcefully or he/she may steal things. The Anywaa's evaluation of jealousy to be a very bad emotion is based on the bad attributes of jealous and greedy people as they prevent food from others, backbite, beg, eat bad things, kill people or curse other people for advantages. Generally, examples (430a-e) take to conceptual metaphors A JEALOUS PERSON IS BAD, A JEALOUS PERSON HAS BAD INTESTINES and A GENEROUS PERSON HAS GOOD/CLEAN INTESTINES.

8.3.2 Controlling Jealousy

In Anywaa, controlling jealousy is understood in terms of tying or suppressing intestines or liver (see sections 35.1&35.3) for JEALOUSY IS INTESTINE(S) and JEALOUSY IS LIVER). The
following examples in (431)-(436) have been given to illustrate linguistic metaphors used to control jealousy in Anywaa.

(431) ʧɪɪr -ɛ ɓà màà pìŋ
intestines of 3SG NEG hold down
Lit. 'He/She does not press down his/her intestines.'
    'He/She does not control his/her jealousy.'

The metaphor in (431) can have the conceptual metaphor CONTROLLING JEALOUSY IS SUPPRESSING THE INTESTINES.

(432) ʧɪwɪŋ -ɛ ɓà máá pìŋ
liver of 3SG NEG catch down
Lit. 'He/She does not supress down his/her liver.'
    'He/She does not control his/her jealousy.'

The jealousy expressed in (432) is mixed with anger worry, which is understood from the physiology of standing up, pointing at people, rushing, fighting over things and insulting people. So, CONTROLLING JEALOUSY WORRY IS SUPPRESSING LIVER. We hold things firmly so that they will not explode or go somewhere. AN AGITATED JEALOUS PERSON SITS DOWN WHEN HIS/HER LIVER SITS DOWN.

Patient/non-jealous people usually sit down and wait while others stand up and quarrel over things like fishes or antelope meat. Sometimes, it is difficult to control jealousy and the behaviour of a jealous person becomes clear to the others. Such a clear jealousy is understood to be visible or the intestines of the jealous person are outside his/her stomach based on visible objects. Consider the following examples in (433)-(436) for detail.

(433) ʧɪwɪŋ -à ɗ à -ɗéé à kɪpɛr dʒáŋ dʒiŋ
liver of 1SG PST close 1SG for things of people
Lit. 'I have closed my liver for the others' belongings.'
    'I'm not jealous.'

Example (433) is based on the experience of closing a house or container so that a bad thing will not enter inside it. The speaker in (433) implies that he or she has no worry and does not complain for another person's benefit. This in turn implies that among the Anywaa, worry is in both liver and mind but the most important organ for controlling emotion is liver. Thus, CONTROLLING JEALOUSY IS CLOSING LIVER; LOSS OF DESIRE/APPETITE IS THE CLOSING OF LIVER.

(434a) ʧɪɪr -ɛ ɓà túo -ɛ
intestines 3SG NEG tie 3SG
Lit. 'He/She does not tie his/her intestines.'
    'He/She does not control his/her jealousy.'

Example (434a) implies that the intestines of jealous people are metaphorically loosened to imply difficulty of controlling jealousy. This takes us to the metaphorical conclusion that
JEALOUSY IS LOOSENED; GENEROSITY IS TIED, which implies that CONTROLLING
JEALOUSY IS TYING THE INTESTINES.

(b)  tʃiǐr -ǎ já -ǎ túuíó
    intestines 1SG PERF 1SG tie
Lit. 'I have tied my intestines.'
   'I am not jealous.'
What the speaker in (434b) implies is that he or she will not beg maize, durra or food from
anybody even if he/she is very hungry. Such a person also does not go to another person's home
during famine. Things which are tied are together do not go to another place. A person who has
tied his/her intestines also stays at his/her home even if there is famine at his/her home. The
jealous person in (434a) also usually gossips.

Example (434b) has the metaphorical entailment that when things are tied, they are good as they
do not scatter somewhere and easy to carry. This takes us to the metaphorical conclusion and
conception that JEALOUSY IS LOOSENED; GENEROSITY IS TIED, which implies that
CONTROLLING JEALOUSY IS TYING THE INTESTINES (OBJECTS). Jealous people
wander for food or drink and may enter others' home to be invited food or drink.

(435a)  tʃiǐnn -ɛ ɛɛ nòòqò
    intestine of 3SG PERF show
Lit. 'He/She has shown his/her intestine to others.'
   'His/ Her jealousy can be easily understood.'
Example (435a) underlies INTESTINE WHICH IS OUT OF STOMACH METONYMICALLY
STANDS FOR UNCONTROLLED JEALOUSY, which is very clear to others. Such a jealous
person can use his or her physical force to take others properties or complains directly. This kind
of person also usually complains or wanders by begging things like food or money. An eye like
that of an animal can also tell that there is jealousy in the eye. Example, wàŋɛ wàŋ ꜠guòk/ikàñà
'His/Her is the eye of dog or kite'. In certain situations, before taking or snatching food item like
fish, a dog or a kite looks at something attentively with black eyes. Example (435a) takes us to
the cognitive metaphor JEALOUSY IS POSSESSED OBJECT, because tʃiǐnn 'intestine of
him/her' implies ꜠guòq ꜠'his/her jealousy, greed, dogness'.

(b)  tʃiǐr -i ɛɛ nòòqò
    intestines of 3SG be:LOC PERF out
Lit. 'Your intestines are outside your stomach.'
   'You are very jealous.'
The image schema in (435a&b) is IN-OUT. If the jealous person in (435b) is a child, it cries for
something possessed by another person, but if the jealous person in (435) is an adult, he
complains directly or quarrels for another person's property. Hence, CONTROLLING
JEALOUS IS HIDING INTESTINES, which is based on hiding bad things like nose mucus, feaces and dead bodies.

(436) ɲáán -ɛtʃə ɓàŋ ʈʃìn mò ɛɛ kàŋò
  girl that no intestines REL PERF hide
Lit. 'The girl over there has not hidden her all intestines.'
'That girl is extremely jealous.'

The experiential basis of the jealousy metaphor with intestines outside stomach or visible intestines comes from cutting stomach with sharp knife resulting in the coming out of all intestines and other body parts in the stomach. Hence, CONTROLLED EMOTION IS A HIDDEN OBJECT. In fact, in most cases it is difficult to hide/control jealousy due to strong desire. In (436) ʈʃìn'intestines' has similar meaning to ɡúók 'state of being a dog', which also implies jealousy.

8.3.3 JEALOUSY IS A BIG LIVER

A big liver or opened liver is used as a source of jealousy in Anywaa. Because liver is the center of desire and appetite in Anywaa, it can be clearly used as a source domain of jealousy.

The following linguistic metaphors of jealousy in (437a)-(439) illustrate JEALOUSY IS A BIG LIVER.

(437a) kɛr ʈʃwìn -i pàl kʃ dʒàp wàd -ù
  NEG liver of 2G very big with properties of relative of 2SG
Lit. 'You liver should not be very big for your relative's properties.'
'Do not be covetous.'
The Bible in Anyuak (2013: 94)

In (437a), jealousy has been understood in terms of pàl ʈʃwìn 'bigness of liver'. Example (437a) is one of the ten commandments. Here a relative's properties/wealth include wife, cattle, maize, durra, fishes, children and fruit bearing plants like mango. The jealousy in (437a) leads to adultery or theft (See Oboya and Okach, 2015:11). Therefore, the word wàdù 'your relative' does not necessarily refer to the addressee's relative but any person.

(b) ʈʃwìn -i pàl dʒàf
  liver of 2SG big DEG
Lit. 'Your liver is very big.'
'You are very jealous.'

In example (437b), the metaphor implies jealousy as trait and it is equated with ɲàt kɛɛʧ 'a person of bitter feeling', which implies a very jealous person who has been born with big liver. While pàl ʈʃwìn 'bigness of liver' implies being jealous or the general concept JEALOUSY, ʈʃwìn pàl 'The liver is big' implies existence of jealousy/jealous people. Hence, INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS SIZE OF LIVER; HIGH DEGREE OF JEALOUSY IS BIG LIVER; LOW DEGREE OF JEALOUSY IS SMALL LIVER; A VERY JEALOUS PERSON HAS A VERY
BIG LIVER; AN INCREASE IN THE INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS AN INCREASE IN THE SIZE OF LIVER.

(438)  tʃwïŋ -è å -làmmò
       liver of 3SG PST regret
Lit. 'His/Her liver regreted.'
     'He/She has regretted for what he/she gave to someone.'
The jealousy metaphor in (438) is pragmatic and caused by two reasons: the first is that when the jealous person has what the other person has but judges the quality and amount of what he has to be lower than that of the other person. Example, (438) include bigger fishes, beautiful wife and more maizes possesd by another person. The other reason of such a jealousy is caused by giving something to someone, but regreting that what was given was better than what is being possessed. In such a context, when the jealous person judges the quality and amount of his/her property as poor, he or she goes back and takes what he gave to someone who did not have this property. Such a jealousy is frequent among Anywaa farmers. A farmer may give a part of his land to a person who has no land, but when the person who was given land cultivates well and produces more maizes with bigger sizes and quality, the owner of the land will claim the land and the maizes. The word làmmò also means to go back or follow a person who was given certain property and take it from him/her by providing false reason for the claim.

(439)  tʃwïŋ -é  ê dààdò kïpër dʒàp dʒëj
       liver of 3SG PERF widely open for things of people
Lit. 'He/She has widely opened his/her liver/stomach for other people's properties.'
     'He/She has become extremely jealous of others' properties.'
Example (439) entails something which is widely opened takes more contents; similarly, very jealous people need more things like fishes, money or maizes from others, because their wider livers and stomachs desire many things from time to time. So, based on the linguistic metaphor in (439), we can formulate: A VERY JEALOUS PERSON WHO NEEDS MORE THINGS FROM OTHERS HAS A VERY WIDELY OPENED LIVER; BEING JEALOUS IS OPENING LIVER; STRONG DESIRE APPETITE IS WIDELY OPENED LIVER. A liver can clearly metonymically stand for a jealous person and his/her attributes. Consider examples (440a&b):

(440a)  òlòk tʃwïŋ -è màŋ ñ dʒàp dʒëj
        Olock liver of 3SG want FOC things of people
Lit. 'Olock's liver wants others' belongings.'
     'Olock is jealous.'
In example (440a), Olock's desiring of others' properties has been understood in terms of his liver, which truly desires other people's properties. So, in (440a), A JEALOUS PERSON'S
LIVER METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR THE JEALOUS (WHOLE) PERSON. Hence, part-whole (meronym) metonymy.

(b) őlɔk  màŋ  -á  dʒáp  dʒj
Olock  want  FOC  things  of  people
Lit. 'Olock wants other people's properties.'
'Olock is jealous.'

Example (440b) has whole-part (holonym) metonymy, because the jealous person Olock metonymically stands for liver. We know that Olock, who is a whole person, is jealous or wants others' properties but in the philosophy of the Anywaa, what truly desires things and causes jealousy is not the whole person but the liver. Thus, a person does not eat, take an object, see an object or go somewhere with food or good thing without the will and desire of liver. This implies that metonymy is usually bidirectional unlike metaphor.

A liver of jealous person is also perceived to be jumping making him/her agitated. This means a jealous/greedy person's eagerness or rushing is caused by agitation made by a liver due to near object. In fact, when a jealous child needs a piece of meat, he/she jumps up by saying káli 'Give it to me'. Because a jealous person is eager, he/she is busy to obtain something. The following linguistic metaphors in (441a-c) are used to express agitation and eagerness caused by jealousy, which is triggered by liver.

(441a) tʃwĩn  -ë  bá  tʃip  piŋ
liver of  3SG  NEG  put  down
Lit. 'He does not put down his/her liver.'
'He is usually agitated with jealousy.'
Example (441a) implies difficulty of controlling jealousy due near object like fish or money.

Hence, CONTROLLED EMOTION IS DOWN LIVER ; UNCONTROLLED EMOTION IS UP (LIVER). An agitated jealous person usually stands but sits down after controlling his/her emotion.

(b)  tʃwĩn  -ë  pɔrò
liver of  3SG  jump
Lit. 'His liver jumps.'
'He is very eager and agitated with jealousy.'
The Anywaa word for patience, which is not an attribute of a jealous person, is tʃip tʃwĩn piŋ 'putting down a liver'. Eagerness and jealousy make a person stand and move from one place to another to search something important.

(c)  tʃãn  tʃwĩn  -ë  bá  bùtì  kĩpɛr  nʃwɛɛtʃ
Chan  liver  of  3SG  NEG  sleep  for  monitor  lizard
Lit. Chan's liver does not sleep for the monitor lizard.'
'Chan is very eager for the monitor lizard (stew).'
Example (441c) implies that the monitor lizard has been cooked and Chan wants to be invited as the monitor lizard is in another fireplace. If the monitor lizard has been cooked at night, it is difficult for Chan to sleep as his liver is very busy for the monitor lizard stew. So, A PERSON SLEEPS WHEN HIS/HER LIVER SLEEPS.

What follows from the UP and DOWN of jealousy takes us to the general conclusion that source domain usually provides a great deal of knowledge to the long term memory but meaning is specified by frame, script, which is a part of general knowledge (schema), discourse, pragmatics, experiencer of emotion, history, convention and stimulus. Among the Anywaa, the UP of happiness is followed by whole person's jumping with shout and smile, but the jumping up of liver for jealousy agitation has no congruency with reality but clarified by near object like fish for which a person is jealous and agitated. Similarly, the DOWN of liver implies sadness based on falling down of a liver but the down of liver based on sitting down implies controlling emotion and taking a rest with a slight happiness (See also Matlin, 2005).

8.4 JEALOUSY as SUBSTANCE IN A CONTAINER

Different body parts and places like house, village or country can be used as containers of jealousy. Jealousy can be full in a container, small or large. And when the container like liver does not contain jealousy, it implies the absence of jealousy. Examples (442a-e) are worth giving below for clarity and detail.

(442a) màn -ëtjë tʃān -a wārò dēčr -i
DEM DIS say FOC greed body of 2SG
Lit. 'That was said by jealousy in your body.'
You spoke with jealousy.'

In (442a) because it contains language, jealousy is personified to speak the language, which is spoken by the jeaous person. It can also be concluded that the body and the message conveyed contained jealousy, which is behaviour. The demonstrative pronoun mànëtjë 'that' implies that the jealous person spoke unexpected thing in the past.

(b) dɔḍl mō ji -ë dá wārò
voice/word REL stomach of 3SG exist greed
Lit. 'A voice/word whose stomach contains jealousy.'
'A voice or word which contains jealousy.'

The implied meaning in (442b) is that there are words which indirectly express the speaker's jealousy through indirect complaint. Voice quality or intensity also contributes to understanding the speaker's jealousy. Example, the jealousy interjection wó! is used to express unreasonable dissatisfaction accompanied by frowning for food of good thing like hoe. With the word wārò'
(dog's) jealousy/greed of food', which is extended from dog's jealousy to a jealous person, situational linguistic metaphor can be constructed. Hence, based on (442a) VOICE/EXPRESSION IS A CONATINER OF JEALOUSY

Stomach can metonymically stand for a jealous or greedy person resulting in the linguistic metaphor like jiê áwâr 'His/Her stomach has become greedy'. Such a jealousy is mixed with specific condition in which there is high famine and people need foods in other homes. This famine is called kâl ṣàlâr gúú(j) 'the famine of growling dogs' as the dogs do not get fishes and bones adequately and people do not have enough food as the summer maize is not ready. This famine is faced in June. The metonymic metaphor jiê áwâr 'His stomach has become greedy needing more amount' is also used when small amount of tasty food has been eaten but has not satisfied the person. So, the jealous person starts needing the food with high desire and starts needing such food in other's homes. That is why it may be said áwâr dòtf kî rîn jìl 'He/She has become very jealous and seriously needs another meat of boar'. Children with such a jealousy cry and snatch foods in other children's hands. Thus, GREEDY STOMACH METONYMICALLY STANDS FOR A GREEDY (JEALOUS) PERSON.

(c) ʧiir ŋè ėn -â wânj ŋè intestines 3SG be:LOC FOC eye of 3SG
Lit. 'His/Her intestines are in his/her eye.'  'His/Her jealousy is in his/her eye.'

As intestines metonymically stands for jealousy, the implied meaning in (442c) is that whenever such a jealous person sees important thing, he or she quickly rushes to other people so that he will be given what he needs. Further, the jealous person in (442c) needs, begs or complains for something as he/she immediately sees it. Thus, in example (442c) jealousy, with the source of INTESTINES, is a substance in the eye. Such a jealousy metaphor is mostly used in a situation in which a jealous person looks at the food sadly and may quickly rush to eating with the others without being invited. Indicators of such jealousy are eagerness, begging, staring at owner of food, salivation and avoiding speech. Such jealous people also locate the direction of smelling cooked food. If such a jealous person is a child, it soon cries for the food like piece of meat or

116 When a crocodile eats a person and starts looking for another person in a river to take and eat him up, it is said ŋànj (jiê) áwâr kî rîn ŋâàmâ 'The crocodile has become in high need of another human flesh as he has eaten up a man before'. This expression is also extended to a jealous person who has tasted delicious food or a drink with good taste but has not been satisfied. So, this person wanders for another beer or food. The metaphor is expressed as lwàlô kâmâr ŋànj mò óbbîtto kî rîn ŋâàm 'He is wandering like a crocodile who has not been satisfied with the human flesh it has eaten'.
fish in the hand of another child. With cry, such a jealous child tries to take the food of another child forcefully. The reason why jealousy in an eye is clearer than that in a liver or stomach is that an eye is more often open and people attentively see with it so that they are given what they need. So, in (442c) JEALOUSY/GREED IS A SUBSTANCE(OBJECT) IN AN EYE.

(d) $\text{f}i$w$\text{ɲ}$ ū $-\text{p}âŋ$ k italiane $\text{gû}ôk$

Lit. 'The liver is full of state of being a dog.'
'There is a big jealousy (here).'

In (442d), someone is talking about a very jealous person indirectly although he or she knows the person. Hence, the speaker here does not want to mention the name of the jealous person directly. This speech is called āqèɛlə, dwaâllə 'soliloquy'. Because bitter substance implies jealousy mixed with anger, it can be a substance in a liver as in (442e):

(e) $\text{f}i$w$\text{ɲ}$ - $\text{i}$ dá kɛɛtʃ

Lit. 'There is bitter feeling in your liver.'
'The person/the people are very jealous'.

In (442e) jealousy is bitter substance in the liver of the jealous person. Hence, the jealousy intensity is high because the liver is full of jealousy based on bitter substance. This experience can come from a jar which is full of flour. Hence, IN THE LIVER OF A PERSON WHO IS NOT JEALOUS, THERE IS NO JEALOUSY/BITTER FEELING. The conceptualization of jealousy as GARMENT and NON-REMOVABLE OBJECT IN HUMAN BODY has been given below in (442f&g):

(442f)$^{117}$ $\text{gû}ôk$ ă $-\text{r}ôm$ deɛr-$\text{-i}$$\text{t}âr$ $\text{-i}$

jealousy PST be fit body of 2SG/butt of 2SG

Lit. 'The jealousy has fitted your body or butt.'
'You are very jealous/greedy.'

Due to the use of the word rôm 'be fit' it can be argued that the jealousy in (442f) is conceptualized in terms of GARMENT containing jealousy and a jealous person. Example (442f) implies that the addressee is very jealous/very greedy and that is why jealousy has fitted every part of his/her body like a clothe. In a compound noun like duûd $\text{gû}ôk$ 'jealousy song', song is a container of jealousy as the poet or the singer was jealous of something.

(g) $\text{gû}ôk$ bá $\text{áâj}$ deɛr $\text{-i}$

jealousy NEG go away body of 2SG

'The jealousy will not go away from your body.'

\[\begin{align*}
117 & \text{With the use of direct insult } \text{gû}ôk \text{ mân}ôqô \text{ ār}ôm \text{ mûri 'That jealousy has fitted your vagina' is used to directly insult a jealous female and } \text{gû}ôk \text{ mân}ôqô \text{ ār}ôm \text{ ñe} \text{pîn'i 'That jealousy has fitted your anus' is used to directly insult a jealous male based on CLOTHE. The word mân}ôqô 'thither' is used to imply that the speaker is clearly distancing himself or herself from the addressee's jealousy. Hence, jealousy is in the body (parts) of the addressee.}
\end{align*}\]
Example (442g) entails that the jealous/envy is conceptualized as EVERLASTING EMOTIONAL TRAIT as the addressee is born with it and still exhibiting jealousy behaviour. Hence, in example (442g), jealousy is a permanent substance in the body. According to Ogarkova (2007), parental/romantic love, jealousy/envy and hatred are affective event or emotional plots rather than emotions. Variations of durations of experiencing envy and other emotions is further elaborated below by Ogarkova (2007) as:

Emotions are brief and episodic, lasting seconds or minutes. However, parental love, romantic love, hatred, envy or jealousy last for longer times like months or years; a lifetime for love and hatred, and at least hours and days for jealousy and envy (Ekman, 1998: 83, 1992 and 1998) quoted in Ogarkova (2007:124).

As it can be understood from the Anywaa metaphors like (442g) that jealousy/envy is genetic, it implies that it has no time limit. This idea is further strengthened by Ryle (1961) that the durational criteria for distinction between jealousy or envy on one hand and sadness or anger on the other hand are debatable. Emotion has two senses; dispositional and and episodic senses. In dispositional sense, a person can be jealous for 40 years or forever, but in episodic sense, emotion is felt for specific time and event. In Anywaa, jealousy conceptualized based on big liver or more intestines is a good example of permanent/dispositional jealousy, because a jealous person is born with a big liver or more intestines but salivating for the stew of cane rat which is near a person is an episodic emotion of jealousy as it can be controlled soon after eating the stew.

The metaphorization of JEALOUSY/ENVY AS MOVING ENTITY (FIGURE), which enters the body forever, can be found in the following examples in (443a-c).

(443a) ꙽公网 ménn-dogness of 3SG PST come to 3SG
Lit. 'His/Her mother's dogness came to him/her.'
'He/She has become jealous like his/her mother.'

Among the Anywaa, males are sometimes believed to inherit the jealousy of their male relatives and females are believed to inherit the jealousy of their female relatives.

(b) ꙽公网 kwār intestines of 3SG PST go body of 3SG
Lit. 'His ancestor/grandfather's intestines have entered his/her body.'
'He/She inherited the jealousy of the parents/family.'

Insults like ꙽公网 'daughter of a dog' and ꙽公网 'son of a dog' are usually used to insult young jealous people based on the jealousy thought to have come from their parents. Example (493b) underlies INHERITED JEALOUSY IS INHERITED INTESTINES/LIVER.

(c) ꙽公网 Ἀtįpó childhood PST return:VENT
Lit. 'His/her childhood jealousy returned to him/her.'
'He/She has become jealous like when he/she was a child.'
The ventive verb dũṹd ‘return toward/to’ implies that the speaker lives where the envious person lives and this person has become jealous like he/she was during the childhood. The speaker therefore knows the person spoken about from the childhood to adulthood. A child who usually cries for the food in the hand of another person may grow up with this jealousy. In sum, the data in (443a-c) imply that jealousy has been understood as a moving entity entering a person's body so that he/she becomes jealous. According to Goleman (1996), genetic heritage provides us with emotional character that affect our temperament. The emotional lessons we learn in different places shape emotional circuits, making us more adept- or inept-at basic of emotional intelligence. This means childhood and adolescence are critical for determining basic emotional habits regulating our lives. Such scientific explanation, which claims jealousy as genetic quality of human being, can be supported with linguistic metaphors of Anywaa like tûn qûök 'lineage of jealousy'.

Among the Anywaa, of all emotions jealousy is mostly conceived to be trait/personality. That is why it can be transferred from parent to child based on intestines, liver and aggressiveness. Therefore, as a childhood jealousy reflects, emotion concepts in Anywaa are closely tied to beliefs, world view, images and attitudes. According to Grigorjanova and Matytcina (2018), emotional concepts are mainly related to world view, view of reality, all ideas about the world and global image of the world. Linguistic world view is a system of value orientations encoded in associative-image complexes of language and understood by the researcher through interpretation of associative-image based on their signs and culture concepts. Each language has its own linguistic world view according to which a speaker organizes an utterance meaning. Hence, language is a set of beliefs about the world, a certain way of understanding reality with the help of linguistic units like lexical items, idioms, imagination and phonosemantic units, discursive and functional units of language. Therefore, in an emotional world view, emotional concepts are very important for analyzing emotions.

The main object of cognitive linguistics is concept, which is a perception about elements used in human thinking reflecting the result of human experience, knowledge, all human activities and cognition. Concept, an abstract idea in thought and language, is the knowledge about parts of the world in all its connections and relationships reconstructed through its linguistic reflection. A concept is a part of cultural unit used in cultural interpretation by adapting global understanding. The complex units used in human thinking process are concepts (Grigorjanova and Matytcina,
In line with what Grigorjanova and Matytcina (2018) elaborate, based on the experience of intestines which are dirty and big, the Anywaa can understand the concept of jealousy based on INTESTINES linked with experience of big object, more objects, tying objects and seeing dirty objects.

### 8.5 JEALOUSY as COLOURS

Despite the universal use of body parts (embodiment) to express universal meaning, in different cultures, an embodied experience is metaphorically used by identifying and emphasizing specific body part(s) to express metaphorical meanings like those of emotions (Kovecses, 2010:203). In the mind of an Anywaa, human character is centered in the inner organs. Therefore, white, red, black and green colours are metaphorically attached to liver, stomach and intestines to describe and express the concepts of jealousy, stinginess and generosity as human characters based on the reality in outer physical world. The evaluation of jealousy as NEGATIVE EMOTION among the Anywaa can be understood from the use of BLACK, RED and GREEN COLOURS as source domains evoking negative feeling, image, and attitude among the Anywaa in their conceptualizing jealousy.

#### 8.5.1 JEALOUSY IS BLACK

Based on black things like charcoal, dirty soil and clay, jealousy can be conceptualized as BLACK COLOUR IN EYE, STOMACH OR LIVER. Below are linguistic metaphors based on BLACK COLOUR in (444a-c).

| (444a) |  |
|  | wàŋ  |
|  | -ɛ | ěɛ | kiil |
|  | eye of 3SG PERF see with blackened eye COMPL |
| Lit. | 'By blackening his/her eyes, she/he is sadly seeing something important.' |
|  | 'He/She has become jealous of the object near him/her.' |

The jealous person in (444a) is waiting near something like food or toy to be given to him/her. The compound jealousy word kiil wàŋ 'look sadly with black eyes for a long time' implies serious need or waiting of something until it is given. It is accompanied by displeasure, discomfort and sadness. The word òkil and tfšl both mean black but the former is blacker (dirtier) and it is difficult to remove its dirts. It can be therefore concluded that JEALOUSY BLACKENS HUMAN EYES. The use of black colour as a source of jealousy is based on the relation between black colour and dirt/dirty object like a cooking pot, which are unpleasant like jealousy.
If a child who comes from another home looks sadly to be given food, its eye is interpreted to black in Anywaa. Such a child's jealousy also leads to an insult to his/her parents because it may mean the parents are lazy and do not bring fishes and do not cook good food.

The reverse order tʃul wʌn 'blackness of eye' means jealousy accompanied by a jealous person's fear of begging an object. Such a jealous person looking at what he/she wishes to have but it is also associated with being an evil-eyed or looking at someone's object with wish and fear. In (444b), the jealous person is looking sadly with wish for the cattle.

The reversed order tʃul tʃiǜ 'blackness of intestines' means his/her jealousy (Lit. Blackness of his/her intestines) but tʃul tʃiin, which literally means blackness of intestines, has the metaphorical meaning of jealousy/greed but tʃiin tʃul 'The intestines are back' implies the existence of jealousy in one's intestines, i.e being jealous. Example (444c) can have the complex metaphor JEALOUSY IS BLACK INTESTINES whose primary metaphors are JEALOUSY IS INTESTINES and JEALOUSY IS COLOUR (BLACK). While black jealousy in the eye is contextual implying looking at an object with greed, black colour linked to intestine(s) usually expresses jealousy, meanness or greed, which are behaviours.

As the BLACKNESS OF INTESTINES STAND FOR JEALOUSY OR ENVY, the WHITENESS OF INTESTINES STAND FOR GENEROSITY. Thus, there are cases where the Anywaa hate black colour if it is remarkably dirty or black without being smooth. In Anywaa,

\[ \text{(b) wàŋ} -ɛ tʃul^{118} \text{ bàlt} dàk ìòò -wàŋ tʃɛ \]

Eye 3SG black on cattle of:PL 1PL:EXCL there

Lit. 'His eye is black on our cattle there.'

'With jealousy, he is seeing our cattle there.'

The reverse order tʃul wʌn 'blackness of eye' means jealousy accompanied by a jealous person's fear of begging an object. Such a jealous person looking at what he/she wishes to have but it is also associated with being an evil-eyed or looking at someone's object with wish and fear. In (444b), the jealous person is looking sadly with wish for the cattle.

\[ \text{(c) tʃiir} -ɛ tʃul dàtʃ} \]

Intestines of 3SG black DEG

Lit. 'His/Her intestines are very black.'

'He/She is very jealous/stingy.'

The reversed order tʃul tʃiǜ 'blackness of intestines' means his/her jealousy (Lit. Blackness of his/her intestines) but tʃul tʃiin, which literally means blackness of intestines, has the metaphorical meaning of jealousy/greed but tʃiin tʃul 'The intestines are black' implies the existence of jealousy in one's intestines, i.e being jealous. Example (444c) can have the complex metaphor JEALOUSY IS BLACK INTESTINES whose primary metaphors are JEALOUSY IS INTESTINES and JEALOUSY IS COLOUR (BLACK). While black jealousy in the eye is contextual implying looking at an object with greed, black colour linked to intestine(s) usually expresses jealousy, meanness or greed, which are behaviours.

As the BLACKNESS OF INTESTINES STAND FOR JEALOUSY OR ENVY, the WHITENESS OF INTESTINES STAND FOR GENEROSITY. Thus, there are cases where the Anywaa hate black colour if it is remarkably dirty or black without being smooth. In Anywaa,

---

118 Among the Anywaa, children can be named based on their quality or face. This implies that the child is not handsome or not beautiful. In fact, this naming is attitudinal or situational. If a child is very black, it is named õtʃul 'black'(MASC) or õtʃul (FEM). Sometimes õtʃulâą́กา 'black male child like crow (agáą́ 'crow') and õtʃulwʌn 'a black female child including her eyes (wʌn 'an eye'). An intensively black (male) child is called õtʃulâà. The adjective õtʃulâà has higher degree of blackness than tʃul 'black'. The personal name which implies and indicates that the child is ugly or very black or dirty is õdòdò, which is categorically an adjective conflating blackness, dirty, ugliness and unclean fluid in the body. For someone to be totally black, the gum, palm, eyes and foot must also be black. Thus, every visible part of the body must be black. That is why it is said õtʃul kî ñëŋgë bëët 'black with all his or her eyes'. A very black Anywaa is also compared to a very black lungfish living in hole in a burned field as tʃul kî ñëŋgë áwàââ 'A very black person like the lungfish fish living in a burned field or put in the charcoal of a burned field'. In fact this lungfish is blacker than the one living in water. The names which indicate that the child is ugly or evil-eyed is õrààtʃ (MASC) and õrààtʃ (FEM). The Anywaa word rààtʃ means bad in English. A bad or difficult life may contribute to such a naming though.
the specific element or quality which makes a person generous is called tjâaj. It is mostly located in the stomach and can be found in the linguistic metaphors below in (445a-c):

(445a) jî -ê dâ tjâaj
      stomach of 3SG exist white element of generosity
Lit. 'There is generosity quality or white element in his/her stomach.'
     'He/She is generous.'

In general, the the element called tjâaj is imagined to be white making human intestines and liver white/clean and makes a person generous and sympathetic. The word tjâaj is therefore equivalent to the English word GENEROSITY. This word is close to tjââk 'milk', whose colour is white but milk may not have direct correlation with tjâaj 'white element of generosity in stomach/liver'. Therefore, a generous Anywaa can be described to have WHITE INTESTINES as follows in (445b):

(b) tjîr -i târ dâtʃ
    intestines of 2SG white DĚG
Lit. 'Your intestines are very white.'
     'You are very generous.'

In Anywaa generosity is called tâtʃ tjîin 'whiteness of intestines' as opposed to jealousy/meanness locally called tjîl tjîin 'blackness of intestines'.

(c) tjîr -i -timô nî târ
    intestines of 2SG PST become CON white
Lit. 'Your intestines have become white.'
     'You have become generous.'

Example (445c) presupposes that the addressee was jealous or mean before. Therefore, CHANGE OF HUMAN CHARACTER OF JEALOUSY/GENEROSITY IS THE CHANGE OF COLOURS OF INTESTINES OR LIVER. Generally, examples (445a-c) underlie the following two cognitive metaphors: GENEROSITY IS WHITE and GENEROSITY IS (CLEAN) INTESTINES. Due to degree of white color, we can further generate the conceptual metaphor AN OVERGENROSITY IS VERY WHITE COLOR/VERY CLEAN INTESTINES.

Among the Anywaa, during childhood a child is begged for food to be checked whether it is generous or jealous/mean. A child who usually gives food to other is generous and will grow up with this quality. In addition to expressing happiness\textsuperscript{119}, jîè/tjîwînè târ 'His/Her liver/stomach is

\textsuperscript{119}This implies that generous people are usually happy unlike jealous people. The idiom jiâ tjâak 'My stomach is milk' refers to happiness experienced by the speaker in terms of MILK. In their folk view, the Anywaa believe that females are more jealous. Therefore, females have blacker stomach and intestines than males, who have whiter intestines and stomach. Yet, the linguistic metaphor jiê bâj kâámâr ğângò (Lit. His stomach is tasteless like a stomach of a female) 'He is more generous like a female' is a good evidence for another view that females feel and control their emotion sooner and are more generous but have bitter livers than males, who are patient. The relation between white and happiness and black and anger/jealousy leads to the conceptual metaphor CLEAN IS WHITE;DIRTY IS BLACK.
white' means *He/She is generous*, which implies mix of generosity with love, happiness and sympathy. In Anywaa, an introvert person who may be mean and does not treat others well is called jiè ráâťʃ 'His/Her stomach is bad'.

Unlike jealousy, which is bitter, generosity is tasteless and is very important to help others, but jealousy is dangerous due to its bad taste, which is based on bad things it causes to a community. Therefore, in Anywaa, generosity is understood as TASTELESS as the examples below in (446a&b) imply.

(446a) ji ɛ bâɪ
stomach of 3SG tasteless
Lit. 'His/Her stomach/liver is tasteless'
He/She is generous.'
Example (446a) implies that generosity is called bâɪ ɛtʃ 'tastelessness of stomach'. The experience of tasteless object extended to generosity comes from water or porridge, which is tasteless if not flavoured.

(b) tʃwîŋ -ɛ bâɪ
liver of 3SG tasteless
Lit. 'His/Her liver is tasteless.'
'He/She is generous.'

The Anywaa's use of TASTELESS OBJECT as a source domain of GENEROSITY implies that a generous person is patient and sympathetic unlike a jealous person, who is aggressive and eager. Hence, GENEROSITY IS TASTELESS (STOMACH/LIVER). Based on (446b), generosity can be compounded as bâɪ tʃwîŋ 'tastelessness of liver'. See also examples (454a)-(454d).

What can be generally concluded from understanding jealousy based on body organs is that both internal and external organs like eyes and intestines with black and dirty experience evoke imaginary bodily images for the formation of jealousy and/or other negative emotions (See Yu, 2002) for detail.

**8.5.1.1 JEALOUSY IS RED**

Lakoff and Johnson (1999:45) state that people use conventional mental imagery based on sensorimotor domain to understand target domains, which are subjective. So, the Anywaa use image of red colour like blood, fire or bullet in their mind to understand bad/intense jealousy and bad/very jealous people. When jealous people are angry for good things possessed by others, their eyes are red like blood or fire as they are very angry and irritated. In mind of an Anywaa,
red is a destructive colour implying anger and danger. Generally, jealousy conceptualized based on blood makes a jealous person need whatever he or she sees due to high desire. Also JEALOUSY AS INTESTINE IN THE EYE makes a person complain directly many times leading to quarrel and killing. Hence, he or she does not ignore things nor does he or she thank others for the past favours. The following examples in (447a-d) are worth mentioning to illustrate JEALOUSY IS RED COLOUR in the mind of the Anywaa.

(447a) when PST see fishes hand of 1SG eye of 3SG

Lit. 'When he saw fishes in my hand, his eye immediately turned into blood.'

In (447a), the jealousy is mixed with angry looking with red eyes at the speaker, because the jealous person might not have fishes or might have smaller fishes than those of the speaker.

(b) PST do immediately drink CON blood

Lit. 'He immediately became jealous and angry as soon as he saw the fishes in my hand.'

Although the angry looking of the jealous person in (447b) may be accompanied by red eyes, bleeding eyes usually express jealousy with big desire and anger for what has been seen. So, the jealous person in (447b) is seriously looking at the sweet maize to be given to him/her, but his/her angry looking is caused by his understanding that the owner is not willing to give him/her the maize.

(c) PST do immediately drink CON blood

Lit. 'He/She is jealous of sweet maize.'

The red colour of eye in (447c) does not necessarily mean that the jealous person has red eyes. The metaphor rather means that the man seriously and immediately looks at the beautiful wives of other men and eagerly starts talking to them for sex or marriage within short time. Therefore, a combination of strong desire and attentive looking results in jealousy understood in terms of RED COLOUR. In fact, the eyes of angry jealous person can be red. Red liver can sometimes imply strong desire for food or another thing. Hence, STRONG ABNORMAL DESIRE IS VERY RED; JEALOUSY IS RED LIVER/EYE.
In (447d) the red colour of jealousy in liver implies strong desire or love for things mixed with jealousy. From example (447d) we can conclude that TEMPORARY JEALOUSY IS TEMPORARY CHANGE OF THE COLOUR OF ONE'S EYE/LIVER TO RED COLOUR. But internal organs and their permanent colours are used to express jealousy as personality/behaviour. The attaching of black, red and green colours to body parts like intestines, liver and eye imply that colours are embodied as jealous people are usually created together with black intestines and red livers. Thus, Among the Anywaa, BEHAVIOUR IS AN INTERNAL ORGAN/PERMANENT COLOUR OF AN INTERNAL ORGAN.

JEALOUSY IS BLOOD

The Anywaa do clearly know that blood in human body is important, because it keeps the center of life (the heart) alive and active so that a person becomes alive, grows well and becomes very healthy. However, the unpleasantness of jealousy can be understood in based on the blood on the ground. Such blood is unpleasant to head, liver and eye because it is red and evokes bad feeling or it is about to decay. Consider examples (448a&b).

In (448a), JEALOUSY IS BLOOD, which is used to emphasize badness of jealousy. Example(448) has higher degree of metaphoricity and structural metaphor than (448b), because in (448a) a long distance of mapping between jealousy and blood, which is bad. But in (448b), we can clearly see bad jealous person due to his complaints, accidents which cause bleeding and suffering due to jealousy, which causes conflict and danger.

The insult tfiri kwáár njëi 'Your intestines are red, your arsehole is red!' has nothing to do with jealousy or envy of a male or female but an insult by females implying njëi kwáár 'Your anus is red'. The idiom jië tëk his/her stomach is hard lexicalizes interoverness, meanness and jealousy. But in a situation where something is said or discussed, it refers to someone who has doubt or who is confused. The insulting expression jië njëi rëmb jë? 'Whose blood are you?' implies the insulting of a mother indirectly and insulting the daughter or son directly but not father. Hence, PEOPLE ARE BLOODS, because their mothers menstruate.
In (448b), the use of blood to understand the badness of a jealous person is based on the unpleasantness of the jealous person's behaviour like complaining, backbiting and gatecrashing. *Because jealousy is bad and it is in human body, it also makes a jealous person bad.* In (448b), a **JEALOUS PERSON IS BLOOD.** The metaphor of jealousy also uses sperm as a source of unpleasantness of jealousy and jealous person. Hence, it takes the general source of bad colour.

Consider examples (449a&b).

(449a) ꦗ материал ꦗREL ꦗsperm

Lit. 'Dogness which is blood.'

'Jealousy which is bad (like sperm).'

In example (449a), the focus is on the badness or high degree of the jealousy. Hence, **HIGH DEGREE OF JEALOUSY IS SPERM.** The jealousy metaphor in (449a) is more metaphorical than that in (449b), because in (449a) sperm is imposed onto the abstract concept ꦗmateriel' 'jealousy/greed' based on high degree of transfer of the source domain of SPERM to JEALOUSY.

(b) ꦗmaterial ꦗREL ꦗsperm

Lit. 'A dog which is sperm.'

'A very bad jealous person.'

In example (449b) the focus is on the badness of the jealous person due to his/her bad jealous acts. Example, (449b) can also imply that the person addressed is very jealous. The general source of bad things used to talk about jealousy in Anywaa can have a linguistic metaphor ꦗmaterial ꦗREL ꦗsperm in trun implies the Anywaa's evaluation of **JEALOUSY AS A BAD EMOTION AND JEALOUS PEOPLE AS BAD PEOPLE.**

The Anywaa's use of changing the colour of liver into red to imply becoming angry and jealous is based on the experience in which colour comes and goes as emotion is experienced and controlled. When it is cloudy, the sky is black, but when the sky is clear, the sky has white colour, because it is clean. Understanding jealousy based on black intestines is based on permanent colour as jealousy is usually natural or genetic and difficult to change. Example, the colour of the blood is permanently red: it cannot be changed. In the conception of the Anywaa, colours do migrate and replace each other. For example, the white colour of the day-time migrates and it is replaced by the black colour of night.
8.5.1.2 JEALOUSY IS GREEN

Green is the colour of unripe fruit bringing stomach pain when eaten. The Greeks associated green and pale with envy. They further believed that jealousy was accompanied by over production of bile. In English, the idiom *green Monster* stands for *jealous person* (Neamann and Silver, 1995 and Ogarkova, 2007:114). The extension of the consonant r in már... 'green' marks higher degree of the devil-eyed's jealousy and looking with extremely green eyes. Generally, the Anywaa believe that jealousy results in death, conflict, theft, curse, promiscuity and begging which are reflected by the use of negative aspects of colours.

The relation between red eye and green eye of an evil eyed and attack caused by jealousy coincides with Greene (2018:274)'s point that jealousy is usually associated with eyes. The Latin root for envy is *invidia*, which means to *look through to probe with eyes like a dagger*. The early meaning of envy was associated with an evil eyed and the belief that a look can truly express curse, bewitch or physically harm an owner of the object. Below in (450a&b) are examples of jealousy in understood terms of GREEN colour in Anywaa:

(450a) ɲɛŋŋ -ɛ márr bɔlɔt rɔd -ɛ
eyes of 3SG green on calf PL
Lit. 'His eyes are green on the calves.'
With jealousy, he is looking at the calves.
In (450a), the person who is looking at the calves with jealousy is an evil-eyed who is angry for the calves. This is because the Anywaa believe that an evil-eyed person has green eyes, which are filled with spiritual matters used for bewitching. Therefore, to the Anywaa, eyes like those of cat are green. Thus, WHEN A JEALOUS EVIL-EYED BECOMES VERY JEALOUS, HIS EYES BECOME VERY GREEN WITH JEALOUSY ANGER. Thus, GREEN EYE STANDS FOR AN EVIL-EYED'S JEALOUSY. Generally, an evil-eyed's jealousy response is bewitching. In Anywaa, the urine of an evil eyed is said to be green as it has spiritual power bringing disease and death. So, if an evil eyed urinates where people or cattle live, people/cattle will be sick and they may die.

(b) tʃir -ɛ márr
intestines of 2SG green
Lit. 'Your intestines are green.'
'You are very jealous.'

In example (450), the use of GREEN COLOUR attached to intestines is based on the unpleasantness of jealousy to people based on a bad thing. Therefore, the source domain of green colour in (450b) does not include pleasant things like plant leaf, but mucus, rotten objects and
pus, which are unpleasant to human head, eye and liver. In general, the use of black, green and red colours as source domains of jealousy/envy implies that red, green or black colour corresponds to jealousy. The person whose liver/eye contains such a colour is the jealous person. The degree of blackness/greenness or redness corresponds to the intensity of jealousy. We know that colours fade gradually until they disappear. This is mapped onto the gradual reduction of jealousy until it stops but this depends on the source of jealousy. This leads to the generalization that jealousy is the combination of happiness, love, hatred, anger, fear and wish. Metaphors of emotions like jealousy formed based on COLOUR imply the relation between mental imagery, visual perception, somatic response, metaphor and meaning (Gibbs, 2005:126).

8.5.2 JEALOUSY as BAD TASTE/SMELL

Physical sense of smell and taste can be used to conceptualize jealousy or envy. Smell and taste are the two perceptual experiences sharing characteristics. We judge what we feel as either good or bad. Flowers like mint and sweet foods like candy give us pleasure but rotten egg or putrid food evokes negative feeling in people. We also evaluate emotions as either positive or negative, which in turn helps us think about EMOTION in terms of SMELL and TASTE (Esenova, 2011:63-64 and Frijda & Fisher, n.d). In Anywaa, both jealousy and jealous person can have BAD SMELL AND BAD TASTE. The following examples in (451a)-(454d) are linguistic metaphors used to examplify the conceptualization of jealousy or envy in terms of BAD SMELL or BAD TASTE in Anywaa.

(451a)  껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑໰ 껑扩建了一座美甲店
Example (452a) has lower degree of metaphoricity, because the body of a person who may be jealous may have civet smell although there is no direct link between civet smell and jealous person. Uncleaned armpit of a person has civet smell. In Anywaa, the smell of bedbug and civet cat have tik ‘civet smell’, which serve as source of bad jealousy.

Example (452b) has higher degree of metaphoricity than example (452a), because the civet smell is imposed on jealousy, which has no direct relation with this smell. We cannot smell jealousy but we can smell the body of a person, who may have civet smell and who may be jealous.

Example (453a) has higher degree of metaphoricity, because musky smell is imposed on jealousy to talk about its badness easily, but we cannot directly smell jealousy to be musky.

Example (453b) has lower degree of metaphoricity than the one in (453a), because due to the smell of genital like a female's genital, a person's body may have musky smell although the person may not be jealous. Hence, JEALOUSY INTENSITY IS DEGREE OF BADNESS OF SMELL. Degree word like dòtf ‘very' and evidential word kirɛ ‘really' can be used the express jealousy intensity. An extremely bad odour makes us irritated and forces us to leave a place or close our mouths and noses.

8.5.2.1 JEALOUSY IS BITTER

In Anywaa, the experience of BITTER TASTE can be used to express jealousy. The distinction between jealousy and bitter taste is tonal. The Anywaa word for bitter is këêtj ‘bitter', which has high tone and that for jealousy takes low tone as këêtj ‘feeling bitter', which implies being angry or irritated for something important. Sometimes a jealous person is referred to as nât këêtj ‘a person of bitter taste/feeling’. Examples (454a-d) have been given to understand JEALOUSY IS BITTER in detail.
The lexical item for jealousy in (454a) is lāw étʃ 'tonicness of stomach', which is in English covetousness. In a decontextualized metaphor, jiè lāw 'his/her stomach is tonic' refers to a covetous person who usually does not want to give back something he/she has taken from another person. The experience of tonic taste in stew/or fried fish reveals that the food is less tasty as the salt is inadequate. Therefore, because of the word lāw 'tonic', the degree of jealousy or meanness in (454a) is lower than the one based on BITTER TASTE. The experience comes from putting little salt in stew and tasting it. When salt is over in stew, it becomes very bitter and therefore not eaten.

Jealous people are more often backbited and stigmatized. The word lāw literally means less salty and no enough salt to make the food tasty. The jealous person in (454a) usually does not want to give back something he has taken from another person as the evidence dʒāp dʒō mōk 'others' properties' indicates. Example (454a) therefore underlies SLIGHT JEALOUSY IS TONIC (LESS BITTER, LESS SALTY).

Lit. 'His/Her stomach is tonic with others' properties.'
'He/She is rather jealous of others' objects.'
understanding bitter jealousy linked with anger, which may lead to fighting or killing for a good thing like a string of bead, ivory, gun or gold.

(d)  ú  kééj -à  pér  béér  már  -à?
2PL feel bitter FOC for beauty of 1SG

Lit. 'Are you feeling bitter for my beauty?'
  'Are you jealous of my beauty?'

The speaker in (454d) is a beautiful girl and the addressee are males or females who are jealous of her beauty. A girl can be jealous of a girl's beautiful eyes, legs, hairs and butt, which attract more men. Beautiful girls are usually attacked by boys if they are asked for romantic love and refuse. Evil-eyed people also bewitch beautiful girls by making them eaten up by a crocodile or bitten by a snake for their beauty. This implies that the word kéétʃ/kéɛj 'feel bitter', which implies jealousy, usually metaphorically means feel angry. Infact, jealousy can be accompanied by frowning and irritation.

Because of the word kéétʃ 'bitter', which brings irritation, it can be concluded that examples (454b-d) imply the conceptual metaphor INTENSE JEALOUSY (ANGER) IS BITTER. The verb kéëò (He/She) feels bitter' can alone express jealousy and anger as a trait. This verb therefore optionally takes the prepositional phrase kipër dʒɛp dʒˈɛj 'for other people's objects'.

Sense of smell is important for our survival. Favourable smell is approached and bad smell makes people move away. Most people do not like tasting too salty and bitter things. From birth bitter taste is known to be aversive. Poisonous plants are bitter and avoiding tasting them helps to survive as warned by folks and scientists. This smell combines anger and jealousy (See Esenova, 2011). In line with this, it can be seen among the Anywaa that life with jealous people is difficult as they curse, beg, gossip, kill, complain, insult people and look angrily. Hence, they have fewer friends. So, JEALOUSY/ENVY IS A BAD SMELL OR TASTE. Bad smell is therefore mapped onto jealousy and a person whose body has a bad smell corresponds to jealous person. Unpleasantness of bad smell/taste is mapped onto unpleasantness of jealousy to the Anywaa community. A very bad smell or taste may trigger vomiting and nauseating, which the Anywaa call njɔ 'vomiting' and 1áám tʃˈwɪn ' nauseating (in liver).

When there is an abnormal feeling brought by intense jealousy, it can be conceptualized as disease or death. In fact, jealous people can be sick with jealousy anger, can drown, can be burned by fire, can fall down from mango trees and feel sad when they are not given what they
want as they want to take things forcefully or steal them. Consider examples (455a-d) for the details of JEALOUSY IS DEATH/DISEASE.

(455a)  tāw  ꜰuk  ꜰɑkw  ꜰɑkw ꜰɑkw
        disease of  state of being a dog
Lit.  ’disease caused by state of being a dog.’
     ’jealousy disease.’

Example (455a) implies that the jealous person in (455a) is in a bad mood due to not obtaining what he/she expected. Hence, PASSIVITY/SADNESS BROUGHT BY JEALOUSY IS PASSIVITY CAUSED BY DISEASE; JEALOUSY ACTS ARE SYMPTOMS OF DISEASE.

Diseases like malaria make people tremble. The trembling of a jealous person can also be linked to the fact that they have a lot of worries, moving fast, rushing and wishes for important things, but if not given to them, they become sad and sleep with malaria.

(b)  ḋlǎl  ǎ -tɔw  kɪpɛr  tʃɔɔk
     child  PST  die  for  milk
Lit.  ’The child died for the milk.’
     ’The child has become very jealous of milk.’

In the context (455b), the child can be sad, crying or rushing for milk. The child may fall down and cry by rolling itself on the ground until the milk is given to it. The metaphor in (455b) implies passivity of child or its sadness for something like meat. Example (455b) also can be uttered based on FAIN'TING as ḋiɛ l  tʃiɪnɔ, ḋiɛ l  ɛtʃi  ’He/She has fainted due to intestine and stomach’, which implies that He/She has become very jealous and usually becomes sad when he/she sees a good thing like a big fish in the hand of another person.

(c)  tʃiɪn  ǎ  tʃɔɔ  kɔɲ
     intestines be  death  here
Lit.  ’Intestines are death here.’
     ’People are very jealous here is.’

Example (455c) can be used as backbiting for a jealous person(s) who may not be very near the addressee.

(d)  ꜰuk  jiɪn  -ɔ  nɔɑ  ꜰɛ
     dogness  2SG  PST  kill  3SG
Lit.  ’Dogness has killed you.’
     ’You have become very jealous.’

In (455d), self-agentive activity in which jealousy is a killer has been illustrated. Jealous people may meet accidents and die or killed. A very jealous child may be cryng for maize or fish for a very long time and falls down and sleeps on the ground and this may lead to malaria. A jealous person may try to steal something and may be killed by the owner or may be killed by a fish net under water if he tries to steal the fish caught by the net, because his hands/legs may be webbed by the net. The Anywaa’s folk view of understanding jealousy as DEATH has scientific
evidences. Adams (2012) confirms that the expression of jealousy is mixed with anger, depression, sadness, embarrassment and anxiety, which make a person lose control of what he/she thinks or says. A mix of jealousy and anger also disturbs one's mental health and may bring death or madness due to stress (Farooq, Irfan and Farooq, 2020:2).

8.6 JEALOUSY as FORCE

Conceptualizing jealousy in Anywaa, jealousy or envy moves jealous people or make them act unnaturally. According to Kövecses (2000), EMOTION IS FORCE is the master of all emotion metaphors. This is because from the event structure and force-dynamics theory, emotion (antagonist) is conceptualized as FORCE. The scenario is the existence of causes causing a person (self) to have an emotion, and the emotion causes an experiencer (agonist) to produce some response. Hence, CAUSES ARE FORCES (Kövecses, 1990 and Talmy, 1988). The conceptual metaphor JEALOUSY IS FORCE has its linguistic metaphors of Anywaa given in (456a-458c).

(456a) kêêtʃ mán -ó -râñ ñíàñò
bitter feeling REL HAB destroy/make bad person
'A destructive jealousy making a jealous person bad.'

In example (456a) jealousy being an ANTAGONIST controls and destroys the jealous person, who is an AGONIST. A village, family or a clan can also be destroyed by jealousy due to conflicts and curse caused by jealousy. Thus, a very high jealousy spoils a jealous person due to bad images brought by jealousy.

(456b) qùôk ã -ŋôl wàrô ñòôgà bàŋ
dog PST row:ITV greed side of a river to
kōkñò mó kêr tiôsl -ò bàŋ -è
dog REL NEG call COMPL to 3SG
Lit. 'Dogness rowed the dog to that side of the river for the beer he was not called for.'
'The jealous person went to the other side of the river for the beer he was not invited.'

In example (456b), the verb nôl 'row away' is an itive verb implying that the speaker is not in the river side to which the jealous person went/was. Such an itive verb takes the distal {-ê} 'that' attached to the stem lôô- 'side of the river' but the ventive counterpart nûl 'row toward' takes the proximal {î-} to be attached to lôô- 'side of river'. In example (456b) therefore, jealousy has the force of human being rowing the canoe to the other side of the river where the Anywaa beer is being drunk. So, JEALOUSY CAN HAVE HUMAN FORCE OF ROWING THE CANOE FOR OMOLI TO REACH THE RIVER SIDE WHERE THE STEW WAS (See also Rull, 2001-2 and Schroeder and Gordon (2002).
The example in (456c) implies that unless stopped by an external force to go back, Omoli's desire or jealousy inertia fastens his movement to the side of the river where the stew of an electric fish is being cooked. The jealousy force forced Omoli to cross the river for the electric fish stew. The Anywaa word kât 'cross' is usually used to mean crossing the shallow part of a river mainly with legs but not with canoe.

The example (457a) metaphorically implies that jealousy has human force holding the hand of the old man. The low tone of the itive verb kâl 'take' implies that the old man went away from the speaker who is far from the object needed by the old man. The low tone therefore marks the old man's being taken way from the addresser (itive movement). The speaker here knows that where the old man went was far and not good for him but with he feeling of jealousy, he went there although the other people did not expect his going.

The example in (457b) implies that the jealous old man went where the speaker was. The high tone in kâl 'bring' therefore marks ventive motion. However, whether the old man obtained what he wished is not evidenced here although he might have been given something due to his proximity and shame by the owner of food, meat or any other valuable object.

Example (458a) takes us to the conceptual metaphor (EMOTION) INTENSITY IS HARD. The use of the defining relativizer màn 'which' implies that the jealous person about whom the people

---

121 Tone can also be used to express fixed time and mandate. In the imperative ő-dùú-i 'You have to return it toward,' the low tone implies that in the fixed time in future, the addressee should return the object he/she has taken. So, it is obligatory to the addressee to return the object to the owner after the time allowed for use. However, in the imperative ő-dùú-i 'You may return it toward,' the high tone implies that there is no fixed time for the addressee to return the object to the owner. The owner will also not worry even if the object taken is not returned to him or her. Using rising tone, this optional use of returning the object can be expressed with passive voice as ődúú 'It may be returned' but by using mid tone, the object to be returned can be metonymically made an agent, which returns by as ődúú 'It may return'. Hence, the expression kâpû mänpi džà àĂ 'Any time you like' is implied by the addressee, who is the owner. It can be therefore concluded that grammatical tone expresses mandatory and optional action via different voices.
are talking is clearly known. This implies that jealousy force force people to do jealousy activities.

(b) guòk màn -ä tüêk
dog REL:DEFINE PST hard

Lit. 'The dog which is hard.
The very jealous person.'

Example (458b) implies that the jealous about whom the people are talking is clearly known as suggested by the defining relativizer màn 'who'. The example implies A VERY JEALOUS PERSON IS STRONG. However, example (458a) is more metaphorical than example (458b), because in example (458b) we can infer that a very jealous or very greedy person can be really stronger and take an object forcefully. But example (458a) concretizes jealousy intensity by imposing strength on jealousy based on strong things like stone, metal, tree or a person. In Anywaa, jealousy or greed is also understood as a force which shakes the body. This conceptualization of jealousy has been linguistically illustrated in (458c) below:

(458c) déër dyâål miël kîpër kat ñwëêtʃ
body of old man dance for stew of monitor lizard stew

Lit. 'The old man's body is dancing for the monitor lizard stew.
The old man is trembling for the monitor lizard stew.'

Example (458c) implies that the old man is now agitated with greed for the monitor lizard stew which is being cooked where he is. Monitor lizard is usually eaten by old men in the fireplace. Its stew is cooked for a long time and the monitor lizard flesh becomes very soft and tasty. The hands of very old people usually shake when they are about to take something (very important). Hence, BEING AGITATED WITH JEALOUSY IS TREMBLING.

Generally, examples (456)-(458c) imply that in the conception of JEALOUSY as FORCE among the Anywaa, the force of jealousy is usually stronger than that of a person and makes a jealous person travel for food, steal or beg.

8.7 JEALOUSY as INSANITY/CURSE

Jealousy can be conceptualized as CURSE OR INSANITY. An abnormal behaviour of a jealous person takes the source domain of INSANITY and CURSE. Among the Anywaa, it is believed that a person who is very generous can be cursed to be mean and jealous. Similarly, a very jealous person can be cursed to be overgenerous so that he/she gives more maizes, durras or fishes to others easily. To illustrate JEALOUSY IS INSANITY/CURSE in Anywaa, the linguistic metaphors in (459a-d) have been provided below.
The jealous person described in (459a) complains directly and goes somewhere he was not called for food or drink. The Anywaa's conception of insanity as a worm in head is based on worm in stomach and sore and causes disturbances and pain. Example (459a) generally implies intense jealousy.

As curse enters the body, its force also makes jealousy enter the human body. The implied meaning in (459b) is that all the relatives are very jealous/very greedy. In fact, among the Anywaa, it is believed that a group of people, lineage or clan can be cursed to be jealous. That is why it is said gēnō tʃiên guók 'They have been cursed to be jealous'. The metaphor in (459b) can be lexicalized as guók ətʃiêni 'curse jealousy/greed'.

Example (459c) implies that jealous people are stupid as they do not understand bad things like looking at them with a scowl. A jealous person may go to an enemy's home for beer. Thus, jealous people act immorally like crazy people. Therefore, example (459c) underlies JEALOUSY IS FOOLISHNESS; JEALOUSY IS SHAMELESS/OVERCONFIDENCE.

The experience of different charms required by the different gods in the head of the jealous person takes us to metaphorical conclusion that the jealous person in (459d) exhibits different behaviours of insanity when he/she sees various things like fishes, clothes, maizes or cattle (of other persons). For example, a jealous person may speak crazily that he/she has not been given food while he/she has been given. Failure to find the charms makes a child mad or suffer from more diseases like paralysis. Similarly, when jealous people are not given what they wish, they act abnormally. A linguistic metaphor like guók wii ətʃuode: 'Jealousy has made your mind dirty with confusion' leads to the conceptual metaphor MENTAL IMPURITY IS PHYSICAL POLLUTION.
Although degree words like dɔtʃ 'very' and mɛtʃ 'slightly, rather' can be used to express jealousy intensity in Anywaa, Ograkova (2007) claims that THE INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS PHYSICAL SIZE OR QUANTITY. Based on this cognitive metaphor, the following linguistic metaphors of Anywaa in (460)-(461b) are worth mentioning for clarification.

(460a) ɡuọk  mọ  dọ́ŋŋ  dɔtʃ
dogness  REL  big  DEG
Lit. 'Dogness which is very big.'
   'A very big jealousy.'
Example (460a) is based on the conceptual metaphor HIGH DEGREE OF JEALOUSY IS A VERY BIG OBJECT. In (460a), because a very big object has been mapped onto high degree of jealousy, we can conclude that a concept in human mind is not formed arbitrarily nor is it innate, but it is formed based on sensorimotor experience, mappings and embodiment, which are in turn specified by image schema.

(b) ɡuọk  mán -à  dọ́ŋŋ
dog  REL  be  big
Lit. 'The dog which is very big.'
   'The very jealous person.'
The jealous person in (460b) can be a big person or a small child, but has higher degree of jealousy. Because puppies are small and do not search foods with jealousy force like big dogs, we can form the cognitive metaphor A VERY JEALOUS PERSON IS A BIG DOG. In (460b), what is emphasized is the fact that the person is very jealous. This jealousy intensity has been understood based on A VERY BIG DOG. To Hernandez and Ibanz (2011:19), a metaphor like that in (460b), in which only the major part of the target is understood by using the major attribute(s) or feature(s) of the source is called non-structural metaphor, because detailed knowledge and image of the source are not used.

(461a) ɲi  ɡuọk  mọ  ɲi...ɲ  dàɡò  đèèr  -i
child of  dogness  REL  sma...l  exist  body of  2SG
Lit. 'There is a very small child of dogness inside your body.'
   'You are slightly jealous.'
The modified form ɲi 'child of', whose basic form is ɲi 'child', is derived from human child, but can be extended to fruit, young animal or very small object. The vowel extension in ɲi...ɲ 'sma...l' implies very low degree of jealousy. So, based on the experience of seeing a small object in a container, we can form LOW INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS A SMALL CHILD (OBJECT) IN A JEALOUS PERSON'S BODY. The conception of low intensity of jealousy as a small object in the body of a jealous person in (461a) above is based on the addressee's behaviour of showing jealousy in an indirect way or in very rare times. In Anywaa, a daughter whose parent is
jealous is called njå guòk 'daughter of dog' and a son whose parent is jealous is called wó guòk 'son of a dog'. Hence, JEALOUS ADULTS ARE DOGS WHOSE CHILDREN ARE PUPPIES.

(b)  t̄ₐ̄l̄n̄  k̄èt̄f̄  p̄ō̄t̄  dāq̄ō  t̄f̄w̄ñ̄ -i

Lit. 'Inside your liver, there still exists a temple of bitter feeling.'
'Inside your heart, there still exists half of jealousy.'

Example (461b) generally evokes HALF OF JEALOUSY (OBJECT) IS TEMPLE. This means in (461b) half of an object is imposed on small intensity of jealousy so that it becomes easy to talk about this intensity of jealousy. Hence, SMALL ASPECTS OF JEALOUSY ARE SMALL HALVES OF OBJECTS. The existence of small jealousy in liver given in example (461b) implies that the addressee seems to have stopped being jealous but the way he looks now still shows that he is still a bit jealous of the object which he can still see. In Anywaa, the concept of HALF is embodied, because it is derived from the basic body part noun t̄ₐ̄l̄n̄ 'temple' to mean half, whose modified form is t̄ₐ̄l̄n̄ 'temple of' to mean half of. For example, t̄ₐ̄l̄n̄ kùon 'half of porridge' literally means temple of porridge based on its sliced shape like temple. Ogarkova (2007)'s claim that INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS SIZE/QUANTITY takes us to the conclusion that the Anywaa data in (460a-461b), which imply intensity of jealousy, are ontological metaphors of jealousy evidenced by SIZES and CONTAINERS, but NUMBER OF INTESTINES can also measure the intensity of jealousy. Intensity of jealousy can also be understood based on FIRE as follows in (461c):

(461c)  guòk  màn  -ā  -nák  mât̄f̄  

dogness  REL  AUX  be  fire

Lit. 'Dogness which is fire.'
'Intense jealousy.'

Based on (461c), it can be understood that JEALOUYS IS FIRE and THE INTENSITY OF JEALOUSY IS THE INTENSITY OF FIRE. Hence, A PERSON AFFECTED BY JEALOUSY IS A PERSON AFFECTED BY FIRE.

In general, based on different image sources like colour, taste, force and animals' characteristics, appearances and sounds, we can conclude that jealousy metaphors are one-shot/image metaphors, which map only one visual image on another concept. Therefore, while conceptual metaphor allows many concepts in source domains to be mapped onto corresponding concepts in the target domain, an image metaphor has one main image in the source domain. Regarding Anywaa, the mapping of black intestines of a tilapia onto those of a jealous person and the mapping of a a big object onto big intestines of a jealous person are strong examples of image metaphors of jealousy (see Lakoff and Johnson, 1980 for detail). So, it could be argued that
because the use of DOG as source of jealousy is based on visual similarity but not based on logical inferences, relationships and mappings, DOG is not a primary source concept for JEALOUSY (see Grady, 1997) for detail.

8.8 Summary of Jealousy Metaphors

Among the Anywaa, jealousy is usually understood as a trait beginning during childhood. In Anywaa, jealousy has different but related names like tjiin(ô) ‘intestine(s)’, pál tjiwin 'bigness of liver’, qúók 'being a dog’ and kēêtʃ ‘feeling bitter’, which imples that liver becomes bitter when a person becomes jealous. The Anywaa's understanding of jealousy in terms of BITTER LIVER implies the mix between jealousy and anger (irritation). The attributes of jealous people include crying, complaining, gatecrashing, over confidence, shamelessness and angry looking. In using colours to express jealousy in Anywaa, usually black colour is attached to intestines so that a person with black intestines is the jealous person. The Anywaa usually evaluate jealousy as a negative emotion. Evidences of badness of jealousy among the Anywaa include the use of source domains like big liver, musky smelling, civet smelling, black colour, bad attributes of dog and bad intestines. Therefore, in Anywaa, the language used to express jealousy is usually an insult.
Chapter Nine: Scope of Source Domains of Emotion in Anywaa

In this chapter, an attempt is to be made to confirm whether the emotion source domains of emotions analyzed in Chapters 4-8 are applicable in other areas rather than emotion concepts. In doing so, the major source domains have been selected and based on these source domains conclusion is to be made. The application of different source domains outside emotion scope is very important to see how much metaphor is pervasive among the Anywaa, because metaphorical language is not used only in expressing emotion. So, describing metaphor is not limited to metaphors of emotion only. In Anywaa, the use of SUBSTANCE and CONTAINER as source domain of other abstract concepts rather than emotions can be illustrated as follows in (462a)-(465b):

(462a) wà ën ñ jì kàtʃ
IPL:EXCL be:LOC FOC stomach of famine
Lit. 'We are in the stomach of famine.'
'Vere suffering from famine.'

In (462a) the speakers are substances in the container FAMINE to imply that it is a famine time. The preposition IN is derived from the human stomach 'jì 'stomach of'. Hence, FAMINE STATE IS AN ENCLOSED LOCATION.

(b) ì èr ì ñ dɔòɔk mɔn
body of 2SG exist God/god really
Lit. 'Inside your, body really there exists god/God.'
'You are really very lucky.'

In metaphor (462b) LUCK has been understood in terms of SUPERNATURAL BEING IN THE BODY. This implies that dɔòɔk 'supernatural being' is a synonym of gùm ðéel 'luck'. The reason why LUCK is understood as God/god in Anywaa is that both luck and supernatural being help us escape from death, and obtain advantages like gold, girl, fish, weapon, ivory and others. For example, the Anywaa believe that if a hunter's arm vibrates, what vibrate in his arm are called dʒùù 'God's (chance) spirits', which tell the hunter that he will go to hunt and he will kill (shoot) a prey. Hence, LUCK IS A GOOD SUPERNATURAL BEING IN HUMAN BODY.

(c) ì èr ñ dà kàtʃ
body of 1SG exist hunger
Lit. 'There exists hunger inside my body.'
'I am hungry.'

In example (462c), HUNGER IS A SUBSTANCE IN A BODY, which is a container as hunger weakens human body strength although it is usually felt with stomach. In Anywaa, an abstract concept like thirst is also conceptualized as a substance in the body of a person who is thirsty. In
Anywaa, enclosed but wide areas like river and house optionally take ji 'stomach of', whose English equivalent is IN. Examples can be found below in (463a&b):

(463a)  wà èn -á ( ji) nààm
1PL:EXCL be:LOC FOC stomach of river
Lit.  'We are inside the stomach of the river.'
       'We are in the river.'

(463b)  wà èn -á (ji) ñtò
1PL:EXCL be:LOC FOC stomach of house
Lit.  'We are inside the stomach of house.'
       'We are in the house.'

As it can be understood from (463a&b), the locatives nààm 'river' and ñtò 'house' have optionally taken the locative preposition ji 'in'. However, when the container is very small and/or very enclosed, the preposition ji 'in' is obligatorily used as illustrated below in (464).

(464)  džiéò ä -rëŋ ji buùr
rat PST run:ITV stomach of hole
Lit.  'The rat has run into the stomach of the hole.'
       'The rat has run into the hole.'

In example (464) buùr 'hole' has obligatorily taken ji 'in', because hole is small and very clearly enclosed. So, in Anywaa, very narrow or clearly enclosed containers like inner part of gun, pot, spoon and bag obligatorily take ji 'in'. It is difficult to come out of such a container. This obligatory use of location/container is imposed on emotion and other abstract or complex concepts like disease, hunger, war, etc so that an emotion or another abstract concept is easily conceptualized as a very concrete container or location. Consider examples (465a&b) below for detail.

(465a)  qě èn -á ji mèèr
3PL be:LOC FOC stomach of love
Lit.  'They are inside the stomach of love.'
       'They are in love.'

This (465a) implies that the people are experiencing intense recent love, which is difficult to stop. So, love has been used as a container of lovers without deleting 'ji 'in' so that love/emotion becomes concrete and very enclosed container like pot causing difficulty of coming out of it. This obligatory use of very enclosed container for love/emotion state is based on the fact that emotions clearly affect our life based on physiology.

(465b)  òdžulù bëèdò ji tÀw nir -i
Ojulu living stomach of disease days these
Lit.  'These days, Ojulu lives in the stomach of disease.'
       'These days, Ojulu is suffering from the disease a lot.'

Example (465b) implies that the disease has almost become chronic in Ojulu's body as the disease is conceptualized as A HABITAT. So, Ojulu cannot stand appropriately nor can he walk. In addition, in such a disease context, Ojulu has no appetite of eating more food. He is therefore very thin. Based on example (465b), the following conceptual metaphors can be formulated: A
CHRONIC/LONG LASTING DISEASE IS A HABITAT; A PERSON WHO IS SUFFERING FROM A CHRONIC/LONG LASTING DISEASE LIVES IN DISEASE (BAD HABITAT). As can be inferred from examples (462a)-(465b), the use of human stomach as a source domain of container or state leads us to the conclusion that image schema can emerge from our body part shape and its function implying that image schema is prelinguistic. Human eye is also metaphorically used for understanding bulb, centre of road and opening and crystals as can be found in metaphors of the following examples in (466a-d).

(466a) wàŋ (nàåm) eye of river
Lit. 'eye of river' 'stream.'
In (466a) the experience is based on the opening of an eye and extension of the sight. In the context where people are fishing in a river, only 'wàŋ 'eye' is used for stream, which is part of river which opens and sometimes closed by grass.

(b) wàŋ lilmàw eye of needle
Lit. 'eye of needle' 'opening of needle'
In (466b), the extension of an eye to an opened part of needle is based on opening our eye. In Anywaa, car bulb is called wàŋ ḥùrùbiil 'eye of a car'. Like an eye, when the headlight bulb of a car is lit, it enables us to see at night. Generally, as (466) implies, since we think, conceptualize concepts and imagine based on our body, MIND IS BODY.

(c) wàŋ ābɑţf eye of maize
Lit. 'An eye of maize' 'A grain of maize.' In (466c), human eye has been extended to a grain of maize based on the shape of an eye.

(d) wàŋ ɗʒòò eye of road
Lit. 'eye of road' 'centre of road'
In (466d), the Anywaa's understanding of the CENTER OF ROAD based on HUMAN EYE is based on an opened center of eye, whose sides are covered by eyelashes, which cover human eye. Similarly, an open center of road has sides covered by grass which may cover the center of road when the grass grows. So, THE CLOSING OF OUR EYE BY EYELASHES IS THE COVERING OF ROAD BY GRASS AND THE OPENING OUR EYE IS THE OPENING OF THE CENTRE OF ROAD. The Anywaa understand the side of road based on TEMPLE (side of head). Thus, in Anywaa, side of road is called ḡàŋ ɗʒòò 'side of road', which literally means temple of road. Therefore, SIDE OF ROAD IS (HUMAN) TEMPLE. In Anywaa, the
selection of TEMPLE as a source domain to understand and talk about SIDE OF ROAD proves Kövecses' (2008:175) argument that specific source specifies the meaning of target domain. Therefore, Clausner and Croft's (1997) criticism of level of schematicity of conceptual metaphor does not invalidate conceptual metaphor theory (CMT).

Human liver can be extended to other non-emotion concepts like tʃwɨn əbâtf 'liver of maize' to refer to the part of maize from which plumule and radicle grow and tʃwɨn gəʊl' liver of a farm' to refer to a very fertile part of a farm where very big maizes grow. The relation between liver and very fertile part of farm is that liver is smooth, center of cognition and soft and so is a very fertile part of farm, which is the center of farm. In Anywaa, the extension of body parts like liver, stomach, toes and head to other concepts like fertile land, inner part of river or pot, plant roots and tip of finger leads us to conclusion that metaphor is important to understand ourselves, objects and the world.

The metaphors used in the previous examples like (466a-d) are based on human liver, body and its parts as source domains of non-emotion concepts. Other non-body source domains can also be used as source domains of non-emotion concepts. For example, the source domain of FOOD can be extended to other concepts like speech, good information and others. Consider the following examples in (467a-e).

(467a) dʒɔw dʒɔŋ kît dòɔr nɛjja
Lit. The people were satisfied with the king's voice.'
The people were convinced by the king.'

In (467a), the word dʒɔŋ 'be satisfied' is a clue to food as a source of good point of discussion, because in Anywaa, this word is basically used for satisfaction with food like porridge eaten with tasty stew. Example (467a) therefore implies that those who spoke before the king did not convince the villagers as they did not raise the expected important point, but the king convinced the villagers, who stopped raising questions. Hence, GOOD ANSWER/SPEECH IS TASTY FOOD; SPEECH IS VOICE.

Body parts like vagina and penis are extended to objects with opening parts and sharp things. Examples, mūr tʃāła 'vagina of hoe' used to mean the opening part of hoe inside which the hand of hoe is fixed. Similarly, the opening part of fishing spear inside which shaft is fixed for fishing or hunting is called mūr wəרגəʊj/bɛçi, which literally means vagina of fishing spear. The trigger of a gun in Anywaa is called tʃur əwən 'gun's penis' and the sting of a bee is tʃur kîtj 'bee's penis'. A basic body part like eye or mouth can be metaphorically extended to another body part, which is more complex or less accessible. For example, in Anywaa, the opening part of vagina is called gī mūr 'mouth of vagina' and the inner opening part of anus is called wən nɛwən 'eye of anus'. Finger tip is called wi lwɛdɔ, which literally means head of finger.
(b) düúd -i mét
song of 2SG delicious
Lit. 'Your song is delicious.'
'Your voice (song) is good'

In (467b), GOOD SONG has been understood in terms of TASTY FOOD. Hence, GOOD IS TASTY.

(c) mèt ä -minnò
dance PST become tasty
Lit 'The dance has become tasty.'
'The dance has become intense and good.'

In the context of example (467c), many people can be seen running into dance and the dance is intense. The voice of drum and the people's voice are also very loud making the dancers very pleased. Usually dance becomes intense when drum is heated and beaten with elbow. Hence, INTENSE IS TASTY; INTENSE DRUM DANCE IS TASTY FOOD.

(d) lèerò mán bá mét
tale this NEG tasty
Lit. 'This tale is not delicious.'
'This tale is not interesting.'

In (467d) bad story/tale has been understood based on bad food. SO, AN INTERESTING STORY/TALE IS DELICIOUS FOOD; BAD STORY IS BAD FOOD. Hence, BAD IS A NON-DELICIOUS FOOD. As the Anywaa tell tales at night, (467d) implies that it is now night and the tale is being told as it is clued by mán 'this'.

(e) dá lùùbò tʃwɛŋ -à mō ȧ màŋŋ’-á
exist idea liver of 1SG REL 1SG want FOC
ɡɔ neɛ jnwàːk -à kì ʊ
it PURP eat together 1SG with 2PL
Lit. 'Inside my liver, there exists an idea which I want to eat together with you(2PL).'
'I have an idea which I want to share with you.'

As the word jnwàːk 'eat together' suggests, in example (467e), an idea has been understood based on the source of FOOD and sharing an idea has been conceptualized as EATING TOGETHER, which the Anywaa call jnwàːk. Being in a group, the Anywaa eat foods like porridge and stew with spoons and the foods are inside containers like gourd or stew pot. While eating in a group, each member of a fireplace (home) picks an amount of food with spoon. Similarly, in a discussion, each person may participate by suggesting an idea. Therefore, AN IDEA IS FOOD; SHARING AN IDEA IS EATING FOOD TOGETHER. THE PEOPLE WHO SHARE IDEAS ARE THOSE WHO EAT FOOD TOGETHER. A CONTAINER OF IDEA (LIVER) IS THE CONTAINER OF FOOD.

Because MOTION has progress, it can be used as a source domain for other non-emotion concepts as illustrated as follows in (468a-b).
In (468a) PROGRESS or GOODNESS of cultivation has been understood in terms of MOTION. Hence, PROGRESS IS MOTION; GOOD PROGRESS IS A GOOD MOVEMENT; MANNER OF ACTIVITY IS PATH.

In (468b) CURSE is conceptualized as A MOVING ENTITY and has reached Oweti's body. Thus, Oweti has become cursed. The example implies that Oweti has started behaving in the way cursed people behave. In the Anywaa's belief, curse is a moving spirit which enters the body of a cursed person so that the cursed person suffers from different problems like falling down, madness, trembling, foaming, becoming unclucky, killing others, etc. The speaker in (468b) clearly knows that Oweti would be cursed as he committed a mistake to the person known in the village. The evidential mòn 'really' tells us that the speaker has confirmed Oweti's being cursed as the curser was speaking with Oweti's name. The Anywaa sometimes equate curse with wînò 'bird', which flies from one place to another. A curse can sometimes faint a witch doctor and runs to another person's body and faints him/her. To end a curse, a witch doctor removes the spirit of curse from the cursed person's body and puts it in fire. Then, it produces the voice tšwi...tʃ, a voice similar to the cry of bird. The use of FORCE, COLOUR, FIRE, PLANT and FISHING as source domains of non-emotion concepts can be illustrated as follows in (469)- (472c):

(469a)  lɛŋ  ā -timō  nī  maatʃ war  PST  become  CON  fire
Lit. 'The war has become fire.'
'The war has become intense/difficult.'

In (469a) the difficulty or intensity of war has been understood in terms of FIRE, which is difficult to extinguish. In addition, a strong, hero or courageous person can be represented has fire like in maatʃ äõò 'The fire man is coming'. Hence, INTENSITY/STRENGTH IS FIRE.

Furthermore, in Anywaa, color can be used outside the scope of emotion as follows in (469b):

(469b)  nǐlāl  mō  mār...  dāʃ  kirɛ child  REL  gre...n  DEG  really
Lit. 'A child who is really very gre...n.'
'A child who is really very young.'

In example (469b), the concept of YOUNG has been understood based on GREEN COLOUR and a very young child as been understood based on very young and green plant like maize...
which is still growing or an unripe fruit like mango, whose colour in Anywaa is understood to be green. The degree of greenness has been marked by vowel extension in márr 'green' and dōṭj ‘very’. Hence, YOUNG IS GREEN; A VERY YOUNG CHILD IS A VERY YOUNG AND VERY GREEN PLANT/UNRIPE FRUIT; AN ADULT IS A BIG PLANT/RIPE FRUIT.

Further, the idiom ṭjɛŋŋi tά́r ‘Your hands are white’ implies that the addressee's hands are clean or the addressee takes good care of children so that they grow up with good behaviour.

In (470) government's strength has been understood in terms of plant roots, which have gone deeper down under the soil. The government in (470) is very strong and difficult to be overthrown, because the leader is very dedicated to the political activities and clearly investigating government activities. This takes us to the following conceptual metaphors:

GOVERNMENT IS A PLANT, POLITICAL POWER IS A PLANT ROOT, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES ARE BRANCHES OF A PLANT, CESSATION OF POLITICAL POWER IS THE FALLING DOWN OF A PLANT.

Lit. 'The roots of the government have gone deeper down in the soil.'

' The government has become very strong.'

The implied meaning in (471a) is that the addressee came late while the discussion has already started. Therefore, because he did not understand the topic or motion, he will not convince his opponents who have understood the discussion or motion well based on the experience of catching a fish with its head, gill or eye. Thus, AN ARGUMENT IS FISHING; A TOPIC OF DISCUSSION IS A FISH. MAJOR TOPIC IS A HEAD/EYE/GILL OF FISH AND MINOR POINT OF DISCUSSION IS A TAIL OF FISH. AN ARGUMENT/A DISCUSSION WHICH IS ABOUT TO END IS A FISH WHICH IS ABOUT TO SLIP. Experientially, more often a fish whose tail is caught is the one which has already started going away.

Lit. 'You have caught the tail of the discussion.'

'You came late while the discussion/argument is about to finish.'

The political metaphor in (471b) is based on fishing with hand. Example (471b) therefore implies that the political leader like a king, chief or president does not want to be removed from power/throne. So, seizing a political power strongly has been understood in terms of catching a fish's gill strongly. So, the words ɲàːŋ 'gill' and màk 'catch' are very important clues that the
source domain of the political power metaphor in (471b) is FISH/FISHING, but the word ākù̀ːr 'authority' is clearly the target domain, because it literally does not have a gill like a fish. Among the Anywaa, it is difficult to take a fish out of the hand of a person who has caught it with its gill or head. Such person kills and owns the fish easily and the judgement will be given for him to take the fish, because he has caught the head and the gill, which contain much strength of the fish. Similarly, if a politician pays more attention to political power, it is difficult to take the political power from his hand as he controls the major branches of the government like military agencies. Therefore, based on example (471a&b), the following conceptual metaphors in (a)-(f) can be formulated:

(a) POLITICS IS FISHING.
(b) POLITICAL LEADERS ARE FISHERS.
(c) POLITICAL POWER/SEAT IS A FISH.
(c) A PERSON WHO TAKES THE POLITICAL POWER IS A PERSON WHO CATCHES AND TAKES THE FISH.
(d) FIGHTING OVER A POLITICAL POWER IS FIGHTING OVER A FISH.
(e) A POLITICAL COUNTRY IS A WATER BODY WITH FISHES.
(f) RULES OF POLITICS ARE THE RULES OF FISHING

The use of the source domain of FORCE outside emotion concept can be found in the target domains like GOVERNMENT, LIFE and HATRED as follows:

(472a) ąkù̀ːmà  mán  tɛ́ːk  dàːtʃ government this hard DÉG
Lit. 'This government is very hard.'
    'This government is very strong.'

(472b) bèé tô̂ː  nù̂ː  tɛ́ːk living PST become CON hard
Lit. 'Living has become hard.'
    'Life has become difficult.'
In (472b), the stronger entity is life as we struggle to overcome life. The speaker in example (472b) is therefore overcome by the force of life. Thus, the speaker is leading difficult life filled with high poverty. In (472) political strength has been understood based on physical strength.

(472c)  gò̀ːr  mán  tɛ́ːk study this hard
Lit. 'This study/education is hard.'
    'This study/education is difficult.'
In (472), the current difficult study, which has been pointed out like a near concrete object, is characterized by difficult exams in which students fail. Hence, in (472c) A HARD SUBJECT IS A STRONG PHYSICAL OBJECT. As it can be seen from the examples in (486a-c), the concept of force (power) is rendered by the word tɛ́ːk 'hard'. So, complex fields like maths are hard to
deal with usually defeating people with failure to pass an exam. In Anywaa, when a student fails to pass an exam, it is said āp λdò 'He/She fell down'.

Generally, examples (462a)-(472c) imply that in Anywaa, the source domains used for emotion conception can also be used for non-emotion concepts. Hence, metaphor is very pervasive among the Anywaa. Furthermore, the application of metaphor and metonymy outside the scope of emotion proves what cognitive linguists like Kövecses (2010) hypothesize that most source domains that occur with emotions are not limited to emotions but have wider scope of metaphorical use beyond emotions (see also Esenova, 2011:128). This means metaphor is used in any sector of human life. Furthermore, Kövecses (2010:xii) mentions that metaphor can be extended to non-linguistic metaphors like audio-visual actions by relating human knowledge, concept and experience (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). Gibss (2005) and (2012) state that psychological experiments have revealed the psychological reality of metaphors. This makes CMT very strong and empirical.
Chapter Ten: Explication of the Emotion Categories, Results and Discussion

In the present study, emotion metaphors of anger, fear, happiness, love and jealousy have been analyzed and interpreted based on the source domains of SUBSTANCE, PLANT, CONTAINER, FIRE, BODY, VOICE, FORCE, COLOUR, SUPERNATURAL BEINGS, etc. The results of this study show that emotions do mix within one source domain, but context can specify the kind of emotion and the meaning to be expressed. The present study has proved that human body mostly provides an important experience for metaphorical language. Based on this study, the most embodied emotion is love, because its metaphors are usually linked with body parts like eye, liver, heart, mouth and hand. In real life, love is also usually accompanied by body attachment, dancing together, and flirting with girls. Researchers like Altarriba et al (2004) cited in Kövecses (2019:44) argue that emotions such as fear, anger and joy are more embodied than any other abstract concepts. However, this argument has no strong evidences except bodily bases like body heat and physiology. Further, this study has shown that specific meanings of emotions are usually expressed by different body parts like eye, liver, heart, hand and their physiologies. This use of embodied metaphors clearly proves the cognitive scientists’ claim that conceptual metaphors are grounded in the embodied human experience. So far, cognitive scientists like Lakoff and Johnson (1980), Johnson (1987) and Gibbs (2006) confirmed that our conceptual system is embodied. The study also indicated that second to BODY source domain, the source domains of ACTIVITIES like dancing and fishing are widely used as source domains of emotion metaphors in Anywaa.

This study has indicated that human body and its parts can be used as a container of emotions and most widely used container of emotions in Anywaa is liver. Since human body and its parts are bounded, it is easy for an Anywaa to use THE BODY as a container of emotion mainly due to physiologies like trembling and palpitations (heartbeat). However, all the emotions analyzed in this study can occur as substances in human voice, which imply emotion intensity, feeling and response of the experiencer. Yet, voice is not a bounded container, but it is used as a bounded container. Lakoff and Johnson (1980:29-30) state that when there is no naturally and physically bounded area that can be seen as a container, we impose boundary on a non-bounded object so that it will have an inner part and a bounding surface. Yet, despite imposing boundary on voice as a container of emotion, it is easy for the Anywaa to use voice as a bounded container because
it is metonymically equated with throat. For example, in Anywaa the GOODNESS OF VOICE is understood based on the source domain of TASTY FOOD as in dórí mét 'Your voice is tasty', which has similar meaning to tʃwàægi mét 'Your throat is tasty'. Hence, throat, which is a clearly bounded container metonymically stands for voice. Both voice and throat can contain good song. Thus, in human conceptual system there is HUMAN BODY IS A CONTAINER OF EMOTION; HUMAN VOICE IS A CONTAINER OF EMOTION.

Based on the data in the present study, it can be inferred that there are two ways of forming metaphors of emotions in Anywaa: the first one, which cognitive linguists like Lakoff and Johnson (1980), Kövecses (2004) and Lakoff (1987), usually emphasize in Conceptual Metaphor Theory, is the mapping between source domain and target domain, which can be schematized as TARGET (EMOTION) IS SOURCE DOMAIN. In Anywaa, the use of source domains like tasty food for favourable love relation (GOOD LOVE REALTION IS TASTY FOOD, méér mét 'Love is tasty(favourable)') and the use of fire as a source of intense anger (INTENSE ANGER IS FIRE) do clearly illustrate TARGET A (EMOTION) IS B (SOURCE DOMAIN).

However, what is particular in this study regarding emotion metaphors in Anywaa and usually not emphasized by conceptual metaphor theorists is the linking of source domains like taste, food, fire, colour and plant leaves with feeling organs like liver, stomach and intestines to express emotions. This cultural way of expressing emotion like kwààr tʃwìp 'to make one's a liver red' to imply being angry or causing anger and sweet liver to imply happiness may give us ANGER IS BITTER and HAPPINESS IS SWEET (TASTY). However, as the body parts suggest, these metaphors are not simply formed by mapping between emotions and tastes. The emotion metaphors are rather formed by attaching source domains to feeling organs like liver to conceptualize emotions based on cultural conventions constrained by image schemas or perception. Thus, one can argue that HAPPINESS IS TASTY LIVER OR ANGER IS BITTER LIVER. Therefore, such a linking between body parts and sources like colours make body parts stand for emotions. These metaphors are therefore based on the conceptualization process in which image schema is organized into domain or frame, which is linked with an organ like liver to express emotion.

However, the attaching of tasty foods or colours to organs like liver to conceptualize happiness or another emotion does not challenge CMT but strengthens embodiment hypothesis, because
emotion concepts in Anywaa are very embodied. The happiness we experience and conceptualize due to tasty food confirms the correlation between pleasure and tasty food, which evokes positive feeling like smile when tasting tasty food. Lakoff and Johnson (1999:20) state that conceptual inference is usually based on sensory-motor inference.

The use of fishing, hunting, collection of wild fruits and drum dance as source domains of love among the Anywaa clearly imply that human activities are metaphorical. This further implies that mappings usually occur in cognitive system but also occur in language and activities. Although poets make creation in forming poetic metaphors, based on the poetic metaphors analyzed in this study, the present study argues that poetic metaphors are usually extensions of conventional metaphors. So, it can be argued that poets make some creations to express their specific meanings, feelings and the situation or event they experienced based on the experience they share with ordinary people in similar environment as ordinary people can understand poetic metaphors despite their complexity caused by the poets' talent of creativity. The argument here and the poetic metaphor data in this study support Lakoff and Turner (1989)'s argument that the conceptual metaphors used by poets share many features with conventional metaphor, because poets usually share many environmental experiences with ordinary people. Therefore, understanding the nature and value of poetic creativity requires our understanding of the ordinary way of thinking (Lakoff and Turner, 1989: xi-xii).

The analysis in this study shows that among the Anywaa thinking is associated with head but emotion is linked with with liver and life is associated with heart. Yet, the Anywaa believe that there is an interaction between liver, mind and heart. This belief implies that in the conception of the Anywaa, emotion, mind and life are in high interaction. In many cultures, especially in Western cultures, heart is usually associated with emotions. For example, according to Swan (2009:466), the English idiom “to lose one's heart to someone” means not to love someone. However, the Anywaa's belief that the liver is the locus of emotion proves that metaphor is both universal and culture specific (see also Kövecses (2010). The use of body therefore imply that embodiment makes metaphor universal but specific body parts (frames) makes metaphor culture specific.

Kövecses (1990) mentions that the source domain of SUPERNATURAL BEING is limited only to fear, but this is not the case in the present study, because the source domain of supernatural
being can be used in other emotions and beyond emotions. For example, the Anywaa expression ḏɔɔk ḋò bɔltɔ 'God has come to us' implies that there is an epidemic or AIDS where the speaker lives.

Furthermore, in this paper, it is claimed that the source domain of supernatural being can be applied to love, fear, anger, jealousy and happiness. But the meaning of each emotion metaphor expressed with source of supernatural being varies from emotion to emotion. For example, the use of supernatural being as a source of love implies much respect among lovers. Supernatural beings are respected by giving them blood as food, charms and building habitat for them. In the love process among the Anywaa, males are usually given higher respect than females. The use of source domain of supernatural being for fear is based on the experience of trembling, madness, falling down and foaming during fear. The Anywaa also fear supernatural beings as they make people get lost, beat them in darkness and make mothers give birth to deformed children. This study also claims that of all emotions analyzed in this paper, supernatural being is mostly used as a source domain of fear. The use of gods which the Anywaa imported from the Nuer, Dinka and Majang provide strong evidences of the predominant use of supernatural being as a source domain of fear. Although supernatural being is abstract, the activities used for the supernatural being like provision of charms, foaming and trembling with spirits make it a concrete source domain. Hence, in this study, it can be argued that in forming conceptual metaphor, the source domain can be abstract, but more basic or it can be concrete and the target domain can be abstract or concrete but less basic or more complex.

Although most of the source domains used in this study are common to all the emotions analyzed and described in this paper, some sources are limited to specific emotions. For example, PLANT LEAF, which is linked with stomach, is usually used only as a source of HAPPINESS, but it can be used for page(s) of a book. Intestines are also believed by the Anywaa as a container of food and waste products and that is why in Anywaa, intestines are used as source domain of jealousy or greed. This study has confirmed the high interaction between metaphor and metonymy. This finding also coincides with that of Kövecses and Radden (2007). The use of tasty food as a source domain of happiness and bad food for anger imply that language is not arbitrary but experiential. The present study indicates that one metaphorical expression can be more metaphorical than another. This means degree of metaphoricity varies based on the relation between source and target domains.
The present study has confirmed the hypothesis that in Anywaa, anger, fear, happiness, love and jealousy are basic emotions. This is because these emotions are very frequently used among the Anywaa both in daily thinking and expressions. They are easily learned emotions by adults and children as they can be easily linked with source domains. For example, happiness, which is mét ètj ‘tastiness of stomach’ in Anywaa, can be easily linked with tasty food, its source domain. These emotions also clearly exist in the basic or middle level of vertical schematization of emotion in Anywaa. For example, fear has its subcategory of bóók 'panic' and happiness has its subcategory of kááŋ 'joy'. Anger has its subordinate form kóón 'hidden anger mixed with doubt and fear'. While love has its subordinate level màŋò 'like, want', jealousy has the subordinate category wàrò 'greed'.

This study strongly confirmed that idiom, proverb, simile, myth, analogy, and metonymy are metaphors, because they underlie experiential and cognitive bases. In the present study, it has been explicated that tone is important to express experience, scope and meaning and degree of emotion. For example, gradual decline in emotion intensity is expressed with falling tone and gradual increase in the emotion intensity takes rising tone. This experience is based on gradual happening of events and the gradual movement of objects. This takes us to the conclusion that further study is needed to see the relation between pitch, metaphor, cognition, language and emotion.

10.1 Summary and Conclusions

The present study was an attempt to investigate the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa in light of Conceptual Metaphor Theory. The emotions analyzed in this study were anger, fear, happiness, love and jealousy. In Anywaa, there is no clear word for emotion but the language uses dzùòdò 'feeling, sense' for the superordinate term emotion. The word dzùòdò 'feeling' is based on the experience of a pain people feel. Therefore, in the mind of the Anywaa, this conception makes an emotion to be usually understood as negative feeling. The present study has confirmed that in Anywaa, there are different linguistic metaphors of emotion used to realize conceptual metaphors of emotions. For example, the linguistic metaphor tšwíná äkwáli 'You rottened my liver' to mean You have saddened me, is used to understand the negative quality and effect of anger (sadness) based on rotten thing. Similarly, tšwín nákò tár 'The girl's liver is white', which implies that the girl is happy, underlies HAPPINESS IS WHITE. The
metaphor ʈʃiri ɭóʈ dɔtʃ 'You have very more intestines' means the addressee is very jealous. Hence, JEALOUSY IS INTESTINE (S).

In the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion in Anywaa, image schemas impose high constraints of the source domains of emotions. For example, while delicious foods are mapped onto the target domain of happiness, those food items which are not delicious or not cooked are not used as experiential bases of understanding happiness but used for understanding anger. Similarly, black, dark and red colours are mapped onto anger and jealousy while white colour is used as source domain of happiness and love. In fact, the Anywaa more often do not like very black and very red colours as they trigger dirt and danger. While health is used as source domain of happiness, disease is mapped onto anger and jealousy. Such restrictions in turn help categorize emotions into negative and positive based on their effects. The use of similar colour for two or more emotions contributes to the mixture of emotions causing metaphorical ambiguity. For example, jià tár dîtʃâŋi 'My stomach is white today' expresses happiness but jià tár kí pìjiŋ 'My stomach is white with the princess' may express romantic love with the princess or being happy with her deeds. The source domains used for the emotions analyzed in this study can also be applied onto non-emotion concepts like life and politics. This implies pervasiveness of metaphor among the Anywaa.

There are different techniques of grading the metaphorical conceptualizations of emotion degree in Anywaa. One way is by using degree adverbs like dɔtʃ 'very'. Size of source domain can also be used to measure the intensity of emotion in Anywaa. Hence, the bigger the liver, the higher the intensity of love or jealousy and vice versa. The metaphor MORE OF FORM IS MORE OF CONTENT can also be seen in the extension of vowels and consonants. Emotion with vowel or consonant extension has higher intensity. While emotion uttered with voice has higher intensity, one without voice has lower intensity. Tone too contributes to the grading of emotion metaphor. While low and falling tones mark low emotion intensity, high and rising tones mark higher intensity of emotion.

Unidirectionality restricts the source domain to structure the target but fewer cases of emotion metaphors of Anywaa can be argued to have bidirectionality. For example, in Anywaa, mèër à bùul 'Love is drum' and bùul à mèër 'Drum is love' both imply that dance with drum results in love and marriage. Such a case is further strengthened by Turner (1989) cited in Q. Ma (2015: 411
84) that PEOPLE ARE MACHINES and MACHINES ARE PEOPLE may have distinct mapping in that the former has speed and efficiency mapped onto people. Although the latter metaphor maps volition and desire of people onto machines, speed and efficiency of people can be mapped onto machines. Because emotion forces people to act in certain way, in the present study, it can be concluded that the master of all emotion metaphors in this study is EMOTION IS FORCE.
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APPENDICES

This part of the study presents and discusses appendices pertaining to emotion, metaphor, metonymy, cognition, literary language and cultural models. The appendices consist of omens, riddles, proverbs, offensive words and euphemisms, interview questions and the informants. Omens, riddles, proverbs and euphemisms have been included in the appendices part here, because they have been partly used in chapter four.

APPENDIX I: Omens and Future Events Among the Anywaa

Among the Anywaa, omens are important sources of informations, emotions or events. They help the Anywaa to interpret omenous messages and events. Further, omens help the Anywaa to understand fluctuation of seasons and prepare themselves for different activities. When a group of frogs cry while it is not rainy season, it implies that the rainy season is coming so that men prepare themselves for the cultivation in the rainy season. Omens also make the Anywaa understand emotion as predicted event whose intensity increases when the predicted event happens. For example, shooting star makes the Anywaa very shocked as it means the coming of heavy war or death of a great person like a king. Below is table 1 for omens and their meanings among the Anywaa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ominious Sign in Anywaa</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Interpreted Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lọọtf</td>
<td>overcast</td>
<td>coming of war with many dying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wàŋ mǎ rịpn di tjàm dʒùwiri</td>
<td>vibration of lower part of an eye</td>
<td>cry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruúgà</td>
<td>coming of long lasting heavy rain</td>
<td>death of whale-headed stork locally called ógurança</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wàŋ mǎ máal di tjàm dʒùwiri</td>
<td>vibration of upper part of an eye</td>
<td>seeing an important thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọtítì dʒẹ́nà (jì) ọtọ</td>
<td>A glow worm enters a house (at night)</td>
<td>coming of a guest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dʒòọk tʃwààk nì kọọk</td>
<td>noise made by throat as kook</td>
<td>drinking beer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kàt ọdiék</td>
<td>little rain while it is sunny</td>
<td>Hyena is giving birth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lwàŋpà ɾẹ̀nìà dàál</td>
<td>a fly's entrance into mouth</td>
<td>eating fish stew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lààk ąqwillà</td>
<td>dreaming with cat fish</td>
<td>(relative's) death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọdàrò</td>
<td>shooting star</td>
<td>death of a king/chief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dʒwòk tǔlà/ọtọ̀</td>
<td>cry of owl/fox</td>
<td>death, war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dílwèéľ màr ọdụ̀álli</td>
<td>orioles' noise</td>
<td>people quarrel or fight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wèn/tùúnjì dʒùọ́nọ́ màál kí wààr</td>
<td>crying of birds and insects in the sky at night</td>
<td>coming of heavy rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>láàw ðààlwò</td>
<td>Having more saliva in the mouth</td>
<td>A relative dies of disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Omens among the Anywaa

123 The omens were elicited by the researcher and the interpretations were made with the assistance of Guurnyaang Obang and Okello Okugn. Among the Anywaa, it is believed that heavy rain implies mourning and crying for the death of whale-headed stork. It is also believed that when a person who has no relative where he/she lives or a great person like a king dies, heavy and long lasting rain comes mourning and crying for this person. This rain is believed to be brought by God as its sign of crying for a great person or a dead person without a relative who should cry.
APPENDIX II: RIDDLES

In Anywaa a riddle is called ōgwáŋpáŋó, whose plural counterpart is ōgwáŋpáŋé. The literal meaning of ōgwáŋpáŋó 'riddle' is “what?” in English. Sometimes lëêrë mòà ŋéró 'small tales' is used as synonym of ōgwáŋpáŋé 'riddles'. This synonymous use is seldom because a tale is not a question but a long narrative with imaginary characters. A riddle is a puzzle asked to be answered based on description. In Anywaa, to ask a riddle, first one says ōgwáŋpáŋó... followed by description of the object from certain point of view or indirect clues. This can be seen in an example like ōgwáŋpáŋó diŋ̥âlə̀ ōôrô; jiê tʃwiir 'What is that whose outer part is dry season, but the inner part is rainy season?' The answer is ākòôjà 'water smoke'. When the respondent answers the questions, the challenger says ānçièli, kårá 'You got it, right.' If the respondent(s) miss/misses the correct answer, the challenger, says düû ãláâ 'Return my cattle' and the respondent(s) say(s) ãláâ ñôgô nô 'Here are your cattle'. Then, the challenger says náà ñóôjà a 'dóôjà èè... 'I'm wiser' with the literal meaning I'm older than you because you missed the answer (See also Okello, 2014).

Among the Anywaa, both riddles and tales are used for entertainment only at night as there is belief that telling tales and riddles during the day-time makes a person get lost when visiting a maternal uncle's home. Riddles are played by children. Therefore, if an adult participates, he or she is to help or teach riddles to the children. Yet, one should not be confused that riddles are childish. They are very important to help children develop imagination, literay thinking, understanding bodily bases of meaning and pedagogic function. Syntactically, riddles usually have short sentences. The answers for riddles may relate to body parts, topography, ecology, economy, gender and other things in one's surrounding. Yet, some riddles have universal descriptions and answers. See Perner (2011:92-103) for detail of Anywaa riddles and answers. See below are some riddles elicited by the researcher.

Below are some riddles elicited by the researcher.

(1) bëédyò dëŋ liël live:HAB near termite hill 'It lives near termite hill.'
Answer: īk 'ear'

(2) mènŋ -ŋ mát t -á piì pàär -e dànn mother of:3SG 3SG drink:FQ FOC water child of:3SG eat:FQ
-á FOC bur 'The mother drinks water and the child eats ash.'
Answer: ākòôjà kî dàâã 'water smoke and its tobacco container pot.'
While I was about to pick its child, it pulled me down.

Answer: lâŋŋo 'Nabaq tree'

The riddle in (3) underlies A FRUIT IS A HUMAN CHILD and A FRUIT BEARING TREE IS A HUMAN MOTHER. The word njîj 'human child' can be extended to the concept of OFFSPRING.

It is standing in the middle of the river and it is surrounded by grass.

Answer: tʃwɛttæ/dʒɔɔm 'clitoris'

It tastes honey only when it is dead.

Answer: liɛtʃ(liɛ bat) 'ivory ring'

The Anywaa women put some beewax on the inner side of ivory rings they are wearing on the upper arm in order to keep them in their place. Riddle (5) underlies WHEN AN ELEPHANT IS A LIVE, ITS TUSK, WHICH IS USED AS AN ARM BRACELET, IS ALSO ALIVE. The word liɛtʃ 'upper arm bracelet' is extended from liɛtʃ 'elephant'. So, clear distinction between the upper arm bracelet and the elephant is made by liɛtʃ 'arm bracelet', which literally means arm elephant. The arm bracelet is made from tusk, which is sometimes called lâŋ liɛtʃ (PL. lâkg liɛtʃ), which literally means elephant's tooth (teeth).

It jumps up with its big swollen testicle (hydrocell).

Answer: âdʒɔɔgâ 'bird-scarce bell'
APPENDIX III: PROVERBS

Proverbs are sayings with hidden meanings. Hence, like idioms, their meanings cannot be understood literally. Although they are not learned by heart for wisdom, proverbs give advice or warning for successful or careful life. Thus, they make people wise. Proverbs are also pedagogically important in teaching people about their life and environment by applying conceptual metaphor. In Anywaa, proverbs are called āŋjádē (SG. āŋjádà). The word ēnàat in English means not to pass near by something. Proverbs are more often used by adults, but their experience, which make it easy to understand a proverb, comes from childhood experience. Children hear proverbs from adults; one can easily form both conceptual and linguistic metaphors from proverbs. To understand a proverb thoroughly, one must know the event, context, history or anecdote. See Perner (2011) and Okello (2014) for detail. Below are some proverbs of Anywaa elicited by the researcher.

(1) múú ngàadzwànl n -á dàò bàŋ ðjwègè
handing over Nyaajwàal REL PST return:ITV to broth
Lit. 'Nyaajwal's overgenerosity made her eat only broth but not meat.'
'Being overgenerous makes the generous person poor.'

(2) áŋáák kwáj -á ākànà
crow beg FOCSite kite
Lit. 'Crow is begging the black kite/ A rubbish bird is begging the rubbish bird.'
'A poor person should not beg a poor person.'

(3) áŋáák ji dwàŋ, ji pàá wéŋ bècèlò
crow 2S big 2SG NEG bird of durra
Lit. 'Crow, you are big; you are not young enough to sit on durra head and eat it.'
'Corruption of the best is the worst.'

(4) ngàáŋ tʃàm -á dipòøj
crocodile eat FOCSite teacher
'A crocodile eats the advisor but not the swimmer.'

(5) ngàájìmán pèck lòŋŋ -è ngàjj -á è
everybody weight testicle of 3SG know FOCSite 3SG
'Everybody knows the degree to which his swollen testicle (hydrocell) is heavy.'
Implied meaning: A problem is clearly known by the victim.
APPENDIX IV: Offensive Words & Euphemisms

According to Schulz (2000:84-85), an offensive word has negative connotation and its euphemistic form is polite form used for respecting people and controlling emotions (see Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 2010). For example, in Anywaa, the wordɲól 'give birth' is an offensive word used for plants and animals despite being a general word for delivery. So, it has the euphemistic form lwáár 'give birth', which is used only for human beings. Therefore, the use of offensive word designates prejudice, disrespect, fear, bad attitudes, terror and insult. Thus, among the Anywaa, using rêmò/əmɔ̀n 'blood, menstruation' instead of piin pij 'sitting down' is an insult to an Anywaa woman. While euphemistic word brings positive emotion, an offensive word develops negative emotion to an addressee or a person spoken about. Table 2, which is given below, provides offensive and euphemistic Anywaa words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offensive Word</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Euphemistic Form</th>
<th>Literal Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pičò</td>
<td>defecation</td>
<td>láájò</td>
<td>passing urine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɳwɛŋ</td>
<td>anus</td>
<td>jàw, kùr tjóst</td>
<td>butt, males' side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mùr</td>
<td>vulva, vagina</td>
<td>etjɛ̃tʃ</td>
<td>stomach, back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjʊl</td>
<td>penis</td>
<td>ɲim,dʒàåt</td>
<td>front, stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əmɔ̀n,rêmɔ,dwɔ̀j</td>
<td>menstruation, blood, moon</td>
<td>piin pij, gir mànn</td>
<td>sitting down, females' object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mèèrɔ</td>
<td>being drunk</td>
<td>dʒàləŋò</td>
<td>satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gàt, lâp</td>
<td>eat(with tongue) like a dog</td>
<td>lwòdò</td>
<td>taking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲòl</td>
<td>give birth</td>
<td>lwáár, pàŋò</td>
<td>embarace, fall down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲɔ̀l, kààp</td>
<td>sexual intercourse, fucking</td>
<td>nínɛ́</td>
<td>sleeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʁɔ̀bi, ɲɔ̀ŋọ̀dli</td>
<td>promiscuous, fucker</td>
<td>nènɛ́ ɲò́g/raátʃ</td>
<td>has more eyes, bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjidʒòɔk</td>
<td>evil-eyed</td>
<td>raátʃ</td>
<td>bad (person)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jòò</td>
<td>death</td>
<td>pàŋò/jejerò</td>
<td>confusion, falling down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃɪɛ́lɔ</td>
<td>faeces</td>
<td>láātʃ dɔŋŋɛ́</td>
<td>big urine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Illustrating Offensive words & Euphemisms in Anywaa

The Euphemisms were elicited by the researcher and checked with Meher Omod. The actual Anywaa word for vagina is ọtààt.
Appendix V: Interview Questions and Key Informants

The interview questions for the present study were prepared in December, 2020 and the interview was conducted in December 20, January 15 and February 20. The interview questions, were written in English but were orally asked in Anywaa. The interviewee were Abala Omod, Philliph Omod, Othoo Ojulu and Didumu Ajiba. For the detail of the key informants, see table 3, which has been provided after the interview questions below. The followings are the interview questions for the present study.

1. During drum dance, can one boy dance with more girls?
2. Does a male and female's dance in fair directly lead to marriage?
3. What are the criteria for choosing a dance partner among the Anywaa?
4. In Anywaa, is there an interaction between happiness and love?
5. Does the extension of a sound mark emotion degree in Anywaa?
6. Does the use of plain vowel mark higher degree of emotion in Anywaa than the use of a breathy vowel?
7. Does a man's shouting with a bull name imply higher degree of happiness?

The Key Informants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Informant's Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ajulu Ojwaato</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Lul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Abala Omot</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Lul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Akeek Giilo</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Openo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Desalign Omod</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Lul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Okello Okugn</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Openo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Okuch Golo</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Lul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Prince Obang Ojulu</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Lul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Chief Phillip Omod</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Lul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prince Othoo Ojulu</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Openo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pastor Omod Oway</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Openo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>John Ogol</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Lul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Pastor Ocati Ojulu</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Openo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The Key Informants' Profiles
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